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PURPOSE 

The proposed Demonstration is an outgrowth of a survey of 

American game resources undertaken by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers! Institute July 1, 1928. 

The Survey is premised upon the idea that the sportsman, the 
landowner, the manufacturer of sporting equipment, and the public each 
have a stake in the maintenance of a permanent game supply and that 
their identity of interest can be’ made the basis of effective joint 
action, once the underlying biclogical and economic facts are made 
available. Theysurvey is attempting to collect the known basic facts 
bearing on game restoration, and to encourage research on those as yet 

unknown or imperfectly established. 

Yams 
The,survey has revealed the strong probability that coverts 

are the limiting factor governing the productivity of yvail throughout 
the north-central states. Coverts are steadily shrinking in this 
region. Since the land is farm land of high value, it seems evident i 
that the average farmer must have a financial incentive for restoring , 

coverts if this is to be accomplished on any large scale. 

The purpose of the proposed Demonstration is to work out for 

the information of farmers: : 

1. The best technique for covert restoration. 

2. Its costs in land, labor, and material. 

3. The resulting yields in the form of quail. 

4, The technique of winter-feeding and vermin-control 
necessary to make the restored coverts fully 

productive. 

5. The relationship of quail to other game and to 
agricultural crops. 

6. The relationship of quail coverts to the conserva- 
tion of forests and watersheds. 

The proposed Demonstration will be in effect an extension to ‘ 
the north-central states of the Georgia Quail Investigation just com- 
pleted. Each of the several Universities cooperating will probably 
focus its efforts upon one or more special aspects of the quail problem.



ORGANIZATION 

; The Demonstration will extend over at least five years, bogin- 
ning, if possible, in 1929. It is to be conducted on special areas of © 

farmed land, loased for the purpose by the State Universities (or Agri- 
culturol Colleges), one area to be located in each of several north- 
central states. 

Each area is to be in charge of a graduate student who has 
biological training and who desires to specialize in game research or 

game administration. 

The studont-in-charge is to receive direction from the faculty 
of the University, and also from a spe dal Quail Expert, to be furnished 
by the U., S. Biological Survey, lhe ie hee hie-newlimnneeset em 

In order to stimulate public interest, tho Vaiversity in 
charge of each demonstration area is to organize an Advisory Board rep- 
resenting the sportsmen, farmers, conservation departments, Audubon 
Societies, ho Ree reduae! elements interested in quail. This Board is 

to HE the Demonstration, and to interpret its 
results to the public. [ 

The accompanying chart shows the proposed organization. 

; FELLOWSHIPS 

In order to assist and encourage State Universities (or Agri- 
‘ cultural Colleges) to undertake this work, the Sporting Arms end Ammni- 

tion Manufacturers! Institute has engaged to finance not less than three 
or more thon five fellowships, cach carrying not to excced $3,000 ver 
year (including expenses), for a period of three years, beginning 1929. 
The extension of the fellowships beyond the 3-year period will depend on 

the results obtained. 

The fellowships are contingent upon the following cooperation: 

: 1. Each University receiving a fellowship is to supply the 
necessary land, labor, and material for the demonstration area, and the 

necessary scientific direction for the student-in-charge. 
By: 

2. The U. S. Biological Stirvey is to supply a Quail Expert 
for the technical direction of the several areas. 

3. Each student receiving a fellowship is to be selected by 

the University, byeand=with—themeonsentmeduihomiueddtuie. Renewal of 
each fellowship from year to year is to be contingent upon a previous 

inspection by the Institute of the work to date. 

: -2-
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4. Each University, roceiying,a fellowship is to organize a» Advisory 
Board to nduadefeHns rs seieelubecaaltyet tes demonstration and interpret 
its results to the public. 

5. Before any fellowship is finally awarded or paid, 2 com- 
plete plan for the establishment and operation of the demonstration in 
that state is to be matunlly agreed upon and approved by the Institute. 

NATURE OF THE WORK ON DEMONSTRATION AREAS 

; (Note: This is not a final plan, but merely illustrative 
of the kind of work contemplated. See attached diagram) 

: Any actual research mst, of course, be preceded by the selec- 
tion, leasing, ond mapping of the demonstration aren. The area should 
be located near enough to the University to enable the student to attend 
classes <ni to get advisors to the ground. The total acreage may vary 
from two to eight sections (largo enough to prevent masking of the con- 
trols by boundary dilution). Holf of this will be a control plot ond 
needs no lease. On the other half, the University is to lease: 

1. The privilege of fencing, planting, or otherwise restoring 
coverts up to a fixed percentage of the bikbebiombend- Jom OrLe, ; 

2. The exclusive control of the game and wild life, ond; 

3. The privilege of regulating the farmer's clearings, cut- 
tings, burning, etc. 

The demonstration area and the control plot need not be contig- 
UOUS . ci 

: The work will start with a caroful census of the quail and other 
wild life, and this census will be repeated at least annually to ascertain 
the effects of the various controls to be tried out. 

The environmental controls which will be tried out (not noces- 
sarily all of them on each demonstration area) will include: 

A. festoration of Coverts. The general idea will be to get opti- 
mam production with a smell quantity of coverts by improving 
their quality and location; or, in other words, to determine 
the extent to which coverts can be supplied without sacrifice 
of valuable ploughland. For instance: 

1. What is the value of conifers for winter ond spring 

cover when ordinary brush and timber are leafless 
and the grass is matted down? 

What coniferous species is best for rapid growth, 
persistence of lower limbs, stock-resistance, 

ability to compete with weeds ané brush? 

oe



2. Effect of fencing woodlots against livestock on pro- 
ductivity of timber and quail. 

3. Revegetating eroding gullies and creek banks. What 
species of brush or timber best combine the following 

characteristics: (a) Cheap propagation by cuttings; 
(bd) Root system fibrous to resist erosion; (c) Good 
game cover and game food; (d) Non-palatable or other- 
wise resistant to livestock; (e) Do not harbor farm 
pests; and (f£) Do not spread unduly into ploughed 
lands? 

4. Value of auxiliary artificial coverts, such as brush 
s piles of various kinds, fenced unlopped treetops, 

cornstalk shelters,,etc. Feasibility of fencing feed- 
ing stations or Seti excesat coverts with woven wire 
of a mesh large enough to admit quail but exclude the 
larger predators. 

5. Relative value and best location of various coverts 
such as briars, hazel, grape, various weeds, marsh 

grass, coppice, hedges, etc. Relation to crop cov- 
erts such as standing corn, sweet clover, stubble, 
etc. . é 

-B. Winter Feeding. The general idea is to make artificial feed avail- 
: able during blizzards, sleet storms, or other "pinch periods," so 

that the effects of the other controls will not be masked by losses 
due to bad weather, and a technique suitable for the use of farmers 
and sportsmen definitely worked out. Some preliminary ideas as to 
feeding techniques are contained in "Winter Feeding of Bob White 
Quail," a pamphlet issued by Lee a ehh Warden of 

Maryland, 1927) ar Rroke ged) Hurt PLL ee 

C. Vermin Control. The general idea is to determine for each state the 
relative importance of various predatory species and to prevent the 

: effects of the other controls from being masked by losses due to 
vermin. This may prove to be one of the most important controls. 

After the quail population has responded to controls of 
coverts, feed, and vermin, it is proposed to determine: 

D. Possible Yields, i.e., the proportion of the annual A. of quail 
removable without injury to the next year's crop. Thi experiment- 
al ros will, RE course, be made under the direction of the 

ee University, and will\require scientific permits from the state. 

oes po perry 
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It will be one thing to observe and measure the effects of 
manipulating the foregoing variables, but quite another to understand 
the reason for those effects. To this end, there will be necessary a 

E. Life History Study of Quail, to determine their daily and 

: seasonal movements and food, their breeding habits, their 
relations to pheasants and other game, their enemies, di- 

seases and parasites, etc. This will require trapping, 
netting, and banding operations, and the other technique 

already worked out in the Quail Investigation in Georgia. 
The Quail Expert will assign special aspects of this study 
to each of tho students in charge of an area, the system of 
areas collectively to constitute a coordinated attack on 

the whole problem. 

CONSULTING FACILITIES [0 BE FURNISHED BY THE 
UNIVERSITIES RECEIVING FELLOWSHIPS 

The field to be covered by this project is broad. Many de- 
partments in each University will be involved. 

For some kinds of advice, the University may have to go out- 

side its regular faculty. 

Before awarding a fellowship, the Institute wishes to be 
assured that the best advice obtainable in the state is to be made 
available by the University to the student receiving its funds. 

The advice needed may include: 

' Forestry Agronomy : 
Botany Agricultural Engineering 
Entomology Watersheds ) 

4 Ornithology Soils Vr Oe ' 
Mammalogy “Hand Hoot mics { \ nS 
Parasitology Game , en ‘ ‘ Do 

————S forme Youserecly on pat 
ie Tag Bons otnoan Fhtioject may need, not only advice’ but/ 

( also -and_field_work in the formes planiiugs, fencing, erosion 
control works, topographic ane coger MAPS, etc. anh pawtic sted) 

one lg Mate Aine oh Le Wee ford Than wel ‘ 4 
Expert advice on predator control, stomach examinations, and 

banding methods, if not available at the University, will be obtainable: 
: from the Biological Survey. 

: pe : xbl i i It is 
Publications: The Prospectus omits mention of publ ications. 

- understood that each University has charge of publishing the results 

of its om work in its ow Stat€éy that the Biological Survey may 

publish general reports on the results of the work in all the States; 

that the Institute is not a party to any question of publication.



QUALIFICATIONS OF APPLICANTS 

: ADMINISTRATION OF FELLOWSHIPS 

Educational Requirements. The Institute imposes no fixed re- 
quirements as to ‘ind of previous training, or as to its amount as meas- 
ured by years or Jegrees. It toes require that cendidates convince 
its representative, oni also the Quail Expert, of their competence to per- 
form the work, onl of their probable future value should they remain in 
gone work after the completion of this research. Obvicusly, they cannot 
do this without a good biolcgical background. Training and field exper- 
idence in zoology (especially ornithology) anid in botany, with a working 
knowledge of agriculture, or some other field of land use, will be espe- 
cially valuable. . 

Personal Requirements. Candidates should be physically fit 
becouse field work at all seasons is involved. They mist be able to get 
along with the farmers from whom the lan? is leased, ani whose farming 
operations aids) be regulated in certain respects under the terms of the 
lease. Skill in using Jog and gun may be needed for census taking and 
determination of yields. Ability to organize and supervise crews for 
plantings and improvenents may be needed. 

; Acar is neeled for travel betwoen the area and the University. 

Duration of Fellowships. Other things being equal, the longer 
the candidate will probably be available, the better. Availability for a 
single year would not meet the need for continuity inherent in the nature 

i of the work. 

Stipends. The $3,000 mentioned on pag 2 is a maximum, and in- 
cludes field expenses. Stipends will be gradusted from year to year accord- 
ing to the candidate's training, experience, and "market value." Field ex- 
penses will include car mileage, board, and lodging while on field work. 

Supplementary Training. Students who have performed satisfac- 
tory work under these fellowships will be given preferential consideration 
for the course in Game Farming financed by the Institute at Clinton, N. J., 
should they wish to round out their training in this way. Conversely, 
graduates of the Clinton School will be given proferential consideration 
for Quail Fellowships, provided they have the other training necessary for 
graduate work at Universities. 

Correspondence: It is suggested that the Universities keep us informed 
as to their activities on this matter. Stoddard's address is Beachton, 
Georgia; Leopold's address is 421 Chemistry Building, Madison, Wisconsin. 

ie
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mE&MORANDUM AGRUMMBNT BUT win THs SPORTING ARMS AND AmMUNITIUN 

MANUFAUTURGRS! INSUI1Uv#, TH BuRwAU UF BluluGival Suxvs: uF 

‘Ts Ulu STATeS DerarTuwNY UF AGRIGULIUI, AND THs UN1LVEHSLIY 

uF Wistuss10, 

For the purpose of studying the factors governing the product- 

ivity of quail, and the development of management methods that will increase 

this type of bird life on our Wisconsin farms, the Sporting Arms and Ammuni- ‘ 

tion Manufacturers! Institute, (103 Park Ave., New York City) offers to es- 

tabLisn an Industrial Research Feliowship at the University of Wisconsin for 

the year beginning July 1, 1929, with the understanding that if the results | 

of the study are satisfactory, the Fellowship will be renewed and continued 

tor a total period of three years. i 

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute agrees 

to place at the disposal of the Regents of the University the sum of $2,200 

for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1929, of which amount $1,100 will be 

payable July 1, 1929, and $1,100 January 1, 1950. Unexpendea balances will 

ve applied to the succeeding year. 

The Bureau of Biological Survey of the United Department of Agri- 

culture agrees to contribute a portion of the time of H. L. Stoddard who 

will confer with the Industrial Fellow provided by this funa and with those 

staff members of the University who are concerned with the direction of the i 

research work involved in this study. 

The University agrees tor 

(1) Keep this fund separately and use the same for the prosecution 

of the above research project in accordance with the detailed prospectus which 

has been previously agreed to. The supervision of this project will be under 

the direction of the University Committee on Conservation. i 

(2) Appoint a research fellow who will be on the same basis as the 

regular University fellows and scholars in regard to all fees, both registra 

tion and laboratory. 

= (3) Use the balance of the fund available for the purchase of in- 

: cidental supplies, payment of travei expenses and other necessary disburse- 

ments required in the execution of the work. 

(4) Furnish laboratory facilities, land and such usual equipment 

as is required for the carrying out of this research insofar as the facilities 

' of the University and the work already underway wili permit. In case the plan 

F is carried out to have Mr. H. L. Stoddard maintain his headquarters at Madison, 

q the University will furnish him with office quarters. 

(5) Render to the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! In- 

stitute and the Bureau of Biological Survey a report from time to time upon 

tne completion of important phases of the research with the understanding that 

the University in accepting this fund for the fellowship herein created intends ¥ 

that it shall be used for the promotion of scientific kmowledge in thg fi id, pe- ih | 

ferred to, and that the results of such research shall be made cant tetas 
j oy 

| ch s a



Baaweeweey, through: publications or otherwise, in any manner that it may c oe 

deem desirable, keeping in mind that the public interest or welfare shall } 

be dominant. ; 

fhe above memorandum has been presented to the Board of Regents 

of the University of Wisconsin and accepted by them on Ye SUS 

and is declared efrective unon the signature of the Busifess Manager of the 

University, and the proper officials for the Sporting Aras and Amaunition 

Manufacturers! Institute, and the Biological Survey of the U. S. Department 

of Agriculture. i 4 

(signe) th] 4 ! Ep. (Plitbps 
te Business Manager, University of 

# Wisconsin 3 

te : For/the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manhufacturers' Institute 

hale eee 
i Date For the Bureau of ogical Survey, 

United States Department of Agricul- 

ture 

APPRUVED: | 

% 

lo NK & me ete 
vate Dean, College of Agriculture, 

i University of Wisconsin



MEMORANDUM AORESMENT BEPWREN THE SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS! 
INSTITUTE, THE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE UNITED STATES DePART- 

MENT OF AGRICULTURE, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

Yor the purpose of studying the factors governing the productivity of quail, 

and the development of management methods that will increase this type of bird 

life on our Wisconsin farms, the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Menufacturers' 

Institute, (103 Park Ave., New York Gity) offers to establish an Industrial Research 

Fellowship at the University of Wisconsin for the year beginning July 1, 1929 with 

the understanding thet if the results of the study sre satisfactory, the Fellowship 

will be renewed and continued for o total period of three years. 

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufecturers' Institute agrees to place at 

the disposal of the Regents of the University the sum of $2,200 for the fiscal year | 

bdginning July 1, 1929, of which amount $1,100 will be payable July 1, 1929 and 2 

$1,100 Jamary 1, 1930. Unexpended balances will be applied to the sueceeding year. 

The Bureau of Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture 

agrees to contribute a portion of the time of H.L. Stoddard who will confer with . 

the Industrial Fellow provided by this fund and with those staff members of the 

University who are concerned with the direction of the research work involved in 

this study. 

The University agrees tos 

(1) Keep this fund separately and use the same for the prosecution of the above 

research project in accordance with the detailed prospectus which has been previ- 

ously agreed to. ‘The supervision of this project will be under the direction of the 

University Committee on Conservation. 

(2) Appoint a research fellow who will be on the same basis as the regular : 

University fellows and scholars in regerd to all fees, both registration and 

laboratory. 

(3) Use the balance of the fund available for the purchase of incidental supplies, 

payment of travel a 

vr 

yO”
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of the work. 

(4) Furnish laboratory facilities, land and such usual equipment as is 

required for the carrying out of this research insofar as the facilities of the 

University and the work already underway will permit. In ease the plan is carried 

out to have Ur. H.L. Stoddard maintain his headquarters at Madison, the University 

will furnish him with office quarters. 

(5) Render to the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Memafacturers' Institute and 

the Bureau of Biological Survey a report from time to time upon the completion of 

important phases of the research with the understanding that the University in 

accepting this fund for the fellowship herein created intends that it shall be used 

for the promotion of scientific knowledge in the field referred to, and that the . 

results of such research shall be made public by the University, through publica- 

tions or otherwise, in any manner that it may deem desirable, keeping in mind that 

the public interest or welfare shall be dominant. 

The above memorandum has been presented to the Board of Regents of the 

University of Wisconsin and accepted by them on * 

and is declared effective upon the signature of the Business Manager of the Univer- 

sity, and the proper officials for the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Manufacturers! 

Institute, and the Biological Survey of the U. $. Department of Agriculture. 

Tate "Business Manager, University of Wisconsin 

Date Yor the Bureau of Biological Survey, —— 
United States Department of Agricul ture. 

APPROVED; 

Date Dean, College of Aericalture 
University of Wisconsin.
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‘ MEMORANDUM OF AGREE? 

BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AND THE SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION 

MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE 

seeninenceeninsctote 

It is agreed: 

1, That the Institute will contribute to the University of 

—— to sot ae per year temmupettied-ofothremiyears from 

October 1, 1929,,for the conduct of the study of ringnecked pheasant and 

Hungarian partridge outlined in the attached agreement between the Univer- 

sity and the U. &. Biological Survey. 

2. That the sum of $750.00 will be deposited with the Treasurer 

of the University for the period October 1-December 31, 1929, upon the ap- : 

proval of this agreement, after which the sum of $1500,00 will be deposited 

semisannually, provided that renewals of the contribution after December 31, 

1930 will be dependent on the finding of satisfactory progress by the Insti~ 

tute. Unexpended balances will be applied to the succeeding year. 

3. That the University will furnish to the Institute, through  —_ 

_ the Biological Survey, copies of all reports submitted to the latter, but 

that such reports shall be published only by the University or the Biological 

Survey, as mutually agreed between them. 

(Spied) 1, Ite Gita: 1 ft a 
so For the University of Wichigan 
/0/9/>-4 2 m Pa i 

yo/iy/+4 Etlistt C. hrec 
Date For the Sporting Arms and Amunit ion 

Manufacturers’ Institute



; i MEVORASTOM OF AGREEUBYT 

BETWREN THR OWIVERSITY OF NICHIGAN AND THE U, &. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

enw neem 

It de agreed: 

1. That the University and the Survey will cooperste in a 

study of the Gietribution, life history, ecology, end management of the 

ringnesked pheasant and Hungarian partridge in Michigan and the neighbors | 

ing states, 

Jaume ak shall begin October 1, 1929, and shell be 

continued eR eOrNeMEIMES under such detailed plane as may be 

agreed upon from time to tine, 

3. That the University will furnish one or more men satisfactory 

. to the Survey for the conduct of the study, together with the necessary labe 

i oratory, field, end clerical facilities, and such technical and scientific 

eapervision and advice ac may be necessary in addition to that specified in 

the following paragrayh, 

hk, het the Survey will furnish the aseistance of H, I, Stoddard, 

who will consult with ond advise the men engeged in the study from time te 

time. 

S That reporte on the progress of the etudy will be furnished by 

the University to the Survey from time to time, Such reporte shall be pub+ 

lished only ty the University or the Mological Survey, oo mutually agreed, 

(S-prud) Set bit Chvindes ad (th ame 
realty uw 

Od. 4) 19> WC. the Lbcectrnet 
Approved : Ot. vf apse ¢ 08 

ey) Leta Ue Se Department of Agriculture 

Haratow of Screalifeee bret



L (Bot, Sermen 
ar “ah. 

‘ Wiee 

i Getover 6, 1929 

Mr. John M. Olin, Chairmen 
, oe eee 

Bast Alton, Illincis : 

Dear Mr, Olin: 

I enclose for your approval an agreement covering the 
proposed fellowship at the University of Michigan. 

There ere three copies, elready signed by the University. ; 
pally ye wooing te ge rt tte fhe ge wae d gon atn, lagen igre Se : 
Paul @. Redington, U. 3. Biolog Survey, Washington, D2. ©, After 
the Survey hee signed, it is requested that they keep one copy and 
return the other te copies to me. I will return one to the Univer- 
sity of Michican, 

4 copy of thie letter is attached to each copy of the - 
agreement, 

Peiasof-Aareement> The acresnent is in two ports, one 
betveen the reity aud the Biological Survey and the other between 
the Univereity and the Inetitute, This form was originally sucgested 

: ty Mishigen, although they now no loager insist on it. Gince the papers 
were slready dram, however, there qvemed to be no object in changing 
then. 

Michigan hae selected 
R. EB. peonec tes the fleahiena. 40 proposed under thie fellow 
ship. Yeatter has been teaching soelogy at the Gouthvestern High School, 
Detroit, whore he received during the past school year $210 per month 
for 10 months, or $2100 per year, He would heve received during the 
present school year $230 per month for 10 months, or $2309. The pra- 
posed stipend under the fellewsnip is $2290, the remainder of the total 
of $3000 being for expenece, Yeatter is therefore accepting the fellow 
ehip et « selary slightly lower than what he would have received in his 
previous eaployment. 

Teatter's personal qualifications have been passed on by ; 
Stoddard, who recomvends him favorably. His treining is especialiy good, 
including a full egricultural course at the Wienigan Agriculture’ College 

«td @ master's degree, Re wae raised on @ Michigan farm and has had a



2 Olin 

Lifelong interest in birds. He hes special training in soils, which is 
necessary ¢specialiy during the distribution study whieh will be the first 3 
stage of the proposed research, I have interviewed Yeattor personally and 

I om favorably impressed with his qualifications. 

The fellowship goes into effect October 1 because Yeatter ; 
has resigned his previous position on thet date. \ 

SaaneNr er atarsrsenet Tt seems appropriate to summarize. 
at this time my reasons for recomsending this project. ‘They are as follows: 

(1) fhe greater part of the plantings of Hungarion partridce 
in the United States to dete have been failures. On the other hand some 
of these heave teen outstanding in their success. Nobody has as yet formu. 
lated « tenable theory to explsin the reasons for success or failure. Hence 

_ RO one can predict whether or no the birds will sueceed in any given place, 

(2) Life history information on both Hungarian partridge 
- tied ringneeked pheasant is very imperfect, especially in the case of the 

former species. : 

(3) Without adequate knowledge of where these birds will . 
succeed, or enough life history information to explain why, the efforts , 
to establish them will necessarily be hampered in the long ran through 
lack of success, More facts is the only way to get a greeter percentage 
of successes. 

(4) The relation of these exotic species to agricultural 
crops and native gome birds is also unknown. 

(§) Of the various states Michigan hes displayed the most 
effective activity in getting facte on pheasants. Ho atate hes ae yet 
started to get facts on Hungerions. Michigan is one of the few states 
having a good stock of both species within easy rench of ite University. 

Por these reasons I recommend the establishment of this. 
. feliowship at the University of Wichigen. It ie understood thet the 

work will relate primarily to Hungarian partridge, only such pheasant 
work being contemplated ae can be done without special expense and as may 
be needed to cooperate with the pheasant studies already under way in the 

_ state and elsevhere, 

«Te ds understood that at the outset = survey of experionce 
with Hungerian partridge in the Mississippi Yelley, and possibly through- 
out the country, will be made. In other words, the work under this fel~ 
lowship will not be confined to the state of Michigen. Michigan will meet 
any need for travel funds over and above the $750 provided by the fellow 
ship.



3 Olin 

The State Conservetion Department ie already cooperating 
actively with the University in the pheasant study and aseures me thet 
it will do so in the proposed Hungarien study. 

The preliminary deta on both species gathered through the 
Game Survey will serve as foundotional material to start from, 

Copies of this letter ere being sent the Biological Survey 
ond the University. ‘ 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

SeTHgEN PHL UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AND THE U. S, BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

It is agreed: 

1. Theat the University and the Survey will cooperate in a study of 

the distribution, life history, ecology, and menagement of the ringnecked pheasant 

and Hungarian partridge in Michigan and the neighboring states. 

2. Thet the study shall begin October 1, 1929, and shall be continued 

pe ae under such detailed plans as may be agreed upon from 

time to time. 

3. That the tniversity will furnish one or more men satisfactory to the 

Survey for the coniuct of the study, together with the necessary laboratory, field, 

end clerical facilities, and such technical and scientific supervision and advice 

as may be necessary in addition to that specified in the following paragraph. 

4. That the Survey will furnish the assistance of H. L. Stoddard, who 

will consult with and advise the men engaged in the study from time to time. 

5. That reports on the progress of the study will be furnished by the 

University to the Survey from time to time. Such reports shall be published only 

by the University or the Biological Survey, as mutually agreed, 

Ai Tfee For the University of Michican 

“Date For the Bureau of Biological Survey —~ 
U. S,. Department of Agriculture



MEMORANDUM OF AGRESMENT 

BETUSEH THs UNIVERSITY OY MICHIGAN «ND THR SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION 

MANUPACTURERS ISS TITUTS 

It is agreed: ! 

i. ‘That the Institute will contribute to the University of Michizan 

not to exceed $3000.00 per year farxmxpexkotxatrtheesxzoars from October 1, 

138 785¢"Uhe éodaae® of the stady of rincnecked pheasant and sungarian partridge 

outlined in the attached agreement between the University and the U. S. Biologi- 

cal Survey. 

2 That the sam of $750.00 will be deposited with the Treasurer of 

the University for the period October 1~December 31, 1929 upon the approval of 

this agreement, after which the sum of $1500.00 will be deposited semi-annually, 

provided that renewals of the contribation after December 31, 1930 will be 

pastes on the finding of satisfactory progrece by the Institute. Unexpended 
alances to be applied to the succeeding year. 

3. Thet the University will furnish to the Institute, through the 

Biological “urvey, copies of 11 reports submitted to the latter, but that 

such reports shall be published only by the University or the Biological Survey, 

ae mutually agreed between them. Y 
Y SSA 

Ait ytss dbaadeilihuas 
for the University of Nichican 

pate “Yor the Sporting Aras and jumunition 
Manufacturers Institute



smc ae OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION : 
‘ | ‘ACTURERS' INSTITUTE, THE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE | 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIS ) 
MENT STATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, Z x G 

I.  oBsECT i 

The object of this agreement is to promote useful knowledge by 

conducting an investigation into the life history and ecology of ruffed ; 

grouse, and the other birds or animals found to be involved in game pupu- 

lation cycles. 

II. FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND COOPERATION: 

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufaéturers’ Institute agrees 

to contribute not to exceed $3000 per year for a period of three years 

for the salary and expenses of a fellow. 

The University of Minnesota is to furnish laboratory facilities 

and such usual equipment as is required for the carrying out of this re- . 

search, and also will contribute the time of a member of the Division of 

Entomology and Heonomic Zoology as director of this research, who shall be ' 

the major advisor and supervisor of the fellow. 

The United States Bureau of Biological Survey of the United States 

Department of Agriculture will contribute the time of an advisor who shall 

confer with the fellow and his supervisor from time to time, as to the pro- 

gress of the research. 

: III. USE AND DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS: 

It is understood that upon approval of this agfeement by the 

representatives of the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Manufacturers’ Institute, 

The University of Minnesota, and the Pureau of Mological Survey, the sum 

my. ae 

J



of money covering the salary of the research fellow and the anmal fund 

for expense will be deposited in two semi-annual installments with the 

University of Minnesota by the Sporting ‘rms and Ammnition Manufacturers! 

Institute. The salary of the research fellow will then be paid by the 

University of Minnesota on warrants, according to the usual practices of 

the University in paying salaries of its employees. The expenses covering 

travel and incidental mterials which are required in pursuit of the research 

shall be paid out of the expense fund by the Univer&ity in accordame with 

its usual practice. 

, The salary for the first year will be at the rate of $180 per month, 

or $2160. 

The expense budget for the first year will be $840. 

Any unexpended balances will be either applied to the fellowship 

for the succeeding year, or refunded. 

Wenewals for the second and third year will be made if the progmess 3 

made is mutually satisfactory to the Institute and the University. 

IV. APPOINTMENT OF THE RESEARCH FELLOW AND THE SUPERVISOR: 

The fellowship this created will be known as the "Sporting Arms and 

Ammunition Institute Fellowship." Nominations for appointment to this 

fellowship will be made by the Division of Entomology and Beonomic Zoology. 

These will be transmitted to the Administrative offices of the University | A 

as in the instance of appointment of the University employees. It is \ 

understood that the nominee will also confer with the murean of Biological | : 

Survey before the confirmation of appointment. After the approval of this \ Sy 

appointment, which will be for a period covered by the funds on hand, the \ < 

' 

<2 : 
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fellow will begin researches under the direction of the supervisor desig- 

nated by the Division of Entomology and Economic Zoology. ‘The Bureau of 

Biological Survey will provide consultation and advice in connection with 

the carrying out of the research. It is also understood that the work 

shall be co-ordinated with that carried on in similar fields through the 

various agencies of the Unitéd States Department of Agriculture, at the 

University of Minnesota. 

VY. PLANS OF INVESTIGATION: 

It is agreed that the research fellow will investigate the life 

history and the fundamental phases of the ecology of the ruffed grouse. 

The object of the research is to determine the potential rate of repro- 

duction of the grouse in the natural state, and to determine and evaluate 

the verious environmental factors which tend to reduce the population of 

the ruffed grouse, under the conflitions in nature. 

VI. REPORT OF PROGRESS AND PUBLICATION OF RESULTS: 

It is agreed that the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Manufacturers’ 

Institute will be advised periodically concerning the progress of the work, 

through the Bureau of Biological Survey and by the University of Minnesota. 

Representatives of the Sporting Arms ,nd Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute 

may consult with the research fellow and his advisors at appronriate times. 

It is agreed that the initiative as to the publications of results of the 

researeg shall rest with the University and that in all publications due 

eredit shall besgiven to the Bureau of Biological Survey for its cooperation. 

The Bureau of Biological Survey shall have the right subject to the approval 

of the University to publish any or all results of the research done under. 

-*
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this fellowship, it being agreed that proper credit will be given to the ; 

University in such publications. The initiative as to publication with . 

respect to this fellowship in relation to other activities of the Bureau of 

Biological Survey shall rest with that Bureau. 

et | 
(Signed) J.M. Olin 7-2-29 | 

Chairman, Game Comittee, Sporting Arms Date 
and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. 

| 
(Signed) Paul G. Redington §-20-29 

Chief, Bureau of Fiological Survey, Date j 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 

(Signed) L.D. Coffman 7-18-29 
<<lonetnmreainonsttetetonpaatietantanaieala etiam eecnprsnntimesnanes 

Date 
: University of Minnesota. , 

“ s



Faly 14,1930 

Mr. ©. Stewart Comeanx 
Ame & Ammnition Mfgrs. Institute 

105 Park Avemme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Comeauxt 

In to note of June 26 in reference to 
ear tate on tes Eektenln Pekloeanions 

‘I om inclosing a signed copy of the Wisconsin agree- 
ment, a signed copy of the Wisconsin extension of agreement,, and 

' @ gigned memorandum of the Michigan agreement. You state that 
you have a signed copy of the Minnesota agreement. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD ? 
In Charge, Game Survey 

‘ 

\ 

\ 
\



MEMORANDUM AGRESMENT BETWEEN THE SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION 

TIE SUS oESLRSERT of Saseut ots STS Sve 
ARIZONA ; 

For the purpose of studying the factors coverning the pro- 

ductivity of quail, and the development of management methods that 

will increase this type of bird life on the farms, grazing ranges 

and public domain of Arizona, and the Southwest generally, the 

Sporting Arms end Ammunition Manufacturers* Institute, (105 Park 

Ave., Hew York City) offers to establish an Industrial Research 

Fellowshir at the University of Arizona for the year beginning 

July 1, 1930, with the understanding thet if the results of the 

study are satisfactory, the Fellowship will be renewed and con- 

tinued for a total period of two years. 

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute 

§ agrees to plece at the disposal of the Regents of the University 

: the sum of $3,000 for the fiseal year beginning July 1, 1930, of 

ae which amount $1,500 will be payable July 1, 1930 end $1,500 

2 é January 1, 1930, Unexpended balances will be applied to the suc- 
4 a ceeding year. 

23 The Bureau of Biological survey of the United States De- 
= partment of igriculture agrees to eontribute a portion of the time 

\* of H, L, Stoddard an@W. B. Crance, who will confer vith the 
Industriel Fellow provided by this fund and with these staff mem 

bers of the University who are concerned with the direetion of 

the research work involved in this study. 

The University agreee to: 

{1) Heep this fund separately and use the same for the 

prosecution of the above research project in accordance with the :
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detailed prospectus which has been previously agreed to, The 

supervision of this project will be under the direction of the 

University Committee on Conservation. 

(2) Appoint a research fellow who will be on the same basis 

as the regular University fellows and scholars in regard te all 

fees, both registration and laboratory. 

(3) Use the balance of the fund available for the purchase 

of incidental supplies, payment of travel expenses and other 

necessary disbursements required in the execution of the work. 

{4) Furnish laboratory and consultant facilities, lene, 

transportation, and such usual equipment as is required for the 

carrying out of this research in so far as the facilities of the 

University and the work already under way will permit. 

{5) Render to the Sporting Arms and Amaunition Manufactur- 

er&é* Institute and the Bureau of Biclogical Survey « report from 

tine te time upon the completion of important phases of the re~ 

search with the understanding thet the University in eceepting 

this fund for the fellowship herein created intends that it shell 

be used for the promotion of scientific knowledge in the field 

referred to, and that the results of such research shall be made 

public by the University, Gecbegh Guuiienteaie or otherwise, in 

any manner that it may deem desireble, keeping in mind that the 

public interest or welfare shail be dominant. . 

.The ebove memorandum has been presented to the President 

and Committee on Conservation of the University of Arizona and is 

approved and accepted by them and is declared effective upon the 

signature of the Business Manager and Dean of the college of 

Agriculture of the University, and the proper officials for the 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute, and the 

Biological Survey of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. j
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a aie = ret acer ness iT, iversity of Arizona. 

Date 
for the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers’ Institute 

Date 1930 y fal bot 
Bureau iological Survey, 

United States D¢partment of Agriculture, 

APPROVED: 

patent “| 
. eze © o 

University of Arizona. 

Date A 1930 Lb é 
/ “Director of Scientific Work, 

: United States Department of Agriculture. 

soil



Letter from: ghotogi¢al Survey, Burvou of H «Biol. Survey, Bur.of 
i Dated: Poel) Joa BQ 

Subject: Pwejects 

Bne copy of memo egreement betw the sport 
ing Arne & Ammunition Momfeoturera’ Insti tate, the 
Bur.of 319.4 Univ.of Avis.fr purpose of oils 
Sabomalooee the productivity of 

ee methods thet will inorease 
thie type of bird on forme. 

Referred to: gohiehter « Dr. 2vans. 
For: Tevestign, Considers tnitials & Bote & suber 6 
Date of reference: De. Woods. 

SECRETARY'S CORRESPONDENCE 

(1) PROMPT ATTENTION must be given the attached, and this jacke’ 

AND CORRESPONDENCE returned to the SECRETARY'S OFFICE within three days 

from date of reference. 

(2) If you cannot make. complete reply by the date indicated, 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE RECEIPT of the letter should be prepared IMMEDIATE- 

LY for the Secretary's signature including a statement to the correspon- 
dent as to when the complete reply may be expected. 

(3) This jacket should not be detached. Under "Memorandum of 
Action" below, the blank spaces should be filled in. 

Secretary of Agriculture. 

MEMORANDUM OF ACTION. 

Letter for the signature of (or memorandum to) Quad Ujied 

| prepared in Bureau or. olatalaracaghirgrare AKAM PL 

Do you wish correspondence returned to your bureau for filing?.....cccu. 

Name of phe ok dade 

Initials of Stonographer DEG). Ae J



Revised 9/1/31 

OUTLINE OF PROPOSED 
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATORY BIRD SURVEY 

_ I. ORGANIZATION 

Object: To appraise the status of migratory birds, their habitat, their 

productivity, and their administration, and to plan or set in motion all 

possible additional actions for their better conservation and management. 

By "additional" is meant actions in addition to the emergency 

restrictive measures. The primary object of the survey would be to 

plan and urge the execution of a long-time program for building up the 

migratory bird resource, to supplement whatever temporary emergency re- : 

strictions are necessary to retard the present downward trend. 

This whole proposal is premised on the belief that more restric- 

tions are necessary, but that restriction alone will probably not restore 

an upward trend in migratory birds. 

The idea is to take advantage of the present focus of public 

attention on the subject to start positive development measures, by the 

joint action of all parties at issue, in both countries. 

Machinery 

(1) A joint commission mtually agreed on by Canada and the 

United States, and representing the protectionists, sports- 

men, biologists, landowners, administrators, and general 

public of both countries. 

(2) A small overhead executive staff, and a fund to carry it and 

to start key researches and demonstrations, and to publigh 

findings. This staff to work under the commission. 

(3) A technical "staff," consisting of members of the present
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Dominion and Federal departments, ex-officio. The overhead 

staff would bear a consulting and advisory relationship to 

these departments, andwould attempt to focus their regular 

work on plans mutually agreed upon, and of course to expand 

their activities. 

(4) Cooperators. Universities, museums, state and provincial 

conservation departments, industrial bodies, Granges, ornith- 

ologists, scientific and conservation periodicals, societies, 

etc. 

The only new thing in this machinery would be to provide a channel 

for focusing all governmental and private effort in both countries on a 

concerted plan. 

Incidentally this set-up would provide for an appraisal of the 

situation not directly influenced by past policies or committments of its 

constituent parts. 

Funds. $ per year for five years, to be privately sub- 

scribed, and to be administered by the Commission. 

II. POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES 

(A) Status of Migratory Birds and Plans 
for their Management 

1. Status and Trend. Compile and analyze all available kill and census 

records. Try to arrive at the present rate of decrease, and look for any 

previous fluctuations in abundance which might throw light on its various 

causes and their relative importmce.
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2. Climatic Cycles or Changes. By means of tree-ring counts and any 

other available evidence, find out whether the present conditions of 

reduced water-levels is recurrent and predictable, or whether it isa 

permanent change. Establish or refute the alleged 30-year cycle in 

rainfall on the main breeding grounds. Establish or refute the alleged 

reducing effect of wheat-farming on water levels. 

3- Productivity. Organize a continental system of banding and kill-records 

to apply the "Lincoln Banding Ratio." The object is to determine the 

per cent of the total population killed anmally, and to determine a con- 

tinental census and any downward or upward trend in abundance. 

4. Breeding Habits. Organize research to determine such fundamental 

biological characters of each species as are still unkmown. The char- 

acters most frequently unimown are: breeding age, mating habits, sex 

ratio, readiness to repeat nesting attempts, stage of advancement in 

nesting after which re-nesting attempts are not made. 

(Explanatory Note: Minimum breeding age, for instance, is known for only 

a few species, and varies from 1 to 3 or 4 years. Doubling the breeding 
age reduces the breeding potential as much as halving the clutch or the 
survival. Hence no discriminate treatment of the separate species is 
possible until their respective breeding potentials are known. This topic 

is meant to point out a blank or hiatus in our fundamental ornithological 
knowledge which any long-time program should undertake to fill in.) 

5. Measuring "Leakage" or Mortality. The continental application of the 

Lincoln Banding Ratio, as proposed under (3), will definitely measure the 

annual "leakage" or mortality due to shooting. Next must be measured the 

leakage due to other factors, including diseases and parasites, predators, 

trampling of nests by livestock, etc. This will necessitate a wholesale 

expansion of life-history research for the evaluation of each factor for
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each species in each region, and the testing of control measures if 

any are possible. In short, the Georgia Quail Investigation must be 

repeated for each migratory species on each important breeding and winter~ 

ing ground. The Commission's job would be to mobilize and bring pressure 

for the execution of such researches by the existing agencies qualified 

to execute them. After the leaks are found and measured, a huge program 

; of controls will automatically shape itself. These are covered under 

Topic 13. 

6. Welfare Factors. In addition to mortality in existing birds, there 

must be measured the "losses" due to non-breeding or other failures to 

realize the normal breeding potential. This question can be approached 

through banding and census. It impinges on the field covered in (4). 

(Explanatory Notes ‘This might uncover something of crucial importance, 
which has so far not even been looked for. There are indications, for 

instance, of a badly disturbed sex ratio in some species of ducks, 
which, if substantiated, might easily be the cause of seriously reduced 

productivity. ) 

7. Extension of Breeding Range. The old breeding range in the northern 

states is certainly not being used to capacity, even where it has not 

been destroyed by drainage. Research and experimentation can develop 

ways and means for re-establishing it. 

(Explanatory Note: The great Upper Mississippi Refuge, for instance, 

is nearly idle as a breeding ground. Why? It is here proposed to find 

out, and to act on those findings. It is nearly certain that a few 

species, at least, could be induced to use such areas.) 

Only a small fraction of the Canadian water-area is heavily used 

for breeding. Gradual extension of the breeding range, especially east- 

ward, might become possible, if the reasons for non-use could be found 

by research. This is a long chance, but with high stakes, and hence
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worth taking. 

(Explanatory Note: la Rue has found indications that the breeding range 
of gulls in Michigan is determined by the parasitic fauna of the fish on 
which they feed. It is not unthinkable that parasites determine breeding 
ranges of ducks, and in some cases could be controlled. 

Lewis suspects that the non-use of the chemically richer rocks of 
the LawrentiaW Shield may be due to the fact that the migration of food- 

plants t6 them has not been completed. Such migrations could be hastened 
by plantings. ) 

8. Artificial Propagation. There is widespread discussion of the possi- 

bility of supplementing the natural crop of waterfowl by artificially 

propagated birds released to the flight. It has been proposed that land~ 

holders practicing such propagation be given preferential bag limits or 

seasons to reward their effort. Such a proposal will, and probably 

should, gain large momentum, but its proponents will certainly fail to 

realize that it has limitations as well as advantages. Immediate research 

work is necessary to measure and define both. 

First of all, the actual survival value of artificially propa- 

gated birds must be compared with the survival value of wild stock. This 

can be readily done by banding equal numbers of wild and aritifieial stock 

and compiling the returns together with their distribution in time and space. 

Artificially propagated birds are frequently heavy end slow. If 

any differential privileges are to be based upon releases of such birds, 

there must be built up a series of standards defining the quality of 

releases to be credited for differential privileges. Such standards should 

include weight, conformation, flying ability, freedom from albinos and 

other signs of genetic deterioration, color pattern, etc. 

The necessity of developing improved methais of ‘artificial propagation 

need hardly be emphasized. It is already receiving widespread attention. .
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Finally, a workable formula needs to be worked out for rewarding 

private initiative in artificial propagation without injustice to the 

public at large, and without damage to the reservoir of wild stock. 

The Commission's job would be to mobilize and urge the execution 

of the researches and demonstrations necessary to work out these problems. 

9. Banding. A sufficient expansion of the present banding program to 

throw light on all the foregoing questions is obviously essential. 

(B) Status of Habitat and Plans for 
its Improvement 

10. Habitat Losses. For educational as well as scientific reasons, 

a survey comparing the original and present waterfowl habitats must be 

made for the whole continent. ‘The habitats must be classified as to 

their quality and function. This is substantially a history of drain- 

age, the materials for which are often available in state records, and 

need only to be brought together. i 

ll. Habitat Restoration. Engineering researches should be pushed 

with all vigor, to determine the possibilities of partial control of 

water levels on the prairie breeding grounds by means of engineering 

workse 

A corresponding engineering and economic study should appraise 

the possibilities of re-flooding unprofitable drainage districts, both 

through the device of public acquisition and under various forms of 

private initiative. Any mmber of localities are ripe for action on 

this matter. The few isolated cases on which action has been taken, 

such as Bear River, Horicon, and Thief Lake are not a drop in the bucket.
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The Commission's job would be to activate the various departments 

of agriculture and other existing agencies to undertake leadership in 

these restoration jobs, and to work out legal patterns which will facili- 

tate then. 

12. Pollution. A compilation is needed of all available information on 

habitat deterioration by oil and other pollution, as well as information 

on mortality traceable to such pollutions. Once the facts are known, 

the Commission's job would be to activate the industrial groups respon- 

sible for such pollutions, and urge them to work out remedies and improved 

practices. The oil-pollution movement has made a start in this direction. 

13. Improvements of Breeding Range. ‘The biological researches to evaluate 

the mortality and welfare factors affecting the birds (see 5 and 6) will 

unquestionably uncover a series of possible improvements in breeding ranges. 

The Commission's job would be to mobilize action on these improvements, 

by the proper existing agencies, as rapidly as their nature and location 

becomes known. 

For example, there is little doubt that the productivity of many 

western breeding grounds is greatly lowered by the trampling of nests by 

livestock which waters in the lakes or marshes used by waterfowl. The 

erection of enclosures on the marshier parts of the shoreline would not 

only allow the survival of nests, but would improve the area for stock 

watering purposes by keeping the stock out of places where they are liable 

to bog down when weak due to spring food shortage. Water gaps should, of 

course, be left between these enclosures to give free access to water. 

This is merely a single illustration of a long series of opportunities,
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many as yet unknown, for increasing the output of breeding grounds 

by improvement of environmental conditions. Many of these lakes and 

marshes are already owned and administered by the Forest Service, the 

Indian. Service and other Federal departments, which would certainly not 

refuse to cooperate in an improvement program. 

14. Tenure of Habitats; Clubs. A complete survey of the ownership and 

tenure of waterfowl grounds should be made, and the trend in public or 

private ownership determined. 

A special survey of existing refuges and public shooting grounds, 

and of opportunities for establishing additional ones is obviously needed. 

The ownership and tenure of lands suitable for the artificial 

creation of new habitats should also be surveyed. 

(C) Administration, Finance and Legislation 

15. Licensing and Regulation of Clubs by States. One of the fundmental 

difficulties in the present situation is that clubs must be entouraged 

in order to prevent the further shrinkage of habitats, but their manage- 

ment of those habitats is not under public control except in the limited 

respect that seasons, bag limits, etc. can be regulated. 

We now face the necessity of regulating matters which demand large 

local elasticity. Regulation of baiting is a case in point. Such 

elasticity is impossible under the existing scheme of federal regulations 

and state laws. An additional vehicle is needed. Such a vehicle is offered 

in the licensing of all clubs by state conservation departments, the 

license to be renewed only upon satisfactory compliance with localized and 

flexible regulations laid down to fit the local circumstances. ‘The regula~
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tion of baiting, the establishment of club refuges, rest grounds, rest 

days, the keeping of kill records, and the limitation of methods and 

equipments, are all problems which could be handled through a licensing 

system, provided competent state administration exists. 

The Commission should try out this idea in some progressive state, 

and determine its feasibility. 

16. Differential Regulation of States. An additional vehicle of regulation 

necessary to make the previous one effective is offered in the possible 

differential treatment of states by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 

according to the sufficiency or insufficiency of their administration of 

migratory birds. The Bureau of Animal Industry applies this principle of : 

differential treatment of states to quarantine and other regulations for 

control of livestock diseases. The Commission should set up a legal 

committee to determine its applicability to the preservation of the 

interstate public interest in the migratory bird resource. 

This and the foregoing proposal would avoid the necessity of further 

extension of federal authority over local questions. 

17. International Refuge Plan. The survey of existing and potential 

habitats proposed under 10, the mapping of ownership and tenure proposed 

under 14, and the further study of migration routes proposed under 9, will 

constitute foundation stones for an international migratory bird refuge 

plan, in which the larger additional refuges needed can be definitely 

projected, and the entire territory classified as to opportunities and 

needs for smaller state, county, municipal, corporate and private refuges. 

The relation of such refuges to private or public shooting grounds should 

also be mapped. Such a complete plan should stimmlate local action, and
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insure some degree of conformity with a unified scheme of refuge development. 

18. Crippling Loss. As a guide to administrative and regulatory policies, 

a research project should be organized to determine the comparative crip- 

pling loss which occurs under various conditions of shooting. 

19. International Fund for Restoration and Management. The research work 

arising out of this proposal, and the acquisition and improvement of the 

requisite breeding grounds and refuges, can probably be only partially 

financed by the governments concerned. After normal economic conditions 

have returned, an effort should be made to create an international fund for 

the execution of the more important actions necessary to conserve the 

interests of both countries in the migratory bird resource. A detailed 

plan for the creation and use of such a fund should be drawn by some 

appropriate body designated by the Commission. 

20. Norbeck-Andreson Bill, ‘The enlargement of the current operations 

under this bill is obviously called for, and would more probably be 

granted by Congress if made part and parcel of the international program 

here proposed. 

21. State Prozrams. ‘The survey should attempt to ‘inaugurate, in selected 

states, models or demonstrations of the functions of the states and provinces 

in migratory bird cdataiebietins. A trial should also be made of the 

feasibility of supporting enlarged programs by charging small fees for the 

use of public shooting grounds or other public arease 

22. Legislation. Model statutes for automatic conformity between federal 

migratory bird regulations and state laws should be set up by appropriate 

legal committees. 

More effective state cooperation in the enforcement of migratory 

bird laws should also be studied.
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TO THE ACTIVE MEMBERS OF SIGMA XI: ; 

Enclosed you will find a’ blank for the nomination of candidates 

for membership in Sigma Xi. In filling out the blank be careful to 

give complete information, so that the Board of Hlectors may act with 
the complete facts before theme er 

In passing on candidates for clection to the Society in 1924 the 

Board of. Blectors informally adopted the following conception of a 
normal standard for graduate students to guide us in our selection. 

"The ability of a graduate student .as well as his 

attitude, personality, chances of success in resvarch and 
interest in it, should be very well known by his nominator. 

He should therefore have completed creditably a year or 

more of graduate work in which he has been heading directly 

for the doctorate, and encaged on his research long enough 
so that it-is certain he will bring it to a successful issue. 
It should appear certain that the man will secure his degree, 
and that his interest’ in research is so strong that he is 
likely to continue in creditable investigational work through- 
out his Later. career, f i 

"There are various exceptional cases which cannot be 
selected on the basis of the above rule. To such cases the 

committee gave special consideration." 

: It. is.of great help to the Board of Hlectors when deciding upon 

the nominees presented to know that they have the general’ sanction of 
the department in which they are working. ‘While’according to the con- 
stitution of the Y*ociety any active member has the right to nominate 
or second nominations for menbership, it is advisable that either the 
nominator or the seconder be an older and well known member of the 
staff. On the whole the most satisfactory way of dealing with nomina- 
tions is for each department to decide upon its nominees at a staff 
meeting. ‘this practice has been followed by many departments for some 
time, and has resulted in eliminating duplicate nominations, renomina- 
tions of men already members, and the much more embarrassing situations 

where, due to oversight, deserving students are not nominated. 

There is a great deal of time required for further procedures in 
regard to nominees after the blanks are received by the secretary. 
They should be in the hands of the secretary not later than “arch 29, 
1943. After the blanks are received the secretary will prepare a list 

of nominees and this list will be submitted to. the membership in the 

near future. Opinions concerning the qualifications of any or all nom- 
inees may then be sent by any member to the Board of Slectors (care of 

the Secretary). 

Additional nomination blanks may be obtained from the secretary. 

Hy ¥, Harlow, Scoretary ; * 
Wisconsin Chapter of Bone At 
Department of Psychology lovex} >
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In order to refresh the minds of the members in making nomina- 
tions, the following general policies to be observed by the Board 
of Electors were approved by a mail vote of the membership: 

1. Unless there are definite objections, those nominees 
who will probably receive their Ph.D.s within the sub- 
sequent 18 months are elected. 

2, Nominees for whom the proposed date of completion of 
Ph.D.s is at a period beyond 18 months are elected 

i only if their attainment in research is exceptional 
(as evidenced by publication of a paper or papers of 
merit). . 

3. A master's degree is desirable for the nomince unless 
it appears not-to be sought. 

4, Holders of professional’ degrees, as in medicine) ahd 
engineering, who are not candidates for a Ph.D. are, to 
be considered only on the basis of actual evidence of 

ressarch attainment. 

aeRO ES rat) wer Mate ania Mel Ges ab ae lo ue 

It is probable that there will be many candidates for nomina- 
tion who are now members of the armed forces, but who are otherwise 
eligible, The Executive Committee has agreed that all such individ- 
uals should be considered for election. However, it is doubtful if 
the names of those who are outside of the United States should be 

proposed because of ‘the difficulties of correspondence, ste.
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WISCCNSIN CUageTER OF SIGMA XE 

Tue following neninations for officcrs of Sigma Xi fer the 
year 1944-45 have been made by the nominebing comittec: 

‘ President: Norris F. Hall, Chemistry 
wil Truog, Soils 

Vice President Heo Re Dewan, Genetics 
Ivan S,. Sokolnikoff, wiathematics 

Treasurer: dig) he, Millian se Chemistry 
ReiO wi erriine: Pays tology 

Board of Electors O. S. Orth, Pharmacolosy 
K. wie Yatson, Chemicel Bincine< ring 
N. ™. Umbreit, Agricultural Zacteriology 
2, H. Phillips, Siccuenistry 

Any membcr with the susport of three second<rs may scnd other 
nominations.to the Scecret>ry not later than April 17th to be included 
in the ballot, 

This is not a ballot. Hf Parle 
q, F. Harlow, 
Department of Psychology



WISCCNSIN CHAPTER OF SIGuéA AL 

Noming tions Lop wenbershipo ; 

According to the result of the weil vote of the active 
members of toe chapter, the list of nominees will hereafter be sud- 
mitted to the membership before the weeting cf the Sosrd of Electors. 
Opinions of the cualifications of the following nominees may be sent | 
the Board of Electors (care of the Secretery) before their tecting, | 
about 4pril 12. 7 

Each active member should feel honor bound not to reveal 
names on this list, to avoid disappointments to those whose nemcs are 

proposed but way not be acted upon fevorably this year by the 
Board of Electors 

S eninpneamepapenmamnemnenengmnecuapernenan tres = Sannin SSS SIS SISIBPeseeippotn Soca share san sa eeepc ere ae a Se em Nn Oa a or el 

Ag. Bact. Barber, franklin V. Chom. Eng. Beckvergcr, LeVern He 
Bartholonew, James ‘I, Dodd, Rovert tcnry 
Emerson, Robert L, Johanson, Lenanert N. 
Hanson, Austin i. Kirk, Ropernty Sy, 

Reiecr, Castle (Oy 
Animal Susb. Cunha, Tony J. pHlliing, David 

Deaee kor SOL Gy 
Biochem. Boutwell, Roswell K, Uychere, Ctto 44 

Briggs, (George My Jr. Wilke, Charics wna 
Coopermen, Jack il. 

Fieta, John 3B. Forest Prod. Brokaw, max T. 
Geyer, “obert P. LR Kucnzi, Bdwecd V. 
Kirkwood, Sam Lewis, Wayuc: CG. 

Kitzes, Gcorge Linbach,s gonna Ps 
Kren Wi lvend. As Phillios, Rufus S. 
Luckey, Thomes D. Voss, Arnold Us 
MAMMORUNG Gl lper bl dis WLOHCY, NOPE AY ie 
MeTutire, Junius wis ; 
Mille, Russell C. Goucbicos Boyereky, mrs. Lila o. 
FIilerin yoMnaneis. ds 

Randone, “cevcrly MEU. Hike Mycrs, Phillip 6. 
Smith, Frederick G. 

Socctor, Harry Neuro-rsuvuulatry Jacobs, Jencs S, Le 
TeohLy wiles te iid CVA HERR A 
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102 Old Entomology Building 
. April 22, 1943 

Professor Arthur D. Hasler 
Biology Building 

Dear Art: 

I have two students who, I think, would make good 
timber for Sigma Xi. I am out of touch with the 
local chapter, but I understand that you are active 
in it. The students are Irven Buss and Joseph Hickey. 

Bass gets his Ph.D, this spring. His thesis 
represents seven years of work, all done under my 
eye, and I regard it as one of the ablest jobs so 
far done in my field. His thesis title is "Population 
Studies in Wisconsin Pheasants". 

Hickey takes his Master's in Wildlife Management 
this May. His thesis consists of a book now in press 
with the Oxford University Press. 

I can vouch for both these men as extra high grade 
research men. 

Yours sincerely, 

Rac (S06 Ine Cahe-
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Professor Aldo Leopold be 
102 Old Entom. Bldg. ° oy 

9. 

Dear Professor Leopold: Ww, jv? ' 

Inguiry has been made from the local Sigma er" 
Xi officers and I have the following to report: . L 0d his 

The filing time for applications for nomina- Pet 
tions to Sigma Xi is passed and there will not be Bob O 
another election until next year. However, even i he 
though your men are not in residence they may still ed 

i be elected provided they have the proper qualifica- cheek 
tions and it appears that your two men do qualify. ee Back 
It will be necessary, however, for you to pay up X 
back dues and become an active member of this chap- dasa Vm 
ter before you can nominate your major students. I Sopt. 24 AES 
was told that a minor professor's nomination would p 7 
not be accepted. Therefore, this fall you will pay Ntrodan vo Conges 
$3 to become an active member (one year's back dues Ph meee 
and the current year's dues). You will then receive so id 
nomination blanks in due time. from run | 

Very truly yours, (tote news 

; i Geet 

(Ahr b aerz " Au F. R 

Arthur D. Hasler 

N.B. The lecture notes for feethered fitness were 
placed under your door yesterday. I trust that 
everything will be satisfactory for your lecture : 
at 102 Biology, 9:00, Wednesday, April 28. 

A.D.H.
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Nov. 11, 1930 

Prof. R. A. Brink 
Secretary, Sigma Xi 
202 Agric. Chem. Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I wish to submit for election to Sigma Xi the 
name of Paul L. Errington, a graduate student in zoology. 

Can you tell me whether I have already submitted 
his qualifications? If not, when will be the next oppor= 
tunity for doing so? 

Yours very truly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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J SIGUA AI NOMINATION FORM 

p 

candidate Sheelobord Keo Poe 
Last name  Biyst name teat 

Dept. Rank 

University address 

Madison address. 

Home or permanent address ey ae 

Degrees: School Year a 

eth School Year 

oe egee OCR : Year ae 

Published research (enter titles of papers on back of this sheet). 

Present research? 

How many semesters of graduate work has he had at U«W.? 

How many semesters of graduate work has he had in all? 

Toward what degree is he now working? une 

When does he expect to take this degree? neere ae, 

Remarks: attic tad 

Nominator 

Seconder 

This blank must be in the hands of the secretary by ___



; Mr. Stoddard is a self-educated man who developed into one of the most 

. guecessful museum taxidermists, and after transfer to the Cooperative Quail 

Investigation with the Biological Survey, proved almost ideal in handling all 

phases of the field work. He is a member of the American Ornithologists' 

Union, the Wilson Ornithological Club, the Cooper Ornithological Club, the 

Inland Bird-banding Association and the American Society of Mammalogists. 

He published 17 scientific papers up to 1923 inclusive, of which the 

following are the principal ones; 

"The Nestling of the Duck Hawk in South-central Wisconsin", 
i Wilson Bulletin, 33, pe 161 et seq., Dec. 1921. 

"4 Spring Collecting Trip to the Wisconsin River", Yearbook 
Milwaukee Public Mus., 1, pp. 36-43. 

"Notes on the Diet of the Long-eared Owl", Yearbook Milwaukee 
Public Mus., 1, pp. 66-71. 

"Notes on a Side Trip to the Gaspe Cormorant Colonies", Yearbook 

Milwaukee Public Mus., 2, pp. 36-48. 

Since his connection with the Biological Survey, he has published 17 

additional papers, mostly relating to the Quail Investigation, of which the 

following are most important; 

"Progress on Cooperative Quail Investigation", Jan. 1925, 22 pp. 

"Report on Cooperative Quail Investigation: with Preliminary 
Recommendations for Development of Quail Preserves", 
Oct. 1926, 62 pp.



January 24, 1929. 

Dr. W. L. McAtee, 
U. &$ Biological Survey, 

; Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. McAtee: 

Would you be so kind as to have your 
secretary fkll out from*your personnel cards 
the information about Stoddard called for in ; 
the attached nomination forn? 

I think I am too late to present his 
name this year but I would like to have the 
information on record for next year. This is . 
just a small matter, of course, but it might 
help in connection with his proposed contacts 
with Universities. 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO IZOPOID, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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{i Toh January 8, 1929 

To the members of Sisma Xi, 

Attached vou will find a copy of the nomination form 

for membership in Sigma Xi. Attention is called to Article IT, 

Section 2 of the Bylaws of the Society governing the election of 

members. This reads as follows: 

"The active membership of the chapter shall be elected from 
the followings: 

(a) Members of the instructional force of the Univers'tyv 
who are not enrolled in graduate work, end who have shown note- 
worthy achievement as investigators in sone branch of jure or 
applied science, and who are continuins; their interest and ectivity 

in research work. 
(bd) Graduate students of the University who nave been such 

for a neriod of at least three months, end who have shown marked 
ability for research work, and who give evidence of -ontinued 
interest and activity in such work. 

(e) In extraordinary cases students of senior rank may be 
elected to membexrshiv, but it shall not be the policy of the chapter 
to elect regularly from each sraduating class." 

Nominations should be in the Seereterv's hands bv Tuesday, 

January 15. Your vronnt attention to the matter is therefore nec- 

essarv. Additional nomination blenks mav be obtained from the 

Secretérvy as needed. 

Re Ay Brink) Secrenary: 

4 Aerie. Chen. Bide, 

J
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New Soils Building 
March 26, 1934 ‘ 

Dr. H. H, Chapman : 
School of Forestry 
Yale University 
New Haven, Conneotiont 

Dear Herman? 

I am pleased to hear of your plan for a game 
management committee in the Soclety and I will be glad to 
serve on such a committee in any capacity which you may 
assign, I would somewhat prefer not to be chairman if you 
have other good material, but I will leave this to your 
judgment. J await your further instruction, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh
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New Soils Building 

April 6, 1934 

: Dr, H. H, Chapman 

Forestry School 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman? 

At your insistence I will take the committee, 

bat hope that time eaough will be allowed to get some 

real work done, What I mean by this is that we should 

some actual meetings, which can take place only in 

conjunction with other meetings. I am wondering whether 

the Izaak Walton League convention in Chicago April 

1819 will provide a chance for a start. You will 

knew this best, since you have your other personnel in 

mind, If that 1c the time to make a start, let me 

know. In any event, I await your further word, 

f Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/vh 

| 

|
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Hew Soils Building 
; April 2h, 1934 

Dr. H, H, Chapman 
School of Forestry 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

I decided not to try to rush the committee at the. 
I.WeLeA, convention. In fact, I would like to be rather 
deliberate about the selections, 

I mggest a committee of seven, 

Should this be confined to members of the Society? 
If 80, can you have the office check to see which, if any, of 
the following are members: 

RB, A. Goldman, U, S, Biological Survey 
H, C. Bryant, National Park Service 
Joseph Dixon, National Pari: Service 

5 Wallace Grange, Ephraim, Wisconsin 
Walter P. Taylor, University of Arizona 

What are the Canadian relations of the S.A,F.? The . 

American Game Policy Comittee included two Canadians, though 
they did not sign the report (for diplomatic reasons). I would 
like to have Hoyes Lloyd if it is consistent with Society 
policy, 

I would welcome any comments on or extension of the 
attached rough list. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Bnele
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The Society of American Foresters 
Hu Bumopine, 839 17TH Srreet N. W. 

SOCIETY 
or 

‘WasHINGTON, DC. i 
1900 

, May 7, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1 Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Chapman has sent me your letter of April 24 to answer. 

Messrs. E. A. Goldman, H. C. Bryant, Joseph Dixon, and 

Wallace Grange, are not members of the Society. Walter P. Taylor 

is an associate member. 

The Society of American Foresters' relations with Canada 

are most informal and tenuous. The Society has something less 

than 30 Canadian members. Most of them, presumably, are members 

: of the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers. Hoyes Lloyd is not 
a member of the S.A.F. 

Very sincerely yours, 

FRANKLIN REED 
Executive Secretary 

FR:S 

ec-H.H. Chapman 

re 
welt ofA 
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YALE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY ee 

NEW HAVEN: CONNECTICUT <\ 

June 22, 1934, Qe 

pV 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, Cunt 

University of Wisconsin, x 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I enclose a letter and circular in which you may be interested 
as chairman of the Game Commit tee of the Society, 

Sincerely,



OFFICERS ( DIRECTORS 

SETH GORDON ‘) ti A JOHN B, BURNHAM 

PRESIDENT LEM Fe FRANK L. CHEEK 
WILLIAM B. GREELEY fee RR FRANK B. FOSTER 

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT Mees eh KARL T, FREDERICK 
RAY P. HOLLAND tgs \, ss Slat SETH GORDON 
SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT Role Ve ei 

Bs, SSP WILLIAM B, GREELEY 
ee & x Ky WILLIAM 8. HASKELL 

pce RAY P. HOLLAND 
KARL T. FREDERICK 

AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON 

cae py ° o CHARLES S. MCVEIGH 

eae American Game Asgoriation popes 
HORACE M. ALBRIGHT "North America’s Oldest International Wildlife Organization” GEORGE D. PRATT 

FORMER DIRECTOR U. S. NATIONAL PARKS 
cn 

ATEUR ee RELL Investment Burtpinc, Wasuincton, D. C. HONORARY DIRECTORS 

E, F. ALLISON May 16, 1934 GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 
SOUTHERN GAME CONSERVATIONIST GEORGE SHIRAS, 3D 

AUGUST H. ANDRESEN Mr. Robert Moore 
‘CO-AUTHOR NORBECK-ANDRESEN LAW 

Dina hieaer aa Net ney La. State University 
TAN SPORTSMAN CONSERVATIONIST Agricultural Extension 

GEORGE BLACK 
CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST. Baton Rouge, La. ; 

CHESTER K. BROOKS 
(iO WATERFOWL CONSERVATIONIST 

JAY N. DARLING (“'DING") Dear Mr. Moores 
IOWA CONSERVATIONIST 

eePAGine Cour AU PROTECTORS Fine things are happening, Mr. Darling and his staff of 
HENRY) FORD) the Biological Survey are now working on $1,000,000 of E.C.W. monies 
Anny we dane which President: Roosevelt assured the Senate Wildlife Committee in 
Sera aah December he would make available for waterfowl breeding grounds and 

GE OUTUWEST EDITOR-SPORTSMAN refuges. A staff of experts is on the duck breeding grounds making 
Poy ayer eros Ui is the most comprehensive check on conditions yet attempted. 

E. W. NELSON 

MONT rN Next we hope the President will turn loose a goodly 
[AUTHOR ORIGINAL GAME REFUGE BILL slice of the $25,000,000 submarginal land purchase fund which his 

BeNOR SRE Uy Wildlife Committee recommended weeks ago, but which is still snarled 
HENRY O°MALLEY up in interdepartmental arguments. Five federal agencies each want 

FORMER COMMISSIONER U, $, FISHERIES s 
Ise the full amount for their pet programs, 

PENNSYLVANIA GAME RESTORATIONIST 

Ree ee ey Indications are the Everglades National Park Bill and 
JOHN L,! SALTONSTALL the Taylor Public Lands Bill, to bring 173,000,000 acres of public 
Ae te eM) domain under administration, will b d bef C dj 1 Se a 4 mi e passed before Congress adjourns. 
GULF COAST SPORTSMAN 

pid aie lle Nght lela The International Association of Game, Fish and Conser- 
HERBERT L, STODDARD vation Commissioners, at the suggestion of Hon. Harry B. Hawes, has Pe NATIONAL QUAIL EXPERT ‘ } i i: 
HEN appointed a committee, including the writer, to draft a model state ee 

MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE conservation administrative plan to be submitted to the state legis- 
MEAD se slaste ere comers latures. This should bring lagging states abreast of the times, and 
©. B. YANDELL assure better coordination with federal programs. 

TEXAS SPORTSMAN-GAME PROTECTIONIST 

Syed see But we are not waiting for all these things to bear 
1. propuce More’came ano «Fruit. Our agents in the field and this office are setting up more 

oie re As! game management demonstration projects, getting more states to plan 
* Shs Hauirar.---s: Long-term game and fish programs, aiding to increase the efficiency of 

eather eH MORE ARO CTS a ae warden forces, pushing stream improvement and sanitation, and en- 
4. PROVIDEMOREPUBLIcHUNT- COUraging educational institutions to do wildlife research and to 

ING AND FISHING GROUNDS. * 4 i 5. pevetop puntic avpnecia, rain young men for wildlife management leadership. 
TION OF WILDLIFE. 

hace berebfoenenet Hawley The A.G.A. has a big job ahead. To do our part of the 
7, PROMOTE RESPECT FOR work well we must have your continued cooperation and support. Please 

ENCOURAGE THEM TO IN- help us to the best of your ability. Your early remittance will be 
8, STOP COMMERCIALIZED very helpful. 

SLAUGHTER, ILLICIT SALE 
AND WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

9. EXTEND WILDLIFE RESEARCH Sincerely yours, 
10, HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME LP 

POLICIES. > a, ye 

11, DISSEMINATE HELPFUL IN- ee et 
FORMATION TO THE PUBLIC. oe 

Pe Ee a eo ee 
The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”



: COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL 

AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE AND UNITED STATES 
EXTENSION SERVICE 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATING Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 

May 21, 1934. 

Professor H. H. Chapman, 
Yale University, 
School of Forestry, 
New Haven, Conn, 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

4m enclosing herewith a circular letter just received from Seth 
Gordon of the American Geme Association. I believe that you will be 
interested in the fourth paragraph of this letter ,which I have checked. 

I recall that you told me that you were planning to appoint a come 
mittee to study the set-up of the state forestry departments. It looks 
very much as though the Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners are 
trying to get things lined up for themselves, 

In this connection a recent memorandum sent to the members of the 
Louisiana Legislature proposed a change in the membership of the Forestry 
Governing Board as follows: 

“The legislature, at this Session, should amend Act 90 of 1922, as 
amended by Act 153 of 1926, (Section 1) to provide an increased member- 
ship of the General Forestry Governing Board to nine members to be chosen- 
one from hardwood timber land owners- two from pine timber land owmers- 
one from the Louisiana State Park Association - one recommended from the 
Louisiana Farm Bureau Federation or other appropriate farm group= one from 
the Louisiana Engineering Society - one either the director of extension 
or the director of the agricultural experiment station, of L. S. U. one 
the professor of forestry of LSU- and one the head of economics depart- 
ment of LSU, 

I wrote Wackerman, sending him a copy of this statement and suggested 
that he get in touch with the author, William J. Krebs, P. 0. Box 1506, 
New Orleans, pointing out some of the weaknesses of the set-ups I am 
sending a copy of my letter to Krebs for your infomation. 

It recently occurred to me that since we are trying to build a pro- 
fessional society, it might be well if members of the Society of American 

' Foresters were given membership certificates suitable for framing. I know 
that such certificates are given by the Engineering Societ#§oand in almost 
every engineer's office you will find one prominently displayed. 

a



#2- HH, H. Chapman - May 21, 1934. 

It seems to me that members of the Society could be given these for, say, 
50¢ eachy if the Society exchequer could not stand this financial drain. 
I do not know whether there is any merit in this thought or not, but I em 

sending it to you for what it is worth. 

If I can be of any assistance to you please advise me. 

Robert Moore, 
Extension Forester. 

RM: RF 

Encls



2 New Soils Building ; 

July 9, 1934 

Dr. H. H. Chapman, President 
Society of American Foresters 

-ofo Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: ; 

Instead of at once appointing a full committee of . 
seven, I would like to start with four (over and above chairman) 
and extend later in the light of future developments, There 
are four men who ought to go on in any event: 

'  P, &, Levejoy--Mich. Conservation Department, 
. Lansing, Michigan 

C, BE, Rachford--U, S. Forest Service, 
Washington, D. C, 

Walter P, Taylor--U, S, Biological Survey, 
Tacson, Arizona 

Ralph T, King--University of Mimesota, 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

The —, rsonnel should depend on (1) whether 
we try to cover fish, 2) which of the attached questions we 

, finally decide to emphasize. 

If this is agreeable to you, will you appoint these 
men and send them the attached memo as a starter? ‘Their 
comment on the memo will open up the subject. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh ) 

Encl.
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Madison, Wis. 
July 9 1934 

‘Mane for Exesident Chamen on the proposed Forest Gave Policy Gourd i tee: 

A generel Gane Policy has already been written (American Geme Poligy, 
4930). A Fish Poliay by another committee is now unter way. One way to 

. define the wrk of the proposed 5.4.7, Gaae Poliay Committee is thiat ‘they 
are to inquire: 

(1) What modifications, extensions, or eleborations of previous policies 
are needed to guide the development of wild life as a forest land erop? 

(2) What should the 5,4.%, or its menbers do te promote sich developamt? 

the National Research Council has a Committee on Wild Lite which is, 
in effect, elaborating the American Sane Policy in respect of research ani 

| education, ‘the following suggestions amtt the fields of inquiry now being 
t govered by the Resemrch Council] comrlttes, 

b Sentnetgrennte. tne, co oetacs * rete ; is out ways ization techniques. i 

Has forestry tended to follow the mistaken precedent once set by agriculture 
in considering itself, within its own domain, o self+mfficient land use? 1, 
there danger that mamagenent may not avoid this error? Under vhat cirew- 
stanses are enatuctre detiactions Of lanl veally justified? 

On some of the iands where we integration has been accomplished 
(ont to Makhesk teeetnd “ane 'as Heute inten deasd Dir aeoeah Oe te aunt 

Ave some of the combinations of grazing, fire control, ani silvicalture so 
infiuencing the plent mecession as to eventually exelude gme, or vice vorsa? 
What ecological stwiies are needed to give sound long-time guidance to 
aduinistrative policies? 

Ave the erosion-control techniques hastily evolved for use in relief 
programs considering gaue aa well as forestry? How goneraliy sre the “tisher 
Tees SUCHEN SOREN SE Che SUE SNOT Ge ak SEY OPEN 
values 

' Gow much hag wodlot forestry considered the needs of farm game? Are the 
tax laws, demonstrations, and planting facilities now offered farmers considering 
either gaxe or erosion cover? Do they consider integrating gome ond forest 

i reveme to mtusl advantage? 

Taet the gene lane aah pettoton of neck states Oh mah concider way ant. 
erops other than game is 0 obvious that it does not to be put in the fom 
of a question. | 

Why does the fire-control organization of most states eni with the comercial 
{ a ee ee a ee ee 

ot they
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thy is there no category of state forext reservation intermediate between, 
a atrletly oomercial forest and a tourist-ridden park? Are foresters and park 

stuiniotyaters amare that many cmsurvationiste eryese the extension of siting 
to their own localities because of the watertight comparteants of the o 
conservation mind? 

fmt. peeenti Melal sr eS iat law or organization ¢hart wiich either guarantees or encourages integration in 
state conservation work? 

Dees the Jageling of federal bares in Washington really guarantee, or oven 
encourage, real integration? Does the new device of joint regional coordinators 
offer promise of accomplishing what bureau~jugsiing has failed to do? 

Ie federal control of National Yorest game (1) » (2) in the interests 
of statewide as well as National Jorest conservation? Gan tes impending fesort 
to federal control be used to speed up the evolution of competent state game 
agencies? Can the shooting preserve principle of delegated reaponsibility be 

used by states to give elastiaity to National Forest gave administration without 

coding jurisdiction? 

{fee tapas Timber sales, brush diaposal, — fire lines, roads, 

ond permite can oll be used either to iaprove or to deteriorate 

Ct ae ey sees the areregh Avent aieiak cheaher Saw bev oF SO 
ae Sane ve one a Yeeee owe eal. gene personnel to tell him, or to find 

on’ 

hat has become of the MeSweeney~licliary law research porsomnel which was to 
goordinate forestry oni gane? If it has made findings, why are they not made 
available by publication? 

Why doos life history work on foreat game animale leg behind similar work 

on farm game? ow oan couprehensive Life-oquations for auch widely important 

forest species as wiltetatl deer, wild turkey, end the various fur-bearers be 
encouraged? 

+ Ponaat ome —ononica. Gan public forest by-products mush as gone, fish and 
fw ways at the expense of the general public, without any ofditional 

contribution from the particular individuals who harvest the crop? By what 
economic mechaniens could ach contributions be collected? 

By what means ean over-dense concentrations of hunters and fishemion on public 

forests be evened out? What is the end remit of shorter and shorter seasons and 

pemner, oak Seneer scgapenenaions Stee 6 Oe mustained yield of gane? 
(») public safety? (¢) recreational value of hunting? 

What fe the future of heavy stands of deer in seai~sgricul tural, saxi-forest 

ee eee ane ee oe nee What other means of denaity control 

are
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sat Sareea tited! 9 Sete sat ne os et Ry veaity eevee Why are 
surplus densities localized even in the irrupting area? “hy ia there no automatic 
shpetnent 6f Se wepretaiiies sate snl/ée the yroletton sane sum a5 38 sey Saoen 
to exist in raffed grouse anit quailt t indicators of impending irruption can be 
developed? ‘hat mdifieations of poliay are noelel to get speedier ranedial action? 

5. Hiusation, Can forest schools which are unable to offer competent courses in gang 
management pool their resources to secure this service by regional unite? Can the 
Biological Survey loan competent guue men to forest sehools for short courses? 
teas peneeytees Of Sinde®, sees bee 8. Senne game Sheen yengees SY Ome 
demonstration area vallable to their students? “hat Mbrary ities in ga 
nanagenent extet in forest schools? 

How shall vocational education in game mansgement for the training of wardens, 
geme~keepers, emd rangers be organi zed? Sok Seen, Soeenee Oe Sepene oF 
can a single school serve sany regione? If regional, how shall material 
and field demonstrations be prepared? Can vocational courses be put on a sound 
ecological bases in apite of thelr mon-sclentific nature? thw sertous is the 
confusion among students induced by the claim that vocational schools are 
“gelentifie,” and thet their teachings are of general rather than regional application? 

Docs the present moehinery for schooling in gase management subordinate 
— re If on, how and where shall sduinistretors be 

we Te eee eee Tf not, should 3 

Oo eA tt Ie there a field for silvicultural methods in 
‘the of woody vegetation for gome cover, erosion control, 
songbird management? If so, what research agencies should develop it? Is ita 
proper function of foresters to also develop the "silviculture" of grass and 
herbage for these purposes? If not, what group should unfertelm it? Are these 
extensions of silviculture mt simtlar to rence management for grazing, now 
recognized as within the proper field of Forest Uxperiment Stations? ; 

: Aldo Leopold, 
Chairman 

esti i so



University oF MINNESOTA 

DepartTMENtT or AGRICULTURE 

Universiry Farm, St. Paut 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 

July 26, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just received a letter from Doctor H. H. Chapman informing 

me that at your request I have been appointed to a committee of the 

Society of American Foresters. This committee is to deal with forest 
game policy I believe, and you are its chairman. Needless to say, I 
think you and the society have conferred an honor upon me by placing 
me on this committee, and I accept the appointment with pleasure. I hope I 
will be able to serve intelligently and satisfactorily. I haven't had time 
to study the copy of the memorandum Doctor Chapman sent me, but I wanted you 
to know that I had been informed of appointment. I hope it will be 
possible for us to talk this thing over together some time in the near 
future instead of depending entirely upon written correspondence. 

It has been my very great pleasure to spend some time with your son, 
Stocker, both at Cloquet and Coon Valley during the last two months. I 
hope that he enjoyed going over my work at Cloquet as much as I enjoyed 
going over his at Coon Valley. 

1 : 

You might be interested to kmow that we have three men on game manage- 
ment work in this state under my direction at the present time, two in the 
field and one in my office. 

I may say that the situation in the game and fish division is brighter 
and more promising now than I have ever known it. 

I only wish it were possible for the several fellows actively engaged 
in wild life work in this general region to keep in closer contact with each 
other. Michigan and Wisconsin may not feel the need of this to the extent 
we do here in Minnesota. We seem to be just on the edge, and exhibit eruptions 
of interest following such meetings as the one in Milwaukee last spring. 

Mrs. King asks to be remembered to you, and please give Mrs. Leopold 
my regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

(olf, J. Mag 
RIK: NC Instructor - Economi Zoology



1138 Fair Oaks Ann Arbor 7 26 34 

Leopold: 

I have your note of the 10th, enclosing a set of questions for 

the Ruthven Committee members. I'm mixed up, evidently. Are there 

two Committees of the N.R.C., ome on "Wild Life Studies" and another 

on “fraining for Research in Wild Life Problems"? If so, how and 

where do they relate to what? 

Ani what is the probable course of proceedures? If and as we 

agree in committee on how that Ruthven Report is to be applied, what 

happens next? In what way Ne ss NRC act toward getting our 

recommendations into effect? Ruthven is out of town axzd not apt to 

be back or available for some weéks and I'm in doubt that he has these 

things straight in his own mind, He, McMurry and I started doping 

on things quite other than “Training.,. etc", J,st what are we here 

trying to do and via what probable mechanimm? 

‘ BeF.Me Xe¥s XX Xo 

As to your specifié questions 

ch) My understanding was that we should urge that wild-lifing be seriously 

undertaken, on a professional basis, only in institutions really well 

equipped therefor; and that in such consideration the inclination ana 

ability of the institutions to deal adequatly with land-use theory __ 

and practice should receive consideration, Heavy wild-lifing with no 

hook-up with farm and forest land-use, would be undesireable. Weak 

wild-lifing offered as professional would be undesirable. 

Widespread undergraduate “orientation” wrk would be desirable, even 

tho with a weak average, I‘d think, We would snag and recruit many 

first-class fellows with a strong bent pro w/1, that way, wouldn't we? 

And it will be unfortunate if many or most of our institutions which 

are dealing with some other phases of lani-use, fail to recognize and



begin spreading the idea, But I judge we shall be wrong if we . 

Spread it as widely and as poorly as "forestry" was being spread about 

1910. I don't feel at all clear as to all this; the objective is 

to introduce and ferment the idea (of wild-life servicing on a cropwise 

basis) but only if that can be done in a sound andi adequate way. But 

I dunno just what I mean by "sound and adequate", Then to provide at 

least regional places where really best-currently-available technic ete 

is available, 

II - I'd doubt the practicability of "designating" individual Schools 

by name, at this time or soon, But to list the facilities actually 

available at the top institutions, so that they might be fairly com- 

pared with each other, might be practicable and desirable. How to do 

this I'm not sure, The Catalogs can't be trusted without some manner 

of checking. 

III - I'd think that “useful specifigations" might be drawn to illustrate 

the sort of "advisory units" seemingly apt to function well, but if there 

is yet in effect, anywhere, anything of the sort which has proven itself 

decently adequate, I don't know of it. Ruthven has had the idea of 

a University Division (to cross-cut the standard Departments in re land- 

use affairs) but I judge this is yet pretty much in the bush-waving stage. 

Iv = I don't know that I properly "ged" the question but vertainly there 

needs to be much and various effort to get the, Soheoib tunca in with 

the Washington Bureaus, To date I judge this getting tuned has been .. 

mostly accident and due to accidental personal interests ani relations. 

Darling comes to AnnArbor ani has a good session with the bunch (MSO 

U of M & Dept.) and will thereafter be inclined to play with us. LC. 

Gray has been in contact with our geographers ani land-economic survey 

for years, and plays with us. But the Forest Serviee had to be given 

a rough ride, last spring during Academy of Science, before it took 

a tumble and began to play properly. We had Tinker in the Union and 

the lani-use-planners ete around the table. He said he «
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"didn't know there was a gang like this in Mich." ... “And aren't 

you'a hell of a public relations man", we told him... "Wé've beon 

ganged up like this for about 15 years"... 

I don't see how to do it effectivly, but wertainly there is much 

integration needed ( in the sense you used the word in the recent 

Society Committee Outline), 

How much such integration is to be expected via the Nat'l and State 

"Planning Boards" I dunno but I got my fingers crossed. 

Mebbe the N.R.C. might do sumpin about it. Somebody should. 

What do you know about the work and prospects, current experiences etc 

of the Regional men working ugder Gray - Noble Cla#k, Schoenmann ete.? 

Any chance of a useful hook-up there? 

A's thé hook-up of US Dept Ag. with States, via Agr'l Exp Stations, 

has boon west effective thing of the sort, I'd think that equivalent 

hook-ups could and should be devised. Darling's plan to knock down the 

nusiance taxes on sporting goods, and rededigate it to cooperative 

game researches in the States, looks exceedingly good to me. That sort 

of thing could easily become bait to tease "selected" Schools into most 

anything. 

Ve Yes, check up on status of work on species (and by Regions ete?) 

to direct attention to the currently worst blanks. But this should be 

a function of Darling's new Game Manazment Division, shouldn't it? 

For you (vig) NR G)to lead off, showing "em how, might be OK. 

How best to go at it I don't feel sure, but if you feel inclined 

to "go outside present committee" , and tackle it, I'm for it. All 

such committees should be very flexible and usually informal. Only 

a few people can or will do effective work on more than very limited 

phases. Get an active Chairman such as pou will be, and turn ktsm him 

loose, I sez, 

VI - See V, Go to it.
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VII - I don't know the available agencies, Washington et al, well 

enough to be able to guess at the answer here, As to desirability 

of a really good canvass for "new economic vehicles" Yes} (Of course 

including adaptations of oli vehicles), As to howedo, I pass. 

Have you seen the (yet "Confidential”) senevtante’ te ko Cc O Sauer 

to the Science Advisory Board on Land-use Affairs? How he aid it I 

don't know. Probably had lengthy notes from various interested people 

to work with and on, but he was discussing the gaps in existing data 

- really basé data; weather, soil, inventory ete etc. As hard reading 

as I have attempted of late; hard mostly because I didn't know enough 

to follow and anticipate him. Useless for "practical administrators", 

r'a judge, but just the thing for real Brain Trusters. Somebody on 

the Campus must ha¥e a copy you can borrow if you haven't seen it 

already, But isn't something of the sort needed for your VII? 

I don't know how it might be obtained unless you do it yourself. 

if you knew where to fini somebody competent and available (as Sauer 

was) and could whangle facilities to turn him into it (as I hear Sauer 

9 has) Tatomtaesiaxon Bor such a job as this I don't think your “local 

institution asked to be field laboratory" would be apt to pan out. 

VIII- By all means - if that seems the most effective way of doing it. 

IX } No single Committee could well do proper jobs with all these 

projects; for lack of competence and lack of available time. As to 

"which items most important" it seems to me useless to attempt such 

listing. In one form or another, a11 seem essential (in due season). 

The main question, now, is as to whieh ‘ost practicable. Answer to 

that will depent mostly on available personnel and facilities (funds ete). 

But the scenery changes so fast that anything seemingly a good bet 

should evidently be tried; desta it hangs uP, ani bomothine else 

promises quicker results. c 

atts 

x
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DAE eeANGIGAVEN  cuainan STATE OF MICHIGAN iy Nesecoe Ine aera 
HAROL 

CEFR 
GENE EE scan 

Pea ery y Any P. J. HOFFMASTER 
a Ge ee aumacunr Cs (2 ; MARCUS SCHAAF 

HARRY H. WHITELEY ‘ el aS, Fy aro acienaunver 

+ er Se + ae ISHPEMING eee? PREG A Wes vento 

PREG CArRIN P. S. LOVEJOY 

PHILIP K. FLETCHER DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION L RuSCHOENMANN 

erat GEORGE R. HOGARTH, DIRECTOR 

7 26 34 -1158 Fair Oaks Ann Arbor 

Dear Leopold: 

Here is a copy of my note to Chamman telling him ['1ll be 

glad to work with you on the new game-forest Committes of the Society. 

I've been over the Outline several times and it is so % 

inclusive, spans such a variety of activities, is certain to open 

up into so many new channels, that I don't feel that specific 

comment is now in order. Having already done so much work on 

the Outline, you will doubtless have some theory as to how you . 

want to proceed. To what extent you will be leaning on or in- 

volving your Committee members I don't know. Much as in the case 

of the Game Policy Committee, I assume. But this is apt to prove 

a more continuous job thah that, I take it. 

Who else is on the Committee and how do you contemplate 

distributing the loa#? I'll try to handle whatever you assign. 

There are, I takeit, two major phases to it: 1- Devolopment 

and application of technic, 2- Devising ways and means to get the 

Concept (of "balanced", full-circle land-use) really accepted and 

' working so as to let the technologies go to work where and as they 

should, 

I don't know what (1f anything) to do about it, but I'm 

wondering whether we shoulin't somehow enlarge the "wild-life" 

So as to span more of "Recr6ation". Horticulture is just a branch 
of Agriculture; so is "pq Pa ef. wild life in Reereg]i a 4 vi g.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ¥ w 

FOREST SERVICE cy 

: aREST ERM 
ADDRESS REPLY TO UF: 

THE FORESTER 

AND REFER TO rnc oF WASHINGTON 

San Francisco 

August 22, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold, ; 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, » 
New Soils Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin, é 

Dear Professor: 

Reference is made to your letter of August 13. 

I am enclosing a copy of my letter today to Professor 

Chapman, It will be a great privilege to serve with you on the 

committee. I am taking the outline with me on my return to 

Washington by boat and will have something definite to submit 

to you by the 10th of September, 9 

Sincerely yours, 

C. chfor 
Enclosure Assistant Foregter i



f San Vranioieco 
August 22, 1934 

Us Te Chapman Hrentaant 

Hi) ‘Badges 659 27th Ste, ete Hi » 839 17th Ste, MeN, 
Yawhington, D. de 

Dear Profeaser Chapaans : 

Yow letter of July 17 reached me wme time ago in 
the field and this is the first opportunity I heave had to 
answer it, : 

5 Oe Se Selene ee aa 
he omens See relation to forest managenent, and 

have go advised today, 

Sincerely, 

G, Hy Ruchford i 
Apsistent Yorester



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ee 

THE FORESTER WASHINGTON 
AND REFER TO Forucns op ews 

G 
Fish & Game, WO October 2, 1954. 
SAF Game Policy Comm. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

c/o University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to my letter of August 22. 

I regret exceedingly that since my return to the office 

I have been unable to do any work on the outline Chapman sent 

me on the proposed forest game policy. I immediately jumped 

into an unexpected accumulation of matters that required my at- 

tention, and am now in the midst of trying to get tne data to- 

gether for our grazing conference on November 1. 

Have you any particular date on which this information 

should be submitted? I will have considerable data as a result 
of the grazing conference, which may be used in connection with 

the development of a forest game policy, and would be better 

prepared to deliver as a member of the committee if I could do 

so after the conference rather than before. If, however, you 

are expected to get the report in on any specified time before 

November 1, I snail do my best to comply. 

Sincerely yours, 

see fi 

Ee pachiord, 
Assistant Foxgster.



New Soils Building 
October 16, 1934 

Prof. H, H. Chapman : 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

I would like very much to have 10 or 15 mimutes 
for a discussion of the work of the Game Policy Comittee, 
but it is very unlikely that I can personally attend the 
meeting because the dates fall right into the middle of 
the period in which I have concentrated all my courses, 

I can, however, get some other members of the 
committee who can be there to act for it, Please let me 

5 know how much time you have reserved and on what day. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



PRESIDENT . ‘ 

vata gem The Society of American Foresters 
‘ale School of Forestry 
New Haven, Conn. 

Hn Bunmopine, 839 17rH Srreet, N. W. 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
Earte H. Crarr 

U. S. Forest Service : ar sia 

Warhen ste: Dae. Wasrancron, { Amemom JD. C. 
SECRETARY-TREASURER tage 
CHRISTOPHER Me See 205 Prospect Street, 

U. 8. F ‘ervice 
Washington, Dc. New Haven, Conn., 

October 9, 1954, 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

FRANKLIN W. REED 
Washington, D. C. 

BUSINESS MANAGER 
Miss L. Auprey WARREN 

shington, D. C. ; el ae Mr. Aldo Leopold, , 
University of Wisconsin, 

z Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

Counci, MEMBERS In formulating the program for the annual 
meeting on January 28, 29, and 30, I want to provide time 

= oe for brief reports from those of the committees which are 
Giana a prepared to give them, For this reason I should like to 

have some inkling as to what your desires and intentions 
E. L. Demmon are on this matter. 

U. S. Forest Service 
New Orleans, La. 

’ Your committee will, of course, be maintained 

Emanvet Frirz indefinitely until full justice is done to the subject. I 

University of California do believe, however, that ten or fifteen minutes could be 
BHT, Oat: given to your committee report if for nothing else than 
Ako Hage to emphasize one or two outstanding relationships which the 

State Forester Society should be thinking about, 
Hartford, Conn. 

rey F. Korsrian Sincerely, 

Duke University 

Warp SHEPARD 

oO. Indian Affairs 

ca D. : President. 

S. N. Sprine 
N. Y. State College of Forestry 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Huco WINKENWERDER 

University of Washington 

Seattle, Wash. 

Journat or Forestry 

Published by the Society 

A professional journal devoted to 
all branches of forestry.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Room 306, Agriculture Bldg 

eee eae University of Arizorwa 
Tucson 

October 12, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Some comnents which occurred to me when 
reading your “Memorandum for President Chapman 
on the Proposed Forest Game Policy Committee": 

1. Integration of Conservation Techniques. 

Seemingly integration of land utilization tech- 
niques will depend on the broadening of concepts of 
wildlife management to include the entire plant-animal 
group in its environment, 

As you have already very clearly pointed out 
(Journal of Forestry 32 (5): 540) integration has in 
many cases not been accomplished, even on National 
Forests. Forest, game, grazing are dominant ideas. 
The biotic community, interrelationship, wildlife, 
balance are still very hazily in mind, though of 
fundamental importance. Some of the most important 
animal groups from the standpoint of their influence 
on all the others and on their environment receive 
relatively little consideration. 

Take, for example, rodents and rabbits. Numerically 
dominant among the mammals, both in numbers of in- 
dividuals and species, they possess obvious economic 
values, both positive and negative. All too frequently,
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the forest manager has no other thought than to 
exterminate them, or to wish to do so. But as yet, 
we are scarcely in a position to make any very broad 

recommendations along this line. 

In the Southwest wildlife surveys of all forest 
and range lands are needed. Erosion control tech- 
niques hastily evolved for use in relief programs ; 
are largely neglecting wildlife. Seemingly litte 

attention has been paid to the relation of rodert.s 
and game to planting and seeding of depleted ranges. 
But, in some instances, the relations are not only 
close, but absolutely vital to success. 

You ask, “Why does the fire-control organization 

of most states end with the commercial timber, and 
leave valuable marshes, woodlots, and fence rows to 
make shift the best they can?" I suggest the follow- 

| ing questions also: Has the need for enormously 

| increased grazing control as related to wildlife, 
| soil, water, range forage and forest been visualized? 

| Does it not need to be dramatically emphasized? 

The “watertight compartment" is the enemy of 
every type of integrated administration. The 
watertight compartment habit of mind is, however, 

characteristic of most of us, particularly school- 
men and sportsmen. The most rigorous self-analysis 

and community education are desirable in an attempt 
to avoid its pitfalls. The situation is complicated 

by the fact that the broader view introduces doubts 
and questions in relation to problems everybody 
would like to settle once and for all in his own 
favorite watertight compartment. 

Some of us know what is happening to the 
McSweeney-McNary Law Research appropriations. These 
have been cut so much on the ground of economy, that 
field work can scarcely be done at all. 

You ask: “Why does life-history work on forest 
game animals lag behind similar work on farm game?
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How can comprehensive life-equations for such widely 
important forest species as whitetail deer, wild 
turkey, and the various fur-bearers be encouraged?" 

Perhaps one reason why life-history work on 
forest game animals lags behind similar work on 

| farm game is because the money value of forest 
game does not loom up as in the case of farm game. 
There is less personal responsibility and connection 
between the people on one side and the game produc- 
ing area on the other. 

Should not desert and range game be considered 
as a part of the problem also? The initiation of 
some slight control of the public domain under 
the Taylor Act emphasizes the desirability of 
taking into account the wildlife resources of the 
public domain. We have millions of acres in 
Arizona which are worth very little for grazing 
or agriculture of any sort, but which contain 
valuable game resources, including: big horn sheep, 
burro deer, Gambel quail, doves, and javelinas. 

It should not be forgotten that life-histay 
work is needed not only on forest game animals, 
but also on the treesquirrels, chipmunks, gophers, 
ground squirrels, and mice, which are directly or 
indirectly involved.in forest game problems. In- 
directly, some of these species are likely to be a 
great deal more important than some of the problems 
that loom much larger. Last month, for example, I 

visited a number of areas in the Sierra Nevada of 
California where successful reforestation on a 
large scale apparently depends on information on 
the white-footed mouse and how to "manage" it. The 
woodrat is a problem in the redwood belt of California, 
the field mouse in northern Arizona and the 
Sacramento Mountains of New Mexico. 

Answering the last question, as to how com- 

prehensive life equations for the forest species 
can be secured, the only way to encourage this 
basic life-history work is to provide money and
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jobs for competent investigators. Any other course 
will cost the taxpayer a great deal more in the 
long run. 

(4) Forest Game Economics: 

Irruptions of deer such as on-the Kaibab are 
not really understood. There has been a lot of 
desultory study, but I, for one, do not feel that 
evidence is sufficient to give us the complete 
history. The only way this and similar problems 
can be satisfactorily worked out is for some well- 
trained and fully-qualified ecologist to live with 
the deer over a number of seasons and work out the 
major and minor problems to something like a con- 
clusion just as Stoddard did with the bob-white quail. 
Perhaps Julander can do this if he can be authorized 
to concentrate on this problem. 

As I see it there is very little hope of making 
the business-like progress that would be so desirable 
in game and wildlife administration until the 
public is ready to support game research adequately. 

When technical determination on a scientific 
basis demonstrates the need for remedial action, 
real "“management® requires that the responsible 
administrative agency, whether the federal govern- 
ment or the state game and fish association should 
be willing to act in the light of the findings. 

(5) Education: 

From a study made two or three years ago of the 
curricula of more than twenty forest schools, I 
was impressed that not more than one or two forest 
schools in the country are really prepared to deal with 
the forest wildlife problem in any adequate way. 

Mr. Darling is actively promoting cooperation 
between the Biological Survey and certain forest 
schools and other schools. It is highly desirable that 
members of the Biological Survey engaging in studies
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should be detailed to assist certain selected schools 

in the wildlife field, both in projects and in giv- 

ing courses of instruction, In many cases, also, the 

Universities and schools can assist the Biological 

Survey in solving special problems. A mutual advantage 

should be realized. The schools would have the benefit 

of the extended field experience of the Government men, 

and the Biological Survey workers, and the Biological 
Survey would have much help of many kinds from the 
Universities as well as a source for recruits for its 

own work. It would also be doing its part in a more 

effective way toward training the scientific game 

administrators who are so much needed by every state 

in the Union. 

I don't know how vocational education in game 

management for the training of wardens, etc., should 

pe handled. I feel very strongly that even a vocational 

training should be based on sound ecological premises 

and should be regional rather than centralized. It 

becomes clearer all the time that most of these wild- 

life problems are local in character. It is true there 

are some general principles running through the whole, 

put in order to be really practical local phases must 

be taken fully into account. 

It is felt, that good administration and policy 

must always be based on up-to-the-minute research 

findings. It would help if sportsmen, organizations, 

and the fish and game commissions of the various 

States would call increasingly on the specialists at 

the Universities, and the Government departments for 

help in solving wildlife problems. 

In connection with the education of wildlife 

workers it is pertinent to inquire whether there are 

available courses in basic ecology which emphasize 

the integration of animals, plants, soil, and climate. 

In the schools there is a tendency to break up 

ecology, even, into watertight compartments, so that 

the same institution may give courses in plant : 

ecology, animal ecology, and forest ecology. Would. 

it na& be desirable to offer courses in geo-bio-ecology
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which will endeavor to bring the whole field within 

the range of vision of the student? Without such 

courses, can we expect the products of the schools to 

exert their influence in the direction of the co- 

ordination so necessary in the land use field? 

It seems to me that the work of Leopold, the 

Biological Survey, and others strongly emphasizes the 

fact that the more advanced wildlife techniques mst 

be based on a broad and basic ecological point of view. 

(6) Silviculture of Non-timber Trees: 

There is undoubtedly a field for silvicultural 

methods in the selection and treatment of woody 

vegetation for game covers, erosion control, song- 

bird and wildlife management generally. We had better 

say scientific methods rather than silvicultural 
methods, for in many instances other plants than 

trees will be involved. Silviculture is too restrictive 

a word. If the wildlife manager is to spot the weak 

link in the ecological complex, he must be a thorough- 

going ecologist. He cannot afford to be a “silvi- 

culturist", or “zoologist", or “an erosion specialist® 

alone. Should not wildlife phases be aggressively 

promoted by the Biological Survey through the establish- 

ment of wildlife experiment stations, in close co- 

operation with the forest experiment stations and the 

Universities? There are no hard and fast lines 

between any of these fields of work, and it is 

essential that sympathetic cooperation be developed. 

Very truly yours, 

dul, ©. \ aoe 

Senior Biologist.



PRESIDENT : : A ° F oe pie The Society of American Foresters 
Yale School of Forestry 
New Haven, Conn. 

Hit Bumpine, 839 177TH Street, N. W. 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
Earte H. Crare 

U. S. Forest Service Sonne 

Washington, D. C. AMERICAN ies Wasuincton, { Aumem § D. C. 

SECRETARY-TREASURER Ge 
CurisrorHer M. GRaNncER 205 Prosrect Street, 

U. S. Forest Service 3 G 

 Waaktagiim D.C. New Haven, Conn, 
December 22, 1934, 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Franxiin W. Rep 
Washington, D. C. 

BUSINESS MANAGER 
Miss L. Auprey Warren 

Washington, D. C. Mr, Aldo Leopold, : 

Univer sity of Wisconsin, 2 

z Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

Councit MEMBERS It is my understanding that your committee 
on coordination of game management and forestry will 

a present a short preliminary report et the annual meeting ~ 
paler on ar on January 29th. if I am mistaken please let m know at , Md. 

once as we will be printing the program about January 1, 
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New Soils Building 
Jamary 3, 1935 

Prof. H. H. Chapman . 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

Our committee will have a brief 

report for the Jamary 2330 meeting, but IT 

will not be there in person to present it, I 

will probably turn it over to Rachford or same 

other member of the committee. ‘The 10 or 15 
mimites which you heve reserved will be ample. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

. In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UF WASHINGTON 

THE FORESTER 

AND REFER TO Srunror iS . 

G 
Fish and Game, WO 
SAF Geme Policy Committee December 28, 1934. 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. LEOPOLD 

Reference is made to your memorandum of July 9, outlining a proposed 
field of investigation for the Committee on Game Policy. 

You know of course that the Forest Service is now definitely committed 
to a national policy of land-use planning which provides for the coordination 
and integration of all legitimate demands for occupancy of National Forest 
lands and the orderly utilization of all National Forest products. Fundamen-- 

tally, the major objective is still "the greatest good to the greatest number 
in the long run." The new approach may be said to differ from the old mainly 
in the degree to which it emphasizes the need for harmonizing industrial 
practice with planned conservation of organic resources. As before, public 
interest is paramount to that of the individual, but the new concept goes 
further in attempting to define the actions that are necessary to social 

well-being. 

| Under the principle of multiple use management the Federal Forest 
| Service can now be depended upon to recognize wildlife as one of the products 
| of National Forest land along with forage, timber and other removable resources. 
; This, in my judgment, is a significant step forward in the interest of game 

problems generally, and specifically opens the door to wildlife management on 
a sustained yield basis. There is assurance that hereafter the work will 
receive attention more fully commensurate with its importance, 

As a result of certain recommendations coming out of our recent con- 

ference in Ogden, the Forest Service is taking preliminary steps to emphasize 
wildlife in its general administrative set-up. Additional personnel will be 
needed and personnel already on the ground will need training in fundamentals 
of wildlife research, management and administration. There will be delays 
due to lack of funds and available trained men but in view of the rather 

general realignment of thought throughout the Service on the whole game 
question I am optimistic as to future progress. 

There is now rather close agreement as to the general functions of the 
Biological Survey and the Forest Service in the wildlife field so that here- 
after the cooperative efforts of the two bureaus should be productive of 
better results. Thus it is expected that the Biological Survey will assume



responsibility for condueting the research necessary to lay the foundation 
for wildlife management on all Federal lands. In principle this corresponds 
to the recognition of the Forest Service as the bureau of the Federal 

Government responsible for major research in silvicultural problems on 
Federal lands. On strictly National Forest lands, however, the responsi- 
bility for final coordination and integration of wildlife management with 
recreation, timber production, grazing and other uses will continue to rest 

{ at all times with the Forest Service. Preparation of wildlife management 

| plans for National Forest lands based on studies conducted by the Biological 
' Survey naturally becomes the function of both bureaus. Execution of such 

plans (game management and administration) will be handled by the Forest 
Service. 

One of our immediate objectives is to assemble and classify wildlife 
information already available in one form or another and use this material 

to the fullest possible extent in framing a National Forest game policy and 

in preparing general instructions to the field organization for handling the 
game activity. The range of this information collected by the Forest Service 
in the past includes such items as life habits, food requirements, game counts 
and control measures. Other governmental agencies, State conservation depart- 

ments, and various local game associations have collected similar information. 
Schools and individuals have contributed research findings, so that on the 
whole there is already in existence mich of the information essential to the 

preparation of wildlife management plans. Its use should be considered as a 
means of saving time and avoiding duplication of effort. 

The actual beginning of game management work on the ground need not 
await the findings of research. Rather, I visualize a policy of taking what 
we have in the way of wildlife information and making the best possible use 
of it to get game management and administration actually under way; at the 
same time organizing for the research work needed in the ultimate refinement 

of management. As a matter of fact the trial and error method in management 
offers a quick way of deciding what research is needed. Much of the (zoolog- 

ical and bio-ecological) scientific data already evolved are not suited to 
immediate use simply because we lack the technique of application. For this 

reason research and the application of its findings should progress hand in 

hand. 

The foregoing discussion deals breifly with the general trend of Forest 
Service game work. The following comments refer to some of the questions 

raised in your outline for consideration by the S.A.F. game committee, and 
are offered not with the idea of stating Forest Service policy but more as an 

individual expression from one member of the committee. My discussion follows 

the order of the main headings in your outline and omits those topics on which 
I have no well defined ideas or which I do not feel qualified to discuss. 

1. Integration of Conservation Technique. 

Forestry in the past has tended to consider itself within its own domain, 
a self-sufficient land use, but in’my judgment the trend at present, except in 
certain quarters, is decidedly away from that idea. The principle of multiple 
use is not compatible at all with the idea of single purpose management and 
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for that reason the Society of American Foresters should take a very definite 

stand on the issue. 

Conditions under which exclusive dedications of land can be justified 

are exceedingly rare. Careful attention to a plan of use, without abuse, of 

each resource promotes natural integration. Occasional conflicts will develop 

such as between needs of a purely hocal nature and those of a regional or 

national aspect and in such cases there must be coordination with a definite 

fixation of priority. Exclusive dedications of land for game purposes cannot 

be justified except in those rare instances where such action is necessary to 

: preserve the remnants of certain almost extinct species. 

Chapman, as spokesman for the society on the question of membership 

standards, appears to have taken a somewhat opposite view. His article in 

the August 1934 issue of the Journal, while not opposed to multiple purpose 

management in so many words does seek to break down the idea of an all-round 

"conservation ethict. Chapman says: "The profession of forestry seeks, 

through organized effort, to achieve as its purpose the management of land 

on which the dominant vegetation consists of forests, or on which the dominant 

purpose is to produce forests, ---." 

If I grasp the full import of this definition it excludes the professional 

forester from all conservation work except on those areas where the dominant 

use is the growing of trees; or in other words, where the dominant purpose of 

a tract of land becomes other than tree production, the management of that 

tract is no longer forestry and no longer requires the services or advice of 

professional foresters. 

‘Again Chapman says: “The management of two minor products of forest 

land are of great importance, namely, forest range or grazing, and game and 

fish. They may easily constitute professions in themselves. Specialists in 

either branch need not be foresters, nor can their services, purely as such 

' gpecialists, alone constitute a claim to status as a professional forester." 

There is no quarrel with the thought that grazing or game and fish 

‘may easily constitute professions in themselves", but I do not agree with 

the statement that range or game.specialists "need not be foresters". The 

forested lands of the country, whether National, State or private, contribute 

to the national needs for timber, watershed protection, grazing, recreation 

and wildlife. Any given area of such lands inherently supports from two to 

all of these values in varying degree and any form of management must con- 

sider the problem of integration and coordination. Yet the implication in 

the statements quoted is that the management of all forest uses except timber 

require no basic knowledge of forestry; and further, that forestry, within 

itself is a self-sufficient land use. It overlooks or submerges land-use 
planning as one of the responsibilities of the professional forester, An 
opposite view, and the one which I would emphasize, is that the professional 
forester of the future mist have training in the multiple-use principles 

underlying the job that will face him on the ground. As a land manager he 

must have the ability to visualize the kind of crops to which his land is 
best adapted. 

We have made some progress on integration. The field, however, is 

opening up and presenting greater opportunities. A good many of the tech- 
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niques established for the emergency work on the National Forests the past 

two seasons overlooked entirely the need for integration. This was not 

surprising in view of the absence of plans for integration, and what is more 

significant, an almost total absence of thought on the need for such action 

at the beginning of the program. Mar foresters had no training at all in any 
phase of conservation; others had previous training only in a special field 

such, for instance, as "professional forestry". Some value must be attached 

to the experience gained through the trial and error method especially if 

applied to prevent recurrence of the mistakes. 

If the Forester sees only trees in his erosion control or other work 

we are not apt to profit by the mistakes and success of the past. If, however, 

he has an inquisitive mind, as all good Foresters must have, and observes that 
in some of the early locustplantings in the south for example, the rich under- 
story created a favorable environment for birds in an otherwise sterile field, 

the situation assumes an entirely different aspect. In this same example 
there is one more observation which should be made. Plantations failed to 
serve their most useful purposes in many instances because of a failure to 
recognize the effect of domestic livestock grazing. It is apparent that the 

‘ areas protected against livestock had a far greater economic value than the 

unprotected ones. Obviously a presentation of facts to the man who pays the 

taxes would have changed his view in those cases where all round satisfactory 

results were not being secured. 

It seems this observation may be applicable to much of our so called 
wood-lot Forestry. Whether in «tiew plantations for erosion control or what 

not farm practices must be greatly changed or modified if combined uses 
(game and timber) are to be secured... 

In so far as the CCC work is concerned fish and game occupy an important 
place in each Region's program, but the difficulty lies in the fact that pre- 
ceding the time when the land owner can receive some cash return from crops 

other than he is now producing there is little incentive for him to change his 
practices. We may talk glibly about retiring land from cultivation, letting 
it revert to a wild state, or devoting it to trees and game, but taxes must be 
paid. Of course the economics of combined game, trees, and other farm crops 
ean be worked out but so far the Forester's figures have not sunk in. Perhaps 

it is due to insufficiency of data. While the CCC work furnishes the best 

opportunity to explore, experiment and demonstrate, it mst be clear that the 

results will be far from satisfactory unless the work proves economically sound 

from the land owners standpoint. Since some time must elapse before an income 
from trees and game is secured, especially on areas on which erosion control 
is now being done, it seems evident that the land involved should be released 

from the tax burden. ; 

2. Organization of Conservation Administration, 

In my judgment there is no form of organic law or organization that 

completely guarantees integration of either state or federal conservation 
work. This because even with law and organization as completely perfect as 
human intelligence can devise there is and always will be honest difference 

of opinion as to what constitutes sound policy. Unquestionably, though, the 
whole field of possibility for improving the existing approach is wide open. 
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Joint regional coordination offers the most promising result to anything 

yet developed, but over and beyond this there is need for: 

1. Legislation that will make it more profitable for the private land 
owners to conserve game than to destroy it. 

2. <A correct understanding by all agencies that have any part or 
responsibility in conservation work of the biological, social, and economic 
problem involved. 

3. Complete freedom from adverse political influence, with more 
administrative authority for game commissions and less legislative restriction. 

: 4. An acquisition program looking toward public ownership of those 

areas on which game management is desirable but impossible of attainment under 

private control. 

5. Immediate enforcement, where needed, of some such provisions as 
* Reg. G-20A. 

6. An increased personnel for handling all phases of game work. 

7. A program of public education to overcome the inertia and prejudice 
' which, in the past, have blocked conservation effort. 

8. Expansion of research to all phases of game work. 

9. Increased appropriations (both state and federal) for game purposes. 

5. Game Techniques. 

Foresters are not sufficiently informed as to why or how cultural and 

improvement activities can be used to improve or deteriorate game carrying 

capacity. The background of early training in "professional forestry" included 
little or nothing of the principle of multiple use management. Foresters who 
do know something of the application of various techniques have acquired that 

knowledge through self-directed effort and from the emergency program exper- 

iences of the past two years. At the present time, broadly speaking, there 

is no techhical personnel to tell us “how or why" or to find out for us. 

Volumes have been written on biology and zoology but your book on "Game 
Management" is the first real attempt to coordinate the scientific with the 
practical. All the information on biology is of little value until we know 
how to apply in management. 

4. Forest Game Economics. 

, Complete support of game production by the general public only is a 
form of subsidy to a favored few that cannot stand the test of profit in the 

enterprise. Game management over a long period must assume, therefore, that 
those who harvest the game crop will contribute substantially toward paying 

the cost of producing such crop. The same is true of range management in- 

volving use by domestic stock. Recreation, on the other hand, even though 
one of the bi-products of forest land, has no tangibles that can be listed 
to show direct profit or loss. It is completely esthetic and mst depend 
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mainly on the general public for financial support. 

While regulated hunting and fishing may be the answer to the question 

on how to correct over-dense concentration of hunters and fishermen on public 

lands in most instances, it seems clear that transportation facilities, or 

the lack, thereof, is the factor responsible for such consentration on NF 

area. The Kaibab National Forest and the Pisgah National Game Refuge are 

examples of what can be done by regulation. Regulated take of game could 

be practiced by the vaious States, on a self-supporting basis, but probably 

will not be without Federal intervention. The present-day method, being 

followed by the States, of depending almost entirely on law enactments for 

seasons and bag limits overlooks just about every essential necessary to 

game management. Such laws rarely take into account sex ratios and food 

supply and cover in relation to population density. These features must 

be considered in any plan to practice game management on a sustained yield 

pasis. We should recognize right at the start, however, that any revenue 

system which depends upon the sale of the largest number of licenses is 

- neonsistent with the principle of regulated kill. This is especially true 

in the early building up process on areas supporting only a small proportion 

of their productive capacity. 

5. Education. 

The present machinery for schooling in game management does subordinate 

administration and policy to research, and, unfortunately there is a rather 

wide belief that management must be delayed pending further research. Present- 

day writings, including official reports by Forest Officers, reflect this 

thought. The opposite view that some actual practice is necessary to point 

the way to research (decide what questions research should answer) seldom 

finds expression. 

How and where should game administrators be trained? In the years to 

come the logical place is through proper college or university courses, de- 

signed to emphasize game management and administration as separate from game 

research. I quote here one of the game personnel policies proposed at the 

recent Forest Service conference in Ogden: 

7, Game management at its foundation deals with the 

growth and utilization of the forage resource. In this 
respect there is no essential difference between range 
management and game management from which it follows that 
game management is good range management. Game managers 

and game administrators must be trained in the multiple use 
principles involved. Therefore, under these circumstances, 

the personnel needed should ordinarily be secured by: 

(1) Induction through same channels as the Junior Range v 
Examiner positions, and 

(2) Training on the job." 

How to meet the present-day needs is a different problem. The per- 
sonnel which is now responsible for game administration on both State and 
Federal lands is, for the most part, of a self-made order in so far as 
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interest in and knowledge of the job is concerned. In the light of most 

recent understanding the job faced by these men has many complications. 

It is a new field of managerial endeavor with little precedent to guide 

and only superficial information as a basis for action. We are, therefore, 

facing the alternative of deferred management pending the development of a 

completely trained personnel, or striking out boldly with what we have and 

supplementing this force with carefully selected men to be trained on the 

job. I am optimistic enough to believe that a personnel made up of men 

with a natural interest in wildlife and a proper concern for integrated con- 

servation can get this job of game management under way. For the next few 

years end under the guidance of a general policy only, I would rely on this 

personnel to decide what there is to do and how to do it in order to place 

range management and administration on a sound workable basis. 

6. Silviculture of Non-timber Trees. 

In principle I see no difference between the extension of silviculture 

to grass and herbage for range management purposes, and a similar extension 

to woody vegetation for the purpose of game cover, erosion control, etc. 

Therefore, if range management for grazing is recognized as a proper field 

for the Forest Experiment Stations, it follows that the same agency should 

undertake the solution of those silvicultural problems bearing on game, 

erosion control, ete. Here again the tie-up is in the direction of, rather 

than against, balanced use of the land and I see no place in the picture, 

on National Forest lands at least, for the assumption that a game manager or 

administrator need not be a forester. 

Fo
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DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY January 25 1935 \ Ce. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The enclosed copy of a letter to Mr. Rachford con- 

tains a suggestion which I believe should ve given immediate 

consideration by the Forest Service and those interested in 

the development of game management in this service. 

I took the liberty of sending this to Mr. Rachford because 

I doubted the possibility of getting in touch with you in 

time to get it before the meeting of the committee on 

January 29th. I supposed that you were attending the game 

conference in New York this week and was afraid that if I 

wrote you there I would miss you end that if I wrote you at 

Madison you would not receive the letter in time to reach 

Rachford before the 29th. 

I hope this suggestion meets with your approval and 

I hope that something will be done about recognizing this type 

of training in the Civil Service Ratings. 

Very truly yours, 

(0 Ufl mei levig 
RIK:K ° Instructor - Economic Bitomology



University oF MInNESOTA 

DeparTMenT or AGRICULTURE 

Unrversiry Farm, St. Paut | 

January 23, 1935 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 

Mr. C. Be Rachford, | 

Us Se Forest Service, 
Washington, De Ceo 

Dear Mr. Rachfords | 

In connection with Mr. Aldo Leopold's letter of Jamary 19th ! 

relative to the "Preliminary Report to the Society of American Poresters 

and Geme Menagement" I would like to prosent the following suggestion for 
: consideration by the committee. i : 

A large number of men are now employed in the United States Forest 
Service as game managers and it is quite probable that a much larger number { 

will be so employed in the future. So far as I am able to learn the present 

dunior Forester Examination takes no account of training in game management. 

This practically amounts to penalizing the forestry student who has an ine | 

terest in game management and wishes to prepare himself in this field. In 

ordex to fulfill the requirements for a Bachelor of Seience degree and at 

the same time complete the forestry courses that will aid him in passing the 

Junior Forester Examination the student's time is pretty well taken up. 

If he chooses to major in game management he must fit from 30 te 50 hours 

‘ of work in game and economic zoology courses into his program in addition to 

the 18 to: 20 hours of zoology required of all forestry students. If he 

chooses to take the game courses as electives in order to get as much 

training as possible in this field without actually majoring in it he will 

have only a minimum of training in game memagement and will have to forego 

some forestry electives. In either case he rans the risk of cutting his 

forestry training to the point where he will fail to pass the Junior Porester i 

Examination. 

_ This situation can be remedied and auch better men provided if the 

value of this type of training is recognized and some provision made for 

rating the men on the strength of their showing in this field. 

It is of course true that all of the forestry courses are highly 
desirable but it is equally true that some of the more technical and highly . 

specialized of these courses, are, although very necessary for men primarily 

interested in forestry, of considerable less value to men engaged in game ; 

management than are the game cours®se } 

fhe need for trained men is so obvious and is so excellently pointed 4 
out in the body of the report that nothing further will be said about it here. } 

Sincerely yours, 4 

Koa ¥ 
RTE:K Instructor = Heonomic Zcology 

sir 3 inate ike lsh Ua x
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RAY E. COTTON 
LAND USE PLANNING 

SECRETARY GEORGE R. HOGARTH, DIRECTOR 

25 35 i 

Dear Leopold: tr 

Yours of Jan 19, transmitting draft of Wildlife Managment Committee 

to Society etc., came in while I was out of the office with a spell 

of flu, so I didn't see it untib this week - and too late to comment 

for SAF session even tho I had wanted to - which I didn't. 
* 

I don't see at all clearly how such a Committee is te function 

effectivly. Your p-4 “eéological perception” has the roct of it. That 

sort of perception doesn't seem to be present in the (bigod) perfession 

and almost totally lacking in the Schools, secms like as if. inthe 

nature of the case the Schools (forestry & other) polarize their men 

and so that only very special temperments and experiences will ever be 

depolarized enough to “take” any other... Any other concept - I guess. 

The concept of "right use of land"(resources?) is, I think, begining 

to seep, and with it the regognition of wild life and recreation as 

a valid & often major utilization, but to get it going strong will, 

I presume, need as much time as it teok to "sell" the timber famine 

hard enough to generate the CCC Camps etc. 

3ut now the orthodox foresters will buck that, in their turn, as the 

agronomists did silviculture, no doudt. 

The almost utter failure of the Biclogical Survey to serve as a 

national focus for al] the wild-life phase, and ghe weak status of 

ir LC Gray's little sub-bureau for the focusing up of and stimulation
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of a modern concept of land economics, leaves us without such is 

focal effects as the Forest Service gave from its start. I still have 

my fingers crossed on the Service as a game managment cutfit. 

There's a chance - I dunne how gocd - that the National Resources 

Board, & what may grow out of it, will shortly devcolop a gocd new | 

ageney for such landOuse focusing. MeMurry and J seeti parallel in ql 

thinking we must develop, ne ticaal and state and local "land-use-planning" 

setup, te parallel and supplement the existing "agricultural extension", ‘ 

We are wondering whether the réudcawi ch’ heauha might be led te take 

ever the new functions - but we deubt the old deg could learn the new 

tricks. But if net that way, then what? We're talking about some 

State equivalent of an Experiment Station & staf* for studies of and 

furthering of "inventery" & "planning" and nexus between existing and 

needed servicing. 

P-G of your Graft, 5th line from bottom.... Pmore impobant te foresters 

than silviculture". Change "to®8 te "for". | a 

The ecological concept and what must attach te and grow out of it a 

grows on me constantly and fast. The "Hoffmaster" papers in Nov-Dee 

"American Game" and at the recent N Y meeting illustrate applications 

of what I mean. 

The prime job, I take it, is how to get the ecological concept 

really into the foundations, and then link it with the engineering 

eencept & make ‘em click. With clever working of it the Nat'l Resources 

Board might help a lot, but.... 

vw % ) j 

ae, 

Me, I keep on picking up strength & control but am still enough under 

par so I have te be damnably modest in my undertakings. Being modest 
in any form is hard for (@n) me.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ‘i opt 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY \b 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Room 306 Agricultural Building 

University of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 
February 8, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge 

Game Research 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I received and read with a great deal of interest the report of 
the Committee on Forest Game Policy submitted to the Society of American 

Foresteys. I am in complete agreement with the report. Your emphasis of 

synthesis of all land relationship is especially timely, also your point 
that a forest game policy is but a small fraction of a vast process in 
social and economic evolution. The emphatic treatment of research is also 

very fine. But why comment? I like the whole thing. a 

I was interested in the explanation and instruction given to 

several hundred assembled stock men by Mr. Carpenter of the Department 

of Interior on January 28, 1935 in Phoenix in relation to the formation 

of districts under the Taylor Grazing Act. Mr. Carpenter made no refer- 
ence whatever to wildlife uses of the Public Domain except in relation to 

the desirability of rodent control. I am anxious to see how the wild 

life interests fate at the Denver conference next week. I think little 

anxiety need be felt that we will overstress wildlife uses { 

Just returned from a trip with Ligon to the Big Hatchet Moun- 

tains, Hidalgo County, New Mexico. Saw twenty of the most beautiful 

big horns I have ever seen. The State and the Biological Survey are 

hoping to work out some method of better protection of these animals, of 

which there are stated to be a goodly number in the Big Hatchets. A 

millionaire stock outfit under the New Mexico State Selection Law has 

purchased 35 40-acre tracts scattered through the Big Hatchets in the 

apparent hope of controlling the situation. Ligon is afraid that they 

will try to stock the range with danestic sheep. If the new Taylor 

Grazing Act administration takes the proper interest in wildlife a con- 

solidation and exchange can be worked out, otherwise it looks bad for 

the big hornse



Aldo Leopold - page 2 - 2/8/35 

I learn that Pollock at Flagstaff refuses to consider selling 
his holdings on the proposed Coconino-Sitgreaves Winter Game Range which 
we are hoping to get purchased or set aside to care for the winter needs 
of the Hay Lake and Anderson Mesa herds of prong horned antelope. If 

land planning is going to mean anything in reference to wildlife matters 
(or apparently otherwise) it looks like some form of eminent domain or 
other compulsion will ultimately have to be resorted to. 

They just made me president of the Ecological Society of 

America. I would appreciate suggestions from you as to how the Ecological 
Society can best promote the objectives in which we are all so much in- 

terested. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ureiten ©. Venge 

Senior Biologist.



New Soils Building 
March 19, 1935 

Mr, John D. Coffman, Chief Forester 
National Park Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D, o. 

Dear Johnny? 

I think your suggestions are excellent. I 

have not had a chance to do anything on the 5.A.P. 

committee, nor have I heard what, if anything, Rachford 

aid at the S.A.F, meeting, As a starter, I am asking 

him to let me know. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
“ In Charge, Gaue Research 

Copy to Mr, Rachford



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

BRANCH OF FORESTRY 

OFFICE OF CHIEF FORESTER WASHINGTON 

March 15, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
e/o University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wise 

Dear Aldo: 

I was very sorry not to have an opportunity to see you and have 
a visit together when you were east for the American Game Conference. 
I had thought that you would probably stop over in Washington after 
the conference in New York, in order to attend the annual meeting of 

the Society of American Foresters. 

I am glad to see that you are Chairman of the Committee on Forests 
and Their Relations to Game Management of the Society, and I understand 

that the chairmen select the members of their own committees. Inasmuch 
as the national parks constitute the Nation's finest wildlife sanctu- 
aries and since this Service is so intimately concerned with the wildlife 
interests of the Nation, it occurred to me that possibly you might think 
it desirable that the National Park Service should be represented on 
this committee. 

I believe that you are acquainted with Mr. George M. Wright, Chief 
of the Wildlife Division of the National Park Service, who is a graduate 
of the Forestry Department of the University of California and is a mem- 
ber of the Society of American Foresters. It occurred to me that 
Mr. Wright would make a valuable member of such a committee, 

I am also wondering whether the objective of the committee would 
not be more properly defined if “Wildlife Management" were substituted 
in the title of the committee to replace "Game Management". In case the 
present scope of the committee is limited to considerations of game 
management, would it not broaden the committee's field to have this ex- 
panded to wildlife management? I imagine, however, that the latter is 

really the field in which the committee is interested. 

When you are next in Washington, I hope you will be sure to let me 
know, so that we can get together, 

Cordially yours, 

J. D. Coffman, 

: Chief Forester.



New Soils Building 

April 3, 1935 

Mr, C. B, Rachford 
U. S. Forest Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Chris: 

After writing you I noticed the report in the 
Journal, and of course I can readily understand Dutton's 
reason for eliminating the jurisdictional paragraph, I am 
glad, though, that you think there is some merit in my 
proposal on this question, If you should want to talk it 
over further, we might try to date up sometime in the course 
of one of your western trips, Moreover there is a chance of 
my being in Washington sometime within the next two months. | 

I am perfectly delighted to hear of the disposition 
you have made of Gorsuch, This will give him his chance and 
I am sure he will rise to the occasion. 

With kindest personal regards, | 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research ‘ 

vh 

a
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

‘THE FORESTER Ut WASHINGTON 

AND oe a tt 

Fish & Game, WO March 27, 1935. 
SAF Game Policy Comm. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your note of March 19 brought to my attention for the first 
time the fact that you had forwarded to me the committee's report. I 
was in the West attending livestock meetings during the American Game 

Conference and the Society's meeting here in Washington. 

Upon looking the matter up, I found that you hed given the re- 

port of the committee to Walt Dutton who happened to be at the game 
conference, and he presented it to the Society. I notice the report 

was published in the March Journal. You probably have discovered that 
Dutton eliminated the discussion on jurisdiction. Since Dutton has 

returned to the Region, I am unable to tell you exactly why this sub- 

ject was eliminated. Had I presented the report, I believe I would 

have included it, because it proposes a solution to a very controvers- 

ial and difficult matter. I expect the reason for its elimination was 

due to the present controversy over the application of Regulation G-20A., 

and to the feeling on Dutton's part that even though a Forest officer 

presented the report as the expression of an individual opinion, it 

might be interpreted as meaning that the Forest Service acknowledged 

the lack of jurisdiction. The Forest Service view is that this question 

of jurisdiction can be settled only by the courts. 

I am sorry that I did not have the opportunity of presenting the 

report, which I think contains really sound conclusions. Just as a side 
light, we are now developing plans for an enlarged organization on wild- 

life matters and are getting same very fine material from your school and 

others. Also I am sure you will be glad to know that we have taken Gor- 

such on as a technician in the southwestern camps to prepare plans on all 

queil areas that can be reached from any of the CCC camps. This is merely 

the application of Garsuch'’s studies and investigation on the Santa Rita 

to actual administration on other areas, and I feel greatly encouraged 

over the prospects.
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We are also working out with the Bureau of Fisheries and the 

Biological Survey cooperation to the extent that we will have here a 
technical advisor to head up the work, and we expect to employ more 
technicians in the various camps. It has been somewhat of a job to 
get this idea accepted all along the line, but I think we are now on 

‘the road. 

e Sincerely yours, 

é 6 

——V7"_— 

« BE. Rachford, 

Assistant Forester.



New Soils Building 
July 31, 1935 

. Prof. H. H, Chapman 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Hermans 

I was on the verge of writing you about the comaittee 

on forestry and game management, I have not been able to get 
anything done and will now be in Burope for four months, I 
suggest you either appoint somebody else as chairman or 
instruct Chris Rachford or some other suitable member as chair- 
man pro tem, 

This is especially advisable since I will probably 
be unable to attend the Jamary meeting at Atlanta, Yor one 
thing, I will have returned so recently that I will hardly 
have got rid of the accumulated business here, 

I will, of course, be glad to contime to serve as 
a wenber and will presumably come home with some information 
which will be of value to the comnittee, ' 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



The Society of American Foresters 
Hux Bumoine, 839 177H Streer N. W. 

SOCIETY 
or 

WasHINGTON, D.C. 
1900 

205 Prospect Street, 
New Haven, Conn., 

July 25, 1935. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
1 Soils Bldg., 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

This is a good time to ask you about the activi- 
ties, present and prospective, of your committee on forestry 
and game management, for which you sent in a preliminary 
report last January. 

You no doubt have definite ideas as to what you 

intend to accomplish through this committee. The main ques- 

tion is as to the time and opportunity to make the committee 
funetion. The importance of the subject needs no emphasis 

from me. Sometime in the near future I wish you would let 

me know what definite phases of this subject the committee 

will be prepared to report upon at the annual meeting in 
January at Atlenta, at which time I hope you can plan to 

be present in person. 

I see you have been elected chairman of the next 
game conference. Sorry I could not get to Madison last June 

on my return from the Coast. My regards to your family. 

Sincerely, 

Mek Clee rece 
H. H. Chapman 
President :



New Soils Building 

duly 31, 1935 

Mr, David B, Cook 
12 MePherson Terrace 
Albany, New York 

Dear Mr, Cook: 

I am much interested to learn of the Game Committee 
of the New York Section. 

is The long and short of the S,A.F, Game Committee is 
that I have not had time to do anything about it and will now 
be absent in Europe for four months with no chance to start 

: anything, I am, however, asking President Chapman either to 
appoint a new chairman of the committee or a chairman pro tem, 

You may possibly wish to deal through Mr, Chapman 
with whomever is to take care of the committee's affairs while 
I am gone, | 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
In Gharge, Game Research 

vh



DAVID B. COOK 
12 MCPHERSON TERRACE 

ALBANY, N. Y. ‘ 

July 28,1935, 

Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Managment, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The New York Section of the Society : 
of American Foresters has a Committee on Game Managment 
of which I am the Chairman, I have felt that there should 
be a much closer tie-up between the committees of the 
several Sections and the committee representing the 
Parent Society. I have discussed this with R.T,.Titus, 
our Section Chairman,and he concurs, 

Just what the function of the Section 
Committee should be has never been very thoroly defined. 
At present we make a report at the annual Winter meeting 
and aim to cover the more pressing problems in our field, 
with particular reference to local conditions. We try to 

: be imformative. Perhaps some day we will be able to do 
some origional work. Furthur,we feel that we should 
function as a clearing house for such problems as may be 
encountered by members of the Section, At the moment,our 
Number 1 Problem centers around the beaver,with many 
bitter foes lined up against a few warm partisans. 

If there be anywhere you think we 
can either help or be helped by your Committee,I should 
be pleased to hear from you. 

f Sincerely, (2 

Ve i col 

DBC/DO



December 6, 1935 

Prof. H. H. Chapman 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

I do not blame you for being out of patience 
on the delay in squeezing a report out of the Game Policy 

‘ Committee. 

You ask what I was doing for the Oberlaender 
Trust. I was studying game in general and have one paper : 
for the Journal which I hope will start the Committee on 
a productive track. It will be entitled "Deer and Dauerwald 
in Germany" and will deal with the overgrazing situation 
there, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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The Society of American Foresters 
Hu Bumoine, 839 177TH Streer N. W. 

SOCIETY 
or 

WasHincTon, \romsrens J D. C. 
ee 205 Prospect Street, 

New Haven, Conn., 

August 2, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Soils Bldg., University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

In view of your letter of July 31, I will make 

no attempt to obtain a report from the Committee on Game 

Management for the coming meeting in January. There is 

no use in having a half-baked report or swapping horses, 
and will hope that another year we may have a report on 

this subject. If you desire to instruct Chris Rachford 
or some other member to prepare a report in the interval, 

deal ing with any phase of the subject which is of current 

interest and should be treated, I will leave that mtter 
up to you, but do not wish to take over the business of 
this Committee at the present time. 

I understand that you) business in Europe is in 
connection with the Oberlander Trust but would be glad to 

have you tell me what you are going to investigate. | 

H. H. Chapman 

President.



The Society of American Foresters 
Mitts Burtpinc, 17TH aND Pennsytvanta Ave., N. W. 

i. 
SOCIETY 

WasHINcToN, Dae, 
FORESTERS 

1900 

New Haven, Conn., 

July 23, 1936. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
: University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisc. 

¥ % Se OS eae 

Dear Leopold: 

A request from Mr. Ruhl for 200 reprints 

of my article on “Forestry and Game Management" re- 
minds me that you promised to be good and get action 
from the Committee of which you are Chairman, by 

which certain principles of forestry procedure be- 

tween forestry and game management may be established 
for the benefit of both professions. 

4s I am leaving now for two months in Eng- 
land and mail will be delayed and it is only five 

months until the annual meeting, may I again inquire 

what progress you have made toward preparing a report 

of the Committee to be presented at this meeting which 
will be held at Portland, Oregon, December 14-16th? 

Sincerely, 

Wit hogrnar | 
H. H. Chapman ' 
President. 

Dictated by H.H. Chapman; 

signed by his permission 

i
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O14 Rntowslogy Buliding 
Medison, Wisconsin 
duguat 17, 1936 

Sootety of American Foresters 
Somit tee on Vorank Same Poltoy 

C, &. Rachferd, UV. $, Forest Service, Maghington, 9. 4, 
%. 8, eae Conservation Devartment, Longing, Michicen 
Ralph 7, , Universtty Pann, St. Ponl, Mioneseta 
Walter P. Taylor, U. S$. Blolegienl Survey, College Station, Texne 

Gentieuant 

Prosident 8. H. Chapman has urged us to get out ony final report 
before the next meeting of the $,A.7. 

I for one do not feck equal to the task, tut T think we could well 
get out » kind of ramning commmtary on poliay questions, An attemt at 
such ia attached te serve as « target for our Joint efforts, 

WL11 each members plenaet 

(1) Indieate whether the “ramming commentary" ides is acceptable 
to hin. If ae-- 

(2) Nominate ond draft af@tttonal topes watch he thinks gould 
be added, 

(3) Delete, amplify, or criticize uy topics, 
(4) Sertinize the biblfography so it will represent o really 

good resting List for youngsters the wont to be posted on 
forest gane policy, 

WiLL Rachford please add gome highlights of hia Marepean deductions? 

the topic for "Jurisdiction 1a repeated because it was deleted from 
our firet revert before printed iu the Journsl, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 5 
Chairman 

va J 
enei. 

\ | |



Draft of 8/15/36 

Society of American Foresters 

Scope. ‘he early efforts of the committee envisaged the preparation of a report 

80 complete and farseeing as to furnish, for some years to come, a groove down 

which all policy actions might profitably run. 

This committee is now convinced that such a report is perhaps impossible, 

and certainly beyond its mental powers, All we can do is to suggest, from year 

to year, new fragments of policy indicated by current events. This report, then, 

is merely a supplement to the preliminary report published in the Journal for 

March, 1935. 

Some Reflections on the Complexity of Multiple Use. One mistake, probsbly mde : 
by us as individuals as often as by others, is the notion that coordination of 

land uses is easy. In the enthusiasm of trying to get both game management and 

silviculture started, both professions adopted the uncritical assumption that they 

fitted beautifully together. 

They do, but it does not follow that the fitting can be accomplished 

without mtual concessions, nor does it suffice to hire a game technician to 

argue wildlife interests with the timber stand improvement crew. Fitting uses 

is inherently a complex and difficult job, and can be accomplished only in the 

course of time. Range management and silviculture have been fitting for twenty 

years and in some regions are barely started. 

The game-forestry frictions (1) arising out of silvicultural operations of 

the CCC are, in this light, the inevitable penalty of abnormally rapid expansion, 

It seems to us of chief importance at this time: 

(1) To persist in the effort to fit, despite the fact that the job 
has proven to be difficalt. 

(2) To expand the local researches (2), especially in food habits, 
which must form the basis for a good job,
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Game vs. Wildlife in Multiple Use. Foresters have usually avoided, in thought 

and word, the sportsman's error of subordinating non~game wildlife to the killable 

species, In action, however, it is a different story. It is hard to find 

instances in which the new tools for environmental control have been deliberately 

employed in the interest of non-game, rare, or threatened species, either by 

foresters or by anyone else. 

For example: It is now common to employ land-exchange, land purchase, relom- 

tion of settlers, stock exclusions, wilderness areas, life-history research, con- 

timmous census, and administrative treaties in the interest of elk, But who has 

yet heard of employing these new tools in the interest of the grizzly bear? ‘The 

desert sheep? The Mearns quail? ‘The California condor? ‘he ivory-bill woodpecker? 

The spruce hen? 

This is an important hiatus in forest game policy (3) and presents an 

attractive opportunity for the forest administrator to assume a positive role 

as custodian of these nationd resources, 

Philosophy of Public Access, This committee feels deeply disturbed about what 

seems to it a partly erroneous premise underlying the current philosophy of 

recreational use, 

It is commonly assumed that where the public pays for the administration of 

public lands, it is necessary to give the public unconditional and even effortless 

access to each and every recreational feature on such land. 

We submit that no public library gives unconditional access to the rarer 

and more perishable of its books and papers. It recognizes that preservation is 

in some cases an even higher public obligation than use. It holds its technicians 

responsible for knowing more than the public about values and perishability, and 

for building policy in accordancewith such superior knowledge.
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The fallacy of unconditional access to rare or perishable features has 

of course been partially recognized in the case of wilderness area, but the 

principle extends much further. The whole current tendency to measure recreational 

service in terms of thousands of users and ease of use is, in our view, a dangerous 

one. There mst be brought into the picture three equally important but opposing 

principles, namely: (1) letting the forest user earn his recreation by virtue 

of some degree of mental or physical work, (2) recognizing the biological limit 

beyond which mass-use destroys either the quality or the productivity of the 

resource, (3) recognizing that the responsibility for preservaiéion is on the 

administrator, and that exhorting the public to be decent does not absolve him 

of it, 

Statd@l politically, there is an absentee public, including not only those 

who do not use public properties but perhaps also those yet wiborn, whose property 

right in national resources is superior even to that of the active user. 

The ramifications of this question in the field of wildlife in public 

forests and parks have been recently. discussed by Wright and Thompson (4), 

Marshall (5), and Smith (6). 

Game Jurisdiction and Land Ownerghip. On the National Forests, on the Public 

Domain, and to a partial degree on state migratory bird refuges, we have game 

under one jurisdiction occupying public land administered by another, 

The only basic remedy so far proposed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

game to the land-owning agency. In some state, however, the federal lands are 

so extensive that such a policy might ultimately weaken state game administration, 

and thus leave outside game virtually unmanaged. 

A newer and perhaps sounder remedy may be in delegating responsibility for 

details of management to the land-owning agency, without changing owmership or 

jurisdiction, in mech the same manner as states now delegate to private Lenkemnere
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certain mthority over game on licensed shooting preserves. 

On a shooting preserve the state delegates to the licensee the task of 

producing game on his land and also of limiting his own kill by means of tags. 

The latter is in lie of the state's usual attempt to do the seme thing by 

seasons and beg limits. The contimation of the arrangement is contingent 

upon satisfactory performance of the delegated task, as determined by periodic 

reports and inspections, ‘he net result is that the licensee is civen an 

ineentive to do constructive work, in exchange for umsual privileges, and 

without any actual transfer of omership or ultimate responsibility, 

that prevents the extension of this same principle to public landowners 

who now have no authority over their own game, and are now impeded in their 

efforts to do constructive work by the delays incident to cooperative effort? 

The proposal is, of course, at this stage a theoretical one, but one possibly 

worth serious disession and later a local try-out. Many important details, such 

as allocation of revemes and costs, are not here discussed, 

Research: Operations Ratio. It was pointed out in the first report that the 

then~prevailing ratio between public outlays for game management operations and 

outlays for game management research was probably 100:1 or greater, 

During the past year game research has grown by $30,000 (nine land-grant 

college units administered by the U. §. Biological Survey), but game operations 

have probably increased in equal proportion. 

It would be conservative to estimate that half of the operating budget 

was used up in flounderings due primarily to lack of facts and lack of trained 

experienced men to apply them. 

If so, then the diversion of funds from operations te research would, up 

to the point that research agencies know how to use them, be profitable,
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What bureaus and departments are aware of this fact? Of those aware of 

it, how many have disclosed it to their appropriations committees? 

The outlines of a national wildlife research program are now, for the first 

time, available in print (7). 

Penalties of Overstocking with Mammals vs. Birds. The current year has seen 

the emergence of a biological principle, perhaps long since realized, bat not 

previously asserted as a positive and generalized ruler guidance in wildlife 

administration. It is this: overstocking range with game birds carries no 

invariable penalty in loss of future carrying capacity, but overstocking range 

with browsing mammals does. Hence greater administrative caution in avoiding 

overstocking is called for in the latter case, 

The reasons are of course evident: seed-eating birds seldom destroy 

next year's crop because there is usually an excess of seed and often a reserve 

in goil-sterage; plant-eating mammals may readily destroy next year's crop because 

they usually weaken the palatable species, inhibit their reproduction, and thus 

allow usurpation of the soil by non-pslatable species, 

Whether or no biologists have been guided by this rule, it is certain the 

public knows nothing of it. The public clemor for winter-feeding or predator- 

control on an overstocked deer range is just as insistent, sincere, end uncritical 

as on an understocked quail, turkey, or pheasant range, 

A transfer of emphasis is needed from "more geome" to “wore carrying capacity"(8). 

Game on Public Domain. (Will Rachford and Taylor please treat this question? 

I do not feel sufficiently posted on detail to write even a draft.)
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(1) Wing, Leonard ¥, Naturelize the Forest for Wildlife, American Forests, 
June, 1936. 

Reply by Fred Morrell - CCC paper, 

(2) Dixon, Joseph, A Study of the Life History and Food Habits of Mule Deer 
in California, Calif, Fish & Game, Vol, 20, Nos, 3 and 4, 1934, 

Robingon, Oyril S, A Study of Plants Zaten by Deer on the Santa Barbara 
National Forest, YForest Service, Santa Barbara, Cliaf. & pp., mimeog. 

Mitchell, H, L. and N. W. Hosley. Differential browsing by deer on plots 
variously fertilized, Black Rock Yorost Papers Vol. I, No. 5, April, 1936, 
pp. 227. 

(3) Leopold, Aldo. Threatened Species--a proposal to the Wildlife Conference 
for m inventory of the needs of near-extinct birds and animals. American 
Forests, Vol. 42, No. 3, March, 1936, pp. 116-118, 

Leopold, Aldo. Waturseciuts in Germany. Bird-lore, Vol, XXXVIII, Wo. 2, 
March-April, 1936, pp. 102-111. 

(4) Wright, G. M. and Thompson, B. H. Fauna of the National Parks, Tama 
Series No. 2, National Park Service, Washington, 1935. (Also Fauna Series 
Wo. 1, 1933.) 

(5) Mershali, Robert. Priorities in Yorest Recreation, louisiana Conservation 
Review, October, 1935. ‘ 

(6) Smith, Herbert A, The Cult of the Wilderness, Journal of Forestry, Vol. XXXIII, 
No. 12, December, 1935, pp. 955-957. 

(7) Wildlife Crops--Finding How to Grow Then, Research Program of the American 
Wildlife Institute, Washington, 1936. 

(8) Leopold, Aldo. Deer and Deuerwald in Germany, Journal of Forestry, 
Vol. XXXIV, Nos. 4 and 5, April and May, 1936.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

* FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO sr yy 

THE FORESTER Ue WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO Sevrne 

G 
Fish & Game, WO October 30, 1936. 

SAF -- Forest Game Policy Comm. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of October 23 was on my desk on my re- 

turn from abroad. 

After your letter of August 17 had followed me 
around the different countries, it finally caught up with 
me in Germany just before I left there, the result being 
that I have not had an opportunity to really give the 
question the thought that it justifies. I am leaving the 
first of next week to attend an important conference at Og- 
den, but will be glad to do what I can on the subject be- 
tween now and the 15th of November. I hope to receive 

some valuable suggestions from the field men at the con- 

ference, which is directly related to the subject. I hope 

to get my reply to you by November 15. If that is too late, 

let me know. 

You certainly have carried more than your share of 
the burden in the preparation of these reports, and I hope 

this year the different members of the committee, at least 

speaking for myself, will do more than we have done in the 

past. 

Sincerely yours, 

tc <6 (ox So



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service 
College Station, Texas 

Oetober 27, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management 

Department of Agricultural Heonomics 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldé6: 

I have your letter of October 23 requesting 

a reply to your circular of August 17. I did reply to 

your circular on August 22, 1936 with a three page letter. 
If you can't find this in your files let me know and I 

will send you 4 copy. 

Very sincerely, 

welt © bao 
Senior Biologist, In Charge 

wpt:gb



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE wy WL 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY why & 

TEXAS COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE SERVICE e 

College Station, Texas 

August 22, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Answering your letter of August 17, addressed to the : 

Committee on Forest Game Policy, I will say that: 

(1) The "running commentary” idea is entirely acceptable. 

(2) I have no additional topies to suggest. There are some 

I should like to take up but cannot at this distance. 

(3) Herewith are some comments on your memorandum. And 

(4) Some suggestions of additional titles for your bibliography. 

On page 2 I think the prairie chicken should be added. 

I realize the list you give is only suggestive, but the prairie chicken 

cen be given same effective help if we act promptly. There is a 

considerable number of both Attwater and Lesser prairie chickens even 

yet. 

I like your statement of philosophy of public access. 

The point you make on page 4 about the Research: Operations 

Ratio is an exceedingly good one and very pertinent. Possibly the 

figure in the second paragraph under this topic should be $70,000 

instead of $30,000. If I understand it correctly, the American 

Wildlife Institute contributes $30,000 a year and Congress provides 

an additional new appropriation for wildlife research, of $40,000+ 

a year, both representing real additions to game research. 

Herewith enclosed is a tentative paragraph on game on the 

public domain. 

We are, it is true, encouraged and properly so to learn 

how to grow better and bigger wildlife crops. It seems to me, how 

ever, that we ought to emphasize increasingly that theleast manage- 

ment is likely very often to be the best and most efficient. z ;
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believe that Dr. Grinnell has raised the point that "managed game" cannot 

properly be regarded as wildgame. If we emphasize too much the artifi- 

cial cropping phase, we lose the tang of wilderness and the attractiveness 

which are an intrinsic part of a natural game crop. Should not our 

management be directed so far as possible to giving nature a chance to 

do her stuff? To a great extent a hands-off management? Isn't this 
after all the best way to produce multiple products from a piece of land? 

This kind of management is admittedly more difficult to apply to farm 

game than to forest game, but I believe it can be utilized to quite an 

extent even with farm game. 

What I have in mind is that we can do best for the game on 

a grazing range, for example, by simply preventing overgrazing, than 

by the arduous and costly processes of gully control, erosion control, 

reseeding, rodent control, etc., which are necessary when an area 

has been allowed to deteriorate through overgrazing. 

I suggest the following additions to the bibliography, the 

last three with some misgivings because they are my own papers: _ 

The Western Range, Senate Document 199, 1936. 

"Varmints Not So Bad As Their Name Implies" by W. L. McAtee, Clip : 
Sheet, U. S. D. A. Number 944, August 2, 1936 

"What is Ecology and What Good is it", Ecology 17(3): 333-346, July 1936. 

"Man And Nature,.a Contemporary View", Scientific Monthly 41(4)%350-362 
October 1935. 

"The Need For Natural Areas", Ecology 15(3)% 328-329, July 1934. 

Sincerely yours, 

Using P. Vanier 

Senior Biologist, 
In Charge 

WPT: S 

encl.



SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS 
COLUMBIA RIVER SECTION 

423 U. S. Court House 
Portland, Oregon 
October 24, 1936 

AIR MAIL 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
1 Soils Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

The Program Committee for the annual meeting of the Society of 
American Foresters hopes very much that you will be in Portland and accept 

an assignment on our program. One of the technical sessions will be de- 

voted to "Non-Commodity Forest Land Use and Management", with talks on 

recreational forestry by representatives of the Park Service and the For- 

est Service--one on "Soil Conservation Forestry" by someone from the S.C.S., 

and one on "Forestry and the Biological Balance" or some such topic, which 

we hope you will give. We are planning but few formal papers so as to allow 

lots of time for spontaneous discussion, and those few papers we want to 
have presented by outstanding specialists in respective fields. 

Can you not, therefore, make the effort to come to Portland and 

accept this urgent invitation? It has been a long time since you have been 

out to see us, and we can assure you a warm welcome and a worth-while time. 

The trip would be of double value to you because just prior to the S.A.F. 

meeting will be held the annual conference of the Western Forestry and Con- 

servation Association, which will also bring together a good group, and the 

discussions will supplement our program. I enclose a notice of the meeting 

as sent in for printing in S.A.F. Affairs; it contains the program as it now 

stands. 

The part of our program which we are asking you to present would 

give an opportunity to interest western foresters in the interrelation be- 

tween silviculture and game management. There is a growing interest in this 

subject here, but still colossal ignorance as to the real relationships. I 

can assure you you would have a worth-while and interested audience. 

We hope to limit the prepared talks to 15 or 20 minutes so that 

there may be time afterward for discussion. While there is a certain ad- 

vantage in having the talk in written form so that it may be printed after- 

ward in the Journal of Forestry, that is not essential should you prefer to 

speak more informally and extemporaneously. 

ey yours, 

Ke te io, 
id ON T. MUNGER 
Local Chairman, Program Committee 

Enclosure



ae 0 PORTLAND, OREGON DECEMBER 14-17 
FOR THE ANNUAL MEETING 

The Annuel Meeting this year will We held for the first 

time in the Pacific Northwest, the Columbia River Section being 

host at Portland, Oregon, for four daya, December 14 to 17. 

The tentative program provides for four half days of tech- 

nical discussion, a half day for Society Affairs, a banquet (at 

which there will be no speeches, but some surprise skits), a 

meeting of the Division of Baueation, and several short and all- 

day field excursions to see such things as salvage logging of 

; fire-killed Douglas fir on the Tillamook Burn, sawmills, ‘pulp- 

mills, veneer plants, ete., in Portland and Longview, winter 

sports on the Mount Hood National Forest, the 0.5.0. Forestry 

Sehool and demonstration forest, less} lsboratories and @uip- 

ment warehouses, the Wind River Nursery, and Bonneville Dam. 

The Puget Sound Section offers to arrange trips of forestry 

interest for those who wish to return hom via Seattle. 

The prepared papers for the four half-day sessions will 

be few, leaving plenty of time for free and frank discussion by 

volunteer, extemporaneous speakers; the topics sare all national 

in importance, timely, ad controversial. 

The tentative outline of the program up to the time this 

goes to press (October 13) is as follows: 

Mone eme 5 Chairman, W. B. Greeley. 
ng Address - American forestry from a transatlantic 
perspective ~ Pres. H. H. Chapman.



Topic: ao ~ who shall own the forests of the Pacific 
slope 
Present trends in forest ownership ~- D. 7. Mason. 
What should be the goal and acquisition procedure of 

State forest Sore 
Objectives of national forest acquisition policy. 
Report of Committee on acquisition policy ~ Verne Rhoades. 

Mo om. ~ Chairman, C. A. Lyford. 
Topie: Sustained yield, what is it, and how can it be 

attained? : 
Working definitions of sustained yield ~ five 

speakers, 4 minutes each. 
Integrating private and publie lands for sustained 

yield. 
What public agencies should do. C.L.Billings. 
What the private operator should do. 

The role of selective cutting in promoting sustained 
yiela, with special reference to ponderosa pine - 
AwJd.¥. Brandstrom. 

Mon. eve. - Meeting of Division of Education - Henry Schmitz, 
Chairman. 

TueS. a.m. ~ Society Affairs and Committee reports. 

Tue 
ti Future demands on Pacific slope forests. 

What the Pacific slope forests now have md are now 
Godes in relation to national supplies and 
emands - H, J. Andrews. 

What will the future pulpwood iniustry require of 
Pacific = forests, with set reference to 
Canadian and Southern competition? 

Should quantity or quality be the goal of our 
forestry? ~ Geo. F. Cornwall. 

Tues. eve. ~ Banquet. 

Tahy te opic: Non-commodity forest land use and management. 
Forestry in Soil Conservation work. 
Forestry and the biological balance. 
How mach and what kind 6f forest land should be de- 

voted exclusively to recreation and sesthetics? 
Integrating recreation and aesthetics into ml1tiple- 

use forest mamagement. 

Wed. Dem. = Short trips to points of interest in Portland. 

Thurs. All-day field excursios. 

The Committee will plan some thing for the entertainment 
of the ladies too. 
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The Multnomah Hotel, Fourth and Pine Streets, has 

been designated as the official hotel. Rates quoted are as 

: follows: : 

With Sh 

"ee persone: faceo - fare - fe 
x a ne son: i - aaa ~ $4 - $5 

Two persons: - $6 - $6 ~ $7 

A few rooms without bath are available at + 

Siro: fe 
' Reservations should be made direct with the Hotel 

management. For those wishing lower priced accommodations several 

good hotels giving a wide range of rates are available. 

. The ammual conference of the Western Forestry and 

Conservation Association on December 10-12, just before our 

meeting, gives an sadditimal incentive for foresters to go 

to Portland, 

fine d
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November 10, 1936 

Mi. Thornton 7, Monger i 
4o3 U, re House 
Portland, Oregon 

Dear Thornton: 

Thanks for your good letter, I wich I conld accept your urgent and 
flattering invitation, but there are no travel funds eround these 
parte this year, anf it's too stiff for me personally. 

Attached is a letter wishing on Chris Rachford the job of reporting 

for our "Couwmalttees om Game Policy", In ease you tor nawes for 
ceo purposes t includes, in afdition, P, 8. + Michigan, 

Walter P. Taylor, Texas, and Ralph King, Minnesota, In case Chris says 
he can't, E911 let you imow as promptly ae possible. 

Sorry 7 get to see you so seldom, and that I can't teke you up on your 
invitetion, 

jours, 

ALNIG Aldo Leopold 
Ene, 2 Professor of Game Manacement



University orem 
oreber ihe thse 

‘Me 6, 3, Radford 
Je te Forest Service 
“egkington 2, 6, : 

Deng Ghirlas 

i om senting to 9 oath othew mamber of the anakttee a revigion 
od the emath ad tas tenn tebe: Goadbian, OF, Went on ten Feateee 
reeeived ts wy elyouler of August 27, 

Size I omanot atbead the Tortland meeting, Desambor 127, and since 
Ee eee od ts'e saat of he tate ean, oma 

‘walking gach ghenges age would, COTES, 
a is ct ber hed noche an 

This assumes yon intend to attend the Portland Meeting. if not let me iow, 

Prestdsnt Shapes adeed we to iafoma Ae at oar ao he oma 
ageortingly, fence I am ssuhune mane’ tke latter, eecect fade gana 

Yours ot ever, 

ALIN Ayde Laspolt 
Rate Profeeus? of Ooms loingenent



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE : 

FOREST SERVICE ede 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 5 ¥ 

THE FORESTER WASHINGTON 
AND REFER TO Srrwent oF xi 

G 
Fish & Game, WO 
SAF Game Policy Committee November 27, 1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of Game Management, 
College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of November 10 was awaiting my arrival here in 

Washington on the 24th. 

* I have gone over your enclosed draft of the report and have 
made only two slight changes; one, an insert at the top of page 2 ~~ 
“to ascertain through surveys and study the facts necessary to a de- 
termination of the kind and quantity of services. the land should 
render." I don't think there is any need of my explaining the pur- 
pose of this, since it is obvious that it is basic to an intelligent 

land-use plan. 

* The second change occurs in the first line of the third para- 
graph on page 6, and substitutes "a large part" for "most." This 
change is in harmony with the last sentence on page 7. 

In accordance with your suggestion, I am sending copies to 
each of the members of the committee, and I shall be glad to present 
the report at the Portland meeting, since I have to be in California 

about the time the meeting is held. 

Best regards, 

Enclosure. leibeche Zh. 

EACH MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE SHOULD FORWARD HIS COMMENTS, IF ANY, 
TO ME AT PORTLAND, OREGON, CARE FOREST SERVICE. 

*é, hance deg aed % po “ee? Crs byw Aewt trea fie, Geant 

uc arenes df fe rad in be Oe wpe bial “st Copy HOtL Ds ales toed eee. 

Co,



Soelety of American Foresters mes 

- Second Report of Gene olicy Committee . 
Egone. The early efforts of the committe enviseged the preparation of « report 

#0 comprehensive and farceeing ae to furnich, for some yeare to come, a groove 

down which policy actions might orefitebly run, 

The last two years, however, have brought inoreasing confusion of thought 

te the entire conservation ficld, An intellectuel revolution seems to be in 

process, the net effect of whieh is to vextly expand both the importance end 

the difficulty of the conservation idea, During this process, it ie difficult 

to see for ahead, At any rete, it is difficult for us. 

Thie report, then, ie in no sense comprehensive, Tt is rather « collection 

of fragnents of policy suggested by current eventa. It eupplements the vrelin~ 

inary report sublished in the Journal for March, 1935. 

The Complexity of Multinle Use. One misteke, probably mode by us ae individ 

nels as often ae by others, in the notion thet coordination of lend uses is 

ensy. In the onthusiesm of trying to get both gage monegement ond ellvieul ture 

started, both professions have adopted the uneri tical as@umotion that they fit 

bonutifully together. 

Thay do fit dDeautifully, but mot always easily. Bor can the fitting be 

accomplished without sutuel coneesstons. It chould occasion no surprise when 

the hiring of « game techniclan to argue wildlife interests with the timber etand 

improvement crew raises more questions then it answera. Fitting uces is inher- 

ontly » complex and difficult job, end can be accomslished only in the course of 

time, Exactly anslegous difficulties ond delaye are being exoorienced in fitting 

together the sciences underlying land-uses, (2) 

Guch gane-forestry frictions (2) as those orieing out of the silvicultural 

oupy for information op 2 Lenpxth



eperations of the CCC are, in this Light, ee inevitsble penelty of sbnorvally 

repié cxpansion, 

It seoms to us of chief importance at this tines 

To ssvertein through surveys and study the facts necessary 
is cere ee eee the 

ra sey Aes bog mace fit, dexpite the facet that the ” 

mast feen the basta fer s good fobs” Sous eanaplce (8) ef cuca’ 
researches sppear in the bibliography. 

Some ve. Bildlife. Foresters hove usually avoided, in thought end word, the 

sportenen's error of agsigning to non-game wildlife « leaser value then to 

the killable epecles, In action, hoevever, non-killeble wildlife hee been con 

sistently neglected by eli. It is hard to find ingtances in which the new and 

powerful tools now araileble have been deliberstely employed in the interert of 

non-game, rare, or threatened species, either by foresters or by anyone else, 

Por exemple: It ie now common to employ lond«exelienge, lend purchase, ree 

Loention of settlers, eteck exclusions, wilderness arens, Life-histery rereerch, 

continuous census, end administrative treeties in the interest of elk or ducks, 

But how often heve these new tools been employed in the interest of such forest 

species ae the grivaly besr? ‘The desert sheep? The Mearns quetlt The Celifor 

nie condor? The ivory-bill woodpecker? The spruce hen? The fisher, otter, 

merten, ond rolverine? ‘ 

Thie te an important hietus im forest game policy.: (a) It presenta en 

attrective opportunity fer the forest adminiatrator to acoume « positive role 

as castedien of these nationel recourses, Come promising beginnings have been 

wade during the past year, Dut the bulk of the field remeine untouched, 

Philosouby of Public Acaers. This comnittes feels deeply dicturbed about whet 
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eveems to it on erroneous premise underlying the current ohilosophy of reereations) 

use, 

It is comzonly aseumed thet where the public peys for the cdmintetration of 

public lends, it is necessary to give the public uncenditionsl end even effort- 

lees secess to each and every recrestional feoture on euch land. 

We submit that no public library or public museum gives unconditional eccers 

to the rarer end more perishable of ite books, papers, or specimene. Tt recog- 

nises that oreservetion is in some caver an even higher cublic obligation then 

uce, Tt holds its teehniclens responsible for knowing more then the public knows 

sbdout the values and verishebility of the cbjects in its care, and it holds ite 

technicions responsible for building « policy of public use im aceordanse with 

such suverior knowledge, 

The falleey of unconditional access to rare or perishable features hes 

of course deen partially recognised in the case of offieisl wiiderness area, 

but the principle extends much further. The whole current tendency to menoure 

reereationsl cervice in terms of thousands of users snd exse of we is, in our 

view, @ dengerous one, There must be brought into the picture three equally 

important but opposing principles, nemelys 

(1) Letting the user arn hie recreation by virtue of some degree of 

mentel or physicsl work, : 

(2) Beeognising the biological Limit beyond ehich mase-uce destroys 
either the quelity or the productivity of the resouree. 

ee stant caherting Ya pablis te bo aeeens dose 
not sbsolve him of responsibility for damage done, 

Stated in another way, there is on shsentee public, ineluding not only 

thowe who do not use public properties but also those yet unborn,whose tastes 

and preferences mey differ from those of the user, This ebeentee public hes 2 

property right in netionel resources equal to thet of the user, 

~ Bm



The ramificstions of thie question in publie forests ond perks poltoy 

have been recently discussed, directly or by ixplicetion, by Wright and Thoun- 

son (5), Mershall (6), Sutth (7), and Clerk (8). 

Some Jurbe@ietion snd Land Yunerahio. On the National Forests, on the Public 

Domain, end to = pertiel degree on state migratory bird refuges, we heave game 

under one jurisdietion oeeupying public land administered by another. Batuel 

confusions, end delays sre increasingly common on such aress, 

The Gnly besie remedy so far proposed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

game to the land-owning agency. In come states, however, the federal londe 

ere co extensive thet such « policy might ultimately weaken state game sdminin~ 

tretion, and thue Leave outside game virtually unmoneaged, ‘ 

A newer and perhaps sounder remedy may lie in delegeting responsibility 

for details of management to the lsnd-owning sgency, without changing ownership 

or jurisdiction, in such the seme manner es states now delegate to private 

landowners sertein suthority over came on licensed shooting preserves. 

On « shooting preserve the stete delegates te the Licensee the tabk of 

producing geme on his Land, and also of Limiting his own kill by meena of tags. 

The latter ie im Lieu of the state's usual ettempt te do the same thing by 

seasons end bag limite, The renewal of the License 1s contingent upon satis~ 

feetory performance of the delegsted tack, as determined by periodic reports end 

imapectione, The net result ie thet the licensee is given an incentive to do 

constructive work, in exchange for wmouel privileges, oni without ony eotuel 

transfer of ownership or of ultinate responsibility. 

| What prevents the extension of this same principle to public landowners 

who now heve no outhority over their own gene, ati whe are now impeded in their 

efforts to do constructive work by the delays incident to eooperstive effort? 

«“4-



The propocel is, of course, at this stage « theoretical one, but one 

possibly worth serious discussion end « local try-out. Bony importent details, 

@uch es allocation of revenues ani costs, are not here discucced. 

Retio of Research to Operations. It wee pointed out in the firnt report thet 

the then-prevalling ratio between public outlays for geome manegement opera~ 

tions and outlays for came management research wae probably 10031 or greater, 

During the peat year the public outlay for game research hae grown by 

nearly $100,000, but game operations have probably inereesed in equsl proportion, 

Te would be conservative te cotinnte that half of the operations expendi teres 

were weed up in flounderings due primarily to lack of feets and lack of trained 

experienced men to epply them 

Tf so, them the diversion of funde from operations to reseerch would, up 

to the voimt thet research sgencles know how to use them, be profiteble. 

That bureaus and depsrtaents are aware of thie fret? Of those avere of 

it, how mony have disclosed it to their appropriations cosaittess? The eon 

timed acceptance of appropriations for enterprises popular with legislators 

but othersive unimportent, to the detriment or neglect of sounder emi more 

urgent work, hes emerged 2s a reel problem in professionel ethica. 

The outlines of @ nationel wildlife research program ere now, for the 

first time, ovaileble in print (9). 

Penalties of Qverstockings Munmels ve. Birds, The current year bas soon the 

energence of « biologics) principle, perheps long reolised, but not previously 

astorted ap © powitive ond generalised rule for guidence in wildlife administra- 

tion. It is thies overstocking range with geme birds cerries no invariable 

penslty im lose of future carrying capacity, but overstocking renge with 

browsing mommele does, Hence greeter administrative ssution in avoiding 

-&-



overstocking is called for in the letter care. 

The reasone sre of course evidents seed-eating birds seldom: destroy next 

year's crop of food-plemts becsuse there ie usually on excess of seed, and often 

a reserve in soll-storages; browsing mommale on the other hand may readily 

destroy their future food supply because they ueuslly wesken the psletable 

species, inhibit their reproduction, and thus eliow usurpation of the soil by 

non~palateble epecles, 

Whether or no biologists have been guided by this rule, it ie certain the 

public knows nothing of it. The public clemor for winter-feeding or predater- 

sontrol on an overstocked deer renge is Just as ineistent, cineers, and uneriti- 

eal ae on on understocked queil, turkey, or pheesant ronge. 

A trenefer of emphasis is needed from “more geme* to “more carrying sapacity* 

(10). 
Some on Public Bowain. One of the least~known assets of the spproxizately 

162,188,000 acres of the unallotted and uneppropriated public lends is the wild- 

life which exists or might exlet upon it. Happily on eble and up-to-date enaly- 

sis of the condition of the western range, ineluding the public domain and ite 

wildlife, is now availeble (11). 

The oublie domein is in vorse condition than eny other part of the weetern 

range (nemely €@7 per cont depleted, 95 per cent still deprocieting, 2 per cent 

dworoving). It is suggested thet other foras of use then livestock grazing 

auet be found for mach of it. Some of the most interesting and valusble of 

species of wildlife are found, in part, on the oublie domsin, These include 

antelope, desert mule deer, peceary, various forms of bighorn sheep, Sambel 

quail, sege hen, Mearns qasil, sealed quell, mountain lion, coyote, ringteiled 

ont, badger, and desert fox, eleo such interesting reptiles as chuckwalle snd 
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Gila monster, 

Why not apply the “siwple neturaliotie method” of Leaving « large pert 

of thie lend to geome, recrestional, wilderness, and watershed uses? Nete the 

following euthoritative statement: "Before vhite settlement, the range was 

used only by geome, the great masbere of which are attected by the reports of 

all the early explorers, Deepite these susbers ond climatic cycles, «nd 

drought periods which were undoubtedly as severe as any of recent yeors, the 

renge did asintein iteelf, except for natural verieation and for localised. and 

tengeneny evengraniig, ont would have sentianel to Go oo Of the shite axe bad 

not upset ite netursl ami fairly stable equilibrium. Truly, sen hes shom 

less wisdom end vision in the use of the renge resource than did uncontrolled 

nature. His greatest achievement veems to have been the removal of the naturel 

checks and balances which hod sainteined the virgin range over thousents of 

years." (The Yestern Range, 1956, p-8)« 

It seems to the committee that to cave something from the wreck of this 

vast eres, there must be « seift snd effective reduction of Livestock to & 

point where the renge can begin to improve. Thie clone would bring sbout a 

fundanentel benefit to ite remaining wildlife. Steady improvement of the 

renge and & considereble quantity of wildlife will go together. 

an inventory of the resources of the public domain should be nese. a 

selentific Lend olosetficstion will show much of it good for mought but wild 

Life. Cownon conse dictates that a lerge part of these lenis be set acide 

for wildlife purpoees. 

Pe
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SAF 

1532 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 17, 1937 

Mr, B, I, Kotok ; 
331 Giannini Hall 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Bas ‘ 

Thanks for your good word on the committee report. 

I wish there wore something I could say about the proposal 

you bring up, but I lmow of nothing which would oven look 

like a solution. Hence there did not seen to be anything to 

talk about in our report. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS 
CALIFORNIA SECTION 

or 
AMERICAN 

FORESTERS 
1900 

33/ ie a eos} 
Berkeley, California 
February 9, 1937. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Dear Lecpold: 

I have just reviewed the report of your committee dealing with 
Forestry and Game Management, which has been circulated to the Council 
for action. 

I want to merely tell you that it came up to my expectations 
of a report in which Leopold has had a hand. We are witnissing here 
in California some remarkable examples of population pressure on wild 

lands. A state which because of its climatic conditions has always A 
had people with a strong outdoor urge is up against a problem of 
satisfying the recreational cravings of picnickers, weekend parties. 
The territories near our centers of pulation have been badly butchered 

up by realtors or are closely controlled privately. Our old Sierra 
Madre and Sierra front looks like an anthill on Sundays and Holidays 
with crawling cars seeking some place for a short stay outdoors. 
Insofar as we fail to meet this kind of urgent pressure and demand, 
the chances of setting asidé inviolately wilderness areas are slim. 
I wish that in your report something more might have been said of 
this phase of the problem. 

Cordially 

Cn 
> — 

Co See 

E. I. KOTOK 
Member of Council 
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APPROVAL OF REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FORESTS AND 
WILDLIFE AND OF THE PRINCIPLES STATED THEREIN” * 

Approved: Besley, Koch, Rhoades, Rut- reation by virtue of some degree of 
ledge, Shepard, Spring, Kotok, Dana. mental or physical work. 
Winkenwerder accepts, without expressing “(2) Recognizing the biological limit 

approval of principle. beyond which mass-use destroys either 

No action: Collingwood. the quality or the productivity of the 

The report and principles are ap- resource. 

proved. The principles so approved are “(3) Recognizing that the responsi- 

abstracted as follows. bility for preservation is on the admin- 
1. The Complexity of Multiple Use. istrator, and that exhorting the public 
“It seems to us of chief importance to be decent does not absolve him of 

at this time: responsibility for damage done. 

“To ascertain through surveys and “Stated in another way, there is an 
study the facts necessary to a determina- absentee public, including not only those 
tion of the kind and quantity of services who do not use public properties but also 
the land should render. those yet unborn, whose tastes and pref- 

“To persist in the effort to fit, despite erences may differ from those of the 
the fact that the job has proven to be user. This absentee public has a prop- 
difficult. erty right in national resources equal to 

“To expand the local researches, espe- that of the user.” 
cially in food habits, which must form 4. Game Jurisdiction and Land Owner- 
the basis for a good job. Some examples — ship. 

of such researches appear in the bibli- “The only basic remedy so far pro- 
ography.” posed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

2. Non-killable wildlife has been con- game to the land-owning agency. In 
sistently neglected by all. The various some states, however, the federal lands 

measures applicable to preservation of are so extensive that such a policy might 
elk, ducks, and other killable species ultimately weaken state game adminis- 
should also be considered for vanishing tration, and thus leave outside game 
species. virtually unmanaged. 

3. Philosophy of Public Access. “A newer and perhaps sounder remedy 
“The fallacy of unconditional access to may lie in delegating responsibility for 

rare or perishable features has of course details of management to the land-owning 
been partially recognized in the case of agency, without changing ownership or 
official wilderness areas, but the principle jurisdiction, in much the same manner as 
extends much further. The whole cur- states now delegate to private land-owners 
rent tendency to measure recreational certain authority over game on licensed 
service in terms of thousands of users shooting preserves.” 

and ease of use is, in our view, a dan- 5. Ratio of Research to Operations. 

gerous one. There must be brought into The ratio between public outlays for 
the picture three equally important but game management operations and outlays 
opposing principles, namely: for game management research is about 

“(1) Letting the user earn his rec- 100 to 1. The diversion of funds from 

*Memorandum to Council, February 19, 1937. 

*Aldo Leopold, Chairman. See Journat or Forestry, February 1937.
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operations to research would, up to the “Why not apply the ‘simple naturalistic 
point that research agencies know how method’ of leaving a large part of this 
to use them, be profitable. land to game, recreational, wilderness, 

6. Penalties of Overstocking: Mam- and watershed uses?” j 
mmalenveuBirds! “Tt seems to the committee that to save 

«O ki ith birds Something from the wreck of this .ast 
SO cane ee Comet’ cum: area, there must be a swift and effective 

carries no invariable penalty in loss of : Teena UE eeceee pe eee ine aera 
future carrying capacity, but overstocking th rs ones Me it: This 

range with browsing mammals does. ae ange an one heer : Aan el 
Hence greater administrative caution in 2 09€ Woule Oring abow a “undamenta 

ae ee: ‘ benefit to its remaining wildlife. Steady 
avoiding overstocking is called for in the daproverments ott teliranseleaid mater: 

ie ease siderable quantity of wildlife will go 
“A transfer of emphasis is needed from together. 

‘more game’ to ‘more carrying capacity’.” “An inventory of the resources of the 

7. Game on Public Domain. public domain should be made. A sci- 

“The public domain is in worse condi- entific land classification will show much 
tion than any other part of the western of it good for naught but wildlife. Com- 
range (namely 67 per cent depleted, 95 mon sense dictates that a large part of 

per cent still depreciating, 2 per cent these lands be set aside for wildlife pur- 
improving). It is suggested that other poses.” 

forms of use than livestock grazing must H. H. Cuapman, 
be found for much of it.” President. 

APPROVAL OF THE RESOLUTION DEALING WITH A FORESTRY 
CONSULTANT ON STATE PLANNING BOARDS! 

RESOLUTION ledge, Rhoades, Shepard, Spring, Winken- 
werder. 

Whereas, the field of activity of the Not voting: Collingwood. 
several State Planning Boards is very Comments from Dana: “Idea O.K. but 
properly being constantly enlarged, and I don’t think much of the Section’s reso- 
whereas it has frequently occurred that lution. I should prefer to see the matter 
forestry problems have not been given handled simply by an appropriate letter 
due consideration by such Boards, there- from the President to the State Planning 
fore, Boards.” 

Be it resolved, that the Society of The resolution is approved by the Coun- 
American Foresters urge the use of a for- cil and will be handled as Mr. Dana sug- 
estry consultant by each State Planning gests but with copy of the resolution 
Board. enclosed. H. H. Cuapman, 

Approved: Besley, Koch, Kotok, Rut- President. 

*Memorandum to Council, February 20, 1937.



1532 University Avenue 
April 5, 1937 

Prof. H. H, Chapman, President 
Society of American Foresters 
Yale Forest School 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

I am pleased that the president of the Society is hereafter 

a member of all committees, 

This brings up the question of the chairmanship of the Game 
Policy Committee for the coming year, The fragmentary report which 

the committee submitted seems to have met with some approbation even 

though it was mich less ambitious than the report visualized in the 

initial plans, I am wondering, though, whether it would not now be 
a good idea to turn the committee over to a new chairman. My famil~ 
larity with the details of nation-wide game-forestry problems is grow- 

ing more temous from year to year, Wouldn't it be better to have a 
chairman who was in active touch with the field troubls, merely 

retaining me, if desired, as a member to advise on policy? I for one 

would prefer this arrangement and suggest Chris Rachford or Dr. Shantz 

as chairman, 

It is no news to you that my past contributions as chairman 
have been made at the eleventh hour without due deliberation. If you 

can relieve me of this chairmanship, I think it will be a wise move, 
Please let me know, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management
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The Society of American Foresters 
Mitts Burtpine, 17TH AND Pennsytyania Ave., N. W. 

SOCIETY 

WASHINGTON, f ayohean yD. C. 
FORESTERS 

1900 

\ March 29, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Committee on Came Management 
1532 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your attention is respectfully called to the by-law as amended, 

appearing on Page 70 of S.A.F. Affairs for April, by which the President 

becomes an active member of all Society committees, and the Executive 

Secretary an associate member without a vote. 

The purpose of this arrangement is to keep these officers, and 

through them, the Council, informed as to the activities and function- 

ing of all regular Society committees. 

This can be done by sending to them, as members: of the Conmittee, 

all correspondence which goes to the committee as a whole. 

Sincerely, 

He. H. CHAPMAN 

President 

hhesbg



1532 University Ave. 
April 16, 1937 

Prof. H. H, Chapman 
Prospect Avenue 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Hermant 

Since you dislike to change the chairmanship 
of the coumittee, I will be willing to contime and do the 
best I ean. I of course realize that it would be preferable j 
not to have bureau men in the chair, It is rather disappoint- 
ing, though, that more youngsters are not cropping up who 
ean take over these loads. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



The Society of American Foresters 
Mitts Burtpinc, 17TH anp Pewnsyivanta Ave., N. W. 
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1532 University Avenue 
: Madison, Wisconsin 

October 12, 1937 

Society of American Foresters 
Committee on Forest Game Policy 

C. E. Rachford, U. S. Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 
P. §. Lovejoy, Conservation Department, Lansing, Michigan 

Ralph T. King, New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y. 
Walter P. Taylor, Faculty Exchange, College Station, Texas 

Gentlemen: 

Chapman reminds me that our committee should make 
another report at the coming S.A.F. meeting. 

I propose that we confine our report this year to the 
new "Federal Aid for Wildlife" bill recently passed. 

If you agree, will you send me your thoughts on the pros 
and cons of this bill and its bearing on the forest wildlife problem? 

If you do not agree, what other subject matter have you 

for our report? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Chairman



The Society of American Foresters 
Mitts Buripinc, 17TH aND Pennsytvania Ave., N. W. 

ort 

WASHINGTON, {| anew JD. C. 
FORESTERS 

1900 

October 4, 1937. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 2 te 

I hope you are planning on submitting for 

your Committee a brief report at the annual meeting, 

similar to that of last year. Passage of the new bill 

providing funds for state cooperation, or any other 

such development would be germane. Will you let me 

know of your intentions. You have about ten weeks to 

get the Committee lined up. | 

Sincerely, 

Wipe Niab. 
He. He Chapman 

President.
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[S. 2670] 

AN ACT 

To provide that the United States shall aid the States in wildlife-restoration 
projects, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Agriculture is authorized to cooperate with the States, through 
their respective State fish and game departments, in wildlife-restora- 
tion projects as hereinafter set forth; but no money apportioned under 
this Act to any State shall be expended therein until its legislature, 
or other State agency authorized by the State constitution to make 
laws governing the conservation of wildlife, shall have assented to 
the provision of this Act and shall have passed laws for the conserva- 
tion of wildlife which shall include a prohibition against the diversion 
of license fees paid by hunters for any other purpose than the admin- 
istration of said State fish and game department, except that, until 
the final adjournment of the first regular session of the legislature 
held after the passage of this Act, the assent of the Governor of the 
State shall be sufficient. The Secretary of Agriculture and the State 
fish and game department of each State accepting the benefits of this 
Act shall agree upon the wildlife-restoration projects to be aided in 

1 such State under the terms of this Act and all projects shall conform 
| to the standards fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

Sxo, 2. For the purposes of this Act the term “wildlife-restoration 
project” shall be construed to mean and include the selection, restora- 
tion, rehabilitation, and improvement of areas of land or water adapt- 
able as feeding, resting, or breeding places for wildlife, including. 
acquisition by purchase, condemnation, lease, or gift of such areas or 
estates or interests therein as are suitable or capable of being made 
suitable therefor, and the construction thereon or therein of such 
works as may be necessary to make them available for such purposes 

/ and also including such research into problems of wildlife oe 
ment as may be necessary to efficient administration affecting wild- 
life resources, and such preliminary or incidental costs and expenses 
as may be incurred in and about such projects; the term “State fish 
and game department” shall be construed to mean and include any 
department or division of department of another name, or commis- 
sion, or official or officials, of a State empowered under its laws to 
exercise the functions ordinarily exercised by a State fish and game 
department. 

Sec. 3. An amount equal to the revenue accruing during the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1939, and each fiscal year thereafter, from the 
tax imposed by section 610, title IV, of the Revenue Act of 1932 (47 
Stat. 169), as iota or hereafter extended and amended, on fire- 
arms, shells, and cartridges, is hereby authorized to be set apart in 
the Treasury as a special fund to be known as “The miata aed to
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wildlife-restoration fund” and is hereby authorized to be appropri- 
ated and made available until expended for the purposes of this Act. 
So much of such appropriation apportioned to any State for any 
fiscal year as remains unexpended at the close thereof is authorized 
to be made available for expenditure in that State until the close of 
the succeeding fiscal year. Any amount.apportioned to any State 
under the provisions of this Act which is unexpended or unobligated 
at the end of the period during which it is available for eepend tte 
on any project is authorized to be made available for expenditure by 
the Secretary of Agriculture in carrying out the provisions of the 
Migratory Bird Conservation Act. 

Src. 4. So much, not to exceed 8 per centum, of the revenue 
covered into said fund in each fiscal year as the Secretary of Agri- 
culture may estimate to be necessary for his expenses in the adminis- 
tration and execution of this Act and the Migratory Bird Conserva- 
tion Act shall be deducted for that purpose, and such sum is author- 
ized to be made available therefor until the expiration of the next 

: succeeding fiscal year, and within sixty days after the close of such 
fiseal year the Secretary of Agriculture shall apportion such part 
thereof as remains unexpended by him, if any, and make certificate 
thereof to the pocraty. of the Treasury ane to the State fish and 
game departments on the same basis and in the same manner as is 
provided as to other amounts authorized by this Act to be appor- 
tioned among the States for such current fiscal year. The Secretary 
of Agriculture, after making the aforesaid deduction, shall appor- 
tion ie remainder of the revenues in said fund for each fiscal year 
among the several States in the following manner, that is to say, 
one-half in the ratio which the area of each State bears to the total 
area of all the States and one-half in the ratio which the number 
of paid hunting-license holders of each State in the preceding fiscal 
year, as certified to said Secretary by the State fish and game Gopane: 
ments, bears to the total number of paid hunting-license holders of 
all the States: Provided, That the apportionment for any one State 
shall not exceed the sum of $150,000 annually: Provided further, 

’ That where the apportionment to any State under this section is 
less than $15,000 annually, the Secretary of Agriculture may allocate 
not more than $15,000 of said fund to said State to carry out the 
purposes of this Act when said State certifies to the Secretary of 
Agriculture that it has set aside not less than $5,000 from its fish and 
game funds or has made, through its legislature, an appropriation 
in this amount, for said purposes. 

Seo. 5. Within sixty days after the approval of this Act the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury 
and to each State fish and game department the sum which he has 
estimated to be deducted for administering and executing this Act 
and the Migratory Bird Conservation Act and the sum which he has 
apportioned to each State for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, 
and on or before February 20 next preceding the commencement of 
each succeeding fiscal year shall make like certificates for such fiscal 
year. Any State desiring to avail itself of the benefits of this Act 
shall notify the Secretary of Agriculture to this effect within sixty 
days after it has received the certification referred to in this section. 
‘The sum apportioned to any State which fails to notify the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture as herein provided is authorized to be made
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available for expenditure by the Secretary of Agriculture in carry- 
ing. out the provisions of the Migratory Bird Conservation Act. 

nc. 6. Any State desiring to avail itself of the benefits of this 
Act shall by its State fish and game department submit to the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture full and detailed statements of any wildlife- 
restoration project proposed for that State. If the Secretary of 
Agriculture finds that such project meets with the standards set up 
by him and approves said project, the State fish and game depart- 
ment shall furnish to him such surveys, plans, specifications, and 
estimates therefor as he may require: Prowded, however, That the 
Secretary of Agriculture shall approve only such projects as may be 
substantial in character and design and the expenditure of funds 
hereby authorized shall be applied only to such approved projects 
and if otherwise applied they shall be replaced by Ds State before 
it may participate in any darthee apportionment under this Act. 
Items included for engineering, inspection, and unforeseen contin- 
gencies in connection with any works to be constructed shall not 
exceed 10 per centum of the cost of such works and shall be paid 
by the State as a part of its contribution to the total cost of such 
works. If the Secretary of Agriculture approves the plans, speci- 
fications, and estimates for the project, he shall notify the State fish 
and game department and immediately certify the fact to the Secre- 
tary of the Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury shall there- 
upon set aside so much of said fund as represents the share of the 
United States payable under this Act on account of such project, 
which sum so set aside shall not exceed 75 per centum of the total 
estimated cost thereof. No payment of any money apportioned 
under this Act shall be made on any project until such statement of 
the project and the plans, specifications, and estimates thereof shall 
have been submitted to and approved by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

Sec. 7. When the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that any proj- 
ect approved by him has been completed or, if involving research 
relating to wildlife, is being conducted, in compliance with said plans 
and specifications, he shall cause to be paid to the proper authority 
of said State the amount set aside for said project: Provided, That 
the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, from time to time, 
make payments on said project as the same progresses; but these pay- 
ments, including previous payments, if any, shall not be more than 
the United States’ pro-rata share of the project in conformity with 
said plans and specifications. Any construction work and labor in 
each State shall be performed in accordance with its laws and under 
the direct supervision of the State fish and game department, sub- 
ject to the inspection and approval of the Secretary of Agriculture 
and in accordance with rules and regulations made pursuant to this 
Act. The Secretary of Agriculture and the State fish and game 
department of each State may jointly determine at what times and 
in what amounts payments, as work progresses, shall be made under 
this Act. Such payments shall be made by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, on warrants drawn by the Secretary of Agriculture against 
the said fund to such official or officials, or depository, as may be des- 
ignated by the State fish and game department and authorized under 
ie laws of the State to receive public funds of the State. 

Src. 8. To maintain wildlife-restoration projects established under 
the provisions of this Act shall be the duty of the States according 
to their respective laws.
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AN ACT 

To provide that the United States shall aid the States in wildlife-restoration 
projects, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 

of Agriculture is authorized to cooperate with the States, through 

their respective State fish and game departments, in wildlife-restora- 

tion projects as hereinafter set forth; but no money apportioned under 

this Act to any State shall be expended therein until its legislature, 

or other State agency authorized by the State constitution to make ; 

laws governing the conservation of wildlife, shall have assented to 

the provision of this Act and shall have passed laws for the conserva- 

tion of wildlife which shall include a prohibition against the diversion 

of license fees paid by hunters for any other purpose than the admin- 

istration of said State fish and game department, except that, until 

the final adjournment of the first regular session of the legislature 

held after the passage of this Act, the assent of the Governor of the 

State shall be sufficient. The Secretary of Agriculture and the State 

fish and game department of each State accepting the benefits of this 

Act shall agree upon the wildlife-restoration projects to be aided in 

, such State under the terms of this Act and all projects shall conform 

| to the standards fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture. 
Sec. 2. For the purposes of this Act the term “wildlife-restoration 

project” shall be construed to mean and include the selection, restora- 

tion, rehabilitation, and improvement of areas of land or water adapt- 

able as feeding, resting, or breeding places for wildlife, including. 
acquisition by purchase, condemnation, lease, or gift of such areas or 

estates or interests therein as are suitable or capable of being made 

suitable therefor, and the construction thereon or therein of such 

works as may be necessary to make them available for such purposes 

| and also including such research into problems of wildlife manage- 

‘ment as may be necessary to efficient administration affecting mae 

life resources, and such preliminary or incidental costs and expenses 

as may be incurred in and about such projects; the term “State fish 
and game department” shall be construed to mean and include any 
department or division of department of another name, or commis- 
sion, or official or officials, of a State empowered under its laws to 

exercise the functions ordinarily exercised by a State fish and game 
department. 

Sxc. 3. An amount equal to the revenue accruing during the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1939, and each fiscal year thereafter, from the 
tax imposed by section 610, title IV, of the Revenue Act of 1932 (47 
Stat. 169), as heretofore or hereafter extended and amended, on fire- 
arms, shells, and cartridges, is hereby authorized to be set apart in 
the Treasury as a special fund to be known as “The Federal aid to
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE — 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service 
oe ee College Station, Texas 

October 21, 1937 Unofficial 

Dre Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

This is an answer to your letter of October 12 
relative to a report by the Committee on Forest Game Policy. 
Informally and unofficially, let me communicate some of the 
things that are on my mind regarding federal aid to states 
in wildlife restoration: 

1. Is Congress disposed to really appropriate 
the sums authorized in this bill? 

2. Will the American Wildlife Institute be inclined 
to cut off its support of the Cooperative 
Research Units if and when appropriations are 
made for research work under the federal aid 
for wildlife bill? 

If the moneys authorized by this bill can be actually 
appropriated by Congress and made available for further wildlife 
conservation projects there is no reason why forest wildlife 
research should not be stimulated to a considerable extent. 
It is my earnest hope that this may be the case. Our experience, 
however, with the McNary-McSweeny Act providing for forest 
wildlife studies makes me just a bit apprehensive as to what 
Congress will do when the actual appropriations are proposed. 

The proper working out of this program seems to 
boil down to the amount of influence the General Wildlife 
Federation and its affiliates can develop in Congress. 

In any event all interested research agencies 
should plan to submit forest wildlife projects for the consider- 
ation of the State Commissions and the Federal Government 
under the new Act. 

Very sincerely, 
Napa 

pia? Tain 

Senior Biologist, 
wpt: gd In Charge



1138 Fairoaks, Ann Arbor 
LL Lee 

Leopold: 
Yourn of 10/12 in re SAF committee raéport ete 

1l- Entirely ok with me to slant this Rept as you see fit. 

I'm not at all clear just how the recent “"Fedeval aid for W/}" act 
reads to bear on forest game, per se (if any); all I seem clear on 
(without copy of the law at hand) is that there is to be a refund to 
States, to be spent to service w/l as per OKs of USBS, 

Ruhl said that Gabe said (Mexico City?) that he expected to be 
much guided by preferences & capacities of State outfits - - so long 
as sound, not knocking down to help carry ohd warden routines ete. 

Ruhl asked what I had in mind for Mich (with some $100,000 coming 
up for next 2 yrs, he thought). My notion was to go in for carefully 
located & right-combination experiment station layouts.... Mostly 
land, at first. 

It happens that for some yrs we have been looking longingly at 
the Chandler marshes, 2-3 miles from MSC at Hast lensing... Once 
famous waterfowl hangout, cranes nesting there even 10 yrs back or 
so. But “drained for farming" - with usual eventuations, peat 
burning, lean sand showing under it, little attempt at farming & most 
of those eventual hang-nails.... over-plus of onion-mint-ete land 
already available, ete etc. So thar she lays, with titles gummed 
so nobody is doin nuthin. In back yd of MSC & Dept & clost enough 
to Ann Arbor to get worked on often, 

That was my spring-board & Ruhl & I then began to dope how many 
such eet ecological types we should recognize & mebby git set to 
tackle (as with equivalents of "branch exp stations” such as agronomy 
& horticulture have been operating: potatoes, fruit, ... sand, peat, 
loams, clays etc. 

Having fanned that with Game staff, I said, better have a joint 
session with MSC Exp Sta Tops .., later joint session U of M, MSC 
& Dept, to canvass all major needs, then identify sure-bet Exp Sta 
sites (af any), while everybody goes looking for others (& doping 
just what like to try to do to staff & operate them agreed on as 
sure-bet), 

Question came up (as Ruhl & I were fanning) as to whether the 
USFS, USBS, Bu Fish, Resettlement &/or Nat'l Pks people should ought all 
to b? invited to sit in on above. 

We tentativly decided No; on theory (well supported by our 
previous experiences?) that it would be plenty difficult to get 
our 3 main State outfits enough together to insure none felt smeared 
or stepped in the face of, . . To let in the federals, in a pack, 
seemed to us just morn we could bear - to start with. . . Later, of 
course, when if & as..... But they must first make their proper ante 
before we wouhdwant to deal ‘em cards on such as this. Yor right 
soon, we decided, it better be the 3 State outfits alone and then 

all three jointly (if practicable) going in to USBS. 

Let the rest of the federals git 'emselves together if they could 

-or wanted to try .... otherwise let ‘em go on stewing contentedly 

each in own liquid excretums....as in past & present.
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I report thus on the chance that it may suggest appropriate sumpins 

for consideration in re SAF report: I dunno just what, if gny. 

My (our Mich?) suffetings with federal-outfit face-steppings in 
w/l affairs, during recent years, have been such that we have become 
distinctly gun-shy, especially of Pk Service & quite a lot of Forest Ser, 
& still more of Bu Fish, What with having a local man handy & otherwise 
with normal cephalic index, we're gittin along better & better with USBS 
a la Gabe. 

I suppose that Mich, in various ways, is somewhat condiderable 
pettern most State w/l outfits. Like enough the federals have learned 
to suspect &/or despise most State outfits like ours, & for cause, too. 
But, still ..... dammit it was a high USFS man, in Director's office 

q last year, who commented that he'd spent 15 yrs in Rockies & been after 
| trout just twice. ... & another USFS Top who (having listened to me 
j going on as to ecological successions, hair-trigger combinations... 
| reproductive explosions (a la starlings etc) remarked, mildly: "Why I 
| thought you had only a few starlings left - up in a single river of the 

UP, wasn't it?" So we're sorta wary (or leery?) of the federals not 
yet w/l-y dry behind ears & so on. 

Whether that feeling is widespread among the other State outfits 
I dunno, or with what reasons, but mebby the SAF Rept might issue some 
proper warning note (not that it would do any good except get us on 
record). 

oXeXeXeke 

fi- A Sumpin - yet only half digested & hardly beyond hunch status, might 
mebby come in, & mordé or less with (1) above. 

Call it (for lack of better) “How set up & keep proper books against 
"conservation projects"?- incl w/1l, of @urse, but all other phases 
also; forestry such, 

The old (European?) dope, to effect that "properly managed forest 
properties ete” would (presently? equals whats) become profitable or 
at least self-supporting"... isn't heard much of any more. Why? 

Pinchot once told Congress that as of (date) Nat'l Forests should 
(would?) be self-supporting. (In about 10-20 yrs from 1910, as I seem 
to remember it). But it gone rapidly the other way, didn't it? What 
with rapid additions to what the forest units "needed", plus vast 
additions of badly bummed-up eastern cut-overs, plus Forest Exp Stas 
plus Shelter-belt & wotnots...,. So how long since you even heard a FS 
man even wonder whether or when the NFs would be even so-so self-supporting 

So, likewise, the fish-hatcheries & game-farms, lake & stream 
impvt., cover-mgt & such-like multiply .... & federal-taxes now get 
allogated to w/l-ing projects, extensions et al..... 

Never with any even talk as to when or if self-supporting or other- 
wise really (all bunk out)"worthwhile". Get back what, for what? 

My question (I guess) is how find out? How "keep-books" such as 
may mebby find out sometime? 

At once we go up against the "intangibles", Phases having "values" 
which are not (directly anyway) marketable values, Merch stumpage 
is tangible (& often indefinitly hypothetical or postponed), but what 

about a recent flare-up in Mich when it was’ (mis) understood that
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Dept was about to make some large pulp-wood sales. Embattled woman's 
6lubs (& quite a few male cits also) says: "The hell you say..,}" 
..-e & Worthy Commn backs off sayin "Oh ladies, No, indeed No - that 
wasn't what we was goin for to do" (and it wasn't, either). 

But there was evidence of a "value", not to be ignored, taking over 
: & ignoring the mere "economic" values. 

Per 1b. of meat he fetches home, sport "pays" $25 per lb., like 
enough - - - & doesn't care; .., “didn't go atter meat..." (except 
in part, as a token or sumpin...) He did go after "fun" - and got his 
money's worth. 

But how figger it in the "books"? 

How segregate "spending money" fpom "investment money"? 

With the cheapest OK life insurance you figser that wnat it costs 
per yr gets used up en route & you "get money's worth” in having had 
insurance during the yr. All-same as hunting license used only a Little 
or not at all. You had the chance to use it. Or to fill it, mebby. 

But, at same time, even tho the feller figzers it that-a-way, the 
Consv Dept people gotta figser it otherwise: ... Up to them to so 
spend license funds ete as to make OK investments - - - due to fetch 
dividends in better, more varied, more dependable or sumpin "facilities". 

4nd such $ get spent - enforcement, fire, zame-farm, research, 
demonstrations (which mebby do or don't) & so on. 

Wot I wanna know is how to find out what (if anything) such spendings 
as are really investmentaé, fetch back as returns or dividends. 

What fractions are “used up as spent" (as insurance premiums?) & 
what are “permanent investments" with OK chances to pay back dividends? 

4nd how break down such divident-returns, as between the tangibles 
(as yield of given fish species per water-acre & year) and the 
intengzibles (as fisherman-rod-hours of satisfactory service per acre-yr, 

The two phases gotta somehow equate, don't they? But just how & 
who is figserin at such? 

Keke Se FoXe 

I don't even mildly presume that aboves will be of any use in re SAF 
rept, but I had to anyway demonstrate that I figszer some when you ast 
it & that I am ; 

“ff 

\



THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS 

Washington, D. Ce 

205 Prospect Street, ¢ 
New Haven, Connecticut, 
November 5, 1937. 

To: The members of the Committee on Game Management with Relation 

to Forestry. 

Enclosed find copy of a letter from Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
of this Committee. The President is ex officio a member of this 

Committee, and is, in addition, charged with the duty of checking up 

on the personnel of all committees in order to secure active coopera- 

tion of these members, or of replacing those who do not wish to remain 

active with others who do. 

Mr. Leopold is quite sound in desiring active participation 

from his Committee. May I ask you, therefore, whether you are pre- 

pared to give him this cooperation, or would prefer to be dropped. I 

sincerely hope you will respond to his request, and that the report 

r on this most important subject will not go be default, as it has been 

given a place on the program. 

Sincerely, 

lef rr Che fron —— 

H. He Chapman 

President.
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Washington, D. C. 

November 9, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In order that the papers and reports of committees pre- 

sented at the Annual Meeting of the Society may be published on time 
in the February issue of the JOURNAL it will be necessary for the 
Editor to have copies of the papers and reports at least by the time 

' of the meeting. The copy for the Editor should be a ribbon copy, 
double spaced, on ordinary weight paper. Please bear this in mind 

in the preparation of your report of the Committee on Forestry and 

Game Management. 

The Editar will be at the meeting to relieve you of your 
manuscript. However, if you complete your report sometime before the 
meeting it would help me greatly if you would sent me a copy as soon 
as you have it completed. As you no doubt know, manuscripts printed 
in the February issue of the JOURNAL must be in the hands of the printer 
by January 1. This leaves the Editor less than two weeks between the 
time of the meeting and the time the manuscripts must be in the 
printer's hands. 

Your cooperation in this matter is earnestly requested. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Mewo. eLZlecy ) 
ale / AS 

Henry Schmitzes Editor-in-Chief 

cA Professional Journal Devoted to All Branches of Forestry
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Vadison, Wisconsin 
1532 University Avenue 
November 12, 1937 

Society of American Foresters 

Committee on Forest Game Policy 

Cc. B. Rachford, U. 3. Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 

P. S$. Lovejoy, Conservation Department, Lansing, Michigan 
Ralph 7. King, Wow York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y. 

Walter P. Taylor, Faculty Exchange, College Station, Texas 

Gentlemen: 

There have been two replies to my inquiry of October 12. 

The attached rough draft of a report is based largely on 
Lovejoy's suggestion that the Federal Aid bill may be employed 
as a means for wildlife experiment stations. 

After attempting to write this, I am in some doubt whether 
we are premature in commenting on an act concerning which there 
have been no administrative commitments. We have the act, but we 
can only assume shat the Biological Survey is going to do with it. 
Do you favor dropping the attempt, or going ahead? 

If the latter, will you please extend, delete, and criticize 
the draft. It is very hastily thrown together. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Chairman
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Federal Aid for Wildlife 
Report of the Committee on Forest Game Policy 

The weakness and instability of state departments has been a major f 

obstacle to improved administration of wildlife, notably on the National 

Forests, but also on public and private lands of all sorts. 

"No money" has been a frequent answer to plans for the betterment of 

state administration. 

The Federal Aid bill (8. 2670, 75th Congress) is the first federal 

recognition of this financial predicament. 

The bill, however, has much deeper implications than mere financial 

aid. It may be regarded as the first federal recognition of the fact that 

stronger state departments are indispensable. Other recent federal moves 

had raised a doubt on this point. Regulation @-20-A, for example, might 

be construed to imply an expectation of slow desuetude in state wildlife 

affairs. ° 

The act defines aceeptable projects as "the selection, restoration, 

rehabilitation, and improvement of areas of land or water" and “such 

research into problems of wildlife management as may be necessary to 

efficient administration affecting wildlife resources." The first quotation 

would seem to narrow the meaning of "project" to “refuge,” but the second 

(research) cleuse is comprehensive. 

"All projects shall conform to the standards fixed by the Secretary 

of Agriculture.“ That is to say, the Biological Survey will administer 

the act. 

Possible Influence of Federal Aid 
Qverstocked Areas. One obvious meaning of such a set-up is: Here 

is the money to keep state research abreast of the situation on overstocked
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areas. Since the first irruption of deer on the Kaibab, progress has 

repeatedly been blocked by the fact that research was either non-existent 

or else was federal and hence open to a presumption of dias on areas 

involving both state and federal responsibility. The anewer is now: 

Let the states make their own size-up of overstocking problems. 

The importance of this simple change is very great. As long as the 

public retains its present almost incredible ignorance of range ecology, 

it is often immne to evidence, except such as is adduced by its own local 

representative. 

Wildlife Experiment Stations. Another obvious meaning of the new 

act is that it paves the way for research stations conducted jointly by 

the federal bureaus, the state departments, and the state universities 

The "Nine Units" established by the Wildlife Institute were a sub- 

stantial but insufficient step in this direction. Here is a chance to 

complete a structure analogous to the Agricultural Experiment Stations. 

There are three basic defects in the "Nine Units" which may now be 

remedied. 

First, the high proportion of unstable funds forced a premature 

attempt at “demonstration of practical management methods," even in states 

which had never lifted a finger toward wildlife research until the new 

funds became available. 

Second, the Biological Survey assumed a degree of authority in local 

research not assumed by the more experienced agricultural bureaus. This 

has so far excluded many of the stronger universities from participation. 

Third, the other wildlife bureaus do not, so far, actively participate. 

They can and should. 

In brief, the new act presents an opportunity for "coordination" (God
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save the mark!) in wildlife affairs far more significant than the mere 

pushing around of bureaus by Congress or the President. It is more 

significant because it proceeds from the bottom up. 

Wildlife Bducation. While the new act makes no reference to education, 

there can be no doubt that it can exert, through research, a salutary 

influence on standards of professional training for wildlife management. 

It can no longer be doubted that professional courses in wildlife 

are being exploited. ee professional courses are being offered 

de novo by institutions in which research has barely begun to produce 

teachable facts. Financial cooperators cannot protest directly without 

: risk of being accused of dictating internal policy. The only visible 

way to balance the educational books is more and better research to make 

good the deficit. 

Possible Weakness of Federal Aid 
Will Congress actually appropriate the funds now authorized? The 

history of the McSweeney-McNary Act for forest game research leaves this 

open to doubt. The stability as well as the size of the appropriation 

is important. We should need no further lessons in the utter wastefulness 

of alternately starving and glutting conservation enterprises. 

The Secretary of Agriculture will probably be subjected to pressure to 

use these new funds for state game farms, for the administration of sub- 

marginal areas bought up by the Resettlement Administration, and for refuges 

in the ordinary sense. The merit of these land projects will run from very 

low to very high. The Biological Survey, then, mst become the arbiter of 

what is worthwhile and what is spurious in wildlife restoration. This is 

@ new role for the Survey and one which might bring either great benefits 

er great quarrels.
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1900 

205 Prospect Street, 
New Haven, Conn., 

| November 13, 1937. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

- Dear Leopold: 

Lovejoy has sent me copy of his letter to you, which 

you undoubtedly received shortly after you wrote to me. Count- 

ing yourself, you have now heard from three of the five members 

of this Comittee. 

The experience of all committees, as far as I can dis- 

cover, indicate that the work of preparing material for the con- 

sideration of committee members rests on the chairman. Certainly 

it is the way with everything that I have put up to the Council. 

That is the way Westveld's committee is functioning on Farm For- 

estry Education. If statements sent to the committee are well 

prepared the members should either come through or be fired. 

Lovejoy's letter is sufficient indication of the im- 

portance of at least one question which you put up to the com- 

mittee, namely, the recent bill making available three million 

dollars for cooperative work. We have a critical situation 

here in Connecticut which hinges on this same bill. I certainly 

think it would be most unfortunate for the Society to miss the 

opportunity this year of being brought up to date by 4 report 

on the developing and changing situation regarding game manage- 

ment in respect to forestry, and I certainly hope you will go 

ahead with this report even if the remaining members of the com- 

mittee are not heard from. 

If any of them resign I would like your recommendations 

for replacement. 

Sincerely, 

H. H,. Chapman 

President
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THE New York STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

ROOSEVELT WILDLIFE SAMUEL N. SPRING, DEAN SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 

FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

RALPH T. KING, DIRECTOR 

WILFORD A. DENCE, ASST. DIR. 

H, RUTH MERRILL, SECRETARY November 16,1937. 

Prof.,Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 

Game Policy Committee, 

Society of American Foresters, 

1532 University Avenue, 
Medison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor Leopold: ‘ 

Illness and absence from the city have made it imoossible 

for me to answer your recent letters before this time. I sincerely hove that the 

committee on Forest Game Policy is not disbanded. There is en important growing 
need for the services of this committee. Whether or not the personnel of the 

committee should be changed is another matter. I, of course, cannot speak for 

the other members of the committee and neither do I wish to speak about them. But 
I realize that my own contributions and responses have been both meager and usually 
delayed. Should the committee or the Society feel that enother individuel could 
serve more efficiently, I will be glad to have someone else appointed in my place. 

As for the committee report which you sent me on 
November 10th, Ithink it excellent. Especially am I in hearty accord with the 

statements made under "Wildlife experiment stations". The three basic defects in 
the nine units which are mentioned in this report are very real and very obvious. 

I do not know that the fact of unstable funds is the entire explanation for 
premature attempts at demonstrations of practical management methods. But whatever 
the explanation, certainly there has been entirely too much in the way of premature 
attempts and they are doing a great deal of harm. 

I am varticularly glad to see some recognition of the 

reasons why the "stronger universities" were excluded from participation and this 
leads to another highly important question. You of course know that the last 

U.S.Civil Service examination for Biological Survey eppointment to Junior Refuge 
manager positions contains the statement that "applicants who have completed a 
course in wildlife studies in a Biological Survey Cooperative Wildlife School 
may substitute such courses for one year of the experience described above". This 

is additional failure or refusal to recognize the fact that several institutions 

had developed courses of training in wildlife management before the nine cooverative 

units were set up. Perhaps these three or four institutions did not all have 
ideal conditions, equipment and knowledge for the giving of such trdning and neither 

were all of the nine cooperative units manned by slightly trained and relatively 

inexperienced individuals. But it remains true, I believe, that these three or four 
institutions had done something in the field of wildlife management and were deserving 
of some recognition and for that matter are still making contributions which so far 

as Survey and Wildlife Institute and Wildlife Federation announcements are
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concerned are rarely mentioned and never given the credit they deserve. Whether this 

is a matter in which the Society of American Foresters Committee should take any 

action, I do not know. But certainly something should be done to straighten out the 
misunderstanding thet now exists. 

You will recall that in my two previous reports to our committee, I 

have brought up the matter of Civil Service examinations for positions in wildlife 
management. As matters now stand, the Junior Foresters examination rives little 
recognition to such training and actually penalizes the forestry student who has 
devoted a part of his undergraduate time to the acquiring of knowledge in the field of 
wildlife management. He does not stand the same show of passing the present Junior 

Forester examination as does his classmates who have devoted ell of their time to 
work on strictly forestry courses as outlined in the curricula of several years ago 

and still outlined in most curricula of today. 

The Junior Range Examiners register apoears to be the one supplying 
most of the wildlife managers in the Forest Service. And although the training these 
men acquire in the western schools may be just the sort of training necessary for 

wildlife work in the West, it certainly is hot the best type of training for wildlife 
work in the eastern states. 

I wonder if it is not advisable to call attention to the desirability 
of offering some encouragement in the Civil Service examinations to forestry students 
interested in wildlife work, keeping in mind always that the first duty of a forestry 

college is to turn out good foresters with a broad training in all phases of forestry, 

but wildlife management on forested areas is a part of forestry and should be 
recognized in these examinations. 

I don't know if these suggestions are of any value to you as Chairman 

of this committee. If they are, make whatever use of them you consider best. 

Very truly yours, 

fo, A. Ao 
Raloh 1 coset 

ROOSEVELT WILDLIFE FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION,
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Washington, D. C., 
November 17, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have delayed entirely too long in replying to your letter 
of October 12. This has been due to the letter arriving during 
my absence from the office; to recently developed confusion in 
the whole broad field of game management on the National Forests; 
and to my unfamiliarity with the objectives of the Federal Aid 
bill, or how it is to be handled. 

I understand tentative regulations have been developed. 
Until they come out in final form it seems very questionable as 
to how far the provisions of the act can be extended to National 

Forest property. You, of course, appreciate the present unsettled 
situation as it relates to the management field as between the 
states and the Forest Service. Due to this fact I am skeptical 
about the application of the provisions of an act to National 
Forests, which places areas of land under the specific administra- 
tion of the state after certain projects have been completed. At 
least this is my interpretation of the act. 

Perhaps some of the confusion in my mind might be overcome 
if there were indications in the act that the state laws would 
comply with the minimum requirements of wild life management. The 
law, while comparable to the Clarke-McNary Act, is essentially 
different in principle so far as the'projects and areas on which 
they occur are concerned. 

Another question which calls for full consideration is the fact 
that, after all, National Forest areas do have some protection and 
some semblance of management. This is not true of many large areas 
outside the National Forests, and since the fund will be rather 
limited under the act, better results could probably be secured 
if these funds were concentrated on other than the National Forest 
areas. 

Now I must speak perfectly frankly and confidentially to you, 
When I consider the present state of wild life research, the apparent



disposition to diffuse efforts and funds and energy from research to 

administration, when obstacles are throw in the way of effective 

management on National Forests because of jurisdictional pride and 

prejudices even though the field is so broad and the needs so apparent 

for research, when state laws will not even permit the application 

of elementary, common-sense management, I reach the conclusion that 

either my views need considerable re-orientation or a re-orientation 

is needed in the leadership. 

Perhaps my state of mind is due to recent experiences in this 

field. The action of North Carolina in imposing its political will 

even after jurisdiction on wild life has been definitely ceded to 

the United States, makes one question whether the cooperative approach, 

in which I have firmly believed, will get us very far. You, of course, 

realize perhaps better than anyone, that during the last four or five 

years an awakened interest on the part of administrative officers in 

the Forest Service has been most apparent. Technical personnel has 

been increased. Rather commendable progress has been made on studies 

and plans, but there is a proposal that surveys, an inventory of our 

resources, and plans of management are the field of another agency. 

It demands that personnel engaged on the simple administrative studies 

now being conducted should be turned over to that agency. This 

proposal is made in the name of research, and imagine my further 

confusion when I note the future management personnel is to be se- 

cured from an examination requiring at least a high school education. 

I am hopeful that a satisfactory agreement and understanding can be 

reached. Until that is done I don't believe I can give the committee 

much on game management on National Forests. 

Under these circumstances I doubt the advisability of a report 

at this time covering the Federal Aid bill. You appreciate that I am 

no longer in charge of wildlife management in the Service. While I 
have not lost my interest in it, the change in my duties has not 
allowed the time necessary to give your committee the help it so 
justly deserves. I am therefore asking Chapman to assign someone 

else to the committee. 

Sincerely, : .
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 6 at V 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

—————— Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service 
College Station, Texas 

November 17, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In view of the present and probable future 

necessity for pertinent comment by the Committee on 
the Biological Survey, I believe it would be best for 
me to present my resignation as a member of the Committee 
on Forest Geme Policy. Iwill, of course, be more than 
glad to help informally and unofficially in any way 
that I can. My feeling is that research on forest 
game has hardly begun and that the Committee should 
not disband but should continue to urge to the limit 
an adequate research program on forest game. 

With all good wishes. 

Very sincerely, 

Wre ee P. Vane 

Senior Biologist, 
In Charge 

wpt:gd
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Federal Aid Soon Available for Game Roche 
he SAM has decided to aid the tion development, and maintenance of can work cooperatively for the common 

states in wildlife-restoration proj- federal refuges, the remaining funds will good.” 
ects. The new act is to take effect July be divided in half. One half will be Outstanding among the resulting “pro- 
1, 1938. The new law, sponsored by the apportioned according to state areas, the posals for concrete action” has been that 
General Wildlife Federation and other other half according to hunting licenses advocating a federal grant-in-aid to the 
conservation groups, authorizes appropria- sold. states. A major objective of the General 
tions equal to revenue derived from On the basis of a $3,000,000 total, it is Wildlife Federation, it has also been 
federal taxes on firearms, shells and cart- estimated that each state would have Sponsored by many other conservation 
ridges for a federal-state wildlife program. available nearly 46 cents for each square Organizations. In reporting the bill, the 
Tax receipts in previous years indicate mile within its boundaries and, according Senate Special Committee on Conserva- 
that the funds may total about $3,000,000 to the 1935 hunting license reports, more tion of Wildlife Resources said: 

annually. than 23 cents for each license sold. “The provisions of this bill have been 

Wildlife-restoration projects to be fi- Not more than $150,000, however, is to endorsed in principle by: The General 
nanced by the new funds will include be made available to any one state in a Wildlife Federation, the Izaak Walton 

the selection, acquisition and development year, and the act also provides for a min- League of America, the International 
of areas for wildlife and also research on imum allotment of $15,000. Association of Fish and Game Commis- 
wildlife-management problems. sioners, the Western Association of Fish 

States to Do Their Part and Game Commissioners, the American 
E « . _ Wildlife Institute, More Game Birds in 

Benefits of Act Pointed Out crate by providing funds equal to one America, New England Fish and Game i Describing the act as “epoch making ee dof ee fe ae Ba and by Conference, the administrators of the con- 
m the history of wildlife conservation,” carrying on tle projects in cea ee servation departments of 39 states, the 
officials of the U. S. Biological Survey ith a a 5 y ‘A state’ General Federation of Women’s Clubs, 
pointed out the following outstanding enon ne oe ina a ae the Garden Clubs of America, and other 

renee Ot te ew seta D, provisions of the act and also will depend conservation groups, agencies, and indi- 
Funds from federal taxes on firearms Qn lenactinent ofenldiiteecont ne viduals throughout the country. 

and enon will, for the first time, laws, “which shall include a prohibition Nebraska will rank high among the 
be available for improving wildlife con- against the diversion of license fees paid ‘States for a share of this federal aid. 
ditions. by hunters” for any other purpose than Since the cornhusker state has 77,000 

Hunting-license fees of participating the administration of the state fish and square miles of territory, and is one of 
states will be used solely for wildlife game department. the leading states in the sale of hunting 
purposes. Funds allotted to any state that does and fishing permits, something like $75,000 
Money for the improvement of wildlife not desire to avail itself of the benefits Year should become available to further 

conditions will be spent in accordance of the act and funds that are not spent or the work of the Commission. 
with a carefully planned program. obligated during the period in which they “Our Commissioners have not as yet 

Federal participation in wildlife con- are available may, according to authoriza- considered the details of this matter,” Dr. 
servation measures is extended to those tion of the act, be made available for M. M. Sullivan announced recently. “But 
involving resident and upland species, as carrying out the provisions of the Federal we will do so shortly. We are anxious 
well as migrants. Migratory Bird Conservation Act. This to use this money to the best advantage 

Cooperation between federal and state act provides for the establishment and of the state, but we will not enter into 
wildlife officials will be furthered. The Maintenance of federal bird refuges. any sort of agreement wherein the rights 
new program also follows a recent move- of the state are not fully protected.” 
ment advanced by Ira N. Gabrielson, Highway Act Pointed Road to " piece os 

A New Program NEW RECREATION GROUNDS 
Pp ry y ce, tor increase The enlarged federal wildlife program Work is progressing nicely on the new 
cooperation between federal and state has been laid out in a manner similar Hasti : Otiicia ls An Oatieest ee cline isos Z : stings State Recreation Grounds, lo- 2 a is gratory to that provided by the Federal Highway cated in the southern part of Adams 

bird ors va On ; Act, and the process of administering the County. A WPA project, with thirty men 
Outstanding and ultimate benefit of the new act is similar to that proved effective working, is now under way and it is 

mew program will be the restoration of in carrying out the federal-state road hoped to make these grounds one of the 
land and water areas to the uses of wald- program. most attractive in the state. Here are life. Land, “the basis of all things » is The new measure is considered to a some of the improvements to be made: 
essential to any program for the improve- great extent an outcome of the North Repair of the dam in the Blue River; 
ment of wildlife conditions. American Wildlife Conference which was construction of an outlet from the lake; 

called in Washington in February, 1936, grade and gravel one mile of road; land- 
States Receive Proportionate Shares by President Roosevelt and which resulted scape the grounds; construct toilets, fire- 

The amount of the appropriations pro- in the organization of the General Wildlife places, bridges, seats and tables; fence 

vided for in the new act that will be Federation. the grounds and build an entrance; sink 
available for each state will depend on In his invitation to the conference, the wells and install pumps; wire the grounds 
the size of the state and the number of President expressed the hope “that from for light. 

hunting licenses sold there. After the it will come constructive proposals for The City of Hastings and the supervisors 

deduction of not more than 8 per cent concrete action; that through these pro- of Adams County are joining the state in 
of the total appropriation, for the admin- posals existing state and federal govern- the work. Lights are to be furnished by 
istration of the act and for the acquisi- mental agencies and conservation groups the City of Hastings.
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* Conservation: «2? 
. A part of Nature Magazine each month is devoted to the 

expression of practical opinions on the vital issues affecting 
our use and abuse of natural resources, including wildlife, 
and dedicated to the purpose of assisting Americans to play 
a militant part in the attainment of constructive conserva- 

tion aims. 

* 

WILDLIFE AID * Describing it as for about fifteen years the goal of the hunters. Its origin 
“epoch-making is perhaps indicated in the report of hearings held in the 

FROM GUN TAXES | iz the history of _ spring of 1934 before the special Committee on Conserva- 

wildlife conser- tion of Wildlife, House of Representatives, A. Willis 
vation”, the Biological Survey announces the approval of Robertson, Chairman. Thomas M. Beck, of the Crowell 
an act making available funds from Federal taxes on fire- Publishing Company and a member of the President's 
arms and ammunition for improvement of wildlife con- Committee on Wildlife Restoration, was discussing ways 
ditions. Such funds are expected to total about $3,000,000. and means to this end. Mr. Bolton, a member of the House 

Provision is made for diversion of most of these funds Committee, asked: 

to the various states, in part in proportion to the number “If the program were carried into effect, what would 
of hunting licenses sold. The act is to become effective be the annual cost of it?” 

on July 1, 1938. Three millions of dollars (if that amount Mr. Beck: “The annual cost would be taken care of if 
accrues) represent a sales turnover each year of thirty we could divert the amount of money paid as taxes by 
millions of dollars’ worth of guns and ammunition. the arms and ammunition manufacturers. The arms and 

We still possess a sixteen-gauge double hammerless ammunition manufacturers are willing to give up for this 
shotgun. In expert hands, and directed by a keen eye, such _ purpose the 10 percent that is collected from them, which 
a gun has tremendous capabilities for destruction. For- amounts to about 114 million dollars annually. That is 
tunately, nearly twenty years have elapsed since it has the nuisance tax that the arms and ammunition people 
been fired, but it could easily have been in active use all have been paying. They are willing to have that tax con- 
this time. Had this gun been subject to the tax now im- tinue indefinitely if it is diverted to the maintenance of 
posed, it would have produced $2.00. Then, of course, this program. That would be plus the income from duck 

there would have been a few dollars each year from the stamps. 

shells that would have been shot at the ducks, grouse, “A bill should be introduced to divert the money to 

quail, woodcock, rabbits, squirrels and other small game. our purpose, because it now goes into the general fund, 

Does anyone really believe that the taxes resulting from and you cannot get it unless a law is passed to make it 3 

the activity of this gun, expended for the improvement available.” 

of wildlife habitat, would have offset the thousands of We quote from a press bulletin issued by the Depart- 

birds and small mammals that would have fallen before ment of Agriculture on September 3, 1937: 
it? Suppose this gun were now brought again into use, “In reporting the bill, the Senate Special Committee on 

and that from it a thousand shells were shot at game each Conservation of Wildlife Resources said: 

year. These might kill two hundred head of game an- ““The provisions of this bill have been endorsed in 

nually. To replace these birds and mammals there would __ principle by: The General Wildlife Federation, the Izaak 
be available about four dollars each year. Does anyone Walton League of America, the International Associa- 
believe that four dollars could do the job? We don’t be- tion of Fish and Game Commissioners, the Western As- 
lieve it could, and we don’t believe anyone in the United sociation of Fish and Game Commissioners, the American 

States who knows anything about such things believes it. Wildlife Institute, More Game Birds in America, New 

And if it would not work for one gun, how would it work | England Fish and Game Conference, the administrators 
for ten million guns? of the conservation departments of 39 States, the General 

The ideas back of this act are not new. In principle it | Federation of Women’s Clubs, the Garden Clubs of 

resembles the Federal hunting license and the duck stamp, | America, and other conservation groups, agencies, and in- 
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dividuals throughout the country.’” Strange bedfellows. What will this law do for our game? It will furnish 

It is not difficult to understand why an act that increases jobs to many people who are content to consider conserva- 

the financial strength of Federal and state organizations tion as a game in which its proponents merely follow the 

is endorsed by these agencies. However their leaders may _ line of least resistance, drifting along with the tide while 

think as individuals, as officials they dare not refuse to our wildlife is steadily reduced by commercialism. Its 

administer funds placed at their disposal by law. And we _ benefit to game will be negligible. 

can readily see why most of the national and sectional How will this law operate against game? By assuring 

leagues and associations listed by the Department are for continued open seasons on both migratory and resident 

it. Such action is distinctly in line with their usual prac- game, and by retarding restrictive measures everywhere. 

tice. But we are astonished that the General Federation of | The more guns and shells—the more tax money. It will 

Women’s Clubs and the Garden Clubs of America, ap- thus supplement the harm done to the waterfowl by the 

parently deluded by its plausibility, threw their influence duck stamp, and will extend the same pernicious principle 

in favor of the measure. Surely such action could not have to the administration of resident game. 

resulted from any serious study of the matter by the sup- We believe that this act is outstanding among recent 

porting membership of these great organizations. We pre- legislation in its potentialities for harm to the wildlife it 

dict that their action will be bitterly regretted. purports to help. 
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wildlife we are trying to make exception to the rule of | Many species of our wildlife are so run-down in strength, 

self-evident fact, and we are not getting away with it. so utterly without reserve, that they sadly need a period 

Witness Mr. Clark’s cartoon. of quiet convalescence. Without much hope of acclaim 

Furthermore, when we have suffered a serious illness, at the suggestion, we propose that the week of March 

once the offending germ is out of our system we do not 20 be designated National Wildlife REST Week, and that 

immediately take up our usual labors. The doctors insist the week be extended until an adequate reserve is built 

that we should rest, build up our strength and reserve and up to assure that our wildlife will continue to be with us. 
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rr 11 23 3” 
; From Lovejoy 

To Leopold 
About SAF w{/l report as per draft of 11/12 

1- Is it necessary (or desirable) that we "assume"what the USBS intends 

_ to do with the new federal-aid lew (if Congrees comes thru)? 

I'd presume that we could readily find out whether our understandings 

are correct and 
such es to accord with USBS ideas & intents - - as by 

corrospondence, 

I'm in favor of "going shead" but of making sure that we are not : 

getting crossed up by so doing. ‘ 

2= My impression of your draft is that it ‘20 large and general that it 

does not give much or real help in "finding places to take hola". The 

first paze is fine but I'm in doubt whether most of the rest gets into 

the black - 1 e I'm wondering whether it might not get another slant; 

perhaps such a slant as might mostly escape the possible difficulties 

er), | 

My notions are not too clear but go about thus: 

Of long since we had the Agr'l Exp Statipna set up & coupled with 

Extension (Co Agts etc). Then came the Forest Exp Stas but with a 

quite-different hook-up (based on the fact that most of the lana to 

be affected was in public ownership - - as the azr'l lands were in 

private?). So the Forest Exp Stas have lacked any effective cross-tie 

with the Agr'l. and (as 811 other?) have procesded on the assumption 

that where they were properly concerned the lends would be (must have 

peen?) "dedicated" - = with comm'l timber production the dominant 

consideration = ~ & all others secondary if not minor or absent. 

( When the U.P. branch of Zon's outfit was being dedicated ete some 

10 years ago, at the banquet, Greeley present, I commented that where 

timber-production might prove to be thef main load for the long haul, 

that for quick pick-ups in the region (& probably more of the main load 

than was yet to be recognized) the servicing of "Recreation" = with the



: rar be F 
heavy end probably wildlife, esp fish & zame. . . Bo I wondered whether 

the new Exp Ste couldn't properly - shouldn't- attach a staff of com= 

petent men to work on the w/l pheses right slong with the comm'l timber 

regulars. . . Start some Exp Sta Wildlifing & factoring out the phases 

& terms of "sound recreation”....." 

Afterward Gresley came around to ask me "did I mean it"? I said I did. 

Hrom then on Zon rather went out of his way to smear "Recreation" wnoen 

talking to me, tho in public he waved his hand gracefully in rapidly 

passing by. 

The Silcox announcement that Ree & w/l-ing would be teken on by the 

USFS eas orthodox & properly koshered as part of the multh-purpose 

formula, has probably had no real welcome (or attention?) in the Forest 

Exp Stas. .. . Far as I know the USFS W/lers have started out to be 

pretty much solo-players - of necessity, I presume. Homely step-childa.,.) 

Well, anyway, here we now come with the USBS getting set to operate 

a battery of w/l Exp Stas in cooperation with States - - ell-seme the 

old Agr'l precedents; or closer to than has been the case with Forest BSs, 

In a way this is OK, for 3 related but quite-diffefent technologies 

are involved (consideding fish as part of w/1) 

But more than three are evidently involved or coming up. Not so easy 

to frame as gre the others, what about "non-depleting recreation" & the 

"demands for" & servicing of - a la Parks, Wilderness etc?. That, 

certainly, is large & apt to get larger. If the Perk Service were not 

so dominated by its old Sacred Cows, there would be plenty of room for 

investigations equivalent to those to service the recognized Technologies, 

So I come out with the notion that, as set up, your draft of tha SAF 

Rept. is dealing too exclusivly with nothing-else-but wildlifing - the 

technology, 

Were we q Committee of foresters set to negotiate sumpin nice with 

the USBS et al, to frame policy ete as we originally whittled Policy, ete
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(for Am. Game Assn), this sort of Report might be OK - - but we are 

telline professional foresters what is coming up & what they better get 

their mouths fixed for. Or is that what we're expected to do, or try? 

5= Mn case it is, shouldn't we be saying that the rapid advance of 

W/1 technology now seemes assured (vie the new federal-aid lew eta), 

and with State & other local agencies very definitly in the picture & 

due to stay like that, and that, again in all probability it will tena 

to devolop so as to minimize or disregard the other major land-uses, so 

as to enhance its particular Sacred Cows even tho this is to be done 

by stealing feed from the others? 

But much more than any other land-users, foresters have long been 

seeing the multi-purpose thing and working with & on it (as in taking 

hola of Grazing ete) and now it is up to them (as the most experienced 

contingent with the bigzest acreage of non-agr'l lands under its control) 

to keep on being out in front... increasingly competent and recog 

nized as being the right people to truat with the nopideraa the actual 

managment of the bulk of the noneagr'l lands = = at least those in 

which forest "cover" is the major formation. {Or do we also include the 

sage-brush ete as Zon's "treeless forests"?). 

Seems to me that some such lecturing as to the large backgrougds would | 

be in order. As forestet-w/l-ers we tell the nuthin-else-but-ers what 

we think we see coming up, 

4- The only option in it (we might say) is as to whether,and how willingly 

(intelligently?) the pro-forest contingent really gets itself oriented 

into genuine "milti-purpose" land-use planning and administrative mgts. 

In ujder that will be the determination (always pro-tem & subject to 

modification at frequent intervals) as to the relative weights to be 

allowed the various major (& minor) land-use phases ~ - agriculture, 

silviculture, fericulture (w/l-ing) plus the nonedepleting forms of 

"Reo" ete. (Plus whatever may yet be coming up & not now in sight).



5- So The Job is not so much the devolopment of the technologies 4 

per so, Vie the existing & ¢ heel Exp Stas, that is getéing tended 

to. But the job of wrking fg correct & sound ways to evaluate and 

determine the O* distribution of relative weights, per Region, Dist & } 

Area, hasn't yet been tackled as such. Evidently should be; if forestess, 

don't, somebody else must & will - thereby relegating the major land-use 

policy decisions to some non-forester agency, perhaps. 

The official declaration by the USFS of multi-purpose managment 

intents for Hat'l Forests etc, implies the obligation to do it wellj= 

ie to do it so that the relative weights are "properly distributed". 

But nobody knows how to do that save via slow & wasteful trial & 

error (such as the old agriculture vs forestry went thru, 1920 & prior.) 

- « « We shouldn't have to repeat all of that; . . . should mebby have ~ 

learned sumpin about the sequencies of such, 

6- The Techs are typically as per last two pages of "Harmonizing Conflts" 

separate, enclosed. To have three mostly separate series of Exp Stas 

going to milk their own Sacred Cows,may be the only way to work this 

out; and to let the resultants somehow settle into balances as they 

may; but do we bet it thefaway or don't we? 

If not, then we should evidently be canvassing to discover OK ways 

& means for getting the projects and points of view of the 3S=plus 

Technologies into decent alignment = - & for rechecking often to keep 

‘em there. . . (Tech, Ec, Soc etc as per "Bonflicts"?). 

Y= But this will involve or imply some official fixing of quotas, saying 

"what the need is" etc, & that is dangerous or poison, like enough, 

(as per Lippman, "Good Society" etc), & to be avoided as practicable, 

Can evidently be in considerable degree by-passed, if each of the : 

Tech outfits (in reasonably good faith) will undertake to find out 

r) as ie re eee its technology, just what (if anything) 

| Le i8'gotting back in returns from the investments it is making or 

urging ~ tangible &/or intangible.



Gers Peom exer mya 5 

Dammit, I see that I've azain gone wee-wah among the large gen- 

eralities, & have written out again just about what I sent you before. 

Instead of amending your draft so as to make it more specifiic & 

pertinent for the SAF, I've took it far afield & lost it there. Thus 

agein nicely demonstrating water=bug thinking, no doubt; plus the 

momentum of current notions & local questions. 

But just now our Commn has instructed that our Fire-control people 

get ready to conduct some life-sized deliberate burning-over of sel- 

ected huckleberry patches, pro berry-production. 

Privately, inside Dept., it is being said: "This is a very OK place 

to start backing out of the over-sold formula that ‘all fire in wild 

lands is bad"’ . . . It is being said:"We dunno just what combinations 

of cover & “openings” is best for given w/l combinations, but anyway 

we're sure that miscellenous serub-forest cover has been taking over 
the w/l populations of 

& thinning or exterminating/a lotta recently-s00d deer & grouse country. 

Too much & too good fire control? .... Going to use fire as tool? 

Going to admit that we can have (& do have?) too much sort-of forest? 

Goins to try to find out how much & what sort of "edge" etc is OK for 

both timber-forest &w/1 production in same 40-160-640, township ete? 

esses Oh dear}, .'. . Well, let&s git set to start in on this-here 

right ~ - so's we won't presently have .to back out of sumpin we didn't 

mean for to git into." 

o Ke Soke ke XoXo 

Its that sort of combination which I judge will & should increasingly 

come into the picture from now on, & with the Sacred Cows getting 

properly dehorned as we go. But how to see it well enough so as to 

say it in this SAF report, I just don't know - as I've too-well 

demonstrated herewith, ’ 

So do with it what you see fit & I'll expect to OK anything you 

put in it. ae Yvt pel



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service 
College Station, Texas 

November 23, 1957 

Dr. H. H. Chapman, President 
The Society of American Foresters 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Dr. Chapman: 

Herewith is a copy of a letter I just sent to 
Aldo Leopold relative to the Society of American Foresters 
on forest game policy. The more I think about it the more 
certain I em that I should disqualify myself for membership 
on such & committee since the combittee should be entirely 
free to criticize the govermment bureaus, including the 
Biological Survey. I would much appreciate it, therefore, 
if you would eccept my resignation from the committee, and 
at the seme time understand that I am enthusiastically and 
positively interested in its work. Needless to say, I will 

be glad to be of any assistance I can at any time in an 
unofficial and informal way. 

I think you have been doing a wonderful job as 
President of the Society. It seems to me that you have 

done much to make the organization a real foree for progress. 

Very sincerely, 

Senior Biclogist, 
In Charge 

wptigd 
enclosure 

ec Professor Aldo Leopold
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1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

November 29, 1937 

Prof. H. H. Chapman, President 
Society of American Foresters 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven. Connecticut 

Dear Herman: 

The Committee has done its best to help me out with 
material on the wildlife policy report, but the more material we 
prepared, the more it became clear that it is premature to hold 
forth on the assigned subject of federal aid until the Biological 

Survey has announced some policy as to what it intends to do with 

such aid. Pending such announcement there is too much danger that 
most of what we could say might prove to be irrelevant. 

I therefore think it best that our committee submit no 

report, and I am sending a copy of this to Henry Schmitz to let 
him know accordingly. 

As to Walter Taylor's resignation from the committee, 

I am not fully persuaded by his reasons. We have at times been 

critical of the Biological Survey, but I do not think this is 
habitual, and there have certainly been plenty of instances where 

: forest officers participated in groups critical of the Forest 
Service. 

I am sending a copy of this to the committee. | 

, 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman | 
Committee on Forest Game Policy | 

|
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November 29, 1937. 

Dr. Walter P. Yaylor, 
Raculty Exchange, 
College Station, Texas. 

Dear Doctor Taylor: 

If you are insistent on presenting your re- 
signation it will, of course, be accepted. The prob- 
lem of Society members being free to criticize govern- 
ment policies, is one to which I am giving considerable 
thought. Certainly it would be almost a disaster if 
this rule were to apply throughout the Society, for the 
simple reason that 75 per cent of the members would 
thereby be disfranchised. I enclose copy of letter 
recently written on that subject from which you can see 
my trend. 

I believe that the work of such members of ; 

committees and Council showld of course be protected 
against censorship, but whether this can be done satis- 
factorily I do not know, as committee reports wuld 
naturally be signed by the members thereof. Another 

way would simply be for members who do not wish to be 

placed in that position to refrain from any expression 

of any opinion which involves censorship. At any rate 
i vhe Committees would be greatly incapacitated if no mem- 

bers emphoyed by the Federal agencies served. 
: 

I hope you will reconsider and remain on this 
committee. 

Sincerely, 

Jf 707 

: 

y H. H. Chapman '* 
President
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Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service 
College Station, Texas > 

December 4, 1957 

Mr. H. H. Chepmen, President 
The Society of American Foresters 
Mills Building 

; 17th and Pemesylvenis Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Presidmt Chapman: 

I wili be giad to retain membership 
on the Committee on Forest Game Policy if you at Lerpld 
think it best, although it is difficult to : 

know how far one should go in passing upon 
policies which my bear on the official work 
one is doing. I enpreciate very much the 
quality of leadership you heave given the 
Society end seaningly the least I can do to 
show my appreciation is to help you in this 
humble capacity, ~~ henwnred _ 

Sincerely yours, 

WALTER P, TAYLOR 

Senior Biologist 
In Charge 
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Articles of Incorporation 

HIS is to certify that we, whose names are hereunto subscribed, citizens of the United States, 

a majority of whom are citizens of the District of Columbia, have associated ourselves together, 
pursuant to provisions of Chapter XVIII, sub-Chapter III, of the Code of Law for the District 

of Columbia, approved March 3, 1901, and Acts of Congress amendatory, thereto, under the cor- 
porate name of Society oF AMERICAN Foresters. 

: The term for which the Society is organized is perpetual. 

The particular business and objects of the Society are to encourage a broad and constructive 
practice of forestry; to stimulate research and achievement in the science of forestry; and to ad- 
yance the profession of forestry through cooperative thought and a spirit of solidarity among 
foresters. 

The number of managers of the Society shall for the first year of its existence be eleven. 

Witness our hands this 3d day of October, A. D. 1928. 

R. Y. Stuart, 
R. V. ReyNoLps, 
Ovin M. Butter, 
Joun H. Fanrensacu, 
Bernarp A, CHANDLER. 

q District of Columbia, ss: 5 

I, Margaret S. Sears, a Notary Public in and for the District of Columbia, do hereby certify that 
R. Y. Stuart, R. V. Reynolds, Ovid M. Butler, John H. Fahrenbach, and Bernard A. Chandler, 
parties to the foregoing and annexed Certificate of Incorporation of Society of American Foresters, 
bearing date on the 3d day of October, A.D. 1928, personally appeared before me in the District 
aforesaid the said R. Y. Stuart, R. V. Reynolds, Ovid M. Butler, John H. Fahrenbach, and Bernard 

“A. Chandler, being personally known to me to be the persons who made and signed the said certifi- 

cate, and severally acknowledged the same to be their act and deed for the purposes therein set 

forth. 

Witness my hand and official seal this 3d day of October, A. D. 1928. 

Marcaret S. Sears, 

Notary Public, D. C. 
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Constitution 

Article I Senior Members shall be engaged in forestry work at the 

Nene time of election.* : 

A 4 Sec. 6. Fellows shall be foresters of outstanding achieve- 

_ _, The name of this Society shall be Society oF AMERICAN jnent as leaders in responsible directive or distinctive in- 

FoRESTERS. ‘ dividual work of a fruitful character. They shall be elected 
Article II from the Senior Members and shall be engaged in forestry 
Objects work at the time of their election. The Council shall de- 

‘i The objects of this Society shall be to represent, advance, termine not later than August 1 of the year in which the 

and protect the interests and standards of the profession of 8°" al election is #0, be held, the quota of Fellows who may 
forestry, to’ provide a medium for exchange of professional be elected as prescribed under Article IV, Section 4. 

thought, and to promote the science, practice, and stand- See. 7. Associate Members shall be persons not forest- 
ards of forestry in America. ers who are scientists or technicians in fields closely allied 

to forestry and are rendering substantial service to forestry, 

Article III or other persons whose work and interests have furthered 

Membership forestry in a substantial manner, who have shown a com- 
: i i prehensive understanding of the objectives of forestry and 

See. 1. The membership of the Society shall consist of Whose association with forestry is such as to be recognized ~ 
Junior Members, Senior Members, Fellows, Affiliate Mem- by the profession generally. 

bers, Associate Members, Corresponding Members, and Hon- Sec. 8. Corresponding Members shall be foresters who 

OEBEY; Members. are not citizens or residents of the United States, its posses- 

See. 2. Senior Members and Fellows shall be at the sions, Canada, or Newfoundland, but who have shown sub- 

time of their election citizens of the United States, its pos-  rantial interest in American forestry. Professional qualifi- 
sessions, Canada, or Newfoundland. Affiliate Members, Jun- cations for this grade shall be equivalent to those for the 

ior Members, and Associate Members shall be, at the time grade of Senior Member. 

of their nomination for membership, citizens of the above- See. 9. Honorary Members shall be (1) persons not 

mentioned countries ce shall have declared, aoe legally ac- ~ foresters who have rendered distinguished service to forestry 

cepted manner, their intention of becoming citizens. either in America or abroad, or (2) professional foresters 

See. 3. Affiliate Members shall be neon who have had of outstanding achievement whose field of work lies outside 
six years or more of practical experience in the production of, and who are not citizens of, the United States, its pos- 

of timber crops or management or protection of the forest .essions, Canada, or Newfoundland. 

resources of forest land, and who have demonstrated their ae 10. Taian Members, Senior Members, and Fellows, 

ability in practical forest administration as evidenced by jf jp good standing, shall be entitled to vote on any ee 

employment in positions of responsibility. Affiliate Mem- tion before the Society as a whole. Other classes of mem- 
bers may be elected to Junior Membership on showing proof pers, may attend any meeting of the Society and take part 

of eligibility. in the discussions, but shall have no vote. 
Sec. 4. Junior Members shall be graduates of a school 

of forestry approved by the Council; or in lieu of such Article IV 

training they shall show proof that they have acquired an Admnissi id Terntinati PP Menbersie 7 

adequate understanding of the basic economic, business, and aS ee n Tee re) EC orsce. : 

technical facts and principles sufficient for the foundation See. 1. All admissions or reinstatements to the Society, 
of a professional career in forestry and substantially equiv- and advancement from the grades of Affiliate or Junior Mem- 

alent to the training given in a school of forestry approved ber pore higher grade shall be by vote of the Council. For 

by the Council. The Council shall determine the form and candidates for Junior Membership who are graduates from 

method by which such proof shall be shown, including the schools of forestry approved by the Council, said Council 

equivalents in practical experience and in school training, °Y delegate this authority to one of eS members to be 

which will be accepted as qualifying the candidate for elec- known as the Member in Charge of Admissions, or to the 
tion to this grade of membership. Executive Secretary. With this exception, eight affirmative 

See. 5. Senior Members shall be elected from the Junior Votes of the Council shall be necessary to admit any candi- 

Members of the Society and shall have had at least ten date or to advance any Affiliate ri Junior Member. i 

years’ experience in forestry. Admission to the Junior grade At least one month prior to action by the Council, the 

shall be accepted as equivalent to six years of experience @Mes of all candidates proposed, with a statement of their 

in forestry, but this shall not preclude the acceptance of qualifications, shall be referred to the entire voting mem- 

experience records exceeding six years. Advancement +o bership for comment or protest. : 

Senior Membership shall not be automatic but shall indicate Sec. 2. Nominations for all grades of membership ex- 

that in the opinion of the Council the candidate is possessed  C°Pt Junior and Fellow shall be endorsed by a Section of 

of both the requisite theoretical and practical experience 3In 1942 the Council approved unanimously the following in- 
and has demonstrated his acceptance of such standards of _terpretation of Article III, Section 5, and of Bylaw 6, para- 

fF ces zi graph ¢ with respect to eligibility for’ Senior Membership. “A 
professional conduct and character as to justify the Society junior Member engaged in fovdaiey work at the time of entering 

in accepting him as competent to represent the profession the Srmyed frees shall Be fonnideres hey on leave trom his peenee 

henorably and capably in the performance of his duties. york Pe Bie at Coden to denier Membeeanie?t 0 eT 
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the Society except for candidates not residing within the special reason as provided in the bylaws. No member of 
territory of any Section, when they shall .be endorsed by any grade shall be entitled to any return of fees or dues 

three Senior Members or Fellows; and shall be submitted upon severance of his connection with the Society. 
in writing, with complete evidence of qualifications, to the Sec. 4. Senior Members and Fellows who retire from 
Executive Secretary. j active forestry practice, after having been members of the 

Nominations for Junior Membership for candidates who Society for 20 years or more, may upon application to the 
are graduates from a school of forestry approved by the Council have their dues remitted except for an annual 
Council shall be endorsed by three voting members of the charge of $5 should they desire to receive the Journal of 

Society and shall be submitted with evidence of such gradu- Forestry. 3 

ation to the Executive Secretary. 4 Article VI 
Nominations for Junior Membership for candidates who 

are not graduates from a school of forestry approved by the Officers 

Council shall be endorsed by a Section of the Society and Sec. 1. The officers of the Society shall be a President, 

shall be submitted with complete evidence of education and 4 Vice-President, and an Executive Secretary. 

practical experience to the Executive Secretary. Sec. 2. The President and Vice-President shall be elect- 
See. 3. Nominations to the grade of Fellow shall be ed from the Senior Members and Fellows as provided in 

made by the written endorsement of twenty-five Senior Mem- Article VIII, and shall serve for two years from January 1, 

bers or Fellows. or until their successors are elected. The Executive Secre- 

Sec. 4. Election to the grade of Fellow shall be con- tary shall be appointed by the Council which is empowered 
current with the election of officers by letter ballot of the to enter into contractual relations with him during the 

members of the Council and Fellows. The ballots may be Petiod not exceeding two years for which he is appointed. 

counted by any system of preferential voting which the Sec. 3. The President shall preside at meetings of the 
Council may prescribe provided each candidate elected Society, shall be chairman of the Council, shall appoint such 

thereunder shall be required to receive an affirmative vote committees as may be approved by the Council, and shall 

of not less than one-half the total eligible voters. perform all other duties incident to his office. 

Sec. 5. Charges of conduct unbecoming a member must See. 4. In the absence of the President, or in his in- 

be submitted to the Council in writing by five or more voting ability to act, his duties shall be performed by the Vice- 
members. The Council shall consider proceedings looking President. In the event neither can serve, the Council shall 

toward the expulsion of any member for conduct unbecom- appoint a president pro tempore. 

ing a member. It may delegate this function or any part See. 5. The Executive Secretary shall be the executive 

thereof to a committee or committees on disciplinary action. officer of the Society under the general direction of the 
The accused shall be informed of the charges against him, Council. He shall perform the duties of treasurer, be cus- 
and be afforded an opportunity to be heard. The affirmative todian of the funds and securities of the Society, and shall 

vote of eight members. of the Council shall be necessary to furnish bond in suitable amount as determined by the 
expel, reprimand, censure, or otherwise discipline a member. Council. 

Sec. 6. Conditions under which membership may be Article VII 
terminated or former members reinstated shall be defined C il 
in the bylaws. CHE 

Article V See. 1. The Society shall be governed by a Council com- 
prised of the President, Vice-President, and nine elected 

Dues members. 
See. 1. An admission fee of $5 shall be assessed upon Sec. 2. The members of the Council shall be elected 

original election to membership, but shall not be assessed. from the Senior Members and Fellows as provided in Arti- 
for advancement to higher grades or for election to the cle VIIJ. Members elected to the Council shall serve two 
grades of Corresponding Member and Honorary Member. years. The President, Vice-President, and members of the 

Sec. 2. The annual dues of Fellows and Senior Mem- Council may be nominated and elected for additional terms 
bers shall be $12, of Junior Members $6, and of Associate of two years. 
and Affiliate Members $5. Corresponding Members and See. 3. The Council shall control the funds of the So- 
Honorary Members shall not be charged dues. ciety; shall appoint the Editor-in-Chief of the Journar; 

Sec. 3. Annual dues shall be payable from the first day shall have the power to fill any vacancies occurring in its 
of January. Members in arrears on September 1 shall be number; and shall perform such other duties as prescribed 
declared in bad standing and shall forfeit from that date, in the several articles and sections of the Constitutions. The 
until their dues are paid, the right to vote, to be elected to Council shall receive and act upon charges preferred against 
office, or to receive the official publications of the Society. any member of the Society, as provided in Article IV, Sec- 
Entrance fees and dues of newly elected members shall be tion 5. The Council shall have powér, by vote of at least 
payable upon their acceptance of election to membership. eight of its members, to draft and establish bylaws but no 
Members elected after April 1, July 1, and October 1, re- such bylaws shall abrogate or be inconsistent with any part 
spectively shall be charged three-fourths, one-half, or one- of this Constitution. Any action of the Council may be 
fourth of the annual dues for the year as indicated by the brought before the Society at large on written petition of 
date of election except that members admitted to the So- not less than fifty voting members. This provision shall not 
ciety after December 1 shall not be charged dues for the apply to jurisdiction over cases of disciplinary action nor to 
remainder of the calendar year. Members promoted to a administrative matters, including the appointment or dis- 
higher grade shall be charged with the dues for said grade, missal of the Executive Secretary, in which cases the deci- 
beginning with the quarter-year in which they were elected. sion of the Council shall be final. Six members of the 
The Council may remit the dues of any member for any Council shall constitute a quorum.



CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS : i 

Article VIII Associate Editors of such number and fields of duties as 
ii Br : : may be authorized or prescribed by the Council upon recom- 

* m eee aad Blecion of isc eee i App 'MeMation of the Editor-in-Chief. The Editor-in-Chief shall 
ec Le A nominating, committee: s) appointed by he primarily and directly responsible to the Council for the 

the President, with the approval of the Council, not later atiodal palicies! cane aed form of the JourNaL, with 
he es 4 ke ator ty eet final authority ae its reading oe ene the pusneia) 

e limitations set by the Council, but with full accountability 
there shall be at least two candidates presented for the office 9 the Council for judicious Cay skillful performance. He 

of President and ‘at Jeast Ee candidates presented for mem- shall be free from responsibility for the financial and busi- 
; bers of he oun (2) to ne ane Haat ness management of the affairs of the Journat, which shall 
ae rom the en at ue a u Fi olice Of be lodged with the Executive Secretary under the general 
ee lent and for each member of the Council, ae to direction of the Council, but on occasion shall be consulted 
ae ae a) Ee A Nae in these ake a patrons to the eae Secre- 

Pee mae or to the Council such advisory suggestions and repre- 

dates for President shall be considered as nominated also ae iatlots relating to the business affairs of the ea 
for Vice-President; (3) to cause to be distributed to the 4, he may deem appropriate. With his approval, the Execu- 

entire membership, at least ten weeks before the date of tive Secretary may be appointed by the Council to serve as 
election, in the official organ of the Society or otherwise, its Managing Editor of the JouRNAL under the Editor-in-Chief, 
own nominations and any nominations by petition that may for the performance of such duties as the Council may as- 

then be available, provided that no person shall be listed sign him within the field of responsibility of the Editor- 
as a candidate at any time until the committee has received 5 Chief, 

his written acquiescence; (4) to set the date of election, The Editor-in-Chief shall be chosen by ballot of the Coun- 
and announce it to’ the Society at least ten weeks in ad- Gi) at the beginning of each biennium for which the Council 
vance; and (5) to instruct the Executive Secretary to sub- is elected, and shall serve at the pleasure of the Council or 

mit during the sixth week prior to the shia! election, to until a successor is elected. Associate Editors shall be ap- 

the di an meece ne for ies ore At guna Ons pointed by the President upon recommendation of the 
oa i Rear ung React es ane a a _ Editor-in-Chief ae a serve until re expiration of the 

ec. 2. Nominations by petition shall be subject to the biennial period and the appointment of a successor; except 
following conditions: (1) each petition shall name but one that when a new Editor-in-Chief is elected in the mide of 
candidate; (2) all candidates must be eligible to hold a biennial period, the term of the Associate Editors then 
elective office ; (3) a petition shall bear the signatures of at serving shall be only until successors are appointed. The 
least ten voting members of the Society who at the time of Associate Editors, the Managing Editor if appointed, and 
Bey such Den are euaible to vote in the ae the Editor-in-Chief shall comprise the editorial staff of the 
ing election. voting member may not sign more than JourNAL. 

one nominating petition for President or more than one Article X 
nominating petition for member of the Council; (4) peti- Meeti 
tions must be in the hands of the nominating committee ; eetings ; 

by the end of the seventh calendar week prior to the date See. 1. The Society shall hold an annual meeting and 
f election. such other meetings as the Council may direct. The place of election. A Pp. 

Sec. 3. All elections shall be by the Hare system of and date of the sane ene shallibe sclevied an ee 
proportional reptesentation. Candidates for the office of ee eee i a i 7 fi uae ot ogee at oe enna ian 
President shall be voted for by all members of the Society ®@V@nce ane ae ee aek fe HBCU 5 
entitled to vote. The candidate receiving the highest vote Sec. 2. Resolutions adopted at the annual meeting by 
shall be declared elected President and the candidate re- the vote of less than a majority of the entire voting mem- 
ceiving the second highest vote shall be declared elected bership of the Society shall represent the majority opinion 
Vice-President. The quotas of votes necessary to elect each of those voting members present and shall not be binding 
of the remaining nine members of the Council shall be de- 0” the Society as a whole. 
ce by the usual Hare rules applicable to an election Article XI 

Article IX Sections 
Society Publications foe 1. pone of the Society ny be authorized by 

The Society shall publish serially (1) a technical forestry is Dae ae x aimee eer ae ss aula 
periodical and (2) an official organ with respect to internal b 8 Fell = a ae can Sie ae = =ait atch 
matters. The latter shall be under the immediate editorial Seco etn eres ae aun cares . 
supervision of the Executive Secretary, subject te the gen: to justify the belief that a strong local organization may be 

eral direction of the Council, through the President. The ces eee saree old at least one meeting each 
, Council may, in its discretion, prescribe that S.A.F. AFFAIRS BE eee Ee eM nicee 7 ‘ 

be printed as a supplementary section of the Journat, but See. 2. The officers of each Section shall include a 
with independent editorial responsibility. Publication in Chairman, a Secretary, and such others as may be found 
S.A.F. Arras shall ‘constitute reference, distribution, and necessary. Section officers shall be voting members of the 
notice to the membership within the meaning of these terms * Society. 
in Articles IV, VIII, and X of this Constitution. See. 3. Any Section may, subject to the approval of the 

The Journat or Forestry shall be under the immediate Council, adopt for its own government such bylaws as it 
direction of an Editor-in-Chief, who shall be assisted by may find expedient, including the qualifications for asso-
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ciate members of the Section, provided that no part thereof Subject divisions shall be organized only as the Council is 

shall conflict with the Constitution of the Society. convinced of their need, and they shall be regulated through 

See. 4. The Council shall have the right at any time to bylaws established by the Council. 
rescind the authorization of any Section and to terminate Article XIII 

its existence. Ba 
s mendmeni 

ticle aut The Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote 
Subject Divisions of the members voting, provided the proposed amendments 

Subject divisions of the Society may be authorized by have been submitted to all voting members at least four 

the Council upon the written petition of twenty or more weeks in advance of the date set by the Council for count- 

voting members of the Society engaged in the special field ing the ballots. Amendments shall, unless they themselves 

of forestry to which the division pertains, at least five of provide otherwise, be effective immediately upon their 

whom shall be Senior Members or Fellows of the Society. adoption. 

Bylaws 

Headquarters quirements in logging, management or protection of forest 

1. The official headquarters of the Society shall be in aeiiea ee control (forester), or similar forestry ac- 

the District of Columbia. ce. Responsible position carrying authority such as rang- 

Membership Qualifications: Citizenship er, fire boss, forestry foreman in C.C.C. camp, blister rust 

2. Transfer of citizenship outside of the United States Chel Bundle (ecb netia ee excludes tea Dorary 

oF a possessions): Cone da, or Newfoun Glancl subsequent to These eorrement exclude those engaged exclusively in 
election shall not invalidate membership or the right to vole lumbering, engineering such as all forms of construction, 

and to receive the publications of the Roce. but it ove or activities dealing exclusively with grazing, wildlife, or 

prevent transfer to a higher pads of ee membership, recreation, or other occupations not directly concerned with 
and such members shall also forfeit the right to hold office forest productions 

as a member of the Council. 5. Requirements for Junior Grade: Theoretical train- 
Approved Schools of Forestry ing in the fundamental principles of professional forestry is 

the basic requirement. 

3. In pursuance of Article III, Section 4, of the Consti- Junior Membership is the temporary, probational entrance 

tution, the Council shall list the institutions teaching pro- grade for professionally trained foresters. 

fessional forestry in three classes: Class A. Graduates of a school of forestry approved by 

a. Institutions approved by the Council. These shall be the Council do not require endorsement by a Section but 

f termed “Approved Schools.” ~ only by three voting members of the Society. Authoritative 
b. Institutions listed by the Council as covering in their statement should be given as to the degree received, and 

instruction the general field of professional forestry but not the curriculum taken, which must be one that has been 

approved by reason of not meeting fully the standards re- approved by the Council as covering the basic requirements 

quired for such approval. These shall be termed “Listed for Junior Membership. 
Schools.” Classes B to G. Evidence must be presented that the 

c. Institutions which do not provide adequately for cov- candidate has acquired an adequate understanding of the 

ering in their instruction the general field of professional basic economic, business, and technical facts and principles 

forestry by reason of inadequate teaching force, or incom- sufficient for the foundation of a professional career in for- 
plete curriculum or both. estry and substantially equivalent to the training given in a 

X < school of forestry approved by the Council. Pending the 
Membership Requirements establishment of examinations given by the Siaiety this 

4. Requirements for Affiliate Grade: Practical train- evidence shall consist of: 

ing in forestry is the basic requirement. a. Endorsement by a Section as required by Article IV, 

The Affiliate grade shall include those who have acquired Section 2 for candidates who are not graduates of a school 

a knowledge of practical forestry based on actual experi- of forestry approved by the Council. 

ence, but who have not as yet qualified for professional b. A transcript of the scholastic record for those who 

grades of membership by preparation covering the basic have attended schools of forestry, ranger schools, or institu- 

economic, business, and technical facts and principles sub- tions giving courses in forestry. Obviously not required for 

stantially equivalent to the training given in a school of those without such courses. 

forestry approved by the Council. e. A statement covering reading or study in professional 

a. Six years of practical experience, one semester of forestry subjects with supervision if any. 

school training in forestry subjects in a ranger school or in d. Statements of sponsors as to the acquisition by the 

a professional school, to count as one year of practical ex- candidate of the constitutional qualifications above stated. 

perience up to a maximum of two semesters. Evidence of practical experience is of value for this grade, 

b. Engaged in growing timber crops, with attendant du- only as bearing on the basic professional qualifications of 

ties such as fire protection, supervision of silvicultural re- the grade. |
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e. Practical experience in forestry work of a character provision of Bylaw 5 shall apply to all candidates who 
tending to supplement deficiencies in required theoretical graduate in 1937 or subsequent years, and to all nongradu- 
professional education, and within the field as defined for ates of schools of forestry of any year. 

Affiliate Member, as follows: j- Candidates who began their forestry work and train- 
‘Class: ing in the year 1920 or previous years, and who shall be 

‘4 endorsed by a Section of the Society for Junior grade, and 
os Decades schools) not ‘yet. approved-4 One shall submit letters from three or more sponsors as to their 

A grasp of forestry subjects, shall be deemed as having com- 
ee eee oh oresty, aot Ustec mice plied with the requirements for the grade. For candidates 

D. Nongraduates of approved schools who have complet- who began their forestry work and training subsequent to 
pad 1920, the provisions of Bylaw 5 shall apply. 

ed at least one semester of junior year. One year subse- F r 

quent to said attendance for each semester uncompleted, 6. Requirements for Senior Grade: Competence as a 

not to exceed a maximum of three semesters. professional forester is the basic requirement, 
E. Nongraduates of listed schools not yet approved who ih Previous election to Junior grade, as evidence of Pos- 

have completed at least one semester of junior year. One  S¢ssion of adequate understanding of the basic economic, 
year subsequent to said attendance for each semester un- business, and technical facts and principles sufficient for 
completed, not to exceed a maximum of three semesters; the foundations of a professional career in forestry, as out- 
plus one additional year. lined in requirements for Junior grade. 

F. Men who have had professional or vocational courses b. Ten years’ experience in forestry, the purpose of 
in forestry at institutions not listed or at ranger schools. which is to demonstfate that the candidate, in addition to 
Six years subsequent to attendance plus one additional year his Junior requirements, has demonstrated his competence 
in case the candidate’s instruction in technical or vocational _as a practicing forester to accept responsibility and perform 
forestry subjects has not covered at least two semesters. duties of a professional character such as to justify the 

G. No instruction in professional forestry. Eight years. Society in accepting him as competent to represent the pro- 
p The experience required for these classes is therefore as  fession capably in the performance of his duties, and his 

follows: adherence to such standards of professional conduct and 
Class Years character as to justify the Society in accepting him as com- 

B l petent to represent the profession honorably in the perform- 
Cc 3 ance of his duties and in his relations with others. 

D 13 ec. Engaged in forestry work at the time of election.? For 
E 2-4 prospective Senior Members, who have full Junior qualifica- 
F 6-7 tions, forestry work shall include all activities having to do 
G 8 with the management of forest land and the utilization of 

: Bae . ; any of its resources. Forest land is any land’on which 
d f. The passing of a comprehensive civil service examina- trees are the principal crop or cover, or on which it is 

Hon for technical positions in forestry, eae by the U. S. proposed to produce trees as the principal crop or cover, or 
Civil Service Commission, shall be considered as satisfying jand which forms an integral part of such forest land in 

requirements 5 mat above, provided e cuesecter of such management of said land, or land on which erosion con- 
examination meets the approval of the Council. trol is practiced or planned, with aid of forest trees, or 

g. If and when it is demonstrated that the above require- grazing ier which ee ins af war adianicteative: ae 
ments fail to yield satisfactory evidence that the candidate whose principal function is forestry, or land on which game 

possesses the theoretical training in professional forestry management is practiced in connection with forestry, or 
which is the basis of this grade of membership, the Society any similar lands on which the forest is an integral and 

ay aS, ee conde pase Panel approved dominant feature. Forestry work shall therefore include, 
and conducted under the direction of the Council. for Senior Members, thé following activities as above quali- 
h. Junior Members at ume of election need not be en- fied: arboriculture and municipal forestry; park manage- 
gaged in forestry work, since the qualifications for the grade ment; recreational management; grazing; wildlife; protec- 
do not require it. Application for this grade of membership . tion including erosion control; fire; insects and diseases; 

shall eons poe proot oe ya i streamflow regulation including chaparral areas silvicul- 
i, Graduates in forestry of the year or previous ture; forest management and administration; forest utiliza- 

years from the following institutions: California, Colorado tion including logging, manufacturing, and sale of products; 

Agricultural College, Connecticut State College, Cornell, research in any or all of the above fields; teaching in any 
Georgia, Harvard, Idaho, Indiana (Purdue), Towa, Louisiana, of the above fields; office, supervisory, or administrative 
Maine, Michigan State College, University of Michigan, duties in any of the above fields; whenever the accomplish- 
Minnesota, Montana, New York State College (Syracuse), ment of these aims requires the application of professional 
North Carolina, New Hampshire, Ohio State University, forestry knowledge. 

Oregon, Pennsylvania State College, Utah, Washington State cee ? : 
went < ‘ d. Individuals who have not qualified for Junior Mem- 

College, University of Washington, Yale; and of discon- x e = ; 
x 5 > bership cannot obtain Senior grade. The two requirements 
tinued schools as follows: Biltmore, Pennsylvania State For- f 5 ‘ 

‘or election to the grade of Senior Member of persons en- 
est Academy at Mont Alto, Colorado College at Colorado acon eH ‘ 

rf ~. gaged primarily with resources other than trees or forestry 
Springs, Nebraska, Harvard undergraduate—shall be eligi- S STE Cah ar 2 a 

aay : : are Junior Membership, indicating the possession of basic 
ble for membership in the Junior grade on showing proof of A Sena A area 

ele zi theoretical training in professional forestry, and activities 
graduation in forestry, on the endorsement of three voting 

eee related to forest land as defined. It follows that persons who 
members of the Society in the same manner as for gradu- 
ates of schools of forestry approved by the Council. The S§ee, footnote 1, page 6.
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are not Junior Members, or Junior Members whose activities record and reputation should be well known among Senior 

have nothing to do with forest land, such as the administra- Members and Fellows, who alone are entitled to.vote for 

tion of grazing on the nonforested public domain, wildlife these candidates. Such candidates should be selected from 

management concerned only with prairie or waterfowl man- among the most widely known Senior Members, whose pro- 

agement unrelated to forests, or erosion engineers in tree- fessional service has been exceptionally outstanding. 

less regions, do not qualify as Senior Members. Z aie : : 

e. I cece membership shall be taken as equivalent to six Membership Nomination and Election Procedure 

years of practical experience in qualifying for the grade of 9. Endorsement by a Section, as provided in Article IV, 

Senior Member, but this shall not operate to exclude the Sec 2, may be accomplished either by vote of the Section, 

admission of additional experience totalling more than six or when the Section bylaws so provide, by a committee 

years, nor to prevent consideration for Senior Membership of the Section empowered to act. 

of Junior Members for whom ten years’ experience can be 10. Publication of the names of candidates for member- 

shown at time of nomination. ship as required by Article IV, Sec. 1, shall take place in 

Except as provided for under qualifications for Junior S, A, F. Arrairs. For the purpose of such publication, 

grade, additional study shall count only as the equivalent “qualifications” is interpreted to mean a statement of the 

of the same period of experience, it being the purpose of candidate’s forestry education, with degrees, and dates, his 

this grade to require preparation in both theoretical and present position, and the date of his election if he is al- 
practical forestry. Four years of experience in practice, ready a member in another grade. Upon request, any mem- 

postgraduate study, or other accredited activities in addition her entitled to vote shall be provided with more detailed 

to the credit for Junior Membership, and a minimum of  jnformation regarding the qualifications of any particular 
two years of practical experience in addition to study shall candidate. 

be required for Senior Membership. 11. The Council may elect a candidate to a lower grade 

7. Requirements for Associate Membership: There of membership than that for which he was nominated, but 

shall be two alternate qualifications for Associate Mem- not to a higher grade, without further publication. 
bership. 12. A nomination rejected on the second ballot may not 

a. Persons who have not the professional forestry quali- be resubmitted for the same grade of membership until 

fications of Junior Members, but who otherwise qualify as after twelve months following such rejection. If the en- 

scientists for a grade equivalent to Senior Membership, dorsers so desire, it may be resubmitted at any time for a 
which is the conception of this grade. Scientists working in lower grade. 

the field of forest products but whose training has not in- 13. The Executive Secretary shall promptly notify each 

cluded a large enough field of forestry to qualify as Junior successful candidate of his election and membership shall 

Members belong in this grade. This grade includes gradu- date from date of election, unless the Executive Secretary, 
ates of specialized curricula in wood utilization, pulp and as empowered by the Council, shall extend the period of 

paper manufacturing, logging engineering, or such special- acceptance as provided by Bylaw 39. If not accepted with- 

ized fields as range management or wildlife, or other spe- in 90 days after notification by the Executive Secretary, or 

cialties, if said persons are equipped as scientists with a within 90 days after the periods as extended by the Execu- 
professional education equivalent to that of Junior Mem- tive Secretary, election shall be void. 

bers but in their own field, and whose activities are con- 14. The names of newly elected members shall be made 

' ducted in close relation with forestry or foresters; in case known to the membership, through publication in the first 

such specialized curricula are not accepted by the Council issue of S. A. F. Arratrs succeeding the election in which 
as giving full professional training in forestry, belong in they can appear. 

this grade. The same is true of economists in such subjects 15. The Executive Secretary shall supply each newly 

as forest taxation, land utilization, and the lumber industry. elected member with a copy of the Constitution and By- 
b. Persons who are not possessed of a scientific educa- Jaws of the Society. 

tion and are not pursuing scientific activities, but who 16. All nominations, except of candidates for Fellow, 

through their public activities in connection with forest ill be prepared on the printed forms provided by the Exec- 

economics and forest policy or their individual efforts along  ytive Secretary and approved by.the Council Member in 

any line of forestry, public or private, such as outstanding Charge of Admissions. These forms will carry instructions 

success in private forest management, have shown that they as to how to supply the factual evidence required of a candi- 
understand the fundamental objectives and principles of for-  qate’s eligibility, in such matters as name, date and place of 

est economics, management, and technical practice, and  pjirth, education, professional experience, and other data. 
whose services in these respects are recognized generally by 17. Every nomination, except of a candidate for Junior 

members of the profession who would normally be expected Membership who is a graduate of a school of forestry ap- 

to know of their activities, are eligible for this grade. The ‘ proyed by the Council, must be supported by three or more 

words “recognized by the profession generally” will be taken _Jetters of endorsement explaining how and why the candi- 

to mean that if the members of a Section generally recog- date is eligible for the grade of membership for which he is 
nize that these services have a value to the profession gen- pominated. In such letters of endorsement it is not suffh- 

erally, that is, extending outside the boundaries of the cient for the sponsor simply to approve the candidate's elec- 
Section, the individual is eligible, if approved by the Coun- tion; he must in addition, on the basis of his personal 
cil. Persons of lesser merit should be associated not with nowledge of the man and his work, explain briefly and 

the Society but only as associate members of a Section, clearly how and why he believes him to be eligible under 
when its bylaws provide for such a grade. the requirements of the Constitution. The Council in pass- 

8. Requirements for Fellow: The prescribed eligi- ing on a candidate for membership is acting for the whele 
bility requirements for Fellow indicate that a candidate’s Society, and properly to redeem that responsibility, must
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base its decision on the man’s actual record, just as did domiciled shall be required to consider the candidate’s 
those other members who sponsored his nomination. competency and either nominate him for Senior Member- 

18. All nominations for membership in the Society will ship or report to the Council why such action was not taken. 
be sent by the Section or by the group of individual mem- Final action by the Section must be completed between the 

bers who are sponsoring the candidate to the Executive fourth and tenth year of forestry practice following his elec- 
Secretary at the Society’s headquarters office in Washing- tion to the Junior grade. Junior Members who have been 

ton, D. C. He shall check each nomination to see that the members for ten years and who, because they are not en- 
Constitution and Bylaws have been complied with as to gaged in forestry work or who for other peecons do Boe 
endorsement and presentation of the factual evidence of qualify -for the Senior grade, may remain in the Junior 
eligibility. He shall acknowledge receipt of each nomina- grade. i f : 
tion to the candidate, and shall inform him as to the proce- A Junior Member duly nominated and elected to Senior 
dure and approximate period required for election, the pro- Membership who fails to accept the higher grade within 
visions of the bylaws as to dues, and any other facts deemed Me year following the date of his election shall forfeit 

desirable. membership. 

The candidate’s name will then be listed for publication, sity , 
under the heading “Announcement of Candidates,” in the Fellows: Nomination and Election Procedure 
next available issue of S. A. F. Arrairs. Such publication 20. A petition nominating a Senior Member for ad- 
shall serve as acknowledgement to the Sections or groups of  vancement to Fellow must be accompanied by a biographi- 
individuals sponsoring the nominations. Copies of the nomi- cal sketch of the candidate, including a brief account of his 
nation papers in each case will, on the appearance of such professional career and accomplishments. A sketch of bio- 

lists, be sent by the Executive Secretary to every member - graphical facts not exceeding 200 words shall be printed 
of the Council for ballot with the exception, that in the for each nominee for the grade of Fellow. 

case of candidates for Junior membership, who are: graduates 21. The election of Fellows shall be in accordance with 
from a school of forestry approved by the Council and of a the Bucklin system of preferential voting. The ballot form 

curriculum Ee approved, the Covel may, necral its au- of this system provides for the voters expressing three dif- 
thority to the Council Member in C oe perso or ferent sets of choices each in a separate column headed, 
a ue peer eee ee 4 declare suc SL ae elect- respectively, First Choice, Second Choice, and Third Choice. 

: le fo ea Hee Ae oe ahBed eee In voting, the voter may mark a cross in the first column 
ee eee ee le 3 3 beside the names of as many candidates as the quota set 
Ce ee fe ean ies by the Council, and he eed do the same also in the second 

oh ee anaes : and third columns provided that a second cross against the 
he igeneianens aa oo beget os en fae name of any candidate will not be recognized as valid. 
effect until after the e i 
following the publication of said list. If within this period Te are eles, the elie: ae cect elected as 
one or more protests against the election of any candidate an roe bite ae = ie ae a ih eee a loinae 

. . « <. one-half or more of the total number o: igible voters, un- 
; are received, the action of the Council will be suspended, . : 

and the papers will be resubmitted to the Council after the ere coe eae eee ee 

Executiye Sere Me eopeie we meee te ene cessively declared elected until the quota is filled. If less 
eee BD pene , : Ae ie iy ae ae ecie big ce than the quota results, the votes in the Second Choice col- 

eas JRC EEE eee 7 enerinty ©! umn will be added to those in the first. Any additional 

In cases where the Council returns a unanimously fayor- congue eae ee eee ee the bea 
able vote, and in the absence of any protests, the candidate ies Vitel | caeiliome ae 
anes ‘ll be i dintcle SMHRE MO PIRIo election (Soe First Choice votes, in their qualifying totals, will be 
ee eee eee ee eee oo a successively declared elected until the quota is filled. If the 
- membership by the Executive Secretary. é quota still remains unfilled, the votes in the Third Choice 
Cases ar aehich rook mone meebo see column may be similarly added in order to give additional 
ee eee ice wt ‘1 ee tere Fae Soke candidates a qualifying vote and those with the highest 

ie oe a de ae peas z h ae an rae seat First Choice vote, or in case of a tie, then, the highest first 
shoul d as ena beet ecg ote A ad ern choice total, will be successively declared elect- 

S : ed until the quota is filled. The election will then be de- 

When a candidate fails of election (ie, when less than Jared concluded even though the quota still remains un- 
eight members of the Council vote favorably), the Member fiJJed. 
in Charge of Admissions may return the case to the Council Official Emblem of Membership 
for a second ballot if he considers such action justified by i i 
an analysis of the vote. Otherwise, the results will be re- 22. The official emblem for Fellows and Senior Mem- z 
ported back to the Section or group of members sponsoring bers is a gold shield-shaped pin with “Society of American 
the nomination. The reasons for this action by those Coun- Foresters 1900” in gold letters on a green enamel back- 
cil members voting negatively will be included in order that ground surrounded by a gold border. Only Fellows and 
the sponsors may be guided accordingly, if they desire to Senior Members shall wear this badge. 
submit the, case for a second ballot. The emblem for Junior Members is the same design ex- 

s ; cept that it has a white enamel border instead of a gold 
Junior Membership Terminable border. 

19. Upon a Junior Member’s fulfillment of the require- The emblem for Associate, Corresponding, and Honorary 
ments for Senior Membership, the Section in which he is Members shall be the same as the Senior emblem except
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that the enamel background shall be brown instead of accused, nor shall he be informed that charges have been 

green. » made unless and until the Council, after due investigation, 
Termination of Membership shall have become convinced that such charges appear to 

23. Membership may be terminated by (1) Voluntary be sufficiently well founded to be brought to his attention. 

resignation; (2) failure to pay dues; (3) expulsion for 30. If, after investigation, any or all of the charges made 

anethical or otherwise unbecoming conduct as provided in under the provisions of Article IV, Sec. 5, appear to a ma- 

Article IV, Sec. 5. jority of the Council to be well founded, a statement of 

A voluntary resignation shall be accepted by the Execu- such charges shall be submitted to the accused, who shall 

tive Secretary provided the member is in good standing at then have a period of sixty days within which to prepare 
the time and his dues are paid for the current year, except and submit a written defense. After the expiration of such 

that the current year’s dues shall not be required from sixty days the case shall be submitted for the decision of 

members resigning prior to January 31, in any year. the Council, by letter ballot. 

In the case of a member whose dues remain unpaid on 31. The Council may, under the authority of Article IV, | 

December 31, the Executive Secretary shall notify both the Sec. 5, appoint a temporary committee to investigate charges | 

member himself and the Secretary of his Section, that the submitted to it in proper form against a member, when, un- 

dues must be paid or a request for remission or postpone- der Bylaw 30 the Council has voted to proceed with such | 

ment made within thirty days. For newly elected members investigation. Such committee shall be composed of from 

the provisions of Bylaw 39 shall apply. If the dues are five to seven members other than the Council, a majority of 

not paid, nor a request for remission or postponement made whom shall be from the Section in which the defendant : 

by the member or his Section within thirty days after such resides. The President shall designate the chairman. With- 

notice from the Executive Secretary, membership shall auto- in the period of sixty days allowed the defendant, under 

matically terminate. A member thus dropped for nonpay- Bylaw 30, said defendant shall submit to the chairman of 

ment of dues shall not be eligible for reelection to any grade _ this committee the evidence for his defense. 

of membership until he shall have paid the dues in arrears The committee shall itself investigate all evidence for or 

at the time he was dropped. against the defendant, and shall inform him of the general 

In case either the member or his Section requests re- nature of the evidence in its possession in support of the 

mission or postponement of dues, the Council shall act upon charges. On the conclusion of this investigation the com- % 

such request promptly. The Council may remit or postpone mittee shall afford the defendant, if he so requests, an 

the payment of dues of any member upon its own initiative. opportunity to present witnesses or further evidence in his 

24, Notice of all terminations of membership shall be own behalf. 

given to the membership at large, through publications in On the conclusion of the hearing the committee shall 

S. A. F. Arrarrs or otherwise, and the Sections concerned transmit its report and evidence to the Council, together 

shall be notified. with its recommendations for action. Final decision shall 
i i rest with the Council under Article IV, Sec. 5. 

Preliminary Code of Ethies 32. a. When the Council declines to investigate the 

25. It will be regarded by the Society as a breach of charges, the accused is not informed of their existence and : 

professional ethics for a member, when he has reason to any public reference to them is, therefore, wholly inappro- 
know that an appointment to a position not yet vacant will priate. In occasional instances where the accused learns 

be made possible by the dismissal for political reasons of of the existence of such charges and wishes to have his 

the present incumbent: name publicly cleared, the President shall, if specifically 

a. To seek such appointment through political channels; requested by the accused, publish a brief statement in 

b. To accept such appointment. S. A. F. Arrais’to the effect that charges of unbecoming 

26. The seeking or accepting of political endorsement conduct have been preferred against Mr. Blank, but that 
for appointment to a vacant position does not necessarily the Council has not regarded them as sufficiently well- 

constitute a breach of. professional ethics, but should be founded to deserve investigation. 

avoided as far as possible because it tends to identify the b. When the charges are investigated by the Council and 

applicant with a political instead of a merit system of em- dismissed, the accused and the accusers shall be so in- 

ployment and to render him subject to dismissal when party formed, but there shall be no publicity unless specifically 
government changes. requested by the accused. In that case, the President shall 

2 publish a brief statement in S. A. F. Arrarrs to the effect 

Charges of Unbecoming Conduct that charges of unbecoming conduct have been preferred 

27. It shall not be required that all five members sign- against Mr. Blank, and after investigation by the Council 

ing charges of unbecoming conduct, as provided in Article have been dismissed as without justification. 

IV, Sec. 5, be prepared to submit evidence in support of ec. When the charges are investigated by the Council and 

such charges. The purpose of the provision is to prevent sustained, the President shall publish in S. A. F. Arramrs 

hasty action by requiring that the matter must be suffi- a brief statement that Mr. Blank has been found guilty of 

ciently serious, in the judgment of five members, to warrant unbecomiag conduct and has been disciplined as indicated. 

further investigation by the Council. d. When further information is requested by a Section 

28. Members submitting charges of unbecoming conduct of the Society, by an individual member, or by a nonmem- 

will be expected to cooperate with the Council by sub- ber with a legitimate interest in the matter, the inquirer 

mitting such evidence as they may have, or by directing shall be supplied by the President with a statement of the 

the Council to other sources of information. sepcific respects in which the Council has found the ac- 

29, The names of persons signing charges.in accordance cused guilty of unbecoming conduct. The original charges 

with Article IV, Sec. 5, shall not be made known to the may or may not be included as circumstances warrant. Sup-
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plemental statements of this sort may.be published in six months, or a total period not exceeding one year from 

S. A. F. Arras if there appears to be a widespread de- date of election. New members shall receive the JourNat 

mand for the information contained therein, but only with or Forestry for the full quarter in which election is ac- 

the approval of the Council. cepted and for which dues are paid, and may purchase back 

e. When there is a general and legitimate demand for numbers of the Journat including S. A. F. Arrarrs for the 

still further information, the President shall prepare a state- current year at the rate of one-twelfth of the annual sub- 

ment giving in full the reasons for the Council’s decision, scription rate of the JourNaL per issue. A new member who 

and including as complete an analysis of the charges and of is already a subscriber to the Journat shall be credited 

the evidence relating thereto as may in his judgment be with the unexpired portion of his subscription at one-twelfth 

wise. This statement shall be submitted for the approval of the annual subscription rate, for each issue. 

of the Council, which shall also decide whether or not it 40. As provided in Article V, the Council may remit - 
shall be published and if so in what form. The publication or postpone the payment of dues of any member on account 
of any statement dealing with cases of disciplinary action of sickness, absence from the United States or its posses- 
in Society publications should be accompanied by a state- sions .or Canada or Newfoundland, unemployment or finan- 
ment to the effect that it is published solely for the informa- cial stringency, temporary or permanent, or for other rea- 
tion of the members. sons which the Council may deem-sufficient. In especially 

33. Action by the Council under the provisions of Art. meritorious and exceptional cases when the member has 
IV, Sec. 5, shall be final. rendered long and faithful service to the Society and when 

{ his financial status makes such action appropriate, the 
Reinstatement Council may remit dues permanently, providing at least 

34. Except as provided below, a former member dropped eight members of the Council favor such action. Retire- 

for nonpayment of dues shall not be eligible for reelection ment for age from active forestry practice on a pension or 
to any grade of membership until he shall have paid the , a retirement annuity will not alone be deemed sufficient 

dues in arrears at the time he was dropped. He may be reason to grant a member permanent remission of dues or 
reinstated, by application, on eight affirmative votes of the life membership. 

Council. Endorsement of his nomination is not required The Executive Secretary is authorized, if and when the 

nor is the payment of entrance fee. Publication of his Section concerned so recommends, to place a member on 
name is required. the inactive list. The Section’s recommendation must be 

Former members who have served honorably in the armed _ based on satisfactory evidence that the member’s financial 
forces and who were dropped for nonpayment of dues dur- circumstances warrant such consideration. Temporary serv- 
ing such period of service may be reinstated without pay- ice of a member in his nation’s armed forces will warrant 
ment of arrears within one year of their return to civilian granting him, at his request, inactive status for the duration 

life. of such service. During such inactive period a member 
35. Members expelled or forced to resign because of will not be required to pay Society or Section dues; he 

unethical or unbecoming conduct may be reinstated only by _ will not be allowed to vote or otherwise take formal part in 
unanimous vote of the Council. Society affairs; nor will he receive the Society’s publica- 

36. Former members of a grade higher than Affiliate tions. An inactive member may restore himself to active 

Member shall be eligible to reelection to the grade which membership by notifying the Executive Secretary (prefer- 
they previously held, provided, in case of Senior Members or ably through his Section secretary), that he is ready to 
Fellows, that they are engaged in forestry work at the time resume payment of his dues. He will not be required to 
of reelection. pay up back dues for the period during which he was 

Dues inactive. 

37. Members of all grades except Corresponding and 41, The Presidents with the apres) pie Council, 
Honorary Members shall be billed for dues by the Executive may designate one) of a number to be in charge of admis. 

Secretary as soon as practicable after January 1 of each sions to membership in the Society. 
year. Those whose dues remain unpaid shall be billed again : Pea : 
on or about May 1, and those whose dues are still unpaid Officers: Nominationjsnd Election 
shall be notified as soon as possible after September 1 that 42. The date of election, to be selected by the nominat- 
they are in bad standing and ineligible to vote, receive the ing committee under provisions of Article VIII, Sec 1, shall 

; Journat oF Forestry, and S. A. F. AFFarrs, or be a candi- be not before December 10, nor later than December 25. 
date for office until their dues are paid. 43, The nominating committee appointed under the pro- 

38. Members promoted to a higher grade shall pay the visions of Article VIII, Sec. 1, shall be appointed by April 
amount of excess dues over the former rate, dating from the _ first preceding the date of election and shall consist of three 

first of the month succeeding the date of promotion. or more Senior Members or Fellows. The names of the com- 
39. Under Article V, Sec. 3, the dues of new members mittee and the date of election shall be published in the 

shall be paid for the quarter during which they were elected, May issue of S. A. F. Arras together with a notice calling 
except that the Council may empower the Executive Secre- the attention of the membership to the Constitutional pro- 
tary on request of the member to remit the dues covering a__ visions regarding nominations by petition, and listing the 
period up to six months from date of election, provided that names of officers and Council members whose terms of office 
for financial or other reasons he has been unable to accept expire at the end of the current year. 
election at time of notification. If at the expiration of said A brief and strictly factual professional biography of each 
period the member renews his request for extension and candidate for president shall be published in that issue of 
the circumstances warrant such action, the Executive Secre- S. A. F. Arrarrs preceding an election. 
tary may remit the dues for a second period, not exceeding 44, The ballots sent to the members shall (1) state the
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number of offices to be filled; (2) list the names of the can- for travel and subsistence and other necessary expenses in 

% didates in alphabetical order; (3) give the address and attending meetings or transacting Society business, if spe- 
Section membership of each candidate; (4) show the clos- cifically authorized by the Council. 
ing date for receiving the ballots; (5) quote the provisions 
of Article V, Sec. 3, regarding arrears in dues; (6) be Council: Duties, Authority, Meetings 
accompanied by a return envelope addressed to the Execu- 54, The Council shall as need arises formulate and pub- 
tive Secretary and a smaller blank envelope for the return }jsh_ statements expressing the position or attitude of the 

of the ballot. On the outer addressed return envelope shall Society on matters coming under the provision of Article II 

be the directions, “After closing the envelope endorse your of the Constitution. On any subjects on which the member- 
full signature on the back. All necessary checks to deter- ship has voted through a referendum, such statements shall 

Bene, whether member is in full standing shall be made pe in conformance with the position thus taken by the So- 
without opening either envelope. The outer envelopes shall ciety. The Council may on its own initiative refer any such 

first be opened and laid aside, and when all valid ballots statements to the membership for ballot, and shall do so in 
have been thus freed from identification, they shall then be case of valid appeal from its action, when taken by mem- 

opened and counted. bers in conformity with Article VII, Sec. 3, unless within 
45. Ballots shall be sent to all Junior Members, Senior two months from the date of receipt of said appeal the 

Members, and Fellows, regardless of whether they are in Council decides to: adopt the position of the petitioners. 
bad standing. Ballots will be counted if the voters’ dues Referendum ballots when required by the above proce- 

are paid by the date of the election. dure shall be mailed only after the members have received 
46. The ballots shall be counted by tellers appointed by at Jeast two issues of the JourNAL and S. A. F. ArFairs 

the President. The results of the election shall be announced subsequent to the original publication of the proposals. 
promptly to the winning candidates, to each of the several Discussions of such proposals should preferably appear in 
Sections, and to the Society at large by publication in the these publications, but if deemed necessary by the Council 
January issue of S. A. F. Arrairs. The results shall also ‘or by the proponents brief summaries may also accompany 

be announced at the annual meeting if it falls on a fitting the ballot. The final date for receiving ballots shall be five 
date. weeks from the date of mailing the same, and this final date 

47. Regular elections shall be held in the odd-numbered "shall be indicated on the ballot. 
years. Vacancies occurring between regular elections shall Appeal against actions or positions taken by the Council 

be filled by the Council, as provided in Article VII, Sec. 3. shall not operate as an injunction against said action in 
Such appointments by the Council shall be only for the matters of immediate importance as affecting public or 
period until the next regular election. other measures in which delay might cause the Society and 

48. The President pro tem appointed under the provi- profession to suffer damage, and in which the Council has 
sions of Article VI, Sec. 4, shall serve until the next regular reasonable grounds for believing that it represents the ma- 
election, or until the President or Vice-President is able to jority opinion of the members, or on which the Society has 

resume his duties. Such President pro tem may be appoint- previously determined its position. The right of appeal by 
ed either from the membership of the Council or from out- petition of a small group shall not thus operate to thwart 

side. If he is appointed from the Council membership, an- the purposes of the Society as interpreted by the elected 
other member may be appointed to the Council to fill the Council, but shall serve, in absence of voluntary submission 
vacancy. of a referendum by the Council, to bring about a determina- 

49. Ballots under the Hare system of proportional rep- tion, after proper discussion and deliberation by the mem- 
resentation, prescribed by Article VIII, Sec. 3, shall be bership, of any action of the Council as defined in Article 
counted by the method described in Leaflet No. 9 issued by VII, Sec. 3. 
the Proportional Representation League in March, 1921, or 55. Meetings of the Council shall be held upon call by 
in Leaflet No. 9, revised edition, issued in October, 1925. the President, or the Acting President, or upon request by 
“Majority quota” prescribed for the selection of President is 4 quorum of the Council. Regular meetings may be held 
understood to mean a majority of all the valid votes cast, at such times and places as may be fixed by the Council. 
arrived at through a series of transfers similar to those by Except in case of emergency all members of the Council 

which the minimum quotas are reached. shall be notified at least 15 days in advance of the date and 
t z place of the meeting and, as far as practicable, of the prin- 

Officers: Duties, Ete. cipal matters to be acted upon. 
50.. The President, Executive Secretary, and Editor-in- 56. In the absence of a quorum at any meeting of the 

Chief shall report to the Society at the annual meeting re- Council, action may be taken subject to approval of a ma- 

garding their activities during the preceding year, and their _ jority of the Council by subsequent ballot. A member un- 
reports shall be published in S. A. F. AFFAIRS as soon as able to be present at any meeting may authorize another 
may be practicable thereafter. member (in writing) to cast his vote on any matter that has 

51. The Treasurer’s report shall cover the fiscal year been presented for his consideration in advance of the 

ending November 30, instead of the calendar year. meeting. 
52. Chairmen of standing and other committees shall 57. Absent members shall be notified promptly of action 

report to the annual meeting at the option of the President, taken at meetings of the Council, even though a quorum 
and their reports may be published in the JourNaL or in may have been present so that further ratification is not 
S. A. F. Arramrs, as the President may direct. necessary. 

53. None of the elected officers of the Society shall re- 58. Where prompt action is necessary, and in matters 
ceive compensation from the Society. An officer or delegate of routine or minor importance a majority of the members 
of the Society may be reimbursed for his actual expenses present at a duly called meeting of the Council can take
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action provided a quorum is present. The general policy, 66. A Finance Committee shall be appointed by the 

however, on important matters on which there appears to President, with the approval of the Council, to advise with 

be serious division of opinion, will be to get the votes of the Executive Secretary and with the Council regarding the 

absent: members by mail before taking decisive action. budget and the handling of the Society’s investments. i Hetae® aes 

Between meetings of the Council, matters may be re- Finance Committee may also be called upon in an advisory 

ferred to it for decision by any officer, Council member, Sec- capacity with reference to the renting of office space and 

tion, or by petition of five or more members. Matters not in the employment of such clerical and other assistance as 

previously discussed at a Council meeting will be opened to may be necessary to carry on the business of the Society, 

exchange of opinions for at least four weeks before a bal- subject to the limitations of the budget. 

lot is taken, provided that in matters of great urgency the 67. The funds of the Society except those needed for 

President is empowered to call for an immediate vote of current use shall be deposited in a savings bank approved 

the Council. Such expressions of opinion as are received by the Finance Committee or invested in federal securities, 

from Council members will accompany the ballot when it No other class of securities shall be authorized as invest- 

is presented to the Council for its final vote. ments for Society funds. This bylaw shall not be retroac- 

59. An executive committee of the Council, consisting tive as ordering the sale of existing securities and reinvest- 

of the President and such other members as the Council ment, except in the discretion of the Finance Committee. 

may select, may be designated for handling routine and 68. A budget showing estimated receipts and expendi- 

emergency business of the Society. tures shall be prepared by the Executive Secretary at the 

ze beginning of each year, in consultation with the Finance 

Committees Committee. Upon approval of the budget by the Council, 

60. Other committees than those provided for in the expenditures within the limitations of the budget may be 

Constitution and Bylaws may be appointed by the President made by the Executive Secretary without further authoriza- 

when the creation of said committees has received the ap- "10? from the Council. Expenditures for any purpose in 

‘ proval of the Council. These may be either temporary com- ee of the aOune allotted in the budget, oe for pUTpORCs 

mittees, for some definite task, or standing committees, to not provided for in the budget, shall require special author- 

serve until discharged or their successors are appointed. ization of the Council, except that minor transfers from one 

They shall consist of as many members and of such grades appropriation to another may be made without such authori- 

of membership as the President or the Council may deter: ‘zation. The budget may be amended at any time by action 

mine. The members of all standing committees shall serve of the Council. 

for the same term as that of the President by whom they 69, The Permanent Fund of the Society shall be held 

were appointed, and until their successors are appointed. intact and only the income from BE shall be spent for such 

Members of all committees shall be appointed by the Presi- Special purposes as the Council may direct. In the absence 

dent, who shall, when possible, consult the chairman of said of such direction, the a shall Bere Gee special eo 
committee as to the other appointments. Temporary com- Serve fund, subject to such dispositions as the Council may 

mittees appointed for a definite administrative purpose are make. The Permanent Fund may be increased from time to 

automatically discharged on the completion of their services. “me through contributions for that specific purpose, or 

Temporary committees having charge of investigations may through schon by the Council. ‘ 

be discharged by the Council, at the request of the commit- 70. Special funds donated or set up for special objects 

tee through its chairman, or on the initiative of the Council. shall be accounted for separately from the general funds 

Any member of any committee including the chairman, is of the Society. 2 

subject to removal by the President with the consent of the Meetings 

Council, in the interest of efficiency, at any time during his 71. A Committee on Meetings shall be appointed by the 

term of office. The President may proceed to fill the vacan- President to consist of such number and such grades of 

cies thus created. No officer of the Society or member of the members as he may think best. The chairman of this com- 

Council may serve on the Committee on Nominations for the mittee shall be a Senior Member or Fellow and shall be 

biennial election, except that the Executive Secretary may appointed by June first of the current year. Such appoint- 

serve as secretary of this committee without a vote. ment shall be announced in S. A. F. Arrairs for July. 

61. No committee shall expend funds of the Society 72. The committee shall be responsible for the technical 

except as duly authorized by the Council. Committees shall program of the meeting, but not for the program of the 

be supplied with necessary stationery and other supplies business meeting. It shall appoint or select speakers and 

through the Executive Secretary. topics and shall prepare a preliminary program and submit 

Fisanies it to the Executive Secretary in time for him to have it 

printed and mailed to the membership. The Executive 

62. The fiscal year of the Society shall end on Novem- Secretary shall have the program printed and mailed to the 

ber 30. members at least five weeks before the date of the annual 

63. The Executive Secretary’s books shall be audited meeting. 

semiannually by a certified public accountant, at the close 73. A member desiring to present a paper at the annual 

of each fiscal year and at midyear. meeting shall notify the committee on the meeting, either 

64. The Executive Secretary and all employees handling directly or through the Executive Secretary, at least seven 

funds of the Society shall be bonded in suitable amounts as weeks before the date of the meeting, of the title of his 

decided by the Council, at the Society’s expense. paper, and shall at the same time submit at least a summary 

65. All bills against the Society shall be approved by of the paper. It shall be optional with the committee 

the person or committee authorized to incur expenses be- whether such paper shall be read and discussed at the meet- 

fore they are paid by the Executive Secretary. ing, or read by title only.
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Society Publications 80. The Executive Secretary shall furnish to each Sec- 

74, The Society’s official publication, within the meaning tion secretary near the beginning of each ee the names and 
of the Constitution, shall consist of two serial publications addresses of all mene ot the eee ae a od pencine 
of 12 issues each to appear monthly, namely, the JourNAL within the teneLOry, of the pection. \ He Sia) ae notify the 
GE RORESTRY Aad'S. A PUAreing OS) A; Fo APPAIGS Go Section secretaries from time to time during the year of 

designated as the official organ or publication of the Society cee due to death, ee ici PE Smee 
referred to in the various sections of the Constitution, and ee elections, or “transfer from one jurisdiction to 
ublication in it shall constitute notice to the membership f ‘ 

Hy required in Articles IV, VIII, and X and in the ByLaws. s 81," The Section pha ae Be ome ie the Execute 
The contents of S. A. F. AFFAIRS are not subject to the ecretary of the Society the Teele of elections of Section 
isditoviallvatait and Cdornde. come’ andere the pfovisions (OE officers; the adoption of Section bylaws. and amendments 

Article IX of the Constitution. The Editor-in-Chief shall thereto; andeetall Esbortrsl least once a year on the pro. 
have sole responsibility for the final selection and approval ceedings of the pecan, i “ aoe 
of the contents of the JourNAL.or Forestry, and its form a ee Sed Hon’ secretaryy shall pore the Editor:in- 
and workmanship. He shall consult the editorial staff be- Chief with eS of such poe delivered before moeeunes 
fore making any important changes in format or cover. In ob ile, Section’ s/ seem/anp rOpElate for publication Be the 
Hie cvevcidecof! these wesponeih litte He ubaill be aubject to CUE mle the author desires to make other disposi- 

budget limitations and general policies as determined by HO cree aati 
the Connell! Subject Divisions 

75. Students of approved schools of forestry may be 83. The purpose of Subject Divisions of the Society shall 
granted the privilege of subscribing to the JournaL at a be to provide an effective means of considering various 
reduced rate so long as they are bona fide students. This phases of forestry, supplementary to that provided through 

privilege shall not apply to members of the Society who Society or Section committees, and not to create vocational 
are taking graduate work. groups within the Society. : 

76. A member in arrears for dues on September 1 shall 84. Membership in Subject Divisions shall be open to 
receive no more issues of the Journat or of S. A. F. Arrairs all members of the Society, the basis of membership being 
until his dues are paid. Upon paying his dues he shall be interest in the subject and desire to participate in the work 
entitled to receive those issues of the Journat and of and discussions of the Subject Division. a 
S. A. F. Arrarrs that he has missed, if he so requests. 85. Subject Divisions shall be governed by the same 

regulations, prescribed in the Constitution and Bylaws, as 
Sections are committees of the Society with respect to Society poli- 

71, Byery member of fue Society. in good ctandiig of cies. They shall not issue to the public any statements or 

whatever grade, is automatically entitled to membership in REDON SS except (1) thr ough the Sections of the Society, if 
that Section of the Society in which he shall establish his 2PPFoved by said Sections, and in conformance with adopt- 
domicile. The domicile of a member shall be his home or ed policies of the Society, or (2) through the Council or 

residence, unless his place of business and his professional ballot of the members if, involving controversial questions 
affiliations lie within the territory of another Section, when, *°d™/nS Dooley (2 0nrOva): 5 Se ts . 
by declaration he may establish his domicile with said other 86. The a freedom of discussion is Permitted ie 
Section for the purpose of Section membership. The domi- Subject Divisions ae ito Sections, and the Society at large, 
cile of a member as so indicated shall determine the region and the same principles of publicity through the Jouana th 
in which he is entitled to cast his ballot for members of and S. A. F. AFFAIRS apply to Subject Divisions as to in- 
the Council. An individual can be a voting member of only dividuals, Sections, and the Society. 
eee a may become an associate member of any Bylaws-and Amendments 

78. Each Section shall confine its regular membership 87. All ByLaws shall become effective upon adoption 
to individuals whose domicile, as above defined, is within « unless otherwise specified by the Council. 
its territory, but may admit associate members to the Sec- 88. All ByLaws shall be published in S.A.F. Arrarrs 
tion who reside elsewhere. or otherwise made available to the members, as soon as 

79. Nonmembers of the Society may become associate practicable after adoption. ‘ 
members of a Section but may not become regular members 89. The Executive Secretary shall notify all members, 
or serve as officers of a Section. This applies to former through publication in S. A. F. Arrairs or otherwise, of 
members of the Society whose membership has been termi- the adoption of any amendments in the Constitution or 
nated, as well as to those who never have been members. ByLaws. 

‘
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October 24, 1947 

My. Shirley ¥, Allen 
Sehool of Forestry and Conservation 
Aun Axvbor, Michigan 

Dear Shivley: — 

Herman Chapaan hae sent me his letter of Setober 11 
about fellows. 

This whole question is of course new to me, so tf 
@an @veak only on a few things. 4 

I aw comvineed of ono thing: thet information pro 
and gon about candidates should ciroulate among all 
who mast vote. ‘the most obvious reason for this 
Herman does not mention: the Society is now so laxge, 
ami profeselonnl work so diverse, that not every 
Fellow may have hig om picture, even of meritorious 
candidates. Such civeulated data would likely conmest 
the Gases with things he does know about, and thie en- 
able him to vote more carefully. 

; How the data are to be prepared, and by whom, is «a 
paactionl question, bué one I can't pass on. 

This ia a heavy responsibility, and I hope a 
neophyte Like me will be sent all possible in- 
fornation. 

Yours ag every 

Als PM Aldo Leopold ; 
ec; He. Ghapman



205 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 

October 11, 1947 

To Members of Board of Election for Fellows: 

Past and present practice in exercising our function of choosing 

members by ballot for the honorary grade of Fellow is for each Fellow and _ 
each member of the Council, constituting the Board of Election, simply to ; 

ballot on his own knowledge of the character, reputation and achievements 

of the candidate. 

I have recently and definitely come to the conclusion that, 

1. Members of the Council, who are not themselves Fellows, should not vote 

on this matter. 
2. There should be a definite means of furnishing each Fellow , or, as at 

present, also each Council member, with information bearing on the qualifi- 

eations or disqualifications of the candidates. 

As to point 1, what happens now if and when a member of the Council is 
up for election as Fellow, and there may be certain imformation Yearing on his 

case which should be sent to the elective, including himself and his fellow 

Council members? 

As to point 2, I would have this a matter of agreement or custom 

between the Fellows (and if necessary the Council, but owing to 1 above 

they could be left out) that, 

a. Any authoritative and absolutely trustworthy information which would 
tend to disqualify a man for this henor should be sent by the member of the 

Boatd of election who possesses it to the remaining members. 

b. Any information of a tangible character supplementing the general reputa- 

tion of a candidate, and not probably known to other members of the Board 

should be sent by the member possessing it to the others. 

ce. Members of the Society should not be encouraged to address the Board as 
a whole either for or against candidates but should take the matter up with 

some member, who will exexcise his own judgment as to whether the information 

should be given to the others. 

I think we are at a critical time regarding the election to the grade of 

Fellow. The grade must stand for the highest standards of professional conduct 

and achievement and personal character, The dangers now lie in the possibility 

of electing men, 
1. Who are nominated by political or governmental groups as a matter of 

recognition of the group, when it may be possible that the policies of the 

official violate sound professional procedure, and I do not mean mere dif- 

ferences in public policies. There are technical standards of sound pro- 

cedure which no doctor, lawyer or other professional man can violate and be 
in good standing. If this is so, the mere position should not qualify the 

candidate, The Board should have the opportunity of passing on the merits of 

the facts. 

2. Who. have indulged in questionable ethical or professional practices. 

Here we encounter dangerous ground. If and when we get a code of ethics, the 
procedure for airing charges is already established. There may, however, be
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eases where the person has perhaps not gone so far as to encourage members 

to go to the disagreeable point of preferring charges. Yet his reputation 

for shadiness may be widespread, in spite of the fact that he may be high 

in the ¢douncils of the Society and even be elected to office. Can the Board 
blindly accept such a man if any of the members have such information, and 

be shut off from receiving such members' considered opinion backed by evidence, 
on the basis that it is unfair to the member in question to so inform the ’ 

Board. (In elections to membership in the Masons, etc. I understand that 
the candidate is not so informed, but perhaps this is not a parallel case.) 

Obviously if any such exchange of information is to be encouraged it must 

rest on three considerations: 

1. That the Board is privileged in the exercise of its great responsibility, 
to adopt any procedure of its own which it deems necessary to safeguard itself 

from making choices which would bring the grade of Fellow into disrepute with 

the members. 

2, That the-members of the Board are above being influenced or seeking 

to influence on any partizan basis whatever. 

3, That facts, and not prejudices or opinions, are the only evidence to 

be brought in this way before the Board. 

Why do I bring this up? Because I am in possession of certain 

facts which if known would disqualify a member of the Council who is a 
candidate for Fellow. A man who except for this knowledge I would readily 

vote for. 

A final consideration is this, and I speak fromaperience. It is 
not always a wise plan to bring charges against a member, especially in the 

complete absence of a code, but this is a very different thing from voting him 

the highest honor in the profession while knowing that many of his professional 
associates regard him as unethical for good and sufficient cause. 

For instance, the engineerst code states, Sec. 9. "He will not try 

to supplant another engineer in a particular employment after becoming aware 

that definite steps have been taken towards his employment." We have no such 
"canon" but when circumstances are such shat two members of the Society state 
that they would have brought charges if they could have got the facts in shape 

to prove them, the case seems to fall in the zone of consideration for the 

Board of Electors. 
Again, if a mamber writes our Secretary giving absolute factual 

evidence as to repeated falsification of expense accounts but does not intend 

to bring charges because he wishes to avoid damaging the public reputation of 

the man - though willing to stand by his facts - this again seems to fall in 

the gone of “information” which I am discussing. 

Since far obvious stated reasons I believe that just at this time 
the subject of this discussion should not come officially before the Society's 

Council, though I shall inform President Allen bysending him a copy of this 

letter, may I suggest that you write him, Allen, and if you so desire, send me 

a copy of your letters I prefer this preliminary approach rather than jumping 

on a procedure as to information, which so far has no precedent to guide use 
Sincerely 

WE WCGae bes, 
H. H. Chapman
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107 Homestead Rd PRIVATE 

PERSONAL Ithaca, N.Y. for Clepper only 

September 21, 1947 

ir. Henry Clepper, Exec. Secretary, i 
Society of American Foresters 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

This letter will probably cause you a lot of trouble, perhaps some for 
myself. However, I am letting my conscience be iy guide, as it has in the 
past. I had hoped to see you at a Section meeting to discuss the problem 

with you personally. 

I see that A.B.Recknagel has been nominated as a Fellow of the Society. 
Frankly, I oppose this nomination in the strongest terms one can use. This 
nomination often leads to election, which means that a forester so elected 
receives the highest honor which the Society can convey, with the concomitant 
testament that this man is a top-notch forester, and high in moral character. : 
To the former, I have no protest in Recknagel's case; to the latter, I object. 

It is crobably news to you that Recknagel left the Dept. of Forestry 
under a cloud. He has never been made a Professor Emeritus, which normally 
follows a long term of service (1914-43) on the faculty. Not wishing to take 
undue credit, I still must admit that it wes I who forced him to leave several 
months before his real retirement was planned. I resigned before he did, 
partly so that I could not be accused of looking for advancement with his 
release; partly because of lack of promise of promotion in rank and salary in 

the small Department. 

I accused Recknagel to his face of falsifying expense account; of 
turning in duplicate expense accounts to Empire State Forest Products Assn., 
and to the State for same trips; for using department equipment, buildings, 
stenographic help, and other material for his own use and gain. He never denied 
a thing, but wanted to know how I found out. This was in September 1943. He 
wanted to stay on until June 1944, but I finally let him stay on until 
December 31, 1943, when he had just passed 60, the earliest age for retirement. 

Other members of the department were informed of my action, except 
Hosmer, whose heart I was afraid would be broken at the lack of trustworthi- 
ness of his former colleague. They were familiar with Recknagel's use of 
Department cars; free occupancy of demonstration forest headquarters while he : 
rented his house for a goodly sum; charging college gasoline used in his own 
car to "field trips" for which he was also paid in mileage; and other petty 
bits of skullduggery. I stood it as long as I could, then faced him with it. 

You may wonder why I have not asked for him to be removed from the 
Society. I have not made such a move, partly on account of the poor publicity 
which it would bring against the Society and against Cornell, but also because 
Recknagel still can contribute much to the promotion of forestry. For the 
same reason I made no move to bar his election to the Council, nor will I move 

- against his re-election. However, I would advise you to watch his expense 
accounts. I do feel he is an efficient administrator.
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Mr. Henry Clepper. Personal. 

I do not know the proper, most discreet and best methods to pursue 
in preventing his election as Fellow. My first move is to contact you, 
and ask your advice. Perhaps a word to the Fellows, whom I believe elect 
the new Fellows (probably I am wrong on this supposition) may serve this 
purpose. I await your suggestions. 

This is not spite work, for Recknagel has never wronged me person- 
ally. However, in his position as Head of the Lepartment of Forestry at 
Cornell when I was a member of its staff, he endangered not only our reputa- 
tions, but also the philosophy under which the Department operated. I cannot 
stand by and see a man of his type honored by election as a Fellow. 

Sorry to add to your burdens with this messy problem. None of us, 
at best, is perfect. However, it seems necessary to speak out. Evidence 
of his transgressions is on file in the Office of the Dean of the College 
of Agriculture at Cornell. 

Very truly yours, 

James D. Pond 

P.S. No one else knows that I have made thismove against his election 
as Fellow. 

JDP



October 7 (1947) 

H. H. Chapman: 

The State of New York was int#@%isted in the tax 

study Jim Sewall made here in Haine and a committee of 
New York State officials including Recknagel got Jim down 
there to explain his system of making the study. Jim 
was told and supposed he'd get the job of doing the study 
in New York shortly afterward. 

It wasn't too long before Recknagel had the job! 
It didn't smell good to me but I never could get Jim to 
do anything, and I knew only what Jim told me and requested 
I keep to myself. 

A lot of people think Reck is a four flusher. 

D. B. Demeritt



205 Prospect Street 
New Haven, Connecticut 
October 23, 1947 

Prof. Shirley V’. Allen, 

School of Forestry and Conservation, 

University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dear Allen: i 

I do not regard the grade of Fellow as self 

perpetuating any more with than without the Council. It 

has no administrative functions or responsibilities. The 

Council would be entirely different as it has. 

Fonors are always awarded by a carefully selected 

body of men best qualified to pass on the merits of candidates 

and this case shows how having members of the Council act on 

the matter, who are not Fellows, may cause great difficulty. 

It is true that no change in method of election 

can be instituted without a popular vote on an amendment and 

I did not expect the present Council to initiate one. 

On your advice I will send the data to the list 

of Fellows, excluding other members of the Council. 

I also agree, as I stated, that little known facts 

favorable to a candidate should be circulated. 

Sincerely, 

H, H. Chapman
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September 11, 1947 

Mr. Ovid Butler 
e/o American Forestry Agsoc, 
919 17th Street, NM. W. 

Washington 6, D. ¢. 

Dear Ovid: 4 5 

I think propesing Ring o9 « fellow in the SAF ; 
ig a capital idea and I send you my endorsement 
with great pleasure. Ring had his shortcomings, 
wt he also had a broad vision of his job which 
was extraordinary to say the least, and he has 
stuek to it through thick and thin. I thank : 
you for giving me this opportunity to join in 
the nomination. 

With personal regards, 4 

Yours sincerely, - 

AAPM Aldo Leopold 
Signed in Prof, Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay.
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4 momber of the foresters fomilisr with the forestry 
Gareer of Aythur Binglond have felt, for sone tine, that he 
Well qualifies te be a Yellow of the Seciety of Anerican 
Yoresters, ve, therefore, are taking steps to offedt his 
aemination and if you agree with us, we showld like to have 
you join in the nomination which requires 25 signatares. 

dust to refresh your memory, some of Ringleni's eontri- 
ations te the progress and develepnent of forestry are high- 
lighted on the attached page. 

Sominations to be acted upon at the coming election 
should be filed with the Society not later then Cetober 11. 
if you wish to join in Ringlanf's nomination, kin@ly sign 
the enclosed slip and return it to me without undue delay. 
(Signatures do net have to be ali on the same sheet.) 

7 . 

Zh



ARTHUR C. RINGLAND was one of the small original group of young 

Americans who entered forestry around 1900. In that year he joined 

the Bureau of Forestry, U. S. Department of Agriculture and worked for 

a@ number of years as a forest assistant in various parts of the United 

States, During the years 1904 and 1906 he attended the Yale Forest 

School and upon graduation returned to the Ue. 5. Forest Services This 

was the time when the national forests were in course of being defined 

and established. In 1906 Ringland became Chief of Boundaries and in 

1907 Assistant Forester in Charge of Landse 

In 1908 when the western national forest districts were established 
Ringland was selected as District Forester of D-3, the Southwestern 

District, made up of the national forests in Arizona, New Mexico, 

Arkansas, Florida and Puerto Rico. He remained in this position until 

1916. His administration was marked by many progressive end far-reaching 

policies and plans, many of which were later adopted by the Forest Service 

as standard for all national forest regions. 

During 1916 end 1917 he served as general inspector out of the 
Washington office until in 1917 he was chosen as Adjutant of the 10th 
Forest Engineers in its organisation in the U. 3. and later in Frances 

After the Armistice he served with the American Relief Administration 
under Herbert Hoover and placed in charge of child feeding of Czechoslovakia. 
He remained in this work for several years. Upon his return to the Us S. 
he was chosen as the Executive Secretary of President Coolidge’s National 
Conference on Outdoor Recreation. A year later he became the first 
Anericen Forest Comnissioner for Europes 

In 1933 Ringland played an important part in the organization and 
. development of the CCC and served as Liaison Officer, 4th Army Corps 
Headquarters, Atlanta, and later in the Forest Service CCC office in 
Washingtone Following this, he was special assistant on Upstream Flood 
Control, Department of Agriculturee arly in World War II he was selected 

as Secretary of the President's Comittee on War Relief Agencies and when 
this committee was reorganised and its responsibilities transferred to the 
State Department Ringland became a special adviser to that Department on 
European relief. 

: Throughout his many services, involving trust and responsibility, 

forestry and forest problems have had his main and active interests
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SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS 

MILLS BUILDING 

WASHINGTON 6, D. C. 

University Farm 

St. Paul, 8, Minnesota 
December 17, 1945 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Your election as a Fellow in the Society of American Foresters is a 
matter of great satisfaction to me. You have served long and well the pro- 

fession of forestry, and the Society has honored itself by electing you as 

one of its Fellows. 

I hope that you too may take pride in the fact that the Society has 

bestowed on you the highest recognition in its power to bestow. 

Very sincerely yours, : 

ge 3 Z ee : 

tet PAP 9 
; Pregident 

Society of American Foresters 

mp 

PUBLISHERS OF h 

% JOURNAL OF FORESTRY
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Sociery or AMERICAN Foresters ie 

Sent For Inrormation OF ps to" 

Mareh S1, 1947 

fo the Members of the Committee on the 
Journal of ae for 1946, 

San a, oes 3 i . aS 

Aldo Leopold YX i 2 a Leo Isaac i t 

Gentlemen: (a 

I am sure I speak for the Council and for the member- - 
ship of the entire Society of American Foresters when I 

rz the thanks of our members i fine work in 
se the article for the 1946 J OF FORESTRY 
award, this is so easy task and your work has 
been a real : to the profession. 

“ee 

fhe Society's check for $100 has been sent Professor 
Wummel Pritz for his article in the A » 1946, munber 
ef the JOURHAL OF FORESTRY, "A Peamabek for Lat ap -rappea 
end Nealigning Federal Forest, Forage, Park and Ga: 
Lands", 

Sincerely, . ; 

Oa 
ADDRESS REPLY TO: 

: Paar W. ALLEN! TION 
STRY & CONSE 

ciara oie SE MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

Publishers of y 

Journat or Forestry
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1828 Hast 5th Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
March 27, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
The University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your wire. Guthrie also changed his vote to number 5. 

Hall voted for it originally. Leo Isaac has not been heard from on 

the second ballot, but one vote would not change the results. ~ 

Of the enclosed letters to Clepper, the one announcing the results of 

our ballot will probably be published. The other one is for the bene~ 

fit of the new committee and, as you will note, % contains excerpts 

from your letter of February 25. 

I realize that our decision may not be very popular, at least in 

government bureaus, but I like Fritz' article and voted for it along 

with Hall. Whether or not we agree with the ideas presented, I believe 

that the Journal should have more articles of this class. I would like 

+o see the award go to this class of articles once in a while because 

there is a general feeling among administrators that the Journal of 

Forestry is primarily a research organ. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Hece- 
G. A. PEARSON 

Enclosures



1828 Rast Sth Street 
Tucson, Arizona 

Am MALL Mareh 26, 1947 

Mr. Henry Clepper 
Executive Secretary 
Society of American Foresters 
Mille : 

17th tate AVGe,5 nL. f 

Washington 6, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Clepper: 

After what may seem an unreasonable delay, I am at last able to report 

on behalf of the comuittes appointed to select an article for the 1946 

Journal. of Forestry Award. 

Teslve articles nentasted Wy individual aeabere Sve oonstinse 

listed in a mail ballot. result was one vote for each of three 

autos int So sates Oe 6 Oe nee ee 

was “A Propessi for Realigning Federal Forest 

ne Se Seageth, Sor SPEtEneoel feshes aguak weber Chee ta, pp. 21 
281). After the outcome of this ballot was made known to the Committee, 

two monbers changed their votes to agree with the majority; one member 

(Leo Ieaac)) has not replied. The final vote now stands four out of 

five for "A Proposal for Reorganizing and Realigning Federal Forest, 

Forage, Park, and Game lands," thus giving this article a clear majority. 

mannan Oe Cinta HIRED em THe Sew OTS ene 
Emanuel 

Yor the 1946 Journal of Forestry gward committee: Jno. D. Guthrie, 

Aldo Leopold, A. G. Mall, Leo Isaac, and G. A. Pearson 

G. A. Pearson, 

Chairman



1828 Bast Sth Street 
Tuegon, Arizona 
March 26, 1947 

Mr. Henry Clepper 
Executive Secretary 
Society of American Foresters 

Mills Bldgs, 17th & Pennsylvania Ave., H.W. 
Washington 6, D. Gs 

Dear i, Clepper: 

Im connection with the report of the Journal Award Committee in my 
letter of even date, it seems advisable to call attention to some of 
the difficulties encountered by this committee, with a view toward ; 
possibly avoiding these difficulties in the future. I have previously 
pointed out the need for a set of standards designed to secure a reas- 
onable degree of uniformity in methods of appraisal. Obviously, there 
is danger of carrying standardization too far but et least there should 
be 2 @ommon basie. Moreover, each member of the committee should have 
the benefit of the others’ viewpoints. Perhape each committee should 
formulate its ow standards rather than attempt to set up a permanent 
eet of rules. 

Among the specific problems encountered, I shall list a fews 

1. How should a short, concise article which necessarily must 
leave out details rate as compared with the long and more complete 
article? i 

2, How should an article dealing with some local problem be 
; wighed against one of broad nation-wide application? 

3. Some articles obviously represent the combined efforts of oan 
office force or @ field party. Should such articles compete against 
one which is primarily the work of one individual? 

4. In doling with a wide range of subjects, there is denger that 
Taco 

he does not feel competent to the others. 

If the members of the committee could meet for a thorough discussion, 
most of there difficulties could be ironed out. 

Some of the above points are well illustrated by the following excerpt 
from Alde Leopold's letter of February 25. 

+ apes te femme, insta ec @ on assumption that each member 
(or at leact most members), has so wide a command of the field as 
+o be able to weigh the merits of any publication within the field.



, This may once have been a possibility, but it is no longer one. 
Papers now reflect many specializations about which I for one, know 
little or nothing. et ee eens coe glee 
specialization. The only wable way to arrive at a just deci- 
sion, then, is for the committee to meet, debate, and educate each 
other before voting at all. 

beeting, end that noveytonce ae af coummate tale be Catone . of an don not 

only to read, but to attend the meeting. (Any other procedure is 
too superficial to be defensible. ) 

seeiineate nae Pati LT come ef shame ere tatnes wy iste, 8 Some of these are backed by whole 
crete OE peecemmanse Ss scunnh ce Quaketeean ee 

a EET etertan ts bots + Some material is not in the Journal 
at all, ; 

So en eetaine Wee Date ee er an ts te tere 
Research” (44:11:337-843). This paper to me is very important, and 
considered against its backlog of prior performance, might be better 
entitled to the award than the paper I have voted for. But without B 
the backlog, it 1s a mere statement of opinion and viewpoint. 
Nee ee ene ieee of laine aban 

exact to time and space limits of eligible materials. 

With respect to Leopold's last recommendation, I might say that as far as 
the present coumittee ie concerned, there have been 90 specific working 
rules. Theat, of course, is the fault of the Chairman. 

Provisions for a meeting in person of the committee meubers is surely 
desireable, but whether an expense fund amounting te several times the 
value of the prize would be justified may be open to question. I, for 
one, believe that it can be justified. A more pertinent question at this 
time, however, ie whether the Society ean afford euch an expenditure. 

5 wkd cuaghcnen Sengent” sonmuactasient ty sxmueatety Oe ah aetaed 
appointments each of the committee be pledged to read all articles 

in the Journal currently in order that he may be qualified to render a 
competent report promptly at the end of the year. 

In conclueion, let me add that I have enjoyed serving on this comittes. 
S aaa Saree ae, Stas 0 eeeeeetaee He Sore tcnennien cates 
f of opportunities for obtaining more effective cooperation among 
the individual members. 

With best regards, 
Sincerely youre, 

Seattalt ak Saowaunt mane . of Forestry 
Committee for 1946 

“a=
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Montana State University 
Missoula, Montana 

AIR MAIL 12 March 1947 

THE JOURNAL OF FORESTRY AWARD COMMITTEE: 
Guthrie, Hall, Isaac, Leopold 

Ballots have now been returned by all members of the Comnittee. 
The vote stands as follows: Nose 1, 2 and 3, as listed in my letter of ; 
February 21, one vote eachs Now 5 2 votes. 

For your information, the titles corresponding to the foregoing 
numbers ares 

1, Response of Allegheny Hardwoods to Partial Cutting, January, 
_pages 30=38, 

2 A Post War Program for Forestry in the Appalachian Region, 

February, pages 100-107, 

3 Chemical Utilization of Wood: Its Opportunities and Obstacles. 
April, pages 258-265, 

5~ A.Proposal for Reorganizing and Realigning Federal Forest, 
Forage, Park, and Game lands. April, pages 278=281, 

Assuming, that the award is given to the article receiving the largest 
number of votes, it goes to Now 5, This article has been criticized by 
one member on the ground thet it has not been adequately developed, On the 
other hand, itis original end logical and deals with a subject broad 
enough to interest the entire profession, It received favorable editorial 
coment from Dana in the April issue of the Jourml, 

It is almost impossible to decide a matter of this kind satisfactorily 
by mail, As Aldo Leopold has suggested, the members of the Committee ; 

should get together for thorough discussion. JT am going to recommend thet, 
anong other steps of procedure, in my letter to the Council. , 

I believe that before amouncing our decision, we should endeavor 
to make the results of our ballot more nearly unanimous, The author 
receiving the award on a margin of only one vote naturally would not feel 
highly. complimented and might even decline the award, While I do not 
wish to influence anyone against his better judgment, I have the feeling 
that at least some of the members might be willing to change their vote 
in order to give the winning article stronger support, 

I am leaving Missoule tomorrow and expect to be back in Tucson by ; 
March 20. May I have your replies on or before that date? My Tucson 
address is 1828 Bast Fifth Street. 

Sincerely yours, 

pA 
Ge Ae Pearson 

Chairman 

GAP smlp
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February 25, 1947. 

G. Ae Pearson 
c/o Dean Kenneth P. Davis 
Forestry School 
University of Montana 

Dear Sirt 

Bnclosed is my ballot for the followihg paper: Hough, As ¥. and By, 
Tayo; Rogponse of Allegheny Northorn Hardwoods to partial cutting. 
journal of Yorestry, Vol. Vt, Ho. 1, Jamiary, 1946, po. 30~ 36. 

I guomit this uote with the following muntal reservations bearing on 
future awards. 

anes ete bs pradenl Oe tes teteitlon Oak nan unter ton oh heiat der" vote is promised on the assugption that each member (or at least 
nost menbors), bas so wide a commannd of the field aa to be able to weigh 
the merits of any publication within the field. ‘hie may ohee hove been a 
possibility, tut it is no longer one. Papore now reflect mony epeclaliaae 
tions about which I for one, imow little or nothing, Possible goue menber 
knows sonething about each specialization. The only conceivable way to 
arrive at a just decisions thon, is for the committer to meot, debate, and 
edusate each other before voting at all. 
(pee that an expense fund by set up for a committees meeting, and 

age of membership imply an obligation not only to read, mt to 
= the meeting. (Any othor procedure is too superficial to be defon= 

Be 

2 Res erected In the November 19/6 iaeue are many very brief 
ata’ vi a. Some of theae are bnoked by whole aareers of 
performance in research or aduinistration, mt thi acic Loy arial door 

agt aul came? ayes in the 2 oF 3 page statement published in 1906." Se 
; Of Tae is not in the Journal at all. 

= oxmample, take Reod W. Barley's "Problems Ahead in Wildland Research" 
(Q0is121837+843). This paper to me ie very important, and considered 

ageinet ite beeklog of prior performance, might be better entitled to the 
award than the paper I have voted for. But without the backlog, it is a 
ere statement of opinion ond viewpoint. 

ae that the working ruled be overhauled to give nore exact 
timo and space limite of eligible mteriala. 

May I add a personal word of appreciation for your attitude as chairman. 

I algo request that I be not reappointed to any 1947 Comittee, 1 have 
long served on an equivalent comittee for the Wildlife Society, and I



February 25, 1947. 

feel very strongly that I cannot do justice to either one, much less to 
both. I am melcing the seme recommendation (no. 1) to the Wildlife Society: 
that the least we can do is have a meeting to debate the award. Anything 
less thewough than that is too shallow a job to be defensible, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold. 

ce. John D. Guthrie 
cc. Tracy Storer



AIR MAIL 

1828 Hast 5th Street 
Tucson, Arizona 
February 21, 1947 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

At last I am able to submit a list of articles for consideration of 
the award committee. The list consists mainly of articles recommended 

by Guthrie and Hall plus a few which I have added. No report has been 

received from Leo Isaac, nor has he even acknowledged a single one of , 
my letters. 

I have given a great deal of thought to your suggestion that perhaps 

the award should be withheld on the basis that no article published 

in 1946 measures up to required standards. JI have the feeling that if 

you were reporting on all twelve issues your report might be the same 

as that which covers the October, November, and December issues. 
I am not taking your judgment lightly. In fact I feel that you are 
perhaps better qualified than anyone else on the committee to appraise 

the various articles. On the other hand, I know that some of the men- 
bers are in favor of making the award. I know that this is the attitude 

of Shirley, editor-in-chief of the Journal. You will note that I am 

giving each member an opportunity to express his opinion on this matter. 

Please note that I am requesting that the ballots be airmailed to me at 

the University of Montana in time to reach me there by March 10. This 
will leave you only about a week in which to re-read articles outside 

of the issues assigned to you. I shall appreciate very much receiving © 

your comments on any of the articles listed or on others which have not 

been included. 

With best regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 

G. A. PEARSON 

Enclosure ‘



1826 Bast Fifth Street 

AIR MAIL Tucson, Arizona 
February 21, 1947 

THE JOURNAL OF FORESTRY AWARD COMMITTEE: 
Guthrie, Hall, Isaac, Leopold 

Action of the committee responsible for awarding the prize for 

thi: beak mathe Gemhaaeeh te the Peanah Of piesokagth S96 lan bom 

unduly delayed pending the receipt of reports from some meubers of the 

committee. At the present writing, Leo Isaac's report on the April-June 
igsues is still not available. Further delay is unwarranted, and there- 
fore I am submitting for your consideration a list of the material re- 

ceived. Mr. Isaac's assignment has been covered by Mr. Hall and myself. 

. Aldo Leopold, who was primarily responsible for the October- 

December issues, reported with commendable promptness that he found no 
article in this series which he considered sufficiently outstanding to 

merit award recognition, This poses the question of whether the October 

December articles (the November issue includes all the papers presented 

at the Salt Lake meeting) may have been subjected to a more exacting 

test than articles in other numbers, Leopold has also pointed out that 

in ease the committee finds no article of award stature in the entire 

year, it should feel justified in withholding the award. In my own 

judgment there are several articles which could be given the award with- 

out a feeling that the standards have been lowered. I shall, however, 

leave this question open to the decision of the committee, and, accord- 

ingly, any member who feols that the award should be withheld has the 

privilege of recording this opinion in his ballot. 

_ My letter of October 7, 1946, provides that any member of the 
committee may recommend articles outside of his particular assignment 

and that the chaixman, who has no definite assignment, may make selec- 

tions from the entire year as his contribution to the list. Without 

intending to override the action of any member, I have added several 

articles not previously selected. 

The enclosed ballot enumerates 12 articles by title, author, and 

page reference. Please vote for only one by placing a cross at the left- 

hand margin. If you desire to vote for an article not on the ballot, : 

write the title and reference in one of the spaces at the bottom of 

the page. Please note also that provision is made for expressing your 

opinion as to whether the award shall be given to the article receiving 

the largest number of votes or whether it shall be withheld on the grounds 

that none of the articles measure up to required standards, In the latter 

case your decision should be supported by a brief explanatory statement, 

because if a majority of the members should vote against making the 

award, I would find it necessary to justify such action to the Council.



I expect to be away from home during the next three or four 
weeks, To defer further action until I return would result in too much 
delay, especially since some correspondence may become necessary before 
our final report can be submitted to the Couneil. Mail can reach me at 
Missoula Montana, between March 1 and March 10, You are therefore re- 

ree at Tes Pn ee oe ak 5 addressed to me 
in care of h P, Davis, Forestry School, University of Montana, 

G. A, PEARSON 
Chairman
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Jemary 22, 1947 

Mr. G A. Pearson 
1828 Bast 5th St. 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Gust 

I have re~read both Lowdermilk and Billings. If Billings 
had the opportunity to elaborate what he has submitted 
in outline I can readily imegine a paper worthy of the 
award. I like hie attitude and particularly his philo- 
sophical quotations, tut the paper is nevertheless only 
a sketch. 

lewdermilk is repeating what he and others have said 
: many times already. ‘Yhe subject miter is imaonsely 

important, but I think we could hardly justify the award 
for a repetitive account of what has appeared elsewhere. 

The upshot is that I am still without a paper to nominate. 

I repeat that I may have missed something and 1 would be 
grateful to anyone pointing out something goodé j 

With personal regards, j 

Aldo Leopold



1828 East 5th Street 
Tucson, Arizona 

January 14, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Parm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your letter of January 9. You are to be commended on 

reporting so promptly, considering that the November and December 
issues have been out barely two weeks. I wish I could say as much 

for two of the other members of the committee. 

I can see that final decision as to whether any of the papers are 

worthy of the Society award may prove to be a perplexing problem. 

Much depends on the point of view. The Committee should have*set 

of standards, and they should be the joint product of the whole com- 
mittee, If a majority of the members should decide that no papers 

during the entire year measure up to requirements, it would be up to 

us to give reasons.@eofthe qualifications, I should say, is origin- 
ality—original ideas or new data of sufficient importance to be 

regarded as a contribution to forestry. 

Of the large number of papers presented at the Salt Lake meeting, 

the great majority impressed me as old stuff. Lowdermilk's paper is 

undoubtedly a scholarly presentation, but it is too long and contains 

nothing particularly new. A paper which attracted a good deal of 

attention at the meeting was Billings' "Timber in Wild Land Management," 

p. 824. It drove home the idea that as far as timber lands are con- 

cerned good forestry, meaning timber growing as well as utilization, 

will in the long run achieve all the major objectives of land use. 

This is a marked departure from the orthodox mode of thinking, and it 

is refreshing, coming as it does from a lumberman. Another paper which 

impressed me was Alfred Hall's "The Wood-Sugar Industry and its Relation 

to Management," p. 866. This is merely a report on an experimental 
project but the project is one of tremendous importance. I do not 

wish to urge you to recommend any paper against your better judgment. 

No doubt you have considered Lowdermilk's paper carefully and with 

more competence than any other member of the Committee is capable of. 

The other two papers may not have attracted your attention so much. 

I'm afraid that your appraisal of the October-November-December 

articles may apply with equal justice to those of the entire year.



The fact is that really outstanding articles among foresters are 
rare. Under these circumstances, if we make the award at all it 
should be with the qualification that the article selected was 
merely the best of those submitted. 

I shall appreciate an expression from you on this subject. Since 
the committee is likely to be confronted by a decision, your judg- 
ment will be most helpful. 

Ibwill interest you to know that your "Hrosion as a Menace to the 

Social and Heonomic Future of the Southwest" has already been rec- 
ommended by one member of the committee. Serving on the award 

: committee may have cost you $100. I wish we had more articles of 

this class. 

With best personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Gnas. 

G. A. PEARSON 

ee
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Jamary 9, 1947 

Mr. G. A. Pearson 
P. 0. Box 951 
fucson, Arizona 

Dear Guess 

I have been through the October, November and December 
issues of the Journal and I fail to find in them any 
outstanding paper which would strike me as meriting 
the Society award. 

It is, of course, possible that I overlooked something 
which would strike someone else as especially meritorious. 
I also kmow from my experience with the Journal of 
Wildlife Management that outstanding papers are frequently 
overlooked entirely until years after vublication; hence 
I have no Allusions about the finality of my search. 

With personal regards, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



POE Oat au > P. 0. Box 951 
R > ‘ ‘ Tucson, Arizona 

RAC il December 26, 1946 

A REMINDER TO JOURNAL OF FORESTRY AWARD COMMTTSE: 

Please refer to my memorandum of October 7 and note that 

reports from all members except Leopold, who has the October- 

| December issues, were due December 20. ‘Thus far only one report 

has been received. I shall appreciate it if the members respons- 

| ible for the second and third quarters will send me their 

| ' recommendations in the near future. 

wo ion 
G. A. Pearson
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f P. O. Box 951 
Tuceon, Arizens 

October 7, 1946 

TO MEMBERS OF THE JOURNAL OF FORESTRY ANARD COMMITTERs 

The time is approaching when our committee will be called vpon 
to announge ites decision regarding the award for the best 
article appearing in the Journal during 1946, I% would be 
well for el] of ue to catch up on our resding and begin form 
ing s tentetive appraisal of erticles which have appeared to ‘ 

‘ dete. The November and December issues are scheduled to ‘ 
contain a large nunber of papers presented at the annuel meet- 
ing of the Society of American Foresters at Salt Lake City. 

We should be ready for action soon after the December issue 
appears. ; 

- Your attention is called te the statement of general principles 
in the announcement on pege ee ee eee ee 
Werch. In the sevond paragraph we reads “Articles in 
fields of forestry, including both administration and research, 

will be coneidered on an equal baeic.” And again, in the last 
paragraph, “The purpese of this award is to stimulate thought 
and expression among professional foresteraess. The Journal 
of Forestry should be the official mouthpiece of the Society t 
of American Forestersy ite filee whould be = true record of the 
progrese of forestry from yer te year.” : 

4 member whe served on the committee in 1944 hae given me the 
benefit of his experience in procedure. One suggestion provides 
for a division of labor—that instead of asking each member to 
report on the articles which heve appeared throughout the year, 3 
the ieeues be apportioned so that any one member will be responsi- : 
ble for only 3 months. This, however, need not prevent a member 
from recommending one or more erticles outside of hie special 
assignment. It is alse desirable to limit the total number of 
erticles for final consideration to about 24. If anyone hes other 
suggestions regarding procedure, I shall be gled to receive them 

Aseuming thet the 12 monthly isaves be apportioned among four 
members, three iesues would be seeignod to each individual and 
the chairman would assume the duty of a genera] survey of the 
whole field, I am assigning « j-month period to ench member, as 
followss 3 

fall ~ denvery, Yebruery, Merch 
Isnec ~ April, Mey, June 
Guthrie - July, August, September 

Leopeld - October, November, December



Bach member ie requested ite send me a list of not te exceed six 
: titles, followed by « notetion ac te pages and the month in which 

i% appeared. This nuwber should include eny articles which the 
nenker may select outside of hie aceigned period. Ae a mutter of 
propriety, it is nevessary to exclude articles by mexbers of the 
committee. Om receipt of the reports from individual menbers, 
the cheirwen will prepare a complete list and submit it for ballot. 
Tn order to save time it is requested thet the mexbers whose names 
appear opposite the first three periods aubeit their reports in 
time to reach me December 20. I shail ask the editor of the 
Journal is send galley presto of the Decesber iesue to all mebere 
eo thet these articles can be kendled without waiting for final 
publication. 

4 careful review of some 24 articles is a job which cannot be done 
properly in a few hours. Let me urge you all to give this matter 
your early attention. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ge Ae PEARSON ; 
Cheirwen
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Jamary 20, 1944 

Dean Sam T. Dana 
Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Forestry 
University of Mychigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Sam: 

I approve of the idea of an award for the best paper. 

I have served on a parallel award committee of the Wildlife Society 
for some years, and in my opinion the following should be added 

to the tentative rules. 

It should be expressly stated that in the absence of any sufficiently 
meritorious paper during any particular year the award for that year 

should be passed over. 

I doubt the sine of the rule confining awards to members of the 
Society, alth of course they should be confined to people working 
in the field. In the Wildlife Society we had at least one occasion 
in which an outstanding contribution to the thought of the profession 
was not eligible for the award because he happed to live in another 
country, and was only an associate member. It seems to me hot at 
all unlikely that outstanding contributions to forestry thought i 
might, in the next few decades, be made by agronomists, geographers, 
economists, or philosophers. Contributions from such sources should 
not be disqualified because of the mere mechanical accident of { 
professional categories. 1 

The form of the award seems to me of slight important, but I would 
lean a little bit toward a certificate only, rather than a certificate 

\ plus cash. ; 

The success of the plan will, of course, hinge on how mich real 
thought the editorial board devotes to selections. There is no ‘ 
predicting this. : 

With personal regards, 

; Yours sincerely, 

a 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. Again out of my Wildlife Society experience, I warn against f ' 
too rigid definition of the time limits on eligibility. We once i 
had to pass up what was obviously the best paper because it had been 
published a week or so before the calendar year began, and of course 
had not been available for consideration during the previous year. ; 
The best time limit is “a recent paper". f 

‘fs
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‘ a : : OG © one eases ee 
: “To the. Editorial Board: a ’ : Sei ice elem 

Following is a proposal for the awarding of aioash 7? 
prize to be presented annually for the “best" article in the = | 

a Journal of Forestry during the preceding year, which should 
cette have gone to you long ago. I shall appreciate your reaction = 
ayaa to the suggestions of the Washington Section with respect Ge ahie. 2 

ee both to the basic proposal and to the details involved in 
pee carrying it out if you approve. Presumably formal action on = = 
Caer the arrangement for such a prize should be taken by the Comeli’ i 
_ which would like to have the views of the Editorial board in eee 

he considering the matter. I quote from letter to President Senmitz® |” 
ae ee : et Hoe ea 

i i. "At the last meeting of the #ashington-Section, ee : 

Henry Glepper introduced for consideration the proposal that, 
a eash prize or honorarium be awarded annually for the "best" 

Ba ‘paper or article appearing inthe Journal of Forestry. The = = 
suggestion #s enthusiastically received and was endorsed by 

; the Section. We consequently wish to recommend the proposal ce ane 
ee -to you for consideration by the Council and, it is hoped, _ i 

ys supporting action by the other Sections. i eee oy 
a _. A rather generalized proposal such as this immediately = = 

ee _ conjures up many questions as to details of financing, opera~ == 
‘tion, standards, etc., etc. ‘The following thoughts are offered i 

fae for your consideration without, however, any feeling that we 
: _., should like to insist that they be adopted: ee 

pore _ 1. The honorarium would be awarded each year at the = = = 
annual meeting or, if none is held, at the close of the calendar = 

Ge ee 2. Selection would be made by the editorial staff of the. ee ae 
- Journal. The standards for selection would also be left to the 

editorial staff. Important considerations would be the paper's ; 
é ‘significance and importance in the advancement of forestr}, its = 

originality, and its literary and technical quality. Somer “ 
- + ‘decision would also heve to be. reached as to now Le. Conner AE 
oe rate policy and technical paperse = AIRS oa ie 
< | "3. The money would be obtained by contributions from the 

Sections. Ten dollars per Section annually would seem reason- eee 
eo able and attainable, malcing about £200.00 available. Another = 

te possibility which, however, would involve more bookkeeping, a ee 
ae would be to raise about the same by 2 ssessing sections tn pues co 

ss portion to thelr membership. oe 

see eee, SS Sah ie EE SCO ONC es aoe 

re : Na ce ee Aero ne ary Nene aanins bes be We a ne. 

oe ee ee ae es 
Pe Re eh Lag eR Ce es Se pee igh She i cigs ee ae 
ee i a i



; sr eer i 

‘i 4, Number of awards and to whom given. Answer depends , teas 
largely on whether the purpose of the awards is primarily to St Gos ee 

i recognize articles of high quality or toact as bait to — . oe ee 
stimulate particularly young members towrite. This is a ~ i eee 

< debatable point, and opinion without our Sections eems pretty fe 
: well divided so far as we have ‘sampled 1t.° The &xecutive ~ le ee 

Council, however, believes that first emphasis should be on ~ Bees 
quality and recognition of high professional standards, and : a 
feels that encouraging younger members to write is a problem is te 

_ that goes much deeper then that and will not be much affected = 
: : by a prize or two. We favor,/therefore, two annual honoraria on 

for say the best policy and technical possible. — a 
. An em alternative, and one which we realize has much 

; to commend it, is to give one award for the "best" article ie 
from ahy member and another for younger members only (a top oes ae 
article by a-younger man could thus win the jackpot). We_ ee 
would favor making the split on age--say at SSe-rather than = = © 

; on Junior and Senior membership (not many full articles are hae 
; written by Juniors). We do not favor first and second prizes ‘ ; is 

-as such or putting any premium on "first" articles. Be 
5. The award would be available only to Junior and Senior ie mi 

: “Members and Fellows of the Society. ieee 
5 6. The award might be nemed for some deceased member or Nee 

other forester of outstanding importance to American forestry, ior a 
although this may be regarded as a minor suggestion. A suit- ee ee 

; ably inscribed certificate probably should accompany the money ait 2 
; award. : oon : aM 

The Washington Section is prepared to pledge its share — a 
of the cost of this proposal however the details may work out. Ca 
Since there will probably be considerable discussion by Sections © ce 
and individuals before it crystallizes into action, we urge that ie ae 
it be submitted to the Council and the Sections in the near -- ee 
future. ie ; Rody ee eae 

ee : : . Very sincerely yours, — aR A a eee 
E --- Kenneth F. Lavis ; AS ae eae 

: : ( Chairman, Washington Section" Se 
: : Saco 

; 3.07. ene a er ere 
int Editor-in-Chief . ee 

a ree 

Wee cons 

: = ; : : yee ee 
: ; : : at ee ee 

; 4 d : : 3 : ics 2S See 

fi “ i ie vik) «meee attamtlie Malai) 8 «WAV oT bares i Co 0 See



THE SOCIETY t 

OF 

AMERICAN FORESTERS 
i WASHINGTON-6, D. C, 

‘ September 18, 1945 

Direotor, Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Us. Se Department of the Interior, 
Merchandise Mart, ; 
Chicago 54, Illinois. 

/ Dear Sirs 

This will acknowledge receipt of a copy of Ciroular 9, "Organizations 
and Officials Concerned with Wildlife Protection: 1945." 

May I respectfully suzgest the addition of the Society of American 
Foresters to the list of General Non-Government Organizations? This Society 

: is actively interested and participating in wildlife manegement affairs. 
Wildlife menagemont is taught in ea number of our schools of forestry, and 4 
many of our members are engaged in wildlife management work, either on a full 
time basis or in connection with their duties as managers of forest lends. : 

Gur official orgen is the JOUKWAL OF FORESTRY, with Aldo Leopold as : 
associate editor handling the publication of artioles dealing with wildlife 
managenente 

in addition, we have an active Division of Forest-Wildlife Management, 
chairman of which is Dr. Neil Hosley of the University of Connecticut. : 

Should you decide to include this Society in the next edition, I suggest 
a listing as follows: : 

Society of American Foresters. cay 
President, Henry Schmitz, College of Agriculture, University of ) 

Minnesota, Ste Paul, Minn. i 
Exeoutive Secretary, Henry Clepper, 825 Mills Building, Washing- ; 

ton 6, D. C. 4 
Division of Forest-Wildlife Management. ‘ ? 

Chairmen, Heil Hosley, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Conn. i 
Secretary, Lavid 5. Cook, Diviaion of Fish and Game, Now York 

Conservation Department, Albany 7, Ne Y. ; 

Publications. -- Journal of Forestry (monthly). Associate editor 
for wildlife management, Aldo Leopold, 424 University Farm Place, i 
Madison, Wis.



‘ Direetor, 
Fish and Wildlife Service. ; -2< September 18, 1946 

Should there be any changes in the foregoing listing at the time a 
new edition is prepared, I shall be glad to make corrections if you will 
be good enough to write me. 

Sincerely yours, 

HENRY CLEPPER 

Executive Secretary 

heotbw 

\ 

‘ ‘



SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS 

WISCONSIN - UPPER MICHIGAN SECTION 

/ 

823 Margaret Street 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
October 7, 1946 o 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
42 Univers ity Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Wisconsin-Upper Michigan Section of the Society of American Foresters is 

planning to hold a winter meeting, tentatively soon after the first of the year. 

This meeting will be an annual business meeting, in addition to whatever timely 

topics which are of general interest to the section members, and which might be 

presented in a panel discussion. 

At our recent meeting held at Eagle River on September 26 and 27, I was able to i 

question a fair share of those members attending as to-the topics which warrant 

discussion by our section. It was generally believed that the deer question in 

Wisconsin is of timely importance to foresters, as well as to the layman, and is 

a problem which warrants deliberation by our group. 

In order to get the authentic, unbiased facts relating to the deer problem, it 

was the general opinion of those which whom I talked that an effort should be 

made "to get Leopold to give us his views and facts relating to the problem of 

deer management, or lack of management, and its probable resulting effects on 

our immature forest stands! We would appreciate it greatly if you could attend 

this meeting and give us the facts as you see them. 

Along this general topic of discussion, I thought it might be well if we could 

also get Ernie Swift and a representative of the U. S. Forest Service to take a 

part in this meeting. While such a meeting might be of interest to the public, 

it perhaps would be desirable to limit attendance to society members only. 

As I have mentioned, no date has been set for this meeting, inasmuch as we will 

attempt to make it at a time convenient to those who would be willing to appear 

on our program. In all probability this meeting will be held in Wausau. 

It is my personal belief that we as a group of foresters should take an active. 

part in this controversial question, and perhaps through such an e&change of 

views, some definite good may result. 

I would appreciate hearing from you on this matter and will certaimly welcome any 

comments which you might care to offer as to how such a discussion might be pre- 

sented with greatest effectiveness. 

Very incgrely yours, 

pgs 
‘E. S. Hurd, Chairman 
Wiscons in-bpper. Michigan Section 
Society of American Foresters



ny 23, 19h7 

Dr. C. Ragenea Farneworth 
State Ranger School 
Bentkona, Mow Yorts a 

Dent Br. Farnaworthe 

Th 4a a high honor to be seleeted as your orem 
peotive apesker and ay pertoml ineldnation i 
void be all favorsble, wat 1% ao happens that 
T om 2% She moment Dating bossed sronnt tyr : 
footers, and unatle to samy mp tagnlar works 
muah Lege te undertake eny apealdint trips. 
x i thie qomtiy, Whew ft have hed a 
spedial interact ta the New Yoxte deer problem 

i and ite ralntion to the Naw Yor forestry. 
Tt really motne ne te tum you deen, ant TI 
thant: you again for your con? idenqe, 

Tourn sineerety, ; 

APH Aldo Leopold



The Society of American Foresters 
‘New York Section 

E. F. McCARTHY, Chairman DAVID B. COOK, Sec.-Treas. 

oe sociery eee 
W. E. PETTY, Vice-Chairman RuERICAS Albany 7, N. Y. 
Conservation Department eon 
Saranac Lake, New York 

May 18, 1947. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

I am writing to learn if it would be possible for you to be the principal 
speaker at the banquet of the summer session of the New York Section of 
the Society of American Foresters. The banquet is to be held on the 
evening of September 4, at the Star Lake Inn, in Star Lake, N.Y. 

The purpose of the meeting this year will be to develop a broad discussion 
of the silviculture required on Adirondack land. The program committee 

feels you are eminently qualified to tell us something of the relation of 
wildlife to the silviculture of such lands. If you have a particular 
subject you would prefer to develop, please tell us of it. 

We hope very much that you will be able to come, and in case you can, we 
would appreciate information concerning expenses oF honorarium that would 
be satisfactory to you. 

Sincergty, 

~ Bug rth, 
Cha - Programe 

Dr. C.Eugene Farnsworth, 
State Ranger School, 
Wanakena, N.Y.



October 24, 1947 

Dy. Willian H. Marshall 
Div. of Tntomology & Zoology 
University Farn 
8. Paul 1, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. Marshall: 

Thanks for the invitation to the field trip 
but I mst regretfully decline. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

AL@PM Aldo Leopold
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SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS 

Upper Mississippi Valley Section 

Address Reply to Writer et: 

5 Division of Entorology & Beonomic Zoology 
October 17, 1947 University Farm, St. Panl 1, Minnesota 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Department of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Mr, Leopold: 

The program committee for the Wildlife Section at the Society of Amari- 
ean Foresters meetings in December feele 4¢ would be worth while te 
echedule a short field trip prior te the mestings, The attached itinere 
ary indicates the areas to be visited and their sienificence in the 
forert-wildiife field, 

Since housing at the Cloquet forest is limited during the winter we are 
asking participam.e on the regular speakers progras and a fev other 
individusle to participate in thie trip, 

Would you like to anid be able to join ue for the trip outlined? If not, 
is there some other member of your orgnnization who ia pertheularly 
interested and who vould profit from euch a trip? 

We will need to know your anewer by November 15th, 

; Sincerely, 

Ne ee 

William BH, Marshall, Chairman 
Program Committee 
em



itinerary - Wildlife Section Pield Trip 

Minnesota Department of Conservation and 
University of Minnesota sponsors 

12/16 Leave Twin Cities 10:00 a.m. 

tunch at Hinckley 

Visit St, Croix State Park. 

Scene of recent deer overpopulation bhem in jeck pine type. 
Heavy uncontrolled hunting prescure t76 deer/section harvested in 
Le 81/2; 66 deer/section harvested in 1946 on W 1/2; bunting 

by permite only im 1947) apparently alleviated the situation 
and recovery will be examined, 

Dinner in Cloquet. 

Spend night at Cloquet Forest Uxperiment Station or in Cloquet 
(eost .§0 or $2.00) 

12/17 Breakfast in Cloquet 

Field trip on Cloquet Forest Experiment Station, Area where ruffed 
grouse Was originally studied by Ralph King, ‘Scene of intensive experi- 
mental forest practices which are being studied in relation to effects 
on wildlife, 

Return to Twin Cities late in afternoon, 

Transportation by car from Twin Cities will be provided. Winter field 
Clothes will be desirable. Hotel reservations should be made for late 
arrival in Minneapolis on the evening of the 17th, Please indicate 
thie need on the hotel reservation form to be printed in the Journal 
of Forestry. 

12/18. Wildlife section meetings in Minneapolis



4 cc: Mr. Robert A. McCabe 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 2 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

May 3, 1948 

lir. Henry Clepper, Managing Tditor 

Society of American Foresters 
Mills Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear ir. Clepper: i 

This will acknowledge receipt of the copy of your letter 
of April 29th addressed to Mr. McCabe in Madison, Wisconsin, The 
paper by Mr. Leopold entitled "Why and How Research" will be printed 
in the Transactions of the Thirteenth North American Wildlite Confer- 
ence and we do not see any reason why you should not go ahead with t 
your original plan to publish this in the JOURNAL OF FORESTRY. ‘this 
is the way that Aldo would want it. os 

The news of the untimely death of Mr. Leopold was a tre- 
mendous shock to us and the conservationists of this nation will 
thank you for furnishing them with about the last printed words of 
this beloved pioneer and leader in the conservation field. 

Sincerely yours, 

c. R. Gutermuth 
Vice-President 

CRG :MPD



May 4, 19h 

Mr, Henry Clepper 
Journal of Torestry 
$25 Mills Building 
17th Street & Ponnsylvania Ave., NW 

, Washington 6, D. Cc. 

Dear Mr, Cleppers : 

If I seemed to be overemphatic and henee beligerent in my attitude 4 
regarding the publication of Why and How Research, I humbly apolegtipe - ’ 
for I did not moan to be go. ; 

The publishing of Aldo's works always enhanced the journal in which it 
was published, enlightened its veaders and added to his already great 
professions! stature. I think I would be the last person to stymle an 
effort to put his material into print. Needless to say, I have always 
read and liled the Journal of Forestry and have no ax to grind. However, 
At wae and still is my firn conviction that Aldo did oe want that peper 
published in any journal except the Transactions of the Aneriean 
Wildlife Conference. ‘ 

I helped Aldo with the formation of the speech (and the paper) and 
talked to him about it after the conference so that I think I know 
what his attitude was regarding it. 

There is mich in How and Why Research that has application to all 
fields of biology. ‘There were other points that were directed at 
a gmaller group and in several instances at individuals. When I 
presented this paper at the conference 1t provoked a heated discussion 
which is whet Aldo had wanted, but any re-emphasis might millify the 
original intent of these points. 

You ask for my authority to hold the page proof on the article until 
permission to publish has been granted. I could list several, but 
the one thet pertains directly is that the Leopold family has given 
me permission to act for them in this matter. The page proof is 
herewith returned, but without permission to publish the paper. Vor 
this I am truly sorry, I beldeve we axe both working for the good of ; 
Professor Leopold, but in this case at cross purposes. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMeCipm Robert A, HeCabe 
Instructor 

cot,5, Leopold 
6,3, Sntermuth 

P.S, If you should want a more detailed account of events concerned 
in the evolution of the paper, I would be delighted to talc to you 
personally about them at a future North American Wildlife Conferonce.
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Harpy L. Srortey 825 Mills Building Henry Crepper 
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Washington 6, D. C. Miss L. Auprey WARREN 

April 29, 198 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McCabe: 

At the North American Wildlife Conference in St. Louis 
in March, I requested and received permission from C, R. Gutermuth, 
vicepresident of the Wildlife Management Institute, chairman of the 
conference, and in charge of the publication of the Proceedings, 
to publish Mr. Leopold's paper "Why and How Research" in the JOURNAL 

: OF FORESTRY, with credit to the conference and the Institute as given 
on the galley proof. 

I did not ask Mr, Leopold because, as you know, he was not 
present. I am sure he would have approved because he and I have had 
a long standing desire to publish in the JOURNAL OF FORESTRY more papers 
on wildlife management. For years he was our associate editor on the 
JOURNAL for wildlife management and recreation. 

If you are opposed to publication of this paper in the JOURNAL 
OF FORESTRY, as your letter to Dr. Hardy L. Shirley, our editor-in-chief, 
would indicate, we are entitled to know by what authority you would 

refuse to return the galley proof of the article. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Gutermuth with the 
request that he notify us whether he wishes to rescind his permission 

to publish it in the JOURNAL OF FORESTRY. 

Sincerely yours, 

HENRY CLEPPER 
Managing Editor 

hee: bw 

A Professional Journal Devoted to All Branches of Forestry
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April 27, 1948 

Mr. Robert A, McCabe 
Department of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McCabe: 

I am referring your letter of April 22 to 
Henry Clepper. Leopold's article was sent 
to me by Clepper as one which he thought 
should be published in the JOURNAL OF 

FORESTRY. I am under the impression that 
he cleared this with Professor Leopold 
at the time of the American Wildlife 
Conference, but you will undoubtedly 
hear direct from him on the stetus of 
this manuscript. 

Sincerely yours, 

Herdy L. Z rley, Ed . r 

HLS 
glr 

CC to Mr. Henry Clepver 

A Professional Journal Devoted to All Branches of Forestry
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April 22, i946 

De, Hardy L. Shirley 
Mew York State Colleges of Forestry 
Syracuse 10, New York 

Dear Dr. Shirley: 

As you may have heard, Professor Leopold died of 
a heart attack April 21. In his recent corres- 
pondence dated April 1 there was an unaddressed | 
letter and galley proof to an article that he 
had written for the Transactions of the 13th 
North American Wildlife Conference. 

Inasmuch as I had a small part in the formation | 
' of that paper, I am reasonably sure that he nover 

poant it to be published in anything but the 
vangactions. Your letter, however, indicates 

that permission to use this artiale may have 
been granted in a previous letter. We have 
in our files no such information. If it exists 

in your files, may we please have a copy of it? 

I do not imow how the Wildlife Management Institute 
feele about having their articles published before 
Ae gy cet sh al yg Bl : 

article to appear. Normally this procedure 
is not used, We are holding the galley proof 
until we see the copy of a letter granting 
pemigsion of the use of the above article. 

Sincerely yours, | 

BANC tp f Robert A. MaCabe 
Instructor
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Tor Executive Comittee and Members of the Beard. 05 

Subject: Pature of Soll Conservation Services 

txeerpt free letter from 
Sverett i ee Washington, Dele 

January 1S, 
ae 

| Geil Conservation Logislatien: : tol 
Pressure is being pat on the crept iesve 

an exeoutive order before Jansary Jl to put ali the . 
@oll conservation work in the ander the P.ifAs 

Saas done Uli Ob aR coke & anteater oats ter tot 
houmes to upset it. If he does not de this Senator Aitken 
Satis omen voce ft ueeaenes on realy for intro- 
duction abeut i providing for the same things 
The situation in becosing very complicated and aay thing 
or nothing can happen. Clifford Hope is planning to have 
joint hearings on the Cooley and the Jensen bilis and 
then write hie own bill on aod] conservation. 

_ Phe Pellehe are active in trying to take over. 

*xacleay anges us te make every possible effort to block 
this action — 

“aea ee : 
f- a - Sa : Executive Secretary 

eo f pe Friends of The Land 
Sod pre —— = SH =r a 1368 North High Street 

; | MR IIGE, x) AGRO bi Columbus 1, Ohio 
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Notes and Activities 

No. 14 To Advance the Science of Conservation of Soil vend Water Resources September, 1948 

B . | : 
Past President and Fellow Offers Advice | In Memoriam 

: Keep pounding on membership. There are 10,000 more |_ It is with deep regret that we announce the death of 
conservationists who should be active members. Present | the following members. _ Atl 
and former members should never become delinquent. | Mr. James M. Sloan, Soil Conservationist, Upper Darby, 
Help put the science on the plane on which it properly | Pennsylvania ti Arg: 
belongs. The Smith boys are doing all right; how about | we set ae Mims, Asst. State Conservationist, Baton 
the Jones and Johnson boys coming in, too? | ouge, Louisiana ‘ 

The coming annual meeting will be better and of great- | Mr. Ralph W. Reynolds, Director, Agricultural & Min- 
er importance than any previous meeting. All members eral Development Dept., Milwaukee Railway, Chicago, 
can help make it so and attendance should be large. Illinois ‘ , ; 

Our Society is on a sound financial basis. It must grow. Mr. R. S. Snyder, Dept. of Agriculture, Univ. of Idaho, 
Ten thousand $3.00 active members will do as much for Moscow, Idaho i % mh 
it as 3,000 $10.00 members. | So ear ae Farmer, County Commissioner, 

‘We can accomplish almost anything if we work proper- | oe i mans eye) 
ly and hard enough at it. What do you want the Soil | ante. Bailey, Soil Conservationist, Sutton, West 
Conservation Society of America to accomplish? | 

Other countries are looking to us. We can have hun- | Their passing is a distinct loss to the Society and as 
dreds of members and a number of chapters in other | the official organ of the Society, we extend the sincere 
countries if we give them the opportunity. | sympathy of our membership to the bereaved families. 

The news from the chapters is most gratifying. Poten- 
tial activities of the chapters haven’t yet been renzo | 
by any of us. The real progress of the Society will be | 
reflected through and determined by chapter activities. $50.00 Award b $50.00 

RaLPH H. Musser 
In recognition of the many fine contributions being 

Spee repens eee made to the Journal, the Council has renewed the award 
to the author of the best article appearing in the Octo- 

Third Annual Meeting Dee January, April and July, 1948 issues of the 

Morris E. Fonda, Chairman of the Program Committee Members, by their votes, make this selection. In Sep- 
for the Third Annual Meeting has tentatively completed | tember each member will be mailed a list of all articles 
the program and we assure our readers that those who | which have appeared in these four issues of the Journal 
attend will not be disappointed, either with the caliber of and will be asked to indicate his or her perference. The 
the speakers or the coverage of topics set for discussion. | Editor of the Journal will announce the winner and pre- 

GIBSON HOTEL, CINCINNATI, OHIO sent Hl eyord ee pees at the dinner session of the 

Registration this year will begin Thursday morning, The ite path 4h 
December 9th, at 8:30 AM. The program will get under The purpose of this award is to give recognition to the 
way at 9:45 A.M. and there will be a morning and after- author of a valuable contribution to the science of soil 
noon session. On Friday there will be a morning and and water conservation, to encourage others to prepare 

afternoon session, with interesting programs at the lun- articles gor fubucation ang to aha ae fuge IS the 
cheon and dinner meetings. The final session will be held eras ct at erl Me nena a ee at 

iS r cart eration and, by r 
DECEMBER 9 - 10 - 11 — 1948 vote, aid the Editor in establishing editorial policies. 

Saturday morning, giving those who do not desire to | Then, if you are an authority on any phase of soil and 
spend the weekend in Cincinnati time to check out and | water conservation, prepare an article and submit it to 
get on their way. him for publication. You may be the winner next year. 

The official program will be printed in the November 
issue of SCSA News. In the meantime, it will be advis- it aan) ee 
able for you to make your hotel reservations early. _ ‘ 2 

MEET YOUR FRIENDS THERE President Buie to Attend Meeting of 
The November issue will carry the names of all who W. irgini r 

ee Brie ee acne woe ney au pe eres so do not Tate est _ hs ter 
orget to drop him a post card by November 1st. e West Virginia Chapter has completed its program 

for a two-day meeting at Jackson’s Mill on October 30-31. 
a i aa eae This is the Annual Meeting of the Chapter and the usual 

| A . C f | large attendance is expected. 

nter-American Con erence, | The feature of the meeting will be the address of Presi- 
| dent T. S. Buie Sunday morning on the subject, “Con- 

Denver, Colo. | servation and the Church.” 
The Government of the United States at the request Sometime ago Dr. Buie, an ardent Methodist and a 

of the Pan American Union will serve as host to the | Steward in that church, conceived the idea that there 
patel wera Conference on Conservation of Renew- | was direct relationship between the soil and the church. 
able Natural Resources, Denver, Colorado, September | He had observed that in South Carolina there were a 
7-20, 1948. number of fine old Methodist Churches with impressive 

The Society has been invited to send an official repre- | buildings, grounds, and cemetaries that were beginning 
er Shc to a poneerenee na ee pie nes aie | 2 appease uadoy Dy peer ees toa eee extent, 

pointed Dr. Edward H. Graham of Washington, D. C., to leserted. He also note a e farms in the vicinity 
represent the Society. Dr. Graham is to address the con- | of these churches had somewhat the same appearance as 
ference and members may feel assured that the Society | the church buildings and grounds. Fields were eroded, | 
will be ably represented. great gullies were developing, fences were falling down, 
SCSA NEws will ask Dr. Graham to prepare a report | pastures were bare, and farm buildings in need of paint | 

on this conference to be published in our next issue. and repair.
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These things troubled Dr. Buie and he decided that he | These are available as long as they last at the following 
was going to determine the relationship between these | prices, postpaid. 
obvious conditions. He selected 222 rural churches in the Bound copies $ .25 each 
Upper South Carolina Conference of the Methodist Unbound copies $2.50 per hundred 
Church. He obtained facts and figures as to the present | Send your orders to: 
and past membership and finances of these churches. Wiley B. Hampton, National Secretary 
He obtained figures on present and past productivity and P. O. Box 1409 
prosperity of farms in the respective neighborhoods. The Spartanburg, South Carolina 
results of his studies were conclusive. Many rural pas- cy rere 
tors have become strong soil conservationists. The Soil , 5 i pee : 
Conservation Service officially recognized the great value | ,, Society members will be interested in knowing that na- 
of his studies. tional attention has been directed to this article. The 

The members of the West Virginia Chapter are in for | 2Uthor distributed more than one thousand reprints; the 

a treat when they hear the address of President Buie | J-1. Case Company distributed five thousand copies; 
on this subject. Conservation of soil and water resources | While the Society has left only the limited quantity aos 
touches every farmer, every rural church, and ultimately | tioned above of the ten thousand reprints originally 
every consumer of food and fiber in the nation. ordered. } aob sig wpe 

AG eaten 2 eee Congressman Clifford R. Hope, Chairman of the Agri- 
culture Committee of the House of Representatives, intro- 

New Chapters Planned duced a bill in the recent session of Congress to set up a 

Members of the Society have under consideration the | long-time land policy for the nation. This bill failed to 
organization of four new chapters. | pass in the last-minute rush of adjournment but may be 

Orville E. Hays and William H. Bender of La Crosse, | bought up by the next Congress. Establishment of a 
Wisconsin, are interested in organizing a chapter at La | definite long-time land policy would, without doubt, ad- 
Crosse. A few weeks ago they attended a meeting of the | Vance the cause of soil and water conservation. It is 
Milwaukee Chapter for the purpose of getting informa- anticipated that this question will be discussed at the 
tion about promoting and obtaining a charter for a | Third Annual Meeting in Cincinnati, December 9-11, 1948. 

chapter. 5 uma ee 
Two other members of the Milwaukee Chapter, who . . 

have been transferred to Indianapolis, have indicated an Membership Drive 

as Be ee ee te cue 4 for in- |. Dal E. Perfect, Chairman of the Membership Commit- 
formation on organizing a chapter. in that section. The tee, has laid plans for an intensive fall campaign to se- 
Society has 36 members in that immediate vicinity so we {san Beate PSURs ciinted Soa 6 O00 Goblin ee Gace 

hope ey ee Peterson will be successful in organiz- | 4) the newly approved form are ready for distribution. 
Sa a ee Ouinulinnd del AvellanMataties tof {Campinas The Secretary has been instructed to forward a certain 

Brazil, has asked for information regarding the organiza- me ee oe noes’ bro ures anc any ge Cpa 8 mein 
tion of a chapter in Brazil. We now have eight members : P ; : living in Brazil. fi f th in Canipinas SaoiPaulo two Chapter Secretary. The detailed plans of the Committee 
Ble ta Bae fate in SADT DAUlGt an done member in | ave not been released but it is hoped that this drive will 

Receife, Pernambuco. Member Guido Cesar Rando writes pee are Bie nee Oey Cue 
us that he will return to Sao Paulo in October and is in- pe eR SURES GE EDITS) WONDARI Ug niE hits Wee 
terested in organizing a chapter in Brazil. The Secretary are Se i ocnures will fill a long felt need. The state- 

will get these interested members together. All they will | ment of Society objectives is concise and the qualifica- 
need to do is to get one or more new members and sub- ‘ ye Oh + z . 
mit a petition to the Society for a chapter. Should these | ons for membership are plainly stated. The new appli- 
members petition for a chapter and should a charter be cations call for the endorsement of two members as Epon: BATEHE DY ERGO oun cll eew Ould Dave Trionchnpters oft ere All applications received after November Ist will be 
fh Societe in South Avieri¢a Pp entered as covering membership for the calendar year 

ae Past Preident Musser states elsewhere in this issue, | gee apn rose secelved hefoue Noveniber li wall be entered 
real progress of the Society will be reflected through and e ee me ersnips unless) Uap applica yon, spectically 
determined by chapter activities. For this reason the offi- | ““C°" hi ‘ a 
cers of the Society are lending every encouragement to Currently the membership status is as follows: 
prospective chapters. However, it is just as important oe mene we ne paid 1948 dues 2,032 
that chapters, having been granted charters, have fre- On Pa ers a ee BN eae saree 506 
quent meetings and interesting programs. Unless they members who have not pai dues 360 
do, interest will wane and much of the value of the So- “2.898 898 
ciety to members will be lost. ‘ 3 

Members who have not paid 1948 dues by September 
ist must be advised that they have been suspended and 

: their names removed from the mailing list. Checks are 
ap ceape tion naa Resources coming in slowly but the Society can ill afford to lose so 

nference many old members. 
0 On January 1, 1947, membership was 1,870. 

The Ambassador of France, the Hon. Pierre Basdevant, On November 30, 1947, membership was 2,359. 
on behalf of the Provisional International Union for the The number of members in active status on November 
Protection of Nature and the Swiss League for the Pro- | 30, 1948 will depend largely on the interest active mem- 
tection of Nature has extended the Society an invitation | bers manifest in urging delinquent members to pay up. 
to send an official representative to the Conference to be | The fall drive of the Membership Committee should 
held at Fontainebleau, France, September 30 to October | easily put the Society well over the 3,000 goal set in 
7, 1948. January, 1948, provided it does not have to overcome a 

President Buie has acknowledged the invitation and | loss equivalent to 50% of its new membership effort. 
has advised the Ambassador that he expects the Society etait etey ere 
to be represented at this meeting. The name of the AIOE / 
Society’s representative has not yet been announced. West Virginia Chapter Takes Lead 

“O Ch é i d P li 4 The West vines Chapter, which for some time has 
ur angin an olic been one of the most active of the Society’s twenty-nine 

ing y chapters, has now stepped forward with a mimeographed 
The Secretary still has eight hundred bound and a few | quarterly newsletter. 

hundred unbound reprints of “Our Changing Land Poli- The first issue of nine pages carried a very interesting 
cy,” by E. H. Taylor, which was published in the January, | account of the Chapter’s recent meeting, which is carried 
1948 issue of the Journal of Soil and Water Conservation. | elsewhere in this issue, announcement of its two-day fall
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meeting, plans for a large attendance of chapter mem- | $50.00 award offered by the Council. Be sure to include 
bers at the Third Annual Meeting, a comprehensive re- | this ballot when you return your ballot for officers but do 
port on “Work Shops” which have been set up by the | not put it in the unmarked envelope. You may sign it or 
chapter, a message from the Chairman and several pages | not as you wish. 
of information of interest to members. Please be sure to vote. 

We commend this chapter for its initiative and far- Gin rit Yad ah ttetihorders 
sightedness, and the editor for the excellent start which ahr, Q 
he has made in getting out an informative and snappy Attendance at Cincinnati 
newsletter. The National officers would like to see every 
chapter follow in its footsteps. The Secretary of another professional Society with a 

pmctitin eadae tet PSA membership about the same as our own and with mem- 
bers in the United States and 22 other countries reports 

Dues Dues Dues that at its Annual Meeting in Chicago last December, 
23% of its membership attended and 74% of the paid 

“Dear Secretary: A check for $3.00 was sent you for | registered attendants were members. 
1948 dues several months ago. Recently a number of Our Society should certainly do equally as well. If so, 
errors have been made by zene People) aucnyes you | we should reach the following figures: 
are doing in this circular letter. suggest you take an 5 5 
i i Members registering 644 ae bookkeeping system. Yours for better Non-members registering | 167 

This came on the bottom of our recent letter to 390 | Total “Bll 
members who had not paid their 1948 dues and 300 mem- | Oo 
bers who were suspended last year. Let’s set this as our goal for attendance at our Third 

We acknowledged our error and expressed our regrets. | Annual Meeting. Cincinnati is near the geographical cen- 
We wish every member or ex-member would answer that | ter of our membership. The date is the ideal time of the 
letter with a check or otherwise. That brings us to the | year to travel. A good program is assured. The setting 
point in question. at the Gibson Hotel is ideal for our meeting. There will 
Many delinquent or suspended members send in a check | be rooms for all. Let’s go. 

attached to an application form without mentioning tet THIRD ANNUAL MEETING 
they are already members. They even list their qualifica- 
tions. Of course, we try to check all applicants’ names GIBSON HOTEL, CINCINNATI 
against our index files, but in some instances we have DECEMBER 9-11, 1948 
Be members new roster numbers and have not cea caer 
caught our error until days later. When a member has 
been suspended, as in the above case, his card is removed Moved—Left No Address 
pomalee active file, so we did not catch this error until The following members have move a. an d have give en Rie 

In other instances members send in currency neatly | 2° forwarding address. If you know the present address 
wrapped but with no means of identification, other than of any of these, please drop the Secretary a post card. 
the post mark. NAME LAST ADDRESS 

Help the Secretary avoid errors by indicating, if you Robert H. Blosser Lancaster, Ohio 
attach an application form to your check, that you are Axel C. Everson Lava Hot Springs, Idaho 
already a member or by putting your name on the en- Walter Gordon Hagerstown, Maryland 
velope or inside if you send currency. Thanks. William H. Farmer Denver 10, Colorado 

Bo Charles L. Turner Douglas, Wyoming 
2 ‘ 7 . 3 Norman A. Berg Pocatello, Idaho 

Nominations for Officers Being Received | Howard R. Tuck Portland 11, Oregon 
. Hal E. Russell Portland 18, Oregon 

The Nominations Committee, E. C. Hotchkiss, Chair- Hubert L. Stephens Waycross, Georgia 
man, L. L. Lough and G. O. Baker have been receiving John H. Clark Colorado Springs, Colorado 
nominations from Chapters and groups of members for John Grant Washington, D. C. 
the various offices to be filled this year. The Chairman George Boyd Mandan, North Dakota 
has informed the Secretary that the list of nominees will Homer T. Boling Swanquarter, North Carolina 

be forwarded to him on September 10th. Kenneth Werkman Yeadon, Pennsylvania 
The offices to be filled are President, First and Second David H. Walter Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 

Vice-Presidents, and Treasurer, for terms of one year, Denver Drake Clarksburg, West Virginia 
and three Council Members, whose terms will run for Everett E. Stewart Lafayette, California 
three years. Under the By-Laws, there must be not Walter H. Schmidt Ottumwa, Iowa 
fewer than six nominees for the offices of President and Bernard M. Schwartz Arlington, Virginia 
Vice-Presidents, two for Treasurer and six for Council Leslie N. Blaisdell Claremout, New Hampshire 
Members. Gonzalo A. Moreno East Lansing, Michigan 

Shortly after September 10, the Secretary will prepare 
a printed ballot carrying all the nominations for the re- P ' | M : h 
spective offices and will mail this ballot to each member i 
with information as to the date of holding the election as otentia embers Ip 
determined by the President. Members will have thirty The importance, the value and the strength of the Soil 
days in which to return their ballots to the Secretary. Conservation Society of America can never be judged 

In voting for the President and two Vice-Presidents, | merely by the number of members. However, no technical 
members will be asked to vote for one. The nominee re- | society can rise to national importance unless it repre- 
ceiving the highest number of votes will be President | sents a large portion of its potential membership. In ad- 
and the next two highest will be First and Second Vice- | dition to giving a society a high standing, participation 
President respectively. For Council members, you will be | in its affairs by a large percentage of those eligible also 
asked to vote for three and the three nominees receiving | will assure its financial stability, and supply the funds 
the highest number of votes will be elected to the Coun- | necessary to carry out its objectives. 
cil. For Treasurer, you will vote for only one. Our Society has adopted a policy of low membership 

It is highly desirable that every member of the Society | dues in anticipation of a large membership. In view of 
vote. This year you will be supplied an envelope addressed | this policy, it is essential that our membership be in- 
to the Secretary and a second unmarked envelope in | creased if we are to expand the activities of the Society 
which to seal your ballot for officers. These sealed en- | and increase the coverage of our Journal. 
velopes will be turned over to the Elections Committee The Society was organized with the purpose of promot- 
unopened. ing and advancing all phases of the science of soil and 

Along with your ballot for officers, you will receive a | water conservation. It was expected that in the early 
list of all articles carried in the last four issues of the | stages of organization and for some years the backbone 
Journal. You will be asked to indicate on this ballot the | of Society membership would come from the technically 
article whose author should, in your opinion, receive the (Continued on page 5)
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i 2) perpetuate public appreciation for the profession. 
Where Are We Going? “Undoubtedly there are other reasons, but the forego- 

In a young and rapidly growing organization like the | ing are among the important ones. 
Soil Conservation Society of America it is but natural “An analysis of these reasons shows a definite charac- 
that there would be divergent opinions as to policies and | teristic of professional organization—it is not essentially 
procedures. Such questions as those named below keep | a broadly democratic movement; rather, it is a purpose- 
bobbing up from many sources. fully pointed organization projection for a selected group 

Should the Society be an organization of professionals | of people, united by common professional occupation. 
or part professional and part non-professional? Tritely, that’s what makes a professional group profes- 

Should it aspire to a large membership or be satisfied | sional.” 
with a small membership? To show that his criticisms are intended to be con- 

Should associate members have all the rights enjoyed | structive, he then comes forward with these concrete 
by full members? suggestions as to how he would improve the situation: 

Should it be a National or International Society? 1. Rename the Society—‘American Society of Soil 
Should the Journal be rigidly technical or understand- and Water Conservationists.” 

able by non-professionals? 2. Define the grade of “Member” to make it truly 
The SCSA News is the official organ of the Society but professional. 

not the arbiter of Society policy. We convey these vary- 3. Insist that officers have professional qualifications 
ing opinions to the membership, but it is you who deter- as members. 
mine policies. The Editor will always endeavor to take ' 4, Tighten qualifications of members and require 
an unbiased stand, although in converting suggestions that applications carry full information as to training 
from personal to impersonal, there is a possibility of his and experience. 
misinterpreting the intent of his correspondents. If we 5. Require that applications for membership carry 
do, we will always be willing to make corrections. endorsement of a chapter or a certain number of 

A technical member thinks the Society should be made members. 
rigidly professional, and that such a society can do more 6. Grade all present members on a professional basis. 
to advance the science of conservation of soil and water 7. Confine the grade of Honorary Member to non- 
resources than the “popular front’ type of organization professional people whom the Society wishes to honor. 
we now have. He criticizes the present name of the So- 8. Let non-professional members participate in all 
ciety and suggests that the members would be more proud Society activities except holding office and voting for 
of their Society if it carried a name such as ‘“‘The Society national officers or council. 
of Professional Soil and Water Conservationists” and re- 9. Provide machinery for classifying and reviewing 
stricted its scope nationally or geographically. He feels the classification of all members. 
that the science of soil and water conservation should 10. Require a definite professional character of its 

now be clearly and accurately defined and that profes- Journal. 

sional standards should be set by the Society. He thinks 11. Take professional stands and express professional 

that while the Journal should be left readable and con- | opinion on all matters affecting the Society, the pro- 

cerned with currently important topics, it should confine | fession or the science of soil and water conservation. 

itself to scientific articles with appeal to professionals - ee kek 

and eschew articles that have popular, political or propa- A non-technical associate member writes as follows: 
ganda portent. In his opinion the officers seem to be lean- “I’m a charter member and think the Society is a good 
ing too strongly toward a large number of members with | thing. However, I do not care for the difference made in 
lax qualifications for membership. This attitude is con- | kind of members. I’m not a technical man but I spend 
firmed in the editorial policy of this paper and the selec- | as much time and effort on SCS as a technician. I’m 
tion of “big names” for addresses at our annual meetings | expected to pay the same dues yet do not get their privi- 
in order to impress people and popularize the Society, | leges. For that reason, I’ve decided to drop out. 
he says. “It seems to me that the Society has missed the point 

He compares the present “half popular-front half pro- | —it should be a Society for Conservationists or a Society 
fessional” organization with the “early day technicians” | of Technicians. Make everyone equal and membership 
who got into discussions of soil conservation practices in | will increase. Everyone will find his rightful place in the 
the presence of farmers and who, because they could not | organization through his ability—not through his edu- 
always agree on certain details lost the confidence of the | cation.” 
farmer in all matters pertaining to soil and water con- ARLES TAL EERO Ee 
servation since he could not understand the “give and Another viewpoint is as follows: 
take that are fundamental methods of professional and “The Soil Conservation Society of America is an asso- 
technical growth and development.” He thinks this So- | ciation of technicians and others who are particularly in- 
ciety has been preceded by another organization in the | terested in soil conservation as a science. Therefore, 
popular front type of organization and since it is doing a | membership has several classifications and the only privi- 
good job in its field we have no right to preempt its | leges extended to full members, and not to associate 
prerogatives. members, are those of holding office and becoming 

Having unburdened himself of these criticisms, he out- | ‘‘fellows.” 
lines those things which, in his opinion, motivated the “The Society is primarily composed of technicians who 
organization of the Society as follows: are engaged in the field of soil and water conservation. 

1. To get recognition by the general public, and oth- | However, Society membership is extended to other indi- 
er professional groups, that their field of livelihood is a | viduals who cannot meet the professional standards of 

profession. full members, but who are interested in the aims and ob- 
2. To set up and maintain some standards of train- | jectives of the Society and wish to be associated with 

ing, conduct and practice to assure a uniformly high | the group. Membership classification is not based on 
quality of professional operations. education but on the professional interest and attain- 

3. To promote facilities for better professional train- | ments of the individual.” 
ing, and to interest others to become high quality pro- + 8 eke 

fessionals. A member, who is editor of a farm journal, writes: 
4. To make available the best scientific information “For many years I have been an associate member of a 

in the field to those who are active professionally. very successful professional society and during that time 
5. To provide the public and possible users of pro- | I have served on numerous committees. It seems to me 

fessionals a criterion by which it may guard against | the professional men have gained by contacts with edi- 
the use of untrained or unqualified persons in lieu of | tors and businessmen. 
professionals. “Personally I would be glad to see the executive offi- 

6. To provide, for non-professional persons interest- | cials at least of our Society limited to men of professional 
ed in the field of science and the people who work at | status. Since the field is now being served by ‘Friends of 
sub-professional jobs within the field, the opportunity | the Land,’ the newly created organization of ‘Soil Con- 
to associate with professional people, to have access to | servation District Supervisors’ and to a degree by the 
scientific information that may interest them and help | ‘Agricultural Engineers,’ our group may properly examine 
them in their work, to know professional people better, | with care its proper limitations. In the long run, I am 
to help them personally and in their occupations and | convinced it will be a healthier, more progressive group
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if it admits non-professionals as the ASAE is doing now.” ‘ 7 
An industrialist, who is a very active member of this Potential Membership 

Society as well as several closely allied professional so- (Continued from page 3) 
cieties, insists that the membership coverage be broad, | trained employees of the Soil Conservation Service. How- 
that to properly carry out the objectives of the Society | ever, the objectives of the Society can best be carried out 
and render the greatest possible service to the members | if its membership can be extended to cover all those tech- 
and the science of soil and water conservation, we must | nically trained agricultural leaders who have a vital in- 
have numbers—large numbers. terest in the conservation of soil and water resources and 

He also suggests that the Society could well afford to | who are devoting their time and energy toward accom- 
7 increase its dues at the same time it is making a drive to | plishing this purpose. 

increase membership. He says that non-professional asso- Today, the Society has 2,898 members, of all classes, 
ciate members are a great asset to the Society, especially | in good standing. The Secretary has made a study of 
those connected with industries that cater to agricultural | the potential membership of the Society and it appears 
interests and have as great a stake in conservation of | that at least 25,000 or more individuals, employed by 
soil and water resources as the professional men them- | Federal, State or local agencies, industrialists, farmers 
selves. and others are eligible for membership in the Society in 

SDP ES be one of the five classes of membership. 
A recently delinguent member says: More than fifty libraries are already listed as subscrib- 
“Needless to say I consider the good work and progress | ing members and there are many other college and public 

of the Society so valuable to every person who is privi- | libraries which may be expected to subscribe as they are 
leged to be a member, and to the cause of soil and water | called upon to supply our Journal. 
conservation in general, that I certainly would hate to It is therefore, neither difficult to visualize nor unrea- 

be known as one who failed to support it through default | sonable to anticipate that in a few more years we may 
in payment of the nominal annual dues.” attain a membership of ten thousand. In three years of 

Di RS A pie ewe = active operation we have made unusual progress without, 
As stated in the beginning, it is the intention of the | in any way, lowering the qualifications for membership. 

Editor to present varying views of members, all of whom | The prestige of the Society has more than kept pace with 
have the best interest of the Society at heart, with the | the increase in membership. Individuals in many foreign 
hope that a free discussion will tend to crystalize the | lands are applying for membership. 
thinking of the members as a whole and in turn serve | The attainment of such a membership goal would per- 

as a guide to the Council, which interprets your think- | mit expansion of the Journal to the point where it would 
ing into policy. be universally accepted as the final authority in matters 

T Se | connected with the science of conservation of soil and 
i i | water resources. This, in turn, would make the Journal 

echnical Committees | more valuable to Society members and more attractive to 
A proposal has been presented to the Council that: it advertisers. 

authorize the setting up of Technical Committees or To attain this goal, the policies of the Society must be 
Study Groups. This suggestion is now under considera- | broad, the management of the Society businesslike, but, 
tion and a decision may be reached by the time of the | most important of all, the members of the Society must 
Third Annual Meeting. be active, loyal and zealous. 

It is proposed that at first these Core or study eee 
groups be set up to consider such major problems as ero- . ‘ 
sion, drainage, flood control, land use, wildlife, etc. If Incorporation of Society 
these prove beneficial, the program might be extended as At the last Council Meeting the question of incorpora- 
far as might seem practical. Sub-groups or committees | tion of the Society in some states was brought up and the 
could be set up in chapters, when possible, under the | Secretary was instructed to investigate the subject and 
chairmanship of a member of the National Group. Chap- | report to the Council at its next meeting. 
ter meetings might be devoted to the discussion of a par- | A prominent attorney, who is also a member of the 
ticular problem, thereby giving the sub-group the benefit | Society, was asked for an opinion by the Secretary and 
of the thinking of the entire chapter. made the following reply: 

There are many evident advantages in establishing this “Under the laws of most States, the cost of incorporat- 
type of study group or committee. Both in research and | ing a non-profit society is nominal and the amount of 
in practice so many developments in methods of con- | paper work would be the minimum of that required of 
serving soil and water are taking place that members of | any corporation and should not be burdensome. Off hand, 
the Society should be greatly interested in having the | though, I am wondering as to what are considered to be 
benefit of committee studies. Therefore, it would seem | the advantages of incorporating. If the Society owned 
highly desirable to have technical committees to study | property, or it was contemplated that it would become 
various broad phases of soil and water conservation, sum- | the beneficiary of valuable property, real or personal, in- 
marizing results obtained including differences of opin- | corporation would result in more convenience in the tak- 
ion. The same situation prevails as to other major prob- | ing or conveying of title. Those favoring incorporation 
lems of soil and water conservation. may have very good reasons for feeling that it would be 
Members working together on different committees be- | a more advantageous set-up than the present type of 

come better acquainted, and from that standpoint alone | organization. If I knew what such reasons are, I might 
technical committees would be beneficial to the Society. | be able to see the matter in a different light. But, except 

Such groups, properly directed, should increase the in- | for the matter of acquiring and disposing of property 
terest of members in the Society and at the same time | (and incorporation would be distinctly advantageous in 
attract the interest of others and cause them to apply | such a situation, I do not see just what would be gained 
for membership. Active committees should indicate a live | materially in such a step.” 
society and a live society will render maximum service to | The Secretary would appreciate it if any members who 
its members, the public and the science of soil and water | have had experience in this connection or who know of 
conservation. reasons which would justify the expense of incorporating 

Other advantages could be named. On the other hand, | would communicate with him. 
quer may pe caer disadvantages. Certainly it would —————— 
not be worthwhile for the Society to inaugurate such a i i 
program unless it was popular and had the wholehearted Membership Directory 
support of the membership. That is why the Council | From a number of sources have come suggestions that 
will be interested in knowing how the members feel about | the Society should publish a directory carrying names 
this proposal. Chapters, at their next meeting, might | and addresses of members. Thre is no doubt but that 
give this matter consideration and report the result to | stich a directory would be helpful to chapters in soliciting 
the Secretary. members and it would also be helpful when chapters or 

Would you like to see such committees set up? Would | groups gave consideration to nominating members for 
you be willing to serve on one of these committees or | office. 
sub-committees? On what committee would you like to However, the cost of publishing a sufficient number of 
serve? Write the Secretary and express yourself. Your | copies would exceed $1,000.00 and there is a question as 
ideas will be made available to the Council. to whether the Society would be justified at this time
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Society Chapter Secretaries and Addresses 
No. CHAPTER SECRETARY ADDRESS 

1 Washington, D. C. Miss Ruth Nordin 1920 S Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
2 Portland, Oregon Robert B. Branstead Swan Island, Portland 18, Oregon 
3 Huron, South Dakota Charles O. Brown, Jr. Soil Conservation Service, Huron, South Dakota 
4 Lincoln, Nebraska Harley J. Helm 1922 Harrison Avenue, Lincoln 2, Nebraska 
5 Salina, Kansas William H. Teas P. O. Box 600, Salina, Kansas 
6 Bozeman, Montana Ernest H. Sandberg P. O. Box 855, Bozeman, Montana 
7 Milwaukee, Wisconsin F. A. Fisher 4400 N. Port Washington Road, Milwaukee 12, Wisc. 
8  W. Penn, Philadelphia, Pa. Samuel A. Custer 341 Broad Street, Suburban Station Bldg., Phila., Pa. 
9 Spartanburg, S. C. J. G. McMeekin Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg, S. Carolina 

10 Fort Worth, Texas E. J. Dyksterhuis P. O. Box 1898, Fort Worth 1, Texas 
11 Rio Grande, New Mexico A. R. Purchase 425 ee Albuquerque, New Mexico 
12 Inland Empire (Washington) F. A. Givan Lapwai, Idaho 
13. Empire State (New York) R. M. Fellows 121 Seneca Street, Ithaca, New York 
14 San Francisco Bay Wayne W. Austin 2288 Fulton Street, Berkeley 4, California 
15 Dick Lewallen (Wyoming) W. H. Benz P. O. Box 74, Laramie, Wyoming 
16 West Virginia Bue Gentes Sate Ory al pAcreantONs pest veal 
17 + Patuxent, Maryland enne . Stone ROWBOX , Leonardtown, Marylan 
18 Pocomoke, Maryland Frank Z. Hutton, Sr. ng eee puters Sane a 
19 Keystone, Pennsylvania James M. Wise our’ ouse Annex, Sunbury, Pennsylvania 
20 Southern New England L. Russell Albright Kingston, Rhode Island 
21 New Jersey Linwood L. Lee* Soil Conservation Service, New Brunswick, New Jersey 
22 N.E. Oklahoma Milton Gault Vinita, Oklahoma 
23 El Paso County, Colorado Milton E. Sprenger 619 N. Prospect, Colorado Springs, Colorado 
24 Michigan State Kirk Lawton Soil Science Dept., Mich. State College, East Lansing, 

Michigan 
25 New Hampshire State J. O. Collins* Box 247, Durham, New Hampshire 
26 Colombia, South America Hernan Uribe A Capitulo Colombiano, Cenicafe, Chinchina, Caldas, 

Colombia, S. A. 
27 Northern Kentucky David S. Clark* Box 93, Alexandria, Kentucky 
28 Piedmont (Maryland) Fred L. Bull* P. O. Building, Towson 4, Maryland 
29 Hoosier (Indiana) Ward L. Studor* 923 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 

*Temporary Chairman, no election has been held. 

i in incurring such an expense. The Society membership | the Society, attended the evening and the all-day ses- 
is growing rapidly, members move frequently and there | sions on July 22nd and 23rd. The one thing neglected 
is at least a ten percent turnover in members each year, | was the weather, and as a result, it started raining dur- 
so a directory would be out of date almost by the time | ing the early morning hours of July 23rd and continued 
time it was issued. to rain until 4:00 P.M., the time of adjournment. 

For the time being at least, it appears that those who On the evening of July 22nd, after a short business 
are interested in organizing chapters should continue to meeting, Mr. Edward Littlefield of the New York State 
call on the Secretary for names and addresses of mem- | Conservation Department addressed the group on “The 
bers in specific territories. When it comes to nominations | Operation of the Forest Practice Act in New York State.” 
for offices, members can depend on personal acquaintance | Mr. J. S. Apperson then showed his slides and films of 
or can-take note of the names of those members who are | “Erosion in the Adirondacks.” The pictures of the wave 
serving on committees or taking an active interest in | erosion along the shores of the islands in Lake George 
Society affairs. | were impressive. 

a | ol July 23rd the group, led by Director Clifford Foster 
. + 0: e Pack Forest, discussed the Forestry situation in 

Committee on Delinquency | regard to the Forest and the Adirondack region in gen- 
j Syni _ | eral. The group was amazed at the report that a million 

ahere are and probably always will be a limited num- | board feet of white pine in a desirable location had re- ber of members who, inoue carelessness, jing erence Or | cently-been-sold-for $8.00 per M. board feet on the stump 
other reasons, fail to pay their dues. When September gates: = i se ' 
ist comes the Constitution requires that the Secretary This timber was sold by a private owner. ue 
notify these delinquent members they have been sus- | _ Before lunch, the group inspected the sawmilling op- 
ended and their names have been removed from the | tations on the forest and saw rough, knotty white pine mailing list. ooRre pee HRS eae GRE paneling which 

This is not a pleasant job for the Secretary and the | S/d at the mill for per M.’board feet. 
Society can ill afford to lose these members, as there is ,, During ue eeenoon, the group made a tour of the 
strength in numbers. Furthermore, the members lose orest, ang € Mine, hard showers, saw some of the ex- 
something when they drop out of the Society. Fortunate- | Perimental plantings, and woodland management prac- : ; ; rat _ | tices being tested by the personnel of the forest. The ly, the Secretary is authorized to reinstate these suspend last stop of the day was one few will forget. The group 
ed members on payment of back dues. 7 oe y 

Elsewhere in this issue is a list of the Secretaries of | RE el) ridge ot an ore nie Bee tract 
Chapters. The National Secretary is appointing these | Ot White pine ee ee Aire TReT ae ean removed 
Chapter Secretaries as a special committee to assist him | 7) Many yeats. Fete ee ite pine Hetaa diameter, 
in bringing suspended members back into the fold. Short- | ands se He Bee ive "tha iui hese eae of the 
ly after September ist a list of suspended delinquent | M@rondacks, one realizes that man must use the prod- 
members, living in the various areas, will be sent to the | ucts of els ret but he Soule PGE for all time es ° E where nature can work undisturbed. appropriate Chapter Secretary. We hope that we may | 27eas 
receive strong support from these committee members 
and that the loss ratio will be reduced below five Percent. i fae Pantene Chapter Wan Heda Woe oe 

i rei th i F | , A little personal urging should have the desired effec | Upper Marlboro, Maryland, on May 21st, 1948, with a 
creer good attendance. 

Chapter Activities | At the business meeting the following officers were 
, | elected for the ensuing year: Chairman, C. S. Britt, Belts- 

are Bhan Renee REGGE tne Dee of | ville peer en Sunder, Beltsville, Maryland; Vice-Chair- 
the Empire State apter, held on the Pac! emonstra- man, Hugh Hancock, Asst. Soil Conservationist, College 
tion Forest at Warrensburg, New York, was a big success. | Park, Maryland; Secretary, Kenneth M. Stone, Work 
Thirty persons, of which about twenty were members of | Unit Conservationist, Leonardtown, Maryland; and Treas-
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urer, John Cotton, 811 Greenwood Avenue, Takoma Park, | must consider soil and water conservation and all that it 
Maryland. involves as not only a science but a philosophy. 

Harold C. Townsend was admitted as a new member. “Your President in the opening session outlined about 
When the business meeting was completed, members | a dozen points covering things that the West Virginia 

and guests were served with a sea-food plate dinner. The | Chapter needs to do. He hoped these would serve as a 
Westneean Ghanier menigers ene famiee ware ene sa epee 8 fe menor A ren pe them ite: eS 

0: ie evening. Following the dinner, Mr. Regina . | need for further growth of membership; need for 
Truitt, Director of Information and Education of the | enlisting college, university and other scientists with the 
Board of Natural Resources of Maryland, delivered an | Society; (3) need for professional development on the 
address on “The Importance of Marine Resources.” He | part of every individual member; (4) the need for estab- 
was followed by Dr. H. H. Bennett, Chief of the Soil Con- | lishing specific Chapter goals; and (5) the need for ex- 
servation Service, who spoke on the progress of soil and | erting seenerstip of a scientific nature in national and 
water conservation in the United States. Both addresses | world affairs. He also made a plea for better understand- 
were most interesting and well received. ing and relationships between the physical, the biological 

Guests from the Washington Chapter were Messrs. and en me eo pclences and bets eroupe: a seems to me 
Mesdames George R. Phillips, Robert E. Gilbertson, a r. Gumbel gave us plenty to think about. 
Ernest G. Hold, J. B. Boatman, W. F. Watkins, R. W. “In tracing the history of soil and water conservation 
Rogers, A. T. Stemple, C. L. Orrben, Roy D. Hockensmith, | work, Dr. Patrick showed step by step just how the mod- 
E. H. Graham, E. L. Flory, Bernard C. Blakley, L. C. Gott- | ern soil and water conservation program as we think and 
schalk, T. L. Gaston, Gonzalo Andrade O of the Mexican | understand it was brought about. It is difficult to segre- 
Embassy, Mrs. A. M. Hedge, Misses Ruth Nordin, Cynthia | gate specific points that might have been more important 
A. Phillips, Ernestine Martinez, and Messrs. J. C. Dykes, | than others in what he said because they all seem to be 
A. W. Humble, Guy R. Steward, H. H. Bennett, E. J. Utz, | important. However, I should like to emphasize his re- 
E. R. Fogarty, Wm. X. Hull, Glenn K. Rule, G. B. Posey, | marks concerning the new concept of soil and water con- 
S. M. Lingo, and R. S. Goodridge. servation that got its impetus in 1933. It is the concept 
MILWAUKEE CHAPTER—Almost a hundred mem- | Of using land in accordance with its adaptabilities and 

bers, wives and guests heard Mr. Fred Renner, Chief, | tveating it in accordance with its needs. This concept has 

Range Management Division, Soil Conservation Service, i perome ine pase ok nearly Bey egneer veulon Wore. 
Washington, discuss the plight of war-torn Greece and aurumicntall in Ben ing about the rapid cowineoe the her agricultural struggles for years prior to the last war. i rise ae . ti pid €) fe 
Mr. Renner illustrated his talk with pictures taken while meee g ay cl pe eres 
on assignment in Geece shortly after the last World War | , ‘ae Cee Be . Le job in pee all cue ue ie 

for ne Food and Agriculture Organization ofthe United | Qe, 9p ine wibee’ of riypamined coal cperstions apa ations. Mr. Renner’s informative address was given be- ee 

ee | Fang des au scinios ener ye sae 
Shera anarar Sua SOT e aS see Hubband Lode, degrees of success which have been brought about through 

The group considered the possibility of a combined | TeVegetation by various means. The one thing that stands 
summer tour and picnic before discontinuing regular out ae the increase my the size of this problem. It is now 

mee nes ee fall dag pros ram Comme wi poke Decal gnelnvecayaceeainly showed us how important 
“Following Min ee ee ipresentanlonl “thot eran en- | grassland farming is in most of West Virginia and how 

joyed a question and answer discussion 4 well it ties in with soil and water conservation programs. 
Refreshments were served by the Chapter and an in- | His discussion of the many details of grassland farming 

formal social hour followed. were most interesting and helpful especially to those who 
: d with th ractical ti il - NORTHERN KENTUCKY CHAPTER—The Northern | 27° Concetned with the practical aspects of soll and wa 

Kentucky Chapter, whose charter was granted by the “Dean Orton of the University did his usual good job 
Council at its May, 1948 meeting, has scheduled its or- | in calling to our attention the importance of water in the 
ganizational meeting at Alexandria, Kentucky on Sep- | economy of nature and of the necessity for doing all the 
tember 20, 1948. a Se things that will help to absorb and hold rainfall in the 

President Buie has accepted an invitation to attend | soi], His discussion of the relationships of water, sun- 
and make the principal address. It is expected that he | light, atmosphere, and minerals served to stimulate the 
will discuss the aims and objectives of the Society and | interest of the group in these basic and fundamental 
suggest ways in which local chapters can make the So- | considerations. 
ciety more valuable and interesting to its members. _ “Lloyd Partain discussed several of the basic land prob- The chapter already has more than twenty enthusiastic | jems that confront the conservation movement. It seemed 
members and it appears that it is destined to become a | to me he went considerably further by predicting that 
very active and valuable adjunct of the Society. Sai wise land use—the use of land without waste—is not 
Since the territory of this chapter immediately adjoins | only important and fundamental to the welfare of our 

Cincinnati, it will have an unusual opportunity to benefit | people and our nation but equally important to the wel- 

from the Third Annual Meeting, December 9-11, 1948. A | fare of all people everywhere. I sensed in his remarks a 
number of chapter members will be asked to assist Tom | philosophy that doing a good job of conservation will 
C. Kennard, Chairman of the Local Arrangements Com- | greatly help people socially and spiritually or something 
mittee, in handling those little details on which the suc- | {> that effect. 
cess of the meeting so largely depends. President Buie “Tt has indeed been a real pleasure to participate in 

- will urge that every member of this chapter attend all | your discussions, to meet everyone who is here, and not 
of the sessions. the least by any means to be able to spend two days at 
WEST VIRGINIA. CHAPTER—The West Virginia | Jackson’s Mill 4-H Camp—one of the finest places in all 

Chapter held a 2-day meeting at Jackson’s Mill 4-H | the land. If I were to sum up in a single sentence the 
Camp on March 20-21, 1948 with an attendance of 75 | thought expressed here, it seems to me it would be some- 
people. We quote Alvin C. Watson’s summary of what | thing like this: ‘The scientific use and treatment of our 
happened during this meeting. land and water resources are essential to the welfare and 

“This has been not only a very productive conference | security of the people and through the progress made in 
of the West Virginia Chapter of the Soil Conservation | this direction lies hope for the solution of the world’s 
Society of America but a highly enjoyable one. To at- | ills.’” 
tempt a comprehensive analysis of all that has taken a 
place during these two days would be out of place in the i 
remaining few minutes of the conference—but perhaps a Correction 

duick eee of eee eae highlights will prove help- ee ee terete ate 
ul and serve as a ing climax. e last issue 0: ie NEwS liste apter 23, “ ASO 
“It is needless to comment on the very fine address just | County, Texas.” This should have peen i BaeD County, 

completed a few minutes ago by Morris Fonda on ‘Con- | Colorado. Nobody in Colorado Springs kicked but a mem- 
servation Education,’ except to re-state a highly signifi- | ber in El Paso, Texas, searched in vain for the addresses 
cant point which is something like this—that educators | of the officers. Maybe they don’t read this sheet out there.
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4 10. A belief and pride in the nobility of service. The Executive Secretary Le is sort Buaee gent 
The executive secretary of a professional society should | -HENRY CLEPPER 

possess the following native endowments and acquired in The Scientific Monthly. 
abilities: | j ae aaa ’ 

1, Adequate technical training in his field. | Elections Committee Appointed 
2. Tact, mature judgment, sincerity, and enthusiasm. _ President Buie has appointed the following members 
3. The temperament gregarious, combined with love to serve as the Elections Committee. 

of his fellow-men. Edward A. Gwynne, Business Manager, Spartansburg 

4, A sense of humor. | ....Herald-Journal, Spartanburg, South Carolina. 
5. A conviction of the value of his profession to human | py oO. Colles iene Dept. of Agronomy, Univ. of 

progress. | eorgia, ens, Georgia. ; P 

6. Ability to remember names and faces, especially of J. G. McMeekin, Soil Conservation Service, Spartan- 

Gues-peyine Mmenpers ft good! standing. It ors Re Oar Dota to count the ballots in 
ileaneivarre te ceo profession competently and the 1948 election of officers and to certify the results to 

‘ i eee) 4 the President. 
8. Adroitness in avoiding extraneous issues and deter- | Results of the elections will be announced at the Third 

mination to stick to the main job. : | Annual Meeting in Cincinnati on December 9-11, 1948, 
9. A readiness to submerge his personality for the good | by the retiring President and through publication in the 

of the cause. ' official organ of the Society. 

New Members 
Admire, Ira D. | Findlay, Davis S. | Macdonald College Robush, Leslie P. 

Lincoln, Nebr. | Jamestown, N. Y. | Ste Anne de Bellevue, | Cripple Creek, Colo. 
Amey, Miss ?. | Foard, Irl | P. Q. | Rudy, James M. 

London, N. 21 Colorado Springs, Colo. | Penna. State College | Crawfordsville, Ind. 
Fox, Sequoyah | State College, Pa. | Ryerson, G. E. 

Bartlett, R. T. Lincoln, Nebr. | Silver Springs, Md. 
Farmington, Mo. | i | 

Bircher, Ralph | Gates, Earl F. ee ey a | Sanders, Clifford D. 
Zurich, Switzerland | Ballston Spa, N. Y. Miller, Edwin J. Lincoln, Nebr. 

Blackburn, Ben F. | Gondelles, Ricardo A., Jr. | Lincoln, Nebr. | Schlots, Fred E. 

Moundsville, W. Va. Caracas, Venezuela ‘. Yakima, Wash. 
: | Good, Kenneth J [shone 2 eck Blackburn, J. S. | a, J. | Howell, Mich. Schoenfeld, Wm. A. 

Yorks, U. K. | Lincoln, Nebr. | i Corvallis, Ore. 
rs | : Morris, Robert W. | . > 

Bowser, A. W. Griffin, Thomas E. i | Singh, R. L. ie " Colorado Springs, Colo. 2 a 
Jamestown, R. I. Albuquerque, N. M. | | Washington, D. C. y | aety | Montoya-Sosa, Juan. ; J 

Bradley, Ben O | Green, William A. | Smith, Ray W y,E . | A | Tunja, Boyaca, ; 
Jamesville, N. Y. | Lincoln, Nebr. | Colombia | _ Lincoln, Nebr. 

Burton, Sidney S. | | | Smith, Robert 

Lincoln Nebr Haupt, Harold F. | ART IR Wis bee | Fowlerville, Mich. 
: : | Moscow, Idaho | cD SOEs ys zat a a | W. Va. Sober, Wayne 

‘ | olden, Roger C. | ; | Webberville, Mich. 
Carroll, J: | . McKinney, Lawrence i eee Colorado Springs, Colo. | Corineion tnd! | Staiger, Henry W. : 

: 2 ‘ Coudersport, Pa. 
h fi EL, | ri | | Se te teas | | Stewara, #4. 6 

c t 2 | Dae | Noel, C. E. | Albuquerque, N. M. 
oddington, Henry B. fe ei i} Lincoln, Nebr. | 

: Ba ads sah N.M. | ae NewiAtee | Templeton, A. Robert ‘ook, Raymon: , : | ovHair, Fred Elkins, W. Va. 
Howell, Mich. Koski, Sulo K. | d | 

Cott Harry T. | Waterloo, Nebr. | Greencastle, Ind. Townshend, Harold C. 
‘ottman, Harry T. | ? Pes | Odland, T. E. Upper Marlboro, Md. 
Baltimore, Md. | Krumholz, Louis A. | Kinest RI 

Cowley, Earl W. | Bloomington, Ind. | pa SStOR ewer: ; 
Lincoln Nebr. | Ovemolt, payicie Mallicovt, De, 

Conservation Foundation | Tehman, Lawrence B. SP eco eaa a anion Sete New York, N. Y. ‘colorado Springs, Colo. | Tina pera 
Crabbe, Harry M | Lyman, Laurence E. | . 

Washington, Pa. Lincoln, Nebr. | Pavagean, Moacyr 
: | Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Walster, H.'L. 

Crandall, Ralph w. Libraries : Fargo, N. Dak. > 
Howell, Mich Pavelka, Edward J. 

: : Lincoln, Nebr. NEN Oa Milo ey 
Crocker, Charles D. Colorado A. & M. College 3 2 Trinidad, Colo. 

Oakland, Md. Fort Collins, Colo. | Pennington, Melvin R. w Jove 
s e : Fort Payne, Ala. Se One ee 

Cruicshank, W. H. Kansas State College ¢ Chicago, Ill. 
Indianapolis, Ind. Manhattan, Kans. | Powels ae - | whitenack, David S. 

Library of Congress Hesse iC ace | Coudersport, Pa. 
Dawes, Julius Henry, Jr. Washington, D. C. | Powell, Loran J. | i i S, s v, ‘i , lineoin, Nebr Wiegand, Dick 

Indianapolis, Ind. | Div. of Information, SCS : # Lincoln, Nebr. 

Dent, Frank L._ Washington, D. C. | Wight, Edgar L. 
Colorado Springs, Colo. Dept. of Agriculture | Reid, George R. | Portland, Ore. 

Dowd, Oscar J. Ottawa, Ontario | _ Rush, Colo. | Wilbur, Edwin C. 
Paw Paw, Mich. A.& M. College of Texas | Ritter, H. Crockett, Tex. 

Durham, Bill V. College Station, Tex. | London, W. 3 Williams, J. Reed 
Fort Worth, Tex. Lovell City Schools Robb, Ross Divide, Colo. 

Lovell, Wyo. | Fowlerville, Mich. 

Edgington, W. R. | Louisiana State Univ. | Rowe, Robert A. Ziel, O. T. 
Lincoln, Nebr. | Baton Rouge, La. Phoenix, Ariz. Corapolis, Pa.



dagust 13, 1947 

My. Melville H. Cohee 
4650 N. Port Washington Rd. 
Milwaukee 12, Wisconsin 

Dear Hels 

It ig a pleasant surprise to see that you are 
national secretary of the Soil Conservation 
Society of America. Yes, I would like to be 
a member and I enclose my chee for two dollars 
to cover 1947 plus one dollar and seventy-five 

is cents to cover the 1946 munbers - total four 
dollars and seventy-five cents. 

I am glad to hear from you again and hope to 
get to see you one of these doys. 

Your post script tientioned an enclosed tien, 
tet none was enclésed. q 

Yours sincerely, 

ALaPu Aldo Leopold



TO ADVANCE THE SCIENCE OF CONSERVATION OF SOIL AND WATER RESOURCES 

4650 N. Port Washington Rd. 
Milwaukee 12, Wisconsin 

August 2, 1947 

Pref. Aldo Leopold 

College of Agricul ture 
424 University Farm Place ) 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your secretary, Barbara Rogers, has ordered your subscription to 

the Journal of Soil and Water Conservation. I hope that I am 

correct in assuming that you would prefer being a member, and the 
Journal goes to each member included with the annual membership fee. 
The cost for membership, and subscribing membership is the same, 

$3.00 per year. 

Since there can be no question concerning your member qualifications, 
I am taking the liberty to enroll you and I am enclosing your 1947 
membership card. Upon receipt of the annual dues we will immediately 

‘ mail you the numbers of the Journal issued in 1947. Dues are ona 

calendar year basis. 

I am wondering if you would like the 1946 numbers of the Journal. 
If so, that would only be $1.75 additional ($1.00 for Vol.1l, No. 1 
and 75¢ for Vol.l, Noe 2). That way your files would be complete 
since the first issue of the Journal came out in July, 1946, and was 

Vol. 1, Noe 1. Should this be your desire the total would be $4.75 , 
and would cover membership through December, 1947 and bring you all | 
issues of the Journal from the first and through this year. 

I have often thought of our early associations in Coon Valley, Many 
times this year T have been tempted to write you suggesting your 
membership in the Society. You can appreciate my pleasure in receiv- 
ing the letter from your office. It will be good to hear from you 

in reply. 

Sincerely, : 

Melville H. Cohee ‘ 
National Secretary 

MHC: 
Pe Se Kindly fill out the enclosed form and return it--do not forget 
to use the reverse side as requested. 

Enee MHC
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~ SOCIAL COUNCIL SA 
t 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
UNITED NATIONS SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE 

ON .THE CONSERVATION AND UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES 

List of Prepared Addresses and Contributed Papers 

: (In the following list the 18 Plenary and 54 Section 

Meetings of the Conference are identified by subject and 

date of meeting. The order used in listing Section Meet- 

ings is that which is being followed in the printing of 

the Proceedings rather than a strictly chronological one. 

In listing authors under each meeting the identification 

which has been used is that of the country under which 

they are classified in the Introduction to volume I of the- 

a Proceedings, pages XXIX to L, The listing under a given 

country does not imply necessarily either a particular 

nationality or svonsorshiv of the Government of that 

country. It is used here for reference purposes.)
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H. H. UHLIG (USA), Coste of Corrosion to the United States MINISTERIO DE FOMENTO (Venezuela), New O41 and Gas Production Zechniques in a 
W. H. J. VERNON (UK), The Costs of Corrosion and its Control Venezuela 8 

U. R. EVANS (UK), The Role of Protective Coats in the Conservation of Metals M. MUSKAT (USA), Advances in Eff‘ciency of 011 Recovery a 

F. L. LA QUE (USA), Prevention of Corrosion by Means Other than Protective Coatings P. D. TORREY (USA), Secondary Recovery of Petroleum ag 

J. E. CARRIERE (Netherlands) and C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN (Netherlands), Costs and E, SCHJANBERG (Sweden), ‘The Swedish Shale Oil Industry na 

Benefits, of Conservation of) Caatitton and Steel Fipel ines! Uy ia of Corrosion R, A, CATTELL (USA), O41 from 041 Shale —- Experience in the United States 7 >> 
M. POURBAIX (Belgium) in collaboration with P. YAN RYSSELBERGHE (Belgium), wn 

” Fundamental Research on Corrosion — Work of the "Committee for Electrochemical Recess a Aerase tis pets crete ta Aiea eae 
Thermodynamics and Kinetics" F x OS pul :



* 

| OIL CHEMISTRY ~ 29 August 1949 CONSERVATION IN UTILIZATION OF FUEL FOR SPACE HEATING - 1 September 1949 ne ae 

G. EGLOFF (USA), Review of Present Status and Trends of Oil Chemistry N. B. HUTCHEON (Canada) and R. F. LEGGET (Canada), Conservation in Utilization a 8 

F. MACKLEY (UK), Petroleum Refining in the United Kingdom for Space Heating SS 
J. W. H. UETENBOGAART (Netherlands), Some Aspects of the Development of the R. S. DILL (USA), Conservation of Fuel in Space Heating with Special Reference Sy 

Petroleum Chemical Industry in the Netherlands ¢ to Insulation oe 

L. JACQUE (France), Study of the Present Position and Trend of Oil Chemistry R. H. ROWSE et al (UK), Conservation in Utilization of Fuel for Space Heating = 
We C. SCHROEDER (USA), Synthetic Fuel Production J. P. HOLMGREN et al (Norway), Use of Electricity as a Heating Agent in Norway an 5 Ce — = 
S. LANDA (Czechoslovakia), Synthetic Fuel Production 4 E. N. KEMLER (USA), The Heat Pump as a Conservation Device i s 

R. HOLROYD (UK), The Flexibility of the High Pressure Hydrogenation Process for M, TELKES (USA), Space Heating by Solar Energy 
Liquid Fuel Production ©. MASTOVSKY (Czechoslovakia), Economics in Heating 

COAL MINING ~ 19 August 1949 THE INTEGRATED POWER SYSTEM - 30 August 1949 3 

B. KRUPINSKI (Poland), Underground Mining and the Problem of Coal Resources P, SPORN (USA), The Integrated Power System as the Basic Mechaniam for Power 
Conservation Supply 

H. H. WILSON (UK), Longwall Mechanization in Britain and the Development of Sir John HACKING (UK), Some Experience of the Operation of the Electricity Grid 
Machines for "Continuous Mining" System in Great Britain 

H. F. HEBLEY (USA), New Techniques for Increasing Coal Production G. NILSSON (Sweden), The Total Joint Operation of Electrical Power Systems in 

H, S. FROST (India), Strip Mining in India preden 
P, ATLLERET (France), Utilization of Energy: The Integrated Power Systema; 

COAL PREPARATION - 24 August 1949 Possibilities for the Development of a Buropean Power Grid 

L, GEORGES (France) and M. GIBRAT (France), French Mine-Mouth Power Statione 
T. FRASER (USA) and H. F. YANCEY (USA), Preparation of Coal in America i (1952 Programme) Features Due to the High Ash Content of the Fuels Burned 
R. CHERADAME (France) and R, SAINT-GUILHEM (France), Studies on Coal-Washing in 

France NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF ENERGY ~ 33 Auguat 1949 

. L. W. os eae RUE) siete ens peva tion of Piel te ital ey H, ROXBEE COX (UK) and F, A. WILLIAMS (UK), Future Trends in Fuel Utilization 
T. LASKOWSKI (Poland), Mechanical Preparation of Coal and ite Utilization J. J, BROEZE (Netherlande), Future Outlook on Fuel Utilization 

J, 1. YELLOTT (USA), Future Trends in Fuel Utilization and Conservation 

UNDERGROUND GASIFECATION OF OOAL — 22 August. 0. A. K. BUSHMAN (USA), Progress in Thermal Fower Generation 

M. H. FIES (USA) and J. L. ELDER (USA), Laboratory and Field-Scale Experimentetion F. PICARD (France), Future Outlook on Fuel Utilization ° 

Sas ae uns re aun tae Et Cation of; Case F, KENNEDY (UK), Utdlization of By-Products Gases Produced in an Iron and Steel 
M, DOUMENC (France), Underground Gasification Works 

COAL CARBONIZATION = 23 August 1949 i R. GIGUET (France), New Development in Electric Energy Production 

P, J. RAVER (USA), Power for Industrial and Agricultural Development 
De mos yes G. W. LEE (UK), The Coking Industry, with Special Reference to fir SARAGIA UFiniand), (Power fer Industrial and Agricultural: Devslopuert tn 

Finland 
Ne See (USA) and L, L. NEWMAN (USA), Overcoming Shortages of Metallurgical P. H. THOMAS (USA), Harnessing the Wind for Electric Power 

DE HOLLANDSCHE MOLEN (Society for the Preservation of Windmills in the Netherlands) 
Je ey Production of High-Grade Metallurgical Cokes from Coals of (Netherlands), Report on the Utilization of Windpower in The Netherlands 

0. JENSEN (Norway), A New Electric Process for the Carbonization of Non-Coking R, FARDIN (France), Windpower Its Interest and Possibilities 
Bituminous Coal 

M. TIGERSCHIOLD (Sweden), Possibilities of Reducing Coke Consumption in the 
Production of Iron and Steel 

P. E. CAVANAGH (Canada), Methods for Reducing the Amount and Quality of Coke Used 
in Smelting Iron Ore



W. SCHURTER (Switzerland), The Federal Supervision of Water Policy in the Interests 
VOLUME IV: WATER RESOURCES of Soil Conservation in Switzerland 

V. FROLOW (France), Water Control Through Watershed Management. 
THE APPRAISAL OF WATER RESOURCES - 19 August 1949 . H, L. COOK (USA), The Effects of Land Management upon Run-Off and Groundwater 

V. J. SCHAEFER (USA), The Economic Aspects of Experimental Meteorology V. FROLOW (France), Effects of Watershed Management o Water Yield 
F, KUNTSCHEN (Switzerland) and J. BIRCHER (Switzerland The Influence of J, L. ORR et_al (Canada), Research in Artificial Precipitation Watsrccires ‘Manameuacit orevinlae ’ 

C. G. PAULSEN (USA), Current Concepts in Appraisal of Water Resources 

S. BUCHAN (UK), Conservation of Ground-Water in Britain WATER CONTROL STRUCTURES - 26 Auguat 1 
A. LERNHARDT (Austria), Methodics of the Austrian Water-Power Register J. AUBERT (France), Latest Development in Design, Construction and Operation of 
S. DUVDEVANI (Israel), New Methods in Dew Eatimation Major Water Control Structures, Including Dams, Canale, Locks and Desilting Works 

B. D, RICHARDS (UK), Estimation of Flood Run-Off A. COYNE (France), Water Control Structures: Dams 

A. COUTAGNE (France), Analysis of Experimental Data on River Hydrology -- M. G, SPEEDIE (Australia), The Preliminary Comparison and Selection of Dam Sites 
Classification of Hydrological Studies and of the Estimates Derived from Them L. N. MCLELLAN (USA), Deterioration of Large Dam Structures 

M. BERNARD (USA), The Appraisal of Water Resources in the United States, Analysis Y. M. SIMAIKA (Egypt), Preservation of Aswan Reservoir 
sand Utilisation of Data: Water Supply and Flood Forecasting A. GRZYWIENSKI (Austria), Modern Principles for the Construction of Rydro-Blectric 

A, N, KHOSLA (India), Forecasting Water Yield, Flood Run-Off, Flood Frequency, Stations and Flood Works 
Foner, Paventiat MINISTRY OF WATER ECONOMICS (Yugoslavia), Construction of Jablanits and Mayrovo 

J. SMETANA (Czechoslovakia), Water: Analysis and Utilization of Data Dams in Yugoslavia ; 
Y. M. SIMAIKA (Egypt), The Regime of the Nile and the Use of Forecast FP. J. DOMINGUEZ (Chile), The Use of Models in Planning Structures for Measuring 
V. FELBER (Austria), The Application of Probability Theory to the Solution of Brig Dae anne water 

Hydrological Problems E, MEYER-PETER (Switzerland), The Use of Scale Models in the Planning of River 
Engineering Worka 

Pere ee ee = 22 August I, HUSSAIN (Pakistan) and K. J. KABRAJI (Pakistan), The Use of Models in Planning 
A. WOIMAN (USA), Utilization of Surface, Underground and Sea Water Water-Control) Works 
0. V. EB. JANSA (Sweden), Artificial Ground Water Supplies in Sweden M. DANEL (France), The Use of Small Scale Models in River Research ; 3 
S, IRMAY (Israel), Water Storage in the Negeb L. G. STRAUB (USA), The Use of Models in Planning Water Control Works 

E, W. STEEL (Venezuela), Control and Utilization of Polluted Waters A.M. KHOSLA (India), The Measurement and Control of Siting 
K. S. SPIEGLER (Israel), Desalting Brackish Water Ae ee BEY (gypt), Recent Experience in Lift Irrigation and Drainage in 

J, ZAVADIL (Czechoslovakia), Control and Utilization of Polluted Waters E. We LANE (USA) and 0. G. STANLY (USA), ‘he Importance of Sediment Control in the 
M, WENNSTROM (Sweden) » Biological Purification of Settled Sewage in Shallow Ponds Conservation and Utilization of Water Resources 

COMPREHENSIVE RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT: A SYMPOSIUM ~ 23 st 1949 Cc. Lue (China), The Silt Problem in the Basin Development of the North China 

H, VARLET (France) and J, AUBERT (France) Planning for Comprehensive River Basin T. V. WOODFORD (USA), Costs and Benefits of Canal Linings 
Development 

R. L. BOKE (USA), River Development in the Central Valley of California FLOOD CONTROL AND NAVIGATION = i 
A. S, BROWN (Australia), The Snowy River Schems in Relation to Utilization of G. L, BEARD (USA), Flood Control 
Co sn Heecarces: ; C. d. WITTEVEEN (Netherlands), Flood Control & 

V. J. SEVIAN (Iraq), Economic Utilization and Development of the Water Resources C. C. BURGER Q 1 Co Jr. (USA), Development of the Rivers and Other Waterways of the oi tie Punncates, end, tigrts United States for Navigation 2 
DRAINAGE BASIN MANAGEMENT - 24 August 1949 J. AUBERT (France) » The Utility of Inland Waterways a 

R. M. GORRIE (Pakistan), Drainage Basin Management: Water Control Through IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE - 30 August 1949 ce : 
Watershed Management a miss 

M. VISENTINI (Italy), Water Control Through River Basin Conservancy W. rset i Retr Relationship of Soil Characteristics to Irrigation % S 

R. W. BAILEY (USA), Water Control Through Watershed Management S$. M. A. BUTT (Pakistan) and P. B. A. SALIM (Pakistan), Soils and Water Control cn 

‘ &



E ea : e 

H. M. STAFFORD (USA) and M. R. HUBERTY (USA), Soil Characteristics and Salinity J. Je I» FESTENESSI (Argentina), Forest Inventory Methods in the Forestation of the “~~ tm 

in Relation to Irrigation and Drainage Chaqueno Park z & oO 

F. HELLINGA (Netherlands), Soils and Water Control Programme H. E, SEELY (Canada), Technical Development in Air Surveys and Interpretation of o g 

K, JUVA (Czechoslovakia), Soils and Water Control by Reclamation Management eoryeelyi pene: toere ron D5 
M. We STRAUS (USA), Recent. Developments in Irrigation S. H. SPURR (USA), United States Experience in the Use of Air Surveys in Forest a4 

Inventory a) 

a Ea anc adicromesng an ve ated SEE RS 8 ee ne eee A. P. THOMSON (New Zealand), Technical Developments in Air Survey and the = 
Interpretation of Forestry Data Therefrom ~~ New Zealand Experience > 

A. KALINSKI (Greece), Some Aspects of Irrigation in Greece f ey 

W. F. EYSVOOGEL (Netherlands), Recent Developments in Irrigation in Indonesia PROTECTION OF FORESTS - 22 August 1949 ve 

J. T, SMITH (Saudi Arabia), Development of Irrigation Farms with Special Reference A. A. BROWN (USA), Forest Fire Control 
yet aeene and Crop Production under Desert Conditions as Observed in Saudi Hl. W. BEALL (Canada), Some Modern Aspects of Forest Fire Control in Canada : 

A. RODRIGUEZ L. (Mexico), Recent Developments in Irrigation in Mexico Pp, ALLOUARD (France), Forest Fire Control in Tropical Countries ~- Experience in 

Khan B. M. A. HAMID (Pakistan), Irrigation in Pakistan R. JOLAIN (France), Protection of Forests -- Forest Fire Control 

as Ao Tatil: BAGTEMS ESO At ihne st eaaret LeOnte e- NeENUE EEC, D. As N, CROMER (Australia), Fire Weather Forecasting in Australia 

TECHNICAL AGRICULTURAL SERVICE (Netherlands), Drainage of Land for Production F.C, CRAIGHEAD (USA) and L, M. HUTCHINS (USA), Control of Insects and Diseases in 
North American Forests 

LAs JONES (USA), Drainage of Land for Production J. Je DE GRYSE (Canada), Control of Forest Insects in Canada 

Dei PEM OAL Greene | 9, Simmanry, Retort on rence 4 Rater Heaney, 7. Re PEACE (UK), The Control of Forest Disease and Insect Peste in Great Britain 

ee pasos, Wethariende) > tlie ne toe ing jor: tie Gnyden cee and ate eikecve ce A. PFEFFER (Czechoslovakia), The Control of Forest Diseases and Insect Pests 

‘ I. SPAIC (Yugoslavia), ‘Gypsy Moth (Lymantria Dispar L.) Control by Means of 
HYDRO POWER AND OTHER WATER USES ~ 1 September 1949 : Spraying from Aircraft 

A. RUSCK (Sweden), Hydro Power in Sweden FOREST MANAGEMENT ~ 23 August 1949 

L. OLDS (USA), Hydro Power and Conservation -~ New England Engineering Technique $. DUSCHEK (Austria), Forest Management —- Working Plans and their Adaptation to 
P, MASSE (France) and -M. ROUSSELIER (France), Hydro Power and Conservation of Changing Conditions 

Pee rn re M. D. CHATURVEDI (India), Forest Management 
G. BEURLE (Austria), Considerations for General Planning of Waterpower Stations B. EKLUND (Sweden), Forest Management and Working Plans and their Adaptation to 

C. L. WIRTH (USA), Recreational Use of Water s Changing Conditions 

G. ALM (Sweden), Protection of Fish in Sweden E. DUPRE CENICEROS (Mexico), The Forest Resources of Mexico 

H. HAMILTON (Sweden), Protection of Wildlife in Sweden é L. SCHAEFFER (France), Selection of Silvicultural Techniques 

B. PRASHAD (India) and T. J. JOB (India), Protection of Wildlife and Fish in India C, Re RANGANATHAN (India), Selection of Silvicultural Techniques 

J. D. DETWILER (Canada), The Protection of Fish.and Wildlife in Water Use Projects R. F. WOOD (UK), Rehabilitation of Devastated and Derelict Woodlands 

I. N. GABRIELSON (USA), Hydro Power and Other Water Uses: Protection of Fish and E, EIDE (Norway), The Practical Basis of Norwegian Forest Policy 

Wildlife i J, H, BECKING (Netherlands), Forestry Technique in the Teak Forests of Java 

A. AUBREVILLE (France), Silviculture of Mixed Tropical Rain Forests 

VOLUME V: FOREST RESOURCES A. DIN (Burma), Selection of Silvicultural Techniques 

FOREST INVENTORIES ~ 19 August 1949 A. G. RANGHEL (Colombia), The Colombian Forests: Their Use and Conservation 

Y. ILVESSALO (Finland), Sampling Techniques in Forest Inventories PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE FORESTS - 25 August 1949 : 

J. G. OSBORNE (USA), Adaptation of Modern Statistical Methods to Forest Inventories co Re NANA PE (India), Protective Functions of Forests 

By wee or ein ee Pe tNOO Ee petner cou seelaraeee R. R. WATERER, C.B.E. (Cyprus), Protective Functions of the Forest ; 

K. R. NAIR (India), Adaptation of Modern Statistical Methods to the Estimation of E. N. MUNNS (USA), Protection Forestry ; 
Forest Areas, Timber Volumes, Growth and Drain N. JOVOVIC (Yugoslavia), The Protective Functions of Forests 

ss S. A. ROMERO et_al (Venezuela), Protective Functions of the Forests



/ E. HESS (Switzerland), Torrents and Avalanches C. JACQUIOT (France), The Main Problems of Timber Protection in France 

J. MESSINES (France), Methods for Controlling Mountain Torrents Used by the J. F. HARKOM (Canada), Preservation of Wood 
Administration des Eaux et For&ts in the Alps 

J, MESSINES (France), Work on Stabilizing the Landslide at Serritres-en-Chautagne ibe MERE un orenee 2c ne seeenrymreey ot) Wood 
(Savoie) R. H, MANN (USA), Wood Preservation in the United States and its Relation to the 

A. PAVARI (Italy), Control of Mountain Torrents and Avalanches through i connenr ston cf Aeetaren Toxeete 
Establishment and Maintenance of Forest Cover B. HARGGLUND (Sweden), Improved Pulping Processes ~~ Utilization of Waste Liquors 

ADMINISTRATION OF FORESTS - 26 1949 W. F. HOLZER (USA), The Chemical Utilization of Wood in the United States 

: A, J. STAMM (USA), Utilization of Wood Waste and Bark 
M. J. E. CASTAGNOU (France), Outline of Forestry Policy and Legislation 0. ANT-WUORINEN (Finland), Chemical Utilization of Wood ( 

H. R. BLANFORD, O.B.E. (UK), Forest Policy in the British Commonwealth of Nations C. C. HERITAGE (USA) and E. G. LOCKE (USA), Utilization of Sawmill Refuse and Bark 

E. DE LA CRUZ (Philippines), Essential Features of Forest Policy and Forest Law. R. F. TURNBULL (Australia), Wood Waste and Bark Utilization in Australia 

R. E, MARSH (USA), Essential Features of Forest Policy and Law J, SANTA ROSA (Brazil), The Pereiro, Wild Plant of the Drought Region of Brazil, 
K. SETINEK (Czechoslovakia), The Basic Principles of Forest Policy and Forest and its Wax 

Taeteeice R, D. DE GARCIA PAULA (Brazil), The Rational Exploitation of Parana Pine 
0. A. D'ADAMO (Argentina), The System of Forest Valuation in Argentina 

S. B. SHOW (FAO), Organization of Forest Services VOLUME VI: LAND RESOURCES 
M. HMAN (Burma), Organization of Forest Services 

: METHODS OF SOIL CONSERVATION - 19 August 1949 E, W. LOVERIDGE (USA), Administration of Forests: Organization of Forest Services 

S. A. ROMERO et al (Venezuela), Forest Administration in Venezuela T. S. BUIE (USA), Physical Methods of Soil Conservation 

LOGGING AND SAWMILL TECHNIQUES - 29 August 1949 M. H. KHAN (Pakistan) and A. G. RIAZ (Pakistan), Physical Methods of Soil 
Conservation 

“F.C. SIMMONS (USA), Sawmill Techniques L. J. S. LITTLEJOHN (Cyprus), Soil Conservation in Cyprus K 
A. R. ENTRICAN (New Zealand), Sawmill Techniques in the Conservation of Forest A. MYINT (Burma), Physical Methods of Soil Conservation 

foe M. CHAVEZ VIAUD (El Salvador), Physical Methods of Soil Conservation 
P. A» WAMARAKS (Thailand), Sawmill Techniques A. ARENA (Argentina) and C. V. QUEVEDO (Argentina), Agrotechnical Reorganisation 
C. F. KASTMARK (Sweden), A Brief Account of the Progress of the Swedish Sawmill of the Wind-Eroded Pampa Area 

anger y . A, J. PREGO (Argentina) and L. A. TALLARICO (Argentina), Experiments with Kethods 
R. ANTOINE (Belgium), Sawmill Techniques in Belgium for the Conservation of Soils and Moisture in the Semi-Arid Region of Argentina 
G. L. DRAKE et al (USA), Improvements in Logging Techniques in the United States Sir Harold Ae TEMPANY, C.M.G., C.B.E. (UK), Land Use Regulations as Aids to Soil 

F, TAMESIS (Philippines), Improvements in Logging Techniques ee A 
J. D. HALE (Canada) and D. C. MCINTOSH (Canada), Treatment of Trees with Toxic A. LODDESOL (Norway), Soil Conservation Problems in Moray 

Chemicals to Facilitate Removal of Bark and to Reduce Weight ORGANIZATION AND EVALUATION OF SOIL CONSERVATION PROGRAMMES ~ 24 1949 

J. COLLARDET (France), Log Transportation 

_P. GAZONNAUD (France), Log Transportation in Tropical Forest Exploitation J+ C. DYKES (USK), Soil Conservation? Nathods of Organization 
Me (USh) ,- Harvesting the Forest. Cropt Log Trenaportation N. VITAL (Switzerland), Soil Conservation in Switserland 

J. A. MCMALLY (Canada), A Log Transportation Project in Eastern Canada M. OROZCO M. (Guatemala), Methods of Organization in Soil Conservation Work iS 
C. V. QUEVEDO (Argentina), The Importance of Practical Demonstration in Teaching ee 

PRESERVATION AND CHEMICAL UTILIZATION OF WOOD ~ 31 August 1949 Soil Conservation Methods and its Application in Argentina 8 
W. A, RICHARDSON (UK), Wood Preservation in Great Britai L. ne eae (Mexico), Soil Utilization and Conservation -- Methods of Ss 

S, KRISHNA (India) and D, NARAYANAMURTI (India), Preservation of Wood -- Methods 3 of Wood Preservation and their Uses, With Special Reference to Overall Economies Serie (esl Wid Plante ol, the: Seet-Arid Region/of Brasil and their = 
in Consumption on ~~ — 

i s i J.N. RAY (India), Methods of Wood Preservation and their Uses, With Special V.'W- JOHNSON (USA), _Keonontes of Soil. Conservation a 
Reference to Overall Economies in Consumption S. E. JOHNSON (USA), Farming Systems in Relation to Soil Conservation oa 

P, SALLENAVE (France), Protection of Logs After Felling in Tropical Forests A. V. MCCORMACK (USA), ‘The United States Agricultural Conservation Program ni is



J. B. CLEGG (Tanganyika), Mlalo Rehabilitation Scheme P. BRUIN et al (Netherlands), Possibilities of Improving the Fertility of the Soil es a 

A. G. RANGHEL (Colombia), The Soil Conservation Service in Colombia Pete ay taoeee Fee Sete ACY Rene? trey te re 3 

M. CEPEDE (France), Soil Conservation — An Economic Appraisal E. M. CROWTHER (UK), Field Experience as the Basis for Planning Fertilizer Practice oo G a > eo] 

< pe ace 8 ) 5. The porermeceeh noe eet Poh) Panaawmen’, practices: in: E. S. ARCHIBALD (Canada), Cropping Systems as an Aid to Sustained Production SY 
Managemen’ ¥ ae 

R. D. LEWIS (USA. The Influence of Cropping Systems on Sustained Production, Soil n 
P. C. CHAMBERS (Kenya), Planned Group Farming in Nyanza Province, Kenya ¢ iM eS ears ee P Sy! ? o 

es eee) re arn eo Lard ee Tere ements ance Mita) e aay J. Ne MUKHERJEE, C.B.E. (India), Improving Soil Productivity: Tropical Climates 
SOIL SURVEYS AND RESEARCH IN RELATION TO SOIL CONSERVATION - 23 August 1949 R. H. SIDDIQI (Pakistan) and K. S. Ch. SARDAR MOHAMMAD (Pakistan), Improving Soil ‘ 

Productivity: Tropical Climates oe 

Go Ee ReulagG. (USK), Sot), Survey in) Relation to) Soil Conservation F. HARDY (British West Indies), Fertilizers in British Caribbean ‘griculture 
A. ee (Canada), Soil Surveys in Relation to Land Use and Soil Conservation in F, JURION (Belgian Congo) and J. HENRY (Belgian Congo), Cropping Systems in the 

z i Equatorial Forest Region of the Belgian Congo 

L, I. GRANGE (New Zealand), Soil Survey in Relation to Soil Conservation R. L, PENDLETON (USA), Improving Soil Productivity in Southeastern Asia and the 
A. MUIR (UK), Soil Survey in Relation to Soil Productivity Indies 

Ss. es RAYCHAUDHURI (India) and A. T. SEN (India), Soil Survey in Relation to Soil A. PAPI GIL (Nicaragua), Increasing the Productivity of the Soil 
servation ts i 

S, P. RAYCHAUDHURI (India) and A. T. SEN (India), Soil Research in Relation to Soil PLANT BREEDING - 2 September 1949 
Conservation 

R, KOHLER (Austria), Soil Survey in Relation to Soil Conservation 0. H. FRANKEL (New Zealand), Development and Maintenance of Superior Genetic Stocks 

J. SETZER (Brazil), General Soil Conditions in Southern Brazil W. ROBB (UK), Development and Maintenance of Superior Genetic Stocks 

2 i 
A. L, DE FINA (Argentina) and A. J. GARBOSKY (Argentina), Calculation, Key and rein yaa taahaine Oe ppehis, Coy roe larkts) 97" Noten: Gn Developing atid 

Notation Used.in Survey of Agro-Ecological Suitability Based on Index Plante ae .. Ree : 
i B,. P, PAL (India, Development. and Maintenance of Superior Genetic Stocks at the 

M, RODRIGUEZ Z. (Chile), Erosion Survey in the Province of Bio Bio, Chile Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi 

Ne V~ HOMES (Belgium), - The Natural Agricultural Resources of the Belgian Congo C. He GOULDEN (Canada), The Canadian System of Collecting and Maintaining Genetic 
C. V. QUEVEDO (Argentina), Survey of Zones Affected by Soil Erosion in the . Stocks of Cereals 

_ Argentine Republic H, BOGH (Denmark), Plant Breeding -~ Development and Maintenance of Superior 

H, FRANZ (Austria), Biological Soil Research in Relation to Soil Conservation Genetic Stocks 

C. H. EDELMAN (Netherlands), Soil Research in Relation to Soil Conservation P. V. CARDON (USA), Adaptation of Crops to New Environment c 

F. L. DULEY (USA), Research and Soil Conservation : E. As AKERMAN (Sweden), The Improvement of the Yield of Cereals in Sweden due to 
3 Plant Breeding S 

AIDS TO FARMING - 2 August 1949 : R. ORELLANO’A, (Venezuela), Crops Suitable for the Large Semi-Arid Areas in the 
i ¢ : 

M, VAUGH (India), Simple Tools and: Equipment for Small-Scale Farming popes oc tae 
S. J. WRIGHT (UK), Implement Aids for Small-Scale, Farming PROTECTION OF CROPS AND GRASSLANDS - 30 August 1949 

ee BBY ( ce)». Toots) and: Rquipment for 'Suall—Seale Férsting R. A. EB. GALLEY (UK), Protection of Crops and Grasslands Against Insects 
BERGLUND (Swed: small ' 

me cL len) » Farms’) Machinery Problems, in the Light ‘of Swedish P. Ne ANNAND (USA), Protection of Crops and Grasslands Against Insects 

E. A. HARDY (Canada), Mechanization for Farmd E. C. STAKMAN (USA), The Control of Plant Diseases i 

W. H, CASHMORE (UK), The Effect of Mechanization on Soil Conservation and Fara W. C. MOORE (UK), Plant Diseases in the United Kingdom 

Technique in Britain T, AHMAD et al (Pakistan), Some Popular Methods of Plant Diseases Control in 

Re GUILLOU (Hawaii), Mechanization of Tropical Farming in Hawaii ees ‘ 
P, 0, RIPLEY (Canada), Farming Systems in Relation to Soil Conservation and Use 3. W. HENDRIX (Hawaii), Disease Control of Agricultural Crops in Hawaii 

A. W. TURVER (USA), Guide Lines to Further Farm Mechanisation G. POURIQUET (France), Control of Plant Diseases.in the French Overseas Territories 

IMPROVING SOIL PRODUCTIVITY - 25 august 1949 STORAGE AND PRESERVATION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS - 19 August 1949 

Sir William G. OGG (UK), Improving Soil Productivity: 7 ake (Giduatae W. V. HUKILL (USA) » Storage and Preservation of Agricultural Products 

S. T. JENSEN (Denmark), Calcium Absorption and Lime Loss f: I tae {acanige ; A. B. CASHMORE (Australia), The Storage of Some Agricultural Products in Australia



A. I. VIRTANEN (Finland), Conservation of Green Crops LIVESTOCK DISEASES AND PESTS ~ 1 September 1949 

L. GOVIN (France), Storage of Agricultural Products - Paes a Get oP Lined a i 

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL ECONOMY (Argentina), Storage of Wheat in Underground Silos Ae ear ct Eo or ie 

PRESERVATION OF PERISHABLE FOODS - 19 August 1949 . F, C. MINETT (Pakistan), Livestock Diseases and Pests 

. He 2 of k Ri i i 
L. B. HOWARD (USA), Preservation of Perishable Foods S ae ba, pandas . apes SASL pares e aaeene 

M, W. THISTLE (Canada) and W. H. COOK (Canada), Work of the Canadian Committee on MCSE SIT et ce ee ee em eee meee nes Oe 

ee te NISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (Argentina), M to Protect the Health of An MIN’ A ie E, C, BATE-SMITH (UK), Preservation of Meat, Egge, Fruits and Vegetables REM Pee Gre are ener cores 
G. BORGSTROM (Sweden), Preservation of Perishable Foods A. OQ. FOSTER (USA), Internal Parasites of livestock A 
J. F. KEFFORD (Australia) and W. A. EMPEY (Australia), Australian Problems in the Bi Bo re ge of Perishable Foods ? E, L. TAYLOR (UK), Internal and External Parasites of Livestock 

E. F. KNIPLING (USA), External Parasites of Livestock 

LIVESTOCK BREEDING - 30 August. MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (Argentina), livestock Diseases and Pests 

R. G. WHITE (UK), Livestock Improvement in the United Kingdom CONDITION OF GRAZING LANDS ~ 2 September 1949 

J, G. TUKKER (Netherlands), Poultry Breeding in the Netherlands G. Us PORIENG CSAS netand PD Wiusaey Gepieton pesacee ae ce cased : 

K, ROTTENSTHV (Denmark), Progeny Testing Stations and Livestock Improvement Gee a ue ee eee ne ae 
E. SORENSEN (Denmark), The Value of the Use of Artificial Insemination T. L. BYWATER (UK), Relation of Sustained Livestock Production to Condition of 
J. L, LUSH (USA), Reasonably Possible Rates of Improving Livestock by Breeding Grazing Land 

R. B. KELLEY (Australia), Selection of Techniques for Improvement of Sheep A. We ae ut Application of Ecological Principles in Determining Condition 
f C. A. CALVO (Argentina), Adaptation of Stock to Environment, and Improvement of one 

Breeds by Crossing W. DAVIES (UK), British Grassland Problems and Some Results f 

J. R. PAGOT (France), Livestock Improvement P, D. SEARS (New Zealand), Soil Fertility and Pasture Production — Legumes, 
Fertali the G Animal 

R. W. PHILLIPS (FAO), Livestock Improvement and its Relation to the Conservation rhe pec era ate Seas 
and Utilization of Resources D. M. DE VRIES et al (Netherlands), Evaluation of Grassland by Botanical Research 

in The Netherlands 
J. HAMMOND (UK), Adaptation of Livestock to New Environments 

A. 0. RHOAD (Costa Rica), Adaptation of Livestock to New Environments SEEDING AND RESTORATION OF NATURAL GRAZING LANDS ~ 29 August 

J. 0. GRANDSTAFF (USA), Adaptation of Livestock to New Environments G, NILSSON-LEISSNER (Sweden), Testing New Plant Materials for Re-Vogetation of 
MINISTRY OP AGRICULTURE (Argentina), Stock Raising Grazing Lands : 

AN LIVESTO 31 1949 " : d CROP POLICY AND THE FEEDING oF cK = kK e L. CORKILL (New Zealand), The Breeding of Pasture Plants in New Zealand 

7 W. KELLER (USA) in co-operation with the UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION (USA) 
I, LEITCH, 0.B.E. (UK), Efficiency of Different Classes of Farm Animals in and the INTERMOUNTAIN FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION (USA), Testing New { 

Converting Farm Crops to Food Plant Materials for Re-Vegetation of Grazing Lands 

F, B, MORRISON (USA), Efficiency of Different Classes of Farm Animals in Converting F. G, RENNER (USA), Recent Advances in Methods for Restoring Deteriorated Grazing 
Crops to Human Food Land ‘ 

E. B. LEVY (New Zealand) and F, E. T. SUCKLING (New Zealand), Some Research Aspects D. A. CAMPBELL (New Zealand), The Role of Grasslands in Soil Conservation -~ 
of Soil Conservation and the Future of the Hills Aerial Topdressing and Seeding Trials S 

M. L. 'tHART (Netherlands), The Management of a Permanent Pastoral Industry in the E. B. LEVY (New Zealand), Management of a Permanent Pastoral Industry to Guard Dy 
Netherlands f [ Against Grazing Land Deterioration 8 

L. A. MAYNARD (USA), The Feeding of Livestock in Relation to Crop Policy: POR’ IES FOR THE MORE EFFE us! Grr By n 
Nutritional Diseases of livestock OPPORTUNS TIES FOR THE MORE REFECTIVE USE OF NEW AGRICULTURAL LANDS - 31 Abgust 1949 = 

H. H. GREEN (UK), Minor Elements in Relation to Animal Health in Great Britain E, 7 VRIES (Netherlands) and J. A. VAN BEUKERING (Netherlands), Reclamation of jae 
— Pot it: r x MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (Argentina), The Feeding of Livestock and its Relation to Oc Te eevee un ee ia eee ee ne ronteme oN 

Crop-Raising Practice D. R. SSTHI (India), Land Reclamation’ x = 

¢ M. GUILLAUME (France), Reclamation of New Lands for Agriculture -- Possibilities ® Ou 
\ and Problems in Tropical Regions z S a



N. - ROUNGS Renae)» Agricultural Development in Relation to Land Use in A. DANNEVIG (Norway), Propagation and Transplantation of Marine Fish in Europs Oy 
uicuma . oS 

F, H. ALLAN (Malaya) and E. J. H. BERWICK (Malaya), The Development of New Rice FISHERIES STATISTICS AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT = 2 September 1949 38 
Lands in Malaya . re 

a + a , be 
P, ORTEGA (Honduras), Reclamation of New Lands for Agriculture -- Potentialities Fea eae see nec ne ce CeR ory nee Sata es oO: 

and Problems P, F. LOUIS (France), Economic Statistics on Marine Fisheries a 

A. TATON (Belgian Congo), Possibilities for Creating New Grazing Lands in Ituri THE NETHERLANDS GOVERNMENT, Fisheries Statistics ay 

(Belgian Congo) G. M. GERHARDSEN (FAO), Statistics on Economic Features of the Fisheries - a 

Be eee S10) 9 cat odama hoy of Flood lara fox Pogue ton E, A, POWER (USA), Statistics on Economic Features of the Fisheries of the United S 
F. C. DE CAMARGO (Brazil), Reclamation of the Amazonian Flood-Lands near Belem States : es 

H. H. WOOTEN (USA) and E. J. UTZ (USA), Reclamation of New Lands for Agriculture -— ©. NOTEVARP (Norway), Recent Advances in Methods of Handling, Preservation, 
Potentialities and Problems in Development by Irrigation and Drainage Processing and Distribution of Fish; Developments in Utilization, New Products 

R. DUMONT (France), Reclamation of New Lands for Agriculture and ue ae ) 
F. BRAMSNAES. (Denmark Recent Advances in Methods of Handling, Preservation 

M. VALDEYRON (Tunisia), Possibilities and Problems in the Reclamation of New Lands rat . i Z iu iCenl oes kad Sauthen ix for national Agricuituval levels § Eee aaa ee of Fish; Developments in Utilization, New Products 

Fe LES lsthertands) 1 Opportunities for the More Effective Agricultural Use G, A. REAY (UK), Recent Advances in the Handling and Processing of Fish 

1. H. STRONG (Australia) and A. J. CAMPBELL (Australia), Investigational Technique = RisMOU (France), Methods of Debecting, Fish by Kehoe tianging and Echo. Sounding 
in Land Settlement -- with Particular Reference to the Commonwealth (Australia) H, L, A. TARR (Canada), Recent Advances in Various Technological Aspects of 
War Service Land Settlement Scheme Handling Fish and Fish Products 

E. MIEGE (French Morocco), The Reclamation and Utilization of New Lands in Morocco J. L, HART (Canada), Technological Advances in Fishing Methods j 

5. TAKAYAMA (Japan), Saury Lift-Net Fishing with Light 
VOLUME VII: WILDLIFE AND FISH RESOURCES A, W. ANDERSON (USA), Technological Development in Fisheries with Special Reference 

to the Factory Ship in the United States 

CHANGES. ABUNDANCE OF F: TION ~ 22 August 1 J. PERARD (France), The French Sea Fishing By-Products Industry 

G. ROLLEFSEN (Norway), Changes in the Abundance of Fish Populations MANAGEMENT AND CULTIVATION OF FRESH WATER FISH - 24 August 1949 

A. L. TESTER (Hawaii), Fluctuations in the Abundance of Herring on the West Coast 
of Vancouver Island, British Columbia 54 S. L. HORA (India), Management and Cultivation of Fresh Water Fish: Pond Culture 

A.V. TANING (Denmark), Fluctuations in Fish Populations Owing to Climatic Changes Roe rae. 
5. J. LE GALL (France), The Present World Problem of Sea Fisheries Be PAPA Capa Eice- Paddy, Care Colture: tn: 1eyan 
B, HAVINGA (Netherlands), The Enclosing of the Zuyder Zee and its Effect on Be ee ae Cayo) 5 the Lake \Eigbariessof Revit 

Fisheries S. Y. LIN (Hong Kong), Pond Culture of Warm Water Fishes 

M. GRAHAM (UK), Overfishing A, EB, HOFSTEDE (Indonesia), Pond Culture of Warm Water Fishes in Indonesia 

S. SOMME (Norway), The Effects of Fishing on Norwegian Freshwater and Anadromous 0. L. MEEHEAN (USA), Pond Culture of Warm Water Fishes as Related to Soil 
Fishes ; Conservation 

H, A. DUNLAP (USA), The Effect of Fishing Upon the Stocks of Pacific Halibut H. R. RABANAL (Philippines), Pond Culture of Warm Water Fishes (With Special 
Reference to Bangos or Milkfish Cultivation Under Philippine Conditions) 

PING FISHERY RESOURCES = 25 4 G. C. D. HOS (Netherlands), Stocking and Rearing for River and Inland Fisheries 
H, THOMPSON (Australia), Latent Fishery Resources and Means for their Development M, SHELUBSKY (Israel), A Review of Fish Farming in Israel 

C. VON BONDE (Union of South Africa), Latent Fishery Resources and Means for their A. E» HEFFORD (New Zealand), Management and Cultivation of Fresh Water Fish — 
Development Principles and Practices with Special Reference to Conditions in New Zealand 

BE. DE VRIES (Netherlands) and C. J. BOTTEMANNE (Netherlands), Latent Fishery D. HEY @Wnion of South Africa), The Management of Cold-Water Fish Resources in 
Resources and Means for their Development South Africa 

M. J, LOBELL (Chile), The Development of the Fishery Resources in Chile I, JELACIN (Yugoslavia), Fresh Water Fishery ~~ Artificial Insemination of Carps 

T. ABOU SAMRA (Egypt), The Exploitation of the Egyptian Elasmobranches RESEARCH IN THE CONSERVATION AND UTIJIZATION OF MARINE RESOURCES - 1 September 1949 
P. KORRINGA (Netherlands), The Shellfish Industry in Holland 

, GRAB UX): € n the th Sea S 
H. BLEGVAD (Denmark), Propagation and Transplantation of Marine Fish Berne Use nee Ree a ee 

4, G. HUNTSMAN (Carnsda}, Research on Use and Increace of Fish Stocks



H. S. RAO (India), Research in Fishery Conservation: Programme in India E 

. P. JACKSON (UK), The Utilization of Marine Algae 

E. OY (Norway), Utilization of Algae : 

P, SCHANG (France), Marine Algae 

GAME AND FUR CONSERVATION - 26 August 1949 
7 

E. H. GRAHAM (USA), Wildlife on Croplands 
A. D. MIDDLETON (UK), Game Conservation on Crop Jands in Great Britain 

J. V. K. WAGAR (USA), Recreation and Wildlife Problems Peculiar to Rangelands of 
Western United States 

D. I. RASMUSSEN (USA), Game and Fur Conservation on Range Lands in the Western 
United States 

A. S. LEOPOLD (USA), Ecological Aspects of Deer Production on Forest Lands 

MANAGEMENT OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES ~ 29 August 1949 

E. B. WORTHINGTON (Kenya), Management of Wild Life Resources 

A. T. A. RITCHIE, 0.B.E. (Kenya), Game Control in Kenya Colony 

T. G. C. VAUGHAN-JONES (Northern Rhodesia), The "Controlled Area" System in 
Relation to Game Manage.ent on Range Lands in Northern Rhodesia 

V. VAN STRAELEN (Belgium), The Scientific Activities of the National Parks 
Institute of the Belgian Congo. 

J. P. HARROY (Belgium) , Management of Wildlife Resources 

G. A. SWANSON (USA), Management of Bird Resources 4 

J.D. SOPER (Canada), Management of Bird Resources 

J. DELACOUR (USA), On the Conservation of Bird Resources 

E. AVILA (Peru), Peruvian Management of Bird Resources 

R. A. FALLA (New Zealand), Management of Bird Resources 

A. M. DAY (USA), Administration of Big Game Resources in the United States 

M, GOUILLY-FROSSARD (France), Administration of Game Resources 

A. URBAIN (France), Management of Wildlife Resources 

F. F. DARLING (UK), Problems of Conservation in Great Britain as Illustrated by the 
Status of the Red Deer (Cervus elaphus) and the Atlantic Seal (Halichoerus 
gryphus) 
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Was, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
= OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

: WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
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May 5, 19,8. 

Mr. Joseph J. Hickey, 
Assistant Professor, 

Department of Wildlife Management, 
The University of Wisconsin, 

Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Hickey: 

Secretary Krug has asked me to reply to your letter of 

April 26 regarding the death of Professor Leopold. We are 
deeply sorry to learn of his death and know that his loss will 
leave a serious gap in the science of wildlife management. I 
know he would have made a very real contribution to the work 

of the International Scientific Conference on the Conservation 
and Utilization of Resources. 

Sincerely yours, ‘ 

ee 
ur Goldschmidt.



April 26, 1948 

Honorable J.A, Krug ' 
Department of the Interior 4 
Washington, BD, ¢, 

iy dear Mr. Secretary! 

Professor Aldo Leopold of this University 
was invited by you to serve as an advisor 
on American parti¢ipation in the International 
Seientific Conference on the Conservation and 
Utilization of Resources. Mr, Leopold agcepted 
this appointment on March 15. 

I am sorry to report to you at this time that ; 
Professor Leopold died of a heart attack on 
April 21, 1948. 

Sineerely yours, 

JdHtpm Joseph J, Hickey 
Agsistant Professor



le eN THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
| | ; te) WASHINGTON 
\o\ Py 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I ppreciate very much your agreement to serve as a member of the 

Advisory Committee on American participation in the United Nations 
Scientific Conference on the Conservation and Utilization of Resources. 
Since my last letter to you, we have received from the Secretary- 
General the attached letter and copy of the Provisional Programme for 
the Conference, which contains the proposed plan and agenda for the 
meetings of the Conference. 

Our first task is to assist in formulating the comments and sug- 
gestions requested by the Secretary-General, To that end, I would 
appreciate your review of the proposed agenda, with particular emphasis 
on those phases of the program in your own field. You may want to con- 
sult with others who you believe may be helpful to us in this matter 
and you should feel free to do so. In this connection, it may be useful 
to you to have the attached list of scientists and experts in the govern- 
ment who have, with the help of their colleagues, given attention to the 

development of this program, as well as the list of members of the 
Advisory Committee. 

It would be helpful if we could receive your preliminary comments 
|| Jj eee suggestions by April. 30. This will give us an opportunity to 
\\ ~~Yeview all of the suggestions and comments and to draft the desired 

reply to the Secretary-General on the Provisional Programme. The draft 
reply will be sent to you for further review, and if necessary we may 
call a meeting of the committee for joint consultation regarding it. 

If I, or Mr. Arthur Goldschmidt of my office, who is Executive 
Vice Chairman of the Committee, can be helpful to you in your work on 
this matter, please do not hesitate to call upon us. 

Sincerely yours, 

A Secretary 1 ert 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Enclosure.
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Dear Mr. Secretary: 

I am glad to accept appointment on your International 
Selentific Conference on the Conservation and Utiliza~ 
tion of Resources. I take 1% the members will be 
notified of proposed meetings. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Alde Leopold é 
Professor



EX fof pS THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
(S| Gem |> WASHINGTON 4948 a LB: FEB 27 
Se 

Pn ee 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Recognizing the importance of developing the world's natural resources 
and the need for more widespread application of the techniques for their 
conservation and utilization, the Economic and Social Council of the United 
Nations has adopted a resolution calling a scientific conference on the 
conservation and utilization of natural resources, which is to be held in 
the United States in May of 1949. The Secretary—General of the United 
Nations has asked President Truman for assistance in connection with the 
preparatory work for the conference and the President has asked me to give 
direction to this cooperation with the United Nations. 

President Truman is eager to assure the fullest American participation 
in the conference and has suggested that in addition to making available 
experts and technicians in the Government to assist in its planning and 
preparation, I set up an Advisory Committee of representative people from 
scientific, educational, industrial and labor groups for the purpose of 
consultation and advice on the conference plans and program. This con- 
sulting group can make a tremendous contribution in assuring that the 
conference will be comprehensive and that it will contribute to the world's 
knowledge of conservation, development, and utilization practices. 

I therefore invite you to serve as an adviser on American participation 
in the International Scientific Conference on the Conservation and Utilization 
of Resources so that we may have the benefit of your knowledge and interest 
in this field. I am attaching a memorandum on the Nature and Purpose of the 
Conference, drafted by the staff of the United Nations, and a copy of the 
list of the people I am asking to serve on this consulting committee. The 
group will probably not need to meet more than once or twice and its members 
can assist us in this worthwhile undertaking largely by correspondence and 
by consultation. 

I hope that you will agree to assist us in this work and would appreciate 
hearing from you at your earliest convenience so that we may have adequate 
time to advance the preparatory work for the conference, 

. Sincerely yours, 

IL? Cigars. , 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Enclosure.
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Proposed Advisory Committee on American Participation, 
United Nations Scientific Conference on Conservation 

and Utilization of Resources. 

Dr. William L. Batt, Dr. J. Frederic Dewhurst, 
SKF Industries, 20th Century Fund, 

Front St. & Erie Ave., 330 West 42nd Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. New York, N. Y. 

Dr. John D. Black, Dr. Milton 5. Bisenhower, 
Professor of Economics, President, Kansas State College, 

Harvard University, Manhattan, Kansas. 

Cambridge, Mass. 

Dr. Paul D. Foote, 
Dr. Detlev Bronk, Gulf Research & Development Co., 
National Research Council, P, O. Drawer 2038, 

2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Washington 25, D. C. 

Dr. Morris E, Garnsey, 
Mr. Otis Brubaker, Professor of Economics, 
Research Director, University of Colorado, 
United Steel Workers of America, Boulder, Colorado. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Dr, R. G, Gustavson, 
Mr, Malcolm H. Bryan, President, University of Nebraska, 
President, Trust Company of Georgia, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Atlanta, Georgia. 

Dr. Marion H. Hedges, 
Dr. Wilson M. Compton, (Formerly Research Director 1.B.2.W.) 
President, Washington State College, 3257 O Street, N.W., 
Pullman, Washington. Washington, D. C. 

Mr. Morris L. Cooke, Mr. Zay Jeffries, 
Engineering Consultant, General Electric Company, 
St. Georges Road, Nela Park, 
Chestnut Hill, 5 Cleveland 12, Ohio. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Dr. Charles 8. Johnson, 
Dr. Samuel T. Dana, President, Fisk University, 
Dean, School of Forestry. Conservation, Nashville, Tennessee. 

University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan. Mr. Thomas Kennedy, Vice President, 
United Mine Workers of America, 

Mr. Chester C. Davis, 15th & I Streets, N.W., 
President, Federal Reserve Bank, Washington, D. C. : 
411 Locust Street, 
St. Louis, Missouri. Mr. Charles F. Kettering, 

General Motors Corporation, 
Mr. E. L. DeGolyer, Dayton, Ohio. 
Petroleum Geologist, 

Continental Building, Dr. Charles K. Leith, 
Dallas, Texas. Geologist, 

Wardman Park Hotel, 

Washington 8, D. C.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, Dr. Jacob R. Schramm, 

Professor of Wildlife Management, Professor of Botany, 
University of Wisconsin, University of Pennsylvania, 

Madison, Wisconsin, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Dr. AL I. Levorsen, Mr. Philip Sporn, 
Dean, School of Earth Sciences, American Gas & Electric Co., 

Stanford University, 30 Church Street, 
Palo Alto,, California, New York, N. Y. 

Dr. Donald E. McLaughlin, Dr. Paul 5. Taylor, 
Homestake Mining Company, Professor, Agricultural Economics, 

4O Wall Street, University of California, 
New York, N. Y. Berkeley, California. 

Dr. Paul D. Merica, Mr. William R. Wallace, 

International Nickel Company, Colorado Compact Commission, 
67 Wall Street, Utah Oil Building, 
New York, N. Y. Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Mr. Samuel B. Morris, Dr. Frank J. Welch, 
Department of Water and Power, Dean, College of Agriculture, 
207 South Broadway, Mississippi State College, 
Los Angeles, California. State College, Mississippi. 

Mr. Fairfield Osborn, Dr. Gilbert F. White, 
New York Zoological Society, President, Haverford College, 
630 Fifth Avenue, Haverford, Pennsylvania. 
New York 20, N. Y. , 

Mr. Clyde EH, Williams, 
Dr. Charles J. Potter, Battelle Memorial Institute, 
Rochester and Pittsburgh Coal Co., 500 King Street, 

Indiana, Pennsylvania. Columbus, Ohio. 

Professor Arthur W. Sampson, Mr. Langbourne M. Williams, Jr,., 

Professor of Range Management, Freeport Sulphur Company, 

University of California, 122 East 4end Street, 
Berkeley, California. New York, N. Y. 

Professor Carl 0. Sauer, Dr. Abel Wolman, 
Department of Geography, ‘Johns Hopkins University, 

University of California, Baltimore, Maryland. 

Berkeley, California. 
Dr. Erich W. Zimmermann, 

Dr. Thorndike Saville, Professor of Economic Resources, 
Dean, School of Engineering, University of Texas, 

New York University, Austin, Texas. 
New York, N, Y. 

»
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The Conference is open to all persons interested in Conservation 

and Development of Resources. 
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Interior 
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Copies sent to Olin, Dodge, Waller & Dill. “a 

421 Cheaietry Building 

PREAB : 
Quail 

Bovember 13, 192%. 

Poul G. Redington, Chief, 4 
Buresa of Biological Sarvey, 
Washington, B.C. ~ ; 

Dear Reds 

1 om very mach pleased to receive your Letter of Hoveaber 6 
with comuents by MeAtee end yourself on the Hichigan, Iowa, and Hinnesote 
Gene Survey reports. So far the distribution authorized by the Institute 
has been s9 Limited that T have had practically no benefit from technical 
Sad of oatitee an miele tse ee 
gectnical or scientific men. I would highly value any 
detailed criticion which your staff can send me from time to time. Por 
Sieemens, ce Stare Sine oe Se hese Gtaihe <2 pew Sena that single 
observat are the testimony of « few people and have occasionally a 
deen used ag catadlishing a fect. Of course under the kind of conditions e 
with which I am confronted, this is an almost unoveideble difficulty 
bat af the sane time I wnt to minimige it to the extent that sirill and 
Judgeent can do eo. If there are places that you can point out where : 
this source of errew sould te reduced, I would be very grateful. 

I would Like to say in explonation of the Mimsesota report 
thet my work was done just et the tine of a chenge in personnel in the 
State Game Department. Accordingly there were many details which I 

would normally have verified there which could not be taken up with 
anybody officially. 

If you give farther ciroulation ef the reports axong the 
menbers of your staff, could you ask then to send me just as detziled 
notes as they are willing to make? Thanking you for thie agetstance, 

Yours eiacerely, 

ALDO EEOPCLD, 
In Charge, Geme Survey.



Rusk, Stenene 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 

December 10, 1924, 

Mr. Prank L. Earnshaw, 
e/o U. 8. Biological Survey, 
Washington, 2. C. ; f 

Dear Mr. Darnshaw! 

My information on the Greene ae Case was obtained 
from Mr. 4, H. Bolton, an attorney of Sioux City, Iowa, address 
417 Frances Building. I think he could explain its import to 
you better than I can. He is a sporteman and probably connected . 
with the Izaak Walton League. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

GP - Z December 3, 1928. 
Lands. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In a recent game survey sent in by you, you offer a suggestion 
that there would seem to be some chance for additional Federal refuges 
along the Missouri River by reason of the decision of the Supreme Coutt 

in the "Greene County Case". 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could give us a more defi- 

nite citation of this case. When was the decision handed down - recent- 
ly? If you could give us the date of the decision, or the title of the 
case perhaps we can locate it. We have endeavored to find it on the in- 
formation you furnished, but have been unable to do so. 

Very truly yaurs, _ ; pe 

Loaf A Bavrvcthe” 
t 

Acting U.S.Game Conservation Officer.



fh Fibe Copy. 

ha@l Chemistry Building 

December 10, 1924, 

Paul G. Redington, Chief, 
: U. S Biglogical Survey, 

Yashington, D. ¢. A 

Dear Reds 
after your left New York I discussed with the Geme Comittee 

the need, whith I foresee, of additional Biolegical turvey men to 
supervise additional fellowships on other epecios of game, financed 
not only by the Institute but possibly other aguncies. 

ae Sree, Saat emneeeiy 5 Sey Nenedee te ms ey ; 
additional fellowships the ones already est up have decome 
operative, and have proven to be effective, 

suggent nn garcons of cantanaes Eieneen 9 eey wil 6 anes $9 * 
form a logice] pert of a bigger and more cospreheneive echene. 

‘ Co cive the, ssnscnaty Sysoten of aatien om Uhid, We ume 
Committee war autherieed te convert, if found sivieable, ’ 
five quail fellowships to Singnecics and Mungurtans, i 

ee ne ee eee ee eee alee ‘ 
logiesl Garvey, or noes for bimeolf), hae any objection 
te prosecding with the perticular Universities with whom we are now 
ee rete oe one a Scena tae bene 

‘wore te thich they are best adapted and wit woald best into @ 
big plan rather then with quell or nothing, 

Oe ek toes eae ae cae We beve only 1 
man, %e ore, im touch with only 1 region. %e foresee a nood for 
See dom clas ot cal un kL cwek cen Poaaiene F 

- Before you con on de em hye len lg a son a 
ought to show good = with whet we have now. Thie involves 
either starting queil work in “unsurveyed” territory or including. 
other birds in our present territory, It seene to me the intter is 
the best, and incidentally, the quickest.



Paul 6, Redington « 2 - Dee, 10, 1924, 

fe Apresngee Bag By ny Han penylbnapee ip ere dhe yoo 
mentioning this new but as soon ae you and Stedderd have approved. 

oo ee on eee epecies, the way is open , 
9 do so. : 

I should have foreseen this uew tack, but I didn't. That it - 
comes to in my mind ie this: I om still a Little bit doubtful sbout quail 
as far north as St. Poul. On the other hand, Stoddard and I are both 
enthusiastic about the faculty there, By later ewitching them to pheasants 
the layout wight be strengthened, eS Stes Seen Seay gree 08 eee 
for Aun Avbor to ewitch to Bungariane, These are just ustrative of what 
the new change might meon, 

A Copy for Stoddard ie enclosed, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALNO LeOPronn, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

Tnclosure: 
Copy of letter for Stoddard, 

Copies sent Olin, Dodge, Dill, Waller, Stoddard.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE) 

5 BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY , 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FHR-Z . 

December 14, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of December 10 is received. 

It would not make any difference to the Biological Survey if 
one or two of the fellowships to be established under the Game Survey 

. involved a study of birds other than the bobwhite, and so far as our 
cooperation is concerned the matter could be just as easily handled. 

, I judge you probably have considered that the spread of your investi- 
gative efforts in this way might tend to hold back the headway you 
would want to make in the study of any one bird. 

e i 

In reference to your other letter of December 10, I feel that 
| this is a matter that the Biological Survey will have to handle in its 

own way. It is probably true that leading positionsin many universi- 

rae ‘he -_ ties pay much more than we can in the Biological Survey, but Mr. McAtee 
fodder’ informs me that he does not believe this fact will have any influence 
giv on Stoddard as the latter not only realizes that he is not well quali- 
awe) fied for college work, but also his inclimations would be not to do it; 

in fact, he does not appear to want to take any position that would 

) involve very much office or other inside work. 
\ f 

| Salaries paid under the quail investigation were such as we 
| considered liberal at the beginning so as to make up for the temporary 

nature of the employment. Conditions have changed since that time 

and the salaries are probably no longer regarded as specially liberal. 

We- hope very much when we bring Stoddard into the Survey to be in 
position to give him a bubstantial raise. 

Sincerely yours, 

: bh G. Redington 
Chief.
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Pobrunry 13, 192). 

Peat G. Che f, 
U.S Diskagloeh Subvey, 

testington, 3 0. 

Tene "eds : 

ft thought I had better the inyortent thinge 
we telad ict be Genes he & ark af oan be 38k sonnenede. 

Dllowhing. [t te ny waderstending that: : 

(1) fe eft) not advertise the fellowships witil Stoddard ie 
through in Georgia. 

tr meanwhile in 

epi ee 
ciue inne 

The 5 fellewshire available are for eypecies of 
Le ee en or oe 

0 Setaaieal, Sevens fneh Se suniy Cannes one mas open. 
I secu : Let hin I think be would ithe 

an oftiaiel decision.) — ‘ 

(9) dudging from the atteched tebuletion “Status of Felles 
inne sane ener ee : 
howe te be on for the firet few months, The 

: Institate hae no to hie assignment to other 
wasiness in Line the gonerel purpose of the follow 

The quowtion of hie headquarters is up to the Biclegtoal 
at Naturally 3 hoye it will be Modioon, the Univercity 
promises offlee quarters here, 

: The Miselesipel Report contains the beckground 
Ye to coordinate 
cele a danediee te o sake eee enema af Gee



ss Pagah G, Redington « 2 « 2/25/29. 

bape Ghapenaed ae Oh iis DEihy Batt Sian, Sts Bailes, Be 
es ee eee ond 5, UW, Greene at MoNeil, and os to 

the lest five, alliwore wen for it. ir, Belk wae also but anturelly 
T do not want to spesk te you for him ee eee” 

sot tet the Molacton cesar caste tas 406 af peeing th te he 
proper parties with a view te appropriations, 

ssh eet ee ie clemson or aaptabens Neb ts Geenae eh 
require at leaot one bow any (otodiord and Crome wi both be ah 
Tetkeonville Yebruary 27-28, 

Se Ce Sm OS ee 
ore wot Seovetary Jardine in 

the two porties aioe ane eoaaae ae 
Me, Lene of Yotational agriculture unter & Aut) 
stim vate to puting ons tcino fo Fret onrn cule on then 
organize a mmagenent “project” in the oni! Sehools of 
Miseieai ppl, 

PB Soneonk yyy ay egies soe Apel os gaye Bonne Ri page 

vi t acbusakly cannst pesdheh thah etal bo aneton to make i dg a 

tol cul per eek ae ak tae Guan, eae 

See tt tive sale sme te oper be te Settle Soot say tn peti we lad cba 
I be Bast again in March or April and will be here 

to lecture, shleh sill cive tho chances for further @raferonce tn 
the event I can be of any use te you in developing those posetdilities, 

I oe sate Glee Shere ey eee 
Be Cum woomateoy S ceeet esos intact moadte ant bor 

chock tha guide aldeoting tale étviaaean, : 

With best rogarda, 

Yours sincerely, 

SEDO DLGPoL, ; 
; In Charge, Some Survey,



: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

x 
March 23, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo; 

I inclose a copy of a letter from Mr. 0. H. Lane, Chief, 

Agricultural Educational. Service, with whom we had a conference 

in which the matter of interesting southern farmers in game conser- 

; vation was discussed. We left your report on the Game Survey of 

Mississippi with him for reading and you will note his comment 

upon it. I have acknowledged Mr. Lane's letter and promised that 

after further consideration, we will consult with him again as to 

just what can be done as a beginning on our programe I shall be 

very glad to have your suggestions on the matter in the light of 

ne Mr. Lane's letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ses ¢ Redingto 

Incl. A=16776. Chief.
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FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

200 New Jersey Ave., N. We, 

Washington. 

March 20, 1929. 

Mr. Paul G. Redington, 
Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 

Washington, D. G. 

Dear Mr. Redington; 

My two agents for the southern region and myself have 

read the manuscript you left with me entitled "Report on a Game 
Survey of Mississippi" by Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

We are of the opinion that the material in this manuscript 

may be of great service to the farmers through teachers of voca- 
tional agriculture in Mississippi and possibly other southern 

States. The opportunity for farmers to derive an additional revenue 
from uncultivated land may easily be brought out in connection with 

evening classes for adult farmers conducted by agricultural teachers. 

Another avenue through which this mterial may find 
effective lodgment is the local chapters of the Future Farmers of 
America. This is an organization of vocational boys and as I see 
it, this material may be used in various ways in connection with 
the activities of these Future Farmer chapters. 

I shall be glad to cooperate with you in any way which my 
be of mutual benefit to all concerned. 

Sincerely yours, 

/S/ G. He Lane, 

Chief, Agricultural Educational Service.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

March 25, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I had a talk with Colonel Thompson the other day when down in 

the Thomasville region but did not find him very responsive to financing 
@ moving-picture project. These men have put a good deal of money 

‘ in the quail fund and they are about through. Stoddard of course has 
some remarkable pictures which have been shown to the owners for their 
information and pleasure. 

At the time I was in Thomasville the son of George D. Pratt was 
down there to take some moving pictures of the quail operations, 

apparently in the interest of Mr. Carlos Avery, who, I understand, is 
planning to use such pictures as may be obtained to cooperate with the 
American Forestry Association in its educational work in the South. 

I have read with interest the correspondence that has passed 

between you and Shepard regarding the employment of Paul Fair. I am 

glad to learn that something tangible has resulted. Fair will have 
to get busy very quickly on anything connected with the quail operations 

in Georgia because conditions a little bit later will not be very good 

for obtaining photographs. If the Biological Survey can find its way 

clear in the future to assist in financing Fair on this or any other 

projects, you need not be assured we will do so. I have personal 
hopes that between us all we can give Fair a permanent job. 

Sincerely yours, 

bus Gla. Z 
“ Paul G. Redington 

Chief.



File 

April 18, 1929 

Prof. R. W. Harned 
Agricultural College 
Starkville, Mississippi 

Dear Prof, Harned: 

As I wrote you, I have held the matter of Mississippi 
fellowships in abeyance pending Redington's interview with Mr. C.E. | 
Lane of the Smith-Highes organization. 

Redington was here yesterday and handed me the attached 
letter from Mr. Lane. To make a long story short, we have bir. Lane's 
acquiescence, but no more. I was hoping he would help finance the . 
preparatory moves. 

In Mr. D. L. Williams, the state supervisor, we have not only 
acquiescence, but enthusiasm. Do you know him? With Mr. Lane's 0. K. 
as a starting point, can you proceed with Mr. Williams to outline a plan 
in which quail research at Starkville and quail extension through Mr. 
Williams' organization will be duly coordinated? 

I want to leave this plan to you. Four alternatives seem to 
present themselves. 

afl Tf Smith-Hughes can't put up any money, the only 
way to proce d be to pick a young fellow who already meets Mr. 
Williams! specifications as an agricultural teacher, and put him in 
training under a fellowship at Starkville to learn the quail business 
and build a demonstration area, with the understanding that if he makes ; 
good he would ultimately be taken over by Mr. Williams' organization to 
teach the vocational teachers, using the demonstration area at Starkville 

; for that purpose. 

The trouble with this plan is that the fellowship could only 
suffice to meet the cost of the man, The expense of developing and oper- 
ating the demonstration area would be on the University, and I tnderstood 
from you that the University is shy of funds. 

Plan No. 2 If Smith-Hughes can put up some money, then Plan No.2 
x would be the same as No. 1, except that the Smith-Hughes money would go 

V toward developing and operating the demonstration area. 

Plan No. 3. If Smith-Hughes can put up some money buh would 
, prefer to use it on the man, rather than on the area, then the Institute 

ik might finance the area. This, however, would not be a standard fellowship



2 
Harned 

and would require special approval by the Institute. The more I think 
about it, the more it seems to me that Institute money should go into men, 
rather than operations on land. Such operations can best be watched by 
those living on the ground. 

ena If Smith-Hughes has no money now but could finance 
a trainee later, m we could start the fellowship and the demonstration 

ot area now and ultimately have 2 men on it, one doing the research and opera- 
ting the area, and the other simply preparing to teach the results. . 

In any case the Biological Survey, through Stoddard, would serve 
as technical advisor. In any case the primary objective of the area would 
be to work out the economics of the Georgia findings as applied to ordinary 
southern quail lands. 

Redington is seeing Mr. Lane again to see if he can not get some 
more positive assurance of just what he will do to help, I am sending him 

Ww and Stoddard, copies of this letter. My object is not to launch any final 
qu” action, but just to start an exchange of thoughts to date. Final action 

w must await Redington's second interview with Lane. Which of these plans 
sounds best to you? ; 

As to the turkey fellowship we were discussing with Lobdell, I 
think we will have to defer action. I will have only five fellowships to 
try out, and will have to devote them to more widely distributed species. 
After the idea has been tried out and more fellowships are made available, — 
then I will be anxious to go ahead with a turkey study. With this ultimate 
end in view I would be interested at any time in what Iobdell has found out 
about the Electric Mills area, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
; In Charge, Game Survey



COPY 

FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

200 New Jersey Ave.,, I. W. 

Washington 

March 20, 1929 

Mr. Paul G. Redington 
Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agriculture ; 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Mr. Redington: 

My two agents for the southern region and myself have 
read the manuscript you left with me entitled "Report on a Game 
Survey of Mississippi," by Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

We are of the opinion that the material in this manu- 
script may be of great service to the farmers through teachers of 
vocational agriculture in Mississippi and possibly other southern 

‘ states. The opportunity for farmers to derive an additional revenue 
from uncultivated land may easily be brought out in connection with 
evening classes for adult farmers conducted by agricultural teachers. 

Another avenve through which this material mey find effect. 
ive lodgment is the local chapters of the Future Farmers of America. 
This is an organization of vocational boys and as I see it, this ma- 
terial may be used in various ways in connection with the activities 

- of these Future Farmer chapters, 

I shall be glad to cooperate with you in any way which may 
be of mutual benefit to all concerned. 

GSéunerely yours, 

: /s/ C,H. Lane 

Chief, Agricultural Educational Service 

;



; . 

at “ oe iy STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
\ i fa BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

re " iv WASHINGTON, D. C. 

rks 
April 27, 1929. : 

MEMORANDUM. 

I called up Dr. Lane this morning in reference to 

aid from the Smith-Hughes Act and learned the following: 

That the only aid that can be given in a proposi- 

tion of this kind is by suggestion. In other words, 
when the material regarding the relation of quail to 

farmers has been compiled and put into shape for use in 
Mississippi the Federal Board for Vocational Education 

will be gled to handle this material and make the sugges- 

tion to the vocational teachers in Mississippi that they 
include this material as a part of the training and in- 
struction given to the vocational students. 

It is apparently not possible to secure any funds 
from the Federel Board for Vocational Education that 
might be used to finance the employment of a trained man 
whose function it would be to act as a demonstrator in 
the application of quail practices. 

t 

Ail, 7 
Chief.



File 4 

42) Chemistry Building i 

May 20, 1929 

Mr. Poul @, Redington | 
Us. & Biological Survey \ 

In the light of your memo of April 27 I have sent the 
attached letter to Dr. Harned with a copy to Stoddard, 

dust to clarify the situation, it is my understending that p 
we are trying to promote two separate projects in Mississippi: 

(1) A Quail Pellowship at Stariville to work out the 
economics of the Georgie findings ond to train a Smith \ 
Rughes teacher, 5 

(2) & MeSweeney Bill experiment at leNeill to correlate 
geome, forestry, and grazing. 

I suggest that the promotion of the Starkville project from 
now on be handled by Stoddard, he to call on the rect of us whenever 
he needs our help. ; 

I suggeet that the promotion of the MeNeil1 project be turned 
qvbe to tox Salle wap f Wahtbetend hoe Ait the Webcams wot, atm 
Seren’ Sees So ee Oe ee re ee Since the 
first move is funds, and since &, Greene at McNeill is very keen on 

ee I mggest that > a the matter of funds to the 
initiative of Greene, and thet ask for the cowoperation of 

Henry P. Davis, 1305 Peabedy Ave., Memphis, Both Greene and Davis are 
able men, heve seen my report, and are familiar with the local donditions, 
and if turned loose could doubtless generate much local interest in Me- 

j Sweeney Bill Appropriations for this specific purpose. 

If De. Bell will advise me whether he is agreesble to leaving 
the initiative to Greene, and will communicate with him to thet effeet, I 
will attend to all the rest. 

] Yours sincerely, 

ATDO an TROPOLDY : 

PLS. I heve talked with Rarle Clapp about No.2-<he is for it--but I don't 
think Demmon at New Orleans is nearly as much interested as Greene at Mew 
Neil, Of course, it wuld be advisehle for Dr. Bell and Greene to keep 
Demmon in the picture.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON, D. GC. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

June 1, 1929, 

Se 
nA f sey ; 

—™ & Cer , 
. ar et” a 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Th “4 ble 
421 Chemistry Building, ¥ 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of May 20 is received. . 

I want to correct an impression which you have apparently re- 
ceived, and that is that Stoddard in this cooperative work which we 
will do-with the Institute after July 1 will be under the general 
direction of Mr. McAtee rather than Dr. Bell, because the bases of 
the studies have to do with food habits. 

Under the terms of the McSweeney-McNary Act many studies will 
be undertaken at experiment stations which have to do primarily with 
food habits of birds, and it is our intention as we secure adequate 
funds for the prosecution of activities under this Act to assign a 
certain number of men'to this cooperation with the Forest Service to 
look particularly into the matter of food habits, and these men will 
be directed through Mr. McAtee's division. Dr. Bell will have say 
in regard to those men who are primarily concerned in investigating 
life histories, environmental relationships, etc., of species of birds 
and animals. 

It is felt that by the time the McNeill project is developed 
there will be McSweeney-McNary itioney available for the employment of 
men under the Division of Food Habits Research. 

Relative to our taking up of the matter of funds with Greene, 
at McNeill, I believe this is going to be a rather dangerous move, for 
you know the limitations under which we work in connection with the 
requesting of Government appropriations. You yourself are familiar 
with the procedure. . The initiative must come from some other agency 
than ourselves if there is a desire on the part of cooperators to see 
that further resources are supplied to governmental bureaus to better 

carry out their work. 

Please do not hesitate to write me if there is any clarification 
needed in connection with the above statement. 

With best regards, I am 
Sincerely yours, be 4, ) 

oa: Sottero m4 
Chief. ‘ ;



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ae 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

eeoaesee October 1, 1929. 

BI-Z 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your report accompanying your letter of August 2nd was re- 
ceived in due time and has been read with much interest by a num- r 
ber of men in the Bureau concerned with matters covered in your 
report. I am wondering if you will be willing to let us abstract 
from this information regarding the occurrence and distribution of 
various species. We have noted a considerable number of interest- 
ing records of mammals such as bears, panthers, foxes, and deer. 
Some of your tables give particularly interesting records of this 

kind. 

If you are willing to let us do this we should greatly ap- 
preciate the privilege of abstracting some of the notes for in- 

clusion in our record files. 

Assuring you that we shall be glad to be of any possible 
assistance on the interesting work upon which you are engaged, 
I an, 

Very truly yours, 

W. B. Bell, 
In Charge, Division of - 
Biological Investigations.



File Copies to Dili and Olin (with copies 

of Bell's letter) 

October 5, 1929 

Dr. %. Be Bell : 
Bureau of a Survey 
Washington, BD. ¢C.. i 

Dear Dr. Bell: ; ; fj 

I would be ghdd to have the Biological Survey abstract 
material for ite records from the reporte of the Game Survey. 
It would be preferable, of course, that this be not published ‘ 
pending the publicetion of the report of the Survey on the 
north central region next winter and pending a series of 
follow-up technical erticles which I hope to get out supple} 
mentary to the wain report. It seems improbable, however, 
that you will have any oceasion to publish in advance of these. 

The object of sending copies of the Survey reports to 2 
the Biological Survey was of course to give it the full advan- 
tage of the Institute's work. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

x 
February 24, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: j 

I am glad to learn from your letter of February 18 that 
regardless of what Stoddard decides, cooperation will go on about 

as it is. I sm convinced that we could get a man among the present 

employees of the Biological Survey or among the fellows already at 
work, but other things being equal, it would be desirable to go 

outside so as not to disturb existing arrangements. Also it will be 

easy to make a new appointment to the same kind of position that 

Stoddard holds, provided the new employee will be satisfied with that 

kind of position which does not include the benefits of Government 
retirement legislation. 

Stoddard suggests Grange with whom you no doubt are acquainted 

and I would like to learn your reaction to this proposal. Another 

candidate that occurs to me is Pirnie. Whoever we get I am sure 

Stoddard will stay on the job long enough to train him thoroughly and 
give him an opportunity of seeing all of the projects now under way 
together with whatever there is to see in the Thomasville region and 

other points in the southeastern States. I shall make a suggestion 

to the Chief that Grange be offered the place, but meanwhile will be 

glad to hear fran you. 

Sincerely yours, ” 

LR VUE 
W. L. MeAtee 

In Charge 

Food Habits Research.



February 26,1930 

Dy. % Le MeAtee 
U. &. Buxeau of Biological Survey 
Bashington, BD. C. 

Dear Dr. MeAtes: , 

Your suggestion of Grange of Pirale has led me to 
eet down some actual examples of the kind of work Stoddard's 
successor should be able to do. 

Pirst of all there is the more of lese obvious . 
funetion of technical advice direct to fellowship students. This 
needs no elaboration. 

Secondly there ie the general function of helping 
states expand their ow game research efforts. The fellowship idea 
ie of limited utility wilese this expension develops. ‘Theat it is 
developing rapidly ie iliustrated by the following jobs now on hand: 

(a) Presenting to Dr. Lyter the technics? gree fox fiuaue sag 

RNAI prestint Broan sat President Brooke what faculty arrange. 
ments are necessary to start the work. 

(b) Inspecting the technical facilities of the University of 
Aghgona for an Institute fellowship. 

(ce) Mainteining cooperation with Dr. Groene at Winnesota. 

(a) Presenting to Michigan (or some other state) the tech- 
nical case for controlled experimentation on nutritional 
deficiencies of phensants. 

1% would hardly be fair to expect Grange or Pirnie to 
execute these kind of Jobe at the outset. They would inevitably, for 
a long time to come, gravitate back to Stoddard or myself, I take it 
that we ought to build toward the Biological Survey handling the tech. 
niosl aspects of such matters independent of Stoddard or museht, I 
ought to be out of the pictare except once a yoor for or 
agsinet continuanee of finane ing.



2 Meatee 

It boile down to this: thet the selection of a junior 
type of man is going to entail a heavy load for a long time on gone 
Se oo ee & Roe he 

og . 

Tnother santa, there seem to be two preeent alternatives 
for really “filling Stoddard's shoes": 

(1) Try to find somebody who has nearly all of 
Stodderd's qualifications already. 

(2) Choose some promising youngster who has them 
potentially, but who would need active help in 
the field from Stoddard (or later some other 
anaes officer) at certain times and places, 

who in the meanvhile would simply be the 
field representative of that superior officer, 

Merely adding a man of the junior type would, for the 
reasons given above, not really fill the Mill. 

Tn my last letter I suggested that thie problem may 
have some conection with the problem of game surveys, Are you willing 
to entertain the idea ‘of taking on an outstanding senior men to (1)make 
surveys, and (2) supervise a man of the junior type in managing the 
fellowships? hie would be alternative no. 2, 

Do = finances permit considering altemative no.1? 
I reelise you may finances to exeoute alternative no.1 at once, 
oF the Hank oF auaat Gok cute aged EL cae ee a 
of the Pirnie or Grange type would depend % other men, if 
any, Comprise your mental picture of your future orgenisatian. 

The foregoing discussion is simply to give you a back~ 
ground for my anewer to your specific question. 

If you selected Grange, I would recommend to the Institute 
that he be given a thorough trial. If you could, say within the next 
six months, plese over him e senior man of outetemding accompl ishments, 
the two of them to be coached by Stoddard, I would be very optimistic 
over the outeoms. If not, I would be less optimistic, tut hopeful. 

I would prefer Grange to Pirnie, although I know him 
much better than Pirnie. On the attached list of qualificetions, Grange 
is short on 1 and 6, and possibly to some extent on 5. In time, he would, 
I think, overcome all these shortages except 1. 

Youra sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Change, Game Survey



: Qualifications Necessory in e 

——iaRenesor to Stoddard 

Indisreneable Qualificstions 

a — yr gr an tert Rae poy Enda ae 
of game work, prefersbly published research work, to 

prove his fitness for advising others. 

2. eae Be rate are nad ® life-long interest in and 
ty with wild life, ond sufficient aptitude to pick 

up Steddard’s field technique within « short tine. 

3. es He mast have enthusiagm, teaching ability, tact. 
@ mast Carry personal “weight.” . 

& He must be able to see research objectives, 
on aes current jobe to ee Bag them, inspect oxeeution 
of euch plans, and get cooperat from others, 

Qualifications which should appear either in Stodderd's successor or in 
Some_sunerion officer supervising nis work in the field. 

5e Saoedinei ag Sali te An understending of game administration, 
work, ond policy, ae whll as game reecarch. An 

understanding of the interior mechenian of universities. An 
understanding of game and conservation organizations. An under~. 
standing of farming, forestry, and related lend uses. Ability 
to Coordinate game research with all of these. 

6 Sedentific Stenging. A heavier degree of qualification no.1.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

x February 26, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

4 Dear Aldo: 

In reply to your letter of February 19, I am not surprised 

that requests for game surveys are coming in faster than you can, 
handle them, but regardless of this, I should think that it might 

be desirable to do them gradually if necessary but have all planned 

along the same lines and carried out to about the same extent as 

those you have already completed. I am not absolutely sure that 
we can provide a man for training with you. so as to continue work 

along the same lines under the auspices of the Biological Survey 
but may be able to do so early in the next fiscal year (i.e. after 

July 1). 

Some of the criticism we get from sportsmen scarcely is 

calculated to improve our disposition to increase the amount of work 

we are doing for them which is already large, but we always have in 
mind that one of the most effective means of consérvation in this 

field is to work for the increase of the total stock of game in the 
hope that it will’ prove more than sufficient for all demands. 

Sincerely, 

Paul G. Redingyon 

Chief.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO s 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

xX March 3, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

In reply to your letter of February 26, I may say that my 

inclination based on experience in the Biological Survey is always 
to take a younger worker and let him grow up to fill the position 
rather than to attempt to get amore fully qualified man who may 

perhaps have set ideas that he will not want to give up. Another j 
factor is that one is apt to get the least desirable type among 

mature men as the best workers are likely to be engaged in lines 

that they do not want to give up or have positions so desirable 
that we can not attract them. Every person who might be appointed 

to a position such as that we are now considering would do the 

job in a different way, and it is conceivable that there might be 

several different ways that would be equally praiseworthy. I 

think that if we get a good prospect, let him absorb all he can 

from Stoddard and from others here and let him have the benefit 
of your advice all along, that he is quite likely to make good. 

I prepared letters for the Chief's signature to you and to 

Mr. Dort about a man for making game surveys, but he wishes to give 

the matter further consideration before sending out these replies. 

In general, however, the Biological Survey is not able to offer a 

salary that would be attractive to a really outstanding senior 

eandidate. Grange has been written to and we should know in a few 

days whether he is favorably disposed toward the position. If he 

is, we shall arrange to take him on as soon as possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. Le McAtee 
In Charge 

Food Habits Research.



File 

Copy to Mr. Stoddard 

Mereh 17,1930 

Dr. W. le HeAtee 
Bureau of Biological Survey ; 
Washington, ». 6. 

Dear Dr. MeAtee: 

It has occurred to me that it might be advisable 
for the Biological Survey to take into its confidence the various 
universities interested in Institute fellowship before it makes 
a@ final selection of Stoddard's trainee and ultimate successor. 

It is my personal opinion that the universities wore 
just as anxious to obtain Stodderd's advice as they were to benefit : 
by the financial arrangements under the Institute fellowships, and 
this being the case, I know they would appreciate being told about 
the present turn of events, and being invited to comment on the plan 
for meeting them. In short, if you could tell the faculty member in 
charge in each case, what has happened, tell them what considerations 
guided you in forming @ plan of action, and then tell them about 
Grange and his qualifications, and lastly explain to them Stoddard's 
Continued connection with the fellowships in an advisory capacity, 
it would help start the new arrangement off on the most favorsble 
posaible basis. 

My suggestion would be that these letters be addressed tos 

Minnesota Dr. R. N. Chapman, University Farm 
Wisconsin Dr. L. J, Cole 
Michigen 8. T. Dana, Dean of the School of 

Porestry and Conservation 
Arigona Dr. #. P. Taylor 

I am having a very satisfactory visit with Stoddard on 
this whole matter, which he will doubtless report to you on his return, | 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
; In Charge, Geme Survey



4 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 
Qh CHIEF, cisanneaecee SURVEY cl an 

March 19, 1930. \ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

A copy of your letter of March 6, to Mr. Conklin, as to the 
kind of man needed to make a survey in a State like Pemsylvania is 
received. 4 

It seems to me preferable as a rule to get young men and let 
them grow up with the organization in which they receive their train- 
ing as they are more likely to become an integral part of it rather 
than a foreign and possibly disturbing element. Moreover, men of 
mature age fully capable of carrying on the work suggested would 
probably either be employed in places where they would not care to 
leave or would make a salary demand which we could not meet. 

State game surveys offer, I believe, a large field for the 
Biological Survey. We are, as you probably know, trying to get 
Grange to come with the Bureau to fit into the place which is now 
occupied by Stoddard. Grange. we hope.could come in time to secure 
considerable aid and advice from Stoddard before the latter left us. 
We also expect some addition to McAtee's force if the appropriation 
bill as at present drawn comes through. We went to try to get young 
men and then do our best to train them well. 

Sincerely yours, 

A this... — 
Paul G. Redington, 

Chief.



ay 

March 25, 1930 
ir, Paul D, Redington, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, De Ce 

Dear ifr, Redington: 

I am very glad to return herewith the information 
you requested in your letter of March 21. 

When Mr, Stodderd was in Madison recently, we 
diseuesed the Arizona quail study which is contemplated. 
I understand from talking with Mr. Stodderd and Mr. Leopold 
that they would like,if possible, to interview the Arizona 
people previous to May 15, and they expresmed their desire 
to have the new man accompany them in order to become familiar 
with the work fromthe start. This was suggested tentatively. 
In ease the Survey wishes to follow this plan, it appears 

| likely that I can get away for two weeks either during the 
middle of April or during the first two weeks in May. Probable 
dates would be from April 7 to April 21, or from May 1 to May 15, 
In the latter case, it might be necessary for me to stay on * 
with the Wisconsin work two weeks longer. In any event, I 
thought it best to mention this so that Mr. Stoddard might 
have this information in completing his plans. I presume 
the appointment would need to be governed accordingly. I shall 
be very pleased to hear from you in this regard, and shall 
endeavor to arrange my work to meet the convenience of the 
Survey. 

: Very truly yours, 

WG:BA Superintendent of Game



Copy to Mr. Olin ' 

May 2, 1930 

_ Mit. Paul G. Redington, Chief 
U. S&S. Bureau of Biological Survey 

Dear Red: 

Tn my Correspondence with Dr. Meatee and Stoddard 
Concerning his new eo, I suggested his appointment as collabor- 
ator in order to al him to put in part-time on Biological Survey — 
pay for the continusace of Grange's training after his full~tine 
eCommection with the Biological Survey has been severed, 

My endorsement of the present arrangement ws in 
part premised on the assumption that Stoddard could drop out of the 
picture very gredually. } 

Me, Henderson told me in Chicago the other day that 
he had heard nothing sbout en appointment as collaborator, or ebout 
@ eetoup of funds to carry such appointment. ‘Therefore it cecurred 
to me that thie might have been overlooked, and hence I am calling 
it to your attention. i 

Ae you know, the Porest Service carries a number of 
part-time eolleboretors at a salary rate bearing some relation to 
their real value, Thus Pairchild, as the outstending expert on 
forest taxation, is carried at, I think, 0 & year. This hes 
hed a very beneficial effect on the trend of salary retes for come 
petent men within the full-time staff, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO Thorolp 
In Charge, Game Survey



F UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

May 6, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of May 2 is received. 

I am not greatly disturbed by the fact that 
Mr. Stoddard may not continue officially as a collaborator 
after he leaves for his work in Georgia. It is certain 

that Mr. Grange will from time to time keep in touch with 

Mr. Stoddard on any new developments, particularly in 
connection with quail work, and we shall give him every 
opportunity to keep apprised of what is happening. 

It may be, later it will be advisable to put Mr. 
Stoddard on our collaborator list, and for special jobs 
to secure his services for short periods, but I believe 

that is a matter which can be handled when occasion for 
it demands. I think I cam assure you that we shall 
always be able to scrape up a little money to permit us 
to put Mr. Stoddard on the rolls, if he is willing to 

accept short-time employment. 

Sincerely yours, 

bMedugh 
aul G. Redi on, 

Chief.



Copies to: [ 
; Mr. Olin 

Mr. Dodge 

Major Waller . 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

May 8, 1930 

Mr. Paul G. Redington, Chief 
U. S. Biological Survey s 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Red: 

I am afraid your letter of May 6 indicates a funde— 
mental difference in viewpoint. I am by no means sure that my view- 
point is right, and I do not want to drag out correspondence on a 
closed question, but here are some of the things I had in mind in 
urging the continuance of some official connection between Stoddard 
and the Biological Surveys: 

You know the move looking toward some central organ- 
ization with funds. If this comes to anything at all, it can not 
budge, as the Survey well lmows, without first treining more men. 
It would probably turn to Stoddard, either direet or via the Biolog- 
ical Survey. If there is no connection, is the letter as likely as 
if there were? 

Michigan has set up a $200,000 fish program (funds 
partly available) including a wholesale training program, to be fol- 
lowed by a similar game set-up, both to be handled through the Univ-— 
ersity. The game set-up would logically be an expansion of the pre- 
sent fellowship. Is it likely that the advisory supervision of this 
would be wholly entrusted to a single 6-months trainee, however good? 
Have you the other men who could jump in effectively end carry the 
prestige to be acceptable without question by Michigan? (Of course, 
Michigan may flivver, but this sort of thing is going to happen.) 

The Georgia Quail Investigation is going to continue 
in some form or other. Is it good strategy for the Survey to sever 
connection with it entirely? It has barely started, adn is the most 
significant single project so far executed by the Survey. 

: This is not mentioning Grange's probable need for 
periodical check-up and advice, nor the possible spread of privately 
financed fellowships. Dr. Lyter, for instance appears to want to go 
ahead with a quail inbreeding experiment, possibly working at Thomas— 
ville with the advice of some wniversity geneticist. How can I 
answer the question: Why not deal with Stoddard and the university 
direct?



You are quite right in saying that a connection could 
be revived for these purposes if and when they materialize. Somehow, 
however, this does not seem to me the best way. I even think that the 

attitude on such matters may have something to do with whether they 

happen at all. . 

I will consider the case closed, but I just wanted to . 

make it clear that I was thinking of your future program, as well as 
my own, in suggesting the collaborator relationship. 

Yours as ever, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



dune 20,1930 

ov SD ae 
- 9. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Dr. Met.teer : 

‘ I te vory much your detailed coments on the : 
hide Ga cat t ae ta te ee ae ae 
them. Your suggestion about trying out tuckthorn as a quail cover 
seen BD Sere merreae, De Dee eaten Sam 5 Sige om eee Sry 
ghown your letter to Stoddard end Grange. 

Your paper en “the Beonomic Value of Wild Life* I ea ree 
turning herewith after reading it with very intense interest. I am 
not in a position either te check or qnestion your figures on damage 
by wild life, wat I certainly did not receive any shock on reading 
them, which means that in generel they do not conflict with ny own 
mental picture of the situation. 

T gan understand, of aourse, how an official organization 
like the Biological Survey might hesitate bengal ay 
or many of the other fizares in the peper are to a 
ates ales ete Tee of which deal with contro+ 
versial - Nevertheless I think it is o great pity that cone 
tributions of this kind cannot in some way be given to the public. A 
Seeus suewentien Of vow prose suad be of Bp Gaabet veben $0 ey, 

eter ad tale ated © tech tu. §0 fo wanrtiatees taoet wii 
as fer as using it in connection with my work. 1 

This locking uw of individual contribations ie of course 
ne new problen. tn tee Pevest Producto Lehembely we had 6 gvecd 
deal of it, ani nobody ever found a way to release such material in , 
& manner catisfactory to the institution. ae oe SS er 

universities have the edge over goverument departmeats in such matiers, 
in that the product of individual brains reaches the public without 
each detail being sponsored by the univeraity as a institution. 

: experience in the Forest Service also taught me that 
se pabltostlone of tein are relecget, 1b fs only after Shay 
have been so denatured as to seriously affect their value,



This is really a question of considerable importance to 
game conservation. I would appreciate your comment on the vossibility 
of yew pe seine, Sis er in a personal capacity, with a specific 

by the Bolegicnl Survey of official respensibility for its 
detailed figures. 

Thanking you again fer allowing me to see this manuseript 
and hoping for an early opportunity to talk things over with you, y 

Yours sincerely, 

AEDO LROPOED 
In Charge, Game Survey
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY : 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

June 26, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The experience of not getting the man wanted for 

fellowship in Arizona is an indication that financial limitations 

are preventing the best working out of the S.A.A.M.I. fellow- 

ships. We learn also from Messrs. Stoddard and Grange that the 

fellows in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota are finding their 

allowances insufficient and one of the men has been carrying on 

field work at his own expense. It is suggested that this subject 

be looked into in the hope that more liberal arrangements can be 

made. 

Sincerely rr 

' Paul G. Redington 

: Chief.



Fane 30,1930 

My. Penl G, Chief 
ene Lente 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Reds . 

5 om ed Se bee bear Lettre meseetens Wet 20 

fpoo inte te soothing tat a => (nontieg tas tashoghanl Sarvee aan 

The diffieul Se Saad ou onde 66 pamneat to eipenly 
nanan tain ak ie lee ee etn nae on te oe 
Sores neseae bestieny Sh semeneating © Bauer seske fer ue tn ayhte 
of this fact if I were absolutely sure that universities would 
Sees Seer ieee fo Sereeann OS Seeeataens Se, Se tntee Be Site 
There is not the slightest doubt in my mind that a $3000 stipend 

pod Aggy Arizona incident, however, leads me soe on 
Se SPRTOENEGD SND AG FOE DERAY SORRY “ND Shey See” Oh HE BO 

The veal anewer to your question is, I think, mostly 
Se Canasta if in his contact with the various universities he 
gan ED Eg ey gag Fay tera agg plomoghod aol 

ey nt ee we oe are ee. are 
the Institute will reise the ante on our joint recomeniation. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tm Charge, Game Survey



Faly 22,1930 

Dire We Be Bel 
Division of Biological Investigations 
Ue. §. Biological Survey 

' Washington, D OC. 

Dear Dr. Bells 

' Stoddard tells me thet you and Dr. Uhler investigated 
a very interesting case of the relation of inseativorous bird to the 
celery tyer in Ploridsa, and found that the damage from this insect 
inereased as the distance from bird cover increased. 

I would appreciate very mech receiving any published 
paper or bulletin describing your findings, or if they are not pub- 
lished I would appreciate the privilege of reading your report. I 

_ Would like to mention this case in my text on geme management. this, 
however, would only be a summary of a few sontences and I do not ; 
think would interfere with your publication. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. 

t x



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

‘ WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

August 15, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of July 22 was received in due time and has been ~ 

held for consideration by the various divisions of-the Bureau con- 
‘ cerned. 

It would appear that the outline as you have prepared it should 
serve very satisfactorily for purposes of the sectional conference. 
The following comments may be in order and helpful: 

Mr. Oliver L. Austin, Jr., will be on furlough from September 1, 

1930 to Jamary 31, 1931. We hope to continue the studies of snowshoe 
rabbits in that region however. 

Mr. T. D. Burleigh might be given the subject "Predacious Ani- 

mals and Game." 

Mr. S. B. Locke, who has recently been transferred to the Bio- 

logical Survey from the Forest Service, might be given the subject 
"Mule Deer and Over Population". 

Mr. W. B. Grange and Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard might be given the 

subject "Improvement of the Environment of Upland Game Birds in Michigan, 

| Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Arizona," in cooperation with S. A. A. M. I., 
i and State Universities. 

In California, add Mr. Lawrence V. Compton; subject “Life His- 

tory of the Valley Quail." Red Bluff. Financed by R. W. Hanna, 225 

Bush Street, San Francisco, California. 

We would suggest Mr. John J. Slautterback for Pennsylvania, and 

would list him for discussion of "Cooperative Study of Deer". Dr. W. 

; B. Bell and Mr. Vernon Bailey of the Survey, who assisted in this coop- 

erative project in Pennsylvania, might be listed for discussions on 
"White-tailed Deer", and Dr. E. B. Forbes, Director, Institute of Ani-



Ay is 

mal Nutrition, Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa., might 
be listed for the subject "Feeding Experiments with Deer". Dr. Leroy 
Frontz, of the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters, Harris- 
burg, Pa., might be listed for the subject "Deer Damage to Forest 

Trees in Pennsylvania". 

In South Dakota the pheasant food investigator is believed to 
be H. C. Severin. 

In Virginia, Mr. C. 0. Handley is working on game problems in 

general but particularly on the bobwhite, the work being financed by 
the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, Richmond, Virginia. 
Mir. W. B. Coleman is working on artificial propagation of the bob- 

white about eleven miles south of Richmond, the work being finenced 

by Mr. Edwin G. Baetjer, 1409 Continental Building, Baltimore, Md. 

We would suggest that the Washington Agricultural College en- 
try be eliminated as Mr. J. Paul Miller is coming to the Biological 

Survey to be assigned to forest research work in Massachusetts. 

After the conference has been held I shall be glad to give 
consideration to the practicability of publishing a current list 

along the general lines that you have suggested. ‘i 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul G. Redinatpn, 
Chief. ‘ 

oRe



() 

Copies to: Messrs. Waller ne 
Heyward Y : 

Sept.23,1930 

Mr. Paul 0. Redington, Chief 
Us. S. Burem of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Red: 

itr. Stoddard writes me that Dr. MeAtee thinks it would be 
best to let Grange become familiar with quail confitions on the area 
of the Georgia Investigntion before uniertalcing te pass on the Camp 

Jad=son project proposed by the Du Pont organization. 

He also tells me that he is retaining a comoection with the 
Survey as Cooperative Agent. I am especially glai to hear that this 
is the case. . 

I had written Stoddard that an immediate inspection of Camp 
dagcson would not answer the purpose, becuse the officers in charge 
are just being shifted and the work would have to be done all over 
egain. By Octobor, however, the shift will have been accomplished. 
I therefore specifically recommend that the Biological Survey asic 
Stoddard to make a trip to Camp Jackson for the purpose of inspecting 
the suitability of the area for quail managanent purposes at the 
earliest date after October 1 which con be mtually agreed upon be- 
tween Mr. Stoddart and ifr. Heyward, representing the Da Pont organi- 

. gatdon. Mr. Heywaré's address is A. C. Heyward, 181% Green Street, 
Columbia, South Carolina. 

In connection with this recommendation let me repeat the 
Yeason why Camp Jackson is in my opinion an important development: 
it is proposed to use intensive managewent in the wild as a source of 

planting stoic and to fint out whether such wild trappol planting 
atod: fe not choaper and better than planted stock raised unter wire. 
the potentialities of this idea need no elaboration. 

When you act on this recommenfation will you Irindly notify 
Mr. Heyward direct of your decision? 

Yours sincerely, 7 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey /



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE o Aw 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY V 

WASHINGTON, D. C. QB 7 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

IP-Z September 26, 1930. 

Quail 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of September 17 

in regard to certain figures which we furnished you relative to 

the importation of Mexican quail in various States. i 

The figures for 1928, 1929, and 1930 given in your letter 

for Wisconsin, namely: 5496, 11,325, and 9452 are for Virginia 

and not Wisconsin and should, therefore, be eliminated from 

entries for the latter State. i 

Very truly yours, 

: 2B Pita 
‘ In Charge of Permits.



Copy to Mr. King File 

oe 

oy 

Oct. 2,1930 

Dr. T. S. Palmer 
U. & Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Palmer: 

'f frequently have use for a summary tabulation of all 
the importations of Hungarians, pheasants and quail. ‘The attached 
incomplete table is based on the bulletin which you gave me. I 
hate to pester you with these constant requests for information, 
but if it is convenient to have your secretary fill in this table, 
T would much appreciate it. 

i Thank you for your recent correction of the Wisconsin 
quail shipments. This entirely straightens out the figures which 
puzzled me. 

I greatly enjoyed my visit with you in Washington and 
want to thank you again for your hospitality. 

T have told our fellowship student, Mr. King, that you 
have a complete index to Forest and Stream. Your patient labors 

through so many years are certainly proving valuable. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

, In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel.



Importations of Hungarian Partridges, Pheasants, and Quail (Palmer, 
Bull. 1049, 1922) 

Year Hungarions Pheasants Quail (mostly Mexican) | 
1906 864 1,152 2,896 fi 

7 3075 44979 1,428 ee 
8 7781 My a) Ve 
9 29832 2,268 868 ele | 

1910 18932 9,496 1,379 Mex. imports 
oa 36507 13,398 3,110 oe 

2 23181 23,181 75570 \ ¥ \ 
3 10283 10,283 2,936 Vd 

36760 36, 760 +4 
— 7080 7,080 3.30 \ & 

8,000 t 

a 32,814 ee 
j 8 ioe A iF \ a 

9 3 es 
1920 23, a 

i 22,209 115,000 lex. im 11 yrdy 

1 

i | 

7 
8 
9 : 

1930 90,124
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Oct. 4, 1930 

Mr. Paul G. Redington, Chief 
U. 5. Biological Survey 1 i 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Red: 

When may I take this up with the Agricultural 

College holding fellowships, or will you do sof : 

Yours as ever,



Oct. 4, 1930 

Mr. Barrington Moore 

Soelety of American Foresters 
Room $10, Hill Bullding 
Washington, 0. GC. 

Dear Barrington: 

The fact that I om not in the goverment service, together vith 
my experience in relating forestry te come conservation, cives me, perhaps, 
special qualifications for judzine your "Plan for Reerganizing the Conser- 
vation Work of the Federal Government." 

Your plan is souni as a dollar. It ie the only plan I have seen 
whieh entirely satisfies me. As a member of the Council, and as forester 
in private practice, I enforse it 100 per cent. 

I will say further thst its adoption is, in my opinion, vital to 
the future of game conservation, as well as forestry, in this country. 
I shall outline my reasons for saying this, because I think the people 
whe propose to centre conservation in the Intertor Department lack any 
appreciation of the direction in which both are headed. 

1. Zhe Farmer holds the key to the future of anall came. If any- 
- body doubts this, let them read the “Game Policy” about to be published 
by the American Game Conference. 

2 Pap Danartnan of Aerigul ture slrenéy hos the machinery. con 
sisting of Agricul tural eces and thousands of County Agents, to 
show the famer how to make same a paying farm crop. It vould cost the 
Interior Departaent millions of needless @ollars to duplicate this 
machinery. : 

5+ Sue Roneater ant the Imubenaa hold she key to the future of 
big game. ‘The Department of Agriculture already has the federal machinery, 
and is "geared up" to the state machinery, to show the lumberman how to 
make come a paying forest cron. This machinery might conceivably be 
transferred to the Interior Department, but that would split the adminis- 
tration of the two iinés of gome, which often are intensincled on the same 

pareel of ground. : 

', Federal buresms in Washington are but an insignificant fraction | 
of the humen machinery waich will really count in the future of éither



game or forestry. It is the agricultural machinery alreafly maintained 
in the field which matters. {Yo transfer either or both subjects to 
Interior would throw then out of gear with this already existing machinery. 

It 4s true that this agricultural field persomel is not yet work» 
ing on game. ‘The Arms and Ammnition Industry,which I represent, has, 
however, invested $50,000 in a Game Survey, and $45,000 in a» series of 
Game Research Fellowships in the Agrioultural Colleges, to start the 
process of “gearing up". To transfer game to another department would 
jeopardize the whole future of our investment. 

Let me put the whole thing another way: Many woll-meaning conser- 
vationists still think of came conservation as something which is going 
to be performed by bureaus ani appropriations, through game farms, 
hateheries, land purchases, ani laws. If this were true, it would not 
matter much what department administers them. ‘ 

But it is not true. Game conservation, if accomplished, at all, es 
gan only be performed by private citizens who own land, i.e. farmers, 
lumbermen, and stoclmen. Bureaus, appropriations, law, ete., are merely 
ways to help the landowner. Why build up a second and needless field 
machinery to help the landowmer when one already existe in every county 
in the United States, with headquarters in the Department of Agriculture? 

A little knowledze of conservation is certainly a dangerous thing. 
I hope the Society will put forther its utmost efforts to burst this 
plausible but dangerous fallacy of centreing conservation in Interior. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD
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Nov. 24,1930 

Mr. Paul G. Redington, Chief 
U. S. Biological Survey 

; Washington, D. C. 

Dear Reds 

7 I am very glad to know that you do not exclude extension 
through the proper agencies from your program on farm game. I had 

_ inserted this paragraph because of the following comment of one of } 
your staff on page 3 of your letter of November 6: 

"The function of Federal departments in such matters should be 
largely that of research and diffusion of knowledge. When exten- 
sion methods are embarked upon, it is difficult to keep from en- 
eroaching upon what should be the province of State action. With 
regard to game particularly, there is no recognition as yet that _ 
the Federal goverment has anything especially to do with. other 
than migratory game. ‘There has always been a tendency to consider 
the management of upland game birds as strictly a State affair." 

I mention this simply to show that I did not include the: pass- 
age merely on my own hook. 

Thank you for wiring me. I have requested Mr. Fritz to make — 
the change in the article. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



- Nov. 17, 1930 

Mir. Paul G. Redington, Chief 
U. S. Biological Survey : 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Red: : 

It is clear from your letter of November 6 that 
the Survey would prefer not to have the matter of a depart- 
mental mandate brought up at this time. It 4s also clear ; 
that some of the ideas in my rough draft were not clearly 
apprehended. 

Accordingly, I have entirely rebuilt the paper 
and attach a copy. If it still contains anything objection- 
able, I await your wishes. The paper, by the way, was for 
the S.A.F. and not the Game Conference. I do not suppose, 
however, that this would have changed the opinions of your 
staff. i 

Thanking you for your prompt action on my request 
for suggestions, \ 

Yours sincerely,. \ 
\ 

: \ 
\ 

In Charge, Game Survey \



E 

Oct. 31, 1930 

Mr. Paul G. Redington, Chief 
U. & Biological Survey 
Wacington, D. C. 

Dear Red: 

The Program Comaittee of the Society of American Foresters asked me 
some time ago to write a paper for the coming December meeting on the 
forester's role in game management. 

Attached is a rough draft proposing four things which in my opinion 
foresters can do for game management at this time. Before showing any of 
this material to anybody else, I would like to make sure that the last of 
the four proposals, which I have called “A Game-Mandate for the Department 
of Agriculture", does not upset any applecarts as far as you are concerned. 

I would appreciate your reviewing it critically, both for the general 
thought and for the correctness of detailed statements. I particularly 
would like to be checked on whether the Forest Service receives any approp- 
riation at all for game at this time, and if so, what it is for. I have a 
sneaking recollection that they do get a small game appropriation for the 
administration of special reservations in their charge. 

In addition to the critical review of the paper I would appreciate 
your giving some thought to the question of whether any kind of legislation, 
plus an appropriation if necessary, would serve to stir up the agricultural 
extension service in behalf of game. The game fellowships were, of course, 
supposed to do this. I think we are getting some good research and some 
good training of individuals out of the game fellowships, but I cannot \see 
any great stirring of interest in the agricultural colleges or in their 
field forces. Is 1t not probable that if the leaders of agricultural ex 
tension could be persuaded of the opportunity that is open to them, and/if 
that opportunity could be formally sanctioned by Congress, that it would 
tend to hasten active cooperation on their part? It seems to me we have 
to face the fact that there is a fundamental anomaly in one bureau of the 
Department (namely, the U.S.3.S,) striving to bring about the practice of 
game management, while other bureaus with mech more extensive field forces 
and much more intimate contact with landowners are doing nothing to help | 
out. My basic idea is that if the Department as a whole were charged with 
the function of bring about the cropping of land for game, then you Bureau 

could ask the extension forces for help, not as a favor, but as a matter 
of the transaction of the Department's business. ? fe 

Ad



This of course is speaking very frankly and bluntly between ourselves. 
Nobody knows better than I that the actual negotiations must be conducted 
diplomatically and that the thing cannot happen all at once. It seems to 
me, though, that it might be useful for an outsider like myself to properly 
voice an objection to the present anomalous situation and a positive pro- 
posal for rectifying it. 

It also seems to me that in view of the several current attacks on 
the Biological Survey, it might be good stratesy for the Survey to assume 
an offensive of this kind. As long as the public is given nothing to think 
about in connection with the Biological Survey except mooted questions of 
predator control, bag limits, etc., it is not unnatural that large sections 
of the public should be unfriendly to the work, If, however, they associate . 
the Biological Survey with some big move, compared with which these other 
matters are mere trifles, would they not be more likely to give the Survey 
the support which it deserves? It would seem, moreover, that it would have 
a healthy internal effect for the Survey to adopt an offensive strategy. 

In this connection I have been talking with Grange about the possi-+~ 
bility of interesting Chairman Legge of the Farm Board in game management 
as a use for morginal lands. We have developed a few thoughts on this 
question which Grange will take wp with you verbally on his return. | 

The Society has asked for my paper by November 10. I do not suppose 
they actually need it by that time, but if it should be convenient to give 
me a criticism of it in the near future, I would appreciate it. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Yours as over, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge,Geme Survay 

} 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE oe 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

November 6, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 5 i - 

Dear Leopold: : 

I have taken the liberty of/submitting your letter of October 31 
and your proposed paper for the Game Conference to a couple of men in 

the Bureau who are somewhat cognizant of the relations which should 

exist between game and forests. 

The first one gave me the following comments, to which I have 

added some of my own: 

"It is unwise to make the Department as a whole responsible for 

game production at the present time. The Extension Service is will- 

ing to cooperate, but first a plan whereby game production can be made 

profitable in farming communities should be developed.” 

"An officer representing the Extension Service and the Biologi- 
cal Survey might be all right. Our rodent control work, however, was 
developed without one." Later the Extension Service became actively 
interested in our rodent control work and many county agents are our 
best cooperators. 

"Thorough study to determine possibilities and procedure should 

come first before attempting to sell the undertaking in bulk to far- 

mers, even before expecting cooperation of individual land owners to 

furnish demonstrations or expecting colleges to provide vocational 
training in game management." 

"Experiments should be undertaken to develop possibilities on 

large areas of forest or other land." Your own work with the game 
survey, the possibilities of work under the McSweeney-McNary Act, the 
cooperative investigations planned in the Southwest, and the new 

Izaak Waltonian investigative project outlined on a township of land 

in Michigan, should aid materially in showing the way to a better 

system of game management. In these cooperative projects zoologists 
will be found alongside of game administrators. 

"In accord with thought thet practice and experiments should go 

hand in hand with other types of research." ‘i
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I do not believe that your statement that “zoologists have 

contributed little or nothing to the art of game management" will set 

well. In this connection I might refer to the quail investigation 
by Stoddard, a zoologist who was not at the start of his investigation 

fully qualified in game-management matters. Further, many zoologists 
of the Biological Survey I believe have contributed sound counsel and 
guidance in matters of game management and production. I agree that 

there is need for better and more extended effort in this direction, 

and our work under the McSweeney-McNary Act, if enabled to develop 
adequately, should furnish much help along this line am provide the 
basis for really worth while instruction in this field, including the 
preparation of textbooks and other essential material. 

The other man,to whom I submitted your material gave me the j 
following comments: 

"It seems to me that in this paper as in others I have seen too 

much importance is attributed to forests as a factor in the upkeep of 
geme, particularly when the implication is that forests are an important 
factor in the maintenance of upland game birds. Current forestry 

practices in most sections tend to exclude game because the final 

objective is dense pure stands of coniferous forest which have very 

little food supply for game. Forestry practices will have to be 

considerably modified before they will much encourage game production, 
and it is a question whether foresters in general will wish to make 
the modification necessary to that result.” Apparently reference is 

made largely to the difficulty of bringing up game in coniferous 

forests. I do not see, however, why in hardwood or in mixed hardwood : 

and coniferous forests we can not go much farther than we have in draw- 

ing up workable game management plans. 

"Mr. Leopold's sucgestion for the establishment of a professional 

periodical on American game management seems premature. There would 

not seem to be sufficient writers and material for such oa magazine et 
present nor a clientele that would support it." ; 

"The reference on page 6 to “a series of pamphlets by other 

writers" reflects the usual view of recognizing books as solid achieve- 

ments while classing pamphlets such as all of our bulletins are as 

something much less worth while. It seems to me that there can be no 

question but that the bulletins on bird propagation that have been 
distributed by hundreds of thousands by the Biological Survey have 

done much more good than Job's book on “Propagation of Wild Birds" 
with a necessarily much more restricted circulation. Practical con- 
siderations require that we continue our method of publication, and I 
believe our bulletins can be used in part as textbooks." 

"I doubt very much whether the Journal of Mammalogy or The Auk, 
to cite two examples, would be available for papers on management of 

\
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game species in their respective fields. It would seem that American 

Game and the Geme Breeder between then should be able to handle the 
matter for some time to come.” 

"As to Mr. Leopold's suggestion of a broad congressional mandate 
for the Department of Agriculture to promote game as a land crop, it 

would seem that there is sufficient authorization now in the Lacey Act 
and the McSweeney-McNary Act. Getting funds under these Acts for the 
kind of work proposed would be the rub and recent experience indicates 

that it is useless to expect any considerable increases. 

"The function of Federal departments in such matters should be 
largely that of research and diffusion of knowledge. When extension 

methods are embarked upon, it is difficult to keep from encroaching 

upon what should be the province of State action." With regard to 

game particularly, there is no recognition as yet thet the Federal 
government has anything especially to do with other than migratory 

game. There has always been a tendency to consider the management of 
upland game birds as strictly a State affair.” 

X. 

I want to express my personal opinion as to the impracticability 

at this time of “a game mandate for the Department of Agriculture." 
We have constant, and in many cases profitable, associations with the 

Extension Service, but to get agents of that Service into the harness 

to actually apply results of our investigations on the ground calls 

for an educational campaign of the first magnitude directed at the 

agents themselves. It took us a long time to interest the county 

agents in our rodent control work, and a longer time to interest them 

in our predatory animal control work. Through many personal contacts, 
I have found them to be obligated to so many lines of work in connec- 
tion with their advice end help to the farmer that some of their 

projects fall by the wayside by reason of insufficient time or atten- 
tion. I believe that a process of education must be found whereby 
they can become sincerely interested in aiding the farmer by teaching 
him how to practice game management, and unless we have specific ex- ; 

amples, the results of conclusive experiments, to put before them as 

to the value of the game crop to the farmer, we shall not get very far. 

In my opinion, if a mandate were set down by the Secretary of Agri- 
culture it might sntagonize rather than interest the county agents, 
and I feel sure that a slower process, which will give then results 

of sound investigation, will be more practicable in view of the end 

desired. 

In reference to the third paragraph of your letter, I should 

imagine that additional appropriations might facilitate the hastening 

of an interest on the part of the Extension Service in behalf of game 

in relation to the farm and forestry. I doubt if legislation is 
needed, since, as has been indicated before in this letter, we believe
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that through the McSweeney-McNary Act and the Lacey Act we have suffi- 

cient authorization to go ahead. We are working, as you know, very 

closely with the Forest Service, the Bureau of Entomology, the Bureau 
of Animal Industry, the Bureau of Fisheries, and to some extent with 

the National Park Service trying to solve some of the difficult ele- 

ments that tend to interfere with a sound basis of game management, 
end personally I would rather proceed along this line than to have to 

work under a mandate. I have found the other bureaus becoming more 
, and more interested in our problems in connection with our McSweeney- 

McNary work, and we know we can count on many of the bureaus I have 
named to aid us materially. 

I shall be glad to take this matter up with the Director of 
Extension of the Department, Mr. Warburton, and get his views on pos- 

sibilities of interesting members of the Extension Service in this 
work. As you know, however, county agents are usually found (I am 
thinking of California in this respect) to be doing naturally their 
greatest and best work where agriculture has the best chance of suc- 
cess, and that does not happen to be in the mountain country. I re- 

member in my work in the Sierra that it was mighty hard to get the 

county agent who had both a valley and a mountain district to spend 
much time in the latter in advising farmers who at the best were 

making but little success in agriculture on submargineal lands. 

I do not know that we have given you anything that will aid you 

in presenting the subject. I hope you will not come to the conclusion 

that we are destructively criticizing your points of view. There is 

no doubt thst in some way foresters themselves must come to reelize 

the value of game to the forest as a resource, if you please, in many 
instances of great value to forest management ., I agree absolutely 

thet if and when the time appears to be ripe,we can secure the active 

voluntary cooperation of forest land owners and of extension services 
in reslizing the great field of action possible a grest impetus will 

have been given to game management. The Biological Survey will be 
more than glad to work with you and others who have long worked so 

well and earnestly in this great undertaking. 

Very sincerely yours, 

fh G. Redingt Hi 

Chief.



THE FORSSTER'S ROLE IN GAME MANAGEMENT 

Aldo Leopold 

A month ago there was submitted to the American Game Conference a 

Game Policy for the United States. ‘the purpose of this paper is to 

sketch briefly the role of foresters in the execution of that Policy, or 

of any policy based on a simllar conception ef the came problem. 

It will first be necessary to summerize ite provisions. ; 

Geme Policy. Game, when regaried as a land crop, fells into three distinet 

classes, each differing from the others in its characteristics, and hence 

in its requirenents. 

(1) Hamm game inhabits land too expensive for the public to own. 

It io relatively immobile, and thrives on a heavy interspersion 

of fara crops. 

(2) Zorest came inhabits land cheap enough for the public to own. 

_It is more mobile, and tolerates a partial interspersion of fara 

crops. . : : 

(3) Wieratory game inhabits all kinds of land, and is exceedingly 

mobile. . 

the Policy starts with the assumption that same management on any 

particular tract of land can be practiced only by ite omer or oecunant. 

It consists primarily of modifying the methods of cultivating the primary 

erop, so aa to procure 2 secondary crop of game. 

If this asswmtion is correct, the question of who shall practice game 

management is immediately answered. Wanacement of forest and migratory came



is a public function, to the extent that their respective habitats can be 

brought under mublic ownership. Managewent of fara game, on the other hand, 

is a private function. : This results in two major jobat 

(1) Acquisition of forest and migratory game lands. 

(2) Extension of game management methods to farmers. 

The Policy aleo deals with the problem of how to compensate the farmer 

for his game crop, ani how to organize research and education so as to develop 

@ management technique, and a personnel competent to aply it. 
Acquisition. Before plunging into details, let us view the proposal to acquire 

large areas of public geme land with euch philosophical detachment as we can 

muster. 

The proposal meets with little or no opposition, even from conservative 

thinkers. ‘This is curious, because it is really a very radical experiment in 

social encineering. It t¢ even more radical than the acquisition of public 

forests, because wood is an economic necessity, whereas hunting oust be frankly 

admitted to be a true “luxury,” in that it is not needed for mere physical 

existence, but rather only to round out “the good life." Furthermore, as all 

foresters know, the movenent to acquire public forests derives no amall part 

of its impetus from the fact that those forests will augaent "the good life," 

in addition to producing wood. We need not linger further on these philosophical 

observations, except to venture the conjecture that fifty years from now the 

acquisition of public game lands may be recognized as a milestone in the evolution 

of denceratic eovernient. 

While the idea of public game lends is acceptable in the abstract, ite 

conerete execution will herdly cet very far until the public can be shown 

that it works. ‘The outstaniing present need is for demonstrations. 

“26



When one scans the map of the United States, it is apparent that only 

& very omell fraction of the public forests (or ether land under public 

administration) is under deliberate and successful game management. _ 

Real game managenent has two essentials, (1) the kill mst be lintted 

to the inerement, and (2) the environment mst be controlled to inerease 

the increnent ani hence the kill. 

Some of the National Forests, ani state forests and public shooting 

e@rounds of Pennaylvania,mect the second eriterion, but none meet the first. 

A few National Forests, such as the Gila in New Mexico, have evolved cooper- 

ative expedients whereby the Imnters on each unit of range are registered, 

checked in and checied out, mat the total mmber of hunters allowed on any 

unit territory ie s0 far left entirely to chance. 

This brings us to the first major contritmtion which foresters can 

make to game management. They can evolve some mechanism for remulating the 

kill on public forests. As pointed out in a previous paver‘!) they ean also 

#0 & great deal farther in controlling enviroments to enhance the game as 

well ag wood and grass cropt.s 7 

Extension, ‘The assertion of the Game Policy that game management on fame 

is a private function, rather than a public one, runs directly counter to 

the actual practice of most states. ‘To put the whole thing in a mtshell, 

the states are telling the former that they will restock his farm if he will 

refrain from posting 1t against the public. ‘his might be a good formla 

if 1t worked, but ite failure is inereasingly notorious. lxpensive farm lands, 

under the "slick and clean" cropping methods advocated by our agricul tural 

colleges, are losing their woodlots and fencerows, ani the cover on their drain 

(i) “iuviromaental Controle for Game Yhrough Modified Silviculture," Jour. of 
Forestry, March, 1930. 
"Game Management in the National Forests," Amer. Forests & Forest Life, 

duly, 1930. 
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age channels, to such an extent that they are no longer fit to be planted 

with game. Moreover, each license, which theoretically entitles the hunter 

to shoot from a dozen to several hundred head of game, will actually purchase 

only one head for re-stocking, Furthermore artificial re-stocking emphasizes 

exotic species, against which fact the non-shooting bird lovers are increas- 

ingly inclined to protest. ‘The whole curious muidle reduces itself to the 

basic fallacy that an absentee (the state) is trying to aultivate a game crop 

for the farmer, instead of inducing him to cultivate it himself. 

Who will undertake to correct thia fallacy? Obviously the primary 

obligation rests on the state game departments. They aust reverse their own 

conception of their own job. ‘They mst ve brought to see that on farm lands 

' their true function is to foster and regulate private enterprise. 

First of all, however, the states themselves wust be persuaded that 

they are now on the wrong track. ‘ho shall persuade thea? Volunteer conser- 

vation bodies mst do the most of it, but experience has shown over and over 

again thet volunteer conservation bodies make very slow progress without the 

cooperation of paid public officiale. One naturally thinks of the U. S. 

Biological Survey as the Leazer,(vat the Survey is inclined to contrue its 

"gharter* from Congress as including research only, rather than both research 

and extension, as far as non-migratory farm game is concerned. 

I personally doubt whether any public agency can undertake research 

on a public question without also talcing the responsibility for interpreting 

its findings to the public, or else getting some other agency to 4o 00. ) 

: Purthermore the whole question of extension is not se mich a question 

of whose job it is in theory, as a question of who hag the field personnel 

to do it in fact. Fara game ia e land erop, and as such is naturally within 
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the province of the Department of Agriculture. The Departinent of Agriculture, 

‘ through the interlocking machinery of the state agricultural colleges, already 

mainteins a large field force in every state for the extension of ideas and 

technique to farmers. This force is increasingly active in extending forestry, 

rodent~control, and predator-coatrol. Is there any escape from the funda- 

mental logic of asking it to extent to farncrs the ideas ani techniques of 

game management? 

A comparison between the numerical strengths of field man-power now 

maintained by various agencies is here in order. Wisconsin is probably a 

good sample, because it rates as an important state for farm,ani also for 

forest, game, and fish resources. ‘The field man-power of its govermental 

agencies classifies as follows : 

—oe overs 7 i. 
oneeeeugue men 

Just how to gear up the field forces of agriculture, came, and forestry: 

for game extension, I make no pretense of knowing. ‘That such a process of 

gearing up is vital to the future of farm game, I assert without hestitation 

and without qualification. 

The bearing of this discussion on the role of foresters is simply thist 

there is = proposal to divorce federal leadership in game and forestry from 

federal leadership in agriculture by trensferring game and forestry to the 

Department of Interior. Yoresters know that forestry and oqriaalvare cannot 

be divorced, and this should enable them to see more clearly than other con- 

servationists sec it, the fallacy of divorcing agriculture and game, If they 

see this fallacy, it is their duty to advertise it. 

i ,



Draining. ‘There is need of professional training in game administration. 

Present schooling facilities for come men are lop-sided. Several forest 

achoola offer graduate work in came research, but no institution as yet 

offers professional training in game administration. (I use these terms : 

as follows: Game research 1s finding out things to éo to the land to make 

it produce game; game managewent is the art of doing these things; came 

administration is the public funetion of fostering an? supervising the 

practice of game manazenent.) 

Reversal of the fallacious conception of state game administration 

' deseribed in the preceding captions will come about not so much be writing 

new ideas, ag by training new minds. d 

The difference between training in game administration and thatin 

game research will parallel the differences alreaty ably pointed out in 

forestry by Batley and Spoohr'2), ‘the courses will be shorter, am! give 

Ff emphasis to game lands, emo economics, and game finance. 

The self-made personnel now administering game in nearly every state 

is analogous to that administering public forests two decades ago. ‘The 

latter either acquired technical proficiency, or were replaced by techni- © 

eally trained men. The same process mst occur in game administration. 

The form of state conservation departments seems to be evolving toward 

combining geme, fish, forestry, and park activities unter a single director 

of conservation. This would indicate that combined training in forest 

administration and came administration would be especially advantageous. 

Vocational training in game management is also needed, but this is 

less clearly a possible function of the forest schools. ‘The agricul tural 

(2) Satiey, 1.¥. and Spoehr, HA. 1929. The Role of Research in the Develop= 
ment of Forestry in North America. 
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colleges, with their proved success in short courses on agricul tural 

subjects, seen better adapted to fill this need. a 

Sequence of Research and Nanazement. ‘There seens to be a current ten- 

dency to assume that management is something to be fabricated out of the 

findings of research, and therefore something to be deferred pending the 

accumlation of a large quantity of much findings. 

I formerly entertained this ascumption myself. It is logical and 

eonvincing--in the abstract. On more thorough reflection, however, I 

: doubt its practical validity. Torestry, with an equally logical reason 

for research to precede silviculture, actually followed the reverse order. 

Silviculture was practiced in Murope long before research entered the 

recognized category of forestry activities. 

Rome 3 exresses my viewpoint very clearly in his recent paper on 
the somewhat 

/analogous fiela of forest soils: - 

“The motive underlying . . the present . . interest in forest 
; soil research may be a hope to arrive at some clever short-cut 

to the most profitable silviculture, without the necessity of 
putting in scores of years collecting empirical data from actual 
silvicultural operations. It might seem from a hasty look into 
Buropean literature that this hope is warranted. I think that 
such a view is essentially wrong. Nowhere . . is Buropean 
silviculture bailt upon research; rather has guccessful research 
always built uvom accumlated practical experience. The keen 
ani interested foresters in the silviculturally prominent countries 
are the men who really have laid the founjations. ‘The help which 
research has yielded to foresters hag mainly been to explain and 
correlate facts which would otherwise have been isolated or not 
understood, to direct the ideas ani formate useful working 
hypotheses. Will it be possible, in this country, to reverse 
the order and create a good American silviculture with very 
little silvicultural experience? Frankly, I doubt it." 

a hope it is unnecessary to explain that this assertion in no wise 

lessens the urgency of, or necessity for, game research, It simply means 

Tomei, L.G. “Yorest Soil Research in Relation to Forestry." Jour. of 
Forestry, October, 1930. ’ 
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that research is the lantern for guiding practice, rather than the material 

of which practice is originally compounded. 

It also means that we must have practice before we can intellicently 

decide what questions research should try to answer. My brief experience 

in game research has taught me this: the field to be covered for each of 

our dozens of species is so enormous that it would require at least a gener~ 

ation to accumilate findings encuch to ouffice as the sole materials for a 

system of practice. Even if we had such an accwmlation now, I doubt if we 

should imow how to use them. A tremendous mass of silvical findings, with 

no previous silvicultural experience, would be in like ease, We would not 

lmow how to use then. ‘This conclusion is further corroborated by the his- 

torical fact that research zoologists have seldom synthesized, from their 

vast accumlation of zoological knowledge, any concrete technique for use 

in geme management, except in those rare cases where research and applica- 

tion went hand-in-hand. In those cases a very large and important synthesis 

of technique immediately resulted. Stoddard's forthcoming report on the 

“Georgia Quail Investigation" 1s a case in point. 

I eonclude we are getting nowhere with came managenent until we 

begin to practice it. Without it schools, fellowships, and research tureaus 

may contribute mech to science, but little to conservation. The moral is 

that every game school should have a piece of Jand on which its research 

findings are tried out, and from which the subject matter of its research 

projects is drawn. 

Geme Literature. ‘There are certain very specific contrimtions to came 

literature which foresters, jointly or individually, can make. To define 
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these, it is first necessary to outline what literature is needed and what 

is available. 

By analogy with forestry, we may set down the present need for game ; 

Literature as followst . 

(a) A professions] periodical on American came management, equivalent 

to the Journal of Forestry. Puroose: current dissenination of 

new knowledge ani experience. 

(b) A text, "Prineiples of Game Management," setting forth the biological 

mechanian of game crops, ani samples of the technique available 

for producing them. ‘his would combine the equivalents of ele- 

mentary silviculture and mensuration in forestry. Purposert to 

serve as a fountational text book. 

(e) A text on "Game Administration” setting forth the accumlated 

experience of afiministrative agencies in fostering and supervis- 

ing the practice of came management. ; 

(4) Monographs on the management of particular species or crouns of 

species, or the practice of managenent on particular types of 
ie , 

(e) A treatise on “Game Farming," setting forth methods of artificial 

propagation. This would be the equivalent of works on forest 

marsery practice and planting. 

Of these five present needs, three are partially met. 

“American Gone" 19 9 semi-popular pertodienl dealing to a large extent 

in game management ani administration. It is the only American periodical 

which has made a systematic attempt to present papers on any other phase 

of management than artificial propagation. 

Stoddard's “Georgia Quail Investigation" is an admirable species mono- 

Ju



graph, and the only single ites in American ome literature which may, 

without reservation, be described as dealing in the management, eas dis- 

tinguished from the zoology, of wild game. We need a dozen like it. 

A series of pamphlets by various writers, a periodical, "The Game 

Breeder," and Job's book, “Game Propagation," answer the fifth need to 

@ Gonsiderable degree. 

Foresters can of course not be charged with the regrettable lack 

of texte (b) and (¢). ‘the present opportunity for them lies in the need 

of @ journal, and the need of studies of particular species of game. . 

While “American Gane" has done pioneer work in interpreting manage~ 

ment to the layman, it hardly fille the need for a technical journal. It 

is roughly equivalent to “American Forests and Forest Life," an indis- 

pensable cog in the machinery of the forestry movement, but no substitute 

for the Journal of Forestry. ‘Where, then, is a Journal of Game Manogenent 

to come from? 

If game management were ornithology or mammalogy, the answer would 

be simple. But it is neither of these. It is a specialized branch of 

applied ecology, and deals with forestry, agronomy, animal huesbaniry, and 

all other land-cropping activities, quite ag much as with birds and 

mammals. Moreover its practice will have an important effect on water — 

shed conservation. 

The answer seens to be that the*Journal of Forestry} the*Journal of 

Mamealogy} ani one or more of the ornithological periodicals should become 

vehicles for the dissemination of current accretions to our thought and 

experience in rame. 

The"Journal of Yorestry“ has carried occasional papers touching on 

managenent, but most of them (including my own) have dealt with the appraisal 
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of things thought by people, rather than with the measurement of things 

done to land. This preoccupation with human attitudes in no longer 

necessary. Many foresters, especially in the federal service, are in the 

enviable position of actually doing things to definite units of came land. 

If they will only measure the results on the game, and revort them in the . 

Journal, they will be rendering a service comparable to that rendered by 

those early foresters who first broucht the caliper, the yield table, the 

sample plot, ani the marking axe into the tide of talk about timber famine. 

We have a geome famine, tt salty tears will not relieve it. Only two thinge 

willt reducing the population, or increasing the increment. Since we do 

not stomach the first, somebody mot start finding out how to practice 

the second. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C- 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

March 19, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Bank Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

: The correspondence in reference to the matter 
brought up by my letter of March 9 has been very care- 
fully gone over. 

Leaving out of the question, at least for the 
present the situation within the University of Minnesota, 
which as you say can not be expected to be settled imme- 
diately, I am of the firm opinion that the differences 
between Messrs. Green and King are not so serious but 
they might be entirely and harmoniously ironed out 
through a meeting between Green and King, and it would 
be very desirable indeed, if you have the opportunity, 

: for you to sit in with these two men. 

We can not afford to have such a breach occur as 
would seriously threaten the future of either one of 

the projects handled by these men. Since they have a 
very close relationship one to the other, and the Bureau 
being interested in both, matters should proceed in a 
harmonious way, and I believe and hope this can be brought 
about. ‘ 

Very sincerely a) ; 

Uhh. ogg 
Paul G. Redington, 

Chief.



Copies to Olin 

Grange d j 
King 

April 6, 1931 

Mr. Poul G. Redington, Chief 
U. $- Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. : 

Dear Reds 

I am mich relieved to Imew that it is your opinion that 

the difficulties between Dr. Green an! King are not too great to 

iron oute 

Your letter indicates your desire that I go up there for 

that purpose, but I feel some hesitancy in doing so without some 

assurance that Dr. Green would welcome it. Since the entire 

matter has been talen up through you, I would appreciate any 

agsurance you can cive me that Dr. Creen woul’ not be averse to 

Aisenset png the matter with a view to an unterstanding. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY i. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

April 29, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ‘ 
Room 404, University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In two of your recent articles, I have seen a figure given of the 

number of grouse per square mile in Scotland. I wonder where you 
obtained this figure as I have been unable to get statistical information 
about game birds in Great Britain. In the way you have stated it in the 
Wisconsin Agriculturist, I should think the statement misleading, as 

Scotland cannot be uniformly populated with so large a number of red 

grouse per square mile. This figure probably relates only to good grase 
territory which is only a fraction of the total area of Scotland. 

Until more definite figures are forthcoming from the other side, 
I em not prepared to believe that they have had the success with game 

birds over a comparable area that has been had with the natural increase 
alone of pheasants in South Dakota. After all, a rather small proportion 

of the total area of Great Britain is under intensive game management and 
about all of the articles referring to the glories of the European system 
are misleading in a number of respects. 

In one of your recent articles, you point out the necessary connec- ~ 

tion between large bags, marketing, and the British system. The big bag 

idea is in disrepute in this country and I believe we should keep it so. 

As I understand it, the British harvest the game birds the way they do so 
that a proprietor shall get the maximum number of the birds he has produced 

or protected as the case may be. Field shooting as practiced in the 

United States would have a tendency to drive the birds off of a given 

estate and is a method that would make it impossible to harvest the entire 
crop of birds in a few big shoots. Getting all of the birds possible on a 
given day is so important a principle over there that expert shots are in 

great demand and have more invitations to shoot than they can find time to 

accept. I am sure that this system does not appeal to any large proportion 

. Of American sportsmen, and it is certain also that the idea of selling 
game to help pay expenses is far from good sportsmanship as expressed in 

the American code, if we may be said to have one. 

; Very truly yours, 

te Ro PUL. 
W. L. McAtee 

In Charge 
Food Habits Research.



May 4, 1932 

Dr. W. Le MeAtee 

In Charge, Food Habits Research 
U. S. Biological Survey 
Washington, De Co 

Dear Dr. MeAteet 

The figure for grouse per square mile in Scotland pertains 
to the grouse range only. You are undoubtedly right that the text 
should have pointed this out, but I regarded this article as a 
popular rather than technical presentation. ‘the technical presen- 

; tation will be in the form of a paper “British and American Grouse 
Manazement" by myself and John Ball which will come out in American 
Game about August. This paper will contain the derivation of the 
figure. The derivation is briefly this: 

“The Grouse in Health and Disease” and also Maxwell give 
kill figure for a series of moors through a series of years, and 
‘also kill figures for an “average moor* in both England and Seotland. 
These were reduced to a per acre basis and a formula was then applied 
which is given very explicitly in the “Grouse in Health and Disease” 
whereby this Ill is converted into population. The formla is 
siuply that 66 per cent are Icilled on the averaze. ‘This, of sourse, 
is a generalized figure but undoubtedly mmch more accurate than the 
usual run of figures for large areas. 

The total area of grouse moors can also be approximated by 

reading the last chapter of the grouse report. : 

The Wisconsin density figure is based on a rough guess made 
during the Game Survey, which happened to be the same as the guess 
now made by Gross and Schmidt in their prairie chicken investigation. 
It too applies only to the main range, the area of which is estinated 
in my report, 

I would like to send you the manuscript of "British and 
American Grouse Management" bt I happen to be out of copies at this 
time. If you need the complete derivation at this moment without 
waiting for publication in August, let me know and I will make you a 

memo of the whole business.



As to the success of grouse management in Britain, Maxwell 

and the grouse report partially disagree as to Scotland, Maxwell 
doubting whether there has been much of an increase. ‘They both agree, 

however, that there has been a 10 to 30 fold increase in England. 

I cannot quite follow you on how this is comparable to South 
Dakota pheasants. It would rather be comparable to the potential 

increase of pheasants through management in states having a moderate 
poplation, such as Michigan or Pennsylvania. 

Let me most heartily subscribe to your sentiments on large 
bags and marketing. : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Copy to Mr. Olin 
USBS 

May 7. 1931 

Mr. Poul Ge Redington, Chief 
Burean of Biological Survey : 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Reds 

In atcordance with your request I have been to Minnesota, 
where I was glad to run into Mr. Henderson. An attemt is being 

made by the University to adjust the difficulty between Dr. Green 
and Mr. King. It is not yet possible to judge mccess. ‘The 
subject matter at issue being mainly personal, I think the chance 
of success will be greater if I make no detailed report of what 
is being tried. Mr. Henderson was there ani can tell you about 
the first conference with Dr. Green. 

If I may do so, I would like to make a suggestion, md talk 
it over with you in more detail verbally later. {I would like to 
suggest that Biological Survey officials calling in the interest 
of Dr. Green's work or the McSweeney work, make it a point to see 
the Economic Zoology group aleo, just as officials calling in the 
interest of the fellowship always make it a point to sce Dr. Green. 
I think this would tend toward the prevention of difficulties. 

Yours sincerely, 

. ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey
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May 13,1931 

| Mr. Edward A. Preble : 
U. 5S. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Preble: 

I have heard several responsible people intimate 
recently that there was evidence that cottontail rabbits 
sometimes breed before they are a year old. 

I have never taken any stock in this story, but 
I am now hearing it so often that I would like to inquire 
whether you or anybody else in the Biological Survey has 
any opinion or evidence on the matter. 

If the story is true it would of course radically 
alter the breeding potential of the species, which in game 
management would be a good thing to Imow. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Dictated but not read.
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BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 
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CHIEF, BU! .U OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
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Jamary 16, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of January 13, I inclose a copy of the 

article on vermin which you mention. This paper has been enthusias- 

tically commented upon by a number of ultra-conservationists, but in 

several cases I have pointed out that it refers to "places (game 

farms, fish hatcheries, and the like) where vermin control can 

legitimately carried on." I have not changed my views in this respect 
as published in our Farmers’ Bulletins Nos. 1612 and 1613. 

I am for all practicable conservation but try to keep in touch 

with economic necessities. With such a point of view the theory that 
one must adopt toward control of the so-called vermin is that it 

shall be more or less in proportion to other efforts that are being 

made for encouragement of the particular species of wild life 

involved. Vermin control, however, should not be out of proportion 

to such efforts and I think is not justifiable at all when it is the 

only thing that is being attempted to increase certain forms of wild 

life. In other words, almost all such activities as side hunts, 

prize campaigns, etc., come under the ban as I view the problem. 

The point I make in this essay also that natural enemies should not 
be sacrificed merely to insure sport. It is an important one from my 

point of view as it seems to me that there are two forms of sport 

involved, that of the bird observer and those of the fishermen or 

hunter. There does not seem to be any good reason why one of these 

should entirely dominate policies relating to wild life. Even this 

point of view, it seems to me, tends to put the sportsmen almost 

always on the defensive as their activities whether intentionally 

or not are tending towards extinction of forms of wild life. Since 

the real desire of both classes and the sole desire of the conserva- 

tionists is to preserve wild life, it follows that the sportsmen 

must ever bear the burden of considerable criticism unless their 

activities can really be coordinated and supervised so that they 
will not have eliminative effects on wild life far beyond what are 
contemplated.



A. Le j 

I continually try to maintain a sane middle-of-the-road 

position, economic values always being recognized, but the words and 

deeds of many sportsmen make it hard for me to do so. Just yesterday 

a letter came clamoring for permission to destroy fish-eating birds 

on a certain reservation when we are making an investigation of the 

matter and all of the results to date show that the birds are not : 
taking any game fishes whatever. Back of that is the fact that the 

reservation is a wild life, not a fish, refuge-> 

In fact if it were the latter, the Biological Survey would not 

have jurisdiction over it. The anglers especially are a great trial 
as apparently they want to kill off every bird of any size that they 
see On a trout stream. I can never agree with these people nor with 

those who want to exterminate every hawk, owl, fox, or mink, although 

this position may earn me the enmity of many of the alleged sportsmen. 

Sincerely yours, 

| LAK Pate ee 
W. L. MeAtee 

; In Charge 

Inel. C-33160. Food Habits Research.
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: Jans 22,1932 oo 

Col. He Py Sheldon en 
: Ue 8S. Biological Survey Ne 

Washington, D. Co : at 

; Dear Colonel Sheldon: : \ f i 

The attached article, clipped from the Jamary 23 a 
issue of Liberty (save the mark) indicates that the California . ea 

: rice growers may have been getting avay with a little unofficial it 
duel control. ae 

: with the old style of wooden propellers, I believe ae 
that deliberate flying through a floclc of ducks would smash the é ; 
propeller to pieces, but the same may not be true of metal ones. 4 

The air service could tell you about this. : f eet 
5: " x 

Your warden for California may want. to find out i 

whether this practice exists, and if s0, whether it is extensive scans 

: enough to warrant action. I Imow, of course that the rice fields 

are patrolled by airplanes, more or less by your authority, but i 

the question here 1s whether the planes are used to kill ducks. 

: If you have reason to believe that this story is coe 
true to the facts, you may want to turn one of the sporting ; i 

magazines loose on an expose. , ; ae 

i ; Yours sincerely, ge 

; RL ea 

One ALDO LEOPOLD Ao 
' In Charce, Game Survey 2 ae 

i Incle - ; ; 4 
4 : ‘ ee
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3/21/34 

Dear McAtee: 

Thanks for sending me the memorandum to the Secretary. With 
very minor exceptions I agree to all that is said, including the criticisms 
of our report. Moreover, I am very glad indeed that the Biological Survey 
took the bit in its own teeth and presented a plan of its om. 

Certainly our report was very much overplayed when it left 
the impression that it was a comprehensive conservation plan. It is 
obviously nothing more than a tentative plan for land buying under the 
particular circumstances that now obtain, 

AL.



March 10, 1934. 

Memorandum for the Secretary 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

The Biological Survey has carefully considered the report of 

the President's Committee on Wild Life Restoration and, in accord- 

ance with your request, I am submitting the following comments: 

Summary 

The Biological Survey strongly favors the plan so far as it 

relates to the acquisition of wild life refuges provided some of 

them are located along the flight lines of migratory waterfowl and 

on the wintering grounds in the Southern States. 

The Survey opposes the adoption of the administrative set- 

up as advocated by the Committee, consisting of what is believed to 

be an impracticable form of administration under a committee of 

three Secretaries to discharge obligations primarily those of the 

Department of Agriculture and which should be under the Secretary 

of Agriculture. 

The Bureau points out that though it is designed to restore 

wild life on a nation-wide basis 

1. The plan is really not comprehensive. 

2. It proposes a big and important step forward and then 

halts when only a beginning has been made.



3. It affects only a small fraction of the wild life of the 

country, since 

@. Migratory waterfowl refuges on the nesting grounds 

of the birds in the northern part of the United 

States could not improve breeding conditions for 
more than ten per cent of North American waterfowl; 

the remaining 90 per cent of the waterfowl would 
receive relatively little benefit. 

be The good to be accomplished by the creation of the 
refuges for upland game and fur would be local in 
its effect. 

4 The wild life problem of the country is much too large to be 

met by a plan of such limited scope. 

The Bureau takes the position that 

1. The plan with some modifications should constitute one fac- 

tor in the Department's program. 

2. The Department of Agriculture, through the Biological Survey 

and the Forest Service working together but as separate units and with 

the cooperation of other Government agencies State and Federal easily 

secured, should assume leadership in a real nation-wide management plan 

to restore our wild life and maintain all varieties in satisfactory 

numbers. 

Such a plan is now being prepared. 

The Plants Main Objectives 

With the main objectives of the plan submitted by this Committee 

the Bureau is in hearty accord. The creation of ample refuges for our 

wild life is necessary for the restoration and maintenance of this great 

natural resource. This is especially true in the case of our migratory 

waterfowl, which cannot persist without water and marshy areas for 

breeding, feeding and resting places. 

On



The Bureau hopes that the recommendations of the Committee may 

be adopted so far as they apply to the acquisition of wild life refuges 

including the use for refuge purposes of suitable lands withdrawn from 

agriculture. Such action would constitute a most important step toward 

the restoration of our vanishing wild life, and would be in agreement 

with the Bureau's program. The plan submitted, however, is incomplete 

in several particulars, as will be indicated presently, and the enthu- 

siasm of its proponents has led them to make sane extravagant claims. 

It is feared that the report may result in a widespread belief that the | 

proposed measures would suffice to restore our wild life without the 

necessity of adopting other measures equally essential. 

Federal and State Relations : 

The report suggests (p. 13) that "The President should be respect~ 

fully asked to * * * place the jurisdiction over all wild life in the 

United States and possessions under the Federal wild-life director." 

The President has no authority to take such action, since ower- 

: ship and control of wild life is vested in the several States. This doc- 

trine has been upheld not only * decisions of the State courts but also 

by the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Geer vs Connecticut 

(161 U. S. 519). State sovereignty gives way only in connection with the 

Migratory Bird Treaty, and in the administration of Federal reservations. 
t 

_Migratory Waterfowl 

The Committee's plan for migratory waterfowl is inadequate in 

that it provides for nothing in the way of acquisition, restoration or 

development of areas in the wintering grounds in the Southern States 

but proposes that all the refuges be located on breeding areas, within 

ae



the northern part of this country. No exact estimate can be made of the 

proportion of North American waterfowl.that breed in the United States, 

but most ormmithologists would place it at no more than 20 per cente 

Not half the nesting areas of the United States could be acquired for 

refuges. Consequently the plan could not possibly benefit the breeding 

conditions for more than ten percent of North American waterfowl. The 

plan contemplates no relief for the remaining 90 percent except to 

provide resting places same of them might occupy in early fall but which 

for the most part would be frozen in winter. Yet the plan purports to 

solve the problem of restoring these birds. Manifestly it could do 

nothing of the sort. It is of course imperative that conditions on the 

breeding grounds within the United States be improved, since it is 

essential that the number of birds nesting in this country be increased, 

but the 80 percent or more that breed in Canada and Alaska should not 

be neglected. It is of the greatest importance that the waterfowl be 

provided with refuges during their migratory flight and on their 

wintering grounds. The only alternative would be imposition of extremely 

onerous restrictions upon hunting and their rigorous enforcement. There 

are still remaining in Canada and Alaska vast areas of unimpaired breeding 

grounds where waterfowl can nest if the breeding stock is spared to 

return northward. Anyone must agree that without adequate breeding 

stock no restoration plan can succeed. 

The Bureau therefore strongly recommends that a portion of any 

available funds be used to acquire refuges along the lines of migratory 

flight and on the wintering grounds. 
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A comprehensive program for the restoration and conservation of 

waterfowl should include: 

Restoration and development of breeding areas. 

Establishment of refuges there and elsewhere as needed. 

Control of predators on the breeding grounds where necessary 

and practicable. 

Removal and prevention of pollution and reduction in the 

losses through disease wherever possible. 

Regulation of the annual kill at a point below the annual 

increase. : 

Adequate enforcement of protective laws and regulations. 

; Upland Game and Fur Bearers 

The report includes upland game and fur-bearing animals, but does 

not state that all such wild life is subject to State control, nor that 

the States strongly oppose all Federal interference with these classes 

of wild life. Any attempt to establish Federal jurisdiction over such 

wild life outside of Federal reservations wovld therefore bring instant 

opposition. It is probable that the plan proposes to rely upon the man- 

agement of the upland game refuges to be acquired by the Federal Govern- 

ment, for the restoration of the Nation's supply of this class of wild 

life. 

Much good would be accomplished in this manner and the Bureau : 

endorses heartily the plan so far as it goes. But a few million acres 

devoted to this purpose could not benefit the entire country to any 

appreciable extent. Already the States have more than 40,000,000 acres 

in refuges, but surely much remains to be done for upland game. In con- 

trast to refuges for migratory birds, those for upland species and other 

forms of resident wild life can be only locally effective. Moreover, it 

should be understood that lands submarginal for agriculture are not those 
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most productive of wild life. Game and other animals must be looked upon 

as a crop the pepe of which depends at its best upon soil fertility; 

in other words, quantity production cannot be expected from poor lands. 

In addition to the maintenance of these refuges other projects 

would be essential to the restoration of upland game and fur animals. Of F 

greater importance would be the development of management plans for the 

national forests aggregating 160,000,000 acres in the United States. 

These Federal reservations include much of the best game and fur country 

remaining. Cooperation with the States along lines projected by the 

Biological Survey would also offer opportunities for building up the 

supply of the upland game and fur animals of the country, which cannot 

be restored without the cooperative effort of the Federal and State 

agencies concerned. 

The Survey has cooperated in experimental management projects for 

the benefit of unland game birds in many States, and is now cooperating 

in eight quail management studies in five States, involving natural and 

artificial production as well as diseases, and in several others concern- 

ing ruffed grouse. Additional research and demonstration work of the 

same nature would be undertaken if personnel and funds permitted. The 

Bureau works also for proper protection of fur bearers, and it manages 

six big game refuges established to insure the preservation of certain 

threatened species. . 

Nongame Birds 

The Bureau approves the recamnendation of the Committee for the 

benefit of nongame birds, although few of our song and insectivorous 

birds are on the decrease, Many of these species have benefited by the 
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environment that followed the removal of our great Chterier forests and 

same even by suburban development. 

While the Survey realizes the legal barrier to direct Federal 

participation in the restoration of nonmigratory species of wild life, 

it can claim without exaggeration that through its research and educa- 

tional work, it has done more than any other agency to bring about the 

present satisfactory legislation for the protection of song and insec- 

tivorous birds. The attraction and protection of such birds has been 

the subject of numerous Survey publications. 

For the past 30 years the Bureau has maintained refuges for many 

species of nongame birds, including egrets and other herons, pelicans, 

terns, and numerous others, and such birds have prospered also by activities 

primarily intended to benefit waterfowl. Through the protection afforded 

by all these refuges and other similar areas maintained by States and 

by various conservation organizations, supplemented by the enforcement 

of the Lacey Act and other Federal laws, including certain provisions of 

the Tariff Acts, and also largely because of the strong public sentiment 

against the use of the feathers of wild birds for millinery purposes and 

in favor of birds in general, some of these species have greatly increased. 

In the country-wide educational movements that have played so large a part 

in creating a healthful sentiment on the part of the general public, the 

Survey, through its popular publications and by indirect influence on 

State legislation, has borne a praninent part. Further efforts, however, 

including establisiment of additional refuges, are undoubtedly needed if 

certain threatened species are to be saved. The Survey stands ready to 

suggest areas that should be established as refuges for the benefit of 

threatened species. 
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The Administrative Set-Up 

The proposed change of the name of the Biological Survey to Wild 

Life Service would be an advantage, but it is believed that the reorgani- 

zation of the Survey proposed by the Committee is not the best that could 

be developed and is even open to serious objection. 

The assistant directors to be placed in charge respectively of 

Migratory Waterfowl, Upland Game Birds, Mammals, etc., would be super- 

fluous because they would have no function that division heads could not 

perform under immediate direction only. Furthermore, the assistant 

directors would almost wnavoidably become involved in differences with 

division chiefs and their staffs. The proposal is an example of multiple 

control, which is highly objectionable from an administrative point of 

_ view. Somewhat similar administrative set-ups have been tried out in ‘ 

the Department, found to be unsatisfactory, and abandoned. 

The Survey does not favor the idea of a Commissioner of Restora- 

tion to be under a Committee. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that 

the committee form of administration is not efficient. There is no 

precedent in the Federal service for appointment of a Commissioner sub- 

ordinate to the Secretaries of three Departments and superior to certain 

bureaus in those Departments. Under such an arrangement trouble ranging 

from lack of cooperation to controversy would seem inevitable. "Directors" 

in the terminology of the Committee's report--that is, chiefs of bureau 

under the existing system--would each have two masters; namely, a Secretary 

and the Restoration Commissioner. Such an arrangement is obviously 

incompatible with good administration. 

Moreover, while it is clear that close cooperation should prevail 

among the many branches of the Government whose activities may affect 

wild life, it is questionable whether a Commissioner so created and so 
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placed would be able to accomplish the coordination that has been sug- 

gested. The Comissioner would be a wild-life administrator whose main 

interest would be in wild life; whereas all the bureaus mentioned ex- i 

cept the Wild Life Service and the Bureau of Fisheries would have only 

an incidental interest in wild life. Yet their main activities might 

and often do seriously affect wild animals or birds. In a conflict 

between a reclamation project and wild life, for example, how could the 

Commissioner of Restoration decide which activity was in the public 

interest? He would certainly be biased in favor of the animals and 

night have much less knowledge about the needs of agriculture. Could 

the Commissioner do more than suggest and make recamendations? Could 

not the Director of the Wild Life Service make such suggestions and 

recommendations as well without a mediary? Just as in the case involving 

the Commissioner, the question would then became a matter for decision 

py the Cabinet officers involved. 

The Biological Survey has had little difficulty in obtaining the 

cooperation of other Federal agencies. The Bureau of Reclamation 

engineers act as reservation protectors without pay; Coast Guard and 

Light House officials gather information about wild-life conditions; 

the Army engineers modified their plans for dams on the Upper Miss- 

issippi in the interest of fish and dias forms of wild life, and the 

War Department is buying the fee to overflowed lands in the develop- 

ment of the same progect instead of acquiring flowage rights as has been 

custonary, in order that the pools may be maintained as refuge areas; 

the General Land Office furnishes status information about public 

lands, supplies maps, township plats and survey field notes; the Geo- 

logical Survey supplies maps and when necessary has made field surveys 

for the Biological Survey; the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Bureau 
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of Soils supply maps; the Navy Department has provided transportation 

on its vessels to enable Bureau officials to visit and inspect the 

Laysan Island Bird Reservation; and the Bureau of Agricultural 

Engineering has detailed engineers for development work on bird refuges. 

Conversely, the Biological Survey has made wild-life surveys of 

national parks and monuments; it has submitted to the Tennessee Valley 

Authority plans for a survey of the wild life of the region, with a 

view to developing wild-life management plans; it has cooperated with 

the Erosion Control Service in its wild-life problems; the Survey works 

in close cooperation with the Extension Service, the Forest Service, and 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and on several occasions it has worked 

cooperatively with the Bureau of Fisheries. Cooperation has proved to 

be practicable in almost every instance where it has been desired. 

A clear definition by Congress of the functions of the Wild Life 

Service would, it is believed, enable this Service to accomplish as 

much as could the proposed Commissioner in the way of cooperation with 

other organizations. Moreover, the work of the Wild Life Service would 

fare much better if headed by the Secretary of Agriculture directly than 

if the Secretary shared the supervision with two other Cabinet officers. 

Conclusions 
The Bureau recommends, therefore, that the conservation objec- 

tives of the Committee's report, with the modifications suggested 

herein, be adopted, but that the administrative and reorganization 

features be rejected, and that the task of accomplishing the objectives, 

together with sufficient funds be assigned to the Survey. With 

adequate financing, the Bureau is confident that it can carry on a 

general conservation plan as quickly as any extemporized organization, 

and more effectively. 
Os



The Biological Survey, in conjunction with the Forest arvise; 

has started the development of a plan for the management of all wild- 

life interests within the jurisdiction of these two bureaus. It is 

designed to outline the problems involved, formulate the policies 

necessary to accomplish the best results, and devise the necessary 

administrative set-up. 
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Additional Comments on the Committee's Report 
as Affecting the Biological Survey 

The Bureau regrets that the Comittee has seen fit to include 

in its report certain slighting references to the Biological Survey, and 

particularly resents the characterization of the Survey as "quasi 

scientific." This is an undeserved and uncalled for reflection upon 

the Bureau's scientific achievements. Its many scientific publications 

have been accepted as invaluable contributions to the knowledge of North 

American animals. They are in constant demand, are regarded as standard, 

and are widely used by students of the wild life of North America in this 

country and abroad. The Biological Survey's pride in its record in 

scientific investigations is amply justified also by the abundant 

evidence available in the nature of public support. 

. The statement that the Biological Survey “is quite unequal to the 

present task" is correct only so far as it may mean that without funds 

the Bureau is unable to carry out any extensive undertaking in behalf of 

wild life. The implication of incompetence is not warranted and seems 

hardly becoming in the formal report of a Committee that has so freely 

adopted the ideas of the Bureau and made use of its fund of information. 

The report states (p. vii) that the Committee "found no evidence . 

of the existence of a comprehensive or coordinated plan," yet its om 

plan is. based very largely on information furnished by the Biological 

Survey, and, as regards migratory waterfow], is less comprehensive than 

plans the Survey made in 1929 and has since been putting into execution 

so far as its resources have permitted. 

The importance of militant. action for the establishment of refuges 

for wild life was first publicly advocated by the Bureau many years ago, 

long before the need was so great as at present. In fact the movement 
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to establish Federal refuges for wilf fowl was inaugurated by the 

Biological Survey. The idea met with general support by conservation- 

ists, md many refuges were established. As early as 1908 two large 

waterfowl refuges were created by Executive order on recamendation of 

the Survey--Malheur Lake in Oregon; and Lower Klamath Lake in Oregon and 

California. During the following year (1909) eight additional areas 

were similarly set aside on Reclamation Service reservoirs. The aggre- 

gate of all these was 334,774 acres. 

All of this emphasized the need for better protection of migratory 

birds and may be considered as partially responsible for the Migratory 

Bird Law of 1913 and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918, and the 

Migratory Bird Conservation Act of 1929. 

In the spring of 1933 the Bureau recommended that allotments be 

made fran the Energency Conservation Fund for migratory bird refuges, 

months before the Beck plan was submitted to the President in October. 

The report urges coordination of activities affecting wild life 

in five Departments of the Government, stating that the program "would ' 

be predestined to failure if its administration is left to the decen- 

tralized Government Bureaus whose functions bear upon the problems" (p. 14), 

| put the program it recommends does not require the services of any but 

the Department of Agriculture. | 

The Committee's report urges an inter-departmental administrative 

set-up, but it does not recommend action of any kind that the Biological 

Survey has not already taken either alone or with cooperation that has 

readily been obtained, principally within the Department of Agriculture. 

The Committee's report contains the self-contradictory statement 

(pe 14) that while much of the talent required for the execution of the 
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plan is available in the Biological Survey, the Bureau is "quite unequal 

to the task." Since very much of the detailed information presented in 

the report came fran the Biological Survey, the statement cited seems 

unfair. 

Certainly there is no organization other than the Survey that is 

capable of carrying out an extensive program of refuge acquisition and 

development, a fact quite obvious from the Committee’s administrative 

set-up (Exhibit C, p. 21), which merely provides for exploitation of 

the Biological Survey without the addition of anything of practical 

value, as discussed on page 8 of this memorandum. The personnel men- 

tioned on pages 22 to 24 could best be assembled, trained, and directed 

by the Survey, which is experienced along every line of work involved. 

With necessary funds, the Survey could do the work as promptly as any 

new organization and ¢ould do it better. It is not believed, however, 

that a rapid-fire program is either feasible or advisable. For example, 

all important breeding areas are now (early March) snow and ice-bound. 

No extensive work on such areas will be possible until they are clear 

and vegetation starts. At that time waterfowl breeding begins, and 

obviously no work could be done during the actual nesting season. Areas 

that might be improved by cessation of mowing and grazing will probably 

not be classed as submarginal. 

The Biological Survey has made inspections as to fitness for mi- 

gratory-bird refuge purposes of 232 areas in 48 States, has classified 

these proposed refuge sites as to relative desirability, amd has made 

land-valuation studies on 141. The number of acres at present available 

for this purpose is approximately 4,000,000. 
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The Bureau's acquisition program has always been far ahead of the 

appropriations for its execution, but the Survey, within the limitations 

of law and budget requirements, has urged provision of adequate funds by 

Congress and has sought help fron the Emergency Conservation fwd and from 

the Public Works appropriation. These are cited by the Committee as sources 

of the necessary funds, but so far allotments have not been available to 

the Biological Survey for refuge acquisition. The Bureau has taken 

advantage of all opportunities to have refuges established on public lands 

by Executive order and has obtained the cooperation of the Bureau of 

Reclamation in having great reservoirs set aside as bird refuges. Just 

recently a refuge was established on lands purchased by the War Depart- 

ment. The Survey's plans call for continuance of these activities wherever 

practicable. 

The Biological Survey has utilized in its refuge program not only 

the technically trained employess of all classes mentioned on pages 22 to 

24 of the Committee's report, but in connection with estimates for the 

employment of refuge personnel has urged that a scientist be stationed 

on each of the larger refuges, in addition to the custodial forces 

required. The permanent employment of naturalists, which is essential 

to proper management and especially to the improvement of refuges, is 

a feature of the Biological Survey plan not mentioned in that of the 

Committee. 

The Comittee says {p. 6), that "Natural propagation has been 

curtailed to such an extent that no amount of further restriction of 

the take or methods of taking will suffice to restore wild waterfowl." 

Certainly every effort should be made to restore and to improve breed- 

ing conditions to the utmost. The Bureau alsorecognizes as necessary 
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the control of predators 'on waterfowl breeding grounds, when such control 

has been determined by investigation to be justified. In the meantime, 

héwever, reasonable restrictions are necessary to prevent further decline 

in the waterfowl population and to insure breeding stock sufficient to 

occupy all suitable areas. The maintenance of as large a population as 

possible must continue to be the desired goal. 

For years the Biological Survey has been studying the wild life 

of forests and now has management studies of forest game under way. It 

has also submitted estimates for experimental work in the introduction 

and establishment of game birds on game refuges in the mtional forests. 

The Biological Survey has had no dearth of plans; the fault does 

not lie in that direction, but in lack of funds needed to carry then 

out. It is not believed, therefore, that when funds paiaitoualy become 

available, the occasion justifies condemnation and reorganization of the 

Biological Survey. d 

: Respectfully, 

Acting Chief. 

S164



New Soils Building 
July 10, 1934 

Col. H. P, Sheldon 
U. S. Game Conservation Officer 
Biological Survey 

' Washington, D, C, 

Dear Colonel Sheldon: 

I have had no particular occasion to exercise my authority 
as U. &. deputy game warden during the past year. 

_ Our fall flight of ducks and jacksnipe in 1933 was at least 
normal, but the goose flight was sub-normal. 

The spring flight of ducks was above normal, but the spring 
flight of geese sab=-normal, I have no information about the spring 
flight of jacksnipe. 

Breeding conditions ‘this sumer in Wisconsin are the worst 
I have ever known or heard of, All the small ponds and puddles are 
dry and I can hardly see how the local production of ducks can be more 
than 10 per cent of the normal production, I infer from recent dis- | 
patches that the Biological Survey is nevertheless considering a 
30-day open season, ‘This seems to me to be a tragic mistake, Wot \ 
only does all the logic of the situation point toward total closure, 
but the conversations which I hear among sportsmen indicate that most 
of them would enthusiastically support a total closure. | 

Yours sincerely, j 

| 

: Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Weshington, D.C. 

June 30, 1936. 
GP-Z 
Reports 

MEMORANDUM FOR U. S. DEPUTY GAME WARDENS: 

You are requested to submit at your earliest convenience a 
brief report covering your activities as U. S. Deputy Game Warden for 

r the fiscal year ended June 30, 1934. This report should contain in- 

formation concerning game conditions in your section, with particular © 
reference to migratory birds -- game, non-game, and insectivorous. 
Please advise whether, in your opinion, there has been an increase or 
decrease of migratory birds in your locality during the past year, and, 
if so, the extent of such increase or decrease, naming the species af- 
fected, Any unusual conditions that have come to your notice with 

respect to migratory birds should also be included, 

The report should contain your present correct address. 

The Survey takes this opportunity to assure you of its ap- 
preciation of your assistance and cooperation. 

Very truly yours, 

U. S. Game Conservation Officer. 

Bicep,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDI oe 

CHIEF, BUREAU BIO! ICAL SURVEY 

AND ER XO 

September 18, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, - 

New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have read your article on conservation economics in 
American Game, July-August 1934, and while I can agree with it in 

: general, it contains one statement that I fear is not very well 

expressed and that may be taken advantage of by sportsmen of a 

certain type much as they did Bump's statement about hunters 

getting only 3 percent of the grouse. 

Relating to waterfowl you say “they have no intolerance 

of concentration." 

While duck nests may be rather close together sometimes, 

it is certain that waterfowl have territorial requirements just 

the same as other organisms and if this is not manifested strenuously 

with regard to nesting allotments, it will come out in the area of 

water needed to produce a sufficient supply of food for rearing the 

brood. The trouble with a great many lakes now is that although they 

may have shore cover for nests, they are not of a type that produces 

much food for ducklings. On the other hand some very unpromising 

looking places, especially shallow alkaline lakes, may produce 

large numbers of ducklings because their food is there in abundance. 

I hope your statement is not taken up by any of our Ballyhoo 
artists, in which case no harm will have been done. 

: Sincerely yours, 

LR. VUCA TE 

W. L. McAtee 

In Charge 
Food Habits Research.



New Soils pinvigoes 4 

Dr, W, L, McAtee : 
Bureau of Biological Survey : 
Washington, D, C, 

Dear MeAtees : 

_ I am meh interested in your comment on the conservation economics 
paper, I probably should have said that waterfowl, as compared with upland 

birds like quail, disploy a mch lesser intolerance of concentration, 
Since the paper was on an economics subject, I of course had no room to 
run down the details of biological definition, ‘What I wanted to convey was 
the thought that when you tay 40 acres of quail range with public money, 
you can accommodate not more ‘than 40 quail on it, whereas when you tuy 40 
acres of marsh you can accommodate a lot mre than 0 ducks, especially 
when you average the various seasonal variations. 

_............ L_ of course entirely agree with you thet there is probably a lot 
about both nesting ‘and rearing territories which is still unknown and which 
may bear heavily on the question of maximum possible density. 

This was originally a paper prepared for technical people and 
published in a technical journal, American Gems simply reprinted it. 
If I had originally written it for laymen, I would have made it mach longer. 
The paper was really addressed to professional conservationists and pro- 
fessional economists, : 

Thanks for giving me your thoughts. I will let you know if 
I hear of anyone taking advantage of my statement. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



New Soils Building 
December 3, 1934 

Mr, Jay MN, Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S&S, Department of Agriculture : 
Washington, DC, 

Dear Jay: 

Dr. Green has told me about the possible transfer of Dr, Morley 
to Mimnesota and has asked my opinion concerning it. I am taking the liberty 
of expressing thet opinion to you direct because in my view it involves 
a question concerning which Dr, Green cannot speak for himself and a question 
which has been giving me considerable concern for several years, 

I of course speak as a layman without scientific lmowledge of 
bacteriological methods, but it seems clear to me that the present situation 
can be summarized in these wrds: Dr, Green has tilt up an approach to 
wild life disease questions which is entirely novel and which seems by far . 
the most promising of any attenpts so far made to explore disease phenomena 
in wild populations, Until very recently he hasrcarried the entire load on 
his own shoulders, As is inevitable in any such cage, the load as increased 
to a point where no one man can any longer carry it. Both wisdom and justice 
call for the development of a "first lieutenant,” I do uot know Dr. Morley 
well enough to gauge his capabilities for this function, but I assume from 
the fact that Dr. Green has asked for him that he "has the makings," 

I cannot speak from first-hand knowledge on the question of what 
might be lest by Dr, Morley's transfer from Virginia, It would seem evident, 
though, thet the Virginia laboratory has not as yet penetrated as deeply into 
the subject as has the Minnesota laboratory; in other words, its ultimate 
value is still speculative, whereas the ultimate value of the Minnesota 
venture is now known to be large, however.little we may know of where it is 
taking us, 

I do not feel that I am entirely an intruder in this question 
because I am maintaining two full-time men (Schmidt and Wing) working out 
the ecology of the same phenomena with which Dr. Green is dealing pathologi- 
cally, and I now have prospects of a third man to study the present 
irruption of quail, which I suspect will be terminated by disease, The 
University of Minnesota also has e man on the ecological end (King) and 
Michigan has lately added still another (Saunders), 

Unless, therefore, there are factors in this situation with which 
I am entirely unacquainted, it is my judgment that the development of a 
first lieutenant for Dr, Green is of extreme importance to the Biological 
Survey and to the future development of wild life conservation. 

Yours sincerely,



University oF MINNESOTA 

Tue Mepicat ScHoou 

Min neaporis 

DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY rt 
AND IMMUNOLOGY 

November 28, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

When I was in Washington recently the question was 
raised concerning the possible transfer of Dr. Morley to the 
Minnesota Investigation. 

The multitude of problems of disease now arising inci- 
dent to the die-off makes some highly trained assistance here 
sorely needed. But even of more importance do I consider it 
that a trained Bureau man be resident at this Investigation dur- 
ing the die-off period, so as to become thoroughly acquainted 
with the new methods and procedures we have developed so that 
they will actually become a part of the Bureau's investigational 
armamentariun. 

Since my return I have formally requested the transfer 
of Dr. Morley. Dr. Morley agreed with me that as far as the 
work on quail disease is concerned, more rapid advance could be j 

made with our facilities here than with those possible to fur- 
nish him in the near future in Washington or Virginia. 

I am bringing this matter to your attention, thinking 
that possibly you might wish to express yourself to the Bureau 
with regard to it. 

You undoubtedly have become acquainted with my rather 
extensive absence from my work on account of illness. I am 
gled to state that the work has not greatly suffered and that 
I am quite well again. 

OE hse, 
R.'G. Green. 

RGG:L



New Soils Building 
December 3, 1934 

Dr. W. 1, Meates . 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. &. Departnent of Agriculture 
Washington D, 6, 

Dear MeAtees 

Your peper “for internal consumption" will, I hope, also reach 
the outside world, because there is needed at this time a resume of the 
participation of your division in the major game developments to date. ' 

Your facts ave admirable, tut there is between the lines a 
"defensive" note which I think is not justified by the facts. Your role 
has been quietly to aid and abet outside effort, and should so continue, 
Superficial critics have overlooked the magnitude ond nature of this con- 
tribution, and it is proper to remind them of it, It would be st111 better 
if Jay Darling would remind thea of it, or if he should prefer, I will do it. 

Ta my opinion the statement “The Biclogical Survey doesn't know 
anything sbout uplend game bird managexent“ is unjust, It contains, I think, 
only the following fractions of truth: 

(1) The Survey has not ageressively pointed out, to Congress 
or to others, the gaps in the national program, nor the 
inconsistencies in its own financial stracture. 

(2) It has led the wrld in the snalate of eoological factors, 
but it has not been agcressive e@ aplhaads oF suri 
eation of its findings to test areas, Tt hos, . 
always cooperated with outeldere trying to synthesize 
techniques, 

(3) It hae not aggressively promoted research in aerial tural 
om bat it has always cooperated with those needing 

Ds 

These three points are also my suggestions for present changes 
needed, 

What I mean by gaps is the lack in the national program of any 
but fractional work on weighing the mortality factors in waterfowl, big game, 
turkey, or shorebirds, ete, 

What I mean by inconsistencies is the obviously greater importance 
of such work as compared with predator control, rodent control, and other 
projects for which the Survey has sought and accepted funds, It has let 
Congress mild its priorities, and Congress obviously doesn't mow how,
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What I mean by “agzressive promotion" is the failure to point 
out to Congress, or to private donors, the opportunities for starting 
work in the colleges, and the obviously greater value of such work as 
compared with predator or rodent control, 

There are other specific itens which could be criticized, tut 
they do not touch your Division, if I understand the past set-up, hat, 
for instance, has ever been done with the MeGweeney-Melary Amds? Nothing 
to my knowledge has ever reached the stage of print, even of plans, mmch 
less results, Perhaps this is due to my having overlooked something-+if 
0, I'd like to be corrected, 

I de not imply that this is a complete and wholiy just appraisal, 
It 1s simply my owm interpretation of what I see, 

This Letter would be incomplete if I failed te point out that 
none of the works with which I am connected would have been possible without 
the aooperation of the Survey in stomach analysis and banding, 

Yours stacerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charce, Geme Research 

vh 

P.3. Om the minor matter of definitions, I entirely disagree that the 
improvement of a refuge is not "management", because no “harvest" is 
taken on the refuge. "Recreational use” covers more then broiled quail. 

dels



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO i 

FH-B November 23, 1934. 
Game birds 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

: Dear Leopold: 

I am inclosing copy of a manuscript I have just 

prepared for internal consumption in the Biological Survey. 

I shall be glad to have you look it over and give me your 

opinion on it as to whether it is essentially correct and 

as to how it may be improved. You need not return it, but 

I shall be glad to have your comment. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. L. McAtee 

Incl. 14298. Principal Biologist.



If we accept Leopold's definition that "Game Management is the art of 

making land produce sustained anaual crops of wild game for recreational use", 

wo probably must adait that the Bielogical Survey has not practiced and 

perhaps never will practice it. We have already accepted the principle that 

on Hatioual Forests our function is research and planning. We shall not con- 

duet the agtual operations, which, according to definition, constitute game 

managowent. Ginee lands controlled by the Biological Survey itself (and over 

per | which we have broader power), are so largely refuges we cannot, by strict 

definition, do gane management even upon them because there will be no harvest= 

ing of annual crops for reereational use. Whether the Biological Survey will 

ss hewe any opportunities for game wanagement in the complete sense of the 

definition, I do not know. 

We can say without reserve, however, that game management ie the appli- 

cation of knowledge about wildlife, ite enviroment, ani the improvenent 

thereof, the gathering end dissemination of which have leng been major aetivi- 

ties of the Biological Survey. 

Others, no doubt, will eall attention to investigations by the Survey of 

the classification, distribution, and migrations of game species, of their 

ecological inter-relations and of methods of reducing the numbers of certain 

species Lovally objectionable, 1 will, therefore, confine myself largely te 

activities in Food Habits Researeh with whieh I was connected for thirty years. 

Stedderd in the last Annual Report of the Cooperative quail Study Asm@eiation 

ye ere ee ent yy Ae Se EA SPTIINS Ne AERNINNE Galt WARE 

life lovers of the entire country.” (p. 5) 

Stoddard is our foremost working game manager and he means that the 

general knowledge of food habits of wildlife developed by the Biological survey



is of fundamental value to game managers, and the assistance of the Bureau in 

identifying food plants, seeds, and other material, and of making enalyses of 

the stonach contents of game species, their eaupetitors, and predators, is of 

the greatest practical assistance in commection with gase managenent problems, 

I hope it does not need to be explained here, but I think it a favorable 

ogcasion, at least, to point out thet Stoddard learned gauws management as an 

employe of the Biological Survey. He knew nothing of it when he cause to us 

but was selected for his good biologicel background, his personality, and his 

demonstrated liking for arduous field wark. He was an employe exclusively of 

the Biological Survey from January 1024 to September 1950, during which period 

the Cooperative Quail Investigation end the reports upon it were carried to 

ecouwpletion and the Biological Survey's cooperation with Research Fellows of 

the Sporting Arms and Ammmition Manufacturers’ Institute was practically 

completed. These Research Fellows, namely, Yeatter, Lrrington, King, and 

Gorsuch, ¢onstitute what may well be called the Natdon's finest graduating 

Glass of game wanegers and their accomplishments are in large part a product 

of Biological Survey assistance and supervision. 

Y In subsequent years, Stoddard has worked intermittently for the Bureau 

on gawe management projects outside of the area of the Cooperative Quail 

Investigation - @xpyerience which cannot have failed materially to broaden his 

knowledge. i 

The final report of the Cooperative Quail Investigation, 4 600 page book _ 

on tie Shalit Celik thd tenting ileewitah, tok enna alae ts 

1981, is one of the two most outstanding publications in the game management 

field, the other being Leopold's textbook. the quail book is distinetly a 

Biological Survey and a Department of Agriculture produet. The work was done 

and the book written by Survey men under Bureau supervision and was collaborated 

ma ;



in by representatives of other Bureaus, especially by those of the Pathological 

Division of the Bureau of Animal Industry. ‘The Misses Gram, Jones, and Alien 

of that Division did both field and laboratory work and furnished an excellent 

chapter on Internal Parasites and Perasiti¢ Diseases, and Chas. 0, Handley, an 

euploye of the Biokogical Survey even prior to Steddard's appointment, partici- 

pated in most of the investigation and iv joint euther of chapters on ood and 

Feeding Habits and on Qusil Preserve Developuent end Management. Clarence 

Cottam organized the former chapter including in it the results of considerable 

laboratory work by himself and vy F. M. Unler. 8, Rs Kalmbach made field 

studies for, and prepered, the colored illustrations adorning the work. The 

writer edited every paragraph of the book more than once as did also Mr. 

Cheesman. Although the Quail book was published by en outside concern, we must 

not forget, nor allow others to forget, that it ie just as much a Biological 

Survey produstion as if it had appeared in some official series, The work 

undoubtedly is the foundation of practical upland game bird management in this 

qvestay , ond if you hour any sugh vemstes as “the Bishoginnl Survey eensutt 

know gnything about upland game bird management,” you can reply with at least 

equal acourecy "Khy, man, we invented it.” 

Leopold says that “the technique of altering range for greater productivity 

“x x is the principal subject” (p. vidi) of his textbook, and this subject 

which he evidently considers the core of game wanagaent is one with which, 

aside from the Quail Investigation, the Biological Survey has worked for many 
years, The weiter began the inspection of wild fowl habitats and the making of 

recomendations for their improvements in 1908, and subsequently he and 

associates have mde scares if not hundreds of similar inspections and reports. 

Study an@ recommendations relative to upland areas began some years later and 

have continued to the present tine, the writer for instance having made reports 
on nine sueh areas in the present calendar year. 

=~



Publigations of the Biological durvey devoted to enviromental inprove- 

nont number four in the waterfowl elass and ten bearing on upland game menege- 

ment. 

Publications om food habits giving the general background of knowledge 

80 essential to the game waneger have numbered two relative to waterfowl, 

dealing with all of the shoal water ducks except One, the shoveller, and six 

relating to uplané geme birds, indluding all but the bend-teiled pigeon. 

Regional reports on fooé resourees for waterfowl have been published 

relating to the Beer River Marshes, the Sandhill Region of Nebreska, and the 

State of North Dakota, and manuseripts awaiting publication deel with Missourt, 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Montana. 

Two publicetions on winter feeding of game birde bave been issued, and 

one on quail food plants is in the press. . 

The propagation of game birds, sonebines a necessity for providing seed 

stock, has been dealt with in three Farmerst Bulletins and five other pubdlica~ 

tions. 

" Unofficial articles bave kept pace in number with official documents and 

have treated almost «11 phases of game management. No fewer than ninety or 

about 22.9% of the publications eited in the bibliography of Leopold's "Gene 

Management" ore by Biological Survey employes. In April 1954, I listed 46 

official publications of the Bureau, 6 unpublished manuseripts, and 27 unofficial 

articles, dealing with wildlife wanagewent, that hai been prepared by members 

of the Division of Food Mabits Research. 

The Biological survey has been in on every significant move that hes been 

made looking to the establishasnt of gene management in this comtry. This 

Bureau organized and carried to satisfactory completion the Cooperative Quail 

Investigation, it actively cooperated in every one of the researches in gaune 

management sponsored by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufecturers' writen 

~



it cooperated with the American Game Association in the organization of several 

Experimental Quail Management Projects, six of whieh are still in progress, and 

it has cooperated in the Iowa Conservation Plen, and in projects inaugureted in 

Michigan by Professor Wight and in Wiseousin by Leopold. It has lent ite 

assigtance in advice, field inspe@tions, and recomendations in connegtion with 

Wildlife Management on the Soil Brosion Service Projects, hes made special 

inspections and reports for the Teunessse Valley Authority, the Forest Service, 

and others. The Bureau has furnished material for end read in manuscript or 

proof practically all of the publications that have been issued by More Game 

Birds in Aneriea. Various members of the Biological Survey read part or all 

of the manuscript of Leopold's textbook on Game Management and he makes acknow~ 

ledgment to seven of them, ‘The writer has critically read, wren request, nearly 

every paper on came management problems written by Brrington. 

fo gum up: singe the Biological Survey hee hed a part in practically all 

game manacement movements, however sponsored, its part probably bas been greater 

than thet of any other one organization. In other words, the Bureau, in the 

writer's opinion, has done its full share in the light of the emphasia that has 

' been placed on game management in the period reported upon. 

‘ Whether a new era has dawned and greater participation in game manage~ 

mont is desirable or necessary, time will tell. Analysis of the situation, 

however, may help to foreshadow what may be possible. 

Geme management involves sige-up of the environment including ite soils 

and water supply, its plants and animals, and their habits, tolerances, diseases, 

distribution, movements, and abundanse; it requires maintenance of environmental 

gon@ditions when they are favorable and improvement when they are not, object ives 

involving planting, clearing, controlled burning, fertilization, cultivation, 

in fact almost the whole gemut of agricultural and silvicultural operations; it 

conteuplates the measurement of game populations and their productivity, ani 

“S=



regulation of the kill. There are no firet steps that can be taken and forgotten; 

no there must be continuous attention to all phases of the subjeob. To this ’ 

point the specifications agree with Leopold's definition a0 geek nenagmast 06 

the ‘art of making land produce sustained annual crops of wild gewe for recrea~- 

i tional use." That definition must be extended, however, if it ie to cover the 

modern demand thet these annual crops be marketed to provide revenue or even & 

profit. 

The underteking is vaet, comprehensive, complex, and the writer knows of 

no instance in which geome management bas beer carried on vith attention to all 

parts of the program outlined, nor to success as a self-supporting or profit- 

making endesver, Most of the rather thorough game management now being done 

is on the private preserves of wealthy individuals or olubs, where fairly 

adequate attention is given to the necessities for production and maintenance 

of game stocks, but little or none to the more teghnical ecological consider- 

etions. Measurssent of gaue stocks is erude and. Limitation of the bag af 

neoded de guessed at. Wo thought is given to making management pay for itself; 

it is frankly regarded as a luxury and willingly paid for. I have heard 

estimates by qualified persons that the quail bagged by proprietors they knew 

cost $5 or more cach, and in @ possibly isolated case, that ducks brought to 

bag and all expenses charged against them, cost $1000 apiece. 

The private estates of the wealthy are certainly not the place to look 

for guidance ag to economicel game management. Locally it has been demonstrated 

that revonue can be derived from the @isposal of hunting privileges, but so far 

a6 the writer ie ware, it has not been shown either in this country or else- 

where thet intensive game management ean be carried on as a business undertak~ 

ing, all costs figured in, and made to yield profits. ' 

The foremost students and practitioners of game management admit that the. 

whole subject is in an clenentary stage, vastly in need of nore data in alnost a 
every direction, end suffering greatly for lack of the guidance of technical =



ey ” 

etudies and selentifie experimentation, 

In view of the state of the matter as here disclosed, and of limitations 

upon the functions of the Biological Survey, it seans to the writer that the 

Bureau can serve geme management best as a research organization. It can aid 

now in preliminary surveys ani recamendations, the quality of which will 

steadily improve with growth in pertinent knowledge and in the specific experience 

of those doing the work. If ite members are allowed time for the work, it can 

| perform essential services in identifying a great variety of materiel and in 

making food analyses. Again if its personnel. is given opportunity, time, and 

funds, 1% can eontinue the production of reference works, containing detailed 

informetion on animals, their diseases, foods, cover, and general ecology, and 

on the enumeration, study, and regulation of animal populations, thet are 

‘witelly necessary to the game manager. 

The Chief has asked us what we know about Gane Management and the writer's 

reply would be that the Biological Survey, collectively, knows as much, possibly — 
more, than eny other single group, but that it also knows thet the greatest 

need of the subject and one which it is eminently proper for a government 

Bureau to supply is for more and still more research, the results, of course, 

to be passed on te all concerned as rapidly as practicable, Research is our 

most proper field and we should cultivate it diligently. / 

We Le MeAtee 

Nove 1934,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. c. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, Pore OF BlOLOa Say December 12, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, A 
In Charge, Game Research, 

University of Wisconsin, 
‘ New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Many thanks for your letter of December 3 criticizing 

my manuscript on game management. I think I have modified it 
in strict accordance with all the suggestions received from 

Stoddard, Errington, and yourself, and I inclose a copy of the 

revised manuscript for your inspection. 

With reference to the work of the Biological Survey 

under McSweeney-MecNary funds, I can say nothing definite, 
except about the single employee who was assigned to the 
Division of Food Habits Research. His work was carried on 

in New England and two projects were finished; namely, studies 

of the relationship of forest wildlife to the white pine blis- 

ter rust and to the white pine weevil. The results in the 
first case were negative and probably will not be published, 
but a good report was made on the weevil matter which contains 
much data that entomologists had never dug out; I am hopeful 
that this may be published in full sometime, or at least the 

best of the entomological results in one of the journals de- 
voted to that science. There is something in the last annual 
report of the Biological Survey about the forest research work 
of other divisions. 

I sincerely appreciate the tone of your letter and all 
of the suggestions in it. 

Sincerely yours, 

VU. R. VAC 
W. L. MeAtee, 

Principal Biologist. 

Inelosure C12282



New Soils Building Eat 
: Jamary 5, 1935 

Dr. W. lb. Meatee 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. &. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, Db, c. 

Dear McAtee: 

I like your revised paper, sent me with 
your letter of December 12, much better, and I 
again urge that at least the greater part of it 

: be given to the public by publication, It might 
well be that the popular periodicals would not 
consider such an analysis as interesting, but the 
ornithological publications certainly would, 

: If you decide to publish, I wish you 
would remenber me for. some reprints, 

i Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



If we aceopt Leopold's definition that “Game Management ia the art of 

making land produce sustained annual crops of wild game for reoreational use", 

we probably must admit that participation in game management by the Biological 

Survey will be only limited and qualified. We have already accepted the 

principle that on National Forests our function is research end planning. Ye 

shall not conduct the actual operations, which, agcording to definition, eon- 

stitute gase management. Since lands controlled by the Biologios) Survey itself 

(and over which we have broader power), are so lergely inviolate sanctuaries 

thet gome management upon them will be of a qualified type in that there will 

be no harvesting of annual crops for-resreational use unless overflow is so 

considered. 

We can say withoub reserve, however, that game management is the appli- 

cation of knowledge about wildlife, its environment, and the improvesent ' 

thereof, the gathering and dissenination of which have long been major activi-~- 

ties of the Biological Survey. 

Others, no doubt, will eall attention to investigations by the Survey 

of the classification, distribution, and migrations of game species, of their 

ecological inter-relations, and diseases, and of methods of reducing the numbers 

of certain species locally objectionable. £ wild, thevefere, esntiie myself 

largely to agtivities in food Habits Research with which I was connected for 

thirty years. Stodderd in the last Annual Report of the Cooperative Quail Study 

Aseeoiation (Novewber 1954) says "This Division is of vital importance to 

sportemen and wild life lovers of the entire country," (p- 3), and Leopold in 

& recent letter (Dec. 3, 1934) says “none of the work with which I am connected 

would have been possible without the cooperation of the Survey in stomach 

analyses and banding."



Stoddard is our foremost working game manager and Leopold our leading 

exponent of ite philosophy. By their complimentary references to Food Nabite 

Research they mean that the general knowledge of food habits of wildlife 

developed by the Biological Survey is of fundamentsl value to game managers, 

and the assistance of the Bureau in identifying food plants, seeds, and other 

matverial, and ef making analyses of the stomach contents of game species, their 

eenpetivers, ant predators, is of the greatest prestionl asaiotence in eonnes- 

tion with game managenent problems. 

I hepe it does not need to be explained here, but I think it a favorable 

oseasion, at least, te point out that Stoddard learned gaue management as an 

@nploye of the Biological Survey. He knew nothing of it when he same to us 

but was selected for hie good biological background, his personality, and his 

demonstrated Liking for arduous field work. He was an employe exclusively of 

the Biological Survey fron January 1924 to September 1950, during which period 

the Cooperative Quail Investigation and the reports upon it were carried to 

completion and the Biological survey's cooperation with Research Fellows of the 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturerst Institute was practically completed. 

These Research Fellows, namely, Yeatter, Srrington, King, ani Gersuch, constitute 

whet may well be called the Nation's first graduating class of game managers 

and their acsonplishnents are in large part 4 product of Biological survey 

assistance and supervision. 

In subsequent years, Stoddard has worked intermittently for the Bureau 

on game menagement projects outside of the area of the Cooperative Guail 

Investigation - experience which cannot have failed materially to broaden his 

knowledge. 

The final report of the Cooperative quail Investigation, @ 600 page book 

on The Bobwhite Quail, Ite Habits, Preservation, and Increase, published in 1931, 

Be



is one of the two most outstanding publications in the game management field, 

the other being Leopold's textbook. ‘The quail book is distinetly a Biological 

Survey and a Department of Agriculture product. The work was done and the 

book written by Survey men under Bureau supervision and was collaborated in 

by representatives of other Bureaus, especially by those of the Zoological 

Division of the Bureau of Animal Industry. The Misses Gram, Jones, and Allen 

of that Division did both field and laboratory work and furnished an exellent 

chapter on Internal Parasites and Parasitic Diseases, and Chas. 0. Handley, 

an employe of the Biological Survey even prior to Stoddard's appointment, 

participated in most of the investigation and is joint author of chapters on 

Yood and Feeding Habite and on Quail Preserve Developnent and Management. 

Clarence Cotten organized the former chapter including in it the results of 

considerable laboratory work by himself and by F. M. Uhler. Be Re Kalubaoh 

made field studies for, and prepared, the colored illustrations adorning the 

work. ‘he writer edited every paragraph of the book more than once as did also 

Mie. Cheeaman. Although the Quail Book was published by an outside concern, we 

must not forget, nor allow others to forget, thet it is just as much a 

Biological Survey production aa if it had appeared in some official series. 

The work undoubtedly ia the foundation of practical upland game bird management 

in this country, ond if you hear any such remerks as "The Biological Survey 

Goosn’t know anything about upland game bird managenent," you oan reply with at 

least equal accuracy "Why, man, we invented it.” 

Leopold saye that “the technique of altering range for greater productivity 

“‘&% «x ie the principal mbject" (p. vidi) of his textbook, and this subject i 

die te eubsdstty cencetaie the cere of Gan meneguant be tn WIE Wiehe 

aside froo the Quail Investigation, the Biological Survey has worked for many 

- years, ‘The writer began the inspection of wild fowl habitats and the making of 
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recommendations for their Luprovementy in 1908, and subsequently he and 

qascetaven hove nade soeven 1¢ net dumévede of siutler tnepeptiens aut vepertes 

Study and recamendations relative to upland areas began some years later and 

have continued to the present time, the writer for instance having made reports 

on nine sugh areas in the present calendar years. 

Publications of the Biological Survey devoted to environmental improvement 

number four in the waterfowl class and ten bearing on upland game mensgoment. 

Publications on food habits giving the general background of knowledge 

20 essential to the game manager have numbered two relative to waterfowl, 

dealing with all of the shoal water ducks except one, the shoveller, and aix 

relating to upland gene birds, including all but the band~tailed pigeons 

Regional geparts on food resources for waterforl have been published 

relating to the Bear River Marshes, the Sandhill Region of Nebraska, ond the 

State of North Dakota, and manuscripts awaiting publication deal with Missouri, 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, ané Montena. 

Two publications on winter feeding of geme birds have been issued, and 

one on quail food planta ie in the prest, 

The propagation of ganc birds, sometimes @ necessity for providing seed 

stock, hea been dealt with in three Farmers’ Bulletins end five other publica- 

tions. 

Unofficial articles have kept pace in number with official documents and 

have taeeted almost all phases of gaue management, No fewer then ninety or about 

22.86 of the publications cited in the bibliography of Leopold's "Gene Management" 

are by Biological Survey employes. In April 1954, I listed 46 official publica- 

tions of the Burenu, 6 unpublished manuseripts, and 27 unofficial articles, 

| Goulding with wildlife menagement, that had been prepared by meubers of the 

Division of Fool Habits Research, 

~ge



tthe Bislagionl Survey hes been in on every significant move that bee how 

made logking to the establichuent of game management in thie country. This 

Bureau organised and carried to satiafactory completion the Cooperative Quail 
Investigation which was the inspiration of the whole series of subsequent 

‘ investigations in various parte of the euntry, it actively cooperated in every 

one of the researches in game management sponeored by the Sporting Arms and 

dmunition Manufacturers’ Institute, it ecoperated with the Anerican Gane 

Association in the organization of several Experimental Quail Managenent 

Projects, six of which are stil. in progress, and it has eooperated in the Iowa 

Gonservation Plan, and in projects inaugurated in Michigan by Professor Wight 

and in Wisconsin by Leopold. The Survey has made food analyses for the New 

Buglend and the New York Ruffed Grouse Investigations, the Wisconsin Prairie 

Chicken Study and others on quail in New Mexico and California. It has Lent 

ite essiatencs in sfvice, field inspections, and rectmeudstions in eonnestion 

with Wildlife Management on the Soil Rrosion Service Projects, has maie special 

inspections and reports for the Tennessee Valley Authority, the forest Services, 

and others, The Bureau bas furnished material for, and reed in manuseript or 

proof, practically a1. of the publications that have been issued by More Gane 

Birds in Agerica, although it must be said that all of our suggestions have not 

been agcepted. Various members of the Biological Survey read part or ali of 

the manuseript of Leopeld's textbook on Game Management and he makes acknowledg- 

ment to seven of them, The writer has critically read, upon request, practically 

every paper on gane managenent probleus written by Errington, that he considered 

of “superior significance.” 

‘fo sua up: singe the Biological Survey has had & part in practically el) 

game mainagenent movements, however eponsared, its part probably haa been greater 

them that of any other one organisation. In other words, the Bureau, in the 

~Ge



writer's opinion, bas done its full share in the light of the emphasie that has 

been placed on game management in the period reported upon. 

Whether a mew ere has dawned and greater participation in game manage- 

ment is defirable or necessary, time will tell. Analysis of the situation, 

however, may help to foreshadow whet may bo possible. 

Came management involves size~up of the enviromsent including ite soils 

and water supply, ite plante and animals, and their habits, tolerance, diseases, 

distribution, movenents, and abundance; et eee 

conditions when they are favorable and iuprovenent when they are not, objectives 
involving planting, clearing, controlled burning, fertilization, eultivation, 

in fuet almost the whole gamut of egricultural and silvicultural operations; it 

contemplates the measureuent of gane populations and their productivity, and 

regulation of the kill. There are no first steps that ean be taken and forgotten; 

no, there must be continveus attertion to all phases of the subject. fo this 

point the specifications agree with Leopold's definition of game management as 

the “art of making land produce sustained annual crops of wildgeme for recrea- 

tional ugee" The definition must be extended, however, if it is to cover the 

modern dewand that these annual crops be marketed to provide revenue or even a 

profit. 

‘The underteking 1s vast, canprehensive, complex, and the writer knows of 

no instance in whieh game management has been carried on with ettention to all 

parts of the progran outlined, nor to suseess as a self-supporting or profit~ 

making endeavors, Loeally 1t has been denonstrated that revenue can be derived 

fran the Gisposel of hunting privileges, but so far ag the writer is aware, it 

has mot been shown either in this country or eleewhere that intensive game 

management gan be ¢arried on as a business underteking, all costs figured in, 

ang made to yield profits, 

«to



The foremost students and practitioners of game management admit that the 

whole subject ie in an olementery stage, Vastly in need of more data in almost 

avery diregtion, and suffering greatly for leek of the guidance of technical 

studies and seleptifie experimentation. 

In view of the state of the matter as here disclosed, and of Limitations 

upon the functions of the Biological Survey, it seans to the writer that aside 

frou the refuge program, and in part there, the Bureau gan serve game management 

best as & research organization. It can aid now in preliminary surveys and 

Peemuandetids; Whe QURSty of Whiah WALL stently improve with grenth in par 

tinent knowledge and in the specific experience of those doing the work. If 

ite qualified members are allowed time for the work, it can perform essential 

services in identifying @ great variety of materiel and in making food analyses. 

Again if ite specialists are given opportunity, time, and funds, oh ten cuties 

the produetion of reference works, containing detailed information on animls, 
CERF SRI: SHUN AS SONY HE CINENE, EUR HK SS Te RNID Cin 

and regulation of animal populations, that are vitally necessary to the gane 

DANE GOF e 

The Chief has asked us what we know about Gane Management and the writer's 

reply would be that the Biological Survey, ecllestively, knows ae much, possibly 

more, than any other single group, but that it also knows that the greatest need 

of the subjeet and one which it is eainently proper for a goverment Bureau to 

supply 18 for more and still more research, the results, of course, to be passed 

on to all conserned as rapidly as practicable. In relation to game aanagenent, 

veseareh 18 our most proper field end we should cultivate it diligently. 

To ond as we began by quoting Leopold, we find that he sonceives of "the 

State as the leader rather than the doer in game matters." 

We Le MeAtee 

Nov.-Deo. 1934,
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Deceauber 15, 1954. 

MORANDUM FOR THE CHIR. 

Dear ly. Darling: 

You have intimated that the Biological Survey is not making public 
the results of investigations to as great an extent as desizmable.e You 
have stated also that wo should be able to arrange for a release of 
informational uaterial at least once a month. 

It aeened to me we must already be doing better than that so T 
decided to check up on the fiseal year 1954 for which the Annual Report 
has just been ismued. I find that exclusive of press releases and radio 
anQ other eddreases, the Biological Survey issued betwem July 1, 1935 
and Tune 90, 1934, 20 printed publications and 17 mineographed inform- 
tional leaflets, a total of 37. Thies exceeds three tines the rate you 
seemed only to hope for, A glassified list of these publications follows: 

Satertowd Situation 
North America's Waterfowl problem. NMimeographed, 3 poe, 24 mapa. 

Sumumary of reparte of baiting and other @uming practices submitted by 
eae Se ee Lilmeographed, 

DP. 

Relegrase disappearance has serious effects on waterfowl and industry.. 
V.B. 1634, 191~193. 

— Restocking of marsves with hand-reared millards not proved practicable. 
YVeBe 1934, 310-313. 

wjdiife ‘anagenent 

Improving the fam environment for wildlife. f.5. 1719. 

Winter feeding of wildlife on northern farms. M.P. 159, 

Planting for wildlife in the eotton belt. Bi-1az6. — 

Planting for wildlife in the corn belte Bi-1a87. 

Winter food of the ruffed grouse in the Northeast. 31-1897. 
Viidmeographed, 2 pp. : 

Wilé-Life feetors important in efforts to improve foreste. Y¥.B. 1934,



Digesse Investigations 

Western duck sickness, a form of botuliam. T.B. 411. 

Gone and other wild speeles ouffer heavy losses from disease, Y. B. 1034, 
BIS 

an eee od Ree Senne Sen, ake SONI, MANES OS 3 GENIN 

Rabbits and Guinea Pigs 

Rabbiteradeing profite materially influenced by age at unrketing, 
Y.B. 1934, 305-306, 

Cheervations on so-galled "Sloat" in rabbits. Bi~Laas, 

Pertinent faets on the Angora wool rabbit. B4-Le02. 

Feed costs of producing young rabbits to weaning ago. Bi~l20d, 

Feed requirenents in raising rabbits to a weight of 6 pounde. Bi-1i04, 

4 feeting sohedule for rabbite. Bi-1517. 

Raising guinea pigs. Bi-1z91. 

: 

Gene Laws for the senson 19SG<U4. Fab. 17L7. 

Abstract of fur laws 1965-34, Mimeographed, 26 pp. 

Migratery Biré Treaty Ast Regulations. S.sReAB.5- 76. 

Open seasons for migratery gume birds 1955-54. Poster S8-B1. 

Aoonding Regulations on migratory game birds. Mineographed, 11 pp. 

ee ee ee me Ta 

Hunting Ligonees issued by States with money returns, for the seasons 195) 
and 10GR. YoBs 1954, pe 74d. 

Bind refuges ant gang proesrves adninistared by the Doren of Dialog aut



Sentero) 

Posket gopher control. I. B. 1709. 

Mole Control. FB. 1716. | 

Hotes a> Gehny elegnte Men Gat ans Sepa, YeBe 1954, 

ee ae Se es Se TeBe LOGhy 

Diveetions for using poison in ehimeunk control, 5i-L200. 

MinEEoes SbF Sehting CS tne fer opens exteees SNE 

Protesting poultry from predacious birde, 1. 06+ 

Bird species not memeod by Local control cempaigne. Y.Be 19G4, 140~L5a. 

Aunual Report 

Annual Report of the Chief of the Bares of Biological Survey, 1934. 

Very truly yours, 

We Le Moktec 
Prineipal Biologist.
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New Soils Building 

Jamary 3, 1935 

Dr, W, L. MeAtee 
Bure of Biological Survey 
U. &. Department of Agricul ture 
Washington, D, GC. 

Dear McAtee: 

I wish to give you an advance and abbreviated statement of a 
proposal which I em preparing for the National Research Council for their 
Consideration and action, but wiich ineidentally might bear on the Con= 
grestional hearings, 

The Federel Goverment ia now spending a really large sum on 
attempts to begin wild life management. If we start with the 8-1/2 million 
for migratory refuges and add to it the mmch larger sum of CCC, FERA, and 
Forest Service appropriations which are being spent in part on game projects, 
it would imnediately be apparent thet the Federal expenditeres in this 
field are either a little less or a little more than a score of million 
dollars, 

As everybody ‘mows, gawe management methods are comparatively new 
and untried, ‘ake the field of marsh reflooding for migratory birds, I 
think it could be conservatively said that nowhere near half of the important 
decisions on the basis of which money is being spent today have any research 
foundation behind them, In other words, the greater vart of this score of 
million dollars is necessarily spent on the best guess that somebody can make 
as to which button to push and which lever to pull. 

In medicine, industry, agriculture or any other scientific mbject, 
such a procedure would never be tolerated, ‘There would be an immediate 
effort to bring the. research foundation into some kind of reasonable proportion 
to the program of action, so that fewer and fewer guesses in the actual expen- 
diture of money would have to be made, Ordinarily this research program would 
be financed by devoting a certain percentage of the funds for action to the 
building of a better research base, 

My plea to the National Research Council will be that a definite 
per cent of all money appropriated for programs of action in the biological 
field by alloeated to research, No other vrocedure can possibly safeguard 
Congress against the charge of squandering, 

In my personal opinion many of the G@iffiewlties in which the 
Biological Survey has found itself in recent years are directly traceable to 
letting Congress appropriate funds for administration purposes which happen 
to be practical, without appropriating funds for the veaearth foundation



W, L. MeAtee--2 Jamary 3, 1935 

necessary to make them sound, Under its new leadership I hope that the 
Survey will sedulously avoid a repetition of this error, 

In my personal opinion the research funds for game management 
should be made available to the Biological Survey for expenditure wherever 
the work can be done best and cheapest, ‘This might often be out of 
Washington, but in other cases it sight be through some biological institution 
or egricultural college. Most of the other ogrimltural burems effect great 
seonomies in their research undertakings by working through local institutions 
wherever feasible, and I think the Biological Survey can do the same thing 
to advantage, 

This expression of opinion would not be complete if I failed to 
state thet the past research work centering at the University of Wisconsin 
and done at the expense of local contributors would not have been possible 
without the services of specialists available from the Biological Survey, 
Yor instance, Brrington's quail investigation depended on the service 
offered by the Food Habits Division in examining stomachs and identifying 
foods, If Congress should fail to keep these basic services going, it 
would be dealing a direct injury,not merely to the Biological Survey, but 
more especially to the constantly growing group of local institutions that 
depend upon you for expert services and advice, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

Copy to Prof. L. J. Cole



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

December 13, 1034, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In preperation for hearings, we plan to asseuble statements 
as to the yalue of research into the food habits of wildlife, I 
aball appreciate it very much if you will prepare one (for possible 
publigation) embodying in brief your views on the subject, 
pertioulavly, if you agree, on the need for ite continuance and 
ite application to the present very popular gane bird investig- 
tions and game managenent studies. If you care to go further and 
comment on the value of services along this line of the Section of 
Pood Habits Research of the Biological Survey, that also will be 
aporepriate and appreciated. 

This new appeal is being sent out because the statements of 
Seah yer sohaaes Sepwrenene 3 Sate SS ee ae 
of the work, etes, which would not Look in @ new general 
presentation of the subjeot. 

Gineerely yours, 

ce



New Soils Building 
Mareh 25, 1935 

Dr, Frederick C, Lincoln 
Division of Wildlife Research 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Dr. Lincoln: 

Schmidt and I are in the midst of compiling a detailed 
distribution map of prairie chickens and sharptail in Wisconsin, 
but it will be another year before these details are completed, 
and for your purposes you would doubtless want a generalized map 
in any event, The attached outline map shows the best generaliza- 
tion I ean offer at this time, It is a revision of the map appear- : 
ing on page 26 of Gross! "Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie 
Chicken Investigation," 1930, 

Should you have occasion to refer to it, there is a 
still wore generalized map, showing a common boundary for both 
species, on page 244 of the Wisconsin Regional Plan Report for 
1934, just issued, 

There are some scattered colonies of chickens and one 
outlyer of sharptails south of the lines which I am sending you, 
but these colonies are not nearly as mumerous todmy as they were in 
1930 when Schmidt and I compiled the map for Gross, In other words, 
grazing and fire have caused a very distinct shrinkage northward 
of the prairie chicken in southern Wisconsin during very recent 
years, On the other hand, within the northern range the 1932 high 
on both chickens and sharptails was in some counties at least of 
unprecedented proportions, 

If you want the outlyers in southern Wisconsin, I can 
compile for you such information as I have, One of these is in 
the Bark River Marsh, which you are now buying, another in the 
Horicon Marsh,and the Bark River also contains an outlyer of 
partridges, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
iis In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

Bi-B-Distr. 

March 19, 1935 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear. Professor Leopold: 

I will greatly appreciate it if you will advise me at the 

earliest possible opportunity what you know of the present status of 

the Prairie Chicken and the Sharp-tailed Grouse in Wisconsin. I do 

not mean where an occasional bird may be found, but rather the 

locality, such as counties, where there is a fair population of each 

species. 

As you probably know, we have distribution maps that show the 

entire range of all species of North American birds, but we also know 

that at the present time these ancestral ranges have become so re- 

duced that the birds are in many cases now found on what might be called 

"islands" and it is the location of these islands on which information 
is desired. This material is needed for a special series of maps that 

have been called for by Mr. Darling and he wants the job canpleted at 

an early date. 

Thanking you for such information as you may be able to furnish, 

and with cordial regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

F. C. Linedn, In Charge 
Distribution and Migration of Birds 

Division of Wildlife Research 

Enel. 12564
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE : 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. c. 

* ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO April 15, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Research, 

University Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo; 

I am enclosing a copy of the letter that we have 
sent to the presidents of Land Grant Colleges throughout 
the country with regard to our proposed plan to improve 
methods of research in game management. The letter I 
think explains itself, 

We took the matter up with the various college 
presidents, and Dr. Frank has doubtless received our 
communication by this time. I just want to let you 
know what we are doing in this regard. : 

You will note from the enclosed copy that our 
plans are not yet entirely definite, but within the next 
few weeks I hope that we will be able to make definite 
arrangements for all these research and game management 
projects. 

With all personal regards, I am, 

Very ly yours, 

¢ 

Chief. 

Inclosure 2430}



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY : 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Draft of letter to College Presidents 

The Bureau of Biological Survey may soon have funds made avail- 
able which will offer an opportunity to sponsor a series of cooperative 

foundations to establish in a number of regional States more effective 
research on wildlife problems and the extension of game management 
programs. To insure the success of the proposed program, it will be 

necessary for the Biological Survey to have the cooperation of colleges 
of agriculture or State universities, and State game commissions when 
such projects are undertaken, and I am writing to ask if your insti- 
tution would be willing to participate in such a project. 

The economic worth of our wildlife has never been considered 

with the thoroughness which its value warrants. As you know, it has 
a definite economic, as well as aesthetic and recreational value. 

This Bureau is primarily interested in gaining by research accurate 
data on this subject and by coordinating the facts and methods dev- 

eloped throughout the various branches of public service engaged in 
the conservation and restoration of our game and wildlife species 
make these facts and methods available for general use. 

The proposed foundations will seek the following objectives 
in the effort to accomplish this purpose: (1) research to corre- 
late the production and conservation on local problems of wildlife; 
(2) demonstrations to show the feasibility of practical game manage- 
ment in obtaining a maximum population of beneficial game species, 
insectivorous and song birds; (3) to make available to the State 
game officials, land owners and students the facts and methods found 

upon investigation to be best suited to local conditions; (4) by 
means of an exchange of data between the several regional research 
foundations, coordinated through the U. S. Biological Survey, pro- 
vide a comprehensive and inclusive compendium of technical informa- 
tion for public, private, and scientific use; and (5) to train men 
for positions as technical directors in game management and to answer 
the scientific problems and questions of game management which com 

before the State game commissions. 

Much duplicate effort and lost motion is apparent under the 
present system where a number of States are independently conducting 
research on similar problems, and the Federal agencies making an addi- 

tional effort in:all the fields. Meanwhile many problems which should 

be studied are left untouched.



By this proposed establishment of regional research foundations 
it is believed an entire coverage of the biological problems can be 

promoted. 

There never was a greater demand for technical knowledge and 
proved methods, both on the part of the land owners and the State 
game commissions, and men with scientific training and field experi- 
ence are more generally in demand than ever before, with a dearth 

of such men available. The Bureau of Biological Survey offers what 
it believes to be a successful method of meeting these demands in 
the following cooperative arrangement between the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture, the regional State educational institutions, and the 

State fish and game commissions, each contributing an equal amount in 
either services, equipment or money. 

A biologist, trained in research and game management, will be 
furnished to your staff by the Biological Survey at a salary estimated 
at $2,500 to $3,500 a year. An additional allotment of Government 

funds to bring the Government's contribution to $6,000 annually is 

proposed. 

The chosen State educational institution will furnish labor- 

atory and equipment and such services from its scientific staff and 
assistants, research facilities, etc., as may equal the $6,000 annual 

funds from the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

The State game department or commission of conservation will 
be required to contribute cash funds, or its equivalent, accerding 
to the needs of a similar amount and in return may expect that prob- 

lems of research and game management which may exist or arise in the 

State will become the research objectives of the foundation. 

Thus the equivalent of $18,000 will be annually available for 
the game research foundation in each State where established. 

A five-year period is suggested as most practical for our 
¥ present consideration. 

It is contemplated that from the funds in this cooperative 

foundation, or other sources, experimental game management areas 

may be rented or purchased or that public lands may be made available 
for field laboratory work and demonstrations of game replenishment. 
It is possible that outside additional funds may be found available 
for the demonstration areas if the research foundation idea proves 

acceptable. 

The general principles of research and the direction of re- 
search personnel would, it seems to me, fall naturally to the principal 

coordinating agency, the Biological Survey of the Department of Agri- 
culture, about as the Agricultural Experiment Stations are now dir- 

ected. But if there is a better way we would be glad to have your views. 
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If as expected the money is made available for this purpose 
we will be able to formally set up our plans with the next two months 
and should have the program in operation by the opening of the fall 
school year 1935. 

It is therefore urgent that immediate consideration be given 
this proposal and that we receive an early reply. 

Yours very truly, 

Jo No Darling, 

Chief. 
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May 23, 1935 

Mr. Jay N. Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mr. Darling: 

Your proposal for a cooperative game research nas tentatively 
acknowledged in President Frank's letter of April 16, was presented to 
the Wisconsin Conservation Commission on April 27 by Mr. Leopold. He 
also presented a tentative progrem for their consideration, a copy of 
which is attached. 

You will see from this thet the University is already spending 
about $11,000 annually directly upon game research and plans to increase 
this to $12,000 or $13,000 the coming year. This, of course, means that 
as far as the University is concerned, it is already expending for geme 
research about twice the stipulated $6,000. fhe Coumission would pro- 
bably have been able to credit a few of its present expenditures in the 
field of game promotion, so that its additional contribution would have 
been something less than $6,000 of new money. The main new item we pro- 
posed to be undertaken by the Commission was a Farmers' Handbook describing 
methods of increasing the population of game on farms, and a warden training 
camp to teach wardens how to advise landowmers regarding game management 
practices. 

I em sorry to tell you, however, that the Commission has now declined 
to participate in such a program, and furthermore has disavowed geme re- 
search as its function. Such work "is considered distinctly a function 
of the University of Wisconsin and the United States Biological Survey." 
Director MacKenzie's letter of May 9, quoting the resolution of the Com- 
mission, is attached for your information. 

This, of course, would leave Wisconsin out of the running in your 
proposed o way stipulation of $6,000 University; $6,000 State Conser- 
vation; and $6,000 of Biolegical Survey money. We fully appreciate the 
G@esirebility of your policy and understand that it has er been 
endorsed by a committee of the National Research Council of Pro- 
fessor Leopold is chairman. 

In fairness to the Wisconsin Conservation Commission, however, 1 
think it should be recognized they are not opposed to the kind of research



Mr. Darling 2. 

progrem you deseribed in your original letter, and we can be reasonably 
sure that game research carried out in this state will have the opvor- 
tunity to function, and te have ite results carried into effect on farms, 
whampered by governmental interference. 

I therefore feel eee Sons oF on meee ee SS 
development of your program any research seeme desirable Leopold 
end his associates are fitted to undertake, and in connection with which 
the three way stipulation might be relaxed, I would like very much to 
have you consider the University of Wieconsin as a place for such work. 
We are certain thie institution hae inherent advantages as a geome research 
venter, not only because of its personnel, but also because of its geo- 
e@tephice] location end the presence of important game species in the 
state. We are eager to make the most of these oppertunities, and hope 

that we can have your cooperation in the undertalcing. 

Yours sincerely, 

eS 
CLO L. Christensen 

pin
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Conservation Dept. 

Madison 

G 
Co-operation May 9, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The conservation commission thoroughly discussed the co-operative 
program on regional game research and game management, as outlined by 
you when you appeared before the commission at its recent meeting, but 
it was decided that because of the restricted finances of the department 
it would be impossible to consider such a proposition this year and, as 
a consequence, the following resolution was adopted: 

"Resolved that, in conniction with the proposal of the U, S. 
Biological Survey for a co-operative research program, as out- 
lined in Mr. J. N. Darling's letter of April 29, 1935, the 
commission authorize the Director to advise Mr. Aldo Leopold 
of the College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, to 
the effect that research is considered distinctly a function 
of the University of Wisconsin and the United States Biological 
Survey; that the commission has no funds available for contri- 
bution to the proposed research program but that it will offer 
the persons assigned to this undertaking such data and facilities 
and such advice and other co-operation that are available in the 
department in connection with its administration in this field, 
to the end that this and similar research may be of practical 
value to the department in discharging its responsibilities in 
game conservation." 

In the event that the legislature, which is now convening, approved 
the commission's budget request which will provide additional funds, it is 
possible that a reconsideration of your proposition may be given. 

fhe commission and department anticipate that the income through 
hunting license sales will be greatly decreased this year inasmuch as in 
all probability there will be no open season for deer, partridge and 
possibly ducks, with the result that many hunters who are interested in 
these varieties of game and birds will not be purchasing hunting licenses. 
Consequently, unless additional funds are allotted the department by the 
legislature, its financial status for the next fiscal year will be in a 
precarious condition. 

I em writing Mr. Darling to this same effect. 

Very truly yours, 

H. W. MACKENZI® 
Conservation Director



Report to Wisconsin Conservation Commission on 

Cooperative Research Program 

Proposal. Mr. Darling of the U. 8. Biological Survey offers Wisconsin $6,000 

in game research money if the Department and the University will each contri- 

bute the same amount, or the equivalent in equipment and services, 

This is a propossl for meeting his offer. The University is already 

spending more than its pro rata, so the program hinges upon the Department's 

action. 

This proposal tries to outline an expansion of researeh which combines 

these features: 

(a) Projects which supplement those already under way in Wisconsin, 
Michigan, and Minnesota. (These are already outlined in the 
Regional Plan Report for 1934.) 

{b) A balance between deeply scientific and "practical" projects. 

(c) Projects which will meet the most pressing needs of those 
who own or administer large areas of game lends, namely the 
farmers, the Departments, the Forest Service, the Soil 
Erosion Service. 

(a) Projects which fit the existing plans, projects, and the 
available manpower of the Wisconsin Department and the 
University. 

This proposal does not cover fish or fur, the offer evidently being 

restricted in this regard. 

inventory. The attached inventory of work under way or needed is taken from 

the Wisconsin Regional Plan Report, pp. 246-247. he Regional Plan did not 

mention the going work in the adjoining states, but it was written to cover 

only such work as was not being done there. , 

It is assumed that, if only one university in this region gets this 

money, the work not under way elsewhere will be at that university, as far as 

support from these funds is concerned.
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Budget. This inventory is converted inte the attached Wisconsin budget 

by converting the Wisconsin projects into men and dollars, and adding certain 

items, such as a Farmers’ Handbook and a system of Demonstration Areas, 

which sre not research but which bear on the use of research findings. 

This budget assumes that each cooperator will pay its own men, but that 

the technical supervision will lodge in the University, to the staff of which 

the U.S. Biclogical Survey biologist will be assigned. 

The budget allocates to the Department certain items which it has been 

wanting to do anyhow, but has been prevented by lack of funds.



Wisconsin - Michigan - Minnesota 

Species or New project 

Class subject Under way in proposed for Remarks 

Form Game Quail Wisconsin Wisconsin (Financed for 1935 only) 

Pheasant Michigen (All work so far in Mich.) 

Hungarian Wisconsin (Mich, has done prelimin- 
ary work, but no manage- 
ment tried) 

Cottontail (Mich. has done prelim 
inary work) 

Forest & Deer Michigen Wisconsin (Mich. work only part-time) 
Range 
Game Prairie Chicken 

& Sharp tail Wisconsin 

Ruffed Grouse Minnesota Sages, tnesiontat work in 
Wis. 

Snowshoe Minnesota (Some incidental work done 
in Wis. & Mich.) 

Black Bear 

Moose Michigan (Some work done by Ill. 
in Mich.) 

Caribou (Occur only in Minn.) 

Migratory Ducks Michigan (Some work in Iowa) 
Game 

Shorebirds 

Miscel- Cycles Wisconsin (Much work done in Minn. 
laneous but not now active) 

Game Diseases Minnesota & 
Michigan 

Nutrition & Cycles Wisconsin 

Parasites & Nutrition Wisconsin 

Marsh Ecology Wisconsin 

Food Patches Wisconsin (Some work in Mich.



Budget for Wisconsin Game Research 

Fiscal Year July 1, 1935-dune 30, 1936 

Travel & 
Salary Supplies Total Subject 

University of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold $5700 $800 $6500 Chair of Game 

Vivian Horn 1600 1600 Office, library, 
accounts, publicity 

L. W. Wing 1000 800 1800 Cycles 

A. S. Hawkins 800 800 1600 Quail Study. Also in 
charge of demonstra. 

1 Physiologist 00 800 Parasites & Cycles 

1 Nutrition Chemist 800 200 1000 Nutrition & Cycles 

Supplies and Equipment 
for experiments 400 __400_ 

$ 13700 

U.S. Biological Survey 

Biologist 3000 1000 4000 =: Deer Study 

1 Research Apprentice, 
Leake Mills 500 300 800 Demonstration Area 

1 Research Apprentice, 
Beaver Dam 500 300 00 Demonstration Area 

1 Research Apprentice, 
University Farms 300 100 =o Demonstration Area 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

F. J. W. Schmidt 1800 1800 2800 Grouse 

*Publication of Handbook, 
including drawings 2000 2000 Handbook 

1 Research Apprentice, Poynette 800 400 om Demonstration Area 

*fo be published jointly by the Department and the University. In future years 
this item is to go for a Warden Training School.
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Savoy - Hotel 

g Breslau, den Oct. 27, 1935 
Tauentzienplatz 12-13 

Dear Seth: 

Your letter of Oct. 7 is a r. Here 

is a very rough outline of my ideas on Q on l. is is 
very tentative and sent you for such coi ack, as to 

actual program, as you may feel proper. my of these \tbpics 
are handled so briefly that the Confereh¢e would doubtless 
fail to understand them. If you should\want me to sin out 
any one for fuller presentation, I wouldVprefer 

1. The National inventory 4 or 

2. The Reorg. of lMiig Bird Admin. on a 
meps basis. 

It lA be back Nov. 15 in Mew York - Hotel Astor. 
Can't come to Washixgson at once -~ too’ disorganized back Home. 

Have a r fpr you on "Farm Game Management 
in Silesia". Want mn? 

ours as ever 

Aldo 

P.S. Wi i md me the paper or a copy of it? 
No s' . 

Copied at Washington, D.C., November 12, 1935
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WALTER P. CHRYSLER THOMAS H. BECK 
Chairman of the Board President 

Teo eo CHARLES S. MeVEIGH 

eer AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice reten 
ee Incorporeted In District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 oa 

EWING INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. SETHIGGRODM 

Vice-Chairman Executive Committee Secretary 

November 12, 1935 a 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
c/o Hotel Astor 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Aldo: 

I shall ever be indebted to you for your 
suggestions in connection with the coming Wildlife Confer~ 
ence. Here is a copy, and I am forwarding another to you 
at Madison with copy of this letter. I am also sending 
copy of your letter so that you may have that for your 
files. 

I'm mighty sorry you can't come on to 
Washington for a pow-wow before you go to Madison. Lest 
you should miss it in the press, Jay tendered his resig- 
nation with the Survey, effective November 15. He will 
be succeeded by Ira Gabrielson. This will mean that Jay 
undoubtedly will give the Institute a lot more time. At 
least, I hope so. 

I'll write you further about the conference 

program in a few days. 

By all means give us a look at your paper 
on farm game management in Silesia. As you probably know, 
we have been panned a bit on the introduction of foreign 
game management ideas. But I have a hunch that your paper 
will be tremendously helpful and that it should be published 
in the November-December issue of AMERICAN WILDLIFE which 
will come off the press the beginning of January. If you 
can get it to us by December 10, we can plan to use it in 

that issue. 

With kind regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

neo 

g/o 
Ence2 

Duplicate to Madison, Wisconsin 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE ge
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

; BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc, 

CHIEF, pone ee Serica ay November 20, 1955. 
AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

: I have just been reading your suggestions for a wildlife con- 
ference sent to Seth Gordon, and pause at your paragraph on page 2, 
top of page: "Any program must be premised on a revision of the 
national attitude toward land * * *", Right, but - 

Your method is to so orient the national philosophy that it 
will transcend the purely economic use of land and accept as part of 
human responsibility the benevolent administration of land for its 
social attributes. I agree with you as to the desired objective and 
this comment is in no way controversial. On the other hand it is an 
effort to clarify in my own mind the problems ahead and the methods 
of approach. This is made necessary because of some conclusions I 

have reached which I cannot solve myself and to which your analysis 
only paints the old stumbling block another color but does not remove 
it from the pathway. 

I have attended perhaps a hundred and fifty conservation confer- 
ences during the period of my official service in'the Bureau of Biolog- 
ical Survey. As I look back upon those meetings, their philosophic 
foundations and the mental concepts which have pervaded them I have a 
feeling that we have been theorizing about the use of lands to whikh 
we had no title. Seldom do I recall that the title holder of lands 
(any lands) was present at such gatherings and so far as I have been 
able to learn the latter have been singularly unimpressed by our phil- 

osophies and conclusions. 

In other words, we have been planning dresses for another man's 

wife. Both the other man and his wife are in most cases unaware of our 
efforts in their behalf and if they by chance become so he at least 
looks upon it as an invasion of his prerogatives. Even when he is made 
to understand that we profess none but the purest motives he remains



somewhat suspicious and wants to know why he should buy his wife clothes 
to suit us. 

You reiterate your statement that man mst wish for his land to 
be popular with his neighbors as he wishes his wife and children to be 
smart and useful citizens. I can see a long way off, in an Eden when 
birth control has become a universal principle and the struggle for 

existence has been scientifically eliminated and men no longer wring the 
last penny out of their investments to pay for their luxuries, that 
land may be accorded the social attributes of his family. ButI can 
see no more hope for that ideal now than the reverse philosophy which 
would dictate that man should, in the interest of national economics, be 
taught to commercialize his wife and family to build school houses and 

roads. 

I can't get away from the idea that you are getting us out into 

water over our depth by your new philosophy of wildlife environment. 
The end of that road leads to socialization of property which I could 
only tolerate willingly if I could be shown that it would work. 

Man's possessive rights are born of the instinct of self preserva- 
tion and until you can demonstrate that self preservation can better be 
accomplished by community custodianship of his property than by his ; 
own management and possession, he will think of it only as a money pro- 
ducer. One of the most terrifying spectacles in modern socialized states 
is the rape of natural resources to raise the level of an otherwise low 
standard of living. It is like the old appropriation of natural resources 
for private profit only more so and by unanimous consent with no one con- 

tending against it. And because socialization of property is born of de- 
sire for equal economic privileges and because the sotialistic mind is 
completely obsessed with the objective of human equality to the exclusion 
of all other considerations, it has followed in the past and probably will 
in the future that those minds are as oblivious to the temporary quality 
of natural resources as were our forefathers on this continent. 

Lord, how I do ramble! 

What I started out to say was that the old comnon law of England, 
which places the title to game in the land on which it exists, is a 
Bourbon law and the host of special privilege. ; 

The Napoleonic law,under whieh Germany operates its wildlife pro- 
@ram and ©: which rests the ownership of wildlife in the government, 
seems to me to be as near an approach to socialistic control as is practical 
at this period of progress in civilization. I had looked for some expression 

j from you on this subject upon your return from your trip into Germany. 
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Rather than socialization it seems to me we mst procéed on 
the following lines: 

1. Profit to owner. 

2. Federal responsibility. 

3. State responsibility. 

4. Delegation of responsibility by subsidy to owner. 

5. Experimental rentals by land grant colleges and demonstra- 
tion of production and profit to the land owner. 

1. Profit to owner. Wherever there is a large concentration of 
population to harvest the game crop, game management at a profit to the 
land ower can be successfully demonstrated. I'm quite confident of that 
fact although the methods of profit taking are far from settled. "Paid 
shooting" is the obstacle in less populated regions but free game is no 
more logical then free hay. A campaign of education in the less densely 
populated regions will be necessary before cooperation between sportsmen 

and land owners can be expected. My best bet on the way to overcome this 
"free shooting" idea is to prove by demonstration areas that better shoot-— 
ing can be provided for those who are willing to pay for it. 

2. Federal responsibility. Unless we can get out from under the 
old British common law and by legislation establish the Napoleonic prin- 
ciple, the only way the Federal Government can operate is by buying a 
hereditary range for the major species and maintain thereby perpetual 
reservoirs of the principal birds and mammals. Maps showing this process 
have been prepared this year in the Bureau and make. an interesting pic- 
ture as well as a convincing argument for the Federal job. Beyond this 
maintenance of hereditary ranges and migratory waterfowl custody it is 

difficult for me to figure anything more in the way of project develop- 
ment that the U. S. Government may call its prerogatives. It should con- 
tinue its research of course and contribute to the educational function 

but eventuelly even the land grant college demonstration units should 
be taken over by the State game commissions and should have fish added to it. 

3. State responsibilities. These should in the end include the - 
land grant college job plus application of game principles within its 
borders. This is a dangerous conclusion, but I can see no way under 
present interpretation of the laws to avoid it. To States belongs the 
problem of public shooting grounds if any. Migratory waterfowl should be 
less and less a State prerogative. I doubt if they should even be con- 
sidered as competent advisers and that metamorphosis should come about 
és soon as possible. 

ee



4. Delegation of responsibility for game. In both upland and 

waterfowl it seems possible to plan subsidies to land owners for proper 

custody of game breeding conditions. Many instances of unpurchaseable 
waterfowl areas have come to my notice whereby a small fee for loss of 
pasturage during nesting seasons would produce the difference between a 
good reproduction and nothing. 

5. The time is coming when we are going to have to face the pro- 

blem of giving to duck clubs special privileges in return for activities 
which contribute to an increese in waterfowl and upland game. Belgium 
follows that principle. For $500 a duck club might be licensed as a 
game breeding egency and to shoot without regard to bag limits or season 
a proportionate number of the game birds they produce. This involves dif- 
ficulties of course but I can see it coming. 

If and when we do succeed in getting e national congress of sports- 
men I'd like to see a program set up that would cover the general analysis 

as above stated with elaborate exhibits, maps and discussions defining 

Federal, State and sportsmen's responsibilities end commit if possible 
the convention to the support of such a program. 

The rest of the time of the congress should be devoted to a tech- 
nical treatment of the problems falling to each group under the above 
breakdown of responsibilities. 

I have written this during a sleepless night and it may not be of 

any help but some scheme mst be devised to break down our work into group 
responsibilities and this may contain a suggestion. 

Sincerely, 

7) 
J. N. Darling f 

Dictated by Mr. Darling 
Written in his absence. 

sie :
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Suggestions for American Wildlife Conference 

Aldo Leopold 

1. Problems of Paramount Importance. The reorganization of the overhead mach- 

inery of the national wildlife movement makes this an appropriate time to also re- 

organize its policy on a newer and broader basis. The new policy should take the 

general direction of the “American Game Policy" of 1931, but it must go deeper and 

proceed on a broader front, with a 50-year instead of a 25~year outlook into the 

future. The salient points of the new policy should be as follows, 

Objectives 

The basic objective: is the enrichment of the national life through con= 

tacts with naturee Of these contacts, hunting and fishing is only one, and not 

necessarily the most important. The degree of enrichment depends not only on the 

preservation of nature, but on the capacity of the individual to observe and ap- 

preciate. The latter capacity is, in comparison with what it might be, almost as 

impoverished as the present remnants of nature are in comparison with what they 

once were. This arises from the fact that ecological science has, in recent years, 

indefinitely extended its penetration into natural phenomena. Daniel Boone, Lewis 

and Clark, Wilson, and Audubon had the privilege of seeing an unspoiled America of 

incomparable richness, but they did not have the privilege of seeing beneath the 

surface the ecological mechanisms from which that richness originated. The wildlife 

movement should have, therefore, the dual objective of 

(a) FPerpetrating “outdoor America" 

(b) Building citizens able to appreciate it. 

It has heretofore been assumed that a mere appetite for some form of 

outdoor sport constituted a fulfillment of the second object. Such transparent 

self-flattery is now out of dates | 

Ways and Means 

ae ‘
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Any program, to be effeotive, must be premised first of all on a re- 

vision of the national attitude toward land, its life, and its products. 

The basic assumption that land is a merely economic commodity, and that 

land-use is governed wholly by economic forces, must be definitely discarded. The 

ownership and use of land entails obligations and opportunities of trans-economic 

value and importance, just as the establishment of a family does. Until this con- 

cept of land becomes an integral part of the national philosophy, conservation can 

be nothing but a makeshift. 

Economic forces, especially the forces of a mechanized society, tend con- 

stantly to obstruct and defeat such an attitude toward land. To this extent econamic 

development has become, from the viewpoint of conservation, a pathological process. 

The ways and means to conservation, then, must deal primarily with arresting these 

pathological tendencies, and with the removal of economic obstacles to better land- 

USC. 

No individual has brains or understanding enough to see clearly all the 

ramifications of this problem. The following specific example, however, may serve 

to indicate the direction in which to start work. 

Wildlife on Farm land is being destroyed by the operation of the follow- 

ing forces: 

(1) The tax system penalizes the tant'who devotes part of his 

farm to wildlife. 

(2) The educational system has taught the farmer to buy his re- 

creation, rather than to grow it on the farm. 

(3) The administrative system for wildlife has talked only of 

game and fish, and persists in the fallacious policy of de- 

manding free public use of the farmer's game and fish crop. 

(4) The game and fish laws are premised on a constantly shrink- 

ing virgin supply of wildlife, and allow no liberty for utili- 

zation of a wildlife crop, should a farmer grow one. The
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law must differentiate between managed and unmanaged wildlife. : 

(5) Forestry, game and fish, erosion, protection, and landscape 

groups have made, both through law and propaganda, entirely sep- 

arate and uncorrelated demands on the farmer. These groups must 

fit their programs to each other, and to agriculture, before they 

mean anything to the farmers. 

(6) The farm extension system, including the agricultural colleges, 

has until very recently take no cognizance of wildlife, and has 

helped cultivate the “compound interest" land philosophy which 

is the basic obstacle to conservation and to other betterments in 

land-use e 

(7) Most educational material on farm wildlife consists of sermons 

rather than technique, and much of it is "poisoned" by the ob- 

vious inference that it seeks something for the sportsman, rather 

than for the farmer himself. The sportsman will ultimately get 

much more if he acknowledges to begin with that in respect to 

wildlife, the landless must “sit at second table," at least in 

populated communities. 

(8) The cprrent notion that the way to get sonservetion on farms is 

for the public to buy them must, except in special oases, be 

# dropped as an economic absurdity. Such a policy destroys the 

tax-base necessary for its owm execution. 

The positive measures which might reverse the operation of these destructive: 

_ forces are partly kmowm, partly unknowm, but they can be developed, usually by a long- 

time process of inquiry and experimentation. In no case is any sweeping or immediate 

remedy to be exyeoted.e A slow, localized, cut-and-try develoyment must be the rule. 

The agricultural colleges are the natural agencies for such development. 

Wildlife on Public Lands suffers first of all from “single-track” admini-
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stration and lack of integration between public agencies, I for one doubt whether 

"reorganization" from above offers any remedy. I also doubt, as ae matter of hind= 

sight, whether anything but ultimate discredit can come to the wildlife movement if 

it encourages or participates in orgies of incontinent public expenditure on half~ 

baked plans for wildlife betterment. Where the:line lies I do not pretend to know. 

Ferhaps a sounder start can be made by beginning at the bottom-end of the 

problem, and building programs on the specifie needs of particular birds and mammals, 

rather than on the desires, ambitions, and prerogatives of buresus, departments, and 

public groups. For example : 

(1) Megratory Game Birds as a class obviously require a network of 

marshes and waters of certein kinds and sizes, and managed in 

certain weys. What states and private owners can supply them? 

What help and what regulations do they need? After these ques- 

tions are answered, there will remain certain needs which the 

public must fill by its owm direct action. Iast of all, what 

j Bureau or Department can execute that action in the most eco- 

nomical and effective way? This is a different approach to the 

marshland problem. (See also wildlife administration.) 

(2) The Grizzly Bear as a species requires the removal of certain 

livestock operations from certain National Forests, the combat- 

: ing of certain parasites in certain National Parks, the exclu- 

sion of tourists from certain areas, the enlargement of certain 

wilderness areas in both National Forests and Parks, ete. 

(3) The Blue Goose as a species needs the expropriation of oil 

holdings from the wintering marshes, the establishment of a 

refuge on certain definite stopping places, eto. 

These are merely random examples of a National Inventory of wildlife 

species, and a definite listing of all land adjustments necessary to the perpetuation
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and welfare of each. Any given adjustment, after it is once defined, may call for 

the extension or alteration of public lands, or it may be better susceptible of 

action by allocating public responsibility to some private owner or some local groups 

subject to financial and technical help from, and periodic inspection by, some public 

agency.s Such allocation of responsibility has never been tried as an adjunct to 

(and as a substitute for) public owmership of key lands for wildlife. 

The National Inventory is a 10-year job for the Biological Survey, but 

could be pushed by the Wildlife Conference. The inventory should obviously cover 

all animal species, game or non~game, and may .ultimately also be extended to 

speoial plants. 

Wildlife Administration. Some rather radical adjustments of organiza- 

tion, personnel, and organic law are requisite to the execution of such a wildlife 

program. I can foresee only certain examples. 

(1) Migratory Bird Administration. By a combination of drouth, 

drainage, and overshooting the resource is at such a low ebb 

that, in addition to the habitat program already discussed, 

the shooting system must be put on an entirely new basis. The 

present system is based on the concept of the string, ieee a 

comparatively lerge daily kill per huntere We need instead 

a new concept of the mess, ieee a small daily and a small year- 

ig kill per hunter. To enforce this, a tag system must be 

built upon the migratory bird stamp. This is a problem in the 

mechanics of administration, and can be solved by a really de- 

termined effort and study. 

The present system of duck clubs, in-so-far as they lie 

at a distance from the members and are costly to maintain, 

depend on the string concept for their support. If we must 

go over to the mess idea, then the public must buy and operate
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those properties which are unable or unwilling to reorganize 

along the lines of the mess idea, and the limitations that go 

with ite Baiting is simply another manifestation that the 

string idea has outlived its time. This reorganization of 

elubs of course ties in with the public lend program. 

It is increasingly obvious that totel closure must follow 

if some such radical reorganization is not carried out. 

(2) Wildlife Jurisdiction on Federal Iands. A dangerous impasse. 

! lies ahead in state management of game on federal lands, and 

perhaps also in federal management of state game. 

The basic principle asserted in the "American Game Policy" 

that only the Jandholder can practice management stands un- 

shaken as a technical fact. 

Transfers of jurisdiction, however, may dangerously weaken 

local administrative machinery, and raise political issues even 

more potent than the issue of technical practicality. 

A remedy may lie in the delegation of management to the 

party who is "landholder", ownership and ultimate responsibi- 

lity resting as at present. Shooting Preserve lews represent 

such @ delegation to private landholders, subject to inspection 

and recall. Why not try out, on a local scale, a similar delega- 

tion between goverment units? 

(3) State Departments. The stabilization of state departments, and 

their reorganization as technical rather than police bodies, 

proceeds with almost geological leisure. There are also repeated 

: evidences that such reorganizations when made do not last. I have 

no new suggestions as to how this difficulty may be met. 

(4) Pollution. The basic problem here is similar to that of wildlife
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uses of farm lands, - the progressive operatbr often places | 

himself at an economic disadvantage, without conceding for a 

moment that the pollution of public waters is justifiable be- | 

cause profitable, it nevertheless behooves the public to re- 

move this alibi. This can be done either by requiring, through 

national law, all operators to take the same preventative measures, 

or by compensating in some way those who voluntarily take meas=- 

ures, for such additional costs as they may inour.e : 

‘ Mechanisms for either or both of these alternatives are 

obviously a complex question. The Wildlife Conference should ‘ 

put suitable groups to work studying such mechanisms. 

(5) Farm Streams. Public management of farm streams is probably 

just as hopeless in the long run, when spread over a whole state, 

as public management of farm game ranges. “Only the landholder 

can practice management cheaply end effectively." 

There has been a lack of frankness in facing this dilemma. 

The problem cammot be solved until it is faced. How to classify 

streams as between those to be publicly and those to be privately 

managed? How to safeguard the publie interest in the latter? 

How to organize the farm community to fulfill its natural function 

as stream manager? These questions require careful study by a 

Fish Policy groupe 

~ c i 

ff ‘ e



1532 University Ave, 
March 6, 1936 

Mr. Ray Steele 
Upper Mississippl Wildlife Refuge 
Federal Building ; 
Winona, Minnesota 

Dear Ray: 

You will probably recall our past conversations on the possi-~ 
_ bilities of game research, particularly waterfowl, on the Upper Missis- 

sippl Refuge. 

I now have in my office Mr. H, L. Grant, who has been working 
on refuge work with Mr. Charles $. Sook of the Biological Survey on marsh 
restoration in North Dakota. He has no undergraduate biological education, 
bat nevertheless wishes to do some studying in game management to qualify 
him for the Junior Refuge Manager examination, He wishes to work with me 
here, but as you know, I have so far developed no facilities for waterfowl 
research, and in any event could take him only as a special student, since 

5 our regular work is all post-graduate, 

Mr. Grant's case raises the question of whether some kind of 
mutually advantageous set-up cannot be arranged as between the Upper 
Mississippi Refuge and the University of Wisconsin. Yor example, if you 
have or if you could get for your staff a thoroughly competent research 
man who could be given some kind of faculty standing at the University, 
then it might be possible for 2 small group of students carried, let ue 
say, On & nominel salary, to do a lot of research on the refuge under 
this men's direction, and to interlard this practical field experience 
with at least a.amall amount of course work at the University. Such a 

' geteup would then give me at least an advisory relationship to such work. 
The benefit to the U.5,3,5, would be an output of trained men, ‘the benefit 
to the Upper Miesissippi Refuse would be to get a certein amount of work . 
done and presumably problems answered, ‘the benefit to the University 
would be obvious. 

I am not proposing, of course, that much a set~up be made to 
take care of Mr. Grant. It is simply that his predicament raises the : 
question in my mind, I am quite sure that Gabrielson and Salyer would play 
ball with euch an idea, ‘the whole thing would depend, of course, on the 
quality of the research supervisor, Have you by any chance such a mm on 
your staff now? If not, I would not be surprised if we might have fairly 
easy sledding in Washington to get one provided the requisite timber exists 
to fill such a place, This would be, in effect, the "U.S.B,S. Experimental 
Station” which you have frequently talked about,
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Dees this sound to you like something worth going into? 
If so, I would be glad to hear from you, and, of course, glad to 
drop in after my courses are over later in spring to consider it 
further. 

One obstacle occurs to me: Some of the bureaus have an 
absolute rule against paying anything to employees who are working for 
academic credit. Is there such a rule in the U.5.B.5,? 

With best regards, 

Yours siucerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
a. Professor of Gane Management



1532 University Ave. 
March 23, 1936 

Mr. Ira N. Gebrielson, Ghief 
Burem of Biological Survey 
U, 8S, Departuent of Agriculture 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mr, Gabriel son: 

When I was made chairman of the Technical Committee of 
the Institute, I worried about whether Bode could find manpower 
good enough for the nine Land Grant College units, The scarcity 
of outstending research timber was clear from my own experience. 
I was reassured when I saw the pains with which he had selected 
his group, and the training trip to Stoddard's Place which he had 
organized, I am still convinced, however, that the Survey must 
balld some kind of a sieve to separate promising from unpromising 
material, and to give promising men a preliminary tern of soaching 
in their duties. 

Ordinarily this thought on my part would be merely the 
friendly advice of an outsider, but at present, to the extent of 
the Institute's contribution to the nine units, I personally share 
your responsibility, I think we both realize the ease with which 
&@ research expenditure can become unproductive, Some of my ow 
ventures with second-best gradnate students, and some of the 
MeSweeney-Mcliary set-ups in past years, are sufficient reninder of 

; that, 

I would judge that Salyer's problem of refuge personnel 
presents a similar problem, 

Speaking now for the University, I have an unsolved 
problem in pelanciag the training facilities available to my group. 
I have plenty o game areas end can get as many more as I need, 
bat I lack waterfowl, fur, and forest game areas. Forest areas I 
can get from the Forest Service or the State. when I helped to 
start the Central Wisconsin Game Area, I had waterfowl and fur in 
mind, tut this has become mch a huge project, and its future 
administrative status is so uncertain, that it does not fully 
answer, 

For a long time Ray Steele and I have discussed a 
biological station for the Upper Mississippi, ‘the other day it
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dawned on me that this pipe~dream might be hitched up a 
Grant College ventures. Hence the attached proposal. 

reir et will be at the Isaak Walton League meeting 
im Chicago April 16-18, Wo doubt Clark Salyer and Bode also. thy 

; not run up to Winona and go over this thing on the ground? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

P.8. If there is no objection, would you refer the extra copy to 
Bode for hie opinion? I think Ray is taking it up with Olark Salyer. 

Encl e
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Exoposal. for a Biological Station and Training School, 

on the Upper Misstasippt Refuge 

Aldo Leopold and Ray ©. Steele 

Premises 

1, the Biological Survey is establishing research mits in nine agri- 
cultural colleges, with more to come, but lacks trained men to 
operate these units. Graduation from a wildlife school i no 
guarantee of ability to conduct research. 

2. The Biological Survey is establishing refuges in many states, with 
more to come, but lacks trained men to administer them. Civil 
Service standing is no guarantee of ability to administer a refuge. 

3. the Upper Missiasipol Refauce is the largest property of its kind 
@ver dedicated to wildlife, but has so far produced no research and 
only incidental training. Wow that the legislative job is over, 
the conservation public no longer hears of its existence. 

4, The region of the Upper Mississippi Refuge offers a wide variety 
of species, and a wide range of environments and ecological conditias 
(both natural and artificial). It abuts on four states. 

5. the University of Wisconsin has built up demonstration areas for farm 
geome, but lacks training grounds for waterfowl, fur, and aquatic 
life, 

6, A gitable field laboratory with buildings anf a large bloak (700 
acres) of land exists at the Trempealem Refuge in Trempealem County, 
seven miles from the Winona, Minnesota, headquarters office. An 
adjacent block of 5,500 seres of marsh is in process of acquisition, 
thie plant is so far umsed, No alternative plan for its use is as 
yet developed. 

7. The foregoing facts call for mtual cooperation as outlined in the 
following proposal. 

Exoposal, 

(a) That the Biological Survey employ a Research Director for the 
Trempealeau station, and offer the use of its facilities and lands 
to the University of Wisconsin for researchpurposes under a cooper- 
ative agreement. 

(b) that the University consider giving faculty status to the Director; 
that 1t provide conmilting service to the station, and that it use 
the station as a training ground for graduate students, 

(e) That the Biological Survey, before assigning ite men to the Land 
Grant College unite, if there be any doubt as to the adequacy of 

their preparation, send then to the Station for an apprenticeship. 

New refuge managers might be likewise assigned for preliminary training.



APPENDIX 

Hagilitios for the Upper Mississinp’s 

1. Variety of epecies 

Most inland waterfowl ond shorebirds 

Farm game: quail, prairie chicken, pheasant, Hungarian 

Yorest game: decor, ruffed grouse 

Yurt magrrat, raccoon, mink, otter, opossum, beaver, @inic, 
weasel, red and gray fox 

2. Variety of topography and types 

Glaciated and unglaciated upland 

Prairie and forest soils and flora 

River bottom: flowage, netural, and drained 

3, Aceoneibility 

7 miles from Winona Superintendent's office and $o11 Conservation 
Service project office 

170 miles from University of Wisconsin and Capitol 
120 miles from University of Minnesota, Lake States Forest Experiment 

Station, and Capitol 
200 miles from Iowa State College and Capitol 
150 miles from Iowa State University 
30 miles from LaCrosse and Soil Conservation Service project office 
On through trains of C, B. 4 Qee Cc. SUW., OM, & St. P. Railways
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(4) That other universities and the conservation departments from 
all adjoining states be encouraged to use the area for research, 
warden schools, field meetings, etc. 

(e) That the area accessible from the station be developed for 
training purposes by preparing samples of all kinds of management 
techniques in actual operation, Banding and food~habite work 
should also be under way. 

(f) that the outlay for this development be regarded as insurance on 
the mecess of the mich larger outlays represented by the future 

work of those trainees and the projects on which they are to be 
engaged. :



Ae Pre“, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE f gt er 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY i \ 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

aay etied April 10, 1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, j 

1532 University Avenue, 

' Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

With respect to your recommendations for the utilization 
of the Trempealeau unit of the Upper Mississippi Wildlife Ref- 
uge, I do not see how the Bureau can at this time effect the 
recommendations you have made. 

This area was first conceived by Mr. Darling as a demon- 
stration unit, and it was regarded more as a place where Bureau 

operatives could show how an area could be best managed in the 
primary interests of wildlife alone. It was never contemplated 
to make mach of a research center of this, other than that re- 

search which was necessary to make a practical demonstration of 

game management principles, such as have already been brought to 
light by yourself, Stoddard, and other leaders in this field. 

However, mindful of the fact that it would perhaps be 

helpful to have laboratory space and accommodations for a man or 

two from adjacent universities or conservation commissions who 

would care to utilize this area for periodical or temporary in- 

vestigations, a laboratory room and bunk space were incorporated 

in the service building for this purpose. It was Mr. Darling's 

fervent hope that the area would be used considerably by meetings 

of conservation organizations and local sportsmen's chapters for 

informative get-togethers and other activities of kindred nature. 

It is admitted that your plan would be very fine could 

the Bureau or some other interested organization finance such a 

venture. At this time, neither our funds nor authorization will 

permit us to undertake such a set-up. 

If our research units in the nine agricultural colleges do 

not contribute better game management personnel, then we shall be 

most seriously disappointed in them. Although it is perhaps true 

that we have not been able to secure every man in our new refuge 

system and school units with the finished technical background de- 

sired, I believe that we still have gotten a sufficient nucleus of
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outstanding men who, working with the numerous young fellows of 
excellent basic training, will soon give us an adequate wildlife 
management and demonstration staff with plenty of overflow into 
private and State channels. 

In conclusion, the Bureau continues to appreciate your 
stimulating suggestions, and regrets that we cannot mtually em 
bark upon this promising activity. We want it understood, how- 
ever, that the laboratory facilities and space at Trempealeau 
are at all times available to bona fide wildlife students and 
research workers. 

Very truly yours, 

W ¢ Nerderroy 

Acting Chief.



1532 University Ave. 

April 17, 1936 

Mr, W. C, Henderson 
Acting Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C, } 

Dear Mr. Henderson: 

Before finally dropping the idea of a biological station on the 
Upper Mississippi Refuge, may I point out that there are no costs involved 
other than providing one research man? liven thought the funds for such a 
man do not now exist, I cannot help thinlting that this is the kind of a 
project on which the Survey could get all kinds of backing in Congress by 
merely mentioning what they want. Frankly, I do not think the Survey shows 
discrimination in what to go after, 

May I also point out that the scheme which Ray Steele and I pro- 
posed differs in its fundamental nature from your alternative of merely 
providing some extra buildings in which outside biologists may headquarter 
while doing research? ‘There is no particular reason for going to the Upper 
Mississippi Refuge to do research except as that area is developed for 
research purposes. What I mean by developed is to make it the site of 
bandings, plantings, food and cover treatments, and demonstrations of this, 
that and the other problem. very accretion of such work adds to the re- 
search value of the locality to future workers, In all the millions of 
dollars worth of property acquired by the Biological Survey, I know of no 
single place where this principle of accretion in research value is being 

practiced, 

If you or Mr. Gabrielson should ever want to reopen this case, 
I am, of course, at your disposal. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

é Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UPPER MississipP! RIVER WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE pe 

FEDERAL BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA 

ADDRESS REPLY TO SUPERINTENDENT 

WILD LIFE AND FieH REFUGE APR 2.0 1936 
5S) AND REFER TO 

Se 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for sending me Mr. Henderson's letter to 
you of April 10 regarding our proposed set-up for the Trempealeau 

project. 

I am sure you will be pleased to know that there is still 
hope for this matter receiving more favorable consideration by the 
Survey. I had quite a talk with Gabe at Chicago, and apparently 

the wires became crossed up somewhere in the Washington office as 

he (Gabe) informed me it was not his intention to definitely turn 

the project dom. As Soon as I learned this I attempted to get in 

touch with you at Chicago, but apparently you had already left the 

meeting. Gabe is going to be here within the next ten days or so 

and I will have opportunity to go into the matter on the ground 

with him, which I believe will be very advantageous. Therefore, 

let us not be entirely discouraged regarding the matter. It 

might be well for you to let the matter rest and do nothing further 

as far as the Washington office is concerned until after Gabe has 

looked it over personally. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ray E Sale C 

Superintendent. 

Inclosures.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Denver, Colorado 
April 20, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I tried fé¥ several ie. Chicago to get in touch with you 
but the only free time that I had when I could catch a glimpse of 
you, you were engaged in conversation with several people. 

As Mr. Henderson wrote you, we are not able at this minute 

to enter into your suggestions for the Trempleau station, but I am 
very much interested in your program, and following the Denver 
Conference, expect to stop at Winona on my way back to Washington. 
If it would be convenient, I would be glad to meet you there and go 
over the matter with you in hopes that we will have some funds avail- 

able in the not too distant future. 

After leaving here, I plan to visit several of the more importe 
ant refuges in the Dakotas and then come on to Winona to go over 

some problems with Steele. I will try to wire you several days in 

advance and if you can get away, I will be glad to see you there. It 

will be difficult to get in touch with me by the time you get this 
letter, but if you will let Steele know whether or not it is possible 

to meet you, I will greatly appreciate it. 

Very truly yours, 

g B07 

Ira N. i elson, 
Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey



; Copy to Mr. Errington 

1532 University Ave, 
May 14, 1936 

My, Ira N. Gabrielson, Chief 
U. S. Biological Survey 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr, Gabrielson: 

I am glad to have your letter and hasten to acknowledge that 
the assignment of a competent technical man to the Upper Mississippi with 
a mandate to develop training facilities would be identical with the pro- 
posal which I gbmitted to you. 

T am not entirely unaware of your policy in posting technicians 
on refuges, since I have furnished or helped find a good many of then, 
I am still in doubt, however, as to how mich research thay are doing and 
I em afraid I mst contime skeptical until the remlts begin to appear 
in print. ‘they may, of course, not have time yet to assemble their stuff, 
but an outsider like myself is also justified in aseuwming that, like 
other administrators, they are a0 pressed with administrative duties they 
they will never have any printed output, However, I am hopeful that many 
of them actually will produce. 

Thank you for writing me about the matter. 

Should you wish an extra strong man for the Upper Mississippi, 
I had one in mind before ever broaching my plan. ‘uch plans, of course, 

are mere pipe dreams unless backed by a man capable of executing then. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

May 11, 1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

With reference to your recent letter on the possibility of * 
conducting a research center on the Trempealeau unit of the Upper 
Mississippi Wildlife Refuge, it occurs to me, after reading your 
letter, that you are under considerable misapprehension as to the 
type of development we plan on our refuges, or whether any devel~ 
opment takes place at all. ; 

I hasten to correct this impression, and suggest that a 
visit to any one of the major refuges recently restored from em- 
ergency funds will greatly alter your opinion on this matter. 

If you should make such a visit, you would find a competently- 
trained biologist in charge, with considerable background in wild- 
life management especially, and a very extensive program of ref- 

uge development progressing, consisting of the application of the 
most up-to-date knowledge of population studies, cover and food 
improvements, predator control, and all other factors necessary 
to biologically rehabilitate these areas to the needs of wildlife. 

Tnere you would see restorations taking place which began 
in the summer of 1934 with tne burning of peat beds in the heart 
of an unwise drainage project or sandhill area so denuded of cover 
and vegetation as to be blowing away now converted, in the spring 
of 1936, into nesting marshes for waterfowl with an ample water 
supply and plantings of the highest type of food and cover mate- 
rials. A definite practical research program continues on each 
unit leading towards ever-increasing wildlife utilization of the 
project, as well as adding to our fund of game management knowledge. 

It has occurred to us that, in the prosecution of the bio- 

logical rehabilitation of the Upper Mississippi Refuge, toward 
which the Bureau is taking immediate steps to set up the machin- 

ery necessary to accomplisn this, we mignt be fortunate enough to 
get as the technicien for this purpose a man who could not only 

foster the renabilitation of the refuge, but at tne same time,
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would be available for directing tne practical training school 

which you have suggested the area be utilized for. 

In view of this circumstance, then, we will keep the ques- 

tion open and see if we cannot arrive at something mitually sat- 

isfactory. We can probably be more specific after July 1, when 
the financial status of this Department will be more definite. 

Tne Trempealeau area cannot advance very rapidly until 
the lands of the Delta Fisn and Fur Farm are acquired, which 
are now in litigation. Once the unit is completely rounded out, 

I think I can promise you to take immediate steps towards the 

institution of modern game practices, and that in the course of 

its general renabilitation in connection with its large-scale 

possibilities, you will soon see demonstrated on the Upper Miss- 

issippi Wildlife Refuge the accretion in research values to 

which you have aptly referred. 

Very truly yours, 

Ira N. eee 
Chiefy
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1532 University Ave, 
May 18, 1936 

Dr, J, EB. Shillinger 
Division of Wildlife Research 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Dr, Shillinger: 

Since the death of Franklin Schmidt last year, I have had 
no one working on chickens, I am now attempting to revive the chicken 
study but success is still problematical, and in any event nothing 

could happen until after the present nesting season (see mimeograph 
attached). 

My only field man who has any chickens on his areas is 
Hawicins at Lake Mills, and this consists only of a very small remnant 

which we are carefully nursing along te keep it in existence. Hence 

I hesitate to take any eges. 

I do not think it would be advisable for me to act for you 

in broaching this matter to the Department, because collecting permits 

for my group are a sore subject there and we would be much more likely 

to be turned down than if you took it up with the Department direct. 

If you decide to do this, I would strongly advise telling them your 

intended use of the material, (This is just a commentary on what I 
happen to know about the human set-up and the way in which requests 

of this kind are handled.) 

In general, you will find a legitimate reluctance to col- 

leet chickens or chicken eggs during the trough of the cycle, which 
we are now in, I myself have an area where we need some ruffed 
grouse stock, but I have not broached the matter becamse of the 

difficulty of getting birds and permits for cyclic species at this 

time. 

I am sorry to have to send you this unsatisfactory reply. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

Signed in 

Mr, Leopold's absence



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.c. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

ae May 13, 19366 

Birds 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Medison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

A situation has recently arisen in some work we 
are attempting in the artificial propagation of game birds 
whereby it would be highly desirable for us to have some 
of the greater prairie chickens for experimental use. 

Mr. Bode has suggested that you may be in a position 
to procure same youns birds, or some eggs which have not 
been partially incubated. I shall appreciate any consider- 
ation you may be able to give this request. 

Some attenpts at artificial propagation of the lesser 
prairie chickens have been carried out during the last few 
years with considerable encouragemente It is believed, how- 
ever, that the greater variety may lend themselves equally 
satifactorily, or possibly better, for our experimental 
worke 

Thenking you in advance for any attention you may 
be able to give this request, I an, 

Very sincerely yours, 

7 7 
€ 

Jd. E. Shillinger, 

In Charge, Disease Control, 
Division of Wildlife Researche
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of November 9 has been received in Dr. 
Bell's absence as he is making a field trip in New England. 

I am giving below a list of our men engaged in McNary- 

McSweeney work: 

Thomes D. Burleigh, 
2401 Kelly Street, 

Gulfport, Mississippi. 

E. E. Horn, 
332 Gianinni Hall, 
University of California, 

Berkeley, California. 

Shaler E, Aldous, 

Lake States Forest Experiment Station, 

University Farm, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Very truly yours, 

a neeer- a 17 
Yer 

Clarence Cottam, Acting Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Research.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE m 

EASTERN DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

DISTRICT FORESTER fOREST SERVIC 

AND REFER TO Ut WASHINGTON, D.C, 

Gru ac) 
G-Fish & Game - Pisgah June 10, 1932 
Management Plan 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Van Hise Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

When you were in Washington about a year ago I in- 
formed you that the Forest Service was planning to estab- 
lish public shooting on a portion of the Pisgah Game Pre- 
serve in North Carolina in order to keep the deer herd in 
balance with the available food supply. 

We have prepared a tentative shooting plan and hope 
to complete all phases of that plan in order to start 
public shooting late this fall. As you realize we must 
carry on considerable educational work prior to giving 
such a plan public announcement. 

We are, of course, axious to adopt evsry safety 
precaution that is needed to protect human life. The size 
and kind of arms and ammunition comes in this program. Ten- 
tatively we have decided on the following: 

1. All automatic gums are prohibited. 

2. Shot guns may be used only with the single ball 
or pumpkin cartridge. 

3. All ammunition will be of the soft-nosed type. 

4. Buckshot and scatter-shot will not be permitted. 

5. All rifles will be of greater caliber than a .22 
but a .22 high power may be used. 

6. No revolvers or pistols may be carried by hunters.



With your wide experience and great interest in game 
menagement work I would like to have your constructive 

criticisms of that part of our plan quoted above. I expect 
to be in Asheville the last week of this month inorder to 
assist the Supervisor in preparing the final plan. I will 
appreciate receiving your thoughts in regard to the kind of 
arms and ammunition we should permit in our shooting program. 

The area laid out for public shooting is not contiguous 
to any public highways which will have to be kept open during 
the hunting season. There are several Forest Service roads 
inside of this area, but they will be kept closed. Accordingly, 
the chief danger to human life will be from stray bullets and 
hunters shooting at anything that moves. The caliber of the 
gun should, of course, be sufficient to kill the deer, since 
we want to keep to a minimum the number of wounded animals. 

Sincerely yours, 

IRA T. YARNALL, 
Asst. Regional Forester. 

*Be



June 21, 1932 

Mr. Ira 7. Yarnall 
U. S. Forest Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Irat 

I remember well our conversation about the repulation of 
shooting on the Pizgah and I am also mech interested in your plan for 
restricting the kind of firearms. 

I am really not expert in this particular angle of management. 
I see nothing to criticize in your set-up except possibly the admission 
of .22 high powers. The consensus of opinion seems to be that these do 
a lot of crippling. 

I take it that your topography is rouch enough to make it un- 
necessary to restrict high-power flat trajectory rifles. Not having seen 
the ground I am, of course, handicapped in having any opinion on such 
questions. 

If you want the best practical advice in the country on your 
question, I would put it up to Capt.Chas. Askins, Ames, Olclahoma, using 
my name. 

As you will see from this letterhead, I am now in the private 
consulting business and would be interested in a consulting relationship 
with the Forest Service under which I might periodically visit key 
areas such es yours, and also give instruction to special groups in 
game management subjects in connection with district training camps. 
I would not have more than a month or two a year available for this, 

‘ but since the Forest Service can hardly afford to take on any yearlong 
game specialists, it might be the part of wisdom to set up facilities 
for training the regular staff in game management. I would not 
pretend to come to the Pizgah with a ready-made formula for its manage= 
ment, but I could carry to you the latest developments from any part 
of the United States which bear on your problem. 

Would you mind advising me personally and very frankly whether 

you think there is enough merit in this kind of a proposition to warrant 
my suggesting it to Bob Stuart? I do not want to tale it up officially 
until I am convinced there is really a good chance for my delivering 
value received.
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What put the idea in my head is the impression that some of 
the special came men in the West are really handicapped for lack of 
contact with information and experience from other states which might 

be brought to bear on their particular problen. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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Seige June 25, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 21. 

I appreciate the information you furnished in re- 

gard to the caliber of guns to be considered in a public 
shooting program on the Pisgah. I also appreciate your 
suggestion to seek the advise of Capt. Charles Askins, 
Ames, Oklahoma. 

In your private consulting business you have my 
best wishes, and I anticipate that you will not have diffi- 
culty in having continuous employment. 

Reference is made to your request for my personal 
opinion as to whether your idea of being employed by the 
Forest Service for several months would merit your submit- 
ing such a proposition to Bob Stuart. In this connection 
Region Seven recognizes the need for services such as. you 
could furnish, and it is my understanding that the other 
regions would be glad to have such services available. No 
action toward securing such services has been taken due to 
the present financial situation, for not only would the 
Forest Service have to pay for the services and expenses 
of the game specialist, but in carrying out on the ground 
the policy, principles, and practices set up by the special- 
ist it would mean that additional funds would have to be 
provided for the Forest and the field force would have to 
increase the time they now spend on wild life activities. 
The training Forest officers would receive under your plan 
would undoubtedly strengthen the wild life administration 
of the Forest Service and with this in mind it would do no 
harm as I see it for you to submit a concrete proposition



to Bob Stuart. You of course realize that the above is my 

personal opinion, and that I have no idea just how the Forest- 

er would respond to the proposition. 

I leave Sunday night for my trip on the Pisgah. 

With kindest personal regards, I remain, 

Very sincerely yours, 

ire tT. er 

hx
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4 Blan for Reveme-Producing Conservation 
on Mixed Tands in Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 

This program assumes that idle lands in regions of outstanding 

value for forestry will be acquired for that purpose by the state, by 

the federal government, or will be operated by counties or private 

companies under the forest tax law. 

There will remain an even larger area of mixed lands containing 

spots of agricultural value, spots of forestry value, and large areas 

with special value for game, fish, or fur. 

The symptoms of economic distress are just as marked in these 

mixed regions as in forest regions. “ 

The salient character of such mixed or spotty country is that no 

one resource alone can carry the overheal necessary for conservative admin- 

istration, public or private. It would be worth finding out, then, whether 

a cooperative and coordinated administration of all the resources could do 

80. 

Nobody has ever tried this, partly because of the prevailing 

prejudice against putting wild life and recreation on a revemue basis, 

partly because titles are so shotgunned as to make big units difficult to 

assemble, and partly because a technical personnel versatile enough to 

administer all resources has not been available. 

fo illustrate: No state charges aimission to public waters, yet by 

doing so, on certain waters, they could not only be put in a highly 

productive condition, but also artificially extended in such a way as to
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yield a larze anmal crop of fish, waterfowl, and fur. Now that everybody 

is broke, the public might the more readily see the wisdom of making 

administration of waters productive and self-supporting. 

Charges for shooting privileges on land are becoming customary, 

and would encounter no special inertia or prejudice, since the lands are 

partly private. ; 

Our usual remedy for shotgunned titles is public acquisition, 

but heavy capital outlays for such work are just now a diminishing 5 

probability. Why not extend the cooperative association principle success- 

fally used for fire-control in the West from mere fire-control to a wider 

control of many resources, and confine public ownership to those key areas 

needed for capital investments of public funds? 

As to personnel: A merger of the technical talent of the federal 

bureaus and agricultural college loaned to the State Conservation Department 

for the purpose of organizing coordinated administration and training a 

local force, would be far cheaper and less paternalistic than the altnernative: 

the indefinite extension of public ownership. 

Sample Conservation District 
Let us apply the name “Conservation District" to such an area of 

mixed land, and try to visualize how it might be put under coordinated 

management for public use on a revemie basis. Let us assume the sand plains 

of central Wisconsin as a sample location. 

First of all, what land crops can be produced? 

-Private agriculture can be practiced on the very best soils and 

eranberry marshes. The continuance of private agriculture is necessary to 

maintain the game bird crop, and to afford cooperation in fire control.
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Game crops are possible as follows: Prairie chickens on all 

farms and on all grasslands near them, sharptail grouse on all mixed 

grass and brush, deer and ruffed grouse on all timber and brush, waterfowl 

and fur on all lakes and swamps, either existing or restorable. Wo 

capital investments are needed for wild life cropping, except for lake 

and marsh restoration. 

Fish crops are possible as follows: ‘Trout in all streams, and other 

game fish in all lakes. 

Tur crops are possible in all watered areas. 

All these wild life crops could be made to return some revenue 

almost at once. 

Yorest crops are feasible on the certain well-defined but 

scattered soils suitable for pine, hardwoods, and high-grade jacikpine. 

With proper technical overhead, one set of resident administrators 

could handle all these resources, and also fire control. ‘This has been 

proved on the national forests. 

Let us now examine the ownerships. ‘The best private farms should 

remain such. ‘They need concede only state management of their game, fish, 

and fur (in return for a pro rata of reveme) and participation in fire 

control on the same terms as natimal forest settlers. 

fhe private absentee ownerships are the heart of the problem. 

Some of them would have to be bought out, viz: lake sites, sites selected 

for reforestation, sites involving free access. Others could safely be 

left in private hands, ceding the management of their wild life in return 

for a pro rata of reverme. The sticking point is their tax status. Land 

economists ought to be able to work out some fair fommula that will be
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mutually advantageous. Ordinarily the only coneession needed is control 

of their wild life, its food, and its cover. The state might offer free 

fire control, plus some specified tax status, plus a pro rata of wild life 

revenues, in exchange for use of the land, with an option to buy. ‘The 

state might also stipulate state supervision of timber cutting. 

The county ownerships (reversions) could all remain such, subject 

to some agreement covering state administration. 

It should here be pointed out that the state might operate a 

"Conservation District" with paid shooting and fishing, but would not be 

precluded from operating a free “public shooting ground" next door if it 

wanted to, and had the funds. It would be a good thing to find out, by 

actual test, which works the best. 

Sticking Points 
Before such a state-operated mixed-ownership "Conservation District" 

could become a reality, the main question marks to be dissolved seem to ner 

1. Demonstrations or experiments to find out the possible magnitude 

and regularity of the wild life crop, the technique of its 

production, and the geustine charges for the privilege of har- 

vesting it. The Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation furnishes 

the basic research for game birds. ; 

2. Beonomic studies of how to handle the absentee private ownerships, 

especially with regard to taxes and exchanges. The various land- 

economic surveys furnish the basic research. 

3. Free use of federal and university technicians needed from time 

to time. ‘The Copeland Resolution (S.R. 175) offers a suggestion 

as to getting free use of the federal manpower needed.
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4, Studies of state legislation needed to form and operate 

the district. 

5. The "free public hunting" proviso of the forest tax law. 

This, unless repealed, would effectively prevent the 

inclusion of forest tax law lands in a conservation district. 

: Finance 

The operating costs of such a "Conservation District" would be 

met, at least in part, from revermes. At the outset these would all 

be wild life revemes. 

The capital costs would of course be nuch less than those 

involved in outright acquisition. Capital costs for wild life could 

be met by an increase in lmmting and fishing licenses. Capital costs 

for forestry would be cmfined to public land, and ought to come from 

the general treasury. 

That the public, even in hard times, may be willing to pay a 

higher license for specific and well-pianned development programs As ; 

indicated by the favorable outlook for the $1,500,000 lake restoration 

program in Iowa. : 

Souparisons 

This scheme, if the sticking points can be dissolved, is better 

than free public shooting grounds because it is likely to be more nearly 

solvent. It is likely to be more nearly solvent because the overhead is 

carried by all resources, instead of only one, and there is revenue to 

offset part of the expense. There is likely to be much more wild life, 

because the environment can be controlled.
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It is better for mixed lands than state or county forests because 

only a small proportion of these mixed lands are promising for forestry. 

: The fact that there are no acquisition projects on these lands, either 

state or federal or private, indicates little hope for forestry to stand 

alone. 

It seems more promising than to rely on the still-lacking private 

initiative in forestry implied in the forest tax law. Such private init- 

dative may be fortheoming on contimuous blocks of forest land, but on 

mixed lands there is scant hope for anything but farm woodlots, which are 

a@ small fraction of the total area. ‘ 

That nothing is to be expected from the expansion of general 

agriculture is self-evident. n 

Workings 

The workings of such a “Conservation Mistrict” micht be visualized, 

in terms of public use, as follows: 

A wod-using industry wishing to buy timber could buy it from 

those state or county-owned parcels devoted to forestry, or from private 

ownerships on which timber has “volunteered” by reason of fire protection. 

% would bid for stumpage, and sales would be supervised as on public forests. 

A hunter wishing to shoot cmild do se for a fee of, let us say, 

$1.00 per day. He might be assigned to a certain place, and would have to 

observe the bag limits obtaining elsewhere, but the open season could be 

ell fell, instead of a few days. Short seasons are unnecessary where the 

total kill is limited. A hmnting permit would include hunting on private 

farms, which would receive e pro rata.
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Fishing would be as elsewhere, except for a fee of perhaps $1.00 

per day. 

Camping would be subject to a fee. 

Trapping would be leased by districts as in Canada, renewal of lease 

being conditional on observance of state stipulations on amount, kind, 

and manner of taking furs. 

Special use permits for cabins, resorts, grazing, etc., might be 

granted for o fee, with stipulated controls. 

All administration would centre in a resident supervisor and district 

rangers, as in the national forests. These officers should have wide 

discretionary powers. ‘Their work would be (1) fire control everywhere; 

(2) forestry on public parcels valuable for the purpose; (3) game and fur 

management everywhere; (1) fish and waterfowl management on all waters; 

(5) administration of public use everywhere; (6) permanent improvements where 

necessary. 

Outside the boundaries of the district everything would remain in 

status quo ante. If the thing worked, there would be public support for the 

gradual spread of the system. : 

Program / 

The wholesale advocacy of such an idea at this time would be 

politically impossible and technically inadvisable. ae the idea seems to 

have any merit, it should first be tried out, in toto or piecemeal, on a 

sample experimental area. legislative authority to experiment with it 

might not be hard to get, since the more thoughtful legislators probably 

realize that economic conditions have stringently limited the future :
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possibilities of our erstwhile remedies: public acquisition, and the 

forest tax law. Wisepolicy demands the development of new measures which 

cost less and can spread further. This is possibly one.



Sept. 12, 1932 

Memo for Paul Roberts 
on the 

Copeland Resolution ($. Res. 175) ; 

At this time, and probably for a long time to come, any big- 

scale plan for conservation practice on idle lands mst be premised on 

something less expensive than outright public acquisition. 

In fact, as land values decrease and land abuses increase, I 

am beginning to doubt the wisdom of our former insistence on blocked-up 

ownership as the necessary first step in conservation practice. Land 

ownership is today of recessive importance. Can't we break right through 

it to the real question of making the land productive, and let time 

settle what adjustments in ownership may later be necessary? ‘The Copeland 

Resolution seems to be an open invitation to inaugurate just such a policy. 

A second premise is this: The present economic cards are 

stacked favorably to some land crops, and unfavorably to others. Integrated 

administration of all possible crops is much cheaper than separate admin- 

istration of each, and only the former is satisfactory to those who know 

what it means. ‘therefore any plan of the seope here porposed must deal 

with all the organic resources. 

A third premise is this: Our troubles about taxation boil down 

to the fact that many marginal lands now have a minus value, but are being 

taxed on a plus value. Cannot some constitutional way be foun’ for the 

state and county to trade their often hypothetical expectation of taxes 

for a share in the receipts of a conservative administration? 

If so, then from these three premises there naturally flows 

this idea: to offer to idle lanis, regardless of ownership, the free
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technical services of the federal government in imaugurating an integrated 

administration of their resources, provided the owners surrender the 

necessary control for a period of years, and the state agrees to take 

over the administrative machinery if successful? ‘he adjustment of taxes 

and the ownership of the accrued crops would be a matter between the state, 

county, and private owners. 

Wisconsin Sand District 
For example: In the sand district of central Wisconsin is 

a large area (4-5 counties) of partly timbered marginal land, consisting 

of shotgunne@ holdings as follows: 

(1) Surviving private farms and cranberry operations. 

(2) Near-bankrupt drainage districts. 

(3) Reversions held by the county. 

(4) Tax titles. 

The good forest soils are too localized to attract either pulp 

companies, state forest acquisition, or federal forest acquisition, 

Fire control is hence very sketchy, as instanced by the disastrous con- 

flagration of 1930. 

Most of the area is especially suited to the wild-cropping of 

prairie chickens, which could be sold, in the form of shooting privileges, 

for a considerable sue yearly, but the game division lacks the field 

personnel to start anything. One county offered the free use of its 

reverted lands for a demonstration, but the state, on investigation, found 

them too discontinuous. The research on which to base cropping operations 

happens to be well under way. Game-cropping in this region is unquestion=- 

ably practical, but game alone cannot carry the overhead of an administration,
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and prairie chicken cropping on small areas is not practicable. The 

area could quickly yield a prairie chicken per 5 acres per year, worth 

$1.00 “on the hoof." ‘The demand would be unlimited. 

Parts of the area, if reflooded, are especially suited to the 

wild-cropping of waterfowl and fish. ‘The state wants to do this, but 

the suitable spots are owned by drainage districts, hence nothing has 

been done except a vague proposal to buy public shooting grounds for game 

and fish alone. 
Parts of the area are good for cranberries, and the University 

in starting this industry, has seored the only success which has attended 

this unfortunate region for decades. ‘The cranberry men ought to play 

ball with this scheme for the fire protection and game reveme they will 

get, if for no other reason. 

Parts of the area have good trout streams, now heavily overfished. 

While technically “free” to the public, I think the average fisherman could 

be made to see that he would be better off to pay a daily fee and have 

these streams "managed" and developed by the state according to the Hubbs 

plan now used in Michigan. It would be out of the question, though, to 

inaugurate a separate administration for this purpose. 

Parts of the area are also good for deer, but the state doesn't 

dare open up marginal deer rance of this sort to the free-for-all scramble 

now called deer-hunting. Under limited kill, however, many deer could be 

harvested. 

In other words, three kinis of game management and fish management 

are “ready to go," but cannot separately carry the necessary overhead. 

Forestry could accompany them on the better soils, but cannot separately
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justify itself. The surviving patches of private enterprise in agricalture 

would be benefited by any beneficial use of the surrounding "desert? The 

state is inhibited from coordinating leadership by inertia and the bogey of 

sghotgunned landi-titles. It is universally asswmed that large capital 

investments in blocking-up land mst precede any attempt to do anything, 

and that forests are the only crop which returns @ reverme, and that long- 
deferred. : 

It is quite true that in prosperous times the idea of making 

game ani fish return a reveme, over and above the state license fee, would 

be voted down by the public. But these are not prosperous times. If the 

state told the public that it is experimenting to find whether it is 

feasible to organize a conservation district, to be operated partly by 

entrance fees, on which the public could enjoy good hunting and fishing 

without crowding, and on which it would also practice forestry, the public 

might say 0.K. 

In short: A grand merger of ownerships and points-of-view, might 

accomplish under decisive leadership what none of the separate parties at 

interest has accomplished or seems able to start: the unlocking of the 

combined potentialities of the region. Under a combined administration the 

suitable forest soils could be allowed to reforest, the reverted open 

lands used for game, the floodable lands for fish and ducks, and the non- 

reverted farm lands could remain in status quo, with new income from shooting 

rights and from raising game food. Once a unified administration were 

started in a location as favorable ag this one, I doubt if any local voter 

would tolerate a return to the present chaos at the end of the trial period, 

and if the local people want the thing contimed, there would be reasonable
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assurance that the federal government's initial effort would be followed 

up by the state. 

Southern Cutovers 
In the southern states (viz, south Georgia) there are many 

regions where separate attempts are now being made to raise game, raise 

livestock, and practice forestry, on pine cutovers and partly reverted 

farms. The only clear successes are those private game preserves which 

do not care about costs, but these can eventually absorb only a a fraction 

of the available area. Samples of unified conservation administration 

would be bound to improve the situation, whereas there is secant chance for 

outright public acquisition. ; 

The Copeland vectintion, tn @urt, sine open the way for an 

act of Congress authorizing the Department of Agrimlture, and such 

other scattered biological bureaus as may be needed, to contreet with 

states and private owners to inaugurate conservation practice on 

marginal or other lands, for limited periods, and during such period to 

loan technicians free of charge provided the landowners offer agreements for the 

continuance of the administration, and for the interim status of the lands, 

which are acceptable to the Department. 

My thought is, of course, that only technical overhea need by 

loaned. Two or three federal men of the right stamp, reporting to the 

District Forester, could organize and administer the central Wisconsin 

sand area here used as an example, if the state put up the field force to 

be trained by him. 

Most state officials will of course laugh at this until the 

conservation public asks “why not?" With such an act behind them, the
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federal men could quickly let the public know their opportunities. 

The state's capital investments (such as refloodings for waterfowl) could 

and would be handled by license increases, once competent direction and 

planning is offered (vide, Iowa). 

To mobilize technicians capable of this sort of leadership might 

be the means of reviving the federal conservation bureaus, and again 

opening a career to the versatile (as against the specialized) technical man. 

I need not point out that this line of thought is free from those 

bogeys which now increasingly prevent expansion of federal conservation 

activities along traditional channels, namely (1) “federal policemen, “ 

(2) federal compulsion, (3) federal ownership, (4) cash federal aid.



Sept. 16, 1932 

Mr. Paul Roberts 
U. S. Forest Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

Here is a very rough sketch of the idea we discussed with 
Earl Clapp for an operating plan under the Copeland Resolution. 

I have no illusions about its being watertight. The weakest 
point is the Icind of agreements covering merger of titles and tax 
adjustments. We may have to feel our way into this, or maybe there is 

no way. : 

The strong point is, of course, the elasticity of the plan, 

and its freedom from capital investments or other permanent federal 
entrenchments. 

The same general idea might fit parts of the public domain, 
and other lands where no one resource outweichs all the others. 

For the sake or argument, let's be as pessimistic as possible, 

and say this can't work. This would bring us either to compulsion 
or outright purchase, and might bring us there quicker than direct 
agitation. However, I feel it in my bones that it can work if approached 
with the same ingemity and resourcefulness as the organization of the 

National Forests, and I know nowhere else to look for these qualities 

than the U.S.F.S. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOFOLD 

AL/vh 
Inel.



Sept. 12, 1932 

Memo for Paul Roberts 
on the 
Copeland Resolution (S. Rese 175) 

At this time, and probably for a long time to come, any big- 

scale plan for conservation practice on idle lands must be premised on 

something less expensive than outright public acquisition. 

In fact, as land values decrease and land abuses increase, I 

am beginning to doubt the wisdom of our former insistence on blocked-up 

ownership as the necessary first step in conservation practice. Land 

ownership is today of recessive importance. Can't we break right through 

it to the real question of making the land productive, and let time 

settle what adjustments in ownership may later be necessary? The Copeland 

Resolution seems to be an open invitation to inaugurate just such a policy. 

A second premise is this: The present economic cards are 

stacked favorably to some land crops, and unfavorably to others. Integrated 

administration of all possible crops is much cheaper than separate admin- 

istration of each, and only the former is satisfactory to those who know 

what it means. Therefore any plan of the scope here porposed must deal 

with all the organic resources. 

A third premise is this: Our troubles about taxation boil dow 

to the fact that many marginal lands now have a minus value, but are being 

taxed on a plus value. Cannot some constitutional way be found for the 

state and county to trade their often hypothetical expectation of taxes 

for a share in the receipts of a conservative administration? 

If so, then from these three premises there naturally flows 

this idea: to offer to idle lands, regardless of ownership, the free
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technical services of the federal government in immugurating an integrated 

administration of their resources, provided the owners surrender the 

necessary control for a period of years, and the state agrees to take 

over the administrative machinery if successful? The adjustment of taxes 

and the ownership of the accrued crops would be a matter between the state, 

county, and private owners. 

Wisconsin Sand District 

For example: In the sand district of central Wisconsin is 

a large area (4-5 counties) of partly timbered marginal land, consisting 

of shotgunned holdings as follows: 

(1) Surviving private farms and cranberry operations. 

(2) Near-bankrupt drainage districts. 

(3) Reversions held by the county. 

(4) Tax titles. 

The good forest soils are too localized to attract either pulp 

companies, state forest acquisition, or federal forest acquisition. 

Fire control is hence very sketchy, as instanced by the disastrous con- 

flagration of 1930. 

Most of the area is especially suited to the wild-cropping of 

prairie chickens, which could be sold, in the form of shooting privileges, 

for a considerable sum yearly, but the game division lacks the field 

personnel to start anything. One county offered the free use of its 

reverted lands for a demonstration, but the state, on investigation, found 

them too discontinuous. The research on which to base cropping operations 

happens to be well under way. Game-cropping in this region is unquestion- 

ably practical, but game alone cannot carry the overhead of an administration,
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and prairie chicken cropping on small areas is not practicable. The 

area could quickly yield a prairie chicken per 5 acres per year, worth 

$1.00 "on the hoof." The demand would be unlimited. 

Parts of the area, if reflooded, are especially suited to the 

wild-cropoing of waterfowl and fish. The state wants to do this, but 

the suitable spots are owned by drainage districts, hence nothing has 

been done except a vague proposal to buy public shooting grounds for game 

and fish alone. 
Parts of the area are good for cranberries, and the University 

in starting this industry, has scored the only success which has attended 

this unfortunate region for decades. ‘The cranberry men ought to play 

ball with this scheme for the fire protection and game reveme they will 

get, if for no other reason. 

Parts of the area have good trout streams, now heavily overfished. 

While technically "free" to the public, I think the average fisherman could 

be made to see that he would be better off to pay a daily fee and have 

these streams "managed" and developed by the state according to the Hubbs 

plan now used in Michigan. It would be out of the question, though, to 

inaugurate a separate administration for this purpose. 

Parts of the area are also good for deer, but the state doesn't 

dare open up marginal deer range of this sort to the free-for-all scramble 

now called deer-hunting. Under limited kill, however, many deer could be 

harvested. 

In other words, three kinds of game management and fish management 

are "ready to go," but cannot separately carry the necessary overhead. 

Forestry could accompany them on the better soils, but cannot separately
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justify itself. The surviving patches of private enterprise in agriculture 

would be benefited by any beneficial use of the surroundins "desert! ‘The 

state is inhibited from coordinating leadership by inertia and the bogey of 

shotgunned land-titles. It is universally assumed that large capital 

investments in blocking-up land must precede any attempt to do anything, 

and that forests are the only crop which returns a revenue, and that long- 

deferred. 

It is quite true that in prosperous times the idea of making 

game and fish return a revere, over and above the state license fee, would 

be voted down by the public. But these are not prosperous times. If the 

state told the public that it is experimenting to find whether it is 

feasible to organize a conservation district, to be operated partly by 

entrance fees, on which the public could enjoy good hunting and fishing 

without crowding, and on which it would also practice forestry, the public 

might say 0.Ke 

In short: A grand merger of ownerships and points-of-view, might 

accomplish under decisive leadership what none of the separate parties at 

interest has accomplished or seems able to start: the unlocking of the 

combined potentialities of the region. Under a combined administration the 

suitable forest soils could be allowed to reforest, the reverted open 

lands used for game, the floodable lands for fish and ducks, and the non- 

reverted farm lands could remain in status quo, with new income from shooting 

rights and from raising game food. Once a unified administration were 

started in a location as favorable as this one, I doubt if any local voter 

would tolerate a return to the present chaos at the end of the trial period, 

and if the local people want the thing contimed, there would be reasonable
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assurance that the federal government's initial effort would be followed 

up by the state. 

Southern Cutovers 

In the southern states (viz, south Georgia) there are many 

regions where separate attempts are now being made t raise game, raise 

livestock, and practice forestry, on pine cutovers and partly reverted 

farms. The only clear successes are those private game preserves which 

do not care about costs, but these can eventually absorb only a a fraction 

of the available area. Samples of unified conservation administration 

would be bound to improve the situation, whereas there is scant chance for 

outright public acquisition. 

The Copeland vediekeies,. te short, siekt open the way for an 

act of Congress authorizing the Department of Agriculture, and such 

other scattered biological bureaus &s may be needed, to contract with 

states and private owners to inaugurate conservation practice on 

marginal or other lands, for limited periods, and during such period to 

loan technicians free of charge provided the landowners offer agreements for the 

continuance of the administration, and for the interim status of the lands, 

which are acceptable to the Department. 

My thought is, of course, that only technical overhead need by 

loaned. ‘Two or three federal men of the right stamp, reporting to the 

District Forester, could organize and administer the central Wisconsin 

sand area here used as an example, if the state put up the field force to 

be trained by him. 

Most state officials will of course laugh at this until the 

conservation public asks "why not?" With such an act behind them, the :
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federal men could quickly let the public know their opportunities. 

The state's capital investments (such as refloodings for waterfowl) could 

and would be handled by license increases, once competent direction and 

planning is offered (vide, Iowa). 

To mobilize technicians capable of this sort of leadership might 

be the means of reviving the federal conservation bureaus, and again 

opening a career to the versatile (as against the specialized) technical man. 

I need not point out that this line of thought is free from those 

bogeys which now increasingly prevent expansion of federal conservation 

activities along traditional chamels, namely (1) "federal policemen, ® 

(2) federal compulsion, (3) federal ownership, (4) cash federal aid.
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_ IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Marca 2, 1932 

Mr. Corrianp submitted the following resolution; which was ordered to lie 
over under the rule 

Maxcx 10, 1932 

Considered and agreed to; preamble agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
Whereas the consumption of the forests of the United States 

has progressed to a point at which their early exhaustion 

is threatened; it being estimated (1) that over 50 per 

centum of all the softwood lumber cut in the United States 

has been cut during the last thirty years, (2) that, with 

a population almost 60 per centum greater to-day than 

at the beginning of the twentieth century, the United 

States has been using nearly three hundred billion feet of 

softwood lumber alone during each decade since 1900, 

(3) that in 1928, with a population of more than one 

hundred and twenty million, the annual cut of softwood 

lumber alone was twenty-eight billion feet, and (4) that 

there now remain in the territory east of the prairies, only 

about twenty-five billion feet of original timber; and 

Whereas there are great areas in the United States, which, aside 

from their underlying minerals, are suitable for forestation
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only; it being estimated that of the great land area consti- 

tuting the thirteen Northeastern States, from Maine to and 

including the two Virginias, about one-half, or seventy-five 

million acres, are suitable for forestation only; and 

Whereas proper utilization of such lands as a public domain 

under proper control, would to some extent effect a modifi- 

cation of the climate, substantially effect or control the 

run-off of water, supply a cheap and dependable supply of 

lumber, and, through development, with roads, camping 

places, leased hunting and fishing rights, and other oppor- 

tunities for social activities, would afford valuable resources 

for entertainment and improvement in national health, be- 

sides giving wealth-producing and steady employment to 

a large number of persons; and - 

Whereas it is desirable (1) that a coordinated plan be immedi- 

ately developed for the cooperation of the Federal and 2 

State Governments in the utilization of such lands suitable 

for forestation only, (2) that information necessary as’ a 

basis of legislation be compiled, and (3) that recommenda- 

tions for legislation be made: Therefore be it 

S Resolved, That the Secretary of Agriculture is re- 

® — quested (1) to advise the Senate as soon as practicable 

3 whether, in his opinion, the Government should undertake 

4 to aid the States in the utilization for forestation purposes 

5 of those areas of land in the United States suitable for 

6 forestation only, and (2) to state fully his reasons for 

7 any opinion which he may submit, together with the facts 

8 upon which such opinion is based.
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Considered and agreed to; preamble agreed to
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THE ORGANIZATION OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
2411 South Building 

OFFICERS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

R. EL MARSH RoaM4ae S me See te 

eacy ee i ieee” cakes ag 2s, 5 om 
GERTRUDE L. WARREN 

gt ee October 21,1932 an eee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you very much for keeping me so promptly informed 

by your letters of October 12 and 18. 

I am glad for your sake that the outlook is encouraging 

in your own chosen field. I am sure, as are others here, that 

you could have served our Organization mighty well unless, of course, 

you feel that its fundamental objectives are unsound. I wish I had 

the opportunity to talk with you about what the situation really is, 

what the Federal Government and Federal employees are really facing. 

I know that you are not falling for the insane propaganda that out- 

fits like the Chicago Tribune are peddling. 

In the light of your request, we will not think of you 

further in so far as working with our Organization is concerned. 

Very Se ciel 

R. E. MARSH, 
President.
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Oct. 28, 1932 

Mr. Earl H. Clapp 
U. S. Forest Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Earl: 

The temporary job in organizing game management 
demonstrations for the Wisconsin Commission which I had 
supposed was dead when I wrote you, has unexpectedly come 
to life. I am starting out on it immediately. 

This is seasonal work and within ten days I will 
be able to tell whether it can be carried on to advantace 
this late in the season. It would be very convenient for 

me if you could give me an intimation by the end of that 
time of whether, in your opinion, there is any substantial 
prospect of any work in connection with the Copeland 
Resolution. It will somewhat affect my plans for the 
remainder of the year. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD ! 

AL/vh 

P. S. I might mention that I will be east for the American 
Game Conference at the end of November and will run down to 
Washington in any event. Should you wish to talk things ; 
over, this will provide an opportunity. : 

Aele
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Alexandey Un leq As 

Senator Joseph NeCarthy Ser 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Senator McCarthy? 

It has come to my notice that HR3601, passed by the House and 
now before the Senate Subcommittee on Agriculture, wipes out 
the entire Wildlife Management Division of the U.S,¥orest 
Service ($162,000). The alleged reason in that it duplicates 
the work of the Fish and Wildlife Service and of the states. 

This is an old question whieh concerns not ohly the Yorest 
Service but also the Park Selvice, the Soil Conservation Ser= 
viee, and the Indian Service. I have observed its workings 
from both sides, first as a wildlife man in the Forest Service, 
later as « consultant for the Park Service, the Fish and Wild- 
Mfe Servies and the S011 Conservation Service, and now as a 
State Conservation Commissioner. It is my considered opinion, 
based on this experience, that any land-owning bureau gust have 
at least a skeleton wildlife force of its own, and that the 
present action of Congress is indefensible. 

I ask you to consider just one question: the threat of forest 
destruction by excess deer, elk, and other horned game, in just_ 
one region: the lake States, Deer are eating up forest repro- 
duction in our state, county, and private forests, ani it is 
all the Commission can do to keep up with the problem on these i 
lande for which it is primarily responsible, Deer are also F 
eating uo the Fish and Wildlife Refuge at Necedah. Moose are 
eating up Isle Royale National fark. Deer are damaging the 
National Forests, It is umreasonable to say that a tureau res- 
ponsible for the protection of lend shall depend holly on 
other agencies for the regiation of wildlife on landae 

This Commission works very clogely with these federal bureaus. 
. Ye managed the reduction of deer on the Neesdah Refuge last fall 
for the Vish and Wildlife Service, at ite request. We are now 
surveying deer damage on the National Forests and Indian Reser= . 
vations. I personally om consultant for the moose problem on



Isle Royals. Sut tn these cooperative contacts we med to deal 
with some representative of the owning agency who knows some~ 

thing about wildlife. ‘The present action of Congress, if ex~ 
tended to all bureans, would strip all of them excent the Fish 
and Wildlife Service of @lled wildlife men. 

It atends to reason, of course, that all wildlife bureaus can= 

not have a full wildlife staff, ‘That is conceded. Yt the 
present policy of Congress goes beyond all reason. 

I d> not know any momber of the Senate subcoumittee on Agri- 
aolture, hence I address this letter te you. 

i Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Teaopold



Same letter to Holt 

New Soils Building 
March 13, 1934 

Mr, Earl Tinker 
Regioual Forester 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Tari: 

Jonn Bail tells me that he has an appointment to see 
you in regard to one of the game positions. 

John worked in ay office for o year while I was making 
the geme survey, and later we worked together for a year on the 
game survey of Iowa. I aan recomend him to you very hizhiy, It 
is, of course, obvious that he has an exceptional personality and 
I can certify that he is a hard worker and uses hie head. He 
has no special biological education, but it has always been my 
experience that he grasps the technolosy of whetever biological, 
subject, sich as farming or forestry, he is working with. He 
has probably practiced more setmal. meme management than most of 
the people with a degree from forest schools whe ere labelled 
“game manager," 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDG LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



New Soils Building 
May 19, 1934 

My. Barl W, Tinker 
Regional Forester 
Federal Building 
Milwaakee, Wisconsin 

Dear Tinker: 

Unless you have already completed your ~ management force, I have just run 
across a man whom I think you may want consider, His name is Philip Allan 
and he is at present doing game management work for the Coon Valley project. 
He took a zoolegical course at the University of New Hampshire and has partially 
completed a Ph.D, thesis on the mammals of New Hampshire, working under Professor 
Dice of Michigan. I have just been working with him a week at Coon Valley and 
heave a very high opinion of his personality, brains, energy, and enthusiass. 
If I had any opening, I would snap him up for either research or administrative 
work, He has at present only a foreman's position at Coon Valley, but I have 
reason to believe that they will offer him a technical opening as soon as one 
occurs, Probably after this occurs he would not be available. 

His main difficulty from your standpoint would probably be his lack of formal 
forestry training, tut I found him entirely able to comprehend forestry questions 

and if anything more open-minded and intelligent about them than the average 
trained forester. f 

Allan prefers management work in connection with mammals rather than birds, and 
hie first interest would be deer, I gather that he has had considerable 
contact with deer both in New Hampshire and Michigan, I do not ‘mow whether he 
has Civil Service status, but if not he could undoubtedly pass some appropriate 
Civil Service examination, 

I have asked him to send me a deseription of his qualifications, whieh I will 
forward to you as soon as it arrives, Meanwhile I thought I had better send you 
this letter at once, since you might be making up your slate, 

Allan would like at some time in the future to complete his Ph.D, An administrative 
assignment under you in the Lake States would of course automatically give him 
a familiarity with deer which he could later capitalise by taking a year off for 
thesis purposes. 

With best regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

a 

In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



New Soils Building 
June 27, 1934 

Mr. A. G. Hamel 
U, S&S. Forest Service 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hamel: t 

I have your letter of June 25, 

One of the first things I did woon taking over the work 
at the University last fall was to write a mimeographed instruction 
sheet for use in the CCC erosion camps,on vegetation for game and 

: erosion purposes, I have sent this to your office several times, 
but I am sending you enother copy. It contains most of my ideas on 
the subject as far as Wisconsin is concerned, 

I an afraid it would be impossible to generalize for the : 
whole region. This would hold good for Michigan and Mimesota, buat 
the Missouri, Iowa, and Illinois camps would have to have different 
treatment, I have nothing prepared on the cornbelt proper, wt if 

‘ you have sonebody making a write-up for the corubelt, he might get 
some pointers out of the Iowa Handbook, which I am also sending you. 

I enclose a memorandum vhieh I recent sent Cap Winslow : 
on the research aspects of erosion control plants, 

I haven't heard a word from your office about your proposed 
game management personnel, Have any men been selected? If so, what 
are they working on? If not, what is the nature of the obstacles? 
The University could be of more use to your development along game 
lines if we were currently posted on your difficulties, I know it 

is partly my fault for not dropping in and finding ot. 

Daring the next two months I will spend a good deal of time ' : 
in northern Wisconsin, Are there any particular National Forest game 

. problems you want me to look at? If so, where are they and whom shall 
I see abont them? I would prefer to go over any such problems in the 
course of my regular round rather than make special rush trips for 
the purpose, Our travel mney is scarce, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Alewvh In Charge, Game Research 
Enel.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION No. 9 

ADORESS REPLY TO fits 

REGIONAL FORESTER FRDEnal. BUILDING, 
AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

ECW June 25, 1934, 
Supervision 
Erosion Control 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin, . 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

It is planned to prepare a general circular to be gotten 
out in mimeographed form covering the erosion control program of 
the CCC camps in the north central states region. This will in- 
clude the work of about 69 or 70 campse In the section on reveg- 
etation and planting it is desired to include some material on 
planting of game cover. It will be greatly appreciated if you 
could find time to furnish us with brief instructions on this that 
could be incorporated into such a circular. We are especially 
desirous of knowing the species of game plants that are useful in 
erosion control plating. 

It is understood that for planting drainage-ways where ravine 
bottoms have to carry a concentrated volume of water, a lowegrowing 
shrub or heavy sod-forming grass is preferable to trees, because it 
exerts a greater retarding influence on the rate of flow causing a 
larger amount of deposition of soil material and a larger amout of 
absorption into the ground. If there are species of plants which 
are valuable as game cover as well as providing a dense mat of veg~ 
etation, either herbaceous or woody shrubs, it would be very desir- 
able to have that information available to guide the field crews. 

Proposal has been made by several agencies interested in game 
work that the gamemen be assigned to the erosion camps to supervise 
planting of game covere We do not feel we can justify many such 
experts, owe contention being that it is mainly a matter of planting, 
and that detailed knowledge of game conditions, habits, etce, is not 
necessarye We doubt whether authorization can be secured for the 
employment of such specialists, at least in the number contemplated 
by some of the game and fish mene Our plan would be to have game 

. men prepare the instructions and suggestions as to the types of cover 
to be used, and to leave the planting to the present foresters and 
agriculturists attached to the campse



As Le 

We know you are very interested in creating additional game cover, 
and we ourselves feel that it is a very desirable thing especially in 
the agricultural regions, such as Iowa, where cover for game is so scarsé. 

In preparing instructions for CCC planting it will have to be borne 
in mind thet if any planting is to be done it will have to be with planting 
stock that can be raised or secured before the termination of ECW on Ap il 
1 of next year, but since the proposed circular is intended for general 
circulation in the vicinity of erosion camps, it should include information 
on other plantings even tho they cannot be made by the Civilian Conservation 
Corpse 

Any suggestions or advice that you can give us on this matter will 
be greatly appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

Mhbiberuef 
© Ge 2 ig 

Regional Forest Inspectors 

-2e



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

; NORTH CENTRAL REGION No. 9 

ADORESS REPLY TO 

REGIONAL FORESTER {ifs FEDERAL BUILDING, 
AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Eow . July 6, 1934. 

Supervision 

Erosion Control 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
New Soils Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 27. 

We have made a search through our files in an attempt to find 

the mimeographed instructions for CCC Erosion Camps which you state 

you have sent to this office several times, and strangely we are un- 

able to locate them. We have, however, received the copy which you 

state in your letter of June 27 you are sending. We sare incorporat- 

ing this into the Erosion Hand-Book which has been prepared recently 

in this office and will send you copies at an early date. 

We are delighted with the material in your circular and regret 

: very much that it did not come to our attention at an earlier date. 

We are not incorporating the plan of the sample farm in the 

hand-book at the present time, because we wish to correlate anything 

in this hand-book with the practice as it has been developed in the 

Wisconsin and Minnesota camps, as to legend, etc. We are asking 

Professor Jones and Mr. WalterS. Olson of Minnesota to furnish sam- 

ple copies of plans prepared by their men, and from them and yours, 

we will work up a model to incorporate in the manual as an ammend- 

ment. : 

We are particularly pleased with the chart, showing the proper- 

ties of the erosion control plants. You will note from the ammendment 

to our hand-book that we have added the Jack Pine and Norway Pine to 

the list of trees in the chart. We have also added sawlogs to the 

values of Cottonwood and two aliases for Virginia Creeper to enable 

field men to identify it in accordance with local terminology. 

We were interested in reviewing your memorandum of May 29 to 

Mr. Winslow, and fully agree that there is much to be learned regard- 

ing the properties of the various plants being used in erosion control 

work and in adapting or discovering other plants that would serve our 

purposes better.



A. Le 

We understand that on the Coon Valley project a considerable 

amount of planting of annuals is being done in connection with the 

game cover work and, no doubt, it would be well to incorporate some 
brief instructions regarding this in the ECW Erosion Manual, so that 

the men in camps will be in a position to advise the local landowners 

regarding such plantings. 

I have not seen your Iowa hand-book that is mentioned in the 

second paragraph of your letter, but possibly it has been waylaid in 

the Game Management Department, which is now attached to our branch 

of Land. I am turning your letter over to Mr. Peirce who is now in 
charge of the branch of Lands, for reply to the last two paragraphs. 

I am sure that Mr. Tinker is desirous of getting all the possible 

help in connection with the game management work on the National 

Forests, which I understand is getting under way at last for the 

collection of some very useful information. You will,no doubt, hear 

further regarding this from Mr. Peirce's office under a Fish and Game 
designation. 

Very truly.yours, 

Regional Forest Inspector.



i New Soils Building 
fugnst 2, 1934 

; . 
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( Mr, R, EB. Srtppensee 
' U. S, Forest Service 

Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

; I am jotting down in this letter a list of the things we talked 
; about in our session at Park Malls. 

+ I au afraid that the almost universal extension of fire 
lanes rest Service and the state will remit in a general 
slaughter s fall unless the lanes are effectively closed, A very large 
expansion in the ue might ultimately ameliorate the demage, bat 
this could hardly de 4 about in a few months, 

It sees to me that some method of closing the lanes will be necessary 
for fire emergencies as well as for game management. While the lanes repre~ 
sent a new hazard for both deer and ruffed grouse, they also represent a 
great potential improvement in food conditions provided white clover can be 
established on them, I hope that the maintenance system can be built up to 
this end. My impression is that white clover will be almost as good a fire- 
break as mineral soil, 

h Piexer_sng-izais- Qld leg landings and sbamfoned homesteads, as well as fire 
8, 0 an opportunity for clover end grain. I think you will find here 

at the College a lot of sccwmlated information on which of the northern soils 
will grow clover, what variety to use and hor ani when te plant it. there is 
an tnanswered question on the possible use of limited graging as a means of 
maintaining and spreading clover. 

In my opinion buckwheat is the most usable grain for your murvoses, but 
it will present difficulties because of sumer frosts in certain locations, 
Millet is a possible eubstitute, tut IT have no information as to its frost 
resistance, I am facing an exsetly similar vroblew in prairie chicken manaze- 
ment in the central counties and my chief adviser is A, BR. Albert, Hanenck 
Experiment Station, Hancock, Wisconsin, 

It would be well to check on the planting plans to make sure that no 
important openines are being renianted to pine. 

Hoy Meadows. Some of the abandoned homesteads offer opportunities te maintain 
hay meadows for sharptail grouse, It might be advisable to give special con~
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sessions to local famsers if they ave willing to maintain these meadows, 
Yood patches might also be grown on shares on such land, 

Badip. fede. I would advise you to inquire whether your mrseries are producing 
an te atock of wiite cedar and whether your plenting plans call for the 
re-establigusent of white ceday on mitable elites where it has been cleaned out, 
I think we ell agree that the bulk of the deer range is unbalanced, with an 
6xeeas of muauer capacity and a deficit of winter capacity, Pulling's suggestion 
for planting mountain maple also seens to me a very good one, 

Sthar these. The waintenence of open-grown white birch for wudding is important 
on openings, but as nearly as I can see, the supply is auple and there is 
nothing to worry about, On hardwood lands, however, it would be well to make 
sure that the ironwood ia not beine cut out, It might also bo well to consider 
the propagation of dwarf birch in your uurgeries, both for buds and for browse, 

Broan -fimm Sattings. If improvement outtings and logging operations ean be 
80 as no ut off the supply of felled trees in mid-winter, it will 
probably save a good meny deer, 

Seeenth Ons. T know, of courses, that you have no apyropristions for formal 
researoh, there will vevertheless be an opportunity for your technical men 
te acewmlate valuable information. 1 

I was impressed by the fact that while the OCC cams are necmmicting a 
great volume of data on nesting, that it was impossible to distinguish the full 
clutches from the incomplete ones, and hence impossible to use the data for 
shedding light on the important question of whether the elutch follows the cycle, 

It is hardly necessary to mention the advisability of accamlating ail 

possible informetion on sex ratio and age classes in the deor herd. 

fhe men whom I wet in the camps had mot extended their cycle date more than 
a year back, It wuld shed a lot of light on your problems if they could make 

more use of their opportumities to gather the history as well as the status of 
the eyele, Wallace Grengs, who is making a study of the cycle for the University, 
would be glad te show you how he is keeping his data,which of course are at your 

digposal at all times, and it would be very fine if your men could keep comparable 
data for the National Yorest areas, 

Sources. of Infomation. 1 woul meee et etn calundtte work on prairie onic 
, work on grouse in Minnesota, Franklin Schmidt's work on prairie chicken 

and sharptail in the central counties, and Grange's work on the cycle in Wisconsin. 

Bartlett's deer work in Michigan you are already familiar with, You can get 

Grange at Zphraim, Door County, Wisconsin, and Schmidt at Babeock, ood County, 

Wiseonsin. : 

This of course ie merely a lict of my saggestions. I have made no atteupt 

to put down the detail which we discussed. It goes without saying that I would
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like to help put all the existing facilities et your disposel, 

On the fire lane and refuge question, I forgot to mention that 
Gilbert F, Gigstead of the Conservation Department is deing some active 
work on refuges and I would suggest that you get in touch with him. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research 

Al~vh



Park Falls,Wis. 
ki Aug.7,1934. 

Dear Leopold: 

Many thanks for your communications.I recall the 
Cycles article when it came out,but did not have a reprint,and 
the files. of the Canadian Field Naturalist are indeed far away. 
I made a pretty careful study of Malcolm and Maxwells text as 
well as "The Grouse In Health And Disease" in 1931. Your 
American Game reprint is enough of a digest of those pub- 
lications to be valuable ammunition in our work. 

I have asked Trippensee to try to get the Bartlett 
publications and the German game management report. I did not 
get nor see your bibliography for CCC foremen studying deer, 
and would like it very much. I have outlines for:your game 
management instruction which you prepared during the fall and m 
winter. 

I have made some inquiries,and find that athere 
is apparently no cedar in F.S.nurseries,and none 4px in the 
planting plans to date. This is a R.O. policy problem,and 
we are working on it. i 

You made one smmll error in mentioning that I 
favored planting mountain maple locally. Though I believe it 
is the best winter browse-- at least the most popular-- every 
where it grows,I believe we have plenty here for the present, 
and that it thrives on browsing. Beech is the food tree I believe 
should be experimented with where it does not grow,and that 

-we should have more information on winter killing after good ba 
nut years. All of my meagre information is from New Brunswick. 
Our winter kill in Feb.and March,1934, was shocking,and admitt- 
ing several possible causes,low grade food was in the picture. 

Such cycle information as we have will be available 
within a month,I think.It is hit-or-miss in origin,but includes 
some real information. It will be some weeks,or months, before 
we will be set for any real research, but it now looks as if 
we would have a main assigned to each ranger district,and could 
get real information. We will also have good 4" to the mile maps 
and some more detailed maps by next summer at latest, and will 
be able to see about what conditions are without leaving the 

office;as for cover of course. 

I hope you will be here again in the near future, 

for it is indeed a treat to see a specialist in my own chief 
interest. I go to the new Drummond country to-day to get 
a line on the other half of our recently purchased land. 

Very sincerely,



New Soils Building 

i August 10, 1934 

: Mr, Albert Van S, Pulling 
U, S. Forest Service ‘ 
Park Falls, Wisconsin : 

Dear Pulling: 

I am sending you the bibliography for CCC 
: foremen studying deer. . : 

I suggest we both keep hammering on the 
advisability of starting some cedar in the mrseries 
and of getting the planting people to amend their 
planting policies. I am mentioning it to every forest 

: officer I meet. . : 

i With best regards, 

‘ ea b i Yours sincerely, © 

ey ; Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
August 2, 1934 

Mr, Albert Van S, Pulling 
c/o U, 8, Forest Service ’ 
Park Fells, Wisconsin 

Dear Pulling: 

I have sent Trippensee the attached list of the things we 
talked about, I would like to be of some use to you in farnishing 

. information which does not seem to reach you through either Ann Arbor 
or the Forest Service, 

Take, for instance, the literature on deer and deer manage- 
ment, Did you get a copy’of Ward Shepard's "Notes on German Game 
Management"? If not, it is obtainable from the Senate Committee on i 
Conservation of Wild Life Resources, Washington, 

I find that last winter I made out a 2=page list of 
"Publications for CCC Foremen Studying Deer," This was sent to the 
Milwaukee office, Did it reach you? If not, let me lmow and I will 
send you a copy, 

Do you have I, H, Bartlett's three publications? ‘They are 
“Deer Population in Michigan," "Deer Herds of the Upper Peninsula," 
and "Live-trapping Michigan Whitetail." These all came out under the 
Michigan Academy of Selences. If you have not seen them, it is 
possible that Bartlett might be able to furnish you reprints. 

I am sending you two of my papers on the eyele. 

I hardly mow just what the blanks are in your supply of 
literature, but if you will write me whenever you need anything on a 
particular subject, I will do my best to dig it up for you, 

With best regards, ; 

.Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL-vh 

TInel.
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THE CLAM LAKE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 

CLAM LAKE, WISCONSIN 

August 11, 1934 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
Madison, Wis. 

Mr. W. F. Grimmer 
.Sup't, Game Division 

Dear Sir: 

Replying to your letter of the 10th, I am enclosing 
a map showing approximate area to be included in the 
proposed waterfowl nesting area. The blue shows the 
area overflowed by old lumber dam which went out in 1926. 
This was a nesting place for black mallard and wood duck 
in large numbers. Approximate area to be flooded 700 
acres. Civil engineer estimated cost of cement core dam 
at this point in 1926 would cost $2500.00. This was for 
cement wall entirely filled in front with sand filling 
with at least 10 feet sand top to the fill. The land 
with one exception belongs to the U. S. Forestry and 
that forty is a state forty located as shown on the map 
in section 20 and is all bog swamp. I expect forestry 
approval on this project in a day or so as it has already 
been looked over and approved by ranger in this district. 
I think that they would clean out the valley by CCC work 
if your department built the dam. 

Would give badly needed fire protection in a bad area. 

Would give river control below where it is badly 
needed as it would hold back flood waters and give them 
out gradually. 

Width of dam about 150 feet. 

Hezght (center) 18 feet, 

Road passable for trucks and autos to dam site now. 

Was one of the finest bass lakes hereabouts until the 
dam went out, and we recommend stocking and closing for at 
least three years. 

Yours sincerely, 

H. A. Scotford
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August 22, 1934 ‘ 

Mz. H. A. Seotford 
Clam Lake 
wisconsin 

Re; Proposed waterfowl project 

Dear Mr. Scotford: 

I am sorry that this is my first opportunity to 
answer your letter of August 11. 

I appreciate the information in your proposed 
waterfowl project, which I am today fawarding on to 
ir. Aldo a of this city, with the request that 
if possible a survey be made of the area this fall. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F. Grimmer 
Sup't, Game Division 

WEG: GMC 
eo Leopold



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

MADISON 

August 22, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Re: Proposed waterfowl project 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

I am attaching a copy of a letter together with a 
map from H. A. Scotford, Clam Lake. 

If you think this area worthwhile, will you please 
put it on the list to be checked over. It is possible ‘ 
that it may not be worth an actual survey. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F. Grimher 
Suo't, Gam@ Division 

WFG :GMC 
Enc.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

i CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

ROnEsTsCrenuce. PARK FALLS, WISCONSIN 
AND REFER TO 

L August 31, 1934. 

Recreation 
Chequame gon 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 

Medison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of August 27 end to my 
conversation in your 644 Mr. Tinker's office August 29 regerding 
the dem which the Clam Leake Commmnity Association wishes us to 
construct. > 

It will be necessary for me to consider this project very 
carefully before I would be willing to authorize construction of 
the dem project. As I told you in Milweukee, the land must be 
government owned before we are permitted to stert—te expend public 
funds. I do not know ail the circumstances surrounding this case, 
but as there is a considerable amount of government land which will 
have recreational value as the result of the construction of this 
dam, end if these people are agreeable to selling the land to the 
government upon which the dam must be placed, or if the land is 
already government owned, I will be glad to recommend such a project 
to the Regional Forester for his approval. 

I agree with you that such a project within the National Forest 
should probebly be handled by the Forest Service. I must, of course, 
justify the expenditure of funds by the government receiving some good 
from this work. 

I will teke this matter up with Mr. Scotford in the very near 

future and look over the proposition more in detail. 

Very truly yourg, 

Pag” Gal 
Forest supervisare



Copies to Pierce, Clark, Grimmer 

Hew Sotie Building 
sugaat 27, 1934 : 

Mr. By, Le Groesbacic 
Forest Supervisor 
U. 5, Forest Service 
Park Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear lr, Groesbedk: ' 

I am making a survey of possible marsh restoration projects for 
the Biological Survey and the Conservation Pepartuent, 

The Clam Lake Community Association at Clam lake has recomended 
the re-flooding of on old lumber dom in sectiona 19, 20, 29, 30, THIN, 
Ashland Gounty. All but one forty is alleged to be National Forest land, 

; This raises the question of how projects within National Forests 
shall be handled. I would prefer that they be handled entirely by your 
organization, You have premmably plenty of COO labor and now aleo have 
technical overhead in the form of Mr, Trippenseo's organization, We have 
a larger territory than we can really handle outside. I agsume, however, 
that there may be a question of whether you have funds usable for con+ 
struction materials, Mr, Seoteford says that he expects approval of the 

Clam Lake project by your office, 

I would appreeiate a line from you indieating what, if anything, 
my survey should do in connection with projeots of this kind, I am sending 
a copy of this letter to Mr, Pieres, should you consider it too involved o 
matter of district policy, I will see him in Milwaukee Yednesday, so you 
might wire him if there ere any special points which you want disossed, 
T em hoping, however, that all Netional Forest re~flooding projects ean be 

handled directly by the Yorest Service, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Alewh Tm Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
August 28, 1934 

Mr, H. A, Seotford 
Clam Lake 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Scotford: 

i I have your letter about the re-flooding project 
and I am anxious to help in any way that I can, but I would 
prefer that all these re-floodings within the National 
Forests be handled by that organization, I have written 
Superintendent Groesbeck, asking if he is agreeable to this 

procedure, I am suggesting this because I think you can get 
quicker action from the organization which is already on the 
ground, I am trying to cover the territory outside the 
National Forests, tut with my limited organization I neces- 
sarily mst do a sketchy job and might be a long time getting 
around to your project, My suggestion is thet unless you 7 
hear to the contrary, you deal directly with Superintendent 
Groesbeck, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Game Research
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REPORT ON FISH AND GAME DEVELOPMENT AND PLANS 
ON THE MANISTSs PURCHASE UNIT : 

As Mrs Adame had been here less than two weeke ago, no attengt was ; 
made to inspect or check on the stream worke 

‘Mp, Edy Iverson was contacted on Priday night end Supervisor Miller 
on Saturday morning. Both were enthusiastic about a Fish and Gene program 
for the Marlistee. : : a 

Hunt ang - The southeast corner of the Unit is te go to the State as 
_ @ State Game Refuge in exchange for other State lend in the Unit. : 

Hunting of deer in the remainder of the Unit has been closed for 
several yoard. - ; Goes ; 

Sone or Mage Duversaues oa, She Dait « Deer are the big game of mor | ANCe, appear to be plentiful on the Unit. 
- . There seems to be a concentration of deer in the Swamp southwest 4 

é of the Sauble River Camp, as indicated by reports from Mr, Lottie ‘ 
end Camp Superintendent Bentley. In one area in the swemp the : 
osier and white ceder are so badly browsed down that it is doubtful 

: whether it will recover. This excessive grazing may be due, however, 
: to cattle which were present along the road. This condition of over- 

Be grazing should be investigated farther back in the swamp to see if 
Y the condition is general, A report of the condition of the vegetation 

i? as regards to overgrazing should be made to the Regional Office. 

Small Gane « The Cottontail Rabbit is the principle game animal, =» —- 
i ruffed grouse and pheasants are both present. : 

rae Bearer g + Signs of mink, raccoon and muskrat were present. along 
Y reek just north of the Unit. A fox track was seen along a 

. fire line not far from the Manistee River Camp. : ; 

~ ent of streams should continue, A survey of the 
waters, both lake and stream, should be made to determine the streams’ 
and the lakes to improve and restock. Plans for this survey will ei 
be ready within the next month. A work plan of stream improvement 
for next year should be made out and preparations of materials be made 
accordingly. 

Dest Study = An aren of approximately 36 sections should be layed out 
: surveydd for cover and food plants and should also be mapped. 

(See Game Survey of Pood and Cover and mapping for game). Instruc- 
tions ‘for this survey should come from the Regional Office. This 

' ‘survey will give us the exact status of an area now producing a 
maximum number of deere. sy. : oe



, If on this area we run a patrol census in October and early 
November and a winter census during February, it is logical to 9 
pelieve that a correct ratio of fall and winter inventories will . 

: _ be accomplished. Likewise, a check-up on the condition of the 
vegetation as to grazing will be accomplished at the time of the 
food and cover surveys im f : 

Peed on F + It is suggested that a number of sauples of 
2; other forage plants be tried out on fire lanes to Sly 

: , determine species of plants that will grow on sandy soils as well 
3 as to test the effectiveness of such feeds for grouse and depr. 

Such plots may also be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
: greon fire lanes in combating fires . p 

| fhe plots should be not less than two chains long and as wide as 
‘ the lane. The following seeds should be tried, i : 

1. Yellow trefoil (black medic), This seed will be aifri- 
cult to obtain, Possibly information may be had from - ~ 
C. As Stahl, State Seed Analyst at Lansing as to other : 

z - seed that has a high contamination of this plant. Ray 
Ey Bennitt of the Farm Bureau or Dre Ernst Bessey may also ~~ 
| give information on thise j 

| 2. Harbin Lespedeza - Farm Grops, Michigan State College, , 
‘Best Lansing, Michigan, will supply seed. 

| | By Alfalfa + Herdigan variety and Grim variety. - 

4. Grimson Clover. 

| 6 White Dutch Clover ee 
i 6. Alsac Clover 

| The plots should be marked with stekes and the names of the 
| varisties used. The seeding should be light and raked in by 

| hand, being careful not to cover the seeds too deep. A light 
| raking with a garden rake will cover them sufficiently. 
| 5 

\ ss Phe seeding should be done after the first rains in August or 
\ early September. The Farm Crops Department of Michigan State 
\ College have signified their willingness to cooperate in this s 

; ’ project. ; ‘ : 

Silay = ie vnqueched Soak what be sate for pesriinn toot 
: ches on one of the sections on which pheasants are found. 

A plan for such plantings will be furnished by the Regional 
Office after the areas are selected by the Supervisor and Ranger. 

r »2e a



Trails fe Fire i « Many new fire breaks and roads are being 
; 2 u e The danger of these open lanes are highly 

important from a game standpoint. Poachers may drive in and 
get their deer with little chance of detection. Even with | 
legitimate hunting many open roads increase the ease with 

; which game can be taken. It is suggested that roads and trails 
of use only to the forest officers be closed as far as 

. practicable. es 4 

ede ga i dg Sala Tiel mag ng ele ae rg 
P ‘for planting should be made with this in mind, Solid ‘ 

rat stands of conifers are almost sterile as far as game animals 
eee are conesrned. Therefore, openings, conifer plantings and 

‘ hardwood plantings should be maintained so that plenting of. : 
various ages and ane are’ properly interspersed as to both 

: space and timo. ere hardwood reproduction is not present 
it will be desirable to plent hardwood species. Species as = 
basswood, yellow birch and white oak for acprns are desirable 

s from a game standpoint. : : 7 

a: ; White cedar should be planted along streams and in dense alder 
i swamps for the purpose of replacing a species that is of little 

value as wood. The cedar furnishes shade for streams as well 
~as brouse for deer. 4 eh 

‘ a is oneentt that a.man trained in game management 
: to the Supervisor's office to supervise game practices 

+ god to study animal life on the Manistee Unit. Such a man will : 
aid greatly in correlating planting plans and other forest 

: activities with Game Management. ‘ wR 

_ Re Be PRIPPENSEE ih 
: , Technical Supervisor , 

; PISH AND GAME, R~9



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

: LAKE STATES REGION 

raREST Seve 

REGIONAL. FORESTER Ue FEDERAL BUILDING 

AND REFER TO es. MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

G-Fish & Game October 1, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Research, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear lr. Leopold 

I am enclosing several forms which are being sent to our 
field men. These forms will be sent to you as fast as we get them out. 
These different activities are parts of a plan for fish and game manage- 
ment in the National Forests of this region. They are being sent out as 
parts of this plan so as to get such activities under way rather than wait- 
ing for the complete outline. 

Your suggestions on any of these points will be appreci- 
ated. Also, if you want any particular set of results or the complete com- 
pilation we will be glad to furnish them as fast as they are completed. 

Thenks for the kind word on the thesis. The summary of 
the article 1 gave at the game conference is not a good representation, 
as it is much abbreviated end lacks the pictures and graphs. Have you any 
ideas as to who might be interested in publishing the thesis? I have not 
had time to even think about it since going on the job here. The thesis you 
returned arrived in excellent condition. ; 

We are badly in need of some good work on the wild turkey, 
the wood cock, gray and fox squirrels and the fur bearers. 

Our men in the field are very enthusiastic about the fish 
and geme program and are going after the work in a very commendable way. 

Thanking you for your interest in the work being done by 
the Forest Service, I an, 

Very truly yours, . 

RZ. Crprwr 
R. E. TRIPPENSEE 

Technicel Supervisor 
RET:MM Fish and Game R-9
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New Soils Building 
Ostober 5, 1934 

Mr, R, BE, Trippensee 
U, S&S. Forest Service 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin i 

Dear Trippensee: 

Thanks for sending me the new foms, I think these are 
fine, especially the grouse census, provided you do not let them 
get out of balance with the concrete jobs in range improvement which 
we discussed and which are summarized in my letter of August 2, 

I appreciate your offering to furnish me the results of 
: these studies, I would be glad to help you interpret the figures 

if I can, particularly the grouse census, which will tie in very 
nicely with the cycle study, By the way, Grange has severed his 
connection with the cycle study, which is now in charge of Leonard 
W. Wing of the University of Michigan, whom you may mow. I am 
hoping that you and he can get acquainted since I think the two 
projects can be mutually helpful, 

Joseph Dixon has come out with a life history of mile deer 
which is by far the most complete thing of its Icing so far attempted, 
The first installment is in the July issue of "California Fish & Game" 
and the second installment will be in the October issue, I would 
advise you to get this because of the many parallels with the Lake 
States deer problems, 

Should you be able to use the attached reprint for educational 
purposes, I can furnish you with any mmber desired, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL~vh 

Enel. 

»



SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DEER PATROL CBNSUS 
To be added to Form 73, R-9 

1. Make a plan and sketch of the roads to be patrolled for each day 
of the week, Give points of begimming and ending as well as the 
pattern of travel for the entire route. Put these directions on 
_the back of the patrol sheet and on a map of the area, This should 

H be kept for use during the following seasons, Back roads, truck 

trails and fire lines should be included in each day's. pattern. 
From twenty to fifty miles should be covered daily. A single 
daily pattern may be covered several times and the results. aver- 

i ' aged. It will probably riot be possible to repeat the weekly 
pattern more than two or possibly three times. The repetition 
of the weekly pattern will, no doubt, give the best results, 

i 2. Arrange, if possible, a new pattern of travel. for each consecutive 
day. of the week, Where the pattern is different for each day, fol- 

' low the plan through to completion before repeating the census. 
“Send in the results for each week's results as well as the average 

.  ° of the repeated patterns at the close of the work, 

; 3. Make the census after the leaves: have fallen and just previous to 
‘ the hunting season, egal a eM 

4. The three hurs in the early morning immediately following. daylight 
‘ would probably give better results:-than the evening census, The 

deer are less disturbed along the roads at this time of day by cars 
. and truck traffic on the roads. If it is possible from en admin= 

istrative standpoint, it is hoped that the early morning census 
will be tried out on an experimental basis and that farest officers 
will. send their comments. or suggestions on this change to the. 

: Regional Office. ° ‘ ; 

5. The quietness of the car will have a decided effect on the number 
of deer seen; therefore, a pickup or touring car should be used for 

f the patrol: work, . 

6. It is desirable that the patrol car should carry an observer in 
addition to the driver. In this way the observer can give undivided 
attention in observing the game along the roads, :



Form 73, R-9 

G 
Fish and Game 

BoC ele 
INSTRUCTIONS YOR PATROL INVENTORY 

FOR DEER 

1. The purpose of the fall inventory of deer is 
to get a uniform sample count of the number 
and sexes of deer in a given location before 
the hunting seasone 

2. Pick out an area that contains a good 
distribution of cover types. 

3. Use a car and do the patrol work at a 
speed not to exceed 20 miles an hour. It 
is preferable to keep a uniform speed 
between 10 and 20 miles an hour. 

4. The pattern of travel should be determined 
previous to the survey and should be 
followed to completion before going over 
any of the same route the second time. 

5- Patrol work should be done during the 
three-hour period previous to sundown, (see 
official Weather Report), as this is the 
time when deer are commonly seen along the 
roadse 

6. Include animals not only seen on the roadway 
but visible from the road.



Form 73, R-9 
PATROL INVENTORY FOR DEER 

G 

Fish and Game Forest ie di Renger District | gh. aes. ae 

E.C. YY. 
Observer ites eceiae ___ Week Ending _ te a 19 

of wer ce fe eo Rela 5) ReOWe Houne Sime Geri e Bp ey ee ae 
: : : : : tative: sshoes&:spent :Day, as:_ Number of Deer Seen _* iineal : 
: :Town: :Wea—: sHumid: scotton: patrol: 4 to 7: : : © Use : Miles : 

i... iship:Rangerther:Temp.: ity :Grouse:tails :ling +: P.M, : Bucks : Does : Fawn :certain: Covered _ | t_ 

CS hs fat weg s See acer ate (Lt ie Coe Ne ya eee 2 ie ote a i pete ce tle fe ha ee ora ele 

ESAs tes SB tee ae Ne RN rea ae eR eee, Mere we SG Sy es ee ss 

Poi Earns Mn Se aie eee ee eR ee 

ee WCB Ue Vailas aarti e eeie abscess, ele Wane ol eee ate 2 De ee ie ee Opec ee haere eee a 

fe a ee 

POS abet Ad Ne Use enc ene E Tulsi. We Els ORB gn cbt er) coe te Rc iietre Munn Mag 2. Peers RCRA ram a Eig les ee MERC 

ee ey ee io a eee ON een LC es ees eset Our Choire Om seco ge aed tery Wau eld SNe eam 

ec eRe aS Se ace nae De ee 

REMARKS: : Ri ae | RB ices MC Uae ut Rae arc re ee 

Weather as clear, cloudy, foggy, misting or raining. 

Temperature and Relative Humidity as at Ranger Station at 4:00 P, lM. 

Summarize results and send to Regional Office not later than November 15, 1934,



° G 
Fish and Game 

MANAGEMENT OF THE RUFFED GROUSE 

The ruffed grouse, commonly called the partridge or "pat", is 

one of our best game birds. It is typically a woodland creature, 

although it requires openings for duting and drying off after rainy 

periods. A great deal of work has been done on this species in the 

way of discovering its foods and other life habits. R. T. King of 

the University of Minnesota has developed a method for taking a 
census of this bird and has discovered many other important facts , 

about its life history. ‘The steps in managing the ruffed grouse | 

eh are as follows: Y 

ae A census of birds just before the hunting season. 
b. Checking the actual birds taken during the hunting 

seasons 
ce Determination of the birds killed or crippled but 

not bagged. 
d. Determination of the breeding stock at the beginning 

of the breeding season in the spring. 
e. Measurement of the environmented factors including 

food, cover and quantity and distribution of 

"edge" effect. 
f. Determination by comparison on different census plots 

the success factors where high populations are 
present. It is possible that thru silviculture 

’ or other means limiting factors may be removed or 

success factors added. 

CYCLIC FLUCTUATIONS 

The ruffed grouse is a bird that goes thru cyclic fluctuations. 
These fluctuations vary in length from seven to eleven years and 
appear to be less pronounced near the southern border of the grouse 

range and more pronounced as one advances north. Several theories 
have been advanced for these periodic fluctuations. One is thought 
to be related to disease, possibly tuberamia, while the other is 
thought to be related to the varying quality of available food which, 
in turn, causes the fertility and number of eggs per clutch to fluc- 
tuate during the period of the cycle. 

Neither of these theories hag been proved, so more work must 
be done in order to dutermine the cause of the cyclic conditions, It 
is possible that we may be able to manage the grouse so as to smooth 
out this variation in yearly population. It is logieal to believe 
that during years when the populations are high nor ORKE should be 
shot than during times of low populations. The adaption of a varying 
bag limit or a hunting season of varying length is something that 
should be based on accurate census results. This will have to be 
worked out in cooperation with the State Conservation bodies that 

set the bag limits and the length of the hunting seasone



MANAGEMENT PRACTICES ; 

It is obvious that census operations and environmental measures 
ments will have to be made on samples of the area involved; therefore, 
one or possibly two census areas of approximately four sections each 
should be set aside as census areas in each ranger district. In selec- 
ting the census plots the following items should be kept in mind: 

1. These census areas should be selected in typical ruffed grouse 
range for the district. Where the ranger district is made 
up of a mixture of the various cover types, the census areas 

should be picked so that all of these types are representede 
If all of the types cannot be represented in one area than 
it is possible that two different plots will have to be usode 

2. The areas should be so placed that they are accossible by roads 
and trails. The more easily the area can be reached by roads, 
the coasier it will be to take the census and the greater will 
be the possibility that it will bo hunted over normally. 

3. Marking out the Plots - The census plot or plots should be 
selected before the hunting season. They need not be entirely 
Government-owned land. The boundaries and all quarter and 
forty lines in both directions should be blazed out and the 
directions marked so that the game man may follow the lines 
readily and without confusion. These are the consus lines. 
The marking of these plots can be done by tho use of C.C.C. 
help. The work should be done with compass and chain so the 
location of the lines should be reasonably accurate and clear. 

ae Taking the Census - Method developed by R. T. King, 
University of Minnesota. 

All actual census work should be done by a trained game man. The 
entire census should be completed in a relatively short period of time 

with no lapse of time intervening. Weather permitting, the work should 
be carried to completion within five days. In case the work is inter- 
rupted for more than two days, the census should be started over agains 
Census operations should not be carried on during blizzards, rains or 
when the brush is very wet or during high windse Snow on the ground does 
not interfere with census operations howover. 

The actual census operation requires the following out of all 
the census lines. Tho censusing consists of walking along all of the 
quarter lines and forty lines once, and of covering half of the boundary 
lines. No line should be counted if traversed the second time. If roads 
follow any boundary or other lines the line of census should be offset 
from the roade me pattern of travel is not important oxcopt halt 
of the boundary 33 omitted. 

There aro two readily recognizable color phases of grouse which 
will aid in preventing duplications at the corners where lines intersect. 

nea
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Theso two color phases are red tails and gray tails. If a second 
grouse is flushed on the intersection of two lines and thoy are of 
different color phases, then both should be counted. If of the 
samo color phase and the two observations are within four hours of 
each other, thon the second should not be counted. 

FIELD NOTES 

The form for keeping the census record of birds flushed will 
contain a blank map of four sections on the reverse side of tho 
tabulation sheet. The locations of each bird or group of birds 
flushed will be indicated by a number on the map at the propor 
location and will correspond to the same numbor in the field nove 
colum. These numbers will follow in consecutive order from the 
first bird flushed during each census until the census has been 
completed. 

If more than one bird is flushed from approximately tho same 
location, only one field number is used.e It should be borne in 
mind that the field numbor is usod only to tie the location of tho 
bird on the map to the fiold data. 

: When the bird flushes as tho observer is following the census 
line he should mark his location with a staff, find the exact 
flushing position of the bird and pace back the distance to the staff; 
this distance should be recorded in yards. If more than one bird is 
flushed at the samo a bah measuro the flushing distance for cach 
bird, bearing in mind that the activity of the observor flushes tho 
bird. If tho exact position of the bird cannot be determined, the 
observation should be recorded butthe distance loft blank. 

COVER TYPES: 

In the colum headod "covor type" list a brief description 
of the forest cover. Indicato the specics of greatest abundance first, 
etc. Also indicato the standard Forest Service type designation. 

Tho oxact time of the observation should be recordod in the 
appropriate column. The following sheet shows the field form to bo 
usod in making tho consus. 

RESULTS: 

To complote the preliminary steps in the management of the 
ruffed grouse it is required that we know: 

a. The total birds for the area consused. 
be The density in acres por bird. 

To got these results it will be conveniont to use the following 
formula: 

ao =
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AZ 
P----------where 

XY 
P = Total population for arca censused 
A = Total area consused oexprossod in square yards 
Z = Actual number of grouse seen on the strip 

X = Total of actual distance covered oxpressod in linoal yards 

Y = Width of strip covered (twice the average flushing distance) 

EXAMPLE 

A = 2640 acres - 12,390,400 square yards 
X = 32 milos of line - 56,820 yards 
Y = 19.2 yards x 2 = 38.4 
Z = 33 grouse scen on strip 

p = 12,390,400 x 33 
56,520 x 38.4 

p = 408 883,200 
21,626,830 

P = 188 Grouse on 2,640 acres 
Donsity = 1 bird por 14.0 acros 

GAME COVER TYPE MAP 
\ 

Hy M. Wight, Michigan, has stated (1934) "boforo an aroa can bo 

intelligently analyzed for the purpose of making managomont plans, it is 

necessary to prepare a cover mape” 

The presont Forest Service Typo Map is not on a basis intonsive 

enough for gamo use. Tho grouse consus aroa should bo mapped by fortics 

using tho Game Cover Typo Mapping System. The diroctions for the 

operation is given in dotail under a soparate heading, so they need not 

be repeated hores Mapping should bo done during a time when the leaves 
are out so that the various cover species can be readily recognized. 

The mapping operation is tho most important itom of gotting a record of 

the gamoc areas It should be done by the man assigned to game work in 
each ranger district, The method of obtaining satisfactory map results 

will vary with the topography of the land and type of covore 

From the field maps a working map should be built on a scalo of 
16 inchos to the mile. This will mako the map of the four sections 

32" x 32", if tho sections are arranged in a square. On this map it will 
be possible to designate by symbols cach item of cover. From this master 
map it should be possible to obtain reproductions at approximatoly $3.00 

per hundred. 

2%



Aftor tho mapping operation is comploted the oxtont of cach 
game covor type should be detcrminod by planimeter and bo summarized 
and mado available. This summary of types will bo valuable in com 
paring different consus arcas and grouse populations. It will also 
hélp to dotormine tho typo of cultural oporations, and planting plans 
should be followed whore grouse aro to be managed on an intensive 
basise 

MEASURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

Various conditions of food and cover and other onvironmental 
factors probably affoct the numbor and distribution of birds or 
mammals on a givon aroae Small patchos of suitable food plants, 
small oponings on a sunny hillsido where grit is availablo, places 
protected from cold winds, ctc. probably all contribute to make the 
forest suitablo or unsuitable for heavy grouso populationse 

In order to dotermine tho presenco and dogroe of tho various 
environmental factors which aro related to game populations, it is 
nocessary to analyzo tho prosont Porest 8crvico typé@s. The results 
of these analyses taken on a limited area, such as our grouse census 
plots, can then be applied to the remainder of the forest. This 
analysis should be carried out after the census area is mapped 
according to the Game Cover Type Mapping System. 

The analysis should be carried out as given under the 
instructions for Game, Cover and Food Analysis, Form jt 79, R-9e 

ee



CHECKING THE BIRD TAKEN BY HUNTING 

The object of all game management is to provide huntable game. 
The hunting loss of one season, however, should be so adjusted that its 
effects, combined with the natural mortality of the winter season, will 
leave enough grouse for a suitable breeding stock for the following 

SCOSONS « 

The loss of game birds by hunting can be classified under two 

headings, ieee, 

1. Those actually bagged by the hunter, 
2. Those shot and wounded which were not bagged but will 

die later, and those killed but not recovered. 

Both of these losses can be determined. One by checking the 

actual bags of grouse shot on the census areas and the other by getting 
the grouse population on the area after the hunting season and sub- 
tracting this number from the remainder after the hunting loss was 
subtracted from the total population before hunting began. 

During the hunting season signs should be placed along the 
roads and trails leading into the demonstration areas.e A man should 
be kept at each of these points during the hunting season to get the 
number of birds shot on the area as well as the hours hunted there. 
The game man for each ranger district should‘direct this work and warn 
the checking station men not to annoy the hunters. Hunters should be 
told that the work has nothing to do with law enforcement but is for 
the purpose of getting information on hunting conditions so that 
hunting can be improved. If possible, the public should be informed 
previous to the hunting season of the work being carried on by the 

Forest Service. 

The attached tally sheet should be used in keeping the hunting 
record of game shot on the census plots as well as the hours of hunting 

theree 

DETERMINATION OF THE BREEDING STOCK 

There are many causes of mortality of ruffed grouse besidos 
hunting; starvation, disease, predatory animals and accidents all con- 
tribute to the winter loss of birdse This loss necessarily reduces 
the stock that 4s available for breeding purposes, so it is necessary 
to take a census of birds at the beginning of the breeding seasone 
This census should be taken soon after the drumming season starts in 
the spring. The results of this census should be sent to the Regional 
Office on a regular census blank as soon as it is completed. 

-6-



MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 

Notes should be kept during the entire year on conditions 
of the birdse Losses by predators, starvation, freezing and disease, 
number of negts and the average number of eggs in a neat; all of 
these items should be gathered from planting crews, scalping crews 
and other forest workers and kept as a part of the permanent record 
on ruffed grouse for each ranger district. 

MEASUREMENT OF THE COVER 

The measurement of food and cover on experimental areas 
is an important operation that will have to be carried on during 
the time when plants are leavod out and preferably when in blossom 
or fruiting. A plan for such measurements is being worked out and 
will be included in the Game Management Manual. This will be come 
pleted and sent out before the next growing season. 

DETERMINATION OF SUCCESS AND FAILURE FACTORS 

The results of the operations which are outlined above will 
determine what activities in the way of planting, operations and 
silvicultural treatment, and general forest management are neces- 
sary for producing high populations of grouse» The intensity of 
these operations will have to be dotermined in each forest according 
to the demands for hunting and the natural conditions of food and 
cover present in the forest. 

ees
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Fish and Game, .- 
Form Noe 77, R-9 

RUFFED GROUSE CENSUS 

Forest Ranger District 

Location - T. Re Section 

Before )Hunting Season 
Date: From To After )Breeding Season- Observer 

é :Obse: Color :No.of Birds:Flushing: :Standard 
Date :Time: Noe: Phase : Flushed Distance: Cover Type :F. S.Lype 

(ill Gm the following on last sheet of each census) == = «= = ©. 
Total Acres Censused Acres per bird 

Towel Population (0 _ Average Flush.Dist. 

(over)
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Fish and Game : 
Form Noe 78, R=9 

RUFFED GROUSE (PARTRIDGE) HUNTING PERIOD 

Forest Ranger District 

Location Te Rs Sections 

OPS Ore Wei Mlk kik cis eel mul alee 

z : Hours Hunted :Bird shot in: 
Date : Noe of Hunter : in Census Area: Census area: Remarks 

Summarize the results of all sheets for your area on one sheet and 
: return to the Regional Office following the hunting season.
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: New Soils Building 
Ostober 11, 1934 

My, Albert Van 3, Pulling 
U. 5, Forest Service 
Park Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Pulling: 

I, too, had noticed that the birds are full of 
acorms this fall, and I quite agree with you that during acorn 
years they are the staple food supply for deer, sharptail, and 
partridges. No one, however, has ever presented any data as 
to the frequency of acorn years or figured out what happens 
when there sre no acorns, 

If you can make a contribution to the question of 
when and how often acorn years occur, it will be really 
valuable, I think Schmidt, too, has overlooked this point, so 
I am passing this suggestion te him also, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
in Charge, Gane Research 

Alevh 
Copy to Mr, Schmidt



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO fay Py 

REGIONAL FORESTER Ue FEDERAL BUILDING 

AND REFER TO 5 & MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

PR October 8, 1934 

Publication 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of October 5 to 

Dr. Trippensee. 

If they are available in such large quantities, it 

will be very greatly appreciated if you will supply us with 

approximately three hundred copies of your publication 

"Wisconsin River Marshes". We desire to furnish a copy to 

all our Supervisors and Rangers, and to place three copies 

in each of our Camps. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Wi. L. BARKER, JR., “ 
In Charge, Public Relations. 
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f New Soils Building 
Oetober 19, 1934 

Mr. Albert Van S, Pulling 
U.S, Forest Service 

. Park Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Pulling: 

It is rather ironical that the Forest Service in Wisconsin 
should be artificially planting beech for game food while the Forest 
Service in the Appalachians is eradicating it as a weed tree, It is at 
least some consolation that the organization is split on this question. 
I anticipate a rather bitter aftermath for the 100 per cent silvicul tur- 
ist attitude which seems to prevail in the Bast, and I am going to take 

_ my part in the criticiam when the time comes, 

I have never had any doubt about the advisability of your 
taking « doctorate at Michigan, but I did have some doubt sbout your 
thesis being too broad a subject to be practicable at this time. I my- 
self would certainly not Imow how to draw a managenent plan for a 
National Forest. My hunch would be to select sowething narrower, such 
as the life history of deer or the progress of the cycle in some local 
area. I would not advise throwing up any job, temporary or permanent, 
for the sake of working on a doctorate. It seems to me you could choose 
gome subject which you could carry as an incident to your official work, 

I am glad that it is of some service to you to receive the 
game literature, and I can assure you that I am more than glad to act 

in this capacity, esvecially where the material is read and appreciated. 

I wish you would give my personal regards to Mrs, Pulling. 
I meant to write her a note to thank her for her hoapitality, but my 
good intentions got crowded out by the marsh of events, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh :



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE d 

CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST 

est Park Falls,Wis. 
Oct.17,1934. 

Dear Leopold: 

Many thanks for your note on the scarlet oak 
acorns. Local sportsmen are singularly uninformed as to their 
importance as game food,and this is the first place I have been 
where they were present im any quantity,during the fall. 

We are going to get a chance at the establishment 
of some beech, Ten bushels of seeds are coming for this Forest, 
which we will stratify for spring seed spotting. No action 
on cedar yet,but that will come. We alsbh have two camps putting 
in a couple of hundred pounds of rice and fifty pounds of 
Valésneria. Not much of either wuiliable, but we are learning 

a bit about handling it. I am sute you are interested in these 
small developments. 

I much appreciated the bulletin material that came 
today. We are’ a bit in the woods up here,without any library, 
or much of anything else. Your Wisconsin River Marshes article 
was especially xmkankkmnaiky interesting. Your questions at the 
end are plenty baffling.I am sure of one-- deer do not need 
tamarack or any other coniferous trees,I believe,for winter 
range, though they like them. 

Mrs.Nice may need to worry about hawks in general, 
put not on the Chequamegon: We certainly have had plenty of 
sparrow hawks,marsh hawks,and red tails. The others are ad- 
mittedly scarce,though I see a sharpshin every day or two. They 
are all moving out now. Canada jays have been around for a 
month,and t he first flock of geese went over to-day-- about a 
hundred,flying high. There are no flight ducks here yet,or were 
not Sunday. Lots of sharptails and xmmugk ruffed grouse weathered 
the season,and the ticks on them are quitting. 

When you get around to it,I would appreciate a bit 
of advice relative to going on with my proposed doctops thesis. 
Routine is déveloping here so that there seems little chance 
of getting far with it incidentally. I am always expecting more 
liesure,like prosperity,is just around the corner,but it is stay- 
ing around the corner admirably. I think I told you that my 
present academic. status 1s a B.S. at Syracuse,ang M.F. in game 
management at Beer ne course credit, including languages, 
at Michigan,for the Sc.D. That leaves nothing but the thesis, 
though I have not taken a preliminary exambnation,which is an 
oral at Miemigan,and usually stiff enough. 

I would prefer to go on with this at Michigan, but



would go on with it anywhere else if there was an opportunity. 
There are various scholarships and fellowships floating around 
here and there. None of them ever came my way, and I have never 
been salesman enough to sell any idea,no matter how sound. If 
anyhhing pops|up where I would fit,I would much appreciate 
hearing of it. I am a good teachewe,and a fair observer and 
investigator. I am a poor salesman,poor office man,with the 
exception of writing,and especially poor in handling mathematics 
and statistics. I am sure that,though this is late in the game, 
it will pay to complete the doctors work,since I have this much 
of a start. I have not been really established since the fall of 

. 1929, There may be a future right here in the Forest Service, 
but I am not on a Civil Service list,the pay is small,and I 
could be fired at the drop of a hat,if they saw fit to do so. 
Your contacts are pretty broad,you are the best salesman and 
statistician in the business,and there may be a possibility 
that you will hear of some place where I could complete this 
work without it being too expensive. 

I trust you will send along any more bulletin material 
that 18 available,and of course I will be glad to check up on 
any information in this section of the State that you may need. 

Very sincerely, / 

Fa20: 
: t Albert ae prulsing, 

Technician.
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~~ DUCK FOODS 

There are numerous waters in our Forests which vould be suit- 

able duck propag tion rrens if they rere plcnted with rice, Vad 

eclery, pondyceds, ctc. Many times pl«nting of duck foods will 

produce a very productive brevding and resting ground. It is.of. 

primary importance now, in thot most of our Ixkes end marshes which 

vere once productive, are drained and dry. 

Wild Rice 

Harvesting 

Rice is ripe when it is rendily knocked off into the boct. 

Rice does not ripen simultaneously. A bed enn usuclly be hxrvested 

four or five times. Riponed kernels sink readily into the waters 

unripe kernels tend to float. 

Wild rice is best harvested vith the uso of two light ceder 

sticks cbout two and one half feet long. The ends of tho sticks 

are pointed and widoned brck to hondles thet fit the hends comfort- 

ably. One men prddles tho ennoe from the bow while the other mon 

sits in the stern sent and knocks off the rice vith the .id of the 

sticks. 

With the loft -rm the mn mrvesting the rice bends the rice 

over the left gunvalc. Onc of tho sticks hold in his left hand en- 

ables him to bend ovor the bont - considerable smount of rice. “ith 

his right hand in which he holds the other stick, he knocks the 
ripened rice into the e-noc with a short swecping bent. He docs not 

uso short choppy bents but runs the stick over the rice heads as he 

beats. After the rice on his left side hrs been knocked off he pro- 

ceeds to horvest the rice on his right side but this timc using the 

right arm to oncirelc the rice -nd the left hand to knock it off. 

The min paddling the ernoe should go just fast cnough to allow 

the harvester to bent both sides. He dows not go so fast that any 

patches of rice are skipped. | 

Storing 

Wild rice may be planted as soon as it is harvested. If it 

is to be planted in the Fall, it should be sowm immediately after 

gathering so that the kernels do not have time to dry out. Once thoy 

become dry, they lose their vitality. If it is not possible to sow 

the rice after harvesting, it should be stored in - condition as 

nearly natural as possible. 

Select a place in a rather deep, slowly moving river, or 

elong the shore of a lnke, and construct a bin of heavily galvanized 

wire (fence). The meshes must be small enough to kecp out muskrots. 

Make several racks which will divide the bin into horizontal sections. 

Place the wild rice into sacks which herve a coarse ticave. Loosely 

woven gunnysacks are very adaptable for this purpose, Fill the sa&ks 

with rice so thet ~hen the sacks are laid face dotvmvard, the rice
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can be spread out to a depth of four inches. Put © layer of these ae 

sacks in the first reck and then another layer in the second, etc. 

The whole structure will have to be sunk below any probable ice 

level. Also, it mst be securely stcked or anchored so that it 

till not tip over or be swept avay. Sand bags m.y serve to anchor 

it. A mrker should be placed over the bins so that they con be 

readily found. H ndles on cach end of the rack will serve 1s an 

easy means of lowcring and retrieving the racks. Rice should be 

token from the bins as soon as the ice leaves in the Spring, ad 

planted. 

Rice can be more easily and economically stored for short ; 

periods if kept in an ice houso. It should be placed in sacks and 

wetted thoroughly. Put the sacks directly on the ice nnd cover 

well with savdust. The sawdust should be continually vet. 

If a flowing spring is present which will not freeze solidly 

over the winter, sacks of rice may be advantageously kept in such 

places without harm. Dig holes in the spring bed to ley the snacks 

in and cover and surround the whole with galvanized screening to 

protect the rice from rodents. Weter should be flowing over the 

top of the sacks nt all times. 

Even if rice is to be stored for only one or tvo days, be 

sure that it is kopt moist. Put rico in sncks which xre vetted 

continually. Ice enkes pleced in the sacks of rice are advantageous 

in keeping it in good condition. 

Never put too much rice ina sack. It is « very good practice 

to place rocks in each sack sc thet the rice is somevhet separrted 

and does not have a chance to become sour, Never fill « sack more 

than one/third of its cxpacity, and sprend out the contents evenly. 

If rice is to be shipped, sond it by refrigerstor car or by 

express in 1 moist condition. 

} NEVER ALLO‘? RECH TO BECOME DRY, 

KEEP IN COLD MCIST SURROUNDINGS. 

Planting 

Rice my be planted immediatcly after harvesving in the Fall 

or during the following Spring. In the lettor casc, it will have 

to be stored over Winter. 

Spring plantings arc somewhat more desirable than Fall plant- 

ings in tht the rice hrs - greater chance of survivel against 

ducks, etc., which will oct 2 considerable amount of it during the 

Fall, Hovever, rice enn be planted just before the freozeup and 

be sefe from ducks. Plant in the Spring immediately after the 

breakup. 

Rice which is planted in the Spring may be sprouted; in such 

cases, the kernels will have to be mixed with mud balls and sunk to 

-2—



¢“ the bottom. Otherwise, the sprouted rice will float ond wash up on 

f the shore. 

Plant rice where there is a slow movoment of water such ns 

in slowly moving rivers or where wators leave or flow into 1-kes. 

Rice does best where there is a gradual water turnover. Plrnt in 

waters from 1/2 foot to 5 feet deep on 2 muddy bottom. It will 

not grov on gravol or sand. In plenting rivers, stert as for up- 

stream cs it is possiblo to sow the rice to m-ke the initial plent- 

ing. The scods will then tend to be swept downstreem oveory yoar 

and the planting vill grow ropidly. 

Not all the sceds vill germinate the first yonr thoy are 

planted but may wait another senson before coming up. Therefore, 

2 plenting should not bo judged until the second year. If o plsnt- 

ing fails, determine the reason and mike out a full report. 

Honsons for Patlure 

1, Rice not wonerly enred for before planting, 

2. Planted voll, but picked up by birds, 
3. Planted too deep, 
4. Planted too hallow (the lake mry recede and expose 

the rice to cnimels grnazing from the shore or 

tho rice my be burned out), 

5. Muskrats - those animols ill destroy rice beds by 

cutting cow the stalks for their food. The 

rats must be controlled. 

6, Harvesting of the rice without leaving « sufficicnt 

seed stock, 
7, Planting on gravel or sand, 

8. Planting in stagnant waters, 

9. Rice allowed to ferment or become heatcd and sour 

bofore planting. 

Protected bays and coves which possess mucky bottoms aro 

very desirable for planting of rice if they are located on the 

larger lakcs where the waters are continually freshened by wave- 

action. Ricco, however, vill not grow whore the shores aro con- 

tinually beaten by waves. 

Fifty pounds of rice will plrent onc acre. The seed can 

be sown broadcast from boats, Plant voll therover an attompt is 

made. Do not attempt to plant a lergo areca with an insufficimt 

amount of ricc. 

Celery 

Harvosting 

Wild cclery is found groving in waters from one to tvelve 

foet in depth. It requires a constant turnover of waters, and 

therefore grows best vhere rivers empty into lakes or where there 

is sufficiont wave retion to stir the waters. Celery usually 

grows in compeny with other plents such as chara nd where pond- 

weeds are scattered, 

age
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Whon the plant is fruiting one ean rexdily detorminc its < 

presence by noting the long corkscrew stom vhich boars the secd ; 

pod. This ston twists through the water and besrs at its terminal 

ond a long round pod fillod with a gcletinous sss, in which sm1l 

dark sccds arc found. Tho pod on cxln days mny rest on the sur- 

face of the water, but as tho secds become ripe the pod is with- 

drawn from tho surface by the corkscror contraction of tho stem. 

Leaves of the plant cere peculinr md are casily recognizable. 

Thoy arc usually quite narrov and wavy, heving tho cppoarance 

of long ribbons. The conds my be somewhat twisted or serrated. 

Soveral leaves arisc from the base of the plent. Three long 

parallel veins traverse tho ontire longth of the loaves. These 

veins are @nnoected by irregular cross veins. 

Tho wild colery grows best ~here there is a mick or a marl 

bottom. It is scldom found grovring on barren sand and nover on 

rocky bottoms, 

The plant propngntcs by threc methods - seeds, winter buds 

and plant fragmonts, All portions of the plant cre enten by ducks. 

The buds arc cspecinlly sought aftor by the divers hile the mellards, 

teal and other puddlors usually focd on the leaves. 

Once a ccolory bed is loented it is comparntively easy to 

harvest the plants. A fine tcothed rake with c long handle is the 

best tool to usc. Soveral plants at a tim evn be r-ked up frou the 

bottom. These should be imicdictcly placed in « gunny sack which can 

be dragged through thevctecr beside the boat. Just rs in handling 

rice, wild celery must not be allo..cd to dry out. Any pl«.nts dis- 

lodged but not brought up on the rvke will soon flent to the sur- 

face and can be picked up. 

Storing 

Wild cclery must be stored in cool, wot surroundings. If 

the plants are to be kept over a long paried thoy can be stored in 

bins under water just as ricc is storcd. Never allow the plants to 

become dry or sour. 

Planting 

The seed pods are best planted by breaking them into half 

inch sections and sown brondcast. Forty pounds of the sced will 

plant an acre. Sowrether sparingly, as the plant sprecds rapidly 

wha once started. 

Procure a forked stick for planting the vhole plmt. Throw 

a Plant into the water and as it floats stick the crotch of the 

stick over the root systom and force the plant into the lake bot- 

ton. 

Wintor buds and seed pods which float must be mixed with 

clay balls md sunk so thnt they do not wash up on the shore, 

fk 
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WATERFOWL 

Policies and Objectives 

The propagation of our waterfowl depends upon the food and 

protection we can afford them. Many of our likes and rivers are 

not now suited for waterfowl because they either lack enough food 

or are not sufficiently protected from grazing animals or from man, 

We must control grazing in the breeding areas, limit summer home 

sites on duck lakes, and plant as much natural feed as the waters 

will regenerate year after year, if we expect to increase the 

population of ducks on the National Forests. Artificial feeding 

is always unwarranted for it is not a permanent source of food and 

is more often a nieans of death than life. 

Every lake and river in which conditions are suitable for 

the development of wild duck foods should be investigated and 

planted. All of these areas must receive absolute protection from 

grazing animals, sum:er tourists and poachers. If a portion of a 

lake is desirable for a duck-brceding ground, fishermen, campers, 

etc., must be warned against using motor boats within 1/4 mile of 

the area ond grazing must not be allowed within three hundred yards 

of the shore. Some lakes will be suitable for waterfowl propaga- 

tion only in portions. These portions mist be protected. 

The largest duck breeding grounds in North émeric:. lie in our 

prairie St-tes and through the prairie regions of Canadi. The area 

- can be mapped from Great Slave Lake in Canada to Nebraska in the 

United States and as far west as the Rockics and east t: the 

Mississippi River Valley. Once this vast prairie region was 

dotted by innumerable lakes and pot holes which afforded wonderful 

breeding grounds for waterfowl. Drainage, drought and farming has 

practically destroyed 90 per cent of these areas in the States, while 

drought alone has dricd up untold numbers of lakes and sloughs in 

Canada. The National Forests of Region 9 are located in or near 

this breeding range of the watcrfowl. It is our duty to not only 

plant and protect the waters we now possess but to create more lakes 

and marshes. One of the purposes for which our National Forests were 

ereated was to conserve our natural resources and to develop all pos- 
sible land uses. ‘Where duck brecding grounds do not now cxist we 

should create them; where food is lacking, we should plant it; where 

our waterfowl needs protection, our National Forests should contain 

refuges. 

Each National Forest aree must have inviolate refuges for 

waterfowl where they cannot be persecutcd during hunting seasons. A 

system of refuges and public hunting grounds should be established. 

Refuge areas must possess sufficient cover and food to serve as feed- 

ing and resting arcas for the birds. The public hunting grounds must 

also prove attractive for ducks, Each forest will have to plan and
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establish its orm not work of refuges and hunting grounds, rnd a 

balance resched in the number of hunting and refuge areas so thit 
the shooting public is well served as trcll 1s affording protection 

for the birds. 

Ducks are divided naturally into tvo classes - the divers and 

the puddlers. The diving ducks comprise the following species: 

1. Lesser scaups (little »bluebill) 
2. Greater scaups (greater bluebill) 
3. Canvasbacks 

4. Redheads 
5. Goldencyes 

6. Ruddics 

These ducks dive to considcrable depth for their food and res 
quire fairly large bodics of water for fcoding grounds during migra- 

tions, However, they next abundantly in the small grassy sloughs 

of the prairics. These birds all possoss a flap on the too of cach 

foot. The puddle ducks do not. 

The puddle ducks aro: 

i. Mallards 
2. Blackducks 
3. Bluc and groen-ving tecl 

4. Baldpates 

5. Gadrvalls 

6, Pintails 

7. Shovelers 

With the cxcoption of the goldeneyc, most of the diving ducks 

breed in the prairic regions. East of this prnriric belt, which 

is the breeding renge of ecnvasbacks, rcdheads, blucbills, ruddics, 

baldpates, pintrils and gadvalls, arc many suitrble Inkes ond 

marshes where the millard, blnck duck, goldeneye, vood duck cand 
teal breed, Although the rrlinrd and teal are found brecding on 

the prairies, they also frequent the vrooded areas of Minnesota, 

Wisconsin and Michigen. The black duck outweighs in predomin-nce 
all othcr ducks --ithin the Netion-1 Forests of Visconsin nd Mich- 
igan as a breeder, It is practienlly never scen vest of the Red 

River Valley, but cast of this point inerc-scs in numbors, 

Lakes and streams surrounded by forests prove very cttrac- 

tive to goldeneycs and wood ducks. As these specics nest in 

hollot trees and snags, none of these should bo cut ivithin five 
hundred yords of lakes and streams on the Nationnl Forests. 

Most of the forests of Region Nino (9) lic cither on the 
edge of the prniric breeding grounds or within the breeding range 

of the black ducks, millards, tenl, goldcneyes and wood ducks. 

The greator percentage of our lend lics wholly within the vwo0ded 

areas of the Lake States. We should, therefore, manage our Ickes, 

streams “nd marshes for the propegation of those ducks thet fre- 

quent them for breeding purposes, Tho other spccics thich focd 

leas
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ut but do not rnaisc young on our forests should be enrcd for during 
migrations, but it is our duty to rise « surplus of ducks above 

tho naturnl wastes ond shooting drain. It is then imperctive that 

manngoment for the ducks thrt ncost in the forests be considered. 

Breeding arens for ducks must herve: 

1. Sufficiont, clean, stable water arcas 
2. Food 

3. Frecdom from disturbing factors, as: 

Qs! Man 

b. Predators 

ce. Grezing onimls 

4. Cover 

The food of the diving ducks diffors somowhot from tht of 
the puddlers, ond tho food of one species mmy diffcr slightly from 
another, Food for the puddle ducks must be within tvo foot of 
the surfaco so thoy e-n reach it by "tipping." Such foods as duck 
potato, wild rice, duck veeds, pond lilics and insect larvae prove 
very attractive to these ducks. On the other hand, the divors 
will go to grent depths to rench food beds. They fecd chiefly 
on celery, sago pond wooed and chara, -lthough they rill fecd ox- 
tensively on wild rice where they are not molestod. Senups are 
very fond of rice 2nd “ill often forsake the open w-ters to reach 
riee beds. 

Small sloughs pertially filled tith a rank growth of cattails, 
, marsh grasses and rushes arc the most suitable loentions for brecd- 

ing prniric ducks, The vetor must be stable nnd clonn. Tho natural 
vegetation must romain unmolested by erenzing enimals or farming ce- 
tivitics, 

‘ae
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PRAIRIE SLOUGH 
Such sloughs as these provide exccllent breeding 

places for :mny of our North American waterfowl. 

(Picture-Courtesy of More Game Birds 

in America Found.tion) 

The ducks which nest in the forested part of the Lxke States 

require 1 slightly different habitat thn those ‘hich nest on the 

prairie. 

Large rice beds are their frvorite type of habitat. Low 

bushy shore lines 7nd numerous smoll pot holes in the nenr vicin- 

ity meke ideal surroundings. Grnzing nnd f-rming should not be 

allovred to disturb the birds. Fishermen using motor-driven bonts 

are very often disquicting and h-rvful. Smell inl nd pot holes, 
which are nenrby, serve as ideal nesting sites, but tre frmilies 

soon migrate to the nbundant cover and food found in the ricc beds. 

Bleek ducks snd “i.llards are very prone to move into larger bodies 

of water as soon as the young enn fly. 
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RICE BED 

It is this later picture we want to see on the Netional 

Forests of the Lake States. Huge rice fields already cxist in 

the Minnesote Forests. There is nothing to prevent us from develop- 

ing them elsewhere. 

It is our objective to raise to ducks por -eroe on cll of 
our National Forest wotors. 
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4 THE DEVELOPMENT AND “AINTENANCE OF WATER AREAS 

ON THH NATIONAL FORESTS FOR_ WATERFOWL PROPAGATION 

All drained lakes and marshes which lave vroved useless for 

the purpose for which they were drained or would be more useful if 

restored to their natural conditions should be investigated and 

their waters restored. 

Due to the fact that our waterfowl face a serious reduction 

in their numbers because of the destruction of their habitat through 

farming, drainage and drought, it is of utmost importance that we 

ereate as many favorable breeding areas for themas we can. Our 

forests must appeal to the bird conservationist as well as those 

concerned with the preservatior of our. timber resources. It has 

been noticed that on every forest a serious shortage of suitable 

duck breeding grounds occurs. We must restore those that have been 

destroyed, and if possible create new ones, 

PRELIMINARY WORK 

: A survey of each ranger district should be made and the pos- 

sibilities of the creation of suitable duck lakes determined. Very 

often dams may be built across small creeks, thereby flooding large 

meadow lands, Also ill advised drainage projects should be inves- 

tigated. The blocking of an outlet will restore drought affccted 

lakes. Marsh or lake conditions which we are able to create lessens 

fire hazards; it insures sport, and it will raise the general water 

levels and therefore create a faster tree growth. 

Before the actual installation of the dams the following steps 

must be taken: 

1. Determine the topography of the proposed 

lake site by running a sories of levels over the area. 

Draw a topographical map of the site and determine where 

the high water mark will reach. One foot contours should 

be rune 

2. Determine the ownership of the land surround~ 

ing the area to be flooded and either procure easements from 

the private land owners or arrange to buy their lands which 

will be affected. 

3. Investigate the soil conditions in regard to 

its imperviousness to water. If therc is a porous top soil 

determine how far down the impervious substratum is located. 

Use a well auger, post hole digger, or a shovel. The core 

of the dam must reach this impervious subsoil if possible. 

Sand or gravel will not hold water, but clay, gumbo or a 

mixture of clay and gravel will. Where no impervious soil 

exists within a reasonable distance and excessive secpage is 

liable to occur all of the marsh site or a portion of it 

should be lined with clay to a depth of one foot and puddled. 

This method will retain water at all times,



An average water depth of three feet will prove the most 

desirable for the propagation of waterfowl, but if there is excess. « 

ive seepage or evaporation an excess of water must be collected 
during periods of flood conditions, ‘ 

The climination of old logs, stumps, ctc. is necessary. 

Evaporation may be guarded agninst by: 

1. Secondary eatch basins above the lake--these 

to be ccop and exapable of being drained completely into the 

lake. 

2o Improving the water supply by tapping new 

sources, constructing ditches, etc. Also pumping plants 

may be installed and underground waters reached, 

Silting my be guarded against by providing catch basins into 

which turbid waters my be led before ontoring the lnke. Such catch 

basins must be constructed in arcas where silting is known to occur, 

A series of catch basins, ono loading into the other, can be con- 
structed. These catch basins my be used to store oxcess waters 

as a guard against drought and scepage. The construction of dams 

for catch basins is cssentially like those constructed for the main 

lake. Check gullying by simple rip rap and planting of trees, ctc. 

Provide « long flat inlet to the loke if possiblo to prevent silting. 
t 

Soepage accounts for a great loss of water in many of our lakes. 
Excessive seepage may be guarded agninst by the following mothods: 

1. Remove 211 pervious matcrial such as gravel 

and sand if such mtcrial is linble to invite sccpage. Cover 
such arcas with clay to a depth of one foot and puddlc. 

2. A series of reservoirs vill provide an cx- 

eess of wator thhich may be let into the lake as noeded, 

CONSTANT WATER LEVELS SHOULD BE MAINTAINED AT ALL TI'S IF 
POSSIBLE, 

Fluctuating tater levels prove disastrous to duck foods 2nd to 
fish life, Provide for an oven level of wator. 

Do not flood lakes up to high or wooded banks. Leave a three 

chain strip of low grassy shore line which will make suitable nesting 
Bitcs for ducks, 

Earthon Dam Construction 

Locate the dam site and strke out its dimensions, Extend 
abutments into the banks to prevont wators from oseaping around the 

dem. Log abutments sccurcly cribbod and reinforced by tic logs are 

very practicable. Tho dems should be located whore there will be a 

minimum amount of work necossary for thcir complotion. Nocrncss to 
good matcrial and roads is hclpful. Dams must be locatcd whore 

there will not be excessive scopage around thom. High gravol or sand 
banks will prove unsatisfactory whon surrounding dams, The facos of 

wfies



s such banks must be lined with clay and a core of clay and boards 

laid down from the proposed water level to the impervi ous sub- 

stratum. 

Material 
The most suitable material for construction of dams is one 

part of clay to two or three parts of sand and gravel, Pure clay 

and gumboes have a tendency to become distorted. Get the material 

for the dam as nearby as possible but do not use materials such as 

gravel and sand without tho proper mixture of clay. Mix the clay 

and gravel and place a foot of the material dam at a timc. This 

should then be packed down. The other layers can be added until 

the dam is of the desired height, 

Height 

Provide for plenty of clearance from the desired level of 
water to the top of the dam. Four fect is tho minimum. The de- 

sired depth of water can be regulated by a sluiceway. 

Width 

i Dams must be massive cnough to withstand the water pressure 

and not be susceptible to leakage or overturning. Widths on top 

should not be less than six feet for dams of a hvight of six fect 

or less, and should not be less than ten feet for dams of a height 

of ten fect or mpre. Bottom width should be at lcast five tims 

the height of tho dam. Allowances for settling, cte., should be 

made in addition. Clay will scttle somewhat. 

Slopes 

The upstream side of the dam should be sloped vith a 3 or 
a 4to langle. That means for evory vertical foot there should 
be a horizontal distance of three or four fcet. The dovmstream 
side may be somewhat stecper with a slope of 2 to l, 

Core 

It is well to dig a ditch from six to cight feot tide down 
to the impervious substratum. This core should fall below the 
highest point in the dam. The downstrcam side of this ditch should 
be lined with a double layer of 2" plank, which should extend to the 
top of the dam. The romaindor of the trench mst be filled with clay 
which should be well puddled and packed. The core prevents cxcess 
seepage beneath and through the dam and is always desirable regardless 
of soil conditions. In very sandy soils the cores should extend 
into the ground twice tho height of the dam. In clay soils thoy 
can extend only to one half the height of the dam. Where water is 
encountered, two layers of 3" planking driven into the ground is 
sufficient to stop scepagc. A ditch is then unnecessary. Plow 
furrows every five fect help to join the dem and the foundation 
and prove a help in stopping seepage. 

Be



Rip-Rapping 

The face of the dam both on the upstream side and downstream 

side should be lincd either with rock or logs to prevent washing and 

disintegration of the dam until it becomes fixed and settled. 

Boom-Logs 

Three feet upstrceam from the dam, boom logs should be anchored 

so thet woves will be broken and will not wash and bent the dam, The 

installation of these boom logs is very import:nt. Even sm1l ripples 

will gradually cut avay an earthen dam, 

Sodding 

All portions of the dam not under water should be well sodded 

and walking across tho dem forbidden until the sod is well established. 

Sluiceways 

The top of the sluiceway should rcogulate the desired water 

level. The sluiceway mst be ride cnough to take enre of flood 

waters in exeess of the largest known flood for the district, Take 

no chances in mking the sluiceway too narrow. Sevornl sluices mey 

‘be constructed. 

Sluicevays may bo made of log and plank construction. Tho 

sluice should oxtend down the downstream face of the dam to the 

bottom as an apron. The bottom of the apron should be protected 

from undermining by 3" planking driven five fect into tho ground. 

Slots should be provided for the installation of dam boards 

so that an excess of water may be kept if found advisable. 

NOTE 

It is necessary that forest officers conform to cll lars per- 

taining to regulation of waters and building of dams in their re- 

spective states. 

Fish-ways must be provided on dems which block natural fish 

migration routes. (See typical fish-way blue print.) Fish-ways are 
unnecessary where sluicetvays are loi enough to allow; fish easy ac- 

cess over the dam. Where dams are not blocking fish migration routes 

it is well to keep fish from the lakes, as pike, etce., are deadly 

enemies of ducks. 

whe
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Form #81 R-9 

1.Forest 2.Unit__ i 3,Township 

4,Range_ ; 5,Section 6.Date ‘4 

7,Name of water : BeOL E88. icici: 

9. Bottoms of Lakes and Streams (check each one) 

1p - 256 260: =. 50% 51% = 75% 76% - 100% None 

RN a STI eee a Le ee 
Ea Ne LE I | OI ea a aria 
Mem i cai as Aa cla 
JO: 5 at PA il Nc eA asa i ELA TSE 
ee eae i 
BAC) ace ee a al lah see co ee 
SE iy (ace ea LN A cance ee 

ee is | Fei a a ea 

10,Air Temp. 1l.vWater Temp. - Surface Bottom : 

12.0xygen 13.pH 14.Maximum depth for lake 

15,Ave.depth of lake 16.Area for entire lake in &res 

Area for stream flovwages in acres 

17.Length of stream in section miles 

18. Volume of stream flow during late summer gals. per min. 

19, Tributaries, Outlets, Inlets, Feeders, etc. 

NAMES: DESCRIPTION BY CLASS: 
Mei eibameie 82 Un ella Bs ud eo tig scl al 

PipeiauMe enn fie ic ua oaks 2 EE ER teen AN aD 
Wa watiMapveba Es UNL MLA ak) ele a ea 

PMNS Mee sa. 2 2h SUN EN pa We acs CO Nicaea) Oe todas LAB 
Perma: | Sil SWE Rae: ee aA ab RS 

20. Cover 

21. Ownership in percent - Government Private 

22. General Character of Surrounding Soil 

23. General description of timber types 

24. Number of farms _ i 

25. Accessibility 

26. Fed by



Hay 

27, Fishing : _____ 28. Reasons for)! | 

29. Fish (check most abundant species) 

Brook Trout_ ss s« Striped Bass ONG CSM Foal foal 

Rainbow Trout White Bass A Spottailed Minnow 

Brown Trout Pickerel CO sc neg 

Lake Trout Wien, Gr. io. Pike _ Shiner es 

White Fish Muskal lunge German Carp 

Large Mouth Bass _ Vall-eyed Pike_ Mud Minnow, 

Small Mouth Bass pand Pike Common Sucker 

Rock Bass aia Agiouete/¢ GU Black Sucker__ 

Sunfish Anaad Day Bullheads ions Red Horse 

Crappie __ ae Channel Cat Buffalo a ail 

30. Vegetation - (check each spocies) 

Abundant Common Rare None 

Wild Celery ot EON 

Chara libs He Dota Site HO: 
Green Algac bape a 
Blue Green Algac i otis a a Te 
Pond Lilics Bee | ene ne Gee 
Bulrushes ie 

er ie ik 
Cattails é 
Watereress : 
Reeds Be i ee Ee ie A 
Duck Potato me ee WR ee rs eee ne ere gee c 

Sl.No. of active beaver dams No. of inactive beaver dams 

32.N0,0f active bcavcr houses No.of inactive beaver houses 

S3.Aspon-Ave.d.b.h. | Ave.Ht -____ Ave.No. trees per acre 

34.Beaver recommendations | it 

35. .Muskrats tical 

36.Recommendations for fish stocking 

37.Recommendations for fish or duck refuge - Yes No 

Ducks Fish_ 

38.Extent of rofuge -Milcs for stroam a Acros for lakes 

Soe



New Soils Building 
October 30, 1934 

Mr, Earl S, Peirce 
U,, 8. Forest Service 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Peirce: 

; I think your plan for checking deer hunters is a very good 
one and my only comment will pertain to the details of its execution. 

The statistical value of the hunters!’ reports would be much 
enhanced if the man at the checking station could record on a spot map 
the principal localities hunted. ‘There would be a question, though, 
how to enter data from the hunter who stays at a town and jwops around 
to a number of localities in his car, It would probably be wise to 
try out this spot map idea in a single locality before launching it 
generally. 

The information card says nothing about cripples and I assume 
you have rejected this on the grounds that the average man would not own 
up to his cripples. My experience in the Southwest indicates that this 
is correct, but if there were any way to get cripple data, it would be 
very valuable, 

By the same reasoning, I do not think you will get many : 

hunters te confess camp deer, as the card calls for, 

I mst confess to a slight revulsion at seeing the U. §. 
Government dignify the “tourist bait" aspect of hunting by making it 
one of the primary objects of the questionnaire, This I admit is 
purely a personal prejudice and probably should not influence you in 
any way. 

I have no other comments except to wish you success in this 
undertaking, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

REGIONAL FORESTER FEDERAL BUILDING 

AND REFER TO San 6) MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

G 
Fish & Game October 24, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge of Wildlife Research, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed is a proposed plan for checking the number of 

hunters using the National Forests during the coming deer and 

bear hunting season, and the kill of game during that period. 

Will you please give me your reaction to this plan? 

We are anxious to get it as soon as possible, as the instruc- 

tions will have to be placed in the hands of the field force 

within the next ten days. 

Very truly yours, 

AS Sfes.—— 
Enc. EARL S. PETRCH, Asst. Regional Forester



COOPERATIVE DEER AND BEAR HUNTING IN THE 

NATIONAL FORESTS 

Harvesting of deer by the use of a bag limit and a definite length 
of open season does not necessarily mean that the number of deer taken 
have a definite reletion to the number produced, except thet it is more 
difficult to take deer where they are scarce. The number of legal deer 
shot will be determined by checking hunters using the National Forests 
during the open season on deer and listing the bucks shot within the bound- 
aries of such forests. ; 

The Cooperative Deer and Bear Hunting Plen 

The purposes of the cooperative plan for deer and bear in the 
National Forests are fourfold: 

1. To protect CCC boys and other forest workers from accidents 
during the hunting season, 

2. To give information to hunters on road directions, game con=- 
ditions and to assist hunters in case of accident or if others of their 
party are lost. 

3. To help guard egainst the increased fire hazard because of the 
large numbers of hunters in the woods. 

4, To give information on the annual kill of deer and bear for given 
areas. This information will be used to improve deer and bear hunting in 
the National Forests. 

5. To determine the economic value of humters to the community in 
which they hunt and the emount spent for huting equipment. 

The various items listed will be taken up separately and in order. 

Protection to CCC Men and Other Forest Workers 

Both Michigen end Minnesota went through a deer and bear hunting sea- 
son last year without accident to CCC men working in the woods. In order to 
take the proper precautions, however, the following items should be carefully 
earried out: 

1. Conspicuous signs should be posted not less than a mile from each 
CCC Camp on all roads leading to such camps. 

2. Post conspicuous signs at least a half mile from groups of men 

working in the woodse 

3-e Orgenize the work so men will work in groups. All groups should 
be warned of the danger from hunters and should be encouraged to make their 
presence known by being noisy during the hunting season.



4. As far as possible, prevent men from walking through the woods 
singly during the hunting season. Where it is necessary for men to walk 
through areas open to hunting, see that they are properly protected with 

red coverings for their clothing. 

5. Wern men not to use white handkerchiefs in the woods during the 
hunting season. Such handkerchiefs may be mistaken for the white flash of 
a deer and an accident may result. 

Putting the Plen into Operation 

Cooperative humting involves the voluntary cooperation of deer hunters, 
State Conservation officials, Forest Service officers and local residents. 

Checking stations with two men on duty at each station should be 
located on all of the main roads entering and leaving the forest. These 
stations should be established long enough before the hunting season to 
intercept the hunters going in and should remain on duty until the hunters 
are out of the woods. Appropriate signs should be placed so as to indicate 
to hunters the location and the purpose of the checking stations. The 
signs should be approximately 2' by 3' and be lettered as follows: 

Bt 

. UNITED: STATES FOREST SERVICE 

DEER HUNTERS' CHECKING STATION 
t 

HELP MAKE 

BETTER HUNTING 

CHECK IN AND OUT HERE 

The eattendents at each checking station should be selected for their 
ability to get along well with the public, They should be instructed to 
be as helpful as possible to hunters in giving road directions, locations 
of CCC camps, game conditions, etc. A map of the forest should be posted 
at the station for handy reference. Checking station men should be warned 
not to detein hunters longer than necessary and to be tactful with hunters 
who try to start arguments. 

Each checking station should be given a number, as Huron 1, etc. A 
complete map record of the operation and a report on the activity should be 
kept for reference for next year. 

The duties of each checking station are as follows: 

“24



1. Get the deer license number of the hunters entering the forest. 

2 Wern the hunters of the presence of men working in the woods 

end of the location of CCC and other camps. 

3. Give each hunter a card on which certain definite information 
is called for, Ask the hunters to fill out the cards and return to a 
checking stetion as they leave the forest. 

4. Do not detain hunters passing through the forest. 

&.card should be given to each deer hunter as he passes into the - 
forest. Cards should also be distributed to local hunters' hunting clubs 
within the forest boundaries, An accurate check should be made on all 
cards passed out. The cards should be of manila paper, 150 lb. stock. 
The front of this card should read as follows: 

U. S. FOREST SERVICE 
Deer Hunter's Report 

Stete License Number Year 19 
Name of Forest County 
Near What Town 
How Many Days Did you Hunt Hours per day 
Did you get a Buck If so No. of Pts, Weight 
Did you kill a Camp Deer If so No.of Pts. Wt. 
Deer Seen __No. Bucks Does Fawn Uncertain 
How many years have you hwmted in this locality 
Do you think deer are increasing or decreasing 
Did you get a bear How many bear did you see 
Did your deer have sores on its feet 
Name Address 

a 

coe? 

See



The back should read as follows: 

The U. S, Forest Service is carrying on a program to 
improve fishing end hunting in the Netional Forests. 
The cooperetion that you give will help this program. 
1. Do not hunt near CCC camps or forest workers. 
2. Be sure you know what you are shooting at. 
3. Notify the Forest Service if any of your party 

is lost or in case of accident. 
4, Check out at a F, 8. Station when you leave, 

Economic Importance of Hunting 
Each hunter expends money for hunting equipment as well 
as spending some in the commmity in which he hmts, It 
will help the Forest Service to determine the value of a i 
hunter to the local community if you will fill in the 
following: 

1. Value of fire arms of axmunition 
? 2. Value of extra clothes for hunting 

3. Amount left in the commmity: Food or board 
Lodgings Gasoline & O11 
Other items ue 

Instructions for Checking Stations and Distribution of Cards 

Checking In - As the cars are stopped at the checking station the 
occupants should be asked if they expect to hut in the National Forest. 
If so, the number of this year's state license for each hunter should be 
listed on the Deer Hunters' Checking Sheet. The hunters should be told 
the purpose of the checking station and given a Forest Service deer humt- 
ing card to be returned when he checks out. The date when the hmters 
checked in should also be recorded at the time of checking in, This is 
all thet needs to bo done by the checking station attendants at the time 
the hunters enter the forest. 

Checking Out - If the hunter has a Forest Service Hunter's Card i 
ask him for it as he checks out. Be sure that all the information asked 
for is filled in. Find out if the hunter checked in at this station or 
some other, If at some other find out which one. If the hunter does 
not have a card give him one and ask him to fill in the information asked.. 
Transfer the information on the card to the summary sheet each evening, 
If a hunter has not checked in at a checking station be sure to find out 
when he entered the forest. That information, together with that on his 
card, will give all the facts needed. , 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 5 i" 5 

FOREST SERVICE = Vv 

LAKE STATES REGION \ 

ADDRESS REPLY To ei 
REGIONAL, FORESTER FEDERAL BUILDING 
a 3 a we MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Fish & Game November 7, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge of Game Research, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We thank you for your prompt reply to our appeal for advice 

on cooperative deer humting. 

We have reduced the plan to a minimum of details so as to 

initiate it with the least possible opposition by the State depart- 

ments and the hunters themselves. We expect to check the number 

of cripples after the hunting season on sample areas and so arrive 

at a working figure on that basis. 

Enclosed is a copy of the revised plan which was sent out. 

We shall be glad to get your interpretetion of the reaction it gets 

from the hunting public after it is put into operation. 

Very truly yours, 

EARL S. PEIRCE, Asst. Regional Forester, 

Ene. 78 ‘ting
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Il. UTILIZATION; - HARVESTING OF DERR 

Utilization is the purpose of production, In the case of 
deer this utilization has two forms; ono, a game animal to be 
harvested by hunting and, two, a resource thet is attractive to 
tourists. Groups utilizing deer by the first method are likely 
to forget the second group and the value of this second uso. 
It is the forest officers! function to keep these two uses bal- 
anced according to the degree of demand of each and to see that 
both are served to the highest degree possible, It should not 
be forgotten that when deer are so numerous that large numbors 
can be seen along the roads that the deer population has reached 
& point where the numbors of deer may be a menace to the forost 
cover. 

Cooperative Humting in the National Forests 

Cooperative hunting involves the voluntary cooperation of 
deer hunters, Stote Conservation Officials, Forest Service Officers 
and local residents, 

‘ The presente of large numbers of work camps and forest work- 
ers in the National Forest increases the denger of accidents during 
the hunting season. Because of this increased danger the Forest 
Service must take every precaution to protect forest workers dur- 
ing the hunting scason, 

The purposes of cooperative hmting in the National Forests are: 

1. To protect Forest workers from accidents during the hunting 
scasone 

2. To guard against the increased fire hazard because of many 
hunters in the forests. 

65. To gather information on the number of deer and bear taken ‘ 
by hunting. 

Protection of Work Camps and Forest Workors — 

It is believed thet if tho proper thought and preparation is 
mado no hunting accidents to workors in the forests noed take place. 
The responsibility of taking these precautions rests with the mon in 
charge of CCC eamps and theso responsible for organizing work crows. 

In ordor to take the proper precautions the following action 9.10 
sh ould be taken: 

1, Camp personnel should be lectured by appropriate officers 
in camp on tho dangers during the hmting season and the propor pro- 

cautions to take to prevent accidents during this time. 

ale



2. Signs should be posted not less than a mile from cach camp ; 
on oa roads leading into such campse These signs should be white,- e 
with letters and large enough to be conspicuous, Not less than 
BE ORNs 

3. The work in the woods should be organized so that workors 
are kept in groups. All ¢roups should be warned of the danger and 

encouraged to make their presonco kmowm by being noisy during tho 
hunting season, 

4, Signs should bo posted on roads at lonst half a mile from 
cach work crow, These signs should indicate thet groups of men 
aro working within o half mile, 

5. ds far as possiblo, prevont mon from wolking through tho 
woods singly. “Where it is necossary for mon to walk through areas 
open to hunting soo that each mon is properly protected with con= 
spicuous red coverings for his clothing. 

6, Warn men not to use white handkerchiefs in the woods at 
ony time during tho hunting scason, Such handkerchicf's may be 
mistakon for the white flesh of a docr and an accident may result. 

Increased Fire Hazard 

The danger from fire deponds on the woather and the con- 

dition of the forest. If there is no snow and the weather has 
been dry the dangor from firo will bo grontly increased bocause 
of the hunters in the woods. 

Number of Door ond Bear Tdécon by Hunting 

It is very desirablo that the Forest Service know the number of 
hunters thet use the Notional Forests for hunting end the numbers 
of deer and boar that are taken out during the opon scason. 

It is bolioved these results can best be accomplished by place 
ing checking stations on 211 main roads that ontor the forcost, and by 
notifying rosidonts within tho forests of the manner in which camps 
and work crews will bo protected. local rosidonts should bo notificd 

previous to the hunting scason and should bo questioned regarding tho 
amount of game taken during tho hunting scason, It should bo om-= 
phasizod thot the checks aro not in connection with law onforcoment. 

The Checking Stations \ 

The purposes of the checking stations are to warn huntors of 
danger of shooting forest workers and to determine the numbors of 
hunters and the number of decr and bears shot in the National For- 
ests. 

A checking station should consist of a man stationed along the 
road just outside the boundary of tho Forost. Those station attond= 
ants should be on duty long onough bofore the hunting season to 
worn hunters going in and be kopt on duty wmtil ell humtors are out 
of tho For osts. 
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Fish & Gamo 

: Signs as spocified below should be placed so as to indicate 

that 211 cars should stop at a checking station 150 fcoet beyond. 

Specifications for the various signs era as follovss . 7 .: 
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Fish & Game 

The attendant at each chocking station should be solected 
for his ability to get along well with the public, and his lnow= 
lodge of local conditions, They should bo instructed to bo as 
helpful as possible to humters in giving road directions, loca= 

tion of CCC camps, game conditions, otc. A map of tho forest 
should bo posted at the station for handy reference, Tho check= 
ing station man should bo warned not to dotain hunters longer than 
nocessary end to be tactful with those who try to start argumonts. 

Each checking station should be given a number, as Huron 1, 

ctc. 

The duties of each chocking station are as follows: 

Huntors Going In - 

1. 4sk hunters if they arc hunting within the boundaries 

of the National Forests. 

2. Warn hunters of tho presence of men working in the 
woods ond of the location of CCC comps. 

3. Toll thom how the location of camps and worl: crows 
are indicated, 

Hunters Coming Out - Tho purpose of checking station for hunt} , 
ers coming out is to determine the hunting pressure on the Forests 

and the number of door snd bear takon during tho open season, The 
station attendant should have tho tabulation sheet so that the 
material con be obtained rap2dly and with the least possible loss of 
time. 

Instruction for Location and Operation of Checking Stations 

Plens for placing of checking stetions and station attendants 

should be-worked out carefully before tho hunting season begins. 
The attendent should be provided with a board or tatem holder with 
form - 91 R-9, so hunters are detained as little as possible. 

Hunters should be asked for only the information that is 
not in evidence, such as residence, days hunted and the killing 
of camp deor. Tho camp doer should be recorded only for the man 
who shot it. Hunters should be asked their opinion on the in- 
erease or decrease of decr, 
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Public Relations 

All local game wardens should be advised of the plan and asked 
for their cooporation in making it effective. 

A series of smnowcoments should bo made to the public through 
local nowspapors. Key sportsman and local service orgsnizations 
should be asked to support the program and to oxplain it to hunters 
and local residents. The plan should be cxplained in all CoC 

camps, and cooperation requested. 

Emphasis should constantly be placed on the fact thet it is 
a cooperative activity and thet its succoss depends on hearty co= 
operation of all concerned, 

Humting Pressure 

An attempt should bo mado during tho hunting season to doter= 
mine the part of tho forest most used for hunting. The parts thot 

are used uniformly should be indicated on a map and incorporated in 

the gamo plen for the Forest. Fine detail as to use is not now de= 

sirablo, but if mrts of tho Forost arc used only by scattoring 
hunters, such areas should not be indicated on the map as hunting 

area. 

Record 

A complete record should be made of the location of checking 
stations end tho effectiveness of the plan. This record should bo 
made after the work is completed, while the dotailsof its operation 
arc still in mind, A summary of tho data and a copy of the comments 
and suggestions should be forwarded to the R, 0, not later than 
January lst. 
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; New Soils Building 
Jamary 4, 1935 

Mr. Barl S. Peirce I 
U, S, Forest Service 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Peirce: 

Organization charts of the north central conservation 
departments are given in my "Game Survey of the North Central 
States," pp, 237-240, as of 1931. 

The changes which I know of since that time are as 
follows: Iowa has switched over from Type 1 to Type 4, Minnesota 
has made some kind of a switch in the direction of Type 4, mt I 
think the present set-up embodies the form rather than the substance, 
although I may be unjust in this respect, I have not been there 
much in recent years. 

I know of no other changes that are really substantial, 
although I suppose each state would claim to have reformed its 
organization to some extent, Incidentally, I do not take as mech 
stock as I once did in form of organization, 

; I ean give you little specific information on changes in 
directors, Wiseonsin has made only one change since sbout 1925. 
Minnesota has made two or three, Iowa has made only one change, 
which came at the time of adopting Type 4. Missouri seems to change 
with each change of the political breeze, also Illinois, although 
things are not quite as bad as they were, Indiana has made one 
change, but this was due to the death of Colonel Leiber, Michigan 
has made no changes except the one now pending, due, as you know, 

to the death of Mr, Hogarth, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charce, Game Research a 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

aREST SERVIC 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

REGIONAL FORESTER FEDERAL BUILDING 

AND REFER TO 3 MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN om oa 

G 
Fish & Game December 27, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Do you have the history of the conservation departments 
of the various states of this region for the past twenty years? 
We should like to get this information, showing the changes in 
types of control, as well as the changes in directors. 

We want to thank you for the various items regarding 
wildlife that have come from your office from time to time. 
A special letter of thanks has not been written for each 
item, but we appreciate each one just the same. 

Thanking you for anything you are able to furnish us 
on the conservation departments, we are, 

Very truly yours, 

Pac: =F. 6 Rccsidiaey 
EARL S. PEIRCE, Asst. Regional Forester



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

eee ae fits raoanat Bunce 
AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

G 
Fish & Game R-9 February 14, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Game Manager, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

We have your letter of February 11, 1935, concerning the 

disposal of ironwoods in timber stand improvement. 

This practice was stopped, we believe, early in the summer 

of 1933, but if you can give us some specific instances where this 

is now occurring, we will take steps to see that it is stopped 

immediately. 

We appreciate your kindness in this matter, and hope that 

you will feel free to write us any time you can help us in manage- 

ment of game on our Forestse 

Very truly yours, 

we a 
aS Cs —— —ap 

EARL S. PHIRCE, Asst. Regional Forester



‘ Yew Soils Building 
February 11, 1935 

Mr. R. B. Trippensee 
U, S. Forest Service , : 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Trippensee: 

I have just learned that some of your timber stand 
improvement crews are cutting out the ironwoods on National Forest 
land. 

Have you considered this from the standpoint of injury 
te the grouse range? You know, of course, that the buds of the 
ironwood are an important winter food, I am afraid that this 
policy is headed toward the same kind of a conflict as arose in 
the southern Appalachians where the tinber stand improvement 
erews are taking out the beech “wolf” trees, which are, of course, 

; ® principal source of mast. 

In my opinion the Forest Service is laying up trouble 
for itself in riding rough=shod over the gome interests in this 
way. If you are able to secure any reconsideration of this policy, 
I would be interested to know about it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
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New Soils Building 

April 3, 1935 

Mr. B, 8, Peirce 
U. S&S, Forest Service 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Peirce: 

I have your letter of March 27, I do not know 
of any game men left anywhere at this time, and I will not 
be turning out any myself short of two years, 

I would also feel decided hesitation in recommend- 
ing any but exceptional men with only undergraduate training 
as being worth $2,000, / 

The following name I can recommend without quali~ 
fication, but several other bureaus are after him and he may 
be placed any day: Franklin S, Henika, 4226 Waban Hill, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

PeaiGHAl Podeeeae tits FEDERAL BUILDING 

AND REFER TO MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

02 March 27, 1935. 
Applications 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

As you know, Region 9 is anticipating a huge program of Emergency 
Conservation work, and we are at this time attempting to obtain all the 
Foresters we can, We will also be in need of students who have majored in 
Wild Life or Fish Management, and we would appreciate having you submit to 
us for our consideration a list of men whom you feel to be well qualified 
to handle work of this character following their graduation in June. 

We are ina position to offer them immediate employment, in the 
event they are available at once. The starting salary for men so employed 
will be $2,000.00 per annum. Any names which you see fit to recommend to 

us will be immediately referred to our personnel section for prompt action. 

It would be well to specify the chief interest of each student, 
whether interested in fur bearing animals, fish management, etc. In addi- 
tion to this, it would be well to include the applicant's age, prior experi- 
ence in his chosen field, and any other information which you think would be 
useful to us in determining suitable assignments for the men. 

We would appreciate hearing from you at your earliest convenience, 
as we are negotiating with applicants at this time for placement next summer, 
and naturally we are desirous of placing as many of these men at work in 
Region 9 as is possible. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E. W. TINKER, 

Regional Forester. 

By &. S. PEIRCE, Acting,
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New Soils Building 

July 1, 1935 

Mr, Harl W. Tinker 
Regional Forester 
Federal Building 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Earl: 

I want to compliment you and your staff on the "Wild Life Handbook" 
and to thank you for sending me a copy. I am having it bound for my library, : 

This is a monumental piece of work, and one that far excels all 
previous like efforts. In fact, it is the only one to date which deals with 
management technique, as distinguished from policy. I suppose it takes an 
outsider like myself to appreciate how much wor, and what good work, has gone 
into it, 

F It is, of course, entirely abnormal for such a comprehensive mamal to 
develop so soon after any work at all was started. ‘his, however, was thrust 

upon you by the abnormal expansion of your field operations. It goes without 

saying that the book is full of thin spots, and I would have preferred to see 
you dismiss many of these with "we don't know." I also notice some important 
omissions--especially reading facilities for your field men. Perhaps this is 
to be added later, : 

The particular purpose of this letter is to point out some of the 
obligations that go with such pioneering as the Handbook. If your field force 

; carries out even ten per cent of the various compilations of data called for, 
your office will soon be the repository of a valuable mass of information which 
needs to be sifted, digested, compiled, and shared with the rest of the world. 

This will be a stiffer job than writing the Handbook. I am hoping that you can 
somehow use this job as a whetstone for your young field men to sharpen their 
brains on, but they can't use it creditably unless they are kept in touch with 
the scientific world, and with the rest of this particular technical field. 

Here is a poser, I don't know the answer, 

I'm sending copies of this to Clapp, Trippensee, Grimmer, and the 
Game Policy Committee of the S.A.F, The appearance of this Handbook is 
certainly an event of importance to all of them, 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Research 
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E ae Erosion Symposium 
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Aldo Leopold 

1. Map: Of the Brushfield Region. As large as Wisconsin. 

Altitudes up to $000, Rainfall up to 20", winter &July. Springs 

avy. Industries: yearlong cattle. Winter sheep, Mines. Health. 

Irrigation, Vegetation scanty but very rich in species, incl. many 

nutritious plants. i 

2. Man in brush, Jrosion theory had ites genesis in speculations about brash, 

j Cowmen say brush has “taken the country." ‘ell how in 1880's on 

yada certain mesas could see a cow & mile; now have to hunt to find then 

— at all. Some fires oceurred in this brush; burning over about 

3. Manzanita every 300 years. Bad fire years in N,W. had brought on a tremendous 

a "arive" for fire control, ‘he word drive then carried “liberty loan! 

flavor, ‘The first road-and-trail building appropriation had been 

made, It was seriously proposed to build trails to allow cattle 

access to dense brush, 

oh, Browsed But range management research had also started. Beginning to see 

Apache Plume ‘ 

that cattle pressure was all on palatable species (like this); that 

unpalatable might actually be increased by grazing. Hence 

“eonscientious objectors" to the cattle-fire slogan began to be heard 

from, and these objectors began to think. 

This beginning of thought often lags far behind the beginnings 

of physical manifestations of a problem, Witnese soil erosion in 

Wisconsin, 

This thinking disclosed four pertinent facts. 

\
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1, Widespread Brosion 

5. Water gap. Loss of bottoms, Ranger who first built this fence had no gully. 
290768 

6. Rio ae 20» Early records show many valleys as an irrigated valley with hay- 
280) 

meadows up to 1880, 

7s om ee Many bottom pastures--once clenegas-~now drained by gullies. 
293463 

8. Cowania Bush, Vogetation showed soil loss, Present level $" below root collar. 
252797 

9. Road Routes Creek crossings on old roads intreasing, 99 crossings of Blue 
Washed 

196692 River; only a dozen 40 years ago. 

10. oe Even ranch buildings caving in--would never have been built if 
172 

fully there at time of settlement. No evidence of such trouble on 

@arly ranches, : 

CONCLUSION: Brosion recent, mostly in last 40 years, 

II. Many fire sears on old trees. O14 Juniper stumps bummed flat. 
11. Juniper, These trees are often 1000 years old, and scarred all the way. 

Some literally flattened to ground by fire (call these levelled 

stumps?). Very durable, In known cages emllest twigs on fire- 

killed trees take a decade to fall off? How long does it take for 

successive fires to make a levelled stump? At least 2,000 years. 

There since Abraham. 

CONCIUSION: Fires formerly much more prevalent. 

TII. Great areas of new timber reproduction. 

12. Reprod. Openings in old forest filled in. 
186899
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13. Reprod. Spread far into open "parks." Also spread downhill into lower 
233553 

altitudes, 

CONCLUSION: ‘TMmber has recently encroached on grass. 

TV. Great thrift and size of old trees 

14, Junipers and pines 6' diameter. 

CONCIUSION: Much of this timber is open, not because 

of adverse soil or climate, but because 

reproduction inhibited in times past. : 

How to put these facts together? Hypothesis: Previous to 

settlement in the 1850's, fires started by lightning and Indians 

kept the brush thin, kept the Junipers and Pines in open stands, 

15. he and gave the grass the upper hand in the possession of the soil. 

In spite of periodic fires, this grass prevented erosion, Then 

came the settlers and grazed grass out, This checked the fires md 

left the brush free of root competition, It also exposed mineral 

soil for trees to reproduce, with no fires to check the reproduction. 

Lastly it deprived the soil of the grass mat, and thus started: 

erosion, Evidently the brush and trees which took the place of the 

grass mat could not hold the soil, with the additional tamping and 

trampling induced by grazing. An accelerating process of erosion 

started, and "conservation" has never caught up. Of that more later. 

V. Ghecks of Chronology 
16, Heol, Explain diagram, Manzanita very susceptible to fire. 

Diagnosis.
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17. Gully trees. Count the age of trees in a gully, or on the bar of an oxbowing 

et river, Never over 40 years, except where settlement was older. 

Tms on Santa Fe trail gullies max. age 60 years, Near old: 

17a. Juan Tabo Spanish Settlement up to 200 years. 
287715 

18. Open Juniper, Junipers in very open stands killed by fire where now neither 

ties grass or brush, At the time they were killed some connecting medium 

must have existed, Probably grasa, 

No picture, Timber types spreading downhill. ‘this implies the lifting of 

some inhibiting force--presumably fire. 

: CONCLUSION: Erosion is post-settlement, and therefore 

presumably cmsed by only widespread post- 

settlement land-use: grazing. 

VI. hy Conservation Has Not Gured Brosion 
19. Brush Where palatable brush remains, 1t is possible for a cow to come 

“ae out of the winter almost fat on a diet of brush alone. On this 

19a. Coffee range, the winter crop of filaree and other anmals helps make this 

— possible. Hence the penalties of grass~exnaustion gre postponed. 

(Contrast with Montana.) Hence when a herd reaches the die-off 

stage, the range dies with it. luau taeteibe and recuperates much 

more slowly than grass. 

20, Carly Within this fence the Forest Service has reduced cattle to the 

“eT. point where grass has come back, but the reduced remants of palatable 

brush are still going downhill. In short, there is a lag in 

recovery of a brush range, as well as a lag in penalty. 

21. Black Canyon No matter how severely an injured range is cut down, there are still 

_ enough cattle to keep the canyons overgrazed.
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VII, Loss of Bottoms 

22, Tonto Creek This, with the wounded abinshil keeps the streams oxbowing, 

aoa The timber, normally a protective coverying, pries off its own 

banks. 

23. Tijeras Canyon, In 1921 I examined 25 small valleys, and found % ruined, 24% 

7 partly rained, 36% started, 246 with slight loss, 12% with none. 

The bodily removal of small valleys has offset the gain in arable 

land through irrigation. 

2k, Arroyo The soil thus drained or lost is usually very deep and fertile, 
284590 

25, Arroyo These valleys are the heart of the ecological organization, 

— Whether measured in terms of agriculture, livestock, wild life, 

tinber, transport, or landscape beauty, the country is literally 

gutted. 

VIII. SiLting Reservoirs 
26. Roos, Lake Worse yet, the resulting silt is dumped into the Irrigation 

— Reservoirs, Here is delta of Salt River in Lake Roosevelt. 

27. Roos, Lake Reclamation Service has "stalled" on silt measurements, pleading 

7 “no money" for soundings. Forest Service then, accustomed to 

getting teed tent money, simply at low water put wires 

around trees a fixed distance above silt, Then, at next year's 

low water, the deerease in height of wire was measured. 

The grazing industry which has ruined the Salt River Valley 

was worth, in 1924, 9 millions. ‘the agricultural industry, 

supported by the reservoir, plus the reservoir, was worth 60 

millions, Yet all remedial policies to date are simply tempor- 

iging weighed against the incredible momentum of the destructive 

process.
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1X, Brosion Control. 

fo the uncritical mind, we seem to have an open-and=shut case, 

Grazing caused this debacle, and to graging-control and duck-dams 

we mst look for remedy. 

Such controls are under way, to the extent of perhaps 20 F.S. 

COC camps, plus the huge Navajo Reservation project, plus the 

San Simon ¥.P.A, project, 

28. Dem In waterless country dams mst be rock, 
289875 

29. Gully es At extreme headwaters loose rubble is used with long sloping face. 
2811 

30, — Where large rock not available, wire “saugages" are used. 
2788 

31. Dry Masonry Where good rock is available, real dry masonry is used. 
284676 

32. Dam System The dam system often far exceeds value of watershed, but not 

286813 
of the affected rivers. 

33. Log eee Where timber is plentiful, log dams are used. All dams are 

287663 
planted and most fenced. 

34, Sack Dams Where no rock available. : 

35. Log Dams Most of these systems have held so far. 
287687 

36, Rock _ Aprons were insufficient in early work, here as élsewhere, 
2611 

37. Bank Work On larger creeks, bank works are used, Cottonwood posts supposed 

to grow, But in general, larger creeks have torn out everything. 

Main recourse there is “erosion fences," to exclude stock except 

from selected water gaps.
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38. Cottonwood The fences allow vegetation to seize bars. On grazed rivers 
on bar 

only unpalatable shrubs can survive. I have seen whole sectors 

of Gila, accidentally protected from grazing, in process of re~ 

building bottom by silt deposited in thickets, This 1s the up- 

grade of erosion cycle. 

Stages of bottom erosion: stable channel, oxbowed channel, paved 

channel, revegetation, deposition, Grazing, even of a little 

stock, halts the process at the paved stage,~prevents this 

revegetation stage from starting. 

X. Brosion theory 
As already stated, to the uncritical mind we seem to have an 

open-and=shut ease of grazing causation. But---- 

39. Reshow Bryan of Harvard has found, in the bank of the Puerco, several 
Puerco 

; cross-sections of prehistoric arroyos indicating severe oxbowing 

before any livestock existed. ‘this was west of the buffalo range. 

The Spaniards found the Puerco a nearly channel~less cienega or 

springy bottom. 

Dellenbaugh found prehistoric arroyos in the Navajo country, 

Barnes remembers g few active arroyos near Holbrook before cattle 

came, 

40, Gyele Diagram, Most of the small drainages in S, W. were channel-less, or had 

Chamnel-less sectors. Some large ones, like Puerco and San Simon, 

were nearly channel-less for 50-100 miles. It seems a geologic 

axiom that a channel-legs drainage mst approach unstable equilibrium. 

As deposition piles up vulnerable sediments, it creates a gradient 

which mst eventually cut.
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Sequence of cycle in typical auall drainage: 

Stage 1+ Channel-less flats, wet and dry. Intermittent 

active sectors below mouths of side-canyons, 

Stage 2- After grazing, Active cutting extends upstrean, 

Begins to cut and drain flats. 

Stage 3+ Flats oxbow, ‘Torn out except for small fragments 

at base of hill. 

Stage 4+ Oxbows pave themselves, Could now revegetate if 

stock removed, 

Stage 5 - Revegetation of channels, extending up and out, 

Conelusion: This cycle may have occurred before, under the impact 

of cloudbursts, i 

Bryan says! 

"Cyelic changes from sedimentation to erosion and back to sedimen= 

tation took place before the introduction of livestock and the 

formation of the existing arroyos. It appears inherently most 

probable that these changes have a common, and doubtless a climatic, 

cause, The introduction of livestock and the ensuing overgrazing 

should be regarded as a mere trigger-pull which timed a change about 

to take place.” 

There seems to me some heavy arguments against postulating climatic fluctu- 

ation as a necessary cause, Presumably he means rainfall. A dry year might 

weaken the lower (dry) flat, but strengthen the upper (wet)one. 

Bryan's climatic hypothesis implies region-wide synchroniem, Why not more 

probable that any drainage eroded when it became sufficiently unstable? ‘This
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would mean a cycle of random timing, Cutting would take mich less time than 

filling, hence at any one moment the great majority of drainages would be filling 

(4.@., stable and channel<less), ‘this would check with the geological evidence 

of occasional pre-settlement arroyos. 

Problem is important to a philosovhy of control. ‘the millions needed for 

control should be spent in the light of some coherent theory, The grazing 

theory, all by itself, is not coherent, Bryan*ts theory, all by itself, seems 

insufficient. Pieced together, with the additional postulate of random timing, 

they seem to hojd water. 

We have only the beginnings of a theory for Wisconsin, We rightly set up 

bad farming as a couse, a “trigger pull." But we, too, had channel-less water- 

courses in S, W, counties, Did they have a cycle of cutting and filling? 

If so, random or synchronous? If synchronous, under what impact?
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L Albuquerque, Hew M exico 
ECW duly 31, 1933 
Erosion Control 
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Memorandum for Regional Forester: 

This memorandum summarizes certain suggestions on erosion raised in 
my inspections of the Conservation Camps during the last three months. It 
covers points not yet embodied in the revised Watershed Handbook. 

atersned Policy: 
When the basic structure of National Forest policy and regulations 

was laid down, there had been no analysis of the biological mechanism of 
watersheds, and no differentiation of that mechanism as between regions. It 
was then unknown that in the semi-arid Southwest: 

a. Watershed equilibrium is set on a hair-trigger; a 
local injury can upset the equilibrium of a whole 
watershed, and this upset may continue long after 
the injury has ceased. 

bd. Most ranges are unbalanced in respect to grass and 
browse elements; normal utilization of the stronger 
element usually brings destruction or redical deter- 
ioration of the weaker, and may thus start erosion 
on a large scale. | 

c. Pre-forest overgrazing gave momentum to cumulative | 
processes of deterioration which on some ranges still 
exists; restoretion by lighter use, especially on | 
yearlong browse ranges, has proved to be usually 
difficult and sometimes impossible. 

a. Irrigation storage is being reduced by silting at such. 
a rate as to definitely limit the irrigable life of 
the great agricultural valleys. 

e. Discontinuous brush dows not hold soil. Where local 
climate precludes a full stand of timber, grass in 
the openings of the brush was, and still is, the only 
effective scil-protection. 

in Despite there now admitted facts the basic structure of the Forest 
Regulations effecting watershed management remains substantially the same as 
o



before the facts were known. ‘the present opportunity to spend millions on 
patching up the effects of destructive grazing imposes an obligation on the 
Porest Service to re-examine this basic structure, with an eye to preventing 
the further increase of areas in need of such patching. 

The “motif” of the present grazing regulations seems to be: 

1. To enable o maximum number of local ranchmen to make a 
living from the forest ranges. 

2. To retain full control of grazing intensity with a view 
to a compromise between (a) grese as a source of 
fire; (b) grace as a source of forage; and (¢) grass as 
an influence on timber reproduction. 

These sre worthy ends, but there is ag yet little or no recognition 

in the regulations of four others which, in semi-arid regions, are even more 
importent and which, to some extent, are contradictory of the first two: 

3. Giving the ‘greser the strongest possible incentive to 
build up his range to as near maximum density as possible. 
This exceeds all other considerations in importance. 

4. Recognizing artificial erosion control works as a range 
improvement. 

5. Providing for acquisition (with compensation) of ranch 
properties on range which hist shows cam not be grased 
(or at least sine een Eine see without destroying it. 

6. Recognizing private lends within the forest as an integral 
part of the forest watershed, and establishing differentials, 
as to cooperation and privileges, between those in good and 
those in poor condition. 

Yo illustrate Points 3 and 4: A grazing permittee, even if he has 
a ten-year permit, faces the probability that if there is abundant grass on 
his allotment ot the end of the period he will, for this resson, have to 
share it with someone else. It is, therefore, to his interest to keep the 
gress from getting too good. If, in a0 doing, he riddles his range with 
gullies, he suffers no penalty; should he plug these gullies he reaps no 

credit, but if he develops new waters to (in some cases) gully new areas 
the cost is credited to reduce his grazing fees. 

Supervisors, I find, are developing informal unwritten waye to 
circumvent these illogical aspects of the regulations, as indeed they should. 
These improvised “de facto" remedies prove the need for some "de jure" reform. 

To illustrate Point 5: We heve generous funds for fire control, road 
Building, and (now) check-damming, but some ranges need none of these as badly 
as they need complete exclusion. Exclusion often amounts to confiscation if 

-20



there be no official mechaniam for liquidating ranches, and no funds for the 
purpose. There is an inherent obligation to acquaint Congress with the relative 
needs for funds, and with shifte in those needs. 

fo tllustrate Point 6: The Forests contain some private ranches which 
have done more to conserve the watershed than we have. More frequently, how- 
ever, a string of ranches along a stream subverts and nullifies, by their over- 
grazed condition, all we heve done or can do to improve the surrounding area, 
In the eye of the regulations all are "ranch property", 1.e., in the allotment 
of forest privileges we recognize m distinction between private holdings which 
augment the forest function, and those which subvert it. ‘The whole conception 
of ranch property needs to be changed. A ranch ie now merely an expensive 
“ticket” to the economic "show" - good regardless of its condition; it should 
be regarded as a good or bed cog in the ecological mechaniem, and judged accord- 
ing to its contribution to good management of Forect resources. 

Again on Point 6: In road building, we recognize a community of interest 
between the Forest and intermingled private land. We freely build roads across 
intermingled private holdings at public expense, without emcting cooperation, 
for the obvious reason that if we did not the read would not serve its public 
purpose. In erosion control, while it is fiscally possible to work private 
holdings and while much of our most urgent erosion centres on them, no such 
lands are included in the work to date. 

The crux of the situation is this: the Forest regulations and policy 
for semi-arid country should be rebuilt around one dominant objective: to create 
the strongest possible incentive to conservative use of Forest watersheds. I do 
not here imply thet the present structure ignores this incentive. I do assert 
that it is subordinated, that it appears mainly in the regulatory superstructure 
and in the administrative interpretations, which, when there is ao contradiction 
between the words of the Manual and obvious needs of the soil, try to reconcile 
and adjust the two. 

To accomplish the needed revision of policy and regulations, a Watershed 
Conference, representing principally semi-arid or erosive regions, would be in 
order. It should be preceded by a thorough study by some Forest officer sympa- 
thetic to and versed in all the Forest uses and resources involved. 

I am not sufficiently up to date on the details te suggest what specific 

chenges in policy and regulations such a Conference ought to recommend. It might 
not be going too far to: 

1. Abolish the regulatory obligation to admit “new tainners", even at 
ten-year intervals. 

2. We-define “ranch property" and "range improvements" in terms of water- 
shed conditions, both with respect to Forest privileges and erosion-contrel work. 

S. Hake renewal of permits contingent on a specified improvement in 
Watershed conditions, thus putting the burden of regulating stocking and improv- 
ing range practices on the permittee, instead of on the administration. 

-b- RY



4. kecognige government ecquisition of ranch property as a means 
of sccomplishing exclusion, and set up ways to evaluate and purchase such — 
property. 

Fire control in thie Region is so far in advance of grazing control 
that the revised regulations can afford to sacrifice, if necessary, the old 
concept of using livestock to reduce the fire hazard. The danger of too 
much graee, where it exists at all, is (in this Region) of no consequence 
compared with the prevailing fact of too little. 

It is significant thet the recent developments in range management 

conform to the findings of modern watershed ecology such more closely then 
the older structure of the grazing regulations. Thus range reconnaissance 
recognises the virgin condition as its standard for measuring the forage 
stand, while the regulations tend to adhere to thebld criterion of whether 
the range can still produce livestock. On a mixed grass and browse range 
there is a vast difference between the ultimate effect of these two yard- 
sticks. The latter has often been ruingis to the watershed resource as 
well as to the ultimete productivity of the forage. 

Hatershed Technique 

The range and watershed research program, as developed since ny 
departure in 1924, commends my hearty respect. It is one of the genuine 
advances in the national conservation field. The sudden availability of 
ECW labor, however, shows it to be lop-sided in that it does net deal with 
artificial works. It should bg now be clear that: 

1. Range management so perfect as to avoid all gullies and 

injury to stream-courses is utopian and non-existent; 

2. Restoring overgrazed ranges by reductions and improved 
practices alone, without artificial works and plantings, 
is often impossible. 

Research must deal, therefore, with the relative effectiveness of 
verious artificial works as well as the relative effectiveness of verious 
ecological manipulations. ‘he former is by no means a simple problem. 
fake, for example, the design of check-dems to fit the physical properties 
of the sediments they are to impound. I have been unable to find even 
rudiments of information on what these properties are, or how to recognize 
or measure thém in the field. Yet it is common knowledge thet a given dam 
may fail entirely to hold one sediment, but may succeed with another. A 
preliminary icon of thie field wae attempted this summer by the 
University of ‘Mexico, but the job was found too big for impromptu 

methods or untysained personnel. 

The ‘net effects of systems of artificial works is to be measured 
at Parker Tio Station, and I urgently recommend finanéial support for this 
work, Thig is, however, a separate question from building a dam to fit the 
soil it is/ intended to hold. Some University or Federal Scils Department 
may be the beet place to center the latter work. 

lps 
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The way to start, in my opinion, is to measure the behavior of 
suspended sediments in a laboratory check-dam. ‘This may consist of metal 
channel of standard length, set at a given grade, and equipped at the lower 
end with a screen representing the dam. The flow enters the upper end from a 
vessel carrying a standard quantity of soil and water, which is kept mixed by 
an agitator. The thing to be measured is the proportion of sediment impounded. 
This would yield an index figure repeseating the ease of “catching” that 
particular soil. 

There is a clesr need for the adaptation of machinery to cheapen the 
cost of large check-dams in flood channels requiring he»vy rock. Hand labor 
can not handle the size it Gea canta Ob Eek Geen cea hte oleae 
yardage. oad machinery, such as the drag-line shovel, ought to be convertible 
to this purpose. After the present special emphasis on hand labor has passed, 
there will be a sudden need for mechanical aide to efficiency of construction. 

Exiorities 

Qn some Forests the uncertainties which attended the selection of the 
sumer camps, plus the momentum of pre-existing lines of work such as rosds, 
resulted in what to me seems an underemphasis on erosion control. ‘thie arises 
largely from some camps being out of reach of meritorious work. ‘he choice of 
winter locations will determine the «tent to which a balance is restored. A 
detailed memo on this is being left for Mr. Koogler. 

Erosion Reconnaissance 

fo compare the opportunities for erosion work in verious localities, 
a system of devcribing conditions is needed. Some fragments of a possible 
system ave set forth in a memo for Ur. Koogler, who should probably test it 
out before recommending it to Supervisors. 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Consulting Forester. 

~be
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WILLIAM BOYCE THOMPSON NURSERY TO 
GROW EROSION CONTROL PLANTS : 

Albuquerque: Ground is now broken for the world's first nursery 

for the production of erosion control plants, according to Aldo Leopold, con- 

sulting forester in charge of erosion control work for the Emergency Conserva- 

tion Work camps of Arizona and New Mexico 

This new enterprise is located on the grounds of the William Boyce 

Thompson Arboretum at Superior, frizona, and is to be operated jointly by 

Dre Francis J. Crider, Director ot the arboretum and Rex King, Forest Buper- 

visor of the Crook National Forest, Mr. L. E. Pritchard is foreman in charge 

of nursery operationse ‘ 

The nursery will produce plants for all the National Forests in the 

Southwestern Region and also for certaim Indian Reservations. 

Seed for propagation is now being gathered by the Civilian Conserva- 

tion Corps and by forest officerse The first stock will be ready for field 

planting in the spring of 1934, &n output of 300,000 plants per year is ex 

pected, comprising 25 specics of native shrubs and grasses which have been lo- 

cally extcrminated by grazing, but which can now be reestablished on areas 

which are boing fenced end check-dammed by civilian conservation crews, A 

few imported specics are being propagated for use where native species offer



no prospects of success. 

All seeds arc being gathered from the opproximate locality in which 

plantings are to be matic. This is a precaution to insure acclimated stock. 

The region of Superior offers a yearlong growing scason for nursery opcrations 

which will cut in half the production poriode It will take six months to 

produce grasses; shrubs 18 months to 2 years. In the selection of specics, 

preference is given to those palatable to Livestock end game, with roct+ 

systems suitablo far preventing the erosion of soil. Because of the semi- 

arid conditions under vhich the stcck must be planted, the majority of the 

nursery output will take the form of paper-potted seedlings which ean be 

transported to the planting site md placed in the ground, pot and all, vith- 

out disturbing the root system. 

Most previous attempts to plent forage and watershed cover on soni-arid 

lands have failed, but in these instances direct secding or unpotted seed- 

lings were used. It is hoped that the use of potted secdlings will overcone 

this difficulty.
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No. 33-170 U.S. Forest Service July 22, 1933 
Southwestern Regi on 

(Confidential) 

Sheep Quarantine Removed From All Western States: The removal of sheep- 
scabies restrictions from San Clemente Island, off the coast of California, 
by a recent order of the United States Department of Agriculture, lifts 

the last of the federal quarantine that in 1905 covered nearly 2,000,000 
square miles in the western states...Kkleven of the States are now entirely 
free from shecp scabies, and in most of the other States in the rmge coun- 

try there are only occasional cases of scabies, principally in feedlots 
where sheep come in from infected districts. (U.S.D.A. Clip Sheet) 

Roads And Trout Streams: Great damage to the productivity and recreational 

valuc of trout streams arises from the “soiling” of streams by erosion of 

overgrazed range. Another source of damage seldom considered is the soiling 

of streams by sediment washed from roads, The narrow strip of bare soil 

represented by a road may often produce more rimoff and more sediment than 
| & square mile of even sparsely vegotated rangee This is especially true of 

| clay soils. If‘ anyone doubts this, let him watch the behavior of runoff in 
| the next shower, To minimize the damage from roads near trout streams it is 

| suggested thet: (1) The road be located as far from the stream as other con- 
ditions allow; (2) that clay sectors of read be surfaced with gravelly mo- 

| terials, if possible; (3) that right-of-way be cloared no wider than necess- 

| ary, so that pine needles and lewes may fall on the bare fills and ditches; 
| (4) that protection ditches and drains be check-danmed where there is danger 
| of their becoming arroyos; (5) that insofar as possible draws be placed where 

|} their muddy flow must pass over sod or needles before reaching the strean; 

(6) that vegetation and litter be not scraped off the road during maintonance 

excopt where necessary. AL. 

Root Systems Of Grasses - Brome And Wheat Grass Compered: Recently the root 

systems of brome-grass and crested wheat-grass growing in heavy clay soil in 

North Dakota were compared. Both of these grasses are highly drought-resi st- 

ante Crested wheat-grass begins to grow earlier in the season thm brome- 

grass and most other grasses. It was thought that this may be due partly to 
the nature of the root system. It was found that the depth to which the 

roots of each extended was very similar - that is, to the water-table at 
about 8 feet. But crested wheet-grass had two great advantages over brome- 

grass: the roots spread out more widely from the crown and it had about 

twice as many fine roots, It appears that these feature would make it possi- 
ble for crested wheat-grass to absorb more water from the soil than brome- 

grass, Crestted wheat-grass might stay green longer end produce rore forage 

with less water than brome-grass, A similar situation has beer found in Kan- 

sas in the case of sorghum and com. The number, depth, and spread of fib- 
rous roots are alike in both plants. Sorghum, however, has twice as many 
secondary roots end only half the leaf area that corn has, These character- 

istics are important in making sorghum more resistant to drought than corn 
is. (To be continued) The Producer —- July 1933. 

Field: Randles (Lincoln); Shoemaker, Koogler, Nelson, Lcopold (Gila) 
Musgrave (Cibola); 

Acting: Chency
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L Albuquerque, New Mexico 
ECW July 20, 1933 
Erosion Control 

R3-ECW-149 
(Distribution 3%) 

Memorandum for Forest Supervisors: 

The attached table indicates: 

(a) Seed for erosion control plants which you are asked 
to gather this year (see Col. 5) 

(b) Planting stock which you are scheduled to receive 
next year, or as soon as ready (see Cols. 6 and 8) 

The number of seed to be gathered by you (Col. 3) should be sufficient 
to produce the approximate number of plants to be produced for Region 3 (Col. 5) 
(exclusive of Indian Reservations which are gathering their own seed and sharing 
pro rata in the costs of the nursery). What margin of safety to allow for non- 
germination we leave to your judgment. 

ECW crews should be used for gathering seed where possible. We have 
tried to allocate sources with this in mind. Seed should be shipped to L. F. 
Pritchard, Boyce-Thompson Arboretum, Superior, Arizona; each package labelled 
with species, origin, and date. Species maturing in the near future should be 
gathered as promptly as possible so stock will have time to grow for spring 
delivery. 

The proposed distribution (Col. 8) is very rough. Amendments are invited. 
Stock will be delivered in pots except as indicated by asterisks. You may wish 
to give advance study to the best sites for plantings. Ordinarily, as indicated 

: by the Handbook, palatable plants should be set out only in enclosw es, erosion 
. fences, and Ranger Station pastures. Suggestions for planting are included in 

many of the inspection memos by Mr. Leopold, or may be obtained from grazing 
inspectors. 

Species of which local wild stock is available and which grow at high 

altitudes where rainfall allows transplanting, and species subject to direct : 
seeding, are omitted for obvious reasons. The nursery service is to be confined 

to 
(a) palatable native species locally exterminated by grazing 
(b) palatable exotics needed for special situationsa 

Plantings should be made with a view to creating centres of spread for 
natural reproduction, rather than with a view to planting full stands. 

JOHN D. JONES 
Acting Regional Forester. 

Enclosures



Boyce-Thompson Nursery for Erosion Control Plants, Flan for 1933 
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Se ere 2 tative Pro _Dgs ibution 

—oo eee Prep eee Phe eutative Proposeg a ™ jfh 
: Seed from Seed Matures lio, of seedlings Time in Remerke 2 Tere aie thet ogee? aaa 

cf 55 faa ae es 
Species Common Name : uF Locelity ee ee ees : & ze 23:8: 3 3 gif; B,8 A ,e 4 
a 

ae PA 

SHRUBS - HATIVE 
Calliandra false mesquite + Crook Grehams July 8, 000 l-year : 19000 1000: 20001000: 1200021000 ss tt ltl ltl 

Briogonum wrightii wild buckwheat : Crook Lower Pinal sug-Sept. 12,000 leyear :  100:1000:3000:3000:  :3000:1000: tt ct 6th lt 

Wolina macrocarpa deargrass Crook Pinal pasture —Ang-Sept. 7,000 Quyears $ 2500: 5002150021000: 21500: 50: st 50071000: tt 

Cercocarpus sp? Mt. mahogany + Gile Redstone, falnut? ) . 3 us : 3 s 8 % 3 3 : : : 3 2 

Crook Tripp Canyon =) ; 
+ Senta Fe an ) augeSept. 15, 500 2-yeare $500 AW0:2000:1500:2000: —:200r 500: —-¢_ 500z 500: 3000210002100: 

Wavajo 1.2. Mexican Spr? ) 3, v0 

Simmondsia sp? Coffeebderry : Arboretum x Septexber 1,000 aeyeurs Pie ee tee eT isk GON, sk EET Re 

Cowania stansiberiana Cliff Rose + Apache Reserve ) duly 2,000 Quyeers Germinates poorly +500 :500: : 2500: + : +t # $f 2500 f 8 

Navajo 1.8. wexican Spr. ) 2,000 

Zizyphus spt : Coronado Senta Rita June 3,000 Guysars ‘Sroueplents easily: * 13000r 2: s & +f & § £ & #& 3 8 

Celtis palida desert hackberry + arboretum x July 2,000 2-years Ge eee eO = Set ett 8 a 

*Chilopsis linearis desert willow : Arboretum ) Sept.? (2, 000) 2uyears Transplants easily: + 1500: 500: s 250: +: + £50 % 4% 8 

Coronado ) 
: Weeee ce 5 eee 8 OR te Re. OEE AF 

#atriplex canescens Chanise 3 Apache Jewett RS. ) ) 
Cibola Bernalillo ) Sept.? ) 5,000 eyesrs Geratustes well 2500: 2,7: ¢ # %- # .# — #15002000%1000:10002 

3 Navajo 1.2. 7? ) )10, 000 $ 
3 ot : t 2 : : 2. 3 ae : i Sen 

*Fallugie paradoxa Apacne plume t Santa Fe July-Ang. (1, 900) Q-yeurs 22000: =; ££ & & 8  :1000:10000;30G : 3 

xMenodora 3 Arboretum ? x ? Seed scarce (aus 2 3 : t : : 2 : 3 3 : 3 3 t 

Parosela gregei Parosela + Crook Tripp Canyon July 5,000 2-years S. -e sb0GGeL0NOL00Dr G10 et Ok kl tll 

"Vitis arizonica Wild grape t Apache t (4500) l-year 12000: : 500: 500: =: 2500: : +: + #500: 500: ¢ 
Crook Oak Flet Oct.? ) 

SHRUBS - BXOTIC Oe patie vemwarstenie “ance Mes tT. ERs, at 8 

” Species in discretion of Supervisor King : Arboretum x 10, L007 2-years Cee eet ae. eS Be kk 8 

Potted - - - 75,500 
3 Mon-potted - ( 8,400) : +) : : 2 z 3 3 : 2 3 : = : 

GRASSES - WATIVE 
Panicum obtusum Vine panic grass 3 Gila Silver City ) 

, Prescott t )  aug.? 8,500 6-months a $ 200% 500: 500:1000; :2000:1000: : +: 22000: 500; 
: Tusayan ? ) 

3 t : ? : i: 2 2 2 : : z 2 : : 

+Muhlenbergia porter} Hoe grass ? Coronado ) 
Prescott ) aug. 4,500 6-months : 250032000: 50031000: 3 5003 3 t & r : 2 : 

: Jornada RR. ) 
, : t : 2 : 3 + : ? z : : : : : 

Sporobolus gigantea Giant sacaton : Cibola. ? ) Aug. -Sept. 7,000 &-months Pies eestOOk tS eee gD ROR 4 ae 
3 Coronado Senta Rita } 

*Sporobolus aercides  Sacaton 2 Cibola ) 19, 000 m0 ae eS eee eee : + $5000:5000: -:5000: 
a ie iangk: (19, 000) mnths z  & & & 82000 +: 22000: +:  — :5000:5000: 25000: 

3 Mevajo 1.8. : ) (5,000) PES MUP t ce ete eS UE | ee 

Sporobolus cryptamirus Sacaton 2 Jornada August 5, 000? 6-months King see Cooper= : ei 3 3 : 3 3 * t t : 3 3 : 
3 rider 

Hilaria rigida border galleta 2 Arboretum x August? 3,000 6-months pet eSameseOOr as. a Pasta 8). tied Rg Ed | 

GRABSES - EXOTIC z eet eenwet ie See tae re ey ES Oe) ee) ee et 

Species in discretion of Supervisor King —: Arboretum x 10, 0007 6-months Cena eer eee eee Re ge Sed ees 
; Potted - - = 38,000 

n : Non-potted - (24,000) to i Gate a ee. Ree EY 

* To be produced as non-potted seedlings or rooted cuttings Total Potted - - - 113,500 
# Enough seed should be gathered to also try direct seeding " Non-Potted - Gatco) 

~—xA nursery stock for the production of seed mst first be built up 
+ Propagate from joints or stems or offsets



DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 33-152 U.S. Forest Service June 30, 1933. 

Southwestern Region 

(Confidential) 

The Conservation Worker Reporter: The first issue of the "Conservation 
Worker" was mailed June 27th. Material for the first issue was rather 
scarce, but camp write-ups are coming in fine now, and we already have six 
camp writesups for the next issuc. if the camp reports continue to come 
in like this, it will be easy work for the editor. Your cooperation is 
very much «ppreciated. 

Vegetable Dems: In the filling sectors of washes, the erosion problem is 
to make floodwater sink rather then to prevent losses of soil. Sinkage 
can often be augmented by foncing soctions of such washes, end encouraging 
a jungle of brush and grass to grow. The jungle offers a mechanical ob- 
struction to floods, forces them to throw down their silt (this further fer- 
tilizing the jungle}, amd allows the clarificd water to sink (because thcre 

| is no silt to scal the ground). A system of 150 such jungles or "vegeta- 
; ble dans" is planned for installation on four washes crossing the Santa Rita 

Range Rescrve, Eech will be a one-acre "exclosure", Each will be erti- 
ficielly replanted as far as necessary, The exclosures will be spaced about 

| four per mile. (A.L.) 

The 30 Year Retirement Act: Whenever ct any time hercafter prior to July 1, 
1935, any employee of the United States or the District of Columbia to whom 
the Civil Service Retirement Act. approved May 29, 1930 (U.S.C. Supp. Vi, 
title 5, chap. 14), applies, who has on aggregate period of service of at 
least. thirty yeers computed as prescribed in section 5 of such Act, is in- 
voluntarily scparated from the service for reasons other then his misconduct, 
such employee shall be entitled to am annuity computed as provided in section 

4 of such Act payable from the civil servico retiremont and disability fund 
less a sum equal to 34 per contum of such annuity: PROVIDED, That when an 
annuitant hereunder attains the age which vould have been the retirement age 
prescribed for automatic separation from the service applicable to such annui- 
tant had he continued in the service tc such retirencnt ogee, such deduction 

from the annuity shall ccasc. If md when any such annuitant shall be re- 

employed in the service of the District of Columbia or the United States 

(including any corperation the majority cf the stock of which is cwmed by the 

United States), the right to the annuity provided by this section shall cease 
and the subsequent annuity rights of such person shall be determined in accord- 
ance with the applicable provisions of retirement law existing at the time of 

the subsequent separation of such person frem the service." 

Ficld: Pooler, (Carson); Calkins, (Lincoln); Koogler, (Cerc nado}; 
Randles, (Cr-ok); Leopold, (Sitgreaves); McCanent, (Santa Fe); 
Sheeneker, (Tusayan-Prescott) 

Leave: Musgrave. Furlough: korr 

Acting: Jones i



DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 33-151 U.S. Forest Sorvice June 29, 1936, 

Southwestern Region 

(Confidential ) 

Correction: Refcrenee FM handbook 82, wherein the Act of June 4, 1897 is 

cited as 30 Stat. 55 the page No. should be 35, Also the Act of Feb. 1/05 
citcd as 35 Stat. 628 should bo 33 Stat. Forests please correct their 

handbooks accordingly. 

As The Press Views The E.C.W. Entcrprise: Bvyond this sinple duty of con- 
servation lics & realm of urgent cconomie needs which forestry can do much 

to answer. It is just hore that forestry links the problom of unemploy— 

ment to the problem of idle land and the problem of diminished farm carnings, 

and offers timoly aid toward solving all three. Atlanta Journal. 

Dispiay Values of Wildlifo: Nev values have been applied to decr and other 
wildlife, particularly in connection with the resort and recreational indus- 
tries of the steto. It is due partially to comparison betreen farming, lun- 

bering and mining, which have slumped during the last few years, and to at- 

tempts to cvaluate the ceononmic importance cf the tourist and resort indus- 
trios. In certain areas deer are protected by- local demend beeause they are 
considered of more value alive then dead, even though they are as plentiful 
es in cpen territory. This vicow is held regardless of the fact that levful 
killing ef bucks vould not intcrferewwith the breeding canacity of the herds. 
Such intcrests tend to make management practice nore difficult and unecrtain, 

Adolph Muller, Amer, Gane Ccnf. Rept. 1932. 

Sand Storage: In canyons where undergrcund flow is impertant as a source of 
well or seep water lower down, and when solid bedrock prevents lcakage into 
the underlying formati ns, the underground flow een often be augmented by 
erecting check-dans to impound sand. The sand pockets provide a "slow fecd", 
and if fenecd and revegetated, the vegetaticn desilts the flocds end helps 
them tc sink. Dams tc impound sand ere «f no usc in canyens which carry only 
vegetable debris. There must be enough smd to fill the eatch-basins. Such 
dons are best placed whore ledges or dykes cross the canyon, because such 
sites arc usually the narrowest, tightest against leakage, and firnest as 
foundations, Such dans may be of concrete, tight masonry, rock sausage, or 
large boulders carefully "keyed in" and plugecd vith litter mixed with small 
rocks, The basins should usually be foneed and willowed to anchcr the send 
end previde shades Tiw> canyons on the Santa Rita Division of the Coronado 
aro being providec with a chain of sand-dens by the Box Canyon Canp. (A.L.) 

Ficld: Pooler, (Carson); Calkins, (Linevln}; Koogler, (Coronado); 
Randles, (Crook); Leopold, (Apache); MeCarent, (Carson); 
Shoemaker, (Sitgreaves-Coconino). 

Leave: Musgrave. Furlough: Kerr 
Acting: Jones ‘Ae



i DAILY BULLETIN 

No. 33-150 U.S. Forest Service June 28, 1933. 

Southwestern Region 

(Confidential ) 

National Forest Policy: "The policy which has been the guiding principle 

in the administration of the National Forests for the past 28 years is to 

make all the resources of these Forests serve their highest purpose for 

the good of the greatest number of peozie. In the application of that 

principle the economic value of the resource rather than its income value 

has been the besis for determining its relative value." Region 1. 

Principal Factors Controlling Crops: The principal faetors controlling 

forest or farm crops are : cover, food, climatic conditions end protection. 

These are also the controlling factors of the game crop. In game work 

they are called environment; and their handling, onvironmental control or 

gome management. Where there is good environment, usually tho geme supply 

will be plentiful. Where environmont is bad, game is searce or lacking 

altogether, depending on the dogree of prevalence of unfavorable factors. 

A complote lack of food, for exemple, will make it impossible for game to 

exist, even though all the other factors be of the best. 
Waller, Jr. In Amor. Game Conf. Rept. 1932. 

Belicve It Best To Send Men To Camps Away From Home: As a result of ob- 

servations, I have definitcly chmged my mind on one pcint; that is as- 

sigmment of ycung fellows to camps near their homes. At first, it seem- 

ed to mo desireble to adept a general policy of sonding mon to camps ncar 

their homes; but now, efter observing sevoral groups and noting their at- 

titudes, interest end enthusiasm, I would send o11 but the marricd men of 

the Forest Service quotes toc peints cutside thcir states. It is very evi- 

dent that the trip, the new surroundings, new ecnditicns and acquaintances 

stir up new intorcsts in the fellows and the cxperienec seems tc mcan much 

more then to the follow who is near here ami among familiar surroundings. 

The travel in my judgncnt results in bonefits that will mcan even mere in 

lator yonrs by breadening the individual's viewpoint. Sitgreaves Bulletin. 

Proposed Erosion Plent Nursery: One cf the uns.lved prcblems in watershed 

technique is how te restcre shrubs and grasses locally exterminated by 

grazing ond not subject to propagation by wild-gathered cuttings or seed, 

Mountain Mahogany, fer instance, has disappocred from mmy foothill regions 

in the immediate vicinity of cld settlorents. It will not grow from cut- 

| tings, and cannot be seceded directly. Many check-dams on the extreme head 

of dry drainages offer suitable, planting sites, cospeciclly where grazing is 

excluded. The Boyee-Thompson Arboretun at Superior, Arizcna, has cffered 

to cooperate in the E.C.W. progrm by growing planting stock cf desirable 

shrub and grass species not otherwise obtainable. The. stock will be grown 
and hauled to destinrtion in papor pots, which cen be planted whole. Native 

species will be largely used, The proposed capacity is 300,000 potted 

plants. The final details of the cooperative arrengement are being worked 

out by Supervisor King. (Aaa) 

| Field: Pooler, (Carson); Calkins, (Lincoln); Koogler, (Coronedo); 
Rendles, (Crook); Jones, McCament, (Santa Fe). 

Leave: ' Musgrave. Furlough: Kerr 

Acting: Lange



DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 33-148 U.S. Forest Service June 26, 1933 

Southwestern Region 

(Confidential ) 

What Game Conservation Is: Game is a crop, like trees of the forests or 
like corn or potatoes, in which secd is used to produce annually recurring 

returns. No forester would cut out all his seed trees and no farmer would 
use up all his sced corn or potatoes. Just so the sportsman must consider 

his seed or breeding stock of game, rjust save it, nurse it, protect it, to 

the end that he will have a supply for the next year's harvest. 
Waller, Jr. in Amer. Game Conf. Rept.1932. 

The Conservation Worker: The Conscrvetio Worker, a weekly news bulletin for 
the Emergency Conservetion camps, will be mailed Tuesdey. Until the address- 

es of the camp forenen are reccoived it will be necessary to mail them to the 
Supervisors to be sent to their respeetive camp foremen. It is belicved that 

this bulletin will serve a useful purpose in furnishing an inter-change of 

ideas between camps. To the Indian Gardens Camp on the Tcnto goes the honor 

of submitting the first camp roport. We hope by the next issue that several 

others of the 34 camps now in operation will have sclected a reporter and sent 

in their camp news. 

\ Rooted Willow Cuttings: The Sulphur Springs Camp on the Cibcla has found 

| thet rooted stoms of willows will grow, oven when plantcd in June after the 

| original bush had comploted its leaves. Such rooted stoms have an advantage 

| over crdinary cuttings, which will grow only when gathered during the dormant 

| soeason. The stems were cbtained by grubbing up a bush, tearing off stems 

| with a fow rootlets attached to each, pruning to length (about 4 inches of 

roct and 10 inches of stem), baling into bundles wrapped with wet burlap, and 

} then hauling to the planting site. They are being uscd to revegetate a gully 

| ecntaining a small springsbed stroonm. It is now desired to know whother 

\ large cottonwood stubs, cut during the summer, will grow. 

Motion Pictures for Camps: The first unit cf the traveling motion picture 
outfit which will cover the Northern and Central New Mexico Emergency Conser- 
vation camps will make its first showing at Sulphur Springs Camp on the Cibola 

on June 26. The outfit will be in charge of Forest Ranger Fred L. McCament 

of the Santa Fe National Ferest. It is planned for this outfit to make 

cemps twice a month giving a short talk, with illustrated slides, on various 

phases of forestry, to be followed by 4 reels of motion pictures. In this 

manner, it is hoped during the remainder of the season to furnish the camps 

with an instructive anc cntertaining forestry program. It is planned to 

equip 2 other outfits with motion picture projectors, lantern slides and on 

clectric gencrator; one for Southern Arizona and Scutheastern New Mexico, 

and one for Northeentrel Arizona as rapidly as the equipment can be assembled. 

Field: Randles, (Crook); Musgrave, (Apache); Koogler, (Lincoln); 

McCament, (Cibola). 
Furlough: Kerr 
Acting: Lang
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June 24, 1955, % oe 

Mr. Sydney Wilmot, 
American Society of Oivil Engineers, 

53 West S9th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 

Dear Mr. Wilmot: 

In two of the letters which were published regarding my article 
allusions were made to the Colorado River and its sedimentation, drawing con- 
Clusions that this stream hed elways been as heavily sedimented as it is at 
present. 

I heve found startling proof to the contrary in the personal narra- 
tive of James M. Pattie, which occupies the entire Volume 18 of “Harly Western 
Travels", edited by Reuben G, Thwaites, LL.D,, historian and secretary of the 
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1896-1915, and the author of twenty-four 
listed works on early American history, including twenty-six volumes of “Zarly 
Western Travels" which contain the diaries of the earliest explorers, ‘There 
appeer two allusions to the Colorado River, Pattie, secording to Thwaites, 
was a noted man in his day, His narrative covers 1824-1830, and Thwaites 
states that Pattie was the first white man to explore the Colorado River, 

He descended the Gila, which he spelled "Helay” in 1825, reaching 
the junction of the Colorado on the 26th of February 1826, Pattie states that 
"at 12 we started up the Red River (Colorado; Thwaites) which is between 200 
end S00 yards wide, a deep, bold stream, and the water 28 this point is entirely 
Sea Se Nera we Seon ee eee Sree e timber of the bottoms is 
very heavy and the grass rank and high." (p.131-152, Vol. 18, Barly Western 
Travels, Thwaites,) From this point the party ascended the Colorado and went 
entirely around the Grand Canyon upon the plateau. On April 10th he states; 
“Onee more could reach the banks of the river," On April 15th he states, “On 
the 15th we returned to the banks of Red River which is here a clear beautiful 

stream,” ; 

fo claim, as some of your readers apparently believe, that the 
Colorado River has not increased its silt burden by the enormous recent destruc- 
tive erosion, notably on the Sen Juan and its tributaries, and to justify this 
conclusion by a statement that the earliest evidence shows that the Colorado 
River always carried an excessive load of silt is squarely refuted by this most 
important,earliest of all historic descriptions of this river by Americans, Mr. 
Pattie’s description of the Helay (Gila) River is equally convincing and con- 
firms historical knowledge as to the original condition of this stream. ‘These 
references can be found on page 87 of this volume and following, 

Again, I wish to emphasize the importance of a correct presentation 
of this subject and of the great danger to the engineering profession if they 
allow themselves to be deceived and misinformed on the effects of erosion and 
the relation betwoen the terrific increase of this process since the white



Re 

Mr. Sydney Wilmot, , 

civilization and the overgrazing end destruction of the vegetative cover, I am 
absolutely certain of the facts. The consequences of this neglect and mismenage- 
ment have already cost untold damage to the civilization of this region, and 
are so serious that I conceive it to be an absolute obligation resting upon me 
te continue to investigate and set forth the facts as I find them, 

It will also be of interest to you to know thet Dr, P, B. Fleming, 
Dean of Engineering of the New Mexico Agricultural College at State College, 
N,Mex, gave a paper at the meeting of the Southwestern Division of the american 
Association for the Advancement of Selence on May 22nd 1935 at Las Cruces, N. 
Mex, in which his con¢lusion was in brief that erosion on the Rio Grande water- 
shed would eventually wreck the Elephant Butte project unless promptly controlled 
and thet this erosion was caused by overgrazing, I take it thet this paper will 
be @ hard pill fox some of the members of the U,S.Geological Survey and others 
to swallow, but they may have still more difficult euds to chew before this 
matter is settled, 

Sincerely, 

Professor of Forest Management,



. DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 33-146 U.S. Forest Service June 23, 1933 

Southwestern Region 

(Confidential) 

Health of EB. C. W. Men Good: The Eighth Corps Area had enrolled up to June 

10 21,666 men. The health of this contingent was reported excellent. Up 

to June 3 there had been 156 men on the sick report and 38 hospitalized 

out of some 20,000 men-an enviable record for the Army and its medical de- 

partment. The Eighth Corps Area needs only 146 enrollecs to complete the 

quota of regular men and about 2,218 of local experienced men. 

A Cooperative Water System; The Madera Canyon water system which has been 

under construction for the past three months, is nearing completion. It 

consists of 1-2/3 miles of main line, a 42,000 gallon storage tank and two 

1100 gallon tanks to break the pressure which developed in the more than 

900 foot vertical fall. The cottage owners contributed $1500 of the cost 

of construction, besidos bearing 211 the expense of laterel lines to their 

eabins. Coronado Bulletin 

E. C. W. Camps: There cre now 34 established B.C.‘. camps in the National 

Forests of Region 3, 18 in Arizona end 16 in New Mexico. The two new ccmps 

established are F 2 N Tularose (Apache N.F.) and F 7 N Sedgwick (Cibola N.F.), 

the latter by Oklahoma surplus men from Fort Sill. During July the Region 

will receive three or more Veterans' cemps. The following are the camps like- 

ly to be selected: 

F 124A Rucker Cenyon (Coronado) 
F154 Tripp Canyon (Crook) 

F 19 A Mingus Mountain (Prescott) 
F 25 4 Sunflower (Tonto) 

Undercutting of Check-dems: The anticipated expericnce with checkdams ex- 

posed to actual freshets hes begun. Some 200 dams on Tejano Cmyon, Cibola 

Forest, exposed first to a severe sudden flocd and later to a long gentle 

rain have yielded the following results: (1) The flood did not carry out any 

dems, either log or rock, but it did side-eut a few by reason of logs or 

| trash plugging the spillwcy; (2) The slow rain which came later has undercut 

| nearly cll of the log dams, in spite of large quantities of white fir limbs 

| carefully packed into the catch basin; (3) Any dam where floating oak leaves 

| reached the eracks of the dem promptly became proof agcinst undercutting, 

| but these leaves when lodged against the brush in the catch-basin were not 

| effective; (4) The check-dammed section of the canyon ran no water at the 

| lower end where similar unworked canyons were running torrents. The main 

| lesson to be drarm is the extreme importance of packing the joint between the 

dam ami the chamel bottom with fine-cut brush, leaves, pine needles, or bur- 
| lep, and then benking the upper face of the dam with carth. This is especi- 

| ally important in log dems because they cannot "sink" to plug small hollows. 

| Counter-sinking the logs or rocks into the channel alsc helps, but on diffi- 

| cult soils will not suffice to prevent undercutting. 411 systems should be 

! inspected after the first rain to detect end remedy defects. (A.L.) 

Field: Rendlos, (Sitgreaves); Leopold, (Cibola); Musgrave, (Apache). 

Furlough: Kerr 

Acting: Jones



DAILY BULLETIN 

No. 33-145 U.S. Forest Service June 22, 1933 
(With Supplement) Southwestern Region 

(Confidential) 

National Encampment Spanish War Veterans: Employees of the Departrent who 

are members of the United Spanish War Veterans and desire to attend the 

Thirty-fifth National Encampment to be held at Los Angeles, California 
August 20-24, 1933, may be granted leave of absence for this purpose when 
thoir services can be spared. The time used must be charged to annual 

‘Lleeve of leave withcut pay if smnurl leeve is-sxheusted. 

University Seeks Silt Test: The University of New Mexico is cooperating 

in the E.C.W. program by developing a test for the comparative stability of i 

sediments behind check-dans, The object is to find out whether a given 

soil to be successfully impounded, necds a tightly laid dam with much brush 

behind it, or a loosely-laid dam with little brush. If a reliable measure 

of this property can be found, then Supervisors cam be offered a testing 

service to determine in advance whether the sedimont in a given drainage 

aree is easy or difficult to hold. 

Dolen Purchases Interest In A. L. & T.: An A. P nows item appearing in the 

Arizma Republic under dato of June 15 states that J. C. Dolan has purchas- 
ed the emtrolling interest in Arizona Lumber and Timber Co. and is affili- 

ated woods railroad. ' Dolan was for 20 years connected with the Flagstaff 

Lumber Co. ‘Hith the sale of the A. L. & T., followed the retirement of 

T. M. Riordon 75 year old president of the Company end pioncer lumberman 

of the Southwest. The A. L. & T. Co. began operation in 1881. Dolan owns 

and operates a box factory at Phoenix which he will ccmtimue to operate. 

He expects to resume operaticn of the mill within 30 days. It has been 

elosed for nearly a year. 

Lion Fits Into Scheme: Formerly, I was of the opinion that with an increa- 
sing army of hunters and a diminishing supply of deer, animals as destruc- 

tive as mountain lions snould be eliminated, exccpt in a few very remote 

places. The recent upward trend in numbers of our larger game has, how- 

ever, materially altered my viewpoint, I now believe that a moderate 

number of these great cats may serve a useful purpese in checking undue in- 

ereases of deer, especiclly in regions little grazed by domestic stock. 

Besides, the hunting of lions affords rare sport, end they can be controlled 

almost at will, Better game lavs ond regulations are a gratifying sign of 

the tincs. They should be based upon acecuretely interpreted knowledge of 

wildlife relations. Successful deer management calls for the manipulation 

of the deer populaticn strictly in accordance with the food supply. In 

dealing with the problem of maintaining breeding stceks at the proper lev- 

el, limited hunting license systems should be respcnsive to local condit- 

ions, often widely variable within the limits cf a single State. 

Goldnen in Amer, Game Conf. Rept. 1932 

Field: Wilson, (Tusayan); Randles, (Sitgreaves); Leopold, (Cibola). 
Furlough: Kerr 
Acting: Jones
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SAMPLE # I 

Loeation Cibola Forest--Bed Rock--R@d Sandstone 
Color Brownish Red | 
Pulverent, Crumbly er Clod- 
dy Pulverent 
Floury, Mealy or Gritty Gritty 
Texture Coarse 
Organie matter Very small per cent 
Supply of Carbonates None F 
Sulphates Only a trace 
Chlorides None 
Seil acidity and basicity Weakly acid 
Composition ( ches iy) Fine sand and very fine sand 
Pereolation The setups were allowed to stand 48 hrs.-- 

the rubber serrre were removed and the 
following results were obtained: 

ionising gmtnnnget ——_— 
Setup!Preps 'e.c. in 1000. in Dees thea Time for {Loss of “iy + 

per + 1 30 Mi ry t © e e e t 7 ° 

A : 26 : a4 )_ 157 . 276... : Qhns Sit 224 Ce. vay 
t 

: B ‘ 50 : 1 28n 268 ; lbr 6 min} 132 ik 
Cc ' ' ’ t 1 t 126 Crt- 

KEY : 

Mtn.---Mintte 
Cote --Cubic Centimeter 
Evap.--Evaporation 
Ab.-- -Absorption 
Per.---Percolation 
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| {/FO0Grams Soil ry bees 24570 grams Soil 

asograms Soil 
bs qs grams Seil + 

Peta ten ee Piney ’ ‘ 00 - - ona Stepper W-Rubwer steppe: — Rubber stepper! |



SAMPLE # II 

Loeation Cibola Forest+-Cienerga Canyone-~Hecreational . 

area, 
Color Gray 
Pulverent, Crumbly or Cloddy Crumbly 
Floury, Mealy, or Gritty Mealy 
Texture Med tum . 

Organic Matter Low per cent . 

Supply of Carbonates High pereentare . 

Sulphates Medium percentage | 

Chlorides Little more than trace 
Soil Acidity and Basicity Basic ; 
Composition Chiefly clay and silt 

~Percolati on- 
The setups were allowed to stand 48 hours, the rmibber stoppers were 

removed and the following results were obtaineds | 

a ee ee + in ‘Total 10.6681 pine Por pefghe tos wat. Setups | Drops per | te teen tee Te wer Pe aye bo evap ig 

As : 24 91 130 , 57 min, ‘ 270 Ce, 

7 7 < ¥ i 7 " 7 
Be : 28 ; 98 : 133 . 53 ‘ 267 Cit 

" Ge ; Mt ae , , 55 , 2 Cle 

‘  Potal number of cubic centimeters of water used in the beginning: 400 
See setups in Soil Sample No. I. 
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SAMPLE # III 

Location Cibola Forest--Las Huertas Canyon--Granite 
Color Brown 
Pulverent, Crumbly or Cloddy Pulverent 
Ploury, Mealy or Gritty Gritty 
Texture Coarse 
Organic Matter Very low percentage | 
Sulphates Just a trace 
Chlorides Yone 
Soil agidity and Basicity Weakly acid 
Composition Chiefly grevel ‘ 

-Percolation= 
The setups were allowed to stand 48 hours, the rubber stoppers were 
removed and the following results were obtained: 

ee ene ee ee ee Setups , Drops per | ,0,.¢. in ,rotal no,e., Time for | oss of - 
a ites ee Be | 

ty ' 38 1 225 1 286 !lhr, 27 min 111 

Be ! 56 ae + 288 1 1 hr. #1 Tae 
ee ee eee ee ere ear neg TN ree eH ere IT one REE ER 

Cc, 1 58 t 180 t 286 ' 57 mine 1 114 

Total number of cubic centimeters of water used in beginning: 400 
See the setups in Soil Sample # I. 
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SOIL SAMPLE # IV. 

Location South Fork of Silver City Canyon--Limestone 
on one slope--Igneous rock and shale on the 
other--Gully 15 feet deep. 

Color Brownish yellow 
Pulverent, crumbly, or clod- 
dy Cloddy 
Floury, Mealy, or Gritty Mealy 
Texture Fine 
Organic matter Small per cent 
Supply of carbonates Very high percentage 
Sulphates Medium percentage 
Chlorides Little more than trace 
Soil basicity and acidity Basic 
Composition Chiefly clay, silt and gravel 

~Percolation- 

The setups were allowed to stand 48 hours, the stoppers were removed 
and the following results were obtained: 

Setups ;Drops per ; c.c. in ie no. 7 for dpe of water, 

aC 6 ' 20 "868 ‘10 hre, 26 137 
alba la ltl eA hi li ati oceania ces 

Bey 6 : 20 1 g64 210 hrs. 27 ? 136 
: : : $ : min 3 

Ce) 7 ; 22 > 963 710 hrs. 20 : 137 
: : : : min. :



SAMPLE # I | 

Loeation Cibola Forest--Bed Rock--Réd Sandstone | 
Color Brownish Red 
Pulverent, Crumbly or Clod- | 
ay Pulverent 
Floury,. Mealy or Gritty Gritty 
Texture Coarse 
Organie matter Very small per cent 
Suprly of Carbonates None 
Sulphates Only a trace 
Chlorides. None 
Soil acidity and basicity Weakly acid 
Composition(chiesly Pine sand and very fine sand 
Percolation The setups were allowed to stand 48 hrs.-- 

the rubber atte were removed and the 
following results were obtained: 
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SAMPLE # II | 

Location Cibola Forest--Cienega Canyon--Recreational 
area. | 

Color Gray 
Pulverent, Crumbly or Cloddy Crumbly 
Floury, Mealy, or Gritty Mealy 
Texture Medtum 
Organic Matter Low per cent | 
Supply of Carbonates High percentage | 
Sulphates Medium percentage 
Chlorides Little more than trace 
Soil Acidity and Basicity Basic 
Composition Chiefly clay and silt 

-Percolati on- 
The setups were allowed to stand 48 hours, the rubber stoppers were 
removed and the following results were obtained: 

' Tc.c. in ‘Total no.c.cl TLoss of water Setups , Drops per | na hin. aa aa rime Bor pefaue to evap & 

spf ARN NG I iy 
A. : 24 i 91 : 130 , O7 min. at) eee a 

SE ee emer ee er ne a ee ee ee ee ee ne ee ee ee ee ee eee 

Be : wo me a _o * er Ce 

C. ; eo. .) = ae _ se * ; oe 
a 

Total number of cubic centimeters of water used in the beginning: 400 
See setups in Soil Sample No. I.
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SAMPLE # III 

Location Cibola Forest--Las Huertas Canyon--Granite 
Color Brown 

j Pulverent, Crumbly or Cloddy Pulverent 
Floury, Mealy or Gritty Gritty 
Texture Coarse 
Organic Matter Very low percentage 
Sulphates : Just a trace 
Chlorides None 
Soil acidity and Basicity Weakly acid 
Composition Chiefly gravel 

-Percolation- 
The setups were allowed to stand 48 hours, the rubber stoppers were 
removed and the following results were obtained: 

a ee eee ge ee ae , Setups | Drops per ,,¢,¢. in ,Total “ee Time for "Hgiectg if, 

nce tnemnecnyo oe 
A. ' 38 ' 125 ' 289 t Lhrs 87 win) 62D 

STU Re er ee ee eat ee ney PD egy Pee ere eer nT me 

Be ' 56 i dare ' 288 t i Bet 1 12 
ee a ee ee ee ee ary lee 

C. ' 58 ' 180 ' 286 _' 57 ming  ' 14 

Total number of cubie centimeters of water used in beginning: 400 
, See the setups in Soil Sample # I.



SOIL SAMPLE # IV. 

Loeation South Fork of Silver City Canyon--Limestone 
on one slope--Igneous rock and shale on the 
other--Gully 15 feet deep, 

Color Brownish yellow 
Pulverent, crumbly, or clod- 
ay Cloddy 
Floury, Mealy, or Gritty Mealy 
Texture Fine 
Organic matter Small per cent : 
Supply of carbonates Very high percentage 
Sulphates Medium percentage 
Chlorides Little more than trace 
Soil basicity and acidity Basic 
Composition Chiefly clay, silt and gravel 

-Percolation- 

The setups were allowed to stand 48 hours, the stoppers were removed 
and the following results weee obtained: 

Sebhws ‘Drops per : Cec. in irotee no, Oy! Time for ge" of water, 

= * 6 : 20 ; (263 ‘10 hrs, 26 137 
(we ae ee ee EE 

3, : 6 $ 20 ; 264 $10 hrs. 27 : 136 
SMM ae ALN id Ah icin nai Dipicedinnncl eae LL ly cat 

€, $ yf 3 22 : 263 $10 hra. 20 3 137 
: : 3 : mine :



SOIL SAMPLE # V. 

Location Higher slopes on Sulphur Creek, Jemez Division, 

Santa Fe Forest. Said to be easy to hold. 
Probably arises from tufa rock. 

Color Brownish red. 
Pulverent, Crumbly, or 
Cloddy Crumbly j 
Floury, Mealy, or 
Gritty Gritty 
Texture Coarse 

Organic Matter Very little 

Suvply of Carbonates None 
Sulphates Low vercentage 
Chlorides Trace 
Soil Basicity, or 
Acidity Basic 

Composition Chiefly gravel and silt--contains large per- 

centage of iron and aluminum oxides. 

-Percolation-= 

Only one set up was made, containing 250 grams of soil and 400 c. c. 

of water: ' Loss of water 

Nol c.c.e in No. c.c. per. due to evap. & 

Dropsuper mins 30 mine 3 through iTime for per. ‘Ab. by soil. ¢ec. 

21 ' 60 : 280 * 3 hrs. 12 mini 120 

SOIL SAMPLE # VI. 

Location Sulphur Creek flat, Jemez Division, Santa Fe 

Forwest. Said to be easy to hold. 

Color Brownish Gray 

Pulverent, Crumbly, or 
Cloddy Cloddy 
Floury, Mealy, or 
gritty Mealy 
Texture Medtum i 

Organic Matter High percentage 

Supply of Carbonates Very low percentage 

Sulphates High percentage 
Chlorides Trace 
Soil basieity, or 
acidity acid 

Composition Chiefly silt and clay(organic matter) 
-Percolation- 

Only one set up was made containing 250 grams of soil and 400 c.c. 

of water: 
cece. lost due to 

e.c. in 30 C.C. per. evap. & Ab. by 

Drops per min.$ ma, _ _.: through ‘Time for per.: soil { 

is : 31 : 162 2 Sars, 15 : 258 

: $ : min. :



SAMPLE # VII. 

Location Sample taken from soil that would not hold 
behind check dam in Cibola Forest. 

Color Brownish Black 
Bulverent, Crombly, or 
Cloddy Cloddy 
Floury, Mealy, or ; 
Gritty Floury 
Texture Fine 
Organic matter Very little 
Supply of Carbonates Very little 
Sulphates None 
Chlorides None 
Soil Basicity and 
Acidity Basic 
Composition Chiefly clay and silt 

-Percolation- 
Only one set up was made centaining 250 grams of soil and 400 cc water: 

e.e. lost due to 
Cece in 350 C.c. per. evape & ab. by 

Drops per mins _ min. : through ‘Time for per.: soil 
6 : 19 : 204 : 8 hrs, 52 : 196 

: : : min. 3 

SAMPLE # WIII. 

Location Mouth of Peralta Canyon, Probably voleanic ash 
and malpais. Believed to be erosive soil. 

Color ; Greyish brown 
Pulverent, Crumbly, or 
Cloddy Crumbly 
Texture Medium 
Organic Matter Very little 
Supply of Ca bonates Very small percentage 
Sulphates None 
Chlorides None 
Soil Basicity and 
Acidity Basic 
Composition Chiefly sand and silt 

-Percolation- 
Only one setup was made containing 250 grams soil and 400 c.c. of water: 

c.c.e in 30 CeCe per. oc., water lost 
Drops per min: min, : through ‘Time of per. G88 0 sy ED EYap. 

76 : 185 * 304 : 1 hr, 1 min. 96



EXPERIMENT ON CHECK DAM( REPRESENTATION) 
No. of grams of soil that 

Sample No. 3 went through sereen 
: ° 

2 3 2 
3 3 1.6 
4 $ Bel 
5 3 1.3 
6 3 1.9 
" 3 2.7 
8 3 8 

: 

It can be seen that more grams of soil went through the screen of 
samples 2, 4, 6, and 7, indiesting that the » il in the samples were 
in a higher degree of dispersion than the other samples, . 

An experiment (same as above) wag made on sample No. 7 (hard to hold) 
using the best floceulating agent (slaked lime). This time 2,1 crams 
of soil came through the ecreen whereas 2,7 grams of soil came thru 
when no floceulating agent was used, This shows that even with the 
small representation of the cheek dam that .6 grams more of soil was 
held back by the screen due to floceulation. 
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EXPERIMENT ON SEDIMENTATION, DISPERSION, FLOCCULATION AND FLOCs 

CULATING AGENTS, ho Beige 0 Blak 
| y | 

ph wid 30 on Soh 3 on aoth 

( oo clin eter oboe? / Oootc. W /ovotc. 

02s alead pas ofebh 
Aine Amt 

$Floceulating Agents: 
3 $ Slaked : 

Sample No,.:Gypsum_ + Lime : Amount of soil dispersed 
{Floc, 1st $ Medium amount of soil déspersed 

2 tFloc.lst: $ Large amount of soil déspersed 
3 : . $Floe, 1st t Medium amount of soil despersed 
4 : ‘Floe, Ist : Large amount of soil déspersed 
5 3 tFloc. 1st : Small amount of soil despersed 
6 ‘Floc.ist: : Large amount of soil déespersed 
7 : tFloc. 1st ! Large amount of soil déspersed 
8 3 tFloc. lst : Small amovint of soil despersed 
9 $ 3 : 

3 3 : 

SAMPLE # I. 
A, Slaked lime~ Flocculation was slow but after 24 hrs, the 

water was clear. 
B. Gypsum--First to floceulate--Ater 50 min, it was observed that 

B was being flocculated faster than A, 
C. Blank--After 24 hrs, the water was still milky looking. 

SAMPLE # II. m 

A. Slaked lime--Flocculation was observed to be much slower than 
Be After 24 hrs, the water was milky, but a little more clear than 

blank, 
Be Gypsum--After a few minutes it was observed that B was setthing 

out faster, After 24 hrs, the water was still a little milky. 
C. Blank-~Ater 24 hrs, there was very little soil despersed. 

SAMPLE # III. : 

A. Slaked Lime--Was first to floceulate, 
B. Gypsum--About the same as the blank. The floceulating agent 

had little or no effect, 
C. Blank--After 24 hrs, the water was still milky, 

SAMPLE # IV. 
A. Slaked Lime--After 10 min. it was observed that the cylinder 

containing the sloke d lime was clearing up faster due to 
floceulation,after sim hours the water was clear, 

Be Gypsum--After six hours flocculation ha@ occured but the water 
was milky. After 24 hrs. the water was clear. 

C. Blank--ABter 24 hrs, the water was still slightly déspersed



SAMPLE # V. 
A, Slaked lime--Particles could be seen settling in 211 three 

cylinders, but the particles were much larger in A and B 
4 than in C, which was due to flocculation. It was observed 

that A settled out first. 
Bs erate, 24 hrs, the water was clear, 
C. Blank-wAfter #4 hrs, the water was still milky. 

SAMPLE # VI. 
Ae Slaked lime--After 15 min, no floceviation could be noticed. 

After six hoursy«still disperse d but a clear ring had formed 
around the top indieating floceulation was occuring but much 
slower than in the gypsvm cylinder, After 24 hrs, the water 
was clear, 

Be Gypsume-~After 15 min, flocculation was observed, After six 
hrs, the water was a little milky, After 24 hrs, the water 
was clear. 

CG. Blonk=-After six hrs. still in high degree of dispersion, 
After 24 hrs, still cierer ores 

SAMPLE # VII 

A, Slaked lime~-Immediatel, after being shaken the solution be- 
gan to clear up and the floceulated particles began to settle 
and settle fast. The clearing up effect was noticed in seven 
meee After six hours very slightly cloudy, After 24 hrs, 
clear, 

B. Gypsum--After 30 min, the clearing up effect was noticed, 
After six hr@. very cloudy, After 24 hrs. clear. 

C,. Blanks-After six hrs. still in high outs of dispersion, 
After 24 hrs, still in high Gogree of dispersion, 

SAMPLE # VIII. 
A, Slaked Lime--Flocenletion was noticed a few minutes after 

Bhaking, After 24 hrs, the water was clear, 
B. Gypsur~-Floeculation could be noticed but it was much slower 

than in A, After 24 hrs, floceulation had oceured but the 
water was still a little milky. 

C. Blank-~After 24 hrs, the water was still very milky. . . 

| 

{ 

| ji



TABLE SHOWING THE COMPARISON OF THE PERCOLATION RATES OF THE 
EIGHT SAMPLES 

Sample tDrops '¢,e. in Total No.8 06) Time for per. vo of water due to 
es PRE MAG BD Beal an ON Bn ROLL ee 
1 + 68 51 5 268 tihr. 6 mine ? 132 

2 ‘ #8’ ? 98 $ 133 : 53 min, * 2B2 
& fF ee bo gre 3 288 ' 1 hr. 3 112 
4 ’ 6 + 20 : 264 $10 hrs, 27 mini 136 
5 . ie ee $ 280 $ 3 hrs. 12 min,! 120 
6 Pte ee ; 162 ' 3 hra, 15 min,? 238 
7" + 6 * 19 $ 204 * 8 hrs, 62 min,! 196 
8 r ! + 185 : 50a ; thr, i min, } 96 

3 t t t 3 
$ 

DISCUSSION OF WORK DONE 

EZ. Soil samples 2,4,6 and 7 have the largest amount of soil dispersed, 
larger amounts of these samples past through the sereen in the 
check dam experiment, the rate of percolation was much slower, the 
amount of water absorbed,by the soil was mich greater, the texture 
was finer and the samples are composed chiefly of clay and silt, 

Soil samples 4 and 7 are very erosive and the percolation rates, 
10 hrs, 27 min, and & hra. 52 min, respectively, show just how fast 
water runs through these samples, indicating that the water will 
run off and take with it the finer particles and later the larger 
Ones. 

Soil samples 2 and 6 contained more organie matter than the other 
saniples, therefore, they should be easy to hold, No. 2 sample ceames 
from Cienega Ceanyon-«Rrecreational, area and No. 6 came from Sulphur 
Creek Flat, Jemez Division, Santa fe Forest, end is said to be easy 
to hold. This is due to the organic matter in the soil for it tends 
to flocculate the soil particles and keeps the soil open, 

Soil samples 1, 3 and 8 have very little ee matter, very little 
clay and contain large percentages of gravel and sand, The rate of 
percolation was much faster, 50, 56, and 76 drops of water per minute 
respectively, These soild Should not be so erosive for the water 
ean percolate through them at such a rapid rate,



DISCUSSION OF WORK DONE (CONTINUED) 

II. With such a small amount of soil and water, and not a good rep- 
resentation of a chek dam it was almost impossible to obtain : 
any data that would be of practical value. However, the resulteg” 
obtained gives an indigation that something probably could ob- ~~ 
tained with a more elaborate setup. I think that some work done 
on soils which are very erosive, with respect to suitable floc- 
culating agents, would be of practical valve. The degree of dis- 
persion could be determined by mechanical analysis which would 
give some information as to the erosiveness of the soil. The 
organic content would be of value because the organic matter 

tends to floceulate the soil particles and keeps the soil open, 

III.More work done on flocculating agents would be of value in de- 
terming which floceulating agent would be suitable to a particu-~ 
lar type of soil, From the experiments run it was observed that 
some flocculating agents floceulate the particles much faster 
than others, In some eases it was observed that some flocculat- 
ing, agent, or ggents seemed to disperse the particles or split 

e them up into smaller particles, in which case the flocculating 
would become a defloceulating agent or a dispersing agent, 

IV.The percolation rate seems to be of value in the problem of 
check dams. If some work could be earried out with standard 
equipment the results would probably give preeatical data on 
this type of project.



VII APPENDIX 

WATERSHED BIBLIOGRAPHIES 

An extensive bibliography of the relation between Forests 

and water is included in Raphael Zon's "Forests and Water in the Light 

of Scientific Investigations" 1927, herein listed. 

A bibliography on erosion and closefyrelated literature was 
compiled by John D. Jones in 1925, mimeogr@ hed copies of which may 
be had from the Regional Forester, Albuquerquee 

The publications listed below are aimed to bring the Jones* 
bibliography up to date and to add certain general references. Sug- 
gestions for important additions will be welcomed. 

Ashe, W. ¥. Financial Limitation in the Employment of 
Forest Cover in Protecting Reservoirs. 
U.S.D.Ae Dept. Bulletin #1430, August, 1926. 

Bates, C. Ge Soil Erosion - A Lecal and National Problem, — 
and Zeasman, 0.R. Research Bulletin #99, Agri. Exp. Station, 

Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison. 
August, 1930. 

Bates, C. Ge Forest and Stream-flow Experiment at Wagon 
and Henry, A. Je Wheel Gap, Colorado, final report on com 

pletion of second phase of the experiment. 
Monthly Weather Review Supplement #50. 
1928. 

Bailey, lL. H. The Nursery Manual ~ MacMillan Coe, 1920. 
(Classification of species as to methods of 
propagation). 

Bennett, H. H. Soil Erosion, a National Menace. 
and Chapline, We Re U. S. D A. Circular 733 

April, 1928 

Breazeale, J. Fe A Study of the Colorado River Silt. 
Tech. Bull. #8. University of Arizona, 
University Station, Tueson, Arizona. 

March, 1926. 

Bryan, Kirk / Date of Channel Trenching ‘arroyo cutting) 
in the Arid Southwest (Science n.s. 62; 
338-44, October, 16, 1925.) 
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Bryan, Kirk Erosion and Sedimentation in Papago 
Country, Aris, with sketch of Geology. 
U.S.G.S. Bull. #730, 1923, Pe 19-90. 

Bryan, Kirk *. Erosion and Control of Silt on the Rio 
and Post, G. Me Puerco. Msse Report to Chief Engineer, 

Middle Rio Grande Conservancy Dist., 
Albuquerque, N. M. 
October, 1927, 

Bryan, Kirk & Historic Evidence on Changes in the 
Channel of Rio Puerco, a Tributary of the 
Rio Grande in New Mexico. Bibliography. 
Journal of Geology, 36; 265-82, 
April, 1928. 

Calkins, Hugh Ge. In Defense of Brush. Journal of 
Forestry, vole 23, No. 1. 
January, 1925. 

Cannon, Sylwester Qe Torrential Floods in Northern Utah, 1930. 
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station 

Cireular 92. 
January, 1930 

Catlin, c. N. Character of the Ground-water Resources of 

Arizonae Bulletin #114. Univ. of 
Arizona, University Station, Tueson, Arizona. 
March, 1926. 

Cooperrider, C. Ke Report of a Survey of Condition of Plant 
and Hendricks, B. A. Cover and Erosion-Streamflow on the Rio 

Grande Watershed above Elephant Butte. 
Typewritten Mss. 

March, 1933. 

Darton, N. H. A Resume of Ariaona Geology. Bulletin 
#119. University of Arizona, University 
Station, Tucson, Arizonae 
October, 1925. 

Dudley, F. Le Erosion and Surface Runoff under Different 
and Miller, M. F. Soil Conditions. University of Missouri. 

Agri. Exp. Station Research Bull. #63, 
December, 1923. 
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Forsling, C. lL. A Study of the Influence of Herbaceous 
Plant Cover on Surface Runoff and Soil 
Erosion in Relation to Grazing on the 
Wasatch Plateau in Utah. U.S-D.A. 
Teth. Bull. #220. 
March, 1931. 

Forsling, C. L. Artificial Reseeding on Western 
and Dayton, William A. Mountain Range Lands. 

U.S.D.A. Dept. Circular #178. 
August, 1931. 

Fortier, Se 
and Blaney, He F. Silt in the Colorado River and Its Relation 

to Irrigation. U-5.D.A. Tech. Bull. #67, 
1928. 

Jones, John De Bibliography, Erosion and Closely Related 
Literature - U.S.Forest Service, South- 
western Region, Jan. 5, 1923 (Mimeog.) 

Leopold, Aldo Grass, Brush, Timber and Fire in Southern 
Arizona. Journal of Forestry, Vole xXX1l, 
October, 1924. 

Leopold, Aldo Pioneers and Gullies, Sunset Magazine 

1925 (?) 

Lowdermilk, W. © Influence of Forest Litter on Runoff, 
Percolation and Erosione Reprinted from 
Journal of Forestry, Vol. XXV1ll, #4, 
April, 1930) - : 

Lowdermilk, W. C. Forestry in Denuded China, Vol. 152 
of The Annals of the American Academy 
of the Phlitical and Social Science, 
Philadelphia, Nove, 1930. 

Meginnis, He G Using Soil-Binding Plants to Reclaim 
Gullies in the South. U.S.D.A. Farmers* 
Bulletin #1697. 
Jamary, 1953. 

Martin, G. E. Terracing in Oklahom - Okla. Agri. and 
Mech. College Cir. #218 
Reprint 1931 
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Roberts, George, Soil Erosion and Its Control 
Kelley, J. B. Univ. of Kentucky Extension Cir. 
and Welch, E. G. #129. 

March, 1928 

Ramser, C. EB. Gullies; How to Control and Reclaim 
Them. U.S.D.A. Farmers’ Bulletin 
#1234. 
Issued Feb. 1922; revised May, 1928. 

Sampson, Arthur We Range Preservation and Its Relation 

and Weyl, Leon He to Erosion Control on Western Grazing 
lands. U.S.D.Ae Depte Bull. #675. 
June, 1918 ee 

Sherman, E. A. The Protection Forests of the Mississippi 
River Watershed and Their Part in Flood 
Prevention, U.S.D.A. Cire #37 
August, 1928 

Travey, Samel Me Bermida Grass. U.S.D.A. Fermers* 
s Bull. 7814. 

May, 1917 

Uhland, R. E. The Control of Gullies. 
and Wooley, J. Ce Univ. of Missouri Agrie Exp. Station 

Bull. #271. 
May, 1929. 

Wilson, C. 0. The Artificial Reseeding of New Mexico 
Ranges. New Mexico Agri. Exp. Station 

: Bull. #189. 
February, 1931 

Zon, Raphael Forests and Water in the Light of 
Scientific Investigation. Reprinted 
with revised Bibliography, 1927, from 

Appendix V of the Final Report of the 
National Waterways Commission, 1912. 
(Senate Document #469, 62d Congress, 
24 Session). 1927. 
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PUBLICATIONS, ON EROSION CONTROL + Won Soest 4 
Fortier, S. and Blaney, H. F. Silt in the Colorado River and Its Relation to Irrigatior 

Tech. Bulletin No. 67, Dept. of Agriculture. 1928.\ 

Duley, F. L. and Miller, M. F. Erosion and Surface Runoff under Different Soil 4 

Conditions. University of Missouri. Agri. 

Experiment Station Research Bulletin 63. 

December, 19235. Ji 

Lowdermilk, W. C. Influence of Forest Litter on Runoff, Percolation 
and Erosion. Reprinted from Journal of Forestry, 

Vol. XXVIII, No. 4, April, 1930. 

Lowdermilk, W. C. Forestry in Denuded China. Vol. 152 of The ati 
of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science, Philadelphia, November, 1930. 

Report of Special Torrential Floods in Northern Utah, 1930. Agri. 

Flood Conmission Experiment Station, Utah State Agricultural 

College, Logan, Utah. January, 1931. 

Catlin, ¢. N, Character of the Ground-water Resources of Arizona. 
Bulletin No. 114. University of Arizona, a | 
University Station, Tucson, Arizona. March, 1926. | 

Smith, H. V. The Climate of Arizona. Bulletin No. 130. | 
University of Arizona, University Station, Tucson, | 

Arizona. April, 1930. 

Darton, N. H. A Resumé of Arizona Geology. Bulletin No. 119. Ie 
University of Arizona, University Station, Tucson, 

Arizona. October, 1926. 

Breazeale, J. F. A Study of the Colorado River Silt. Tech. Bulletin Vo 

No. 8. University of Arizona, University Station, 

Tucson, Arizona. March, 1926. | 

Sherman, HE, A, The Protection Forests of the Mississippi River \ ve 
: z ‘ Watershed and their Part in Flood Prevention. 

a Circular No. 37. Dept. of Agri. August, 1928. 

Forsling, ¢. L. A Study of the Influence of Herbaceous Plant Cover 
; on Surface Runoff and Soil Erosion in Relation 

to Grazing on the Wasatch Plateau in Utah. 
Tech. Bulletin No. 220. Dept. of Agri. March, 

1931. 

Ashe, W. W. Financial Limitation in the Employment of Forest oe 
d Cover in Protecting Reservoirs. Bulletin No. 1430. 

Dept. of Agri. August, 1926. 

Bennett, H. H. and Chapline, Soil Erosion a National Menace. Circular No. 33. ye 

Ws. &B, Dept. of Agri. April, 1928. 

{ Zon, Raphael Forests and Water in the Light of Scientific Invest- 

igation. Reprinted with revised Blibliography, 1927 

from Appendix V of the Final Report of the National 
Waterways Commission, 1912. (Senate Document No. 

469, 62d Congress, 2d Session). 1927.



JAMES M. PATTIB. 

Pattie's personal narrative, 1824-1850, 
Rarly Western Travels, ‘Thwaites, 1746-1846, 

Vol, XVIIL. Page 87, Edited by Reuben Gold Thwaites, 11.D. 
Madison, Wis. 

“We reached the Helay on the 14th." 

Jan, 20,1824, 
October "24, ‘The del Norte (Rio Granie) which is here is a deep and mddy 

stream, ‘The bottoms sustain numerous herds of cattle, 

November, 
Dec, 7, 

Dee, 14,'24, ie reached the Helay, ‘The next morning 1 began to ascend the 
bank of the stream to explore, ‘The firat dey we were fatigued by the 
difficulty of getting through the high grass, which covered the heavily 

timbered bottom, In the evening we arrived at the foot of mountains 
that shut in the river on both sides, 

On the morning of the 15th (error?) we started eerly and crossed 
the river, here a beautiful clear stream about $0 yards in width, running 
@ver « rocky bottom and filled with fish, f 

We made two days’ journoy until we again reached the main stream, 
travelling slowly, ‘The river here was beautiful, ruming between banks 
covered with tall cottonwoods and willows, ‘This bottom extended back a 
mile on each side, 

On the Sth (Dec, '24) we came to a point where the river entered 
a cavern between two mountains. We were three deys cressing, On the 

23rd we came upon the river where it emptied into a besutiful plain, 
The river here pursues a west course, 

Jan. 1825, On the 268th we pushed down the river, \e found the river skirted 
with very wide bottoms, thickset with musquito trees, ‘the river pursues 
a west course amidst high mountains on each side. ; 5 

Feb,16, Gerges and high mounteins, 
1’. fhe river discharges ite waters from the mountains on to the 

plains, 

Apr. 3. 
24, (pelS0), Gn the morning of Feb, 1, ('26) we began to ascend the Black 

June 1, River. It is a most beautiful stream to the point where it forks in the 
July 6, mountains, thatis to say, about 80 miles from its mouth, 
AUBe 

Jan,2, 26, We thenes returned dom the Helay which is here about 200 yards 
16, wide with heevily timbered bottoms, %e trapped ite whole course from 

where we met it to its junction with the Red (Colorado) River, (p.131), 

Feb, '26, At twelve we started up the Hed River, which is between 200 and 
300 yards wide, a deep bold stream, and the water at this point is entirely 

@lear, ‘The bottoms are a mile in general width, ‘The timber of the bottoms 
is very heavy and the grass rank and high, (Page 191-152.)



: 2: 

: Mar,16, P.1356. The eourse of the river still north, flowing through e 
rich valley, skirted with high mountains, (Bill Williams fork), 

Pattie is apparently the first known ameriesn to traverse the banks 
of the Colorado, 

Apr, 10, Onee more could reach the banks of the river, (300 miles past the 
Grand Canyon.) 

Apr. 15, On the 15th wo returned to the banks of Red River, which is here a 
Clear beautiful stream, 

Apr, 19, We began to ascent the right hand fork, (This was the San Juan 
River.) 

Thwaites, Reuben Gold, Historian, 11.0. Univ, of Wiseonsin 1904, 
Seey. and Supt, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1686-1915, 
author of 24 listed works on early Amerioan history including 
“favly Sestern Travele" in 26 volumes, 

‘
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BREAZAIE, Je Fe, “A STUDY OF THE COLORADO RIVER SILT", 
Unive of Ariz. Teche Bull. No. 8, March 1, 1926 

Pe 166. Relation of gypsum to flocculation 

pe 167. Some silt dispersed to begin with; other is deflocculated. 
“At times the quality of the water is such as to bring 
about deflocculation". 

pe 167. Deflocculation may, by decrease in the size of silt particles, 
increase carrying power more than an increase in velocity. 

pe 167. Speed of settling is a good index to dispersions 

pp2l68169. Calcium-magnesium vs. sodium-potassium exchangese Flocculation 
depends concentration of calcium in river water. 

po 171. "When the calcium content (of Colorado River) is highest, the 
river carries very little silt ~ - when lowest, the river 

carries a heavy loads While this may be due largely to the 
increase in velocity at flood time ~ ~ - the quality of the 
water plays an important part in the movement of silt." 
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FORTIER, S. and BLANEY, He F., “SILT IN THE COLORADO RIVER 
AND ITS RELATION TO IRRIGATION". USDA Tech.Bull.67,1928 

pe 2. Recommend impounding silt in main rivere 

Pped,292 Silt control in lower valley costs $1,000,000 per yre or $2 per acres 

Pe 4e Annual silt discharge at mowth, of canyon 253,628,000 tons or 
137,000 acre feet. This is 3% higher than previous estimates. 

pe 4. 20% of the silt load at Yuma is bed~silt. 

Pe 5e 500° dam at Boulder Canyon will be twoethirds full in 100 years. 

pe 7- Irrigable Areas: 4,080,000 acres in upper basin, 2,850,000 acres 
in lower basin, incl. Gila. 

pe 10. “Calcium and magnesium salts flocculate silt, whereas sodium and 
potassium salts disperse it". 

po 10. Weight of silt. Soils in general weigh 30~110# per cueft. in 
lower Colorado basin varies from 32=105# per cucfte 

Pe 15. Sand waves in the San Juan 3-6! high. Silt up to 9% by weight. 

pe 17. Zuni Dam: 10,320 acre feet capacity. Silted 72.7% of this between 
1906 and 1920. Average silt content 2% by volume during this period. 

Pe 19. Blue River: only 8% of original arable bottomland remained in 1916. 

Po 22. Silting of Roosevelt Reservoir: Filled 1/16 of capacity during 
20 years, previous to 1925; would take 320 years to fill up completely. 

Pe 45. Annual silt load at Yuma is 253,538,000 tons, of which 20% is bed 
silte 

pe 46. Steps or waves formed by bed load in channel bottoms 

po 62. No feasible method of desilting reservoirs except dredgings 

- AeLe



FORSLING, C. Le and DAYTON, Wo Ae “ARTIFICIAL RESEEDING 
ON WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGE LANDS" USDA CIRC.178, August 1931 

Pe 3, Reseeding will not justify cost of over 3.50 per acres 

Pe 6e Costs of seed per acre (25" rainfall or more) 

Kentucky Blue Grass wage 15# per acre 3.60 per acre 
Timothy 74 oF oH . 256 
White Clover 36¢ 6H 2.16 
Brome 20# 
Violet Wheatgrass 15¢ 
Sweet clover log 10# 1.00 

Pe 8s Aman can sow 10 acres per days 

pe lle Timothy thins out after 8 years. No success known with less 
17" rainfall, on favorable sites. 

pe 15. Species which spread by Stolons (on ground) or rootstocks (under): 
Curly mesquite, white clover, bluegrass, Bermuda. 

ppe 15430. Discussion of Speciese 

ppe 33-36. Preparing Soil. 

AoLe



FORSLING, Co Le “INFLUENCE OF HERBACEOUS PLANT COVER ON SURFACE 

RUN-OFF AND SOIL EROSION IN RELATION TO GRAZING ON THE WASATCH PLATEAU 

IN UTAH" USDA Technical Bulletin 220, March, 1931 

pe 2. Areas and stocking of western rangese 

Pe 4. Runeoff from various crops, Missouri, Bluegrass 124 Bare Soil 49% 

Soil eroded, tons 1.7 247 

Pe 30. Most of the erosion by rainstorms rather than snoWe 

pe 35. Frosen soil thaws after being covered with snow. 

pe 4le Tendency for erosion per year to vary less than run~of fe 

pe 566 Graph of run-off end sediment. As between 16% and 40% cover 

erosion and run-off both decreased by half. 

ppe 56657. Does not understand puddling? 

pe 67. Artificial reseedinge 

AcLe



ASHE, Wo We. FINANCIAL LIMITATION IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF FOREST 
COVER IN PROTECTING RESERVOIRS" USDA BULLETIN 1430, August 1926 

pe 6e Physics of sedimentatione 

| ppe 7,8,9, 25. Has no appreciation of cover other than grass? (opposite p.17, 
30) 

Pe 10e Economics of planting for reservoirse 

Pe 23. Minimum Flows of Great Plains ve. Atlantic Coast streamse 
Smoky Hill River, Kansas, 10 cu.fte, Potomac 990 cu.fte, 
watershed of each about 9,000 sq. mie 

P» 26. Silt Content of Colorado 160,000,000 tons per year. Maximum 
silt burden often over 2%. Life of Boulder Dam est. 150 yrso, 
but probably lesse 

AcLo



SEGALE, SISTER BLANDINA “AT THE END OF THE SANTA FE TRAIL" 
Columbian Press, Columbus, Ohio, 1932 

pe 225: The A.T. & S.F.R-R. encountered heavy washouts along 
the Galisteo (entry for Sept. 21, 1881). Evidently 
the washing-out of this river occurred in or before 
1881. 

Avle



BRYAN, K. and POST, Ge Me. “EROSION AND CONTROL OF SILT ON 
THE RIO PUERCO, NEW MEXICO" MSS Report to Chief Engineer, 

Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, Albuquerque, 
October, 1927 

(Bryan) 

Po le Never had a perennial flow exept possibly near Cubase 

Pe 72 "“Doudtless this vegetation (on bars) would be more resistant to 
lateral cutting but for continuous overgrazing". 

pe 8 “It is noticeable that the land « ~ is in much better grass above 
than below the dam". 

Pe 10. Puerco 43' deep at Mile 30, 1926, 161,000 cueydse fell off this 
bank at oné cave~in.  (15' wide, 43" high, 250" long) 

Pe 13. Native dams successful in saving San Pablo Cienegase 

Pe 18. Drawings of horses and cattle on cliff 53! above bed of present 
Arroyo Tapia. 

Pe 28. Basalt soil more resistant than cretaceous rock soils. 

Pe 33. “Bad lands" of Santa Fe formation are porous and “can be eliminated" 
as sources of silt. (7?) 

Pe 40. Depth of alluvium below present valley floor 50-90 feet. 

Pps 43645. Discontinuous arroyos are normal; continuous abnormal. 

PPe 5455. Erosion Cycle. 

pe 59, “Lhe greater the runeoff, the less the silt in the water. The 
absolute quantity of silt increases slightly with greater discharges." 

pe 71. “the cutting of the existing ddep channel on the Rio Puerco took 
place in the late eighties". 

Pe 72. Table of historiml evidence on channel measurements. 

Pe 775 “With the conquest of the Javajos - ~ about 1865, a wave of immi~ 
gration set ine Not only farmers but cattlemen came into the valley 
between 1870 and 1880. The formation of the arroyo- - followed 
promptly in the years 1885 to 1895. But Gregory has pointed out that 
deep arroyos found in the Marsh Pass area of the Savajo Country before 
the Nevajos brought sheep into the region." 

pe 83. "With the view of conditions (alternate alluviation and cut‘ing) over= 
grazing becomes merely the trigger pull which sets the time of an event 
long in preparation."



(Post) 

pe 86. Silt eroded 1885~1927 394,888 acre feet 

Per Year 9,400 " * 

Pp: 89, Pease measurement of average per cent silt in Rio Grande 
water at San Marcial ~ - ~ - = 1.65% 
(Half the yearly delivery July-October, but only 21% 
of the runoff). 

Pe 96. Per cent of silt at mouth of Puerco up to 26.18% 

(not completed) 
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WISCONSIN FLOOD CONTROL ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING BUILDING 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON 5 Na 

foo ee 
Ve 
Or 

j 5 October 19, 1933. 

Mr, E,W, Tinker 
Regional Forester 
Porestry Service 
Milvawkee, Visconsin 

My dear Mr. Tinker: 

This ie in response to your letter of October 10, with which 
you enclosed copy of the report made by My. Deters relative to the 
Wisconsin flood control caxps. 

It will not be possible to know definitely the relation between 
the amount of money spent for materials and overhead as in contrast with 
the labor costs for the various camps until after the season's work is 
gompleted. However, we feel quite certain that our original estimate that 
these coats would aggregate less than 25 per cent of the total costs of 
the field work will hold true. We are basing our estimates on the 
assumption that the labor charge per enrolied men should be calculated 
at $3.00 per day, although it is our understanding from the army 
officials that the costs ave actually somewhat greater than this. 

As regards the situation at the lancaster camp I think Mr. 
Deters did not mean to leave the impression which you evidently gathered 
when reading his report. Tt is true that on the date that Mr. Deters 
“igited the Lancaster camp there were less than 100 enrolled man stationed 
at lancaster. On September 7, however, a new contingent of men reached 
this camp and from that date forvard the camp has had a full quota, 
Previous to the arrival of this additional group of enrolled men we used 
several of the Lancaster engineers to asgiat at some of our other canps and 

we actually hai only four engineers working at the Lancaster camp during 
most of July and August. 

At no time did Viscongin officials in charge of the flood control 
program in the state suggest or imply that the work of the nine flood control 
camps represented a complete program of erosion control. Quite the contrary. 
¥e were specifically advised at the begiming of the work that we only 
should undertake those specific projects which are clearly in the public 
interest and where%the results were going to contribute to the public welfare. 
There are many aspects of erosion control work which are direct responsibilities 
of the land owners and which by no stretch of the imagination could be 
considered legitimate projects for CCC work. ‘the omission of these activities 
from our Yiasconsin pregran of work for the flood control camps should not be 
construed as evidence that our flood control program wes incomplete because 
through our agricultural extension service we are constantly carrying on 

with land omers additional work aiming to secure the cooperation and action



——2= 
Mr. EW, Tinker 

of farwers to the end that these needed erosion control activities be carried 
on. I¢ would be most unfair, however, for anyone to conclude that our CCC 
flood control program was improperly oxgani zed simply because we did not use 
the CCC men in all types of work dealing with erosion control, If we had done 
80 we would have directly violated the letterand spirit of the act creating 
the COC, I cannot believe that pe office or Mr. Deters wants to leave the 
impression that our flood control camps in Wisconsin are damed because they 
aid not carry on all types of erosion control and would have been damed if 
they had actually attempted all phases of erosion control work, 

Ve ave now busy at work in the several camps planting locust and 
other seedlings to help revegetate ray surfaces taused by erosion and in this 
work are following the leadership of Mr. Aldo Leopold whose assistance in this 
connection is very deeply appreciated by our office. 

Tn Mr, Deter's report he speaks very highly of Mr. 2.4, Davis, 
Superintendent of the Upper Mississippi Erosion Experiment Station at LaCrosse, 
and of Mr, Davis's ideas regarding erosion control. In this connection I wish 
to advise that Mx. Davis has now resigned as Superintendent of the Eriston 
Station and is in charge of the development of a large seale demonstration in 
erosion control te be located probably in western Wisconsin, and to be financed 
from the Public Works Act administered by the Joil Brosion Service of the 
See of the Interior, Mr, Davis and his immediate superior H.H, Bennett, 

ef of the 3Joil Brosion Service, Department of the Interlor are exceedingly 
anxious to have two flood control camps located in their demonstration area 
to carry on the very types of work which we have been carrying on this past 
season. ir, Bennett has made a formal request in this connection of Mr. \ 

Grenger and Director Fechner and it is my understanding that he has been given 
some encouragement by these two Washington officials, 

It 4s traly hoped that in fommlating CCC plans for the Ieke States 
region for 1934 you will plan to continue the nine flood control camps which 
have operated this past season ani that two of these camps may be stationed 
in the area in which the complete program of erosion control is being carried 
on under the general supervision of Mr, RH. Mmvis, 

Sincerely yours, 

wG10 Wis. Flood A 

ec: Mr. Paul Kelleter 4 
Mr. Aldo Leopold
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October 10, 1933. 

Cr 

PR 
ECW 
Supervision 
Wisconsin 
Erosion Control 

Director, 
Department of Conservation, 

Madison, Yisconsin 

Dear Mr. Kelleter: 

There is enclosed for your information and action cépy 
of report of September 24 from Mr. Deters relative to the Wisconsin 
Erosion Control Camps. 

We should appreciate hearing from you relative to the 25 

per cent cost for materials as mentioned by Mr, Deters, since Mr, 

Clark indicated to us in his letter of June 7 that this would not 

be exceeded. 

We have continually stressed thet public benefits should be 

given first consideration and it has been our impression that the 

Wisconsin organization has kept this matter in mind, 

There is some question as to the need for a full technical 

staff in the Lancaster Camp in view of the small number of enrolled 

men and we would appreciate your suggestions relative to reduction 

of the same. 

We are glad to receive this favorable report of the work 
being done in the Wisconsin Erosion Control Camps. If this work is 
to be continued next summer, we would strongly recommend that a 

broader program be undertaken. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E.¥, Tinker, Regional Forester 

By $3.E. Schoonover, Acting 

Enclosure 
ec: The Forester 

Mr. Clark 
Mr. Tschudy



REPORT OF INSPECTION ON WISCONSIN B.C.W. FLOOD 
CONTROL Camps 9/2/33. 

This report is based. upon an inspection of seven of the nine Wisconsin 
flood control camps made during the period August 17, 18 and 19; Sept. 1 and 6. 

In general the Wisconsin flood control program is being very adequately 
administered. The administrative force is technically very well trained 
and capable of handling the work of the types that are being undertaken, Mr, 
E.R. Jones and Mr. 0.R. Zeasman have been doing similar work for four or five 
years and therefore are familiar with the work and the region. As a matter of 
fact the E.C.¥. program here is merely a great extension of the erosion 
control program carried on by the University of Wisconsin previously, 

The engineers erployed as technical foreman have been very well chosen 
and fulfill the qualifications for the jobs. 

The work throughout the whole program is well standardized, being very 
closely supervised by Mr. Jones and Mr. Zeasman who generally approve all 
projects. Instructions and specifications for the work have been carefully 
prepared by the technical staff aided by special H.C.¥. research carried on in 
connection with the program before the beginning of the field work, 

Efficiency and output of work are, as a whole, quite high. ‘The co- 
operation which is being generously received from the farmers of the region 
is helping greatly to make possible a large number of structures. Usually 
the earth fill dam is put in by the farmer, alone, or with some E.C.¥. 
assistance. ‘This leaves only the excavating and the concrete and steel work to 
be done wholly by E.C.¥, forces. 

With regard to the types of work being done, the engineering point of 
view has completely dominated the Wisconsin flood control program and the types 
of work are along the lines and standards developed in connection with erosion 
control work done by the Division of Agricultural Engineering of the University 
of Wisconsin. 

The Wisconsin work has special and almost complete reference to gully 
control by means of drop inlet, reinforced concrete culverts through earth 
dams. Where the soil saving dam does not suffice to control growth of the head 
of the gully, headwords of reinforced concrete, or diversion ditches or terraces 
are used. In a few cases rubble masonry check dams have been used to supplement 
the earth fill dams or to effect control on small gullies. 

For the most part the work has been confined to the river terrace formation 
along the major drainage channels of the southwestern part of Wisconsin, 
This information has undergone very serious erosion due to the structurally loose 
and easily eroded sands which compose it and to the fact that much of this 
formation is overlain by a thin stratum of loess which cleaves vertically. 
Under such conditions sharply V shaped gullies are formed which grow rapidly 
and are not easily stabilized. ‘The situation is serious and much in need of 

attention, partiéularly on the sand terrace formation but generally over the 
region to perhaps an almost as great an extent. 

Without question the types of work being done by the Wisconsin E.C.¥W. 
have a definite place in a system of erésfon and flood control. In themselves or 
alone they cannot, however, accomplish a great deal or solve the problem. This 
makes the program somewhat too narrow to do its full amount of good. There should
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preferably be a broader program with land use practices co-ordinated with the 
engineering works. There is the consideration that with proper land use, little wu 
of the present eerious erosion would occur and some of the structures would not 
be necessary. 

While it may be generally considered too that most of the present serious 
erosion has resulted from mismanagement, there are some projects where the 
damage is caused entirely by abusive use of land, as for example, the continued 
use of denuded pastures. It would undoubtedly be the case that if the land 
were put back to proper use, the erosion would stop being excessive. It would 
be desirable if in this way the actual cause of the erosion could be given more 
consideration and some attempt made to control the cause or to remove it entirely. 
It would be a problem more of using the structures to supplement control rather 
than to use the structures as the whole means of control. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, now with the University of Wisconsin, accompanied Mr. 
Clark and myself on an inspection of two camps. Mr. Leopold is desirous of using 

vegetation to control erosion on hazardous areas in connection with the control 
project and where restricted use is necessary. Mr. Leopold has had a great deal 
of experience regarding this type of work and ungiestionably has many fundamental 
viewpoints which could be advantageously used in working out a better balanced 

erosion control program in Wisconsin. This type of work is now seriously lacking 
here. 

It seems to me with regard to much of the soil erosion control work that 
the cost of materials will greatly exceed the 25% of the total working cost, 
the limit mentioned in the authorization. I discussed the costs with Mr. E.R, 
Jones and he stated that their costs for material were based upon $4.85 per man 
per day. I consider that the basis for the material cost should be the $3.00 
estimated to be the cost figure per man per day, This may make the costs of the 
erosion control work exceed the original estimates. 

It appeared to me also that the point of view in selecting the jobs and 
structures to be built was influenced considerably from 4 standpoint of the 
farmer rather than by a flood control for public benefit standpoint. Particular 
attention would generally be given to save roads, fields or property of a private 
nature for the convenience of the landowner. Considering all of the work broadly, 
however, I do feel that there is public benefit being derived in essentially all 

projects and that they could be justified. It is probably a natural interest 
which Mr. Jones and Mr. Zeasman show in attempting to do incidentally all that is 

possible for the farm and farmer. Probably there is no very serious breach of 
policy in this regard but it is a question which often came to my mind in 
reviewing the projects. 

Form 3% was not filled out for each of the camps due to the fact that 
inspecthon was made in all cases in company with other men ani time for this 
could not be arranged conveniently. The essential formation was tabulated for 
each of the seven camps, however, including Independence, North Bend, Bangor, 
Readstowmn, Evansville, lancaster and Darlington Camps. Conditions were so 
uniform throughout the camps that the following information pertains to all of 
them. ‘The technical staff for each camp consists of a superintendent, four 
senior and six junior engineers. The lancaster camp under Supt. Macleisch 
hag only 90 enrolled men but a full technical staff. Relations with the Army 
are in general satisfactory. ‘The conditions of the camps and men are very good 
in every case. Camp details average close to 25 men. The work plans and all 

records are very well kept. The work is about the same from each of the camps 
principally earth fill dams with reinforced concrete drop inlet culverts,
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reinforced concrete headwords, and diversion terraces or ditches, A few rubble 
masonry check dams were built from several of the camps. Working conditions 
are good and the results to date are satisfactory. Additional jobs are planned 
shead sufficiently to take care of the entire field season, All records and 
reports are very satisfactorily kept with very good office @rganization, 
If any camps are, the Wisconsin flood control camps are certainly up te standard. 

The only real criticism I would have of the Wisconsin. flood control 
program is that it is not comprehensive enough and not broadly enough viewed 
to aceomplish the good which I feel it might. In its present light it is 
viewed entirely from the perspective of the gully. It aims te control these 
through the use of concrete and steel, sometimes irrespective of the cost and 

practicability of that type of control. It is a cure for some of the damage already 
done and to a certain extent will limit future damage but for the most part 
erosion and gully formation will continue probably more seriously in the 
future than in the past, at least until other measures are taken to control 
the problem and supplement the present work, 

The reason for the perspective which the Wisconsin flood control 

officials have regarding the work, I should say, is that their training is 
highly specialized alone one line. It is handicapped by lack of a sufficiently 
broad concept of the natural laws and factors which so markedly control the 
problem. To my mind, Mr. R.H. Davis has a very full and broad concept of 
the erosion probler. In any more complete program than the present I should 
recommend that his scientific advice be sought. I am sure that his plans 
would help greatly in logically solving the problem and making a better balanced 
and more tenable program. I say that in consideration of the basic fundamentals 
of accomplishment and scientific procedure with full respect to the experience 
and knowledge of Mr. Davis. 

Respectfully submitted. 

M. E. DETERS, 
E.C.#. Inspector
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Excerpts from letters signed by various Federal officials re continuation 
during winter of 1933-34 of Wisconsin's nine flood control camps. 

E,8, Tinker - letter to Noble Clark, September 11, 1933. 

“Reports from our technical inspectors and advisors led to the 
conclusion that unless Mr. Fechner was willing to broaden the scope of 
the work that might be done from these camps, their operation this winter 
would not result in public benefits comparable to the cost. For this reason 
it was our conclusion that the camps should be closed." 

Note: Previous to this date no federal inspector ever discussed with 
Noble Clark or any of the Yisconsin supervisory staff, plans for winter 
work for the flood control camps. Subsequent to September 11 Noble “lark 
was never allowed to present the Yisconsin case in the field to any federal 
representative, although he repeatedly “sked for this opportunity. Wo 
Federal inspector gave notice to Wr. Clark, or any other Wisconsin repre- 
sentative, of his desire to be shown the winter program. Purely by accident, 
a little later in September, E.8. Jones happened to be at one of the camps 
when Mr, Rachford was visiting there, and by dint of considerable persuasion 
got Mr. Rachford to look at a little of the work planned for the winter, but 
Mr. Rachford made it clear that he was not commissioned to pass on the matter 
of a winter program, and at no time did he notify Clark or Jones that he 
wanted Wisconsin to present its case. In fact he never saw or communicated 
with Clark, who is in charge of the state's flood control program. 

Sectary H.a. Wallace - letter to ©.L. Christensen, October 3, 1933. 

“Tt ig greatly regretted that the flood control camps in southwestern 
Wisconsin must be abandoned for the winter season. This seems the only 

practical thing to do in view of the extremely limited opportunity for 
effective winter work in erosion control as far north as Yisconsin, compared 
with the more southerly locations. The same course is necessary in Minnesota, 
northern Iowa, and northern Indiana." 

Note: A new flood control camp is being located this fall at Medregor, 
Iowa, and complete winter quarters for the enrolled men are now in process of 
construction. MeGregor is in northern Towa, and is several miles north of 
the Lancaster, Darlington and Evansville, Wisconsin camps. 

Robert Fechner - letter to Noble Clark, October 9, 1933. 

"T peferred this matter (winter program for Wisconsin flood control 

camps) to the Forest Service, and I am just in receipt of a report from which 
T quote: 

‘A comparison of the character and the possible amount of this work with 
that to be performed in the localities in which the winter camps will be 
located has convinced us that the latter will render greater public service at 
a lesser cost than the former. In other words, without any attempt to 

depreciate the value of the work outlined by Mr. Clark, it is our judgment that 
its limitations are too great, compared with the opportunities elsewhere. This 
conclusion has been reached only after a full consideration of the recommendations 
of our technicians and responsible field representatives.'" ;
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EW, Unker (signedby 5.E. Schoonover in his absence) letter to 
Director, Wisconsin Department of Conservation, copy 
to Noble Clark, October 10, 1933. 

“There is enclosed copy of report of September 2!' from Mr. Neters 

(Forest Service inspector assigned to Flood Control Camps). Ye are glad 
to receive this favorable report of the work being done in the Tisconsin 
Erosion Control Camps." 

Excerpts from the Deter report follow: 

“In general the ¥isconsin flood control program is being very 

adequately administered. ‘The administrative force is technically very 
well trained and capable of handling the work of the types that are being 

undertaken." 

“the engineers employed as technical foreman have been very well 

chosen and fulfill the qualifications for the jobs. 

“The work throughout the whole program is well standardized. 
Instructions and specifications for the work have been carefully prepared 

by the technical staff aided by special %.°.%, research carried on in 

connection with the program before the beginning of the field work. 

"Efficiency and output of work are, as a whole, quite high. The 

cooperation which is being generously received from the farmers of the region 

ig helping greatly to make possible a large number of structures. 

* “%ithout question the types of work being done by the Yisconsin 
E.C.¥. have @ definite place in 4 system of erosion and fléod control. 

“Forking conditions are good and the results to date are satisfactory. 

Additional jobs are planned ahead sufficiently to take care of the entire 
field season. All records and reports are very satisfactorily kept with 

very good office organization. If any camps are, the Wisconsin flood control 
gamps are certainly up to standard." 

E,W. Tinker (signed by A.C. Shaw in his absence), letter to B.2. Jones, 
October 20, 1933. 

*It is a little difficult to determine just how well the superinten- 
dents and assistants in the present Evansville, Lancaster and Darlington 
erosion camps would fit in similar capacities in forest camps Glenn F-1, 

' ‘Pomona P-2, and Delta F-3 in Illinois. There has not yet been time to make 
even approximate plans of work for those camps, and it is not known how ruch 
of their work will be construction and how much of a kind calling for 
technic®l training in forestry." 

Note: The cat is out of the bag. In spite of the loud protestations 
on the part of the Forest Service that the nature of the winter work planned 
outside of southwestern Wisconsin is such 43 to be more effectively carried 
out than the Wisconsin program it now developes, - and they have the gall to 

tell us, - that, "There has not been time to make even spproximate plans of woe 
for these Illinois camps to which the Yisconsin men are being moved.
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KEY PITTMAN, NEV., CHAIRMAN Ya 
CHARLES L. MCNARY, OREG, 
BENNETT CHAMP CLARK, MO. 

HARRY FLOOD BYRD, VA. i 
JAMES H-HUGHES, DEL Wlnited States Benate 

CARL D. SHOEMAKER, SECRETARY SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON 

CONSERVATION OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES 

July 27, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, . 
College of Agriculture, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your letter of July 18th in which you enclose 
a review of our Senate report No. 1203. I am very happy that you 

have offered no more serious criticism than the lack of a table of 
contents and the proper coordination of the material. Both of them 
are justified and personally I could point out a number of others 
now that the book is in print and it is too late to make the corrections. 

Next year the Committee plans on getting out another report, 
the basis of which will be reports for each one of the 42 states. I 

am going te get up a questionnaire which will include many statistical 

channels of state activities and reduce them to a table of 43 states 
for quick and ready reference. In addition I want each state to out- 
line briefly its administrative, technical and research problems with 
information as to what has been done in the past and what is now being 
done with a projection of what should be done in the future. 

If the state executives will keep their stories within 
reasonable bounds it can be made into one volume, otherwise it will 
take two volumes. 

I am just now preparing some of the questions and I don't 
want to confuse anyone with what I have in mind but I am asking a 

| few people like yourself end Seth and several others to outline briefly 
to me the things they think ought to be touched upon in the statistical 
table and other phases of our report. Would you mind giving me your 
ideas? I would appreciate them. 

This we propose to follow with another report, taking the 
national conservation agencies and permitting them to write their own 

stories of their ectivities and their policy with reference to national 

and state programs for conservation.
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These three reports when finished will cover the 

national and state official agencies and the national unofficial 
agencies. I do not believe there is any place in such a program 
for state private agency reports. These ought to be covered in 
the national organization reports. 

It seems to me that one of the important functions of 

the Senate Wildlife Committee is to assemble as much and as frequently 
as possible the essential facts in programs of conservation. A few 
years ago we had Dr. Lewis Radcliffe prepare a monograph on the 
economics of the whaling industry. This has been and still is the 
guide book on the subject of whales. You will recall also that we 
had prepared for us a phamphlet on game management in the forests 
of Europe, chiefly in B@varia. We have not done enough of this. I 
have discussed the matter with Senator Pittman and other members of 
our Committee end they want to have prepared for us a number of pham- 
phlets by outstanding men in their particular fields. The first one 
of these I would like to have come from you. I have no suggestions 
as to the subject matter of your paper other than the thought thet 
the most pressing problems of conservation with suggestions as to 
their solution might be the general trend of it. However, any ideas 
thet you mey have would be better than mine and I would be glad to 

receive from you anything you might care to write. If you can get 
i it into the hopper within the next two or three months it will be 

easy to get out and printed before Congress convenes next January. 
We can get a large supply of these for general distribution which 
would be appreciated by the conservation minded people, I am sure. 

I presume that you will be in Toronto and as I expect to 
be there I hope to see you and have a chat with you. 

Under separate cover I am sending you some publications 
which you do not have listed which may be of interest to you. 

During the last few months I have sorted over all of the 
documents, phamphlets and bulletins, hearings and other government 
papers which have to do with forests, stream pollution, fishing, soils 

in relation to wildlife and have had them wmiformly bound into 57
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volumes. I have gathered some more material which will give me 
another 15 or 20 volumes. I think I have packed away in these 
volumes about as complete a conservation reference library es one 
would care to have. Of course I have the privately published books 
on every conceivable wildlife subject which runs into two or three 

hundred volumes more but if I want to know something quickly I can 
get it out of my newly bound volumes. The next time you are in 

Washington I want you to see them. 

With best wishes, I remain 

Yours 5 wildlife, 

Gark beenowbae 

cDS/w



42h University Farm Place 
July 30, 1940 

’ 

Mr. Carl D, Shoemaker, Secretary 
Special Committee on Conservation of Wildlife Resources 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Carl: 

I will try to jot down some thoughts for your 
questionnaire as soon as I can get around to it. 

I will give thought to your request that I 
write a special appraisal of the wildlife field. I will 
have to orient my thoughts on this before I can make any 
intelligent comment. 

I am delighted to learn of your tendency toward 
library collections. I have the same failing and I sug- 
gest we exchenge visits for this purpose when opportunity 
allows. 

I am pleased that my review did not disturb you. 

With best regards, ‘ 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

\
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‘ New Soils Building 
January 20, 1934 

Honorable Frederick C. Walcott 
Committee on Wild Life Resources 
Senate Office Building 
Washington, D. Cc. 

Dear Senator Walcotts 

It has no doubt come to your notice that the budget has 
virtually abolished the food habits, bird banding, and disease 
investigation work of the Biological Survey at the same time 
that an enormous fund has become available for the purchase 
of waterfowl breeding grounds and other game areas. I am sure 
it has occurred to you that this flagrant inconsistency if 
allowed to stand will reflect discredit on your committee and 
also on mine. 

This I em sure is all no news to you. It may be of interest, 
though, for me to point out that these three lines of work by the 
Biological Survey are important, not because the Biological Survey 
is doing them, but because the Biological Survey has been the 
headquarters and clearing-house for what everybody else is doing 
along these line. 

Let me illustrate: For several years I had five game 
research projects going in various agricultural colleges, and. 
now I have three new ones going on in this agricultural college. 
In each of these projects the college was doing the actual 
research work, but the Biological Survey was the central reposi- 
tory for records end the central clearing-house through which 
the results were made available to the rest of the country. It 
will be a very severe handicap on the future execution of like 
projects if this central service is abolished. While it may 
save the government $50,000.00, it is equally certain to result 
in the wastage of a much larger sum in the various states, and 
in this state a part of this sun consists of private subscriptions 
made with the understanding that we would contimue to have the 
benefit of the Washington clearing-house. This comes pretty 
close to home. I dare say, however, that the budget thought 
they were merely cutting off a piece of federal work which 
maybe could be better done by somebody else. If you have time 
to read my troubles at a little greater length, let me be 
specific. The Biological Survey has been chipping in $4,000.00 
per year for a study of the diseases which caused the game cycle. 
This work is done by Dr. Greene at the University of Minnesota.
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He is covering what might be called the laboratory end, and has 
made brilliant progress. 

Nobody, however, was covering the field end. Last month I 
raised $6,000.00 in contributions from a large number of sports- 

men all of moderate means, to employ Mr. Wallace Grange on a 

field study of the cycle to supplement Mr. Greene's laboratory 
study. Obviously each would be crippled without the other. Now 
comes Congress and abolishes the laboratory study and my contribu- 
tors are out on a limb. 

Again to illustrate: The University here has given me a 
fellowship to employ Mr. Franklin Schmidt to band prairie chickens 
and find out what movements have to do with the management of these 
birds. Schmidt gets his bands from Lincoln of the Biological 
Survey, credits his banding record through Lincoln, finds out from 

Lincoln every other instance in North America where prairie chicken 
has been banded, and in general, is dependent on Lincoln for a 
central service without which the local effort is decidedly handi- 
capped. Yet I dare say that in abolishing Lincoln's work, that 
the budget thought they were merely cutting off something which 
somebody else would be stimulated to do it the federal government 
quit doing it. 

Again to illustrate: All of the eight game research projects 
with which I have been personally connected, have gathered analyses 
of game stomachs. McAtee has been the central agency which, first 

of all, taught these eight men how to do their job. Then he became 
the central repository in which their results were filed and made 
available to the rest of the country. What I am trying to make 
clear is that the shrinkage in appropriations has long ago put 
the Biological Survey out of being anything but a central head- 
quarter for the effort of private and state organizations all 
over the country. It was possibly a healthy thing to shrink the 
appropriations so that the states were forced to do these things 

‘ for themselves, but it is not a healthy thing to abolish the 

residual headquarter service on which local efforts such as mine 
depends for its effectiveness. 

Congress cannot, of course, plead poverty as the reason for 

abolishing this service. All that is necessary is to transfer 
an insignificant fraetion of the’money now set up for land pur- 
chase to the maintenance of this essential research service. My 
committee I am told, has no authority to make any such transfer, 

bat your committee presumably has the authority to bring it 
about. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ga Game Manager



New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 18, 1934 

Mr. Carl D, Shoemaker 

United States Senate 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Shoemaker: 

I am obliged to keep my schedule open to the 

call of the Migratory Bird Committee and in all prob- 

ability will not be able to attend the hearing on January 

27. Nevertheless I appreciate the invitation. 

Yours sincerely, 

sla ee
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‘CARL D. SHOEMAKER, SECRETARY SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON 

CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE RESOURCES 

January 12, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Senate Wild Life Committee, in response to Resolutions 

passed by the Izaak Walton League, has issued a call for a hear- 

ing on January 27th in Room 324, Senate Office Building, at ten 

o’clock in the morning. 

This hearing is to examine into the matter of grazing sheep 

on the public domain and in the National Forests, with particu- 

lar reference to its effect on the cover, food and population 

of wildlife within the same region. 

The hearing will be confined to one day and those who 

attend should come prepared to file a memorandum or brief, 

presenting their views for the record. If you are unable 

to attend and have views on the subject which you wish to 
present, will you please send me your memorandum for inclusion 

in the record? 

Oral testimony will necessarily have to be brief and 

the time will be limited. 

The Committee does not have any funds with which to pay 

the traveling expenses and per diem of anyone in attendance. 

Will you please let me know promptly whether you 

will be present. 

Sincerely yours,
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ADDRESS OF HONORABLE HARRY B, HAWES, UNITED STATES SENATOR 
FROM MISSOURI, AT THE 19th AMSRICAN GAME CONFERENCE, 
HOTWL PENNSYLVANIA, NuwW YORK CITY, NOVZMBER 350, 1932. 

THE FUTURS OF OUR NATIONAL CONSERVATION 

Mr. Chairman; It is a privilege to address this 19th American Game 

Conference. 

There are here assembled men with varied viewpoints, possibly some 
whose minds are concentrated upon a local situation, others who by 

long research and tedious experimentation have specialized on one 

particular subject. 

It may be local management, or the study of one bird or one animal 

or of disease, or predators, or State mamagement, or our relations 
with Canada, or the specialized subjects of the Elk, the Buffalo or 

the Antelope -- all specialists in a way, all enthusiasts in their 
patriotic endeavor to find some solution for their hobby or their 
particular study. 

Many years ago I decided that the problem of conservation of wild 

life resources could not be properly solved without the enactment of 

effective Federal and State laws, and that financing could not be 
done by individuals or organizations, no matter how generous or how 

liberal contributions might bee 

The problem is too great; the cost too large for individuals to 

solve, so the primary basis in securing practical results for the 

future must be federal legislative action, supplemented by treaty 

regulations with foreign countries. 

We have laid the foundation with Canada upon the north, which should 
be added to by a treaty with Mexico upon the south, am in fact, so 
far as migratory birds are concerned, a general understanding with 
the nations occupying both the North and South American continents. 

The natural resources of the nation have been fixed by what we might 
call the act of God, or of nature. These natural resources are div- 
ided into two classes. 

The first are the nonrenewable resources, inorganic in character, 
such as gas, coal, 011, metals and water. These, man may conserve or 
preserve, but he cannot extend or reproduce them. 

The second elass, organic in character, are renewable. They may be 

increased and expamed. 

So we find that in class one we are limited to conservation, am in 
class two the organized act of man may not only conserve, but we may 
replace, and even increase these inherited resources. 

The object of this annual conference is related exclusively to the 
second classification, 

allies



In the time allotted I can only,touch the high peaks of national 
activity, and present for your consideration a definite plan which 

will within the next sixty days be reduced in form to one national 
legislative enactment, covering both an executive am legislative 

program. 

It becomes necessary to frequently restate, for the purposes of em- 

phasis, the economic importance of this subject. 

It has been estimated that our citizens spend $650,000,000 annually 
on this and related subjects; that the states issue 15,000,000 hunt- 
ing and fishing licenses--6,000,000 for hunters and 7,000,000 for 
fishermen. 

What proportion of this is duplication in the form of joint hunting 

and fishing licenses, it is impossible to ascertain, but we may safe- 

ly approximate the total number of individuals at 10,000,000. This 
is a little less than ten per cent of our total population, .and more 

than sixteen per cent of our adult population. 

In addition, the contribution to the nation’s health and recreation 
is incalculable. ! 

In January, 1951, the Committee on Wild Life Conservation of the 
United States Senate, reported: 

"Your committee finds convincing evidence of a rapid 
disappearance of wild life. The evidence supporting 
this conclusion comes from every source. It is not 

disputed. 

"Both National and State sources of information agree, 
am substantiation comes from conservation and sports- 

men's organizations, from manufacturers and dealers, 
from research bureaus and statisticians. 

"The alarm of the conservationist, sportsman, fisherman, 
recreationist, am hunter has never been greater than 
at the present period. The rapid disappearance of wild 
life is proclaimed by the great newspapers of the Nation, 

and by the smallest local publication. This alarm is 
supported by a11 of the Govermment experts who have 
appeared before your committee and from reports received 

from the conservation commissions of the 48 states. 

"There is unity of opinion on this subject. It is a 
matter which is not disputed, nor is the complaint and 
alarm sectional in character; it comes from every part 

of our country." 

Here we find first a united opinion secured as the result of careful 

investigation, of a rapid, dangerous decrease in our wild life, and 
at the same time an expanding interest of the public manifested in 
the purchase of hunting and fishing licenses, and an enormous annual 
expenditure. 

The most effective supporters of our organic natural resources are 

the men and women who use the shot gun, the rifle, and the fishing 
rod and line. ; 2



This class of our citizens are those who especially contribute to the 
support of conservation by the purchese of hunting and fishing li- 
eenses, and who participate in conferences like this, and supply the 
readers for our outdoor publications. 

Placing a reasonable estimate of those who directly contribute-- 
10,000,000 out of our 120,000,000 people--we find immediately a reg- 
istered national interest which is now struggling for a definite 
program of preservation and replacement. To this may be added the 

large army of persons who do not take out licenses, but who are 
friends and supporters of conservation. 

This is illustrated by the fact thet there are now before the Con- 
eress of the United States, introduced at the last session, 96 bills 
in the House and 78 bilis in the Senate. 

Using the Federal interests displayed in these legislative proposals, 
multiplied <8 times and we would have approximately, before the state 
legislatures of our commonwealths 8,552 legislative proposals. This 
multiplicity of Federal and State thought creates confusion, creates 
uncertainty, and is disturbing to practical minded men am women in- 
terested in this subject. 

The splendid efforts of these annual Game Conferences and of the 
conferences of the fishermen and outdoor organizations of various 
kinds will be dissipated ani ineffective unless they are finally re- 
duced to consolidated and coordinated accomplishment. 

Five years ago Judge Finis Garrett introduced in the House and I in- 

troduced in the Senate 4 bill to create an executive department of 
the government to be known as the Department of Conservation, which 
I still believe can be used as a basis for general Federal legislation, 

President Hoover during the first year of his administration ina 
message to the Congress had this to says: 

"The conservation of natural resources is spread among 
eight agencies in five departments. They suffer from 

conflict and overlap. There is no proper development 
and adherence to broad national policies and no central 
point where the searchlight of public opinion may con- 
centrate itself. These functions should be grouped under 
the direction of some such official 2s an assistant sec- 
retary of conservation. The particular department or 
Cabinet officer under which such a group should be placed 
is of secondary importance to the need of concentration." 

In its report to the Senate in January, 1951, the Conservation Com- 
mittee made this statement: 

"The larger part of a successful conservation program in 
the preservation and replacement of wild life belongs 
to the various States but, without active participation 

and the leadership of the Federal Government, the work 
will fail. 

"National participation has been effective, but hes not 

been either fully defined, coordinated, or supported.



“Our study has not advanced to a point which justifies 

our positive expression of Opinion at this time in the 

matters of consolidation under a new Federal department 

of conservation or a consolidation of departments under 

one department with a permanent under-secretary in charge. 

"your committee has not had the opportunity to advance 

its investigation of these suggestions, and is leaving 

the subject open for further consideration." 

Referring to the same subject in April, in an address before the 

; Izaak Walton League Convention, I made this statement, referring to 

the Senate Committee: 

"It is considering one great department of conserva- 

tion, under which shall come a consolidation of Federal 

efforts for the preservation ani replacement of both 

fish and game under the direction of either a new sec~ 

retary or a permanent under secretary. Because of the 

many other duties imposed upon the members of this com- 

mittee, it has not completed its investigation am de- 

termination of this particular subject, which seems to 

be most interesting to sportsmen's organizations." 

The committee, awaiting a propitious occasion, did introduce two 

bills of a general character, and a number relating to special sub- 

jects. 

The first of these was what was called the coordination bill, Senate 

Bill No. 263, which was the first bill considered by the Senate at 

the last session of the Congress. It was placed on the calendar as 

number one. It was the first bill to pass the Senate; it reached 

the House and was reported unanimously by the Committee on agricul- 

ture which considered it. 

It is still upon the House calendar, but because two men objected it 

did not secure passage, although the bill did not increase go vernment 

personnel or government expense. 

I refer to this to illustrate the difficulty of passing any national 

legislation, «and when you consider that there are now before the 

Senate am House approximately twenty thousand bills, °11 of which 

have more or less merit, it is easy to understami the confusion and 

the difficulty of singling out and securing the passage of sny one 

measure. 

Your committee, however, heve approved a plan for raising approximate- 

ly 31,000,000. annually by the issuence of adhesive stsmps to be 

attached to state licenses to be sold to those persons hunting water- 

fowl, cand to be sold at post offices, the proceeds to be edmini stered 

by the biological survey. ‘The economic problems confronting the 
list session of the Congress were of such magnitude tht this bill, 

as well as many othersof merit, was not passed. 

Another subject required a hearing of four days, and the taking of 

more than 650 pages of testimony, resulting in a recommendation re- 
garding the duck season, limitation of shooting, which was finally 
adopted by the Secretary of Agriculture am the President of the 
United States.



I have referred only to the work 6f the conservation committee of 

the Senate whose labors were undertaken at a most inopportune period. 

In previous sessions of Congress many important conservation measures 

have been enacted, which mark the onward steps toward a common goal. 

Among these are the Lacy act, the negotiation of the Migratory Bird 

Treaty, the passage of the act making it effective, the Upper Missis- 

ippi Wild Game and Fish Refuge act, the Andreson-Norbeck bill, the 

Alaska Game Commission law and the Bear River Marsh Act. 

At present national a thority in conservation is administered prin- 

cipally through three departments, with unavoidable duplieation of 

effort. 

Under the Department of Agriculture we find the Biological Survey 

and the Forestry Service. The activities of the Biological Survey 

are far reaching. It administers all Federal wild life refuges, en- 

forces the provisions of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, has charge of 

the control of predatory animals, and maintains an extensive scienti- 

fie research division. In addition to these activities it has super- 

visory control over the Alaska Game Commission, of itself a problem 

of the first magnitude. 

The Forest Service manages the national forests, including the dis- 

position of timber, grazing rights, water rights and recreation, and 

in cooperation with the states assists in protection of wild Lite.) ” 

It cooperates with the states also in fire prevention and protection, 

ang it likewise maintains an extensive scientifie research division. 

The Department of Commerce administers the Bureau of Fisheries which 

has charge of the AlaskanFisheries, the halibut fisheries, the 

Atlantie coast fisheries, the Alaska fur seals, and the sponge fish- 

eries.- It has for one of its major activities the increase in pro- 

duction of the fisheries, in both coastal and interior waters, for 

poth sport ani commercial purposes. It, too, maintains an extensive 

scientific research division. 

In the Department of the Interior we find the National Park Service, 

under whose jurisdiction comes the management of all our national 

parks. Within these areas this service protects the plant and animal 

life and does a considerable amount of research work, 

In addition to the activities of the Park Service, the Interior De- 

partment has charge of all the interior forests of Alaska, the forests 

upon the Indian Reservations, the mamagement of the public domain, 

and the administration of the Alaska reindeer herd. 

These three departments coming under the Secretaries of Agriculture, 

Commerce and Interior, cover practically all of the Federal conserva- 

tion administration, but they must receive the cooperation of the 
other departments of government, including the Department of 

Justice, State, the Treasury, Post Office, the Department of Labor, 

the Reclamation Bureau and the Federal Power Commission, 

~ha



Both great political parties recommended great reduction in national 
expenditures, during the last campaign. Governor Roosevelt, the | 
President-elect, went so far as to say that there should be a 25% 
reduction in the cost of government operations, and Mr. Hoover made 
similar recommendations to the people. This can only be brought 
about by eliminating overlapping activities and duplication of work 
through a consolidation of national effort. 

After conference with members of the Wild Life Committee, I am author- 
ized to state that hearings will be held, similar to those on the 
migratory water fowl shortage, which will result in the preparation 
of a bill for a new and separate department or commission of conser- 
vation, combining the present conservation activities of the Depart- 
ments of Agriculture, Commerce and the Interior. 

This new bill will include the present revenue producing bill, known 
as the stamp tax bill, the coordination bill, and ina general way 
will cover all the conservation bills now before the House and the 
Senate, making it necessary to support only orm piece of Federal 
legislation, which, it is believed, will receive the support and ac- 
tive assistance of all the conservation and game organizations in 
America, 

It is believed that when threshed out, modified ami put in final 
form, a new department of conservation will accomplish the following 
purposes: 

1. Will reduce government expenditures. 

2 Will coordinate and consolidate under one head all related 
federal conservation activities. 

3. Will provide a new source of revenue, contributed by sports- 
men who hunt migratory waterfowl. 

4. Will eliminate duplication of effort. 

5. Will unify and make administration more effective. 

6. Will place responsibility directly upon one department. 

7. Will simplify contacts with state conservation administrators. 

8. Will unite public attention and concentrate public interest. 

9. Will simplify administration. 

10. Will furnish an inspiration for progressive state legislation. 

11. Will simplify issuance of bulletins and pamphlets, thereby 
securing a large saving in expense, 
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12. Will extend ani make more cértain additional contacts with 
colleges, universities, and fish and game administration 

generally. 

13. Will require the passage of only one bill, and will avoid the 

necessity of many new bills and amendments to the present 

law, simplifying the act of legislation. 

14, The bill should provide for the acceptance of endowments from 

patriotic citizens, and provide for the voluntary services 

of citizens as game wardens and research experts. 

There are some matters relating to this that only hearings will reduce 

to certainty: 

1. Shall the new department of conservation be placed under one 

of the present cabinet officers? 

2. Shall it be placed in charge of an undersecretary reporting 

i ' directly to the President? 

3, Shall it be in the form of an independent commissian, report- 

ing to the President and to the Congress? 

Only an investigation and hearing and an exchange of opinion can de- 

termine these and other related subjects, but the important matter is 

the preparation of one bill that will cover all the sub jects in which 

the sportsmen and conservationists are interested, providing revenue 

ani placing the entire subject under one administrative control. 

You will note from the frequent references to a new department of con- 

servation in all the reports of your Senate Committee, that it is a 

subject whieh has been long considered by various of our Presidents. 

It is my opinion that what might be called a political psychological 

situation now exists which justifies the effort to create this new 

department. 

The temper of Congress seems to be right for it; certainly public nec- 

essity demanis it. 

President-elect Roosevelt, as we all know, is a well informed and en- 

thusiastic conservationist. He has exhibited his interest by the sel- 

ection of able men in the state administration in New York, I believe 

that we can confidently predict his enthusiastic support, and the 

cooperation of both branches of the Congress, 

Meantime, it may be well to put aside, or not present for passage any 

of the pending measures, putting the best features of all of them into 

one bill, so that there will be one action behind which we ean secure, 

or should secure, the united support of conservationists and sports- 

men, both hunters and fishermen, throughout America, 

me Te
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FREDERIC C. WALCOTT, CONN.) CHAIRMAN 

HARRY B. HAWES, MO., VICE CHAIRMAN 

KEY PITTMAN, NEV. $ 

CHARLES L. MCNARY, OREG. © . 

PETER NORBECK, S. DAK. « 

hats ete els Wlnited States Denate 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON 

CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE RESOURCES 

May 26,1952. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Inclosed you will find a copy of Senate Bill 4726 which was introduced 

recently by Senators Walcott, Hawes, McNary, Norbeck and Pittman, composing 

the entire membership of the Special Committee on Conservation of Wild Life 

Resources, as a plan for financing migratory waterfowl restoration and pro- 

tection. A copy of the Committee Report favoring the Bill and placing it 

upon the Calendar is likewise inclosed. 

A digest of the Waterfowl Hearings held before our Committee on April 

4,5 and 6 stressed the necessity for more sanctueries and breeding areas to 

be developed under the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, better known as the 

Norbeck-Andresen Bill. 

Congress, as you know, has failed to authorize the appropriations made 

in that Bill and the refuge program is financially in arrears. 

At these hearings attention was called forcibly to the Government’s 

responsibility in maintaining an adequate supply of migratory waterfowl and 

the restoration of breeding areas. The Migratory Bird Treaty fixes this 

responsibility, which the Federal Government should not escape. On these 

points nearly all witnesses and others who submitted statements agreed. 

How best to finance this program was gone into by nearly all persons 
who appeared at these Hearings. No more earnest and sincere group of con- 

servationists was ever brought together in the National Capital to discuss 
such a problem. 

The testimcny disclosed widespread opposition to the Penny-a-Shell 

Tax plan and as an alternative there was suggested the Dollar-a-Year Federal 
Migratory Waterfowl Stamp, popularly called The Duck Stamp. 

These Hearings emphasized the fact that only those who hunt migratory 

waterfowl should pay for the sport by buying Dollar Federal Stamps to be 

attached to their State licenses, or certificates furnished for that purpose.
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This Bill was prepared in an earnest effort to meet this thought. 

It is our hope that, in the event the Bill should pass, it will provide 

necessary funds for the purposes intended. The first step will then 
have been taken to provide the necessary revenues to meet the require- 

ments of sanctuaries and breeding areas for ducks, geese and other 

migrants. 

The plan of this Bill was endorsed by the Annual Convention of 

the Izaak Walton League at Chicago last month and the American Game 

Association is on record favoring such a plan as are other sportsmen’s 

organizations throughout the country. 

You were kind enough to either respond in person or by letter 

to our invitation to appear at these Hearings. Your interest is appre- 

ciated. It is the purpose of this Committee to assist in the program 
which you and others advocate at these Hearings. It is not possible to 

meet all viewpoints in framing a Bill, Compromises are necessary. The 

simple solution is always the best. The less machinery a Bill sets 

up, the easier it is to operate. 

Will you be good enough to go over this Bill carefully and give 

us quickly your frank advice? Will it work? Do you favor it? 

In closing let us again thank you for the interest which you have 

heretofore displayed in this very important problem; we assure you that 

your interest is our interest. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Carl D. Shoemaker.
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MIGRATORY WATERFOWL STAMP FOR SANCTUARIES, 
BREEDING GROUNDS, AND ENFORCEMENT 

May 26, 1932.—Ordered to be printed 

Mr. Watcort, from the Special Committee on the Conservation of 
Wild Life Resources, submitted the following 

REPORT : 

[To accompany 8. 4726] 

The Special Committee on Conservation of Wild-Life Resources, 
to whom was referred the bill to supplement the migratory bird 
conservation act by providing funds for the acquisition of areas for 
use as migratory-bird sanctuaries, refuges, and breeding grounds, for 
developing and administering such areas, for the protection of certain 
migratory birds, for the enforcement of the migratory bird treaty 
act and regulations thereunder, and for other purposes, having con- 
sidered the,same, report thereon with the recommendation that the 
bill do pass. 

Your committee, after 30 days’ notice, held a protracted hearing 
on the 4th, 5th, and 6th of April, with meetings continuously in 
session from 10 o’clock until 5.30 each day. Seventy-two witnesses 
testified; over 250 more filed briefs. 

The witnesses represented were composed of State game and fish 
officials, magazine writers, Federal department chiefs, and represent- 
atives of nation-wide game organizations. 

The witnesses to this hearing paid their own expenses; some of 
them traveled long distances. 

Forty-eight States have an interest in this subject. Six hundred 
and fifty million dollars is spent annually in outdoor recreation. 
Thirteen million men and women take out each year hunting and 
fishing licenses. 

The subject, in its various ramifications, is not always appreciated : 
or understood. 

The witnesses were requested to state with frankness their. opinion 
and experience and their advice was solicited.
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The following five inquiries were propounded in advance of the 
meeting: 

1. To what extent-is there a shortage in migratory waterfowl, particularly 
ducks and geese? 

2. What are the underlying causes for this shortage? 
3. What remedies can the Federal Government apply which will assist in 

restoring the migratory waterfowl population? 
4. To what extent can the States assist in such a restoration? 
5. How may the sportsmen themselves contribute to an increased migratory 

waterfowl population? | . i 

The summary of the answers is as follows: 

Question 1. That there is a shortage of wild fowl in certain sections of the | 
country and that there are other sections in which this shortage is not apparent. 
Thére seems to be in some sections the usual supply of different breeds, but it 
was generally agreed that there is a shortage of the redhead, canvasback, blue- ! 
bill, and gadwall—the choicest of birds. Apparently the black duck, pintail, | 
and some other nondiving varieties are-nearly-as-abundant as in 1930. The 
shortage is quite apparent in some sections and not observed in others. The 
coast-line flights seem to have suffered less than the valley flights, and because 
of the delayed. winter the flights were later, sometimes coming after the season 
had closed. : 

Question 2. There was general agreement that the draining of marshlands and 
swamps, the drying up through drought, the lack of rainfall, the enormous in- 
erease in the numbers of shooters, easier transportation, and more effective weapons 
were among the principal causes responsible for the shortage. 
“Question 3. The universal consensus was that the purchase of sanctuaries and 

feeding grounds, stricter regulations, and better enforcement, accompanied by 
closer cooperation between Federal and State agencies, were the remedies to be 
applied. 

Question 4. The State’s part was to assist in purchasing these sanctuaries; to 
assist in policing them, to keep more accurate record of the kill, to gather more 
data as to the different species, te insure a more ethical education for the sports- 
man. Opposition was expressed by nearly all witnesses to any extension of 
authority by the Federal Government over upland game. There was practical 
unanimity that its activities should be limited, by the authority it possessed 
under the migratory bird treaty, exclusively to migratory birds. 

Question 5. How shall Federal money be raised with which to purchase 
sanctuaries, breeding grounds, and rest places, and provide for an extended per- 
sonnel for Federal enforcement? The old plan of a dollar Federal license fee 
was generously advocated. The cent-a-shell tax plan was opposed by the Ameri- 
can Game Association, the officials of the Izaak Walton League, National Trap 
Shooters’ Association, National Skeet Shooters’ Association, National Riflemen’s 
Association, editors of sporting magazines, and State officials. 

Your committee gave general consideration to this subject in its 
report to the Senate on December 10, 1931, Report No. 2 on 8. 263. 
Several bills were prepared by it which did not call for an expenditure 
of Federal money for increased personnel in the public service. 

The present financial distress, the necessity for raising additional 
taxes to support the Government, and reducing the expenses of Gov- 
ernment were carefully considered, and the committee decided that 
our participation in the migratory bird treaty could be done in a 
practical way only by an increase in the number of migratory-bird 
sanctuaries and better law enforcement. 

The old-dollar-a-year license fee for public shooting grounds, and 
the cent-a-shell tax having proved objectionable, the committee, after 
consultation with various experts, had prepared for it this Senate bill 
4726. This bill provides: 

(a) Issue adhesive stamps of a denomination of $1 to be attached to each State 
license if the holder wants to hunt migratory birds; providing penalties for shoot- 
ing migratory birds without possession of such stamped license.
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(b) The waterfowl-preservation stamps to be sold at designated postfoffices, 
or at least one post office in each county, and the proceeds to be administered by 
the Biological Survey, the cost of the post office administration to be deducted 
from the special administration fund of the Biological Survey. 

(c) Not more than 60 per cent of the fund annually to be applied to the pur- 
chase of sanctuaries, rest places, and breeding ground for migratory birds. i 

(d) Not less than 30 per cent of the fund to be used for Federal enforcement, 
including the use of volunteer agents. 

(e) The remainder for administration, including experimentation, extermina- 
tion of predators, study of disease, record of kill, changes of flight, publication, 
and experimental game farm. 

The suggested plan places the cost burden where it belongs—upon 
the man who shoots migratory birds. It preserves State control, it 
permits State advice as to time and conditions, sale at post office 
easily accessible, convenient with collection at minimum cost. : 

It will be noted that the bill does not interfere with State adminis- 
tration, does not extend Federal authority over State administration, 
does not create a new bureau; it merely supplies the funds necessary. 
to carry out the migratory bird treaty, the entire cost to be borne 
only by those persons who take or kill migratory birds. 

The shortage of migratory birds may be illustrated by the fact 
that the open season was formerly from 92 to 107 days; the bag 
limit was 25 birds. Because of the great shortage, the bag limit was 
reduced year before last to 15 birds and the season last year to 30 

' days; a decrease in 40 per cent of the number of birds which might 
- be taken, and about 30 per cent in the time. _ i 

While the matter of an open season is not directly connected with 
the subject of this bill, it may be interesting to know that the com- 
mittee is making the following recommendations to the Secretary of 
Agriculture and to the Biological Survey: 

1. Limit the open season to either 45 or 60 days, between October 1 and 
January 15; bag limit, 15; spring shooting prohibited. 

2. Time to be uniform for all States. The exact date for each State to be 
determined by the Biological Survey after consultation with and upon the advice 
of the State game officials of each State. 

3. The period to be agreed upon to be divided into hours (between sunrise 
and sunset); the hours of shooting, each day, or rest days, to be determined by 
the Biological Survey after consultation with and upon the advice of the State 
game Officials of each State. 

van 
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

May 9 (calendar day, May 21), 1982 

Mr. Hawes, Mr. Waucorr, Mr. McNary, Mr. Norsecn, and Mr. Pirrman 
introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the 
Special Select Committee on Conservation of Wild Life Resources 

To supplement the Migratory Bird Conservation Act by provid- 

ing funds for the acquisition of areas for use as migratory- 

bird sanctuaries, refuges, and breeding grounds, for develop- 

ing and administering such areas, for the protection of cer- 

tain migratory birds, for the enforcement of the Migratory 

Bird Treaty Act and regulations thereunder, and for other 

purposes. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

i 3 That after the expiration of — days after the date of enact- 

4 ment of this Act, no person shall take any migratory water- 

5 fowl unless at the time of such taking he carries on his per- 

6 son an unexpired Federal migratory-bird hunting stamp
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1 issued to him in the manner hereinafter provided; except that 

2 no such stamp shall be required for the taking of migratory 

3 waterfowl by Federal or State institutions or official agen- 

4 cies, for propagation purposes or for the killing of such 

& waterfowl when found injuring crops or other property under 

6 such restrictions as the Secretary of Agriculture may by 

7 regulation prescribe. Any person to whom a stamp has ~ 

8 been issued under this Act shall upon request exhibit such 

9 stamp for inspection to any officer or employee of the 

1¢ Department of Agriculture authorized to enforce the provi- 

11 sions of this Act or to any officer of any State or any political 

12 subdivision thereof authorized to enforce game laws. 

Ig SEo. 2. That the stamps required under this Act shall 

14 be issued, and the fees therefor collected, by the Post Office 

15 Department, under regulations prescribed jointly by the 

16 Secretary of Agriculture and the Postmaster General: Pro- 

17 vided, That stamps shall be issued at the post office or post 

18 offices of all county seats in the several States, at all post 

19 offices in all cities with a population of 2,500 or over and at 

20 such other post offices as said officers may by regulation pre- 

21 scribe. Hach such stamp shall, at the time of issuance, be 

22 affixed adhesively to the game license issued to the applicant 

23 under State law, if the applicant is required to have a State 

24 license, or, if the applicant is not ianterad to have a State 

25 sioenaby to a certificate furnished for that purpose by the Post
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1 Office Department at the time of issuance of such stamp. 

9 For each such stamp issued under the provisions of this Act, 

- g  afee of $1 shall be collected by the postmaster. Hach such 

4 stamp shall expire and be void after the 30th day of June 

5 next succeeding its issuance. 

6 Src. 3. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to 

7 authorize any person to take any migratory waterfowl other- 

g wise than in accordance with regulations adopted and 

9 approved pursuant to any treaty heretofore or hereafter 

10 entered into between the United States and any other coun- i 

11 try for the protection of migratory birds, nor to exempt any 

1Z person from icanlying with the game laws of the several 

15 States. 

14 Src. 4. All moneys received for such stamps shall be 

15 accounted for by the postmaster and paid into the Treasury 

16. of the United States, and shall be reserved and set aside as 

17. aspecial fund to be known as the migratory bird conserva- 

1g tion fund, to be administered by the Secretary of Agricul- 

1g ture. All moneys received into such fund are hereby appro- 

20 priated for expenditure as follows: 

21 (a) Not snore than 60 per centum shall be available 

2° for the acquisition, administration, maintenance, and devel- 

23 opment of suitable areas for migratory-bird sanctuaries, 

24 refuges, and breeding grounds under the provisions of the 

25. Migratory Bird Conservation Act, and for the acquisition
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1 and maintenance of an experimental game farm, to be ex- 

2 pended for such purposes in all respects as moneys appropri- 

3 ated pursuant to the provisions of such Act, and for the 

4 administration, maintenance, and development of other pre- 

5 serves, reservations or breeding grounds frequented by 

6 migratory game birds and under the administration of the 

7 Secretary of Agriculture. 

8 (b) Not more than 30 per centum shall be available for 

9 the enforcement of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and any 

: 10 other Act to carry into effect any treaty for the protection 

11. of migratory birds. : 

12 (c) The remainder shall be available for administra- 

’ 13 tive expenses under this Act, including reimbursement to 

44 the Post Office Department of funds expended in connection 

15 with the issuance of stamps, and printing and engraving of 

1¢ the same, and for administration expenses under the Migra- 

17 tory Bird Treaty Act and any other Act to carry into effect 

1§ any treaty for the protection of migratory birds, and the 

19 Migratory Bird Conservation Act. 

20 Src. 5. (a) No person shall alter, mutilate, loan, or 

21 transfer to another any stamp issued to him pursuant to this 

22 Act, nor shall any person other than the person to whom 

2% such stamp is issued use the same for any purpose. 

24 (b) No person shall imitate or counterfeit any stamp 

‘ 25 authorized by this Act, or any die, plate, or engraving there-
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1. for, or make, print, or knowingly use, sell, or have in his 

2 possession any such counterfeit, license, die, plate, or 

3 engraving. — 

4 Src. 6. For the efficient execution of this Act, the 

& judges of the several courts, established under the laws of 

6 the United States, United States commissioners, and persons 

7 appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture to enforce the 

5 provisions of this Act, shall have, with respect thereto, like 

9 powers and duties as are conferred upon said judges, com- 

10 missioners, and employees of the Department of Agriculture 

li by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or any other Act to carry 

12. into effect any treaty for the protection of migratory birds 

13 with respect to that Act. Any bird or part thereof taken or 

i4 possessed contrary to such Acts shall, when seized, be dis- 

15 posed of as provided by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, or 

16 Acts aforesaid. 

17 Sec. 7. Any person who shall violate any provision 

18 of this Act or who shall violate or fail to comply with any 

19 regulation made pursuant thereto shall be subject to the 

20 penalties provided in section 6 of the Migratory Bird 

21 Treaty Act. 

22 Src. 8. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to 

23 cooperate with the several States and Territories in the 

24 enforcement of the provisions of this Act.
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{ Src. 9. (a) Terms defined in the Migratory Bird 

2 ‘Treaty Act, or the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, shall, 

3 when used in this Act, have the meaning assigned to such 

4 terms in such Acts, respectively. 

5 (b) As used in this Act (1) the term “ migratory 

6 waterfowl” means the species enumerated in paragraph (a) 

: 7 of subdivision 1 of Article I of the treaty between the United 

§ States and Great Britain for the protection of migratory 

9 birds concluded August 16, 1916; (2) the term “ State ” 

10. includes the several States and Territories of the United 

11 States; and (3) the term “take” means pursue, hunt, 

12 shoot, capture, collect, kill, or attempt to pursue, hunt, shoot, 

13. capture, collect, or kill.
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THE FEDERAL PART IN CONSERVATION 

MIGRATORY BIRD STAMP 

ADDRESS OF HON. HARRY B, HAWES, OF MISSOURI, BEFORE THR 
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE CONVENTION, CHICAGO, APRIL 22, 1932 

Printed in the Congressional Record of April 25, 1932 

Mr. Waxcorr. Mr. President, I ask permission to insert in the 
Recorp a speech by Senator Harry B. Hawes, delivered before the 
Tenth Annual Convention of the Izaak Walton League of America 
in Chicago on April 22d. 

This speech deals with the investigations recently made by the 
Committee on Wild Life Resources on the 4th, 5th, and 6th of April, 
presents some of the points developed in this hearing, and contains 
a suggestion for financing. 

The Presipent pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
The address is as follows: 

Mr. President, surveying the field of endeavor of those who have 
given generously of their time and money in the interesting effort 
to conserve and replenish the wild life of America, we find many 
splendid organizations, some of them purely local, others devoted 
to sectional and state-wide activities, and a few of national scope. 

A volume might be written of the special efforts of the men and 
women who have given their very best to these associations. Besides 
these are those fortunate sportsmen who own their private preserves 
and clubs, but who, nevertheless, have taken a deep and unselfish 
interest in the subject and have spent liberal sums in investigation 
and experimentation and generously given to the public the benefit 
of improvements made by them. 

Standing out conspicuously is that group which inaugurated the 
migratory-bird treaty with Outads and which since has attempted 
to a its usefulness by a treaty of the same character with 
Mexico. 

But of all these organizations and groups the one which seems 
nearest to me and more a part of myself is the Izaak Walton League 
of America, largely because I consider it what might be called a 
“ grass-roots” organization; for it reaches into the smaller sub- 
division “@f each State while at the same time it concerns itself with 
the larger problems of conservation in the individual Common- 
wealths and in the country as a whole. 

My attachment to the league is also explained by the fact that 
I have to the best of my ability handled its problems of national 
legislation in Washington for a period of nearly 12 years. 

And this has been for me an agreeable occupation. My early 
efforts were the occasion at times of some amusement, at others of 
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some opposition because of a feeling that the vital affairs of the Na- 
tion were more important than its wild life, and that the time of the 
Senate and the House should not be devoted to what some of the 
Members thought in the early days were smaller and more trivial 
matters. 

Fortunately, however, a conservation conscience has been slowly 
but surely developing. It was at first thought to be merely a matter 
of sentiment; but the thoughtful legislator has outgrown that opin- 
ion. He now realizes that conservation is part of the national pro- 
gram, involving as it does not only popular recreation but also 
problems of health and food, and the preservation for national pur- 
poses of the fine old frontier spirit of our ancestors. 

The best efforts of the Izaak Walton League have been State 
efforts, but wherever it has concentrated upon some great national 
project, such as the upper Mississippi wild life, fish, and game 
refuge, it has been signally successful; and it has generously and 
without jealousy supported movements of a national character in- 
itiated by other groups and other organizations. It has had the 
courage, on occasion, to disagree and condemn. Its democratic form 
of organization, its numerous chapters, and its large membership have 
given to it a political power greater than that of any other similar 
national organization. 

It has been suggested that my remarks this evening be confined to 
a half hour’s discussion of Federal authority and the Federal field 
in its relation to the broader field of activity. To understand the 
present situation a short statement of its causes seems necessary. 

In our time of game plenty we made no preparation for its contin- 
uance. We permitted indulgence to blind us to the necessity both 
of the conservation and the restoration of wild-life resources. To- 
day we have reached the point of exhaustion and must balance our 
National Budget in this field as in the field of Government finances. 

In the early days there were early practices, even necessities, which 
accounted for the waste of that period. The pioneers used game for 
food. They had little time for sport. Their immediate descendants 
replaced the herds of wild animals with their domesticated flocks 
and herds. Wild fowl were replaced with domestic ducks and geese, 
upland game birds with domestic chickens and turkeys. The skins 
& wild animals were replaced by leather made from bovines and 
sheep. 

The wide open places were fenced; game cover was destroyed; 
swamps were drained; the rain water formerly absorbed into the 
land, thus forming a reservoir to prevent or minimize droughts, is 
now carried quickly away by ariilicont drainage to larger streams, 
causing floods, erosion, and the washing away of the fertile topsoil. 

Into our streams and lakes and on the coasts of seas and gulf we 
dumped the refuse of the Nation, and pollution of their waters fol- 
lowed. Dams and dykes stayed the migration of fish. Foreign spe- 
oe like the carp, were imported. These destroyed our native game 
shes. 
The great demand for fish food by an increasing population al- 

ways straining the supply stimulated the inventive genius of our 
people. The canoe, the rowboat, and the sailboat were replaced 
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| first by craft propelled by steam and afterwards by speedy boats 

driven by gasoline or electric power. All the hidden habitats of 
fish and game have been found; nets of great length and depth have 
taken the place of the shallow seine. Dynamite has been used, and 
whole rivers have been crossed by nets, destroying almost all species 
of water life. The banks of streams were denuded of trees and 
shrubs; erosion filled the bottom with a silt that generated poison 
aoe Drainage forced the waters into driving floods, destroying 
the spawn of fishes upon the shore and carrying breeding stock 
from their natural habitat to strange and unprotected places: 
aquatic plant life, food for the fishes, was washed away. ‘The shade 
upon the banks is nearly gone. Everywhere the swift motor boat 
carries its party of energetic fishermen and hunters. 

Our great forests are almost gone. The prairies are fenced and 
plowed; the mountains are burrowed with mines; the streams are 
polluted and dammed; the sky now has its observing airplane, and 
the telephone notifies the sportsman of the presence of both fish and 
game. 
We are spending annually $650,000,000 in pursuit of fish and game 

and outdoor recreation, and it is costing more each year because addi- 
tional thousands of our people are seeking hentth and pleasure in 
the open. This outdoor recreation is now a@ source of great revenue 
a many States and is increasing in importance in a large number of 

em. 
Outdoor recreation saves health and restores it; it is a prime factor 

in promoting a healthy nation and giving to our children greater 
brawn, aii and longevity. 

The outdoors has its spiritual side, with its communion with na- 
ture, its better \indevolun ling of God’s wisdom, care, and beneficence, 
its teaching about plants, trees, animal, and fish life. All this adds 
to the experience of man, and for the child this instruction is vital. 

The outdoors is less expensive than the hotel. It can be made as 
costly or as cheap as desired. It can be made to accommodate the 
pockets of all. 

But outdoor life without the game birds, animals, and fishes lose 
its charm and attraction. It is ike playing baseball without a ball 
or like attending church without a sermon; like a dance without 
music, like an egg without salt, like a joke without laughter, or love 
without a kiss. 

There are those who ride and ride and ride, who find in speed and 
movement in an automobile a satisfying diversion. There are those 
who are satisfied to do their shooting and their fishing with a camera 
but their number is relatively small. 

For those who do not use rod or gun we have saved the song bird 
and the bird of plumage, and for the farmer the insectivorous 
birds. Americans are as their attention also to the gardens 
and the flowers so as to delight the eyes and the nostrils of these 
outdoor people. 

But those who have inherited the instincts of the forebears (of 
the pioneer men and women) to enjoy the outdoors—and they are 
the vast majority—must have the chase, the conflict, the coordina- 
tion of brain, eye, nerve, and muscle that gives the thrill, the real 
enthusiasm that comes with the strategy and skill required in fishing 
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and hunting. In the absence of fish and game these incentives are 
gone, the desire disappears. Mechanics and an overcivilization put 
their death hand upon even mild outdoor adventure. | 

We have done so much and so well in many fields of science, 
comfort, sanitation, and education that it is strange we should have 
been guilty of such neglect of the wonderful natural resources which a 
wise and generous Providence has given. 

To permit these to fail simply because we can not agree upon some 
practical, continuous, constructive plan or plans will be criminal. 

Tt is true that to the extent of 80 or 85 per cent the problem is 
one for each individual State. Only the 15 or 20 per cent of it is of 
a Federal character. But this 15 or 20 per cent is the vital part 
of the whole problem. It must be nolvad first, understood, coordi- 
nated. After that, it will be the easier of solution, the less expensive. 
Rightly directed, the program of solution will have the enthusiastic 
support of the sportsmen and women of the States. Accomplishment 
by Federal agencies will in turn stimulate State activity, furnish in- 
centive, give advice and encouragement. 

THE FEDERAL FIELD 

We find in all the great nations of the earth that local custom, 
written into local laws, prevails. The response to local sentiment 
and opinion is seen in every form of government. Our Nation is 
a union of States which we have called the United States. The power 
of the National Government is limited and defined by our Constitu- 
tion. It can not be extended farther without constitutional 
amendment. 

During recent years, by various subterfuges and schemes for pro- 
moting projects, sometimes meritorious, there have been created 
bureaus, and commissions. Through what might be called clerk-made 
laws this bureaucracy has resulted in a great extension of Federal 
authority and activity. This is largely responsible for our two bil- 
lion dollar deficit of to-day. 

There is quite an obvious overlapping of National and State 
agencies, a duplication of effort followed by a duplication of costs, 
Business has become irritated, farmers are dissatisfied, and all 
thoughtful citizens (irrespective of the State or section from which 
they come) are opposing further increase of Federal activity with 

its learning of State pride, State initiative, and local control. The 
old expression “ States’ ri hts” is more or less abandoned, but the 
resolve to preserve the State and the control of the State is now just 
as vigorously asserted in New England as it is in the States of 
the South. 

I make this observation because, in asking for Federal aid or Fed- 
eral control in the matter of saving and replacing our wild life, 
enthusiasts who are not fundamentalists or paper with the psy- 
chology of the Congress sponsor proposals which are doomed to 
defeat in advance because these run counter to this opposition to 
further extension of Federal jurisdiction. ; 

For illustration: The proponents of the recently introduced shell 
tax bill (H. R. 10604) proposed in their measure to give to the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture control not alone of migratory birds but of the 
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administration and expenditure of money on upland game birds and 
fur-bearing animals. This was to be done by regulations, inhibitions, 
and plans issued by the Secretary of Agriculture. There were ob- 
jections to the bill also because it sought for the first time to divest 
the ey of State of the treaty-making power and give it to the 
Secretary of Agriculture. 3 

But the outstanding opposition, clearly and forcefully expressed 
by at least 95 per cent of the sportsmen’s organizations and maga- 
zines of sport heard by the Senate committee in Washington on 
April 4, 5, and 6, was to the extension of power over the game de- 
partments of the States by a Federal bureau. 

I call attention to this national psychology which will, in my 
opinion, prevent the domination of State departments by a single 
national department, and I recommend that all future proposals 
shall not only keep in mind the national feeling on this subject but 
also the limitation of power possessed by the National Government 
in the field of conservation. 

Federal activity, therefore, is confined exclusively, first, to its juris- 
diction over the game and fish in its national parks and reservations; 
secondly, to its authority and direction over migratory birds, which 
for the purpose of this discussion is limited to ducks and geese; and, 
third, to its jurisdiction over navigable waters in the matter of fishes, 
limited even in this field by the shore-line rights of the States. 
While apparently this is a limited field, upon examination it broad- 
ens considerably and the utility and practical assistance of Federal 
control becomes at once a vital element, a necessary element, and an 
assisting force in State endeavors. 

Before discussing what the Federal Government may properly do, 
a few figures as to the immensity of the subject may be illuminating. 
In 1931 approximately 5,300,000 fishing licenses were issued, includ- 
ing the combination licenses which number 4,500,000. Approxi- 
mately 7,000,000 persons took out hunting licenses. Many States 
do not require licenses for individuals who shoot or fish on hate own 
premises. The total who hunt and fish and pay a license for the 
privilege has been estimated at 13,000,000, approximately 30 per cent 
of our adult population. 

According to figures of 1929, sporting firearms of a value of ap- 
proximately $22,000,000, ammunition to the amount of oe 
$48,000,000, and fishing tackle of various kinds approximating 
$25,000,000 were sold. Including in the sportsmen’s equipment 
clothing, tents, boats, and various articles, it is estimated that the 
sportsman and woman spends approximately $50 per capita a 
year. This, for those who take out hunting and fishing licenses 

. alone, equals $650,000,000 annual expenditure. This excludes, of 
course, the cost of transportation and other items of expense, which, 
if added, would probably increase the outdoor bill to $750,000,000. 

It is estimated that the Federal Government has an investment 
in national parks of nearly $55,000,000; in fish hatcheries of $3,500,- 
000; in game sanctuaries between $2,000,000 and $4,000,000. 

The States own approximately 44,500,000 acres of land and water 
which have been set aside as bird and game sanctuaries or reserves. 
Even at an average value of only $7 an acre, State reservations and 
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sanctuaries are worth approximately $300,000,000. The aggregate, 
therefore, of investments which the Federal and the various State 
governments have made for the purpose of preserving and increasing 
wild life is about $507,000,000. 

Our committee on conservation of wild-life resources made the 
following recommendation in its report of January 21, 1931: 

“(a) The Federal Government’s part in connection with game 
crops grown on State land is to assist the States to work out better 
game-cropping methods. The Federal function is research and 
demonstration. : 

“(b) On Federal lands the Federal Government should conduct 
its own game-cropping operations.” 

We have classified game as follows: 
Class 1: Farm game. 
Class 2: Forest and range game. 
Class 3: Wilderness game. 
Class 4: Migratory game. 
Time will not permit a detailed discussion of these various classi- 

fications, but they are interesting and will be found in the report. 

FOR FEDERAL ACTIVITIES 

“Pending specific recommendations for changes in existing laws, 
or a coordination of activities, our committee recommends concen- 
tration on the following subjects by the proper departments: 

“4. Lend trained men to State commissions for aid in investigation. 
“9. Lend aid to the States to organize demonstration areas. 
“3. In cooperation with the States, place more of the national 

forests under game management. Work out cooperative plans for 
limiting and allocating the annual kill. 

4. ep management on the public domain. 
“5. More wilderness areas—congressional recognition of areas for 

wilderness recreation. 
“6. Fact finding in wilderness game species. 
“7, Game surveys: Lend game experts to States wishing to reor- 

ganize their game program. 
“8. Furnish game experts to agricultural colleges presenting sat- 

isfactory programs for game fact-finding and extension work. 
“9. Assist in perfecting an animal game census and to secure 

standardized reports from license holders of the annual kill of all 
varities of game animals for the benefit of more efficient adminis- 
tration of both State and Federal conservation agencies. 

GAME EXTENSION 

“Tt is the custom of the Department of Agriculture to station at 
appropriate agricultural colleges experts in various biological sub- 
jects relating to domesticated plant and animal crops. 
“Many agricultural colleges now desire to assume their natural 

function as technical advisers to State game departments and to land- 
owners. The Department of Agriculture should cooperate with such 
colleges by furnishing men to assist them, both in game research 
and game extension activities. ; 
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“The National Government, through its Departments of Agricul- 
ture and Commerce, and through its bulletins, should advocate— 

“1. A complete understanding between the farmer, the landowner, 
and the sportsman in relation to game and fish. 

“2. An increase in the number of State experimental farms. 
“3. An increase in the number of State fish hatcheries. 
“4. The systematic practice of game management on all publicly 

owned lands. 
“5. They should conduct a scientific research and investigation into 

the causes of disappearance of wild life, the regional control of 
predators, the causes and prevention of stream pollution, bird, fish, 
and animal diseases and noxious parasites, and the subject of proper 
food and lack of cover. 

“6. A national game survey by States. 
“7. Cultivate a close cooperation between national and State 

efforts in the exchange of information and statistics. 
“8. A report from the Bureau of Biological Survey on the best 

methods of breeding our native game birds. 
“9. A report from the Bureau of Fisheries on the best methods of 

breeding our fresh-water fishes.” 
The committee found that— 
“The necessity for coordination and cooperation between State 

enforcement and national enforcement is self-evident. 
“Industrial developments and the rapid expansion of the Ameri- 

can population in its manifold activities and occupations have made 
serious inroads upon the forests and other natural environments of 
wild life. The marsh and other areas so necessary to the mainte- 
nance of wild fowl suffered especially by this development. Tremen- e 
dous acreages were drained, and in many cases the soil exposed by 
the drainage operations proved to be worthless for agriculture.” 

And that there should be a closer coordination of the activities of 
the Federal Government in administering wild life, reforestation 
parks, and reclamation projects, it recommended a codification of 
Federal laws. 

It is considering one great department of conservation, under 
which shall come a consohdatio of Federal efforts for the preser- 
vation and replacement of both fish and game under the direction of 
either a new secretary or a permanent under secretary. Because of 
the many other duties imposed upon the members of this committee, 
it has not completed its investigation and determination on this par- 
ticular subject, which seems to be most interesting to sportsmen’s 
organizations. 

Realizing that the present Congress, faced by a tremendous and 
extraordinary deficit, and the necessity of increasing our tax bur- 
dens by approximately $1,000,000,000 annually, and eager to reduce 
the cost of Government some $250,000,000, it would be inappropriate 
and futile to expect the National Legislature under the circumstances 
to make enlarged appropriations for Federal enterprises in this field. 

SENATE BILL 263 

The committee finally prepared and introduced Senate bill 263, 
which is called the coordination bill, intending, without additional 
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cost, to bring into cooperation every department of the Government 
which has either a direct or an indirect interest in this matter; and, 
strange to say, we discovered that not only the Departments of Agri- 
culture, Commerce, and Interior, but the Departments of Justice, 
State, Treasury, Post Office, Labor, War, and Nore all could do their 
part without additional cost, with some saving, and greater efficiency, 
through united effort. 

With the passage of this bill millions can be saved in wild-life 
resources. ‘The careless diversion of waters in one case on the North 
Carolina coast, the flooding of fresh waters with salt water, entailed 
a loss of millions of dollars. On the upper reaches of the Mississippi, 
by building nine dams instead of one huge dam, wild life and fish life 
will be conserved. When the Government in its solution of the flood 
problem of the lower Mississippi Valley begins its work of building 
great spillways, one approximately 100, and others 125 miles in 

Jength, and from 5 to 25 miles in width, attention should, and under 

the provisions of this bill must, be given to wild life. 
The diversion of waters at one point in southeast Missouri in- 

volving 118,000 acres of land can in its way be utilized. ‘This is true 

of all the great Government works, and wel ege A is it interesting in 

connection with reforestation and the problem of erosion. 

The enactment of the bill will be a valuable contribution to the 
opular welfare and impose no cost on the Government. It is now 

belts the House committee, having passed the Senate by practically 
a unanimous vote. 

THE MIGRATORY WILD. FOWL NATIONAL HEARING 

7 
Three seasons of drought and other causes inspired the Secretary 

of Agriculture to request an order from the President to limit the 
season to 30 days, cutting off two-thirds of the shooting season. 
Many disputes arose as to the proper month to be employed. It 

provoked controversies, disagreements, and some bad blood. This 
reduction to one-third of the time allowed for shooting migratory 
birds had been preceded by a cut in the bag limit from 25 to 15 

birds. There have been several proposals ee raising money for 
the purchase of sanctuaries and the preservation intact of marsh 
Jands and breeding places. The committee, therefore, deemed it 

advisable, in conjunction with its own investigation, to call to its 

assistance for its advice leading sportsmen, magazine writers, scien- 
tists, and game organizations. 

Early in March it notified the public through the press that a 
hearing would be held on the 4th, 5th, and 6th of April, and that 
all were invited. A written request containing the Eiibeing five 
inquiries was addressed to leading sportsmen and others: 

1. To what extent is there a shortage in migratory waterfowl, 
particularly ducks and geese? 

2. What are the underlying causes for this shortage? 
3, What remedies can the federal Government apply which will 

assist in restoring the migratory waterfowl populatiag!. 
4, To what extent can the States assist in such a restoration? 
5. How may the sportsmen themselves contribute to an increased 

migratory waterfowl population? 
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Seventy-two witnesses ee in person. Twenty-eight others 
were unable to appear but filed written statements. The oral testi- 
mony alone covered 724 pages of typewritten matter. The briefs 
and exhibits, it is believed, will add another additional 600 pages, 
and the work when printed, it is estimated, will occupy over 600 
pages of printed matter. 

To digest this testimony, arrange it systematically, and draw con- 
clusions of a probative character will require considerable time and 
is not yet even half done. 

Some of the witnesses did not confine themselves to the five ques- 
tions and were permitted to enlarge on matters that seemed to be 
their specialty. 

Practically all of the witnesses disagreed with the designation of 
30 days and the distribution of months in their allocation to differ- 
ent States. 

But the discussion was singularly free from criticisms of the 
United States officials in the Bureau of Biological Survey. For- 
merly, when a sportsman had an idle pen, he very often without care- 
ful ought attacked these officials. Now it is generally understood 
that they are doing the best possible under difficult circumstances 
in an experimental field, and with a very limited amount of money. ~ 
Twenty-four effective game wardens to police 48 States is upon its 
face an absurdity, cikoues this small number has produced fine 
results, principally in restricting spring shooting and the sale of 
guns. With excellent pamphlets ready for distribution and no funds 
with which to Cobhale them, studies for colleges and universities 
ready for distribution and no representatives to deliver the lectures, 
lacking a great experimental farm, it is beginning to be generally » 
understood that the Biological Survey and its competent executives 
need assistance rather than criticism. 

Relying upon my recollection, and without having had opportu- 
nity to examine the transcript or digest it (so that any statement 
made by me now is subject to change or revision), may I be permitted 
to say that the evidence disclosed— 

Question 1. That there is a shortage of wild fowl in certain sec- 
tions of the country and that there are other sections in which this 
shortage is not apparent. There seems to be in some sections the 
usual supply of different breeds, but it was generally agreed that 
there is a shortage of the redhead, Geoa: bluebill, and gad- 
wall—the choicest of birds. Apparently the black duck, pintail, 
and some other nondiving varieties are nearly as abundant as in 
1930. The shortage is quite apparent in some sections and not 
observed in others. The coast-line flights seem to have suffered less 
than the valley flights, and because of the delayed winter the flights 
were later, sometimes coming after the season had closed. 

Question 2. There was generally agreement that the draining of 
marsh land and swamps, the drying up through drought, the lack 
of rainfall, and the disturbances ee by these things in Canada, 
the big breeding ground, were responsible for the shortage. 

Question 3. The universal consensus was that the purchase of sanc- 
tuaries and foosing grounds, stricter regulations, and better enforce- 
ment, accompanied by closer cooperation between States and Federal 
agencies, were the remedies to be applied. 
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Question 4. The State’s part was to assist in purchasing these 
sanctuaries; to assist in policing them; to keep more accurate record 
of the kill; to gather more data as to the different species; to insure 
a more ethical education for the sportsman. Baie Se was ex- 
ressed by nearly all witnesses to any extension of authority by the 

Federal Government over upland game. There was practical una- 
nimity that its activities should be limited by the authority it 
eae under the migratory bird treaty, exclusively to migratory 
irds. 
Question 5. How shall Federal money be raised with which to 

purchase sanctuaries, breeding grounds, and rest places, and pro- 
vide for an extended personnel for Federal enforcement? The old 
plan of a dollar Federal license fee was generally advocated. The 
almost unanimous indorsement of this plan was remarkable. “ More 
Game Birds” presented in an effective way, with charts and illustra- 
tions, its plan for the cent-a-shell tax, but it seemed to stand alone 
The cent-a-shell tax plan was opposed by the American Game Asso- 
ciation, the officials of the Tease Walton League, National Trap- 
shooters Association, National Skeetshooters Association, National 
Riflemen’s Association, editors of sporting magazines, and State 
officials. 

The plan for the cent-a-shell tax was an entirely unselfish, sincere, 
and earnest proposal to procure an additional Federal revenue, but 
objections to it seemed to mount ag each new witness appeared. 
These objections may be summarized briefly, as follows: 

1. It would give the Secretary of Agriculture indirect control 
over 48 State commissions. 

“4 2. It would place a burden upon the trap and skeet shooter whose 
shells are not used in killing game. 

8. It would create unnecessary boards and bureaus and would 
not be confined to the specific subject of migratory birds. 

There were other general objections to putting the Secretary 
of Agriculture in the business of making treaties with a foreign 
nation (a function which belongs to the Secretary of State), for 
the purchase of lands for sanctuaries in Canada, where we should 
have no legal right to make purchases. The awkwardness of the 
machinery and the uncertainty of the revenue which might be 
diverted by an act of any Congress found general expression. 

In addition to the dollar-a-year license plan and the cent-a- 
shell tax plan there was suggested the issuance of Government 
stamps to be purchased by the migratory wild fowl shooter and 
attached to the State license, peeing in this way a revenue de- 
pendent upon the sale of the stamps but without involving an 
extension of Federal authority or Federal regulation over land 
game birds or over State administrations. 

In addition to the sportsmen who appeared, the manufacturers 
of guns and shells gave their testimony. The manufacturers stated 
that the adoption of the tax would curtail their business from 25 to 
8814 per cent; that they employed 12,000 persons in 1929; at the 
present time this employment was reduced to 8,950 persons. Esti- 
mating that four persons are dependent upon the employment of 
one workman, in a normal year 60,000 persons would be affected, and 
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in the present year 44,750 persons; that in normal years their sales 
of arms and ammunition was about $40,000,000, and during 1931 
approximately only $25,000,000; that the imposition of this tax (in 
addition to the 10 per cent tax proposed by the House) would reduce 
the volume of their industry down to $17,000,000 or $19,000,000 
annually. They estimated that the tax would increase the cost to the 
jobber by approximately $10 per thousand. It was their opinion 
that the sportsman would not willingly pay an increase of $15 per 
thousand for his ammunition. 

These manufacturers of guns and munitions are proud of their 
business and its practical contribution to one of the needs of war. 
They stated that in the last three years they had spent $300,000 in 
assisting conservation and replacement of wild life, and had prior 
to that time expended for the same purpose from their own revenues 
approximately $1,000,000; that they were anxious to solve the prob- 
lem and do their part as they had not only a sporting interest and 
a conservation interest, but a very practical business concern in the 
saving and replacement of game. 

So we found the subject approached from nearly every angle, 
and I believe the hearing will be profitable to the Nation, profitable 
to the sportsmen, and instructive to the States. 

Until the testimony is read and digested, our committee of five 
Senators can not decide upon any definite recommendation. 
What I have had to say here is personal, my own impression; but 

throughout the discussion there seemed to be practical unanimity 
temeslics two things: 

1. Restoration of the old spread of 90 days from October 1 to 
January 15, with a curtailment of either 45 or 60 days in between . 
these two dates; the exact allotment of time to be Welarinilen by 
the game officials of each State in cooperation with the Biological 
Survey. The broad spread and the narrower spread to be deter- 
mined on the basis of recommendations made to the Biological Sur- i 
vey by State officials. 

9. It seemed to be also generally agreed that in any national 
financing project the burden should be borne exclusively by those 
who enjoy the privilege and the pleasure of shooting migratory 
birds; that it would be unjust to extend the cost of a license or a tax 
upon shells to the sportsmen who find their relaxation and pleasure 
in hunting the smaller animals and what has come to be known as 
upland game. : 

The point is illustrated by the game situation in Pennsylvania. 
Pennsylvania is a restocked State which annually issues over 800,000 
fishing and hunting licenses. During the last year for which there is 
a report there were killed in that State 96,000 deer, 447 bears, 
3,500,000 rabbits, 455,000 squirrels, 28,000 raccoons, 4,000 wild tur- 
keys, 212,000 pheasants, 222,000 quail, 72,000 shore birds, and only 
about 45,000 ducks + 11 geese. 

Putting it this way : About 4,600,000 birds and animals were killed 
by hunters, and only 45.000 migratory birds. 

So the united sportsmen of Pennsylvania, through their various 
organizations, protested most vigorously against the cent-a-shell tax. 
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A most interesting sidelight on the Pennsylvania situation is the 
appointment of 800 deputy game wardens who worked last year 
without pay. If paid, their compensation would have exceeded 
$400,000. I believe that men are readily available in all of the States 
of the Union for this voluntary work under direction of the State, 
and even in the matter of migratory wild fowl volunteers could be 
induced to enforce Federal regulations if they were supplied with a 
Federal badge and enrolled under the direction of Federal authority. 

The matter of live decoys was discussed. There was an apparent 
difference between the use of the live decoy on the seacoast or the 
Gulf coast where ducks rafted a long distance from the shore during 
the day, come in only at night for rest or food, and the use of live 
decoys in inland waters of more limited areas. 

Baiting with grain was condemned by some, approved by others. 
The planting of wild celery and other duck food was discussed. 

In the course of the hearing there was an appeal by a lady that 
sportsmen should be more sportsmanlike, an amusing and interestin, 
address. The Norbeck-Andresen bill, the upper Mississippi wa 
life, fish, and game refuge bill, and other related activities of sport 
which divert money from the National Treasury were considered. 

These investigations and Senate hearing have been instructive and 
cause me to make the following suggestions, merely for discussion, 
change, and revision: 

OPEN SEASON 

1. Limit the open season to either 45 or 60 days, between October 1 
and January 15; bag limit 15; spring shooting prohibited. 

ie 2. Time to be uniform for all States. The exact date for each 
State to be determined by the Biological Survey after consultation 
with and upon the advice of the State game officials of each State. 

3. The period to be agreed upon to be divided into hours (between 
: sunrise and sunset) ; the hours of shooting, each day, or rest days, 

to be determined by the Biogolical Survey after consultation with 
and upon the advice of the State game officials of each State. 

FINANCE 

4. (*) Issue adhesive stamps of a denomination to be determined 
later ($1 or $2) to be attached to each State license if the holder 
wants to hunt migratory birds; provide penalties for shooting migra- 
tory birds without possession of such stamped license. 

(b) The waterfowl preservation stamps to be sold at all post 
offices, or one post office in each county, and the proceeds to be ad- 
ministered by the Biological Survey, the cost of the post-office admin- 
istration to be deducted from the special administration fund of 
the Biological Survey. 

(c) Approximately $1,000,000 annually to be applied to the pur- 
chase of sanctuaries, rest places, and breeding grounds for migra- 
tory birds. 
(a) Approximately $250,000 for Federal enforcement, including 

the use of volunteer agents, 
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(e) Approximately $250,000 for administration, including experi- 
mentation, extermination of predators, study of disease, record of 
kill, changes of flight, publication, and experimental game farm, 

IN GENERAL 

Enlarge cooperation with Canada, renew negotiations for treaty 
with Mexico, divide administration into regional groups of States, 
organize volunteer Federal game wardens. 

SOME ADVANTAGES 

The suggested plan places the cost burden where it belongs—upon 
; the man who shoots migratory birds. It preserves State control, it 

permits State advice as to time and ean itione, sale at post office 
easily accessible, convenient with collection at minimum cost. 

Game departments should be supported and are supported-ex- 
clusively by sportsmen. They pay the cost of game administration. 
The nonsportsman, who does not contribute, is sometimes severe 
in his criticism. 

The best friend of wild life is the man or the woman who carries a 
gun or a fishing rod. The game hog is fast becoming a sportsman 
outlaw. The professional pothunter is universally condemned and 
is now being punished. 
When we ot the gun upon the shelf for a number of years or the 

rod in the closet they may not be taken up again, and thus many 
good and practical friends of conservation may be permanently lost. 

There are well-meaning men and women who sentimentally discuss 2 
at breakfast the brutality of the hunters and the cruelty of the fish- 
ermen.and urge that their recreation and sport be prohibited by 
law. They have for their breakfast bacon or ham, which means that 
a pig’s throat was cut for their benefit, possibly the throats of two 
pigs, one for the bacon, another for the ham, 

At luncheon they have a chicken whose head was wrung for their 
benefit, or a duck whose head was chopped off to meet their desire. 

Their dinner required a real cuashe plenty of bloodshed, and 
the use of knives, hammers, and saws, so that they might enjoy them- 
selves. A lamb chop signified that a little lamb had been killed for 
them, or a mutton chop that a grown sheep had been slaughtered. 
Or maybe they have veal, for which a calf ay or beef, for which a . 
mighty steer was struck down. Or perhaps ot prefer fish; so for 
their benefit a fish is strangled in a net, or suffocated, or frozen in 
ice to please their palates as they sentimentally discuss the horrors 
of hunting and fishing. Or perhaps they start the meal with oysters, 
crabs, or Aa which, for daar entertainment are thrown alive into 
boiling water, or frozen in a refrigerator. 

Having attended to their appetites which called for the slaughter 
of chickens, ducks, lambs, sheep, pigs, calves, cattle, oysters, and fish, 
these critics of the sportsman’s crue ty perhaps have honey for which 
the hives of bees have been despoiled; and, continuing their discus- 
sion of the awful slaughter of wild things, aes stretch themselves 
upon a chair or couch covered with a hide which came from an ani- 
mal killed for them; and drawing a shawl of wool over their shoul- 
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ders for which a sheep was sheared, or using a lighter garment of 
silk for which a thousand silkworms died, the rest their eyes and 
delight their nostrils with a vase of flowers hich took from plant 
life its crowning glory—its bloom. The plant itself may have died 
for their delight. 

But if a boy shoots a rabbit, or a man kills a deer for sport and 
food, these misguided people call them brutal, and they declare the 
killing of ducks or game to be a reversal to barbarism, and the catch- 
ing of fish upon a hook they brand as cruelty. 

These advocates are thoughtless in their criticism. They are un- 
fair. They have no objection to the slaughter of birds ana animals 
and fishes that are domesticated, but seem to draw a distinction be- 
tween those that have been tamed and those that are wild. ‘There is 
just as much brutality in killing the one as there is in the other. 

There is, however, something virile, something strong, that has 
been transmitted to us in the blood of the Soe tailiees, and I do not 
believe the ultrasentimentalist will be permitted to prevail. Hunt- 
ing and fishing will always be the favorite recreation of red-blooded 
‘Americans. 
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ALDO LROPOLD 

Consulting Forester 

905 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

April 2, 1932 

Mr. Carl D. shoemaker, Secretary 
Senate Comittee on Wild Life 
Washington, D. Cc. 

Dear Mr. Shoemaker: 

In reply to your letters of March 15 and April 1, urging me 
to submit my personal views on the waterfowl question: 

1. Zo what extent is there a shortage? 

4 better way to word this question would be: When will duck 
hunters learn not to judge the continental situation by what they 
see at a few concentration points? 

I accept the existence of a serious shortage. I will not 
attempt to review the evidence, which is already available to your 
Committee. 

2. What are the causes? 

In my opinion the causes are temporary and permanent shrinkage 
in habitat, combined with overshooting, and probably with increased 
incidence of lead poisoning and disease. 

§; Hust are the rmedies? 
Gan the states assist in restoration? 

In my opinion the emphasis is inverted, not only in your letter, 
but in the minis of the public. ‘The question should be: What 
remedies can the states apply? To what extent can the Federal 
government assist and unify their efforts? 

In support of this, I offer the conclusions of the Iowa Lake 
Restoration Survey, just completed as part of the IOWA CONSERVATION 
PLAN. This is not available for public distribution. ‘The report 
contains descriptions, development plans, and cost estimates for



2 Shoemaker 

lakes and marshlands which are to cost $2,000,000. Wone of the 
Yederal project on the Upper Mqssissippi is included. ‘the bulk of 
the entire expenditure is for breeding grounds and refuges. 

Iowa is probably not far from average in her need of habitat 
restoration and improvement. If this is true, then the states 
have a liability of 50 to 100 millions in restoration work. In 
Towa these proposed state developments are mostly interior waters of 
a size and kind which the Federal goverment could not handle. 

On the other hand, the interstate waters which bound Iowa need 
@ large amount of work which neither she nor the adjoining states 
ean handle either legally, financially, or administratively. Here 
it is clearly the duty of Congrees to assist ani unify state effort. 

My conelusion ist 

1. The fundamental remedy is for each state to attack 
ites internal restoration problem. 

2. To assist and unifty such state effort, it is necessary 
for the Federal government to handle projects of inter- 
state magnitude or location, in addition, of course, to 
the present regulatory activities. 

Daring the lone interim necessary for the completion of a 
habitat restoration program by the states ani the Federal goverment, 
end until the visible supply of waterfowl shors a noticeable increase, 
it will in wy opinion be necessary to: 

3. Contime a short season (not over 45 days). 

4, Restrict or prohibit live decqs and baiting. 

These restrictive measures alone, however, will fail in the 
long run unlessaccompanied by habitat restoration on a large scale. 

The most efficient methods of restoring habitats and restrict- 
ing hunting are as yet but partially mom. To effect a steady 
inerease in efficiency will require a large program of research. 

Here again, the states have done nothing, and the Federal governuent 

too little. Towa has just esteblished, partly by private subserip- 

tion, a Game Research Department in her Agricultural College. One 

of ite duties will be the improvement of marshland restoration 

technique.



3 Shoemaker 

5- How may the sportemen con tribute? 

T have no preference as between the two methods of financing : 
a federal program. Wither or both are acceptable to me. ‘he only 
indefensible action wiuld be to do nothing to improve the present 
situation. 

Iowa proposes to finance her restoration program by an increase 
im her license fee. If the Biological Survey made available to the 
states technical facilities for systematic appraisal of restoration 
opportunities, many states woild of their own accord set up their 
own restoration programs, ani the coordination of state ani Federal 

activities would be automatically improved. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO L¥or0LD 

P. S If a member of the Iowa Commission is to be present at the 
hearings, I would suggest this letter be turned over to him for 
presentation. 

Aske
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE 

Democrats Republicans 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. af 

ADDRESS REPLY TO Be Se w 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY \ ’ cor 

AND REFER TO AC 

Gy 
May 7, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

; 404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of the 28th. It arrived just 
as I was leaving the office to attend a conference held 

in connection with the subject discussed and I deferred a 
reply until I should know more about the matter myself. 

The present determination, I believe, is to have 

the situation thoroughly examined by representatives of the 
Federal organizations interested in securing amendments to 
Federal law and later probably to use the material thus 
collected as a basis for further discussion and action. The 
proposition will necessarily have to go through a rather 
long preliminary stage before anyone will be in a position 
to discuss the thing intelligently and with those like 
yourself who will undoubtedly be asked to assist. I think 
Senator Hawes has reached the conclusion that this is the 

only procedure possible. 

I shall be. very glad to have you call when you are 
in Washington and it may be that I shall have further infor- 

mation of interest at that time. 

With best personal wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

: y P, Sheldon.



April 26, 1931 : 

Co. He P. Sheldon 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Colonel Sheldon: 

Senator Hawes asked me in Chicago the other day whether 
I had any suggestions concerning an outline of needs in the 

" line of federal legislation which somebody in the Bureau of 
Fisheries is compiling or is about to compile. 

Can you give me any closer specifications as to what is 
desired, and your notion of what way, if any, I could be of 
help? I would also a@preciate knowing something about the 
time limits of the job. If the thing would hang fire until 
I could get to Washington and talk it over with you in person 
it would undoubtedly be a simpler way to comply with his re- 
quest. 

: . Yours sincerely, 

AILDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



HARRY B. HAWES ComMITTEES: 
MISSOURI INTERSTATE COMMERCE 

COMMERCE 

United States Senate "RAs arrains 
EXPENDITURES IN THE 

. WASHINGTON, D.C. EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS 

April 9, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Geme Survey, 
404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr, Leopold: 

Next week I address the Florida Legislature, at the same 
time visit the Stoddard Quail Experimental Farm at Thomasville, 
Georgia, and will be in Chicago on the 22nd or 23rd. 

I am anxious to have a conference with you and carry out 

a@ suggestion which our committee decided upon on its recent visit 
to the Okefenokee Swamp. It relates to a program of national 

legislation which our committee will discuss at a meeting to be 

held in Seattle after my return from the Philippines. 

As I speak in San Francisco on the 22nd of May, and sail 

on the 27th, this will be the only opportunity I shall have to confer 
with you, so I hope that it will be convenient for you to meet me at 

the Sherman on the 22nd or 23rd of this month. 

I will greatly appreciate a conference. 

Will you please wire if this is agreeable? 

| ae 
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‘Feb. 24, 1931 

Hon. Harry 3B. Hawes 
Ue & Senate 
Washington, D. CG. 

Dear Senator Hawes: 

At the time my suggestions for the proposed questionaire 
was sent you the other day, I was laid up with the flu and hence 
unable to comment in detail. 

I triedto build my suggestions in such a way that each 
question would be answered with a "yes," a "no," or a figure. It 
occurred to me that it would be excessively difficult to compile 
the results if the questionaire were built in any other manner. 

To follow this scheme, however, it is necessary to resort 
to what might called diagnostic questions rather than to try to 
cover the whole field. 

The paper I sent you also omits deliberately some important 
matters which are of record now in the U. S. Biological Survey, 
for instance, the anmual game income by states. I take it that it 
would not for a Congressional committee to ask for something which : 
an executive bureau already has. | 

It 1s entirely possible of course that my suggestions are 
wide of the mark that you had in mind. If so, do not hesitate to 
reject them. 

Considering the size of the field to be covered, I think 
you did an excellent job on the first report. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEQPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Possible Itene for Questionaire to State Game Commigcions — 

ORGANIZATION ; 

1. Inclusiveneas: In addition to game and fish, check which of the 

following are sivinistered by your department. 

Forestry ss Parks = Mimorales ‘Water Power 

2. Fomgt Chock which of the following describes your form of organization. 

(a) Unpaid comission appointing a paid director 

Do comaiseioners have staggered terms? 

(b) Governor appointing a vaid director 

(¢) Commission consisting of heads of various departments 

ai eC, 

3- Authority: Check the items below which your departuent has the 

authority to act on without legislative enactuent. 

F (a) Can close open ssason Yor whole state or only part 

(b) Can open closed season ss Wor whole state or only part 

(¢) Can buy land. Lease land _ 

(4) Satabligh game famas or hatcheries _. 

(e) Inoue persite for drainage _._, water power projesta 

sxceiinnieneetoseanenssiniponeeseniaitiainaiacniaieetiaaiatdaitalnniasaiinanRN Nant 

sialic a iia aa il 

CE) .sciissamensninilialegeceigiichnimnniagieninstnuneiasiiianaminninnienmnbenaniontioenapi=n 

‘. Borsonnes. : 
(a) Bow many heads has your department hed in the last 10 years? 

(b) Have you a trained expert in gauet__ fichi____ 

(ec) Have you a trained expert in publicity ___. ani eduestional movies? 

(4) Have you a training course or eam for field wardens? 

<inineeanainisineeietbiaiaiiiaiasisiaidinis bacihidiepacacil



ae 

(e) How many yearlong game and fish wardens in field? 

(f) Are your wardens unfer Civil Service? — 

5+ Zinenee.* 

(a) What diversions of game an‘ fish income have occurred since 19257 

CRND PORTH ONE MINN a ierennscininnncssenninsnnitiamminaiimmmenenmaasinnts 

ee EE RRL NY AA AMER A RE RT A RN ON CET A ICES SE CL 

eRe tS RL RN tN A CECB LARC A A ON I TT 

(b) Are any fixed percentages of your income used for land purchases 

or other fixed activities? (Give activity and asount last year.) 

a TNE AE OT A NR ETT TE A TS 

ane AL CN RE CLT OCTET RCA CRC CL CEES LE LECT TS 

A A AH A NE EN RR TL ETE A TD 

ce ecemeseiecseneenpuindhammametiianmediaeatinelinentnealieditiinenetnesmeneetedmmenedliimaiaeesnentendiensesnetamneeennennenmmmemmmmantell 

GAME PROGRAM & POLICY 

1. Have you any demonstrations aimed to interest the farmer in practicing 

De you contemplate any? 0, Describe briefly: 

een nate tle A eR OY NCEE CEC tO CC Et RN CL CC ee EET CTCL ALA EEL A TO 

ed 

2. Do you enéourace or Giscourase sale of shooting privileges on farm 

TAMMATEO .,..sstnsiccsiieseeelncnaesulin eieihneneciaetcnbeisianetnintnimsnancineiainalsitainne 

%- On what acreage of state lands does your department practice management? 

Kind of Anes Agreare Menazement consists of 

i eeateaieatbaneemenstnahentieetiahemeemnenl TS RS A I Ee A 

TD Tne A NE NE A TC LE CD . 

A ee cent a mt ame cence LA RR AN A A A A CL A 

* Senator Hawes: U.S.B-S. gets game income yearly.
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h. that fact-finding projects do you support? 

Insti tats Subject Present Support Per 

(If research work is being done without your support, fill in first 
' two columns only. ) 

5. How often has the head of your department visited your state agricaltural 

college in the last year? sat biological problems on which 

you have asked help from then or other state institutions: 0, 

ee 

emma 

Dees the agricultural college cr County Agents consult you about game 

management gs control of tmnter trespass sy game 

lands _§ drainage projects a? 

Ge Do you band your planted game birds? 

cacesecnnaittienineteiintrathitinninmsnnatnnetimtnanhrieianmmeiinninnettaninianium eit 

7+ What percentace of your total game expenditures last year went for: 

Gome farms and ortificial propagation a 

Improvement of game ranges ___. ciikiieaiiiniinai 

Te I ini alae cea, 

Aeqaieition of public ome Te 

Traci cece cite cincinnati 

I iii iii ii ia cal ill caelliicrctaeiacamemnie 

Total aaah 

8. In the last year how many federal cases did your wardens : 

(a) repert to federal warden? J 

(b) prosecute unter federal ‘eputyshipe?



25 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK 

February 124, 1981. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, cus 
University Ave. Bank Building, 
Room 4¥4, 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I sent you the following telegram today: 

"Suggest you wire or preferably telephone Senator 
Hawes in Washington. Desires some information from 

you. Home number Decatur 0124." 

I had a message from Senator Hawes that 
he wanted to get certain information from you and asked 
me when you would be East again. I told him you had 
just been here and was hoping not to have to come on 
again in the near future. It was for this reason that 
I wired you to try and get in touch with him. 

Sincerely es
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HARRY B. HAWES 4 “Le CommitTEEs: 
" MISSOURI INTERSTATE COMMERCE 

COMMERCE ; 

United States Senate TTP a arrains 
EXPENDITURES IN THE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS 

January 18, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

c/o Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 
~--Personal--- 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter containing suggestions was forwarded to me 

at my duck camp. 

I had secured recommendations from all the heads of the 

Federal Departments, and from some other conservationists and State ~ 

Commissioners. I wrote the report (copy of which is enclosed) on 

Chesapeake Bay, since which time have had it checked up by Colonel 

Sheldon, the Bureeu of Fisheries, and others, as to figures and facts. 

The committee has gone over it carefully, yesterday afternoon 

A it was adopted, and will be released next Thursday, when it will be 

introduced in the Senate. 

I also wrote for the committee another bill in the matter of 

cooperation in public buildings, copy of which is attached. 

This is to thank you for the very able assistance you gave me 

in your suggestions, and I feel quite confident that you wrote the major 

portion of the American Game Conference report, so you will recognize 

quite a bit of your handiwork in this report. 

I think this is the most important Government document issued 

from Congress within my recollection, and, if we follow it up as we 

intend to do, demanding activity from the various Departments, it will 

do a great deal of good. 

it should receive wide publicity and circulation with each of 

the State Commissions, It starts the work of uniformity and cooperation 

which is so essential. 

I would like to have your opinion of the report, and again 

thanking you, I an, 

Yours cordially, 

comme



Vist Congress 
Srd Session. ee 

IN {HE GRNATS CF TNS UNITED States 

Mr. Walcott, i. Hawes, iit. Molary, Mr. Norbeck, and ia. Pittman, 
introduced the followkng bill; which wes read twice and 
referred to the Comittee on Agricul ture, 

A BLLL 

fc provide for the consideration of wild life conservation in 
connection with the construction of publie works or 
i provement projects, 

BE IY BHACTED BY THE SATE AND DUGE OF REPHESMITATIVES OF THR 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED, Theat hereafter 
any Government agency or establishnent authorized te construct 
any public works or other improvenent project likely to affect 
wild life (including aquatic life, bird life, animal life, and 
plant life), shall give due consideration to the effect of such 
project upon the replacement and conservation of wild life, and 
to thet end shell, before finelly approving any plane for such 
works or project, seek the advice and cooperation of the Bureau 
ef Bielogical survey, the bureeu of Fisheries, the forest vervice, 
the Hational Park Service, and any other agencies or establish- 
ments of the Government whose activities are concerned with the 
replacement or conservation of wild life. Such agencies and 
establishments are authorized to cooperate with the agency or 
establishment having supervision of the construction of such 
public works or project, with a view to determining the most 
appropriate methods for carrying out such construction without 

injurious effect upon wild life,



Press Release, Thursday, January 2end. 

The Special Committee on Wild Life Resources of the 

Senate made its first general report on Westerday. Senator Walcott, : 

Chairman of the Committee said: 

: “This report was prepared by the Vice-Chairman of the 

Committee, Senator Harry B. Hawes of Missouri. It has been carefully 

analyzed and revised by the other members of the Committee, who are 

Senators Pittman, McNary and Norbeck, all deeply interested in the pro- 

blems of wild life conservation in America. : 

"This is the first comprehensive survey of Federal 

activities in connection with the conservation of all forms of wild life, 

the first attempt to outline a comprehensive national program, and the 

first attempt on the part of Congress to analyze the situation and 

attempt to point out the remedies, and because of the necessity of 

cooperation, the Committee has gone even further in its recommendations 

of related state and Federal activities. The Committee officially defines 

the term, "wild life." 

"The salient points of the Committee's report are as 

follows: 

"This Special Committee is conscious of three great 

groups that are deefly interested in this subject: 

"The first group consists of those who enjoy sport with 

rod and gun and go afield to take certain varieties of game animals, in- 

cluding fishes. ’ 

"The second group comprises farmers and land-owners, who 

have a direct and increasing interest in measures to secure an increase 

in certain forms of wild life. To this group wild life has its re- 

creational as well as its pecuniary interest and value as a source of 

food supply. 

Z



"The third group, much the largest numerically, includes 

all of those who have a deep-seated love of nature and enjoy a day afield 

infinitely more because the forests, fields and streams are populated with 

interesting wild life, and may or may not be interested in shooting or 

fishing. This group includes at least forty-five million persons who, 

last year, visited out-door recreational and wilderness areas. 

"It is to these three groups that this Committee is 

giving its attention in trying to restore, and permanently save, all 

forms of interesting and useful wild creatures. 

"There is a valuable by-product which comes from devot-— 

ing our leisure hours in the enjoyment of nature which should be en- 

couraged by every means. 

"A brief summary of the report follows: 

"The Committee finds convincing evidence of a decrease 

in wild life, due in part to drainage, deforestation, fire, disease, 

water pollution and the extended occupation of land by agriculture and 

industry. In the opinion of the Committee, it is not yet too late to 

repair the damage, by the timely inauguration of a sound national pro- 

gram that may yet insure an increase of existing supplies of birds, 

animals and fishes. 

"It is pointed out in the report that a representative 

of a Southern Newspaper Associatién, in order to determine the relative 

news value of hunting and fishing as compared with baseball, football, : 

golf and tennis, assembled figures from fourteen south and southwestern 

states. In that area tennis players numbered 363,465; golf players, 

908,640; football fans, 1,218,184; baseball fans, 2,426,372; fishermen 

and hunters, 4,420,876. This discloses the fact that in this area 

there are almost as many hunters and fishermen‘as there are devotees : 

of all the other sports put together. These figures clearly demon- 

strate the interest of the nation in the great out-of-doors. 

2



The report shows that more than $90,000,000. were spent 

during the year 1929 for firearms, amunition and fishing tackle. It is 

estimated that $650,000,000. were spent for outdoor accessories. 

The Federal Government has invested in national parks, 

fish hatcheries and game sanctuaries about $61,000,000. The states 

have set aside areas as bird and game sanctuaries having a total es- 

timated value of $300,000,000. and these figures take no account of 

the value of the privately owned sanctuaries and preserves. 

The committee estimates that in the United States during 

the year 1929, more than 13,000,000 citizens fished or hunted. 

The Committee concludes that the primary cause of the 

present unsatisfactory situation is due to the failure of the Federal 

and state legislative bodies to be guided by the rules of sound busi- 

ness practice, as is indicated by the fact that appropriations, state 

; and Federal, for the protection and development of wild life probably 

do not exceed $13,000,000, 

The Committee states that practically all the depart-— 

ments of the government are interested and active in carrying out a 

national program of conservation, and suggests a plan of coordination 

among the various Federal departments. 

The necessity for standardized reports, by the states, 

concerning the abundance of game and an annual report of game killed by 

license holders, for the benefit of state and Federal wild life ad- 

ministration is urged by the Committee. 

"Conservation requires united effort on the part of 

the National and State Governments and individual conservationists. 

The attention of conservationists and sportsmen's organizations is 

directed to unification and. extension of state effort." The develop— 

ment of the state game farm idea is recommended because its experimenta— 

tion is state wide and each citizen has an interest in it. "The 

3



abolishment of the sale of game by the states", the report continues, 

"was the chief constructive movement in aid of conservation. As long as ° 

there is a commercial price on game, the last member of the species will 

ba relentlessly pursued even if this must be done contrary to law." 

Since the formation of the Committee in April of last 

year, it has held many hearings and has visited a number of widely 

scattered wilderness and recreational areas throughout the country, 

where much valuable information ahd data were gathered; As the result of 

these studies the Comittee has defined a national policy with reference 

to the replacement and conservation of the wild life resources of the 

nation, This policy should have a strong appeal and create a demand 

for a constructive program by the great body of jmerican sportsmen, 

conservationists, farmers and other landowners and outdoor recreation- 

ists. 

4



HARRY B. HAWES 5 MISSOURI ComMITTEEs: 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE 

Ss COMMERCE > 

United States Senate een rrtigatAR arrains 
WASHINGTON, D.C. EXECUTE DEPARTMENTS 

JEFFERSON ISLANDS CLUB, Cyn ae 
SHERWOOD, MD. Cow 

Jamary 4, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have yours of the 20th, with attached memorandum, (forwarded : 
to me here, 

It is very stimlating and very helpful. 

I am, of course, receiving reports from the Biological Survey 
and other departmental bodies. 

We have but a short session, so there will not be time for 

securing additional data, but when I am through with the material 
which I have at my disposal, I will be grateful for a review and 
suggestions. 

I may ask you to come to Washington for that purpose. 

4 Z 
Yours cordially, : 

oh
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: l o 5 his career. Part of his early Age spent in 

Specia Senate Committee EO St udy Alaska where he took prominent part in the 

gold rush as prosecuting attorney at Nome. 
W ild-Life Resources He is thoroughly familiar with the national 

park, national forest and game sanctuaries of 
America. 

Senators Frederic C. Walcott of Connecticut federal game reservations, bird sanctuaries, wild Senator Charles L. McNary has uniformly 
and Harry B. Hawes of Missouri are the life in our national parks and forests, the prob- Supported wild-life conservation. He is the 
authors of a resolution recently adopted by the lem of migratory birds, of upland birds, of  2uthor of the Fish and Wild Life Refuge Bill 
U. S. Senate creating a special committee to predatory animals and of fishes of the Atlantic, 2nd the amended Alaska game laws. Senator 

make an exhaustive investigation of wild-life Pacific, Gulf and inland waters. The study will McNary is chairman of the Committee on Ag- 
conditions and to make recommendations to the also have to deal with the seal industry, the fish ‘iculture and has in this capacity become an 
Senate in the next Congress for needed federal industry, the fur industry and all others con- authority on the farmers’ needs in the matter of 

legislation. nected with wild animal, aquatic and bird life. Conservation. 

Fortunately the two senators who proposed ~ The plan of the committee is to make an ex- Senator Peter Norbeck is likewise with 
the resolution are not only deeply interested in haustive study of all of these problems and of Senator Hawes on the Migratory Bird Refuge 

the subject, but are well informed. Senator the laws connected with them. To do this they Commission. He is author of the Migratory 

Walcott, who has been named as chairman, has _ Will call upon the Biological Survey and the Bird Conservation Act. He is also the author 
been active in conservation work for many commissioners of bird sanctuaries and game of the Protection of the American Eagle Bill 

years in his own state and has been identified  Teservations of the Department of Agriculture; and the Predatory Animal Control Bill. 
with game restoration work generally. He was the Bureau of Fisheries of the Department of The committee has chosen as its secretary, 

a director of the American Game Protective As- Commerce; the national parks and national Morris Legendre, a graduate of Princeton and 
sociation for a number of years, is still a mem- | ™monuments of the Department of the Interior; 4 Rhodes scholar to Oxford. He has made ex- 

ber of its advisory board, and was several times the state departments of game and fisheries and _ tensive studies of wild life not only in the 
chairman of the National Game Conference. all national organizations in any way connected United States but also as a member of scientific 

Senator Hawes has long been identified with with the subject. expeditions to Africa, Asia, Alaska and the 

federal legislation, is an ardent sportsman and This is a research work of very large pro- South Seas. : 
a keen student of wild-life problems. portions and will probably require a year or The | committee hopes” that the exhaustive 

The other three members of the committee, more to assemble, classify and digest the facts. study at plans to make will enable it to form a 

referred to specifically below, are also Senate After all recommendations from governmental, enon! lesisletye pollens tory the) cenlaceinent 
members whose names are identified with pro- individual and private sources have been as- apd BECter toe Ca ae tyid ute Lesou nos ok oo 
gressive conservation legislation, sembled and studied, it is the intention of the nation that will endure for many years, a policy 

E . . commission to recommend to the United States Which has for its purpose the perpetuation of 
The resolution creating the committee reads Serie ay chateestor addidces aethey icone the wild life of our nation so that the future 

pe ae Minat fae eneciale cornice eiranec sider necessary in or to existing laws pertaining ee may, os ‘ 

Senators to. be composed of three members 0 conservation. Dreanizaions ae ee aaa arcanler 
_._from-the maiority political _party-and.two mem- -The_committee_is strictlynon-partisan._In. ested in this matter should address their inquir- 

bers from the minority political party, to be the appointment of it, Vice President Curtis 1S oF suggestions to the committee, Room 207, 
appointed by the President of the Senate, is Goce not only those Senators whom he consid- Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. 
authorized and directed (1) to investigate all r 
matters peaEe to the ealacemert and con- ees ad aaa but he also Soe ———_ 
servation of wild animal life (including aquatic istribute his selection geographically. e 

and bird life) with a view “8 determining the Pacific states, the Atlantic aye mountain- TWO REFUGES SELECTED 

most appropriate methods for carrying out such ous states, the Central and Southern states, and The purchase of a 32,555-acre tract in South 

ee eee ine eee ie those adjacent to the Canadian border are all Carolina and of 5,180 acres in Colorado as mi- 

ginning of the first regular session of the Sev- _ represented. , gratory-bird refuges has been approved by the 
enty-second Congress, the results of its inves- Senator Frederic C. Walcott is chairman. Migratory Bird Conservation Commission, act- 
tigations, together with its recommendations He was for seven years president of the Con- ing on the recommendation of the Bureau of 

sok Heceeeey, degislation) . necticut State Board of Fish and Game and was Biological Survey of the U. S. Department of 
The committee has been assigned quarters chairman of the State Water Commission, He Agriculture. These areas will constitute the 

and has employed an active secretary from has been a leader tor many years in. iavestipss first bird refuges to be acquired by purchase 

won the following announcement recently Arcus cre wtinese meen ected under the Migratory-Bird Conservation Act of 

are preservation of game in various parts of the February 18, 1929, by which Congress author- 
Special Committee on Wild-Life Resources country. ized the expenditure over a 10-year period of 

of the United States Senate Senator Harry B. Hawes, vice chairman, has "early $8,000,000 for surveys and acquisition 

Washington, D. C.—A special committee of been a widely known authority on fish and of lands for migratory-bird refuges. The 

the United States Senate has been appointed to game for twenty-five years. He is the author 2Ctual acquisition of the two areas will proceed 
investigate all matters pertaining to the replace- of the Upper Mississipp1 Wild Life and Fish immediately after July 1, 1930, when funds 
ment and conservation of wild life (including Refuge Bill, which was the first constructive @PPropriated under the act become available to 
aquatic and bird life) with a view to determin- measure involving the direct expenditure of the department. The average price for these 
ing the most appropriate methods for carrying government money for reclamation and con- ands authorized by the Commission is $1.13 an 
out such purposes, together with its recommen- servation of the waters of the upper Mississippi Cre. 

dations for the necessary legislation. River. He is also the author of various other The unit to be acquired in South Carolina 

The committee has been instructed to report bills relating to the preservation of fish and is in the Cape Romain region, Charleston 
its findings to the Senate as soon as possible game and is a member representing the Senate County, on the Atlantic Seaboard; the other is 
and not later than the beginning of the first on the Migratory Bird Refuge Commission. in the San Luis Lake region, Alamosa County, 
regular session of the next Congress. It has As a member of Congress he was spokesman Colorado. Specialists of the Biological Survey 
been given full power to call witnesses and take for the Izaak Walton League. have examined and appraised both areas from 

testimony under oath and also to call for the Senators Hawes and Walcott are the authors the standpoint of food resources for wild-fowl 

production of all data in connection with the of the present resolution on wild-life resources. and from other angles and have found them to 

subject. This action. by the Senate is the The other members of the committee are as be ideal bird refuges. South Carolina has al- 

broadest and most comprehensive yet taken to follows: ready facilitated the acquisition of the Cape 
conserve the birds, fish and wild animals of our Senator Key Pittman, who is now beginning Romain unit by enacting a bill granting to the 

nation. his 18th year in the United States Senate, has Federal Government control of all state lands 

The activities of the committee will neces- been identified with national legislation in rela- in the proposed refuge that are between the 
sarily cover a vast range of subjects, including tion to fish and game conservation throughout high and low water marks.
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SENATORS ESTABLISH WILD- Edited by For a fish-cultural substation in Mississ 5, 
| Rippl care beeen pasts 0, 

| i ee ee Caritos AVERY Ee ne ee cl artic ae roan STARE | For maintenance and pers 
| Neve HON anistestsy are Division of Fish Culture... . 400,000 

| rtunate in having in the Unite For th innii e 
: 5 ¢ * . v the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1934: 
States Senate a group of men | The committee has chosen as its secre- yp fakes al substation in Ohio. 35,000 

5 : ‘ ‘or a fish-cultural substation in f 
- interested and informed on wild- tary Morris Legendre, a graduate of Fora fish-cultural substation in Kansas —_ 35,000 
He. oe problems. On fhe Fincetos and a Rhodes scholar to Ox- Fora falccultural substation in North Sabin 

initiative of Senators Walcott of Connec- ford. He has made extensive studies of ora fsh-cultural substation in Georgia 5 
. . . “i és ae , : a Fora fish-cultural substation in Georgia 35,000 

ticut and Hawes of Missouri, a special wild life not only in the United States, or, the purchase and repair of the 
committee of Senators has been created but also as a member of scientific expedi- Wovtiapene! elute Seah ets 35,000 
i investigate all matters pertaining to tions to Africa, Asia, Alaska and the For a fishery laboratory in Alaska: 50,000 
the restoration and conservation of South Seas. He has been assigned an of- For an experimental bass and trout 

wild life with a view to determining the fice in the Senate Office Building in Wash- station in Pisgah National Forest or 

most effective methods for carrying out ington. Lees Soe EE eo 35,000 

such purposes, and for needed legislation. For maintenance and personnel of the 4 

The committee has been instructed to BIG EXPANSION FOR Division of Fish Culture. . . . 500,000 

report its findings not later than the be- FISHERIES BUREAU SO ee ee tut 

pn of the oe regular session of the ; Ponsteyenea period sar area aa 300,000 

next Congress. It has been given full URSUANT to an act of the recent 0" Division of Fisheries, Industries, 

power to call witnesses and take testimony ‘Pesta of Congress, the United States otro pend Rees tS Eo 175,000 
under oath and also to call for the produc- Bureau of Fisheries is authorized to be- otal for construction, S-year period 1,885,000 
tion of all data in connection with the gin an extensive five-year program of ex- Fo era ciates 
sah) ; Dreier oar : el, s isl 7 
subject. Tee F pansion, This will include thirty new fish- S-year period. 2... « © + 1,500,000 

The activities of the committee will cultural stations and substations in as : 5 
cover a vast range of subjects, including many states to be constructed during the The bill is similar to one that was 

Federal game reservations, bird sanctu- five-year period, besides new fisheries passed by the previous Congress but which 
aries, wild life in our national parks and laboratories in Washington, Texas and Was vetoed by President Coolidge because 
forests, the problem of migratory birds, Alaska, two new modern steel distribution in excess of the administration's financial 

of upland birds, of predatory animals and railway cars and increased maintenance program. tas 
of fish of the Atlantic, Pacific, Gulf and and personnel for the Division of Fish This blanket act is intended to dispose 
inland waters. The study will also have to Culture, Inquiry and Fisheries Industries. and take the place of a multitude of sep- 
deal with the seal industry, the fish in- Details follow: arate bills proposed by members of Con- 

dustry, the fur industry and all others gress, many of which have been pending 

connected with wild animals, aquatic and APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED for some time, and to provide for a com- 

bird life. For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1930: prehensive program of hatchery develop- 
This is a research work of very large fone ecu! station in New $ 50,000 ment instead of piecemeal growth under 

proportions, which will require a year or For a fish-cultural station in Louisiana 30/000 the previous method of procedure. Pro- 
more to complete. After all recommen- i a pee a in Idaho . 60,000 vision is also made for corresponding in- 
dations have been se cnyice and_ studied, nein” ee ene ee eee S eg 50,000 crease in research equipment and person- 

it is the intention of the commission to For a fish-cultural substation in Mon- 2 nel of the Division of Fish Culture and 
recommend to the Senate any necessary tama... . .. .. 4. . 35,000 for additional railway distribution cars. 
changes in or additions to existing con- Boe ace cele substation in Colo- 35,000 The act was signed by President Hoover 
servation laws. The committee is non- For a fish-cultural substation in New B and became a law on May 2Ist. 
pe and geographically representative Ee eee ice 25,000 FISH AND GAME MEET 
of the whole country. For a fishery laboratory in Washing- M INGS 

- Sen, Frederic C. Walcott, for seven For experimental’ bass and dont tat See 
years president of the Connecticut State x tions in Maryland or West Virginia 75,000 ie important organizations, inter- 
Board of Fish_and Game, chairman of the Gp spain enence And. pecsoanel of the +Govane national in their scope and dealing 
State Water Commission, a former direc- : pe a SC RS ele as with fish and game administration and re- 
tor of the American Game Protective As- For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1931: search, will meet in August at Toronto, 
sociation, is chairman. oe = faecal station in avenena $0,000 Ontario. a s - . For a fish-cultural station in In 50,000 eae ‘ ee 

ee ee th es of usc For a fsh-cultural station tavTennessee 50,000 The International Association of Game, 
author of the Upper Mississippi ild For a fish-cultural station in Pennsyl- Fish and Conservation Commissioners is 
Life and Fish Refuge Bill and of other eho Cneluding a substation) . . 100,000 composed of state and federal game and bills rel e $ For a fish-cultural substation (or the z § 

ills re anne to the Beeeeyaten ore and enlargement of Orangeburg station) fish officials and former officials. The 
game, and a member of the Migratory in South Carolina... . . . . 25,000 American Fisheries Society i 
Bird Refuge Commission, is vice-chairman. For a fish-cultural substation in Texas 35,000 of fish culturi se au a , 1 or achehieulaural cubstaton an) New. of fish culturists, scientists, sportsmen and 

ice members of the committee ? York nO ere Se 35,000 Others interested in fish. The forthcoming 
are as follows: For the purchase of Mill Creek station convention will be the 60th annual meet- 

7 Pi & hifornia 554s) galpa tise : 5 ata 7] : ‘ Sen, Key Pittman of Nevada, who has p,/" Ae aoraae aud sepuy of the 20,000 ing of this society. The meetings will be 
TE ee oesie pe etonl in a Rogue River Station in Oregon .. a 35,000 ag A the oe ae Hotel, Toronto, 

fi gam ervation For maintenance and personnel of the the former on Monday and Tuesda: 
throughout his career in the Senate, took Division of Fish Culture . . . - 200,000 Anoust 25th and 26th, Sad the latter oe 
meouinent part a ee geld rush i Foe ae CTA IESE: the three days following, the 27th, 28th 
and was prosecuting attorney at Nome. Por a fish-cultural station in Florida 60,000 2 

Sta Charles TaMcNar S of Oregon, or 4 fish-cultural substation in. Maine 50,000 ane oe ‘ . 
nee See ees 00, For a fish-cultural substation in Vir- t the meeting, of the game officials, 
the author of numerous wild-life and for- gina, 2. 2)... ..... 75,000 problems of administration, restoration, 
estry laws, is chairman of the Committee Boe eysecultaral substation in Min- eta legislation and propagation relating to 
on Agriculture, which deals with such for a fishery laboratory in Texas . : 75,000 wild life will be discussed. The prepara- 

bills. For a fish-distribution car. . . . 75,000‘ tion of the program is in charge of Hoye 

_ Sen. Peter Norbeck of South Dakota ae ee and personnel of the Lloyd, supervisor of Wild-Life Prot- 

is a member of the Migratory Bird Refuge ivision’ of Fish) Culture). 7) $00,000: “tion of the Dominion of Canada, wl 
Commission and author of the Migratory For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1933: president of the organization, in co-o: 

Bird Conservation Act, a bill for the Pro- aes 2 poo tara anor e Bens So.oN0 tion with Deputy Minister McDon; 
tection of the American Eagle and the 46: ‘4 fish-cultural station in New i the Department of Game and Fishe 
Predatory Animal Control Bill. Perseyie hye laa Ugieeeey Oe 75,000 Ontario. (Continued on pa, 
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A Long Coo: Guard #1: I heard a dove cooing, that's a sign of rain 
Guard 72s That's right they coo until it rainse I heard one coo throo 
months ancee : i 

Caterpillars Invade Nevada: Destroying all vegetation as thoy go, greon- 
bodied caterpillars with a sawlike tail wore advancing June 25 like an 
army, between Luning and Mina, Nevada. Farm oxperts say they never hoard. 
of such a visitor beforee Onc motorist who drovo through tho "army" ase 
sorted it stretched 75 niles and was advancing with incredible spocde 
Whore the post originated is a mystorye 

National Arboretum: An cditorial in the Washington Post of Juno 24 says: 
"Scerotary Hyde's favorable roport on the bill authorizing an appropriation 
of $200, 000 for the projected national arborotum should stimulate Congress to 

carly actione Throo hundrod thousand dollars already has boon oxponded for 
the purchaso of land for tho arborotum and an additional $200,000 is ncodode 
The national arboretua, in which will be cultivated and oxhibitod all trecs 
adaptable to America, will onjoy great popularity and will promote tho cule 
tivation of timbore Some of tho States and a fow lesser political subdi-~ 
visions have created small arborotums, but thore is no collcction of trcos 
embracing all specics and typos suitablo for growth in tho Unitcd Statose 

Tho notional_arboretwa has beon planned on such a scalcee." 

Wild Lifo Resources To Bo Studicd By Sonato Committco: By Sonato Resolution 
| 246, tho Prosidént of tho Sonato appointed Sonator Frodorick Ce Walcott, 

| Conne, Chairman, Sonator Harry Be Hawos, Moe, Vico-Chairman, Sonator Koy 
| Pittman, Nove, Sonator Chase Le McNary, Orce, and Sonator Potor Norbeck, 

| S. Dake, a8 mombors of the U. S. Sonate Spocial Cormitteo on Wild Lifo Ro- 
{ sourcese Tho Comittoe is authorized and dircctcd (1) to investigate all _ 

; matters portaining to the roplacomont and consorvation of wild animal life 
with a view to determining the most appropriate mothods for carrying out 
such purposos, and (2) to rcport to tho Sonate as soon as practicabloy but 
not later then tho beginning of tho first regular scssion of the Sevonty- 
socond Congress, tho rosults of its investigations, together with its recone 

mendations for necessary logislatione Tho Committee has appointed lr, Morris 
Legondro socrotary, and Mre Carl Shoomaker as an assistants Hoarings havo 
been held recently by the Comaittee at which appearances were made by Gove 
ormacnt officials having jurisdiction ovor wild lifoe Tho goncoral plan of 
tho Committee is to continue its hearings and investigations both in Washing- 
ton and in tho fiold throughout the yoar and to make a report to Congross 
noxt wintere Tho Committoc socks our cooporation in developing all the facts 
incident to its study of this problom, In the ovont any of tho sombers 
should visit your territory, it is hoped you will oxtond to thom ovory 
courtesy and offer such assistance as they may nood in arriving at an undor= 

standing of tho local wild lifo problonse DeseSe 

Ficlds Jones (Prescott); Wilson, Long (Apache); Lang (Coconino); Calkins 
(Crook); Burrall (Lincoln) 

Detail: Poolor (Washington, D. C.) 
Acting: iullon
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Messrs. C.R. Babson hy 
M. Ballou ) 
He Cs, DELL : ) Members of Committee 
M. Hartley Dodge )} on Restoration and 
WwW. D. Higgins ) Protection of Game 
Cc. W. Hymer ) 
T, Haze Keller ) 
J. M. Olin ) 
L.W.T. Waller, Jr.) 
Aldo Leopold v ) 

Our File: 
Game 

Gentlemen: 

Conservation of Wild Life 

Our attention has just been called 
to newspaper editorial commenting on the appointment of 
the Special Senate Committee to investigate the conserva- 

: tion of wild life. 

We do not know whether you have had 
details of the appointment of this Committee, but if not, 
feel sure you will be interested in reading the editortal 
mentioned, copy of which is attached. 

(ne very truly, 

LN nut Gy TWLAK, 
csc:s8 Secretary 
Enel. See 

Copies to Members of Executive Committee, 
Messrs. A.Felix duPont, C.I.B. Henning, Geo.(G.King, 
Evans McCarty, Saunders Norvell, F.W. Olin, 
W.F.Parker, J.T.Skelly, W.A.Tobler.



Editorial from Wilmington, Delaware, "EVERY EVENING", 
dated May 29th, 1930. 

CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 

National impetus is being given the movement that has for 
its object the conservation of wild life in America. A 
Special Senate committee has been appointed to make a 
thorough investigation of the subject, It is to study 
all matters pertaining to the replacement end conservation 
of wild (aquatic and bird) life, with a view to determining 
the most appropriate and effective means for carrying out 
the purpose aimed at, and making recommendations for the 
necessary legislation. 

The committee has been wisely selected. It represents all 
sections of the country and has been chosen without regard 
to political affiliations. Qualification for ths job was 
the chief essential considered by Vice-President Curtis, who 
made the appotments. The committee is to report its find- 
ings not later than the beginning of the first regular ses- 
sion of the next Congress. It has been given power to call 
witnesses and take testimony widcr o¢th and slso to call for 
the production of such data as it needs in connection with 
its work. 

The activities of the committee will cover 2 wide range of 
subjects. They will include federal game reservations, bird 
sanctuaries, wild life in our national parks and forests, 
the priblem of migratory birds, of upland birds, of predatory 
enimels and of fish in the Atlantic, Pacific, Gulf and inland 
waters. : 

The public can help with the work in hand, for it is informa- 
tion that is being sought. The matter is something that 
ought to be of interest tc everybody for it is important 
that something be done for the preservation of those birds 
and animals the existence of which is beneficial to mankind. / 
Orgeanizaticns and individuals interested can get in touch \7 
with the committee by addressing inquiries and suggestions ia 
tc its headquarters, room 207, Senate Office Building, Wash- 
ington. If the public gives the co-operaticn in this move- 
ment that it ought to the result will be worth while.
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UNITED STATES LA... 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE | 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE 

May 22, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo &. Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Let me express my very great appreciation of your art— 
icle in the May number of American Forests Magazine, under the 
title, "Coon Valley". 

You have certainly packed into this brief article a 
great deal of profound thought, and you have expressed these 
thoughts in a way that will appeal to the people. The article 
is so pertinent, so well written and otherwise so pleasing to 
us that we have procured from American Forests Magazine 500 
reprints. These we are giving wide distribution. First a re- 

print goes to every Regional Director in our Service with 
special request that the article be passed around the staff 
for careful reading and for comments. 

Again thanking you, I am 

: Very truly yours, 

“Chief.



THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE aoa 

A OF SERVICE . 

This is a full-rate 

rae oe fered rat I IN I O N ! 
eee R. B. WHITE NEWCOMB CARLTON J.C. WILLEVER 

Received at 

Try 48 95 DL=WASHINGTON DC APR’ 8 1127A 

ALDO LEOPOLD, PERSONAL= al howe Sacle Ea | 
Mar ROFESSOR OF GAME MANAGEMENT UNIV OF WIS= 

| 
DEMPSEY SOIL EROSION BILL HR SEVEN NAUGHT FIVE FOUR. | 

PASSED HOUSE-NOW IN SENATE MAKES SOIL EROSION SERVICE 

PERMANENT IN AGRICULTURE PROVIDES ALL NECESSARY : 

AUTHORITIES FOR CONTROL OF LAND USE AlDed0O- STATES. OR OTHER! 

AGENCIES ASSISTANCE TO UNIVERSITY THROUGH JOINT EMPLOYMENT | 

OF SPECIALISTS OR EDUCATORS AND AUTHORIZES APPROPRIATION | : ‘ 
STOP IMPORTANT OBTAIN SUPPORT SENATORS LAFOLLETTE AND | 

DUFEY STOP COULD YOU ASSIST THROUGH IMMEDLATELY BRINGING | 

ALL POSSIBLE PRESSURE BEHIND MEASURE WHICH [IS MOST 

IMPORTANT CONSERVATION MEASURE BEFORE CONGRESS IN MANY 

YEARS STOP ADDRESS REPLY NINETEEN NAUGHT FIVE N STREET 

/ NORTHWEST STOP BILL COMING AIR MAIL= 

CHARLES W COLLIER. 

bien: 

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE
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Copies to Charles W, Collier and Noble Clark 

New Soils Building 

April 10, 1935 

Hon. Robert La¥ollette 
Hon. F. Ryan Duffy 

United State Senate 
Washington, D, ¢, 

Gentlemen: i 

I have learned that the Dempsey Soi) Brosion Bill has 
passed the House and is now before the Senate, 

fmong other things, this bill authorizes the Soil 
Erosion Service to cooperate with universities in erosion research. 
I am personally interested in starting such research in the 
University of Wisconsin, and hope that this provision of the 
Dempsey Bill will be retained. 

The University now has a faculty committee making plans 
for erosion research and training of erosion experts. ‘The Com- 
mittee will shortly publish a report. 

I have not examined the other provisions of the 
Dempsey Bill and am expressing no opinion on them, except the 
general idea of the trensfer to Agriculture, which I heartily 
approve. 

This is a personal commmication and does not commit 
the University. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game 

Management 
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New Soils Building 
December 14, 1934 

Mr, Charles W, Collier 
Soil Erosion Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, Dd, 9, 

Dear Charles: . 

I doubt whether Dr. Graves would be as well adapted to ; 

your problem as Senator Walcott. 

My contacts with Senator Walcott have not been at all 
personal and pretty sketchy at that, so I really doubt whether it : 
would be effective for me to write him, 

On thinking this matter over further, it occurs to me 
that, theoretically at least, the setting up of a general conser- 
vation body should be by the joint action of the special associa 
tions already in the field, or at least with their advice and con- 
sent. Do you think there is any chance of getting them to do this? 

Another way which would be insurance against the new 
set-up starting with any bias would be to have joint action by the 
two Secretaries in at least endorsing the venture. Possibly this 
thought could be combined with the preceding one. 

Yes, we have definite hope here at the University that 
once we have shown substantial activity there ought to be federal 
financial aid for erosion research. — 

I appreciate your invitation to contribute to your 

official publication, but for the moment I must plead that my ; 

writing schedule is more than full. 

I was mach interested in your account of the California 
reaction. 

Mrs, Leopold and I greatly enjoyed Mrs. Collier's recent 

visit. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Research



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

December 5, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin , 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

In connection with our official publication "The Land ~ 
Today and Tomorrow", we are anxious to obtain articles from 

persons outside of the Soil Erosion Service who are author- 
ities on different phases of erosion control and land utiliza- 
tion. In this connection, it has been suggested that you 

would be an ideal person to write us an article on the inter- 
relationships between proper land utilization, erosion control 
and game conservation, perhaps touching lightly on the methods 
by which a program of erosion control can be used to promote 
the reintroduction of game to regions in which wild life has 

been decimated. 

It would be interesting if you could say something about 
the conclusions which you have reached in connection with the 

responsibility of the State and the nation for insuring prop- 
er land utilization and the need of furnishing position in- 
centives for the proper use of land on the part of the indi- 
viduals, although perhaps these latter phases should constitute 
@ separate article. Whatever your judgment indicates is best 

would be satisfactory. 

I know how fully your time is occupied taking care of the 
many irons which you have in the fire, and consequently I have 

hesitated before sending you this request and only decided to 
call on you because we are anxious to make our magazine a pub- 
lication of general interest outside of the organization and 

with articles by unimpeachable authorities. 

Very sincerely yours, 

bn 

Charles W. Collier 

Special Assistant to the Director



Room 539, Standard Oil Building 
261 Constitution Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 
December 5, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I should have written you before now of the results of my trip to 

California, but I have been waiting in the hope that new developments 

here in Washington might give me something more hopeful to write about. 

In California I found that the plan which we talked over met with 
enthusiastic response from the few people to whom I dared present it. 
Unfortunately, however, the southern part of the State is still hys- 
terical over the Upton Sinclair candidacy, and nearly all the conser- 
vationists with whom I had contact either had given or were about to 
give all of their spare cash to fighting the menace of Soviet Russia 

which is alleged to be pouring $50,000 a month into southern California 
for the purpose of stirring up labor trouble, this sum to be doubled 
as soon as the lettuce-picking season begins. The whole atmosphere is 
too ridiculous to believe. I did, however, get Dr. Haynes and Dr. 

George P. Clements to agree to go on the preliminary advisory committee, 
and there is about a 50-50 chance that Dr. Haynes may decide to give us 
or loan us sufficient cash with which to start the organization. He, 
unfortunately, was the only sane person that I saw, insofar as the myth 
of southern California communism is concerned. 

Nobody has been able to think of a better person for chairman of 
the committee than Ex-Senator Walcott. Dr. Graves at Yale was suggested 

| by Dr. Clements, but Mr. Bennett seems to feel that he could not possibly 
be persuaded to take the job. What would you think of him? 

I have been trying to find a way of approaching Senator Walcott but 
have not been able to discover any contact whom we can safely use. Mr. 
Bennett seems to feel that Dr. Merriam is too closely associated with 

the Administration for this purpose, as are the other people whom you 
suggested. Failing any other source, do you feel that it would be suf- 
ficiently effective for you to write to Senator Walcott, explaining to 

{ him the situation and the wonderful possibilities of the proposed pro- 
gram plus telling him who I am and that I will try to see him? On the 
basis of this introduction, I could then go up to Connecticut and see if 

he can be persuaded. I await your advice in this matter. 

I have received the several articles and publications which you 
sent me and have enjoyed reading them. I am particularly interested in 
your outline of the proposed erosion course at the University of Wiscon- 
sin. Im connection with this problem, don't you think that the permanent
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national program of erosion control should make some provision for the 
) furnishing of Federal financial aid to universities for the setting up 

of satisfactory facilities for the study of erosion control and its re- 
lated problems? I think a letter from you to Mr. Bennett, outlining 

your study of this matter might be of help to us when the time comes 

to finally formulate legislation, if and when that time arrives. 

With best wishes, 

FE 

Charles W. Collier 

P.S. I am enclosing copy of a letter to Dr. Haynes, outlining the 
proposalugye Ay eae WH NYypteswel Geir 

Pride ar dae, et) Cn 
es a J mf Tawi wok? i Qe! 

’ Fi “Las ne On ae 

Ccce8hL_



Room 539, Standard Oil Building 
261 Constitution Avénue 

Washington, D. C. 
November 28, 1934 

Dr, John R. Haynes 
Consolidated Building 
Los Angeles, California 

Dear Dr, Haynes: 

I am sorry to have been so slow in sending you an outline of the 
proposed National Conservation Program. I have just been so terribly busy 
since I returned from California, that there hasn't been a moment of time, 
I am outlining this matter below as concisely as possible, 

A._The Physical Situation, 

Without going into the mltitudinous details, it is safe to say 
that the American Nation probably has been, and is, the greatest waster 
and destroyer of natural resources im history. From the date of the 
first settlement there has been one continuous record of wanton waste 
without thought of the welfare of posterity. The picture has been re- 
lieved occasionally by such efforts as have been made by the Forest 
Service in the National Forests and by certain efforts made by the De~ 
partment of Agriculture to stop the progress of this fatal destruction, 
Today we find our forest resources on private lands rapidly approaching 
depletion; with respect to agricultural lands, our soil resources are 
approaching exhaustion with equal rapidity on all but less than 125,000,000 
to 150,000,000 acres of nom-erosive lends, The multitude of power and 
irrigation reservoirs and the agricultural resources dependent thereon, 
are also rapidly wasting away through the silting caused by mans misuse 
of watershed lands, Thus, for example, the great Elephant Butte Re~ 
servoir which was originally built for a life of 215 years, is silting so 
rapidly that within 60 years the capacity will be reduced to one year's 
draft and within 96 years the reservoir will be silted level with the 
tep of the dam, these estimates being based on the present rate of silt- 
ing. The silting estimates being based om the present rate of silting, 
The silting rate is increasing geometrically and parallels the progress 
of erosion on the watershed, so that probably the life of the dam will be 
even shorter than these estimates. There is no reason to assume that the 
life of Boulder Dam, Tennessee Valley dams and other great power re~ 
servoirs will not be equally shorter than the engineering estimates and, 
in fact, we of the S0il Erosion Service are convinced that they will fall 
equally short umless very active steps are teken to control the watershed 
erosion, 

Ia brief, civilization itself will become virtually extinct over 
large regions of the country unless a properly coordinated and amply 
financed program of conservation of land and forest resources is inaugurated 

and carried through to completion,
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B._. Steps Now Being Taken to Meet the Situation. 

A large variety of Governmental and State agencies are engaged in 

combating the destruction of our land resources. In general, each agency 

is concerned with some oneparticular phase of the program. Unfortunately, 

there exists no adequate coordimation of the work being undertaken. Much 

duplication exists. Much unfortunate jealousy and rivalry is interfering 

with the program. the work is not adequately financed and is not being 

carried out in such a coordinated and effective manner as will ever result 

in stopping the wanton destruction and waste now going on. If the program 

is to be successful, it is absolutely essential that the objectives and programs 

of the various agencies be clarified and coordinated to the end that adequate 
funds may be expended effectively and permanent results may be achieved. 

There exist a large number of conservation groups, such as the Forestry 
Associations, Fish and Game Associations, Isaac Walter League, etc. etc., 
each of which is working to put over some particular phase of the conserva~ 
tion program. Wo group is working primarily for a general and comprehensive 
program. Neither do the existing groups realize fully that their interests 
are common interests and that each would achieve its own particular objectives 
through the carrying out of a truly comprehensive program, which would place 
the use of our natural resources upon a permanent and effective basis, 

&,__The Proposed Nations] Committee on Conservation, 

In order that sufficient public opinion end pressure may be created to 
force the Government and the States into an adequate coordination of the 
existing conservation undertakings and into the setting up and carrying out 
of a logical effective and long-range program designed to place this country 

-in a permanently habitable condition, it is proposed that a National Com 
mittee on Conservation be created. This committee or organization would 
have two functions; one to unify and coordinate the efforts of existing 
conservation organizations toward a common end, mutually beneficial to all; 
and two, to educate end enlist the active support of large financial in- 
terests such as insurance companies and investment houses, of the general 
farming population, and of the towns and commercial interests dependent on 
such farming populations. The groups just listed have heretofore not been 
interested in problems of conservation because of the fact that existing 
undertakings appeal to people largely from an ethical point of view. Any 
comprehensive national program of conservation would include as one of its 
most essential features, the control of the erosion which is so rapidly 
devastating the privately owned agricultural lands upon which the stability 
of billions of dollars invested in farm mortgages is dependent, and upon 
which the prosperity of commercial interests and farming interests are de- 

_ pendent. The control of erosion on private lands will require the active 
financial participation of the Federal Government and the States as well as 
the private individuals, and if properly presented, such a program would 
unquestionably arouse the enthusiastic moral and financial support of these 
persons directly interested who would not react at all to a program of purely 

ethicel appeal. 

Because of the fact that a properly balanced program would so definitely 
enlist the support of powerful financial, commercial and farming groups, it 
would be possible by combining this support with the support of the existing
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conservation organizations to build up well financed and extremely powerful 
group which would be able to maintain on effective lobby in Washington and 
te force Congress to set up am adequate national program, 

The organization of the National Conservation Committee would be ap-— 
proximately as follows: 

1. There would be a preliminary committee of approximately 8 te 10 
members with a nationally prominent chairman and am able executive secretary. 
Some of the committee members have already been selected but a satisfactory 
chairman hag not as yet been found. It is believed that a satisfactory 
executive secretary is available in Mr. Bryce Browning, who has been largely 
responsible for the formation and carrying out of the Muskingum Valley and 
Conservancy District in Ohio, 

It would be the function of the preliminary committee end chairman to 
create the permanent organization and to do the preliminary work of getting 
the program under way, 

2. The permanent organization would consist of a committee members 
representing different regions of the country probably from each Federal 
Reserve District, who would be responsible for the setting up of member 
organizations in each region. Probably some of the preliminary committee 
menbers would remain as district representatives om the permanent committee 
and perhaps some of them would need to withdraw im order to make possible 
@ well-balanced district representation. It is contemplated thet the chairman 
of the temporary committee and the executive secretary would remain as the 
chairman and executive secretary of the permanent organization, 

I-am convinced that if once we cen get started, there will be no dif~ 
ficulty whatsoever in obtaining adequate financing for the proposed under- 
taking. It would be possible to go to the Caterpillar Manufacturing Company 
and other manufacturers of special erosion control equipment and obtain large 
contributions. It would abso be possible to obtain good sized funds from 
Chambers of Commerce and other orgamvations in those regions clamoring for 
the establishment of erosion control projects, end to obtain substantial 
contributions from organizations representing irrigation, flood control and 
power districts im the west, whose existance depends upom the prevention 
of the silting of reservoirs, Thus, the financing will take care of itself 
once the program gets under way. Our immediate problem involves the finding 
of @ satisfactory national chairman and the raising of sufficient funds to 
finance the traveling and office expenses and some salary for the executive 
secretary during the initial months while he is getting the organization set 
up end obtaining contributions from the various interests outlined above. 
It is estimated that a total preliminary fund of not more than $2,000 will 
be needed, Of this $200 has already been contributed by Mr. Robert Marshall. 
There remains $1,800 to be raised. It would mot evem be necessary that this 
sum be an outright gift. Imstead it could be a loan to be repaid in the 
event thet the undertaking is a success, If it were not for the political 
and diplomatic complications, I should be able to put up this needed fund 
myself, but unfortunately this is impossible since I am employed by the 
Government, and it looks as though I shall be unable to obtain help through the 
other personal source of which I spoke to you,
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I really feel quite embarrassed at the need of asking your financial 
assistance in this program, since the funds at your command are so badly 
needed by other causes, I had hoped that the preliminary fund would be 
easy to raise, but it seems that in this, as in other new and umusual under~ 
takings, it is extremely difficult to obtain essential preliminary funds, 
whereas contributions by the thousands could be obtained for an underteking 
already well~financed, and of conventional, unessential nature, 

: With best wides, 

Charles W. Collier



Room 539, Standard 011 Building 
261 Constitution Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 
November 23, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of November 13th. I 
have just returned from California and will write 
you more fully later on the developments there. In 
connection with the creation of positive inducements 
to proper land use, I agree with you that provisions 
should be made to encourage this type of incentive. 
Perhaps this could be done through reducing the tax 
burden on lands which are properly used, and perhaps 
by increasing the tax burden on lands which are im- 
properly used. 

You will realize, of course, that our memoran- 

dum of October llth to the Secretary on the "Principles 

of a National Policy of Erosion Control" is absolutely 
confidential and should not be discussed with anyone at 
this time. 

Very sincerely yours, 

P.S. Thank you for the document which you enclosed 
with your letter. 

\2o ‘ 
ou ys 

oF
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Mr, Charles W, Gollier A 
80il Erosion Service ae 
Department of the Interior se 
Washington, D, ¢, ae 

Dear Charest ve 
T have read with ooh interest the memo of Oetober 12 ie 

to the Secretary, ani the "Principles of a National Policy of a 
Erosion Control," ‘ ae 

There is only one important omissiont Provision for a Ua r 
yosiiue inducenent for conservation of private lands, Zoning ca 
is negative, and to be effective must be supported by positive Ve 
neasures, This happens to be the gist of the paper I gave you, on ea 
"Conservation Beonomics." a) 

Why not "federal ala" for local agencies which build up cf 
suitable positive inducements? ‘This would be in many cages the 1 
cheapest way to get and lep control going, oe 

That luck with your organization venture? Me 

Yours sincerely, Mee ; 

Aldo Leopold es 
In Charge, Game Research 4 

P,S, I enclose ancther paper I promised to send yous. ly
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MEMORANDUM TO THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

Subject: Legislation establishing a permanent erosion 
control program which should be introduced 

in the next Congress 

It is clear that Congressional action will be required to place 
the soil erosion program upon a permanent basis, If the Department 
of the Interior does not cause the proper legislation to be introduced, 
setting up erosion control work within the Department, other Depart- 
ments are likely to introduce such legislation. The purpose of this 
memorsndum is to outline for your approval or comment certain funda- 
mental principles which probably should be considered in connection 
with any legislation of this nature, and to request that someone be 
appointed from the Solicitor's Office to help us work out a satisfac- 
tory bill for introduction at the next session of Congress. 

It would appear that any legislation to be passed should give 
the Secretary of the Interior broad enough powers and sufficient free- 

dom of action to permit the adaptation of the program to meet a variety 
of conditions and situations, There are listed below certain of the 
fundamental provisions which we believe should be includeds 

1, The Soil Erosion Service should be pleced upon a permanent 

basis. ; 

2. The Soil Erosion Service should be empowered to carry out 
such activities as are necessary for the establishment of 
proper erosion-control practices and methods of land use. 

3. The Soil Erosion Service should be authorized to carry out 
erosion-control operations on all public lands (with the 

exception of National Forests) and on Indian Reservations, 

4. The Soil Erosion Service should be authorized to carry out 
erosion-control work on private lands, provided that on 

adequate contribution in the form of labor, materials or. 
monies is made by the property owners, communities and 
States concerned; and further provided that there be es=- 

tablished such legel restrictions upon the use of land as 
will insure, as nearly as possible, perpetual maintenance 
of any measures and land-use practices installed,
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5. The Secretary of the Interior should be given authority 
to establish rules and regulations for the determination 
of contributions to be made by property owners, States or 
their legal sub-divisions, and for the receiving of such 
contributions, 

6, The Secretary of the Interior should be given authority 
to withhold at his discretion the expenditure of funds for 
erosion-control work, from any State which does not pass 

adequate legislation authorizing the establishment of con- 
servancy districts with land-use zoning powers, or gramting 
land-use zoning powers to other types of political sub- 
divisions, or establishing State zoning regulations, 

7. ‘(QThe Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Soil Ero= 
sion Service, should be given the power to establish erosion- 
control projects in cooperation with any State or any politi- 
cal sub-division of a State which will agree to make its 
proper contribution to the work to be performed, and to es= 
tablish such legal restrictions upon the use of land as will 
insure the permanent effectiveness of erosion control measures, 

8, The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Soil Ero- 
sion Service, should be given the power to cooperate with 
private individuals, without the participation of the States 

; or their political sub-divisions, in carrying out erosion 
control projects on private lands; provided that such private 
individuals make a proper contribution to the work in the 
form of labor, materials or monies; and further providing 

that they give to the Government a legally binding guarantee 
that methods of land-use set up will be maintained; this pro- 
cedure to be followed only in areas where the States or their 
political sub-divisions fail to establish adequate legal re- 
strictions upon the use of land, 

9. The Secretary of the Interior should be given the authority 
to purchase and administer such marginal lands as it is im 
practical to retain in private ownership under the applica- 
tion of effective erosion-control measures; to establish 
forests or grazing areas upon such marginal lands where they 
are not suitable for direct inclusion in national forests, and 
to sell said lands to States or their sub-divisions subject to 
such regulations as he may prescribe; and to make loans to 
States or their political sub-divisions for the purchase of 
marginal lands to be transformed into State or commnity 
forests or pastures, 

10. The Secretary of the Interior should be authorized to enter ; 
into cooperative agreements with State agencies and other 
Federal agencies in carrying out the program,
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ll, Provisions should be made for annual appropriations suf- 
ficient to permit the completion of the soil erosion 
program within 30 years, insofar as actual construction 

: and the application of changed land-use plans are concerned. 

Legislation containing the above fundamental provisions would make 
; possible the setting up of an effective nation-wide erosion=control pro- 

gram and would give the Secretary of the Interior power to determine that 
proportion of the work to be financed by the Federal Government, the 
States, their political sub-divisions and the owners of private lands, 

On the basis of the legislation herein outlined, and assuming that 
the contributions of property owners will remain the same as in the pres- 
ent erosion control program, it is estimated that all of the man-induced 
erosion in the United States could be effectively controlled at a cost of 
less than $4,000,000,000, to the Federal Government, Spread over a period 

of 30 years, the expenditure would amount to $130,000,000 per annum, It 
is probable that by insisting on contributions by the States and their 
political sub-divisions, as well as on contributions on the part of prop- 
erty owners, that this expenditure could te reduced to a total of not 

more than $3,000,000,000, which, spread over a period of 30 years, would 
involve an expenditure of not over $100,000,000 per annum, 

As compared to the property values at stake and to the value of main=- 
taining the agricultural productivity of our farming lands, such a program 
is not excessively expensive, The direct cost to the Nation of not carry- 
ing out the program would exceed by many times the direct cost of carrying 
it out. Our agricultural lands are being destroyed at a rete which, with- 
in 50 years, will leave not more than approximately 150,000,000 acres of 
fertile agricultural land out of the approximately 400,000,000 acres of 
lend now being cultivated or subject to cultivation, The economic and 

social losses involved in the destruction of such a tremendous proportion 
of our agricultural resources are incalculable, and there would seem to 
be no question but that an expenditure by the Federal Government, even 

much greater than that herein proposed, would be amply justified, 

Quite aside from its effectiveness in protecting our agricultural 
lends from erosion and our reservoirs from silt, the proposed program 
would solve the problem of surplus crop production. It is believed that 
the application of proper erosion control measures to all land in the 
United States, and the retirement from cultivation of those lands which 
are highly erosive, would so reduce the area of land actually being culti- 
vated that there would be few, if any, surplus crops. Purthermore, by 
taking out of production those areas which are the most costly to cultivate 
and which produce the lowest return to the farmer, the average cost of 

agricultural production for the country as a whole would be greatly re- 
duced and the net return to the farmers correspondingly increased. In 
this way, many of the problems with which the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration is now struggling would automatically tend to be solved,
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It is probable that extremely wide and strong public support could 
be obtained for the passage of the type of measure outlined in this 
memorandum, The various agricultural associations could undoubtedly be 
persuaded to press for the passage of the legislation. So also, could 
practically all of the Chambers of Commerce and business mens! associa~ 
tions in the agricultural regions of the country as well as in those areas 
depending for prosperity upon the life of large reservoirs, Strong support 
could also be obtained from insurance companies, surety companies and other 
financila houses which have large funds invested in mortgaged farm lands, 
The total amount of this type of investment is stupendous, and erosion con- 
stitutes a sure threat to the stability of these investments, It has already 
been the experience of many investing houses that their farm loan collat- 
eral has washed out from under them, leaving insufficient value to justify 
the continuation of the loan, or to repay the loan upon mortgage fore- 
closure, The amount of expenditure proposed would be justified from the 
point of view of savings to investment houses if for no other reason, and 
there is no question but that if the matter is presented properly, this 
group will actively support the proposed legislation, 

If you agree that a practical permanent program should be established 
through Congressional legislation during the next Congress, we would be 
glad to go ahead and work out the details in cooperation with the 
Solicitor's Office, 

Director
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ih ~ PRINGIPIES OF A NATIONAL POLICY OF EROSION CONTROL 
ay” ot 

0" Objectives: The purpose of a national policy of erosion control is 

to restrict in the largest possible measure the erosive forces that are 

now steadily depleting the soil resources of an enormous aggragate area, 

Such a policy should aim at the mobilization of all efforts, national, 

state and local, that can effectively be directed toward early and wide= 

spread action, A program should be developed to make possible the arrest=- 

ing of sheet erosion, the checking of gullying, and the rehabilitating of 

badly eroded lands wherever these impoverishing agencies are effecting 

veluable agricultural areas, Such efforts must meet the test of practice 

ebility, have popular backing, and solicit the support of public leaders, 

It is recognized that it is not possible to prevent erosion completely, 

or fully to re-establish the conditions of relative land stability which 

existed prior to settlement and use of thé lands, It is possible, however, 

by modern techniques in land management, to reduce erosion on most of the 

declining areas of more valuable soil to such an extent that the land may 

continue to bé used almost indefinitely, Public interest in the problem 

are so great and the problem so urgent that a national policy should aim 

to initiate erosion-control measures on all the land now seriously suffer 

ing from erosion within about ten years, to secure reasonable control on 

these lands within about twenty yeers, and to establish preventive measures 

on practically all the better lends of the country within a generation, 

Need for Public Regulation: It should be the aim and policy of a 

national erosion control program to avoid the imposition of unnecessar~ 

ily restrictive legal regulations on the use of land, There are many sit- 

_ vations where it will be possible to obtain voluntary cooperation from the
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owners of property in the direction of modifying land use practices 

for the purpose of controlling eposion, There will exist other situa~ 

tions, however, where for one reason or another it will be impossible 

to obtain satisfactory voluntary cooperation, and in such instances 

the necessity will undoubtedly arise for the creation of state or local 

land-use zoning ordinances based on the specific adaptabilities of 

various types of soils, as effected by topography, climate, type of 

agriculture and other factors, The establishment of such necessary 

stete or local land-use zoning ordinances could be adventageously en- 

couraged through the granting of Federal aid for the control of erosion 

to those regions in which necessary restrictions are setup, and the 

withholding of such aid from regions which refuse to cooperate, 

Recommendations; 

1. Because of the highly complex and technical nature of the 

problems involved and the necessity for adequate coordination of the 

measures adopted in various parts of the country, particularly on inter- 

state watersheds, the Federal Government should maintain a competent or=- 

ganization charged with the responsibility for directing and coordinat= 

ing erosion work generally, whether on Federal, state or private lands, 

Such an organization would also coordinate and give general supervision 

to the erosion work of other Federal agencies, The organization shoud 

be adequately financed, 

2. A fairly detailed survey should be made of all lands to de» 

termine the needs for prevention and correction of erosion, such a survey 

to be completed within five years, This survey would show the character 

of erosion, the extent of present and prospective damage, and the needed 

type of erosion-control measures, On the basis of such a survey, and
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other necessary surveys, the various interested Federal agencies should 

cooperate with the states in preparing a detailed land classification 

map. For each class of land the uses to which it is adapted and the 

measures which must be used to control erosion on each should be deter- 

mined on the basis of the physical, biological, economic and recreational 

factors involved, 

3, Legislation should be enacted authorizing the Federal agency 

charged with the responsibility of controlling erosion to carry out 

necessary work on state and private lands on a cost-sharing Federal aid 

basis, under which the Government would bear a proper proportion of the 

cost, provided that adequate contributions, cooperation, regulation and 

agreements controlling the use of the land are obtained from the states, 

their political sub-divisons and/or the property owners, The proportion 

of the cost which the Federal Government should bear would vary accord=- 

ing to the amount of Federal benefit to be derived from the work, Ade=- 

quate funds should be provided for the carrying out of such a Federal aid 

progrem, 

4, Adequate Federal appropriations should be made to complete with- 

in a reasonable period necessary erosion-control work on all Federally~ 

owned and Indian lands. 

5, The Federal and state governments and other public entities 

should acquire those highly erosive and marginal lands unsuited to con= 

timuing safe operation under private ownership. This type of land should 

be added to the public lands or to Indian Reservations or used for —. 

such purposes as state or community forests, pastures, etc,
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6. legislation should be enacted withholding Federal loans and 

other types of credits to be used in connection with new agricultural 

developments on submarginal lands, including those subject to destruc- 

tive erosion, Definite advantages and preferences should be given to 

farmers who operate their lands under methods which provide protection 

from erosion, 

7. Through selective extension of Federal aid for the purposes 

of controlling erosion, and through other methods, the states should be 

encouraged and persuaded to pass legislation authorizingt 

(a) Cooperation with the Federal Government in erosion con= 

trol work; 

(b) The organization of conservancy districts or similar 

legal sub-divisions with authority to carry out measures 

of erosion control; and 

r (c) The establishment of state or local land-use zoning 

ordinances where lack of voluntary cooperation makes 

such ordinances necessary,
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UNITED STATES Ll 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Quy” a 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE i ww Sw 
WASHINGTON iw z Car f 

per 
September 24, 1934, »\\’ 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

University of Wisconsin 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of September 18th. I am heartily 
in agreement with the project which you have in mind. We are en- 

; countering many problems which require careful experimental de- 

termination to establish erosion control work upon a practical 

and feasible basis. Furthermore, we require the application of 
erosion control measures in the field by carefully trained men 
who are cognizant of the fundamental principles involved in soil, 
erosion and vegetation phenomena. To meet this need for placing 
erosion control upon an adequate basis requires training in these 
fundamentals based upon thorough research. It is the research 
phase of the work which particularly appeals to both of us. At 
present it is impossible for us to make any commitments owing to 
the emergency status of our organization and allotment of funds. 
I am expecting that there will be determined this winter, how 
erosion control work is to be carried on. Then that matter is 
settled, we shall be in a position to make plans for a program 

of research such as you contemplate. We should in the meantime, 
however, be considering problems involved and be preparing plans. 

We are writing to our Regional Directors for their opinions 
and recommendations in this direction, which will aid us in pro- 

ceeding in this matter. 

I am looking forward to making you a visit some time this fall, 
to discuss with members of the University, certain problems respect- 
ing erosion control research. I have not forgotten my promise in 
this respect. 

iD Cordially yours, 

aun wf LQ Drift, 4 ; 
a é 

Sue ie Vel cflibe rant 
pe W. C. Lowdermilk, 

“? Vice-Director.
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Mr, W. C, Towlennilk 
Soil Eyosion Service 
Departnent of the Interior i 
Vashington, D, C. * 

Dear Walter: 

: I am encouraged by your rough estimate that as many ae 25 of your 
men might be interested in farther training in erosion, 

T have been trying to make the point with our faqulty that this 
University would have nothing outstanding to offer if the proposed erosion 
Yesearch were sponsored by merely one of our existing departments, but the 
opposite would be the ease if we povled all our resources and made all of 
then easily available to research students. 

IT do mot suppose thet even I lmow all the lines of work on thie 
RENE a ORE OER Te SHAE S64: SS Sere Se ee ee 

: 

Conan Our Geology Department has some very advanced 
fondamental studies way. The past bearing of these studies has been 
considered as entirely geological, tut it would seem equally likely that they 
would throw light upon erosion control phenomena, 

(2) Soddg. Our soils group ovceupies an afvanced position in at 
po oe age Rye alle Rs pono yoy ewe fad yd yo. dew Aaencews hr ae 
added Dr, Wilde, a Russian expert on forest soils the soil aspeste of 
ecology, 

Rae heh ee eee asf ove eenvs wekatnn on Departacnt i of 9 CCC camps working on orosion 
for the past two years, and our Engineering School has been developing some 
advenced designs for check dans for use in these camps. 

Ly wah Oar economies group is alreaty engaged in 
meagaring the economic effects of erosion as expressed through sof] 
fertility, ‘They are now ombaricing upon « new project dealing with econonie 
vehicles for rewarding private land use which safeguards the public interest, 
Tale te along the lines suggested in uy Journal of Forestry paper, "Conservation 
Boonomies.
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(5) Danbeiie MD hee ene atuanel yewhe i eile Gontetay 
and possibly in o al lines bearing on erosion, 

The above list is not to be regarded as a complete inventory, since 
my own acquaintance on the caupus ie still too limited to enable me to umier 
take any moh thing, I am seniing it to you simply to try to tempt you to 
stop off here sometine and advise with us on how to pool our assets for erosion 
revearch purposes. I wish you and Dr, Bennett wuld aleo be considering whether 
we might expect any help from the S011 Brogion Service if and shen we have 
bollt up a pool of these assets which holds promise of being effective, 

Neotless to eay, I om not speaiing for the University nor committing 
the University in writing thie letter, It 1s merely ay own personal pipedrean 
of what might be worked out, 

With best regard, 

Yours sincerely, 

/ Aldo Leopold 
In Ghange, Geme Research 

Alevh 

Copies to: Christensen 
Whitson 

Leith



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR prt 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE yr 
WASHINGTON Sp ILA 

September 8, 1934. Ae ow 

\ uw sh ’ y : a, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, » Yas ) oe a 

In Charge, Game Research, on : 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of August 24 to Mr. Bennett was referred to me. 
Offhand I am sure that a number of our men, in fact a large number of 
the younger men wuld map ooneo opportunity to return to some univer- 
sity in research in erosion. should suspect not less than 25 would 
be willing to do so, and perhaps a larger number. This matter of 
erosion control is gripping the imagination of the people and students 
of conservation. When work is undertaken in actual control of erosion 
so many perplexing problems arise on which we have so little informa- 
tion that the need for further research in this direction becomes very 
apparent. This is recognized by the more thoughtful of our young men, 
many of whom have come to us with accepted engineering and soils 
training in which erosion phenomena have had insufficient tests. The 
important question in the whole matter is adequate facilities for 
studies and research in erosion. Hit-or-miss or haphazard courses in 
soil erosion will do a great deal of harm. Let us work for develop- 
ment of first class, thorough-going courses end facilities for studies 
of erosion control. J have a number of ideas how facilities may be 
developed which we may discuss at some future time. 

Cordielly yours, 

W. C. Lowdermilk, 
Vice-Director.



New Soils Building 

August 29, 1934 

Dr. H, H, Bennett, Director 
Soil Erosion Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Dr, Bennett: 

I have your letter of August 22, 

Some of the faculty here are discussing the possibil- 
ity of starting an erosion research program, ‘The plan is to 
pool (in respect of this program) the soils and agrioul tural 
engineering faculty here at the College with the geological faculty, 
which has been doing some advanced work in the physics and chemistry 
of sediments. We could thus offer graduate students some better- 
than-usual guidance for erosion studies, 

Some of our faculty, however, doubt whether there is 
any real demand for such facilities, I told them I would ask your 
off-hand opinion as to how many of your men, if any, might at some 
future time want to @o back to some university for research in ; 
erosion, If you have any off-hand opinion, I would be glad to 

: have it. : 

Thais is a persoual inquiry, and in no wise commits the 
University. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

AlLevh



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Feit 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE Os 
WASHINGTON 

August 22, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 

In Charge, Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have yours of August 13 enclosing copy of your most 
pertinent letter to Miss Elaine Exton of the American Council 
on Education. 

You have included in this letter some proposals that surely 

need immediate attention. There is immediate acute need for get~ 
ting under way a far-reaching, investigational program in the field 

of soil erosion. I rather have the feeling that we stand pretty 

much at the threshold of these investigations. I say this because 
with the little research work thus far carried out we have already 

run into a number of problems involved with loading and unloading 
of sediments from flowing water across different soil types which 

we are unable to explain. We know little about helic stream-bank 

erosion and some who profess to have studied this problem along 

the Mississippi insist that this type of erosion does not exist. 

Others who have studied it quite carefully insist that it does 

exist and that it is a very important factor. I might run along 

and bring to your attention a number of other important matters 

involved directly or indirectly with erosion procedure about which 

we know very little. 

We have, I believe, captured at least a germ of truth in 

connection with a number of important factors affecting erosion be= 

havior. We have found, for example, that the character of the soil 

profile enormously affects the type of gully sculpture and that the 

type of gully is a very important matter in the field of practical 

gully control. We have, for example, and by the way only a handful 

of people in the United States know anything about it, one type of 

gally which expands laterally more rapidly than it does longitudine 

ally, if geometry, or the English language, permits of any such 

expression. By this I mean that normally a gully grows by the 

head uphill, but that these gullies grow faster along the contours 

than either uphill or downhill, and this because this type of gully 

develops in soils, such as the Grenada silt loam of the lower 

Mississippi loessial region, which have two distinct sub-layers that
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temporarily arrest erosion in such a way as to favor the cutting 
off of the banks in accordance with the above procedure. One of 
these layers is the claypan included in the perfectly developed 
profile of this mature soil type, and another layer is an imper=- 
vious clay occurring still farther down. 

I believe also there are only a handful of people who under= 
stand the relation of soil horizons of different structural and 
textural characteristics to the peculiar differential erosion of 
such areas as the Bad Lands of the Dakotas. I am not so sure that 
many people understand why rill erosion on the loessial soils of the 
humid region takes the pattern normally of an interlaced network of 
rills; whereas, rill erosion on certain soils of the arid region 
takes the form of inverted dendritic erosion (the branching is dom-«= 
hill rather than uphill as normally is the case). 

I think it is probably correct to say that probably soil type 
has more influence on the behavior of erosion than any other factor 
except a mantle of vegetation, and by soil type I mean the full 
inclusion of the A, B and C horizons and all their subdivisions, 
with their varying physical and chemical characteristics. ‘The 
unfortunate thing is that so few people lmow anything about soils. 
Only a few schools are really teaching soils, and we have very few 
People in the United States that know anything whatsoever about 
the morphological characteristics of the numerous highly divergent 
soil types of the country. Before we can formulate and get under 
way the proper kind of erosion research work it is going to be 

necessary, as I see it, to have better trained men, men who under= 
stand not only something of ecology but a very great deal about 

soils and, of course, a great deal about hydraulics, etc. 

As to where this work should be carried on is a matter that 
is at the moment of not so much importance, it seems to me, as the 

matter of getting something started by somebody who knows a little 
something about those fundamentals, without which we shall get 
nowhere. If we can make a start somewhere, field investigations 
would grow, knowledge would be disseminated and eventually we 

would get results, but I do not see how we can pitch into this field 

and start anything which will rapidly expand along those lines 

which are likely to yield profitable returns in time to save a large 

indispensible portion of the nation that is going down the slopes 

entirely too rapidly. It is acutely necessary to get a real, 

far-reaching conservative program under way. 

Just at the moment I am a little bit concerned about what seems 
to be a situation that is not altogether in conformity with the best 
interests of the country, and this is lack of coordination among a rather 

considerable number of organizations working on erosion. I have 
recently listened to some very strange arguments, arguments that if 

followed up would lead the United States into the worst state of 
wreckage of any nation that has ever existed. One of these arguments
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was to the effect that what we need is: "..more erosion in order 
to freshen up the soils of the country." How could the brain of 
& sane man with eyes in his head possibly develop a more damnable 
and inaccurate conception. Another argument that I recently 
listened to was to the effect that erosion has been going on 
Practically since the earliest development of land and rainfall 
and will continue to go on so long as we have land above sea 
level and rain falling on it; therefore, erosion is a normal 
geologic process about which we need not be concerned. 

I asked if we could have a more damable and inaccurate 
conception of erosion than that of the man who thinks we need 
more of it pPepEcer to freshen up our sloping areas. Here is the 
answer: The assertion above is far more damnable because it 
comes from those who have spent their lives studying the genesis 
and development of the earth, whereas the former conception was 
that developed in the brain of a cattleman wio has not had the 
opportunity to study the multiplicity of agencies affecting this 
earth. 

Now all the above is a rambling sort of statement and by 

Passing it on to you I mean to say that I myself am not so sure 
that we should completely ignore all of the existing agencies 

_ Which are devoting some attention to erosion and jump entirely 
into a field where nothing particular has been done thus far with 
respect to the fundamentals involved. Is there no possible way by 
which some of those agencies working on erosion might not be 
developed along lines that would lead rapidly to the inauguration 
of those corrective measures that we must have without much further 

delay if we are going to save our bread and butter, or the richer 

components of it. I fear that I have not given this particular 

phase of your ideas as expressed to Miss Exton enough thought to 
write an intelligent letter about it. 

Very truly yours, 

fob



‘Hew Sofle Building 
: Angas’ Li, 193% 

Miss Blaine Sxton 7" 
on Comittee an me Yederal Projects 

7% Jasiceon Place, B. We 
Waghingtom, D, 0. 

Dear Miss Bxtont 

I on ayupathetioa with wy of but 
tien cab Setee Oe ek One etted ne ne ee, 
question of this kind. 

Yes, there have been created during the last five years several 
See ae ee ee The extent and nature of 
these openings are indicated in Mg. De of my book, “Game Manage+ 
mont, * Tease bb eouniinn seth So OURS ten oahey a eeabtaene ee 
qualified men can be developed, Game management 1s now regarded as a prom 
fession, aa indicated in Chapter XVIII of my book and in the attached paper, 

Gane management research tione attach to the 
eguestunh canals et te ha clad ok teen tetas leitinn tin enh 
sininietration and land policy. 

There io a complementary series of tions in the aetuel adnin- 
Setauhten of cath veeatians anh Woes Dahukin: Stee te etek tak Sake 
land burems, to lend holdings, raph eee wae meng mn shay we we 
Tt ean hanily be however, that the ‘tion of com is o totally 

a oe Tt de rather a aibetitate for the police function 
fore exerciead by game wardena, : 

. The chain of events which has Leal to the oreation of this proe 
fession atarted with a single demonstration in actud. pmetice, Herbert 
ly Stoddart of Thomasville, Georgia, then in the employ of the U, 5. 

Biological Survey, orgenized a tive group of land owners near Thomoe~ 
ville, ereated a tedialqie of quail mumenoent, and tninoet the grow, to 
apply the technique te lands, He then wrote a book on the romlts, 
entitled "The Bobwhite Quail: Ite Habite, Preservation, ani Increase" 
(Seribner' a) » 

This book opened the way for mo te auggent to the awmnition 
sateatey Sa Dee eee © Se Oe Seta fe eens te ee 
in the agricultural colleges. ‘They financed five mach pa in 1928 
and kept thea going until 1931, shen the venture blew w in the depression.
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Meanwhile, as a further follow-up of the Stoddard idea, the American Gane 
Asgociation put out the “American Gane Policy," wich exphasiszed the dependence 
on research, You can got this frou the Association, which is in the Investeant 
Bailding, Yashington. 

‘the universities are now beginning to fini private funds, ani also 
ow PS ar Gas tee de eae Chae te te ee 

“ wo a few of them have also created schools for the training of wens 
Seas tandane adiabn teks elommienena cal anebuke enti Here at sconsin we 
core 6 hee Seer Ones ae meneeee We Se ee ae 
Research Youndation under which we are making a otexrt at denonstration 
aveas awl graduate research projects. 

‘the various publie wore now uwier wy are doing « large volume of 
wild life management work without savficlent research euidance to querantes ite 
effectiveness. ae Wecnuaie tue Gone tue teaeeh tenties the Sell Byosion 
Service, the National Park Service, ete, Resenrch funds alone, however, would 
not tmeodiately cure this difficulty beesise experience’ mm to uce them are 
etill leeling in many instances. ‘the greatest need at the present tine te to 
give the U, 5, Blologionl Survey a auall funt to atart qeme researc: in those 
agricalturel colleges which need te uwlertae 1¢ bat have not yot dome a0. 
i ae Saas peneeaes Tie Se Sates ea ob Oe een free 

general treagyry, specifically allot % PAINO SH. 9s mgrestion 
hac the approval of the aeamition intustry and ealeo the Blological Survey, 
bat Congress has not acted on it. 

there ie another field of conservation work exactly analogous to wild 
See i See cave Seen oe ee ee ee 
This is the int m of researoh work and ereation of a profession to 
deal with the soi] erosion prolilen, hae Eagle wegen then oh yng 
foresters, agronomists, ani civil enginsers are filly to develop a 
#11 erosion technique, but this is no more true than the original agsuuption 
that botenists ond dendrologists were competent to develop the science ant art 
of silviculture, Very large some of public money are being apent by the OCC, 
9011 Seesion Services, Forest Service, avi an even larger sum is due to be 
Se ett nes cach actions te te datas ak cok aaa 
@uidence. There are unanswered questions in the physies ant chenistry 

pr enn cces fo Beef sal argcone Albergo Tale ms edhe Gah are ony a may 
wring sont apse effort ont lang, onie, in eettion tha ie sea Dg 

for rivers and harbors, river navigation ioprovenenta, and power dana, 
Say Sate © Se sieereste Be © Hie Shandon Sestent & samy Semnvtes Wy seems 
of the Lack of erowion control on the waterdieds tuvolved, It would be cheap 
inourence for the governuent to epend a million o year on erosion contro] research 
ond eiueation, wut they are, of cowrss, not mending a cont. If anil when they do, 
it will provebly be asewed that some pre-existing bureau fo the place to 

develop erosion research, tn my opinion there is at least a question whether 
gome of the wiiveraities do not offer better facilities, eapesially in euch 
virgin flolds as the physical chenletry ani ecology of sofis,
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I have brought this matter to the attention of the National Research 
Gounoil ani the Selence Advisory Board, wut there io om indication that they 
appreoiate the seriousness of the situation, cae Sian Senne Se Seay 
o> Ue Seats OF Se weeey Sencemns aay See ; believe that 

e oa 
on further inareasing the surplus of educational facilities in fields already 
established, such as forestry, 

Poustbly if your American Councll of Btaeation requested the National 
Research Grunetl to look into this erosion field, something might happen, A 
Sees So. Ser aw © Soe SS 
the possilie implication he is trying to pull down some furias 

In urging the development of erosion research, I speak from at least 
some personel experience, I wrote the first mammal om erosion control in the 
U. 8 Yorest Services, and I had charge of the erosion control work of the 
CCO emaps in Arigona ani Now Mueteo nat gumer, : 

Wishing you success in your very sorthy umlertaicing, 

; Youre simerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Gone Research 
Bnele i



; EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 

July 6, 1954 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Let me first thank you for your letter ; 
of several days ago in which you comment upon the 
forestry editorial. It is now so long since it was 
written that I had almost forgotten it. Your friendly 
words were much appreciated, 

As for the Coon Valley situation: I'm 
glad to have looked over the correspondence and get 
the facts as you present them. I have a feeling, 
however, that I ought to go take a look at this Coon 
Valley project. I have heard of it from other sources 
and have about concluded that I've been, overlooking 
something, 

In the meanwhile, in view of Secretary 
Ickes change of position, it perhaps would be best 
not to editorialize. Apparently game management on 
the project is safe. It looks to me, however, as 
though a thoroughly complete news story ought to be 
prepared and editorial comment ought to follow it 
after we have all the facts. 

Thanks again for your letter. I'11l try 
to get out to Coon Valley. Do you suppose you could 

get away for a day or two if I picked you up at Madison? 

ou ee truly \ 

F.W.Lueningsa : OQ ; ‘ a : te 

NRA NRA 
MEMBER MEMBER 

oe



New Soils Building 

Mr. Fred W, Iuening 
The Milwaukee Journal 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I think your proposal for a story on Coon Valley 

is exactly right, I would be delighted to go out there 

with you or meet you there. Drop me a line when you are 

ready, I am, of course, in the field a good deal at this 

time of year but the chances are we could make a date, 

Yours sincerely, $ 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh



Same to Reed, Locke, Holland 
Copy to Dr. Bennett 

New Soils Building 
July 9, 1934 

Mr, Harry McGuire, Hditor 
Outdoor Life 
Mount Morris, Illinois 

Dear Mr, MeGuiret 

In further reference to my letter of July 2 sending 
you a criticism of Secretary Ickes, and my further letter of 
July 5 explaining that Mr. Ickes had withdrawn the order in 
question, 

Under the circumstances I feel a special obligation 
to see that no critician of Secretary Ickes gets into print 
which might arise from the paper originally sent you. May I 
ask that you make a special check-up to this end? 

My paper, of course, also contained a lot of favor- 
able description of the game work of the Soil Erosion Service, 
and any of this which you can use will, of course, be all 
right. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



, ) —$ 

Sam TH chy Ldsteorw 

New Soils Building 
July 5, 1934 

Mr. Pranklin Reed 
Editor, Journal of Forestry 
839 + 17th Street I, ¥, 
Washington, D.C, 

Dear Franklin: 

I am delighted to inform you that since sending you under 
date of July 2 the statement on the abandomment of game management ‘ 
work on the soil erosion projects, the following very gracious letter 
from Secretary Ickes has been received: 

"Your letter of June 19 has been received. I am glad that 
you wrote me before releasing the announcement regarding the proposed 
abandonment of game management on soil erosion projects. In the 
course of administration divergent opinions arise which require 
adjustment before a policy is evolved. It is true that when first 
presented to me I did not approve the game conservation program, mt 
it has since been explained to my satisfaction. ‘This phase of conser- 
vation will be followed in those demonstration areas where it is 
feasible." 

This means that the denger is averted, ond accordingly I 
request that no criticism of Secretary Ickes be made, The incident, 
however, foreibly illustrates the need for public information on the 
game management work of the Soil Erosion Service, and accordingly I 
would be glad to have you use such parts of my statement as describe 
the nature of this work. I also urge that you see some of it your- 4 
self and form your own opinion about it, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
‘ In Charge, Game Research 

. Alevh



New Soils Building 
July 5, 1934 

Hon. Harold L. Ickes 
Secretary of the Interior 

j Washington, D. C, 

Dear Mr, Secretary: 

I regret to say that I had released the announce~ 
ment the day before receiving your welcome letter of June 29, 
I have, however, immediately recalled the announcement, but 
requested the various parties concerned to use the opportunity 
to tell the public about the game management work on your 
projects. I feel that if this work were more generally under- 
stood and appreciated, there would never have been any question 
about its contimance, 

I want to acknowledge my gratification not only over 
your action, but also your attitude toward my protest. I am 
even led to hope that you may some day find time to take a 
look at this work yourself, preferably at Coon Valley where it . 
is furthest developed, and if possible, give me the opportunity 
to explain, as an outsider, why it seans so important to our 
state, 

; Yours respectfully, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Gane Research 

Alewh



New Soils Building 

duly 3, 1934 

Mr, Fred Inening 
Milwaukee Journal 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

The attached statement is, I think, self-explanatory, I 
don't know in how much detail you are personally informed about the 
Coon Valley Project, but I do not hesitate to state the opinion that 
this is the worst blow which Wisconsin wild life has received in many 
years. If you are not fully posted, I would urge strongly that you visit 
the project to see what has been done and what is about to be lost. I 
know you would find a congenial spirit in Ernest G, Holt, the game 
manager, and I wish you would send him copies of any material, editorial 
or otherwise, which you may put out, Should you lack the time for a 
personal visit, I would be glad to come to Milwaukee to give you all the 
facts in my possession, 

I realize perfectly well that the public is not even aware 
that there is such a project, much less that it has any importance to 
wild life conservation, Your paper, however, has been unique in that it 
has not waited for the public to see an issue, but has shown the public 
where and what the issues are. I earnestly recommend that you consider 
jomping into this one with all four feet, 

With best regards, ! 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold. 
In Charge, Ganue Research 

Alevh 
Enel, é



a 4“ “+ ah LAG 

New Soils Building 
July 2, 1934 

Mr, S, B. locke 
Izaak Walton League of America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Tllinois , 

Dear Barry: 

You have probably heard about Secretary Ickes' order \ 
abolishing game management work on the Soil Erosion projects, Attached 
is a statement which summarizes my opinion about the significance of 
this order, If you agree with me, I hope you will use all the 
editorial and other facilities oy the National Waltonian for protest- 

ing the Secretary's action, 

I am sending the same statement to the other conservation 
periodicals with whom I have relations, Accordingly you may prefer 
to re-word the thing in your ewn words. I am sorry you have not had 
an opportunity to visit personally the Coon Valley project. You may 
still wish to do so in order to write an article of your own in much 
more detail, 

In my opinion this order is a really serious blow to wild 
life, In the long run the work which the Soil Erosion Service has been 
doing so quietly and so well may prove to be of more importance than 
the work of my committee, which proceeded with so meh blare and noise. ; 

You wrote me the other day about issues for the National 
Waltonian, Here is an issue in the very heart of the Waltonian terri- 
tory and the question is whether the average member has enough under=- 
standin of conservation questions to appreciate its importance, 

You are at liberty to quote me on any part of this letter, 
or any part of the attached statement, or any special statement which 
you may want to fit your particular needs, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ; 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh 
Encl.



. New Soils Building 
: July 2, 1934 

Hon. Harold L, Ickes i 
Secretary of the Interior 
Washington, D, C, 

Dear Mr. Secretary: ; 

Under date of June 19 I sent you for verification 
as to facts, a statement of opinion concerning the abandon- 
ment of game management on the Soil Erosion projects. 

Since no reply has been received, I conclude 
that the facts are correct and that no change in the order 
abandoning this work is contemplated, 

Accordingly I am sending the statement to the 
conservation periodicals with which I have relations, I : 
do this with great reluctance, and still hope that the order 
may be changed, : 

Yours respectfully, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 
Enel.



New Soils Building 
June 19, 1934 

Hon, Harold L. Ickes 
“4 Secretary of the Interior 

Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: — 

Attached is a statement of personal opinion 
which I feel impelled to send to conservation periodicals, 
but which I hesitate to release without first verifying 

- your attitude, 

I em mare you 40) not realise the import of 
, your action in abolishing the game work on the Soil 

Erosion Projects, but I am still hoping you are open- 
; minded toward. those who do, 

. Ig there not some way in which you can adjust 
the jurisdiction and financing of this work rather than 
abolish it? 

Yours respectfully, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



Madison, Wis. 
iy July 2, 1934 

— 

“on the Soll Sconten Posiecta 
last year the S011 Brosion Service of the Department of the Interior 

initiated a series of demonstration areas, One was at Goon Valley, Wisconsin, 

Others are seattered through various states. 

In these days we have almost a plethora of conservation denonstrations, 

but these differ from the common run in one very importent respect: ‘They 

Propose to show how al} kinds of conservation can be combined on a single 

piece of private land, rather than to show that some one particular kind 

is the sole road to salvation. On these areas erosion control is being 

accomplished by a combination of forestry, range management, cheek dams, 

terraces, strip-cropping, and stream improvement, rather than by any one 

of these as against the others, To get still further use out of the cover 

ereated by forestry and the restriction of grazing, it was proposed to show 

the farmer how to add food to the cover, and thus get a crop of game, fur, 

and other wild life. 

The Coon Valley project will serve as a sample of this nation-wide 

system of conservation areas. It embraces 100,000 acres, and will result 

in the fencing and planting of 30,000 acres of new gaue cover in a typical 

"“grazed-out" (and hence nearly gameless) county, A third of this fencing 

and planting is already done, ‘Three hundred and fifty game food patches 

are already fenced and planted. This is by far the largest ani soundest 

game management venture ever attempted in Wisconsin, It is in the hands 

of technical geome managers who have labored with great seal to make the 

most of this long-hoped-for opportunity to actually apply game cropping on 

@ large scale, and in harmony with other land uses. ‘he farmers on the 

area are under contract to continue the work for five years, and have
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cooperated with such enthusias: as to lead to the hope of a voluntary spread, 

far beyond the boundaries of the project, of the Coon Valley method of 

combining agriculture and conservation on Wisconsin farms. 

‘the other projects in other states, although started later, hold out 

every hope of developing along similar lines, : 
Seeretary of the Interior Harold L, Ickes has now ordered the dis 

contimance, effective July 1, of all gane management work on all Soil 

Brosion Projects. 

Why? As far as known, the reason is the fear of possible eritician 

against the Interior Department for undertaking work allocated to the 

Department of Agriculture, Mo objection has been raised by Agricul ture,-< 

in fact the Biological Survey has urged Mr. Ickes to rescind hie order, 

but to mo avail, lack of funds could hardly be alleged as a reason, 

because Mr, Ickes has been approving new projects all over the country. 

Secretary Ickes, despite his professed interest in conservation, 

is probably wholly unaware that he has eut the heart out of one of the 

most vital conservation undertakings now wuder way in the nation, He has 

destroyed its unique character as a rounded-out attack on the land problem, 

and thus reduced it te the ordinary level of single-track government 

pressures, of which we already have a surfeit, 

¥ew conservationists know anything ebout the game worl of the S041 

Erosion Service beemise it is being conducted by mon who do not crow about 

their accomplishments in advance. Yor this reason, Mr. Ickes’ destructive 

ruling will probably “get by" without effective protest. 

It is admitted that the lennching of game management work by a new 

bureau raises a jurisdictional problem, but it is not admitted that this is 

grounds for dropping the work. The administration of the National Yorests,



at all 

the National Parks, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and all other federal 

land ventures necessarily involves activities wider than the special field 

of the Department or Bureau administering each, In these cases ways have 

veen found to adjust the jurisdictional problems involved. ‘Thus when 

the T.V.A. needed geological maps of the Tennessee Valley, it set up its 

own funds in the U. 5, Geological Survey for making them, Why doem!'t : 

Mr. Ickes set up funds in the U. 5. Biological Survey to do the game work 

dincident to his #11 erosion projects? 

on 

a :



(ER, 
f/ YQ THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

i ea a Bl WASHINGTON 
We?) 

>= June 29, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of June 19 has been received. I am 
glad that you wrote me before releasing the announcement 
regarding the proposed abandonment of game management 

on soil erosion projects. In the course of administration 
divergent opinions arise which require adjustment before 
a policy is evolved. It is true that when first pre- 
sented to me I did not approve the geme conservation 
program, but it has since been explained to my satisfac- 
tion. This phase of conservation will be followed in 
those demonstration areas where it is feasible. 

Sincerely yours, 

flala ' Z> 

Secretary of the Interior.



SORry 

June 29, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
‘ New Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr« Leopold: a 

Your letter of Jume 19 has been received, I am i 
glad that you wrote me before releasing the announcement 
regarding the proposed abandonment of game managenent 
on soil erosion projects, In the course of administration 
divergent opinions arise which require adjustment before — 
© poliey is evolved, It is true that when first presented 
to me I did not approve the game conservation program, 
bat it has since been explained to my satisfaction, This 
phase of conservation will be followed in those denon~ 
stration areas where it is feasible, 

Sincerely yours, . 

(9) Hayold lL, Ickes 
Searstary of the Interior 

Copies to Mrs. Ernest Holt 
Starker Leopold



June 15, 1954, 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. DARLING. 

Re: Game management demonstration work. 

I was very much disturbed to learn on my arrival in Washington 

yestermay that a Iekes for reasons best known to himself had 

ordered the cessation of the game management demonstration work now 
under way on the soils erosion projects of the Soils Hrosion Service. 

Speaking for Wiseonsin I would evaluate this work as of greater 

immediate consequence to game conservation than the work which you or 

I, or the Conservation Department, or the Forest Service, is doing in 
our State. My reason for this statement is: Ever since 1925 I have 
been urging the Biological Survey to undertake some game management 
demonstrations on actual fams. From 1928 to 19351, the Survey, work~ 
ing with me cooperatively used the Ammunition Fellowships to make a 
start, but when these played out the work was virtually discontinued, 
although other and to me less important Survey projects were not dis- 
Continued. When the Soils Erosion Service was organized last year, 
Doctor Bennett asked me to find him a game man to organize management 
demonstrations and, with Mr. MeAtee's assistance, we found Mr. Holt. 
Mr. Holt has been organizing for Doctor Bennett virtually the same 
kind of work as we had tried to build up in the Biological Survey, but 
with this important difference: The work is backed by an adequate 
labor supply and adequate land for food and cover improvements. The 

present situation is as follows: 

Secretary Ickes’ order leaves this work without an overhead, 
but with all the other makings such as land, labor, nurseries, mate- 

rials, etc, This comes at a time when the Biological Survey has re- 
ceived new funds and has indicated a renewed desire to embark in game 
management demonstrations on farms. It seems like irrefutable logic 
for the Biological Survey to take over the overhead necessary for 
game work on the soils erosion projects. This could be done eithe 
at its own expense or by transfer to it of the funds already set up 

for that purpose in the Interior Department. Such a transfer would 
be exactly similar to the funds transferred by Dr. Morgan of the 
T. B. Ae to the U. S. Geological Survey, for the making of topographic 

maps of the Tennessee Valley. Possibly some intermediate arrangement - 
whereby the Soils Erosion Service furnishes all land, labor, and mate- 
rials, and the Biological Survey all overhead, might be found more 
acceptable. This is mere detail. The main point is that the government 
has started to give the public a servide which it has long needed and 
this service should not be interrupted by weason.of.the-margins..of any



Memo. for Mr. D. ‘ 

WRnneers 
pet question of InterBureau jurisdiction. I want to state my emphatic 
epinion that the hearty public approval which the Soils Erosion Service 
has gained in Wisconsin has arisen not from the fact that they were do- 
ing erosion work, but from the fact that they were mobilizing all angles 
of land use on the erosion problem. Secretary Ickes’ order undermines 
the very basis on which the work in Wisconsin has been successful. I 
think I can speak for the University in saying that it will be bitterly 
disappointed if sane means of continuing the present start is not found, 

Aldo Leopold. 

. Dictated but not read. 
: AL/ers 

‘ copy to Leopold, Madison. 
« Bennett, Washington. 

-2-
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SPRING GAME CENSUS - 1935 ee 

Coon Creek Watershed yo 

3 The spring census started March 25th, and wes completed 

April 10th, 1935. 
The original plan called for a complete census of all 

species, similar to the fall and winter censuses previously reported. 

However, when the census was started it became obvious immediately 

that the quail and pheasants were too badly scattered to make accurate 

countse Quail covies started to break up shortly after the middle 

of March and pheasants began wandering at the same time. (This spring 

break-up was much earlier than last year's). It was therefore decided 

to estimate the decrease in these two species, basing the estimates 

on the figures collected by A. S. Hawkins during his quail studies at 

Goon Valley. By this method the quail mortality was estimated at 20%5- 

pheasants mortality at 15% This would give a decrease in quail from 

2,033 in February, to 1,626 in April, and in pheasants from 267 to 

"987 during the same period. Sex counts among the surviving quail indi- 

cate rather conclusively that the mortality took heavier toll among the 

females than the males, thus dropping the breeding potential of the 

survivors far below normal for a population of that size. 

The grouse and squirrel census was taken as per schedule, 

end t he grouse showed an alarming decrease over the last two-month 

period, falling from 1,000 to 519. This seems like an excessive mor~- 

tality for the tail end of winter, but is perfectly possible since 

mortality studies showed almost compléte die-off in some localities. 

. The following sheets give the census summaries for the 

past two winters. 

Ae 8, Leopold 

‘ April 12, 1935



BOBWHITE QUAIL CENSUS \ 

Coon Creek Watershed 

Winter 1933-34 g/ignt2/i3/5i. W/e7-2/1/55 b/r/55 
Total quail in watershed 1,992 3,912 2,033 1,626 

Acres per quail i603 2305 W5e2 5605 
Average birds per covey 12.8 1207 919 -= = 

PHEASANT CENSUS \ 

Winter 1935-34 9/i9-12/13/54 1/27-2/1/35 WA/35 
Total pheasants in watershed 8h 379 267 aT 

Acres per pheasant 1,095e2 22.1 BhbreS | 40502 

PINNATED GROUSE i) 

Winter 1935-3) 9/ig~12/13/34 1/27-2/1/35 L/A/s5 
Total pinnated grouse 2 20 Qo 0 

in watershed 

Goon Valley, Wisconsin, \ 
April 12, 1935s }\ 

|, \ 

- \



RUFFED GROUSE CENSUS 

Coon Creek Watershed 

Total grouse in watershed 2,198 179 =~. 1,000 519 

Acres woodland per oieane 15 18.5 32.9 636 

Total length grouse line = ft. 174,551 174,551 174,551 

Average flushing distance < fte 67e1 148.2 71.6 

Area grouse census, acres 53707 1,187.03 573 

Totel grouse flushed . 29 36 9 

' Ratio brown to grey phase 1:3 5:12 512 

Coon Valley, Wisconsin, 

April 12, 1935e



SQUIRREL CENSUS . 
Coon Creek Watershed 

Fox squirrel: Oct. 23 = Nove 16 3h, dane 27 = Febs 9°35 Mare25 - Aprel0 "35 

Humbe r in watershed 498 286 292 

Acres woodland per squirrel 6652 115-3 113.5 

length census line = ft. 125,780 174,551 174,551 

Average sight distance 137-6 259.1 170 

Area censused < acres T9106 2,07605 1,362 

Total number seen 12 18 12 

Grey squirrel: 

Number in watershed 4,h59 1,363 1,138 

Acres woodland per squirrel Toh Dye2 29 

Lengt h census line « ft. 125,780 175,551 174,552 

Average sight distance 104.3 20961 155 

Area, censused = acres 602.3 1,675.8 1,242 

Total number seen 81 & L3 

Ratio fox to grey squirrel 138 1:5 lsh 

Jus meegen a Acnetes ae Coon Valley, Wisconsin, 

oe aca. anny tens t April 12, 1935e



ae Mid-Winter Gane Census, 1954-35 yea 
Goon Valley, Wisconsin cad 

The midewinter census started January 27th md was canpleted 

February 9th, 1935. The same methods were used as those adopted for 

the fall census (see census report of Dec. 18, 1954), except that less 

men were required to count quail and pheasants due to snow-covered 

grounds it was found wmesessary to use large crews of Co G. G. mons 

A considerable decrease was noted in the numbers of all species 

censused, which is not surprising considering the adverse weather con- 

_ @itions which have prevailed through the winter. Quail dropped off from 

3,912 to 2,033, which was approximately the wintering population in 1953-34. 

Ruffed grouse reflect the general state-wide slump, falling from 1,779 to 

1,000, while pheasant fell off slightly. ‘he present pheasant popilation 

(267 birds), however, is still several times greater than during the win- 

ter of 1933-34 (84 birds). 

The figures for the squirrel census showed such a wide variation | 

that it is doubtful whether this method can be relied upon. It will be 

continued through the spring census, however. 

Diagnostic Points of Special Interest fron Midewinter Census, 1954-55. 

. Quad, 
Binds per covey Humber of covies 

Winter 1935-54 12.8 155 
Fall - 1934 12.7 308 
Mid-winter - 193455 . 9.9 205 

The high mortality among quail in the early part of the winter 

dropped the average number of birds per covey from 12.7 to 9.9, while the 

number of covies fell off fron 308 to 205. The total number of wintering 

birds, however, is nearly the same as in 1955-54,



, ao . 

Wintering quail 1953-34 - 1,991. 

* *  1954—35 - 8,085 

This would indicate a carrying capacity of the area of about 

2,000 birds, 

Ruffed Grouse 

The total number of grouse in the area has shom a steady 

decline during the past year. 

Winter 1933-34 <= 2,198 

Fall = 1934 - 1,779 

Midewinter 1934-55- 1,000 

As would be expected, the average flushing distance of grouse 

ig meh longer with present snow con@itions than in the fall before the 

heavy snows came. 

Fall flushing distance - 67.1 ft. 

Winter flushing distance - 148.2 ft. 

Eheagant 

The number of pheasants fell off a little since fall, but it is 

suspected that many of these birds wandered out of the valley into the 

Mississippi bottans. - 

Winter 1955-54 - 84 ; 

Fall = 19354 - 379 

Midewinter 1934-35 = 267 . 

Ae S. Leopold, 

February 12, 1935.



Bobwhite quail, Consus, 

Coon Greek Watershed 

Towship Section No. Govies Total Birds 

Bergen 25 4 41 

Bergen 27-28 2 22 

Hanburg 13 3 35 

Hamburg 32-53 2 lz 

Bergen 36 « van 

Harmony 2 2 4 

Hanburg 35=36 1 8 

Hamburg 10 —. a 

Vashington 27 - “ 

Portland ? - on 

Coon n 1 13 

Coon 3 4 45 

Christiana al 1 8 

Christiana — 4 os _—_ 
20 198 

oa = 198. 
acres x 

XS 2083 quail



Bobwhite quail Census 

Coon Greek Watershed 

Winter 1933-34. 9/19-12/13/34. 1/27-2/7/35. 

Total quail in watershed 1991 3912 2033 

Acres p@ quail 46.3 2325 45.2 

Average birds per covey 2.8 12.7 9.9 

Farms oc cupied 129 26 20 

Farms unoccupied 629 s 86 92 

Percent farms occupied 17 23 18 

As Se Leopold, 
Coon Valley, Wisconsin 

February 12, 1935



Fheasent Census, 

Coon Creek Watershed . 

Touship Sestion Nos Birds 
Bergen 25 z 

Bergen 27-28 - . 

Hamburg 15 18 

Hamburg 32255 - 

Bergen 36 = 

Harmony 2 a 

Hamburg 35-56 - 

Hamburg 10 2 

vashington 27 - 

Portland 7 1 

Goon il - 

Coon 3 i 

Christiana 21 - 

Christiana 4 - 

26 

“ya000 sexes” 
X = 267 pheasants.



PESASANT CENSUS. 

Coon Greek Watershed. 

LUe Minter 1953-34. 9/19-12/13/34. 1/27-2/7/35. 

Total pheasant in watershed 8 879 267 

Acres per pheasant 1,095.2 242.1 344.5 

PINNATED GROUSE 

Mimber 1935-54. 9/19-12/13/34. 1/27-2/7/35. 

Total Pinnated Grouse 
in watershed 2 20 0 2 

"Ae Se Leopold 

Coon Valley, Wisconsin 

Feb. 12, 1955.



Ruffed Grouse Census 

Coon Creek Watershed 

Winter 1933-%. *10/9<11/16/34. 1/27-2/9/35. 

Number grouse in watershed 2198 1779 1000 

Acres wooiland per grouse 15 18.5 329 

Total length grouse line, ft. 174,551 174,551 

Average flushing distance, ft. 67.1 148.2 

Area of grouse census, acres 537.7 1187.3. 

Total number grouse flushed 29 36 

Ratio brown te grey phase 1:3 5:12 

*Note: Due to a mathematical error, the figures for the October- 

November census (1934), were incorrect as previously reported. , 

Above are the corrected figures. 

As. S. Leopold, 
, Coon Valley, Wisconsin, 

: February 11, 19%.



Squirrel Census, 

Coon Creek Vatershed 

Fox Squirrel: Oct. 25-Hov. 1s, $346 Jan.27-Vebe9, 735. 

Number in watershed 498 286 
Acres woodland per squirrel 66.2 115.3 
Length census line, feet 125,780 174,551 
Average sight distance 137.6 259.1 
Area censused, acres 794.6 2076.5 
Total number seen 12 18 

Grey Squirrel: ; 
Number in watershed 4459 1363 
Aeres woodland per squirrel 70% Bed 
Length census line, feet 125,780 174,551 
Average sight distance 104.3 209.1 
Area censused, acres 602.5 1675.8 
Total number seen 81 69 

Ratio of fox to grey squirrel 1:8 1:5 

*
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Notes on Variations in Abundance in the Coon Qo 
Creek Watershed NT 

June, 1934 ON ae 
ear 

#1 Hilmer Larson said the most grouse he ever saw was two winters ago, 
_ (1932) when he flushed a bunch of 40 or 50. Remembered no fluctuations 

in quail. Said grouse had been declining since 1932. Saw only a dozen 
er so ali last winter. 

#2 Ragnvald Roalkvam said there were more jackrabbits in the past two 
or three years than previously. Said there were no jeckrabbits up 
15 years ago. Said there were also more cottontails in the last two 
years. 

#3 Rudolph Schlict indicated a high in pheesents in 1931. He seid that 
in the winter of 1931-'S2 a mumber of pheasents lived on his ridge 
farm, one lived there the following winter and none the past winter. 
He said that 5 years ago it was a@ifficult te find twe grouse te a 
section; they were considerably more numerous in the past two years 
but had declined since the winter of 1932-'S3. Said quail, rabbits 
end squirrels were more abundant in the past twe years than they had 
been five years ago. 

#4 Bd Clemats said quail were more abundant this year than he had ever 
before seen them in his life. 

#5 Palmer Blihévie said rabbits were scarce last year and abundant this 
year. Noticed no fluctuations in grouse or quail. 

#6 Boy at Mimnie Rude’s says jackrabbits were more abundant last winter 
than ordinarily. Noticed no fluctuations im cottontaile or quail. 

#? Elmer Lee said quail were more abundant than usual this year. Noticed 
no fluctuations in grouse. 

#8 Hilmer Storbakken and his father said quail, rabbits end squirrels 
were more abundant thennusual. Noticed no fluctuations in grouse. 

#9 Francis (?) said quail were five times as abundant in southern Wis~ 
eonsin as they were 5 or 6 years ago. 

July, 1934 

#1 Joe Sedevie said rabbits were scarce for several years up,to last 
year and have been numerous since. Noticed no fluctuations in quail. 

#2 Bail Brye said rabbits were scarce up to two years ago; since then they 
have been abundant. 

Watson Hall



\ Notes on Variations in Abundance in the Coon 
Creek Watershed 

June, 1934 
#1 Hilmer Larson said the most grouse he ever saw was two winters ago (1932) 

when he flushed a bunch of 40 or 50. Remembered no fluctuations in 
quail, Said grouse had been declining since 1932. Saw only a dozen : 4 

: or so all last winter. 

#2 Ragnvald Roalkvam said there were more jackrabbits in the past two or - 
three years than previously. Said there were no jackrabbits up 15 years 
ago. Said there were also more cottontails in the last two years. 

#3. Rudolph Schlict indicated a high in pheasants in 1931. He said that in 
‘ the winter of 1931-32 a mmber of pheasants lived in his ridge farm, 

one lived there the following winter and norie the past winter. He said 
that 5 years ago it was difficult to find two grouse to a section; they 
were considerably more mmerous in the past two years but had declined 
since the winter of 1932-33. Said quail, rabbits and squirrels were more 

ebundant in the past two years than they had been five years ago. 

#4 Ed Clements seid quail were more abundant this year than. he had ever before 
seen them in his life, f 

#5 Palmer Blihevde said rabbits were scarce last year and abundant this year. 

Noticed no fluctuations in grouse or quail, 

#6 Boy at Minnie Rude's says jeckrabbits were more ebundant last winter than 
ordinarily. Noticed no fluctuations in cottontails or quail. 

7? Elmer Lee said quail were more abundant than usual this year, Noticed 
no fluctuations in grouse, 

#8 Hilmer Storbakken and his father said quail, rabbits and squirrels were i 
more abundant than usual. Noticed no fluctuations in grouse. 

#9 Francis (7?) said quail were five times as abundant in southern Wisconsin 
as they were 5 or 6 years ago. ! 

duly, 1934 
#1 Joe Sedevie said rabbits were scarce for several years up to last year 

and have been numerous since. Noticed no fluctuations in quail. 

#2 Emil Brye said rabbits were scarce up to two years ago; since then they 
have been ebundant, . 

Watson Hall 
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Quail In The Coon Creek Watershed, Winter of 1953-'34 . 

wee cp anenu( Janes coancn or 

Number of Birds «ce cece svese eee ce o LygM9L 

Aeres in Watershed «2s ee ee 2 0 6 0 0 & 92,000 

Varms in Watershed «2 cece eccececeeccees 758 

onan eat seen (Pesaran wean 

Farms Ocoupled oe oe eee eee vneeee ee LB ; 

Farms Umoceupiod » eco ec ee see ec eee ee S89 

Per Cent of Farms Ocoupied . see occ ee ce e 

Per Gent of Famms Unoceupied «00 ee oe eo 0 oe 8S 

commacusnsca Janacenmenes 

Acres in Occupied Farms 2 2 0 1 0 0 ee 0 eo 15,9555 

Aeves in Unocoupied Farms . oe 2 0 6 0 0 0 © 6(7%,066.7 

Per Cent of Acres in Occupied Farms « «0 ee eo e 120d 

Per Gent of Acres in Unocoupied Farms « « «0 0 0 S807 

eocsmentin (Jee aa acon 

Acres per Bird in Watershed « +e eseee cc 0 Mek 

Acres per Bird in Occupied Farms ee ec coe ee 8 

woman mes Jeans won 

Philip F. Allen 
Watson Hall



Eistory of Coon Valley 

(Interview with ©. A, Feprud, 
May 17, 1934) 

tre Nepradte father first settled Yalow Quon Valley on what ie now the 
fara in 1). He later purchased his present for in Sec, 4 

‘Bbove Goon Valley, 

My, Neprad distinetly renenbers that wp to 1673 his father each year stacked 
his hay, cut from the adjacent meadow, on the bank of the cred, This of course 
indicates the absence of any flood risk, : 

In the 1970s Eidcos bean fully disared ant in 1873 the first 
oniie tant a as 

Previous te the 1870s many Indisns camped each year just above the Neprud 
farm, on the creel: bank, wate tan wo tan bite on oo ca The ginseng 
gathering is still occasionally done wy the on the noarvy hills. In 
the 1870s the roots wore sold at Baraboo for about 91.50 per pound, 

the big Icillings of deer ented in the 1670s, ‘the mating was done with 
muskets, Wp to 300 deer were seen in single hemia, ‘The carcasses were packed in 
on ponies, the meat jerked or gold, and the hides worked up for wadkukin. ‘Zhe 
accumulated hair from the hides were throw up in stadikcs which became ae large 
as a modern strawstadk, 

Ree cate, Shee Ste De Hagen wane & Yeee Of T SED. wHneNNE oe 5, Seer 
field below his house in This corn was full of pumpicins, the deor ate | 

; through the shell to get the interior pulp and seels, ‘two Imnters from Coon 
Valley shot off all 7 deer in the winter of 186, receiving $5 or $6 each, 

My, Neprud con remember no turkeys or turkey feathers in this Indian cam, | 
‘but they had eagle feathers and they killed other game birds, 

fonclnsions i 

1. Floods began with the breaking of the ridce prairies in the 1470s or 
later. ‘There were no floods earlier, i 

2. Deer disappeared in 163%, 

3. Turkey were sbsent from Coon Valley. 

Aide Leopold 

for: Mr. Holt 
oF Starker Leopold 

Mr, Schorger 
Deer folder 
Turkey tblder 
Coon Valley folder _~
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Forestry and Game Work on the 
‘ : Goon Valley Project 

Memorandum for Regional Director, Re He Daviss 

This memorandum is to record my impressions of Goon Valley in their ~— 
relatian to two questions: 

(a) What Foresters and Game Manavers are needed on the Staff? 
(>) How shall their work be organized and tied in to other staff 

members? ; 

Forestry:. The mere fencing of steep lands will, of course, accomplish 
nearly all of the desired change in watershed comer, but it will not cause 
the farmers to respect the protected area. Some plantings will help greate 
ly to convince pe that the change is real and permanent. 

.There are good cHances fore ti ; 3 
1. White Pine plantings on north slopes, especially slopes here= 

tofore ploughed and hence clean of competitive vegetations : 
2. Walnut plantings (from layered nuts) on fenced creek banks, covery, 

and other parcels of rich soil available. 
3. White-oak plantings (from layered acorns). : 
4. Small clumps of Juniper, Yedar, Scotch Pine, or Spruce plantings 

for game cover on south slopes. : 
The average 130 acre farm has 40 acres of woods, now mostly grazed, and 
putting on perhaps 1/3 cord per acre per year. it will have 40 acres of 

‘ woods, ungrazed, yielding # cords per acre per year, or 30 cords, about 
double the wood needed for domestic use. The excess wood can, with 
proper forestry, take the form of saleable products such as railroad ties, 
fence posts, sawlogs, veneer bolts, box bolts, etc. Community sawmills 
or other conversion plants may ultimately be needed to market this excess 
wood at a profit. mete , 

; There is at this moment little saleable material exeept cordwood, 
which is overproduced and brings a low price. Real technicsl leadership 
is required to devise a simple system for producing profitable productsa 
A system of “Coppice with standards" seems the best combination of simplicity, 

i service as watershed, service as game cover, and yield of saleable produets. 
The™standards” could grow to tie, bolt, or sawlog sizes 

Game: The area is better quail ground than I anticipated. The average 
| stand is now not over 1 covey per farms The possible stand which would 
' automatically accrue from fencing is about 2 covbess The possible stand 

obtainable by adding feed and regulating the kill is 4 covies, or 4 times 
the present stand. A kill of 6 birds from each cevey gives a possible © 
yield of 36 birds per farm. The 700 farms should produce a kill of 25,000 
birds--many times the present yield of the whole state, and worth 25¢ each = 
a gross total of $6000, or $10 per farms $ 

» Some farms have a few ruffed grousee All have rabbits. Those few 
-with thickets on the creek can carry a few pheasants. These species, 
all together, might yield an additional 25,000 head, mostly rabbits, with - 
possibly $2000, or $3.per farm ‘



; Memorandum for Re H. Davis =2< is 

Realizing a revenue from game, however, is contingent on the State's 
granting a long season, and this in turn will not be granted unless the 
farmers are organized and thus able to regulate the kill. ‘here is no 
hope of orgenizing the farmers without a special game manager. In short, 
to develop the game crop at all, a game manager is necessary. 

Organization: Sheet A attached shows the probable work schedule of a 
Biologist, combining both game management and forestry. It would be un= 
workable without a C,@.6. camp containing one or more forestry foremen 
to absorb peak loads of skilled work such as planting, and much help from 
the University, Experiment Station, etc. A travel fund of $500 for 
collaborators must accompany it. 

Sheet B shows the probable work schedule of a 2=man staff, the the 
senior supervi@ing the Junior. It is a crowded schedule except in mid= 
summer. 

I recommend that EHarnest G. Holt be taken on as Biologist. If by 
February the necessary forestry help from a C,C.C. camp is in sight, and 
if the needed services from the University and Experiment Station have 
been obtainable, it may be possible to avoid teking on another mans I 
anticipated, though, that a forester at $1800 will be needed by Februarye 

Aldo Leopold 
Game Manager, College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin
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File Coon Valley 

From News Letter, Agric. Ext. Div., Univ. of Minnesota 
Vol. 17, No. 49, November 17, 1933. (Sent by Carlos 

Bates. ) 

SAYS BURNING WOOD \ 
WILL SAVE FARMER $70 

By cutting wood for their winter fuel, 
Minnesota farmers who have timber 
tracts can save themselves about $70 on 
the winter’s fuel bill, besides making fair 
wages for their work, says Parker O. 
Anderson, extension forester, University 
Farm, St. Paul. Mr. Anderson puts it 

ethis way: 
“The winter fuel requirement on the 

average farm is about 20 cords, which 
will cost about $25 for labor, figured at 
$1.25 per cord. If, in addition, the wood 

/is worth $1 a cord as standing timber. | 
tthe whole cost of winter fuel is around | 
1 $50. 
» “If coal costs even as low as $12 per 
;ton and it took about half as much coal | 

as wood, the coal bill would be $120 for 
10 tons, plus the cost of hauling it from. 
town. By employing himself at fair 
wages, the farmer can still save $70 on 
his fuel bill. Also, the woodlot can be 
improved during the cutting if weed 
trees, crooked trees and unsound, poor 
timber trees are cut, or if thinnings are 
made where the stand is too thick. | 

“By careful choice of the various kinds | 
of wood used, the home owner can reduce 
the inconvenience of burning wood. A 
cord of dry hickory, oak, yellow birch, 
hard maple, ash or cherry is equal in 
heat value to a ton of coal, while a cord 
of elm, red cedar, black ash, hackberry, 
black walnut, tamarack or Norway pine 
has about 80 per cent of the heating value 
of a ton of coal. Spruce, white popple, 
cottonwood, pin cherry, balsam, large 
tooth aspen, basswood, butternut, white 
pine and black willow each have about 
60 per cent of the fuel value of a good 
grade of coal. Balm of Gillead and white 
cedar require two cords to equal one ton 
of coal.



Coon Valley“ 
Davis 
Holt 

Coon Valley Brosion Project - Vernon County 
Aldo Leopold 11-14-33 - 

Farming and Watersheds. Vernon County, like the rest of southwest Wisconsin, 

was once wheat country. Wheat farming, according to Albert Spellman, was 

abandoned due to an epidemic of chinch bugs and grubs in 1875, 6, and 7. On 

his father's place 3 miles north of Viroqua chinch bugs killed successively 

all the wheat, barley, oats, and corn, while grubs killed all the crass. 

Timber was felled to furnish browse for cattle. After these years of crop 

failure the farmers switched to steers and corn, and abandoned wheat. 

The present dairy industry developed, apparently gradually, in recent 

decades. 

Floods were originally rare or absent. Carl Neprud says they occurred 

only in the last 40 years. He remembers hayfields (bluejoint grass?) along 

the creeks, and stacks made on the banks of the creel:s where floods would have 

destroyed them. At this time the creeks were deep and narrow. 

Cc. A» Neprud also remembers hay meadows with stacks on the bank, and says 

the first damaging flood came in 1873. He caught a 3-1/2 pound native trout 

in Coon Creek (7) and says the fishing played out about 1900. ‘The creeks 

were so narrow that sheep got caught in some of the smaller mes.
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Holt 

Coon Valley Urosion Project - Vernon County 
Aldo Leopold 11-1433 

Deer. ¢. A. Neprud had 7 deer eating pumpkins and corn on his farm 

in the fall of 1688. All were killed by local hunters that winter. 

He saw only one deer after that--a stray in about 1908. 

Carl Wepraud says deer were plentiful but disappeared ghout 50 

years ago (1880?) 

Adolph Lee says there are a few deer now in Timber Coulee and 

Mormon Cowles. (‘These may be new drift.)
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Son Valley “ 
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Aldo Leopold 11-14-33 

Original Timber. All old timers agree that there was good walmut but it was con- 

fined to the bottoms, benches, and coves. ‘There was no walmt a the ridge 

prairies or rocky slopes. 

Mr. ____ Kalbuchen, however, planted some walmts on his ridge farm in about 

1875. ‘These trees are now 55 years old. ‘They are straight l-log trees 18"-24" in 

diameter (my measurement). ‘They have grown in rather open formation in the farmyard. 

Carl Neprud says some of the original walmit along the creek reached diameters 

of 2-3 feet. Albert Spellman (lumber) says there were 24" walnut logs. 

White oak in the valleys and in some of the ravines was large and clear-boled. - 

Carl Neprud says no logs were exvorted further than LeCrosse--the oak was used 

locally. Albert Spellman says mich of the original white oak was sold as ties when 

the railroad reached Viroqua in 1879. C. A. Neprud out one white oak which 

yielded 4 logs 12' long to the first limb, but the diameter was only 24", All the 

white oak on the hills he says was serubby. ‘The relicts of original white oak still 

left in the ravines are very limby. This may be because they were culls, or because 

they grew in the open due to fires pushing the stand back, or because the soil 

is inherently poor as a white oal gite. 

C. Ae Neprud says there was not much cherry. ‘The best was upon the ridges. 

White pine, according to Carl Neprud, grew in some swampy lowlands (such 

as in Timber Coulee), but there was no good pine on the steep hills. C. A. Neprud 

said the same thing, and adds that the Mmber Coulee pine was cut in 1874, ‘There 

was no pine in commercial quantities, he says. ‘The remaining young pine is often 

weeviled. 

There was apparently no Norway pine. 

The forestry questions of pressing importance are: Will the ravines and steep 

slopes grow good white oak sawtimber? Will they grow good white pine sawtimber? 
I am doubtful m both points. Pine should in any event not be expected to make 
sawtimber except on north slopes. It is not certain that white oal will make anything 

better thm ties.
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Hild Darkey. The following inquiries were made to verify the supposition that 

Coon Valley was north of the original wild turkey range. 

Albert Spoliman's father came to Viroqua in 1851. He never mentioned turkeys. 

Carl Neprud's father came te thin retion in 1848, He never mentioned turkeys. 

Adolph Lee, oa farmer-sportanan about 90 years old, never heard of turkeys 

in diseusaing come with old-timers, 

&. As Neprad wae born near Goon Valley in 1859. He never heard of turkeys. 

Mra. i LeeOsvachen was the first white child born in Coon Valley. Her 

son, , Leesbachen, says she recalls wiles 

<~sromonenaoteseniatetiinmmnmectnsiin ssn etsitatenictpetmtiieeianaaieehaateniibnenneateiemenneteisiinanitaatenaniCine 

My conclusion is that the planting of turkeys on this area woild be a 

heavy gamble with auall prospects of secens. 

| 

|
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~ ‘ 

Boxege As % lee, a killed fox hunter, says reds were being replaced by grays 

for the last decade, tut the reds are now starting again to come up. One 

trapper has poisoned foxes for the fur, ani thus wasted many. 

Bebbitg. A. 0. Lee saya they were nearly all cone %~5 years ago--abmt 1928, 

Bow plenty. 

ay . 

Ruffed Grouse, 4+ ™+ lee says there were very few 4 years ago, but lots this 

year. 

Erairie Chicken, A. 0. Lee says there were some left between Weatby and Viroqua. 

(These may be winter visitants.) ¢, A. Yeprad says they wore orl¢inally 

atumiant on the ridge prairies. 

Quaid. ¢. A. Neprud says quail wore plentiful until the seventies. 

Ae De Lee has 4 coveya on 146 aeres. He estimates they average 2 covers 

per farm (doubtless he means in the valley, exclusive of the ridges). He thinks 

mogt of the farmera will be interested in quail cropping. 

Albert Spellman found a dying covey in sbout 1916617, This may have been 

a killing winter. 

* A.D, Lee = 

Ad. bee = 

Wer Ralph fo
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. Boxes» A. D. Lee, a skilled fox hunter, says reds were being replaced by grays 

for the last decade, but the reds are now starting again to come up. One 

trapper has poisoned foxes for the fur, and thus wasted many. 

Rabbits. A. 0. Lee says they were nearly all gone 4-5 years ago--abut 1928. 

Now plenty. 

Ruffed Grouse. 4+ 3+ Lee says there were very few 4 years ago, but lots this 

year. 

Prairie Chicken, A. D. Lee says there were some left between Westby and Viroqua. 

(hese may be winter visitants.) (©. A. Neprud says they were originally 

abundant on the ridge prairies. 

Quail. C. A. Neprud says quail were plentiful until the seventies. 

A. D. Lee has 4 coveys on 146 acres. He estimates they average 2 coveys 

per farm (doubtless he means in the valley, exclusive of the ridges). He thinks 

most of the farmers will be interested in quail cropping. 

Albert Spellman found a dying covey in about 1916-17. ‘This may have been | 

a killing winter. 

|
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Bear. ©. A. Neprud says he never saw a bear gince he was born here in 1359. 

There may have been some left, howsver, as late as the sixties. 

Carl Neprod says a bear was killed near Yestby sometime in the fifties 

or sixties. 

Albert Spellman seys he saw 2 bears which crossed his father's fam 3 

miles north of Viroqua. He was plowing at the time and saw them clearly. This 

was in 1882 or 183. They were probably the last.



42h University Farm Place 
May 21, 1940 

Mr. W. L. Anderson 
Soil Conservation Service 
Baraboo, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace: 

I like your circular, but I think it could be made 
even stronger by focusing the argument a little more sharply. 

I would like to see you arrive at definite conclusions, 
as follows: (1) it is desirable to maintain the largest possible 
variety of plants and animals on the farm, (2) variety in animals 
automatically follows variety in plants, that is, food and cover, 
(3) a very small area devoted to food ani cover produces astonish- 
ing gains in the diversity of animal life. (ly case histories 
may furnish you with corroborative data. Do you have them? If 
not, let me know and I will send them.) 

You might be able to use the following figure to back 
your geme program. At Riley 2 per cent of the 1,700 acres is in 
winter cover. This plus feeding has raised the pheasant population 
from zero to an anmal kill of 75 birds and a probable population 
of 300. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baraboo, Wisconsin 
Vay 17, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

During the conference with you on May 3, I neglected to ask 
for your comments on some material which I recently sent to all 

camps, projects and districts in this area, I am attaching a copy 
of this material and would like to have your reactions to it. 

The type of information contained in the first page of the 
mimeographed material was what I had in mind when I wrote you about 
the "economic" approach, It seems to me it falls under (c) of the 

premise in the suggestions you wrote out for me. 

. Since visiting you I have had replies from half a dozen work 
units. The replies indicate that we have touched on something that 
has quite an appeal to our technicians, at least. The value of this 
approach to farmers still remains to be seen, 

I'm afraid I leaned over backwards a little too far in 
eliminating any reference to game birds in the write-up. I realize 
they have a place and should not be overlooked. 

I have written to Warren Chase outlining our discussion of 
May 3, and expect to see him the first week in June. I hope to be 
able to get some suggestions from him at that time, 

Very truly yours, 

W. L, Anderson 
Area Biologist 

attachment (2)
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: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baraboo, Wisconsin 
April 24, 1940 

TO: Camp Superintendents 
Project Conservationists 
District Conservationists 

In the past the wildlife portion of the Soil Conservation 
Program has usually consisted of setting aside a few wildlife areas, 
generally with the benefit to game birds in mind, We have nearly 
always talked to farmers about conserving game. 

Somewhere along the line we seem to have missed the fact that 
other forms of wildlife are more valuable to and have more appeal 
for farmers. 

We have been able to see quite clearly that the Soil Conservation 

program could contribute mich to wildlife conservation, but we have 
apparently missed the equally significant fact that wildlife can 
contribute much to soil conservation and the operation of any farm. \ 

The complete picture of proper land use very definitely includes 
provision for the many useful species of native wildlife whose function 
is to "keep nature in balance" - to serve as a check on insects and 
rodents that might otherwise effect the effects of lime and fertilizer 
on crops — to help keep down noxious weeds — to play their part in 
the protection of seedlings and mature trees in woodlands, 

We are attaching a short write-up pointing out the value of 
wildlife on the farm, together with a chart showing, by land capability 
classes, some recommended soil conservation practices that will 

benefit wildlife. Please distribute one copy to each staff member, 

. We will appreciate receiving the suggestions of your staff on 
the following points after they have had time to study the material, 

1, Will farmers respond more readily to this economic approach 
to wildlife than they have to game conservation? 

2. Will this material give farmers a better appreciation of the 
value of wildlife if it is presented to them? 

3, If it should be presented to farmers, when is the best time 
to do so? 

4. What changes, additions or subtractions should be made in the 

write-up and chart if it is to be presented to farmers?
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We will appreciate receiving your suggestions at an early date. 

Very truly yours, 

W. L, Anderson t ; 
Area Biologist 

cc: W. W. Chase
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THE VALUE OF WILDLIFE ON TH” FARM 

Wildlife is a valuable asset on any farm. With a little thought and 
consideration, it can be a valuable aid to agriculture, 

VYany song birds feed heavily on insect pests and on weed seeds, For 
instance, whip-poor-wills, nighthawks and swallows feed almost entirely on insects, 

The little chipping sparrow that almost always lines its nest with horsehair is : 
a heavy feeder on insects, They make up almost half of its food. A nest with 
four young was watched for seven hours at different times of the day. During 
that time 119 feedings were made, or an average of 1, per hour. At that rate, 
this brood would eat 238 insects in a ly hour day. 

Among the other comnon sonsbirds that are effective insect destroyers 
are: vesper sparrows, savannah sparrows, orioles, phoebes, flycatchers, robins, 
horned larks, meadow larks, blackbirds, bluebirds, brown thrashers, cardinals, 
catbirds, chickadees, rose-breasted grosbeaks, sparrowhawks, kingbirds, nut- 

hatches, scarlet tanagers, wrens and woodpeckers, 

The fact that many destructive insects have strong natural enemies 
among the birds is indicated by the following list of insects with the number of 
species of birds that feed upon them: 

Insect No. of birds Insect No. of birds 
Army worm ---=-- == 3 Leafhoppers - - - - - = 175 
Chinch bugs - = - = = - 29 Potato beetles ---- 4h 
Cutworms =------ - 98 White grubs ------ 95 
Horseflies ------19 

Tree sparrows and juncos (or snowbirds) are among the song birds 

that feed almost entirely on weed socds, especially in winter, It has beon 
estimated that the tree sparrows only, cating one-fourth ounce of weed soed per 
bird por day would clean up 875 tons of wocd sccds annually in a large agricul- 
tural state. Other birds that food extensively on woed secds are: red-wing 
black birds, cardinals, hornod lards, chipping sparrows, savannah sparrows, 

and goldfinches. 

Fiold mice will cat their ovm woight in hay evory day. One hundred 
of thom will cat half a ton of hay in a yoar. Hawks, owls, foxes, shrews and 
bull snakes are among their natural onemies, More than half of the food of red- 
tailed hawks consists of micc, as docs 72 % of the food of the rough-logged 

hawk, a common winter resident in Wisconsin. 

In addition to birds, many common animals work to the advantage of 
the farmer. About half of the food of skunks is made up of insocts, Mice and 
gophers make up over throc-fourths of the food of badgers. Foxes feed largely 
on mice and insocts, with a small amount of birds and paltry in addition. 

Squirrels probably planted all of the hickory trees in the United States, 

Farm boys oarn a largo part of tho million dollar trapping income in 
Wisconsin every yoar. luskrats and skunks account for most of the monoy made. 

The chart on the following page presents suggostions for practices 
that will contribute to soil and moisture conservation as well as to bottor 

conditions for valuable specics of wildlife.



~-RECOM'ENDED SOIL AND MOISTURE CONSERVATION PRACTICES. THAT WILL. BENEF IG WILDLIFE IN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN 
BY LAND CLASSES a 

land Class Practicos Recommended Value of Practices Bonofit to Vvildlifo 

c ie Leave cornstalks standing in the fall Saves moisture by catching snow. Provides foot & cover for 

5 I (Greon) and one or two rows unpickcd. song birds, game birds, & 

; II (Yellav) rabbits & raccoon, 
4 III (Red) Establish border of hay on ends and Prevents orosion in headlands, Provides nosting cover & 

sides of ficlds. provides turning places for some food for all ground- 
Cropland machinory, holps kcocp out woceds. nesting birds. 

Leave shrubs along fonco rows & in Saves moisturc by catching snow, Provides food, cover and 
odd corners; establish row of rod helps crowd out weeds. Iator, nesting places for song 
codar along contour fences between fonee posts can bo climinated by birds, game birds, skunks, 

cropland and pasturo. placing wire on the cedars. rabbits. 

Spread barnyard manuro in ficlds dur- Saves labor by not having to Provides food in form of 
ing wintor months. handle it more than once. waste grain for wintor song 

birds, gamo birds, squirrels. 

Renovate pasturos. Controls crosion, increasos Provides nesting places & 
IV (Bluc) Provent ovor-grazing. food for livestock, ospocially somo food for all ground- 

in mid-summor,. nesting birds. 
Hayland & “hon cutting hay, loave a small Assures in creaso of valuable 
Pasture patch uncut around birds nests, ground-nosting birds to holp 

Sontrol insocts & weeds, 
leave scattored trees in pasturos. Shade for livestock Nesting places for birds, 

Va (Orange) Renovate, if possible and provont Controls crosion, provides in- Nesting places for ground- 
Pasture ovor-grazing. ercased feed for livestock, nesting birds. 

Protect from fire and grazing. Control crosion, »vrotcct soecd- Provide food, cover, nest- 

Vb (Uncolored) lings, allow natural repro- ing places for many kinds 
duction, of birds and animals, 

Woodland leave a fow hollow trees whon Provide den & nesting trocs 
cutting for timbor or posts. for birds, squirrels, ctc. 

Pilo some brush along cdgos of woods Nesting & hiding places 
when making cuttings. for birds and rabbits, 
leave edges in shrubs. Plant shrubs Provents soil from drying out, Provides food, covor, nest= 
and/or evorgreons around cdgos of keeps leaf litter in place. ing places for many kinds 

new woods. of birds and animals. 
Protect gullics, odd corners, waste Control crosion, utilize arcas Provides food, cover, nest= 

ALL CLASSES areas from firo & grazing. Plant otherwiso worthless, ing places for many kinds 

Wildlife troos, shrubs & vines. of wildlife, 
Arcas Protect strcambanks from fire and Control bank cutting and provont Provide food & cover for 

grazing. Plant willows & shrubs loss of valuable provorty. song birds, game birds, 
fur-bearcrs, fish,
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; DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

cu” 

Washington, . C. 

November 20, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Wr. Leopold; 

We are forwarding under separate cover two lantern 
slides for which you left a request when you were in Washing- 
ton some weeks ago. Since Government regulations make it 
impossible to provide you with these slides without a charge 
or without the inconvenience of your obtaining the negatives 
and having the slides made yourself, we suggest that you 
accept the slides on loan. You may, however, retain them as 
long as you find them useful to you. the legends for the 
slides are as follows: 

T11-1265-A. Bleck locust planting, Varroll County, 

illinois, on Ashby farm. 

T11-1265-B. After picture of 1265-A. Taken July 11, 
1939. Black locusts have had 34 years of growth. 

Sincerely yours, 

Edward H. Graham 

Acting Chief, Biology Division



424 University Farm Place 
November 23, 1939 

Mr, Edward H. Graham 
Biology Division 
Soil Conservation Service 
Washington, D. G6. 

Dear Hd: 

I appreciate very much the loan of the two 

slides. Thoy have not yet arrived, but they will doubt~ 

less come shortly. Whenever you need them, kindly call 

on me and they will be promptly returned. Thank you 

very much. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

16 W. Gorham Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

November 6, 1939 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am attaching hereto the official 
notification of the effective date of your 
Excepted Appointment as Collaborator, which has 
been changed from August 1), 1939 to September 6, 

1939. 

Yours very truly, 

M. F. Schweers 
State Coordinator 

Att.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL, 
Washington, D.C. 

Personnel Notification 
a : 

CAUTION! This letter, while evidencing an appointment as of the date thereof, is not to be accepted as a credential for 
operating. Any person approached by the holder is entitled, on demand, to view his regular departmental credential in 

the form of a badge or a current identification card. 

Action No.: O 067 
Mre Aldo Leopold, 

Soil Conservation Service. 

This is to notify you of the following personnel action: 

NATURE OF ACTION: Effective Date of Excepted Appointment changed from 

August 14, 1939 

Position, Grade & Salary: Collaborator, Without Compensation 

Appropriation: Regular Funds 

Official 

Headquarters: Madison, Wisconsin Legal Residence: Wisconsin 

Effective Date: September 6, 1939 Date of Birth: June 11, 1887 

Cc. S. Authority: 

Remarks: H 

This action is subject to the provisions of paragraphs 

indicated below: 
(a) Under this appointment you are subject to the provisions (e) Retention in the service after the expiration of your 

of ee, Bees a ee omens ona ac- probationary period confers permanent Civil Service sta- 
wil Iucted from yo salar 

Jor da port! ts gir credit tw the Retirement Band. 4 RS PON ION. 

©) This appointment is subject fo taking the Oath of Office Q) This appointment is for the duration of the work. 
ee Oban ee td teem te cig (e) This appointment is for the duration of the work, but not 
your Bureau or Office. beyond December 31 of the calendar year in which the 

appointment is effective. 
(© This appointment is subject to oes of the Per- 

sonal History Statement (Standard Form No. 6), which (h) This appointment is for the duration of the emergency 
should be submitied to the Department Ofice of 'Person- work, bul ‘nol bevond Jane 30 of the fiscal neat in which 
nel through the Chief of your Bureau or Office. Ue dbteiabmen a ehecttoe. 

@ IE ee Germ No db las, hen Made be ee (This appointment is for such time as your services may 
mitted to the Department Office of Personnel through the be required and funds are available for Civilian Conser- 
Chief of your Bureau or Office. vation Corps work. 

By direction of the Secretary of Agriculture: 

Respectfully, 

Director of Personnel. 

This action void unless perforated.
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42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Oateber 2, 1939 

Mr. Ernest G. Holt 
Soil Conservation Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Trnest: 

During my trip I kept running notes of ay impressions of the various 
places we looked at. I enclose eight memos containing such notes. 

I now wish to summarize my impressions. There are two major problems 
which stand out in my mind as needing attention. 

The Rodent Problem. Beologists have long suspected that high populations 
of rodents may be a result of misuse of land. 

Beologiats have long suspected that rodents eventually add to soil fertility, 
even though the temporary effect may be damaging. 

It is certain that rodent poisoning, the only mamgenent technique so far 
developed, is too expensive to fit the needs of low-value range lands. It is 
also too violent, i.e., 1t frequently icille many other animal species, and its 
results are often not durable. 

So far, the 3.0.3. has simply adopted a skeptical attitude toward poisoning, 
and used it only where it had to to protect structures or vegetation. This is 
proper, but it does not go far enough. ‘The 5.¢.5. badly needs ecological 
techniques for rodent control, because these may be cheaper, less violent, and 
more durable than poisoning. By ecological control is meant control of environment. 

The cage ia on all fours with game management, which had to develop ecological 
techniques because artificial sethods were too costly, too violent and too 
ephemeral. 

If it is possible to manage game upward, it is possible to manage rodents 
downward. Tho fact that we cannot foresee the techniques does not meant that they 
do not exist. ‘then game management research started in 1924, nobody could foresee 
its findings. It is true that not many usable findings are as yet available, 
but no one doubte that research will eventually discover more. Ho one doubte that 
Fesearech is the right approach. 

The research so far conducted by tho Biological Survey aime at the refinement 
of poisoning. This is insufficient. A fow universities have started research 
aimed at ecological controls, especially California, Cornell, Arigna, and Oklahoma. 
H. Le Stoddard hes perfected ecological controls of at least one rodent: the cotton 
rat. This research did not cost very moh in either money or time, and the 
results are far cheaper, less violent, and more durable than poisoning.
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The 8.C.S. 4s precluded, by cooperative agreement with the U.5.3.5., 
from conducting formal research in rodents as such. It met either persuade 
the U.S.B.S, to do the work, or change the agreement. 

As evidence that no ecological work is now going on, I point out the fact 
. that no tagged populations are being studied, and no experimental captive 

animale are boing studied. } 

I called on Mr. Henderson of the U.5.B.5. and urged him to undertake 
ecological work. 

Rere is an incomlete list of questions which may be suggestive of the 
kind of work needed: 

A. Bat 
‘ ong does 4 poisoning last? How is ite duration affected 

by predators and range recovery? 

2. Do reduced rodents exhibit minimum populetion chenomenat 

3. Whot is the mechaniem of reinfestation? (Banding and census 
data, sex and age classes. ) 

4. Is there possibly a rodent succession corresponding to the 
: plant succession? 

5. What rodent populations occur on unspoiled range? (Possible 
census work in Mexico. Historical records. ) 

6. Can nets be used as amthod of tagging prairie dogs? 

B. Soils pam 
Aalajiae $2 Ehante, Seb mM, of rodent furrows on soil 

fertility and absorptive capacity? 

2. What is the shape and length of burrows in structures? 

3. What weed plants (like Senecio) are destroyed by rodents? 

G. 
~ ‘= Owls be induced by evergreen plantings on treeless range? 

(Por control of nocturnal rodents. ) 

2. Are there quick+growing cover plants (annusle like sunflower) 
which could be used to shade out prairie dogs? 

Senahal . Neither foresters nor soil erosion tech- 
wate come tipalapis Exel terns. 

When they heard of the Stoddard method of handling pinelands they rejected 
it, probably because it uses fire which is usually the enemy of forests, soils, 
and range.
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What they failed to appreciate is that longleaf pine grows in a peculiar 
bDiota which is practically a prairie under a forest. The usual mules of forestry 
do not apply to such a formation, 

The $.0.5., more than any other buresu, must weigh ite probleme in 
ecological terms, for the problems are too complex and too difficult to yield 
to any other approach. I strongly recommend that the 5.0.5. make a new and 

more thorough appraisal of the Stoddard method, to see where and how it fits 
into the operations progran. 

Re we In addition to these two mjor problems, 
I offer the following random observations. 

1. Hee Practically no one in operations work seamsto lean upon 
the research division for advice. I did not meet many representatives of the 
research division, but - corresponding divorecement from administration may obtain. 

This is an unhealthy situation. Zither the research division lecks a vital 
program, or the operations group lacks « scientific point of view. 

Some of the best research I happened to seo was being performed by operations 
men. This may have been accidental. 

ier eter eae I met only two men who habitually examined the 
histor: terature eir local region in a conscious effort to glean 
evidence on the history of esological changes. 

3. Theory of Erosion. 1 met very few men who habitually constructed 
hypotheses to of recent history and present techniques to the more remote 
history of their region, and to the laws of geology and physiography. — 

4, oe aoe I was delighted to encounter positive instances 
in which an a we ng meade to interpret the present behavier of floods, 
soils, and vegetation in terms of long-time developmental sequences. In the 
botanical field we study these sequences (Successions) and without them could 
not predict plant phenomema. In the animal field we are beginning to be aware 
of successions. Surely in the physiographic field there are laws which determine 
long-time developments. These laws are the physiology of water systems. A 
knowledge of them is essential to erosion control. 

5, AS a The extent to which the wildlife group has 
developed p! ciency in field botany is nothing short of astonishing. 

Their proficiency in ornithology and mammalogy is good, but more variable 
as between individuals. 

Their proficiency in dovetailing the wildlife program with the agricul tural 
program is very impressive, especially in the Southenst. The "field border" 
technique now commonly used in the Southeast, and evolved, I think, dy the wild- 
life personnel, is an almost perfect example of putting wildlife, forming, erosion, 
and forestry together in a technique acceptable to all, and to the farmer.
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The proficiency of the wildlife personnel in analyzing wildlife management 
problems in terms of ecological life history isa good, but not exceptional, 

I had the impression that too moh time is being spent in elaborate 
"surveys" of wildlife, when the same time spent in perfecting sample farm layouts 
would get farther with less effort. 

The familiarity of the wildlife personnel with the literature averages fair, 
but varies considerably as among individuals. The average is distingtly better 
than that of wildlife men in most state and federal services, most of whom either 
read nothing, or master nothing of what they read. 

The published — by the wildlife personnel is (as I have eald many times 
of the Wisconsin group) disappointing. The output by the Washington office is 
so fer large, tut it is the field men vho have the real opportunity. 

The cooperative relationship of the wildlife personnel with the field per- 
sonnel as a whole averages very good, and I think is rapidly improving. 

In Closing this report, let me express my appreciation of the cordial 
reception extended to me and to my ideas by all whom we met during the trip. 
It has been a liberal education te me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene) Professor of Wildlife Management



9/7. Colorado Springs Aren 

Sharptail Refuge. I think this is a good move, The total population, 

however, is only a few hundred birds on 78,000 acres. At such a low density 

I would expect possible “minimum population" reactions, such as failure to 

establish dance grounds, to mate, and to breed. No remedy is known for such 

reactions. 

In Utah, under similar conditions, sharptails seem to need islands of 

native vegetation, including prairie grasses, forbs, and shrubs. I suggest 

that small exclosures be tried as a means of building up this remnant. 

Shooting should be banned until this remnant reaches several thousand birds. 

If any attempt is made to study movements, I recommend feather-marking as 

well as banding. Latest specifications for feather-marking and trapping are 

available at my office. 

Black Forest. This is a coarse granite soil with a scrubby growth of 

even-aged young ponderosa pine. There is little grass, few forbs, and no browse 

except mountain mahogany, which is reproducing well. 

I am sure this area should not be grazed, even lightly, if its integrity 

as a watershed is to be maintained. It could stand light cutting without damage, 

if the value of the wood warrants. It could stand a light populetion of deer 

(by reason of the mahogany). 

Wildlife. I am glad to note that the value of the golden eagles and 

prairie falcons, which nest in the rimrocks, is appreciated by the local force. 

These birds, plus the sharptails, give the Celorado Springs area a somewhat extra- 

ordinary value. The S.C.S. will get little local public support for its efforts 

to preserve these non~shoctable species, tut in the long run it will get a great 

deal of support from thinking conservationists. 

I heartily approve the restocking of headwater streams with beaver. The 

vegetative relics (such as phragmites), plus the topographic evidence, shows that
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these headwaters were originally glades or clenegas, punctuated perhaps by 

interrupted gullies. This formation was common in corresponding parts of New 

Mexico. Beavers possibly built these cienegas, hence their present use to 

restore them is in line with natural forces. 

It is obvious, of course, that mech water could be stored or retarded in 

the stream courses if the original clenegas could be rebuilt. The carrying 

Capacity of the range would be enhanced, and the seasonal balance improved by 

adding green grass during the dry spring period. 

Control Pechnique. My general impression is that there should be more 

emphasis on exelusion or reduction of stock on strategic locations, and less 

emphasis on expensive treatments. However, I realize that contracts with land- 

‘ewners mast contain something beside exclusions and reductions.



9/8. Black Squirrel Area 

Pond Developments end Duck Leases. Most small reservoirs and stock ponds 

near the Colorado cities are leased by city groups for duck shooting. 

Some of the ponds built or repaired by the §.0.S. are so leased. In some 

cases the owners may have been motivated by duck revemme when they applied for 

8.0.8, help. 

We inspected the system of ponds on the C. A. Anderson ranch. These are 

used for irrigation, stock water, and ducks. They were built by the owner but 

repaired, enlarged, end planted by the S.C.5S, 

About 200 ducks (mostly mallard, bluewing, and pintail) are raised, up to 

500 shot. ‘The kill is clearly larger than the crop. The reveme from leases 

runs from $100 to $400 per year. ‘the charge per hunter runs from $10 to $25 

per season, depending on the length and dates of the season and stage of the 

water. 

Perhaps 100 ducks winter here, and are fed by the owner. It seems not 

improbable that feeding starts early, i.e., that some baiting is done. 

This situation raises the question: Should the U.S. government spend 

money to build waters on which ducks are commercialized, and on which the kill 

exceeds the production? The government spends money elsewhere to build breeding 

grounds and refuges in order to reduce the deficit in production as against 

killing. 

Where constructed waters have a clear and unmistakable soil-conservation 

value, this question becomes incidental or even irrelevant, but in the case 

of the Anderson ponds the soil-conservation value is debatable. 

My own view is that a limitation of kill should be stipulated in such 

cases. Where an owner has a series of ponds, one should be set aside as a refuge. 

In a case like Anderson's, the kill might well be limited to the production, and 

be adjustable from year to year. This would give the owner, ani the leasees, a
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motive for winter feeding and for cover improvement. 

To enforce such a Limitation, it would be necessary to require a journal. 

A journal record of the kill would have technical value. 

There appears to be a legal doubt whether the 5.0.5. could enforce such 

stipulations. It seems to me, however, that in such cases it is acting as the 

representative of the U.8.B.S., or for the public as a whole, and should 

properly take care of all the public's interests. ‘Surely much of the wildlife 

work of the 5.¢.5. is grounded upon the general public interest, rather than 

the limited mandate for soil conservation. A healthy migratory fauna is just 

as important to soil conservation as a healthy resident founa. 

A limitation of kill would, I think, be acceptable to most owners. 

Overgraging. Parts of this ares are conspicuous for the degree of over- 

graging which still exists. It is inconceivable that the treatments so far 

given will arrest erosion. In some spots they will hardly retard it. 

The basic difficulty seems to be that the ranch units are too small, and 

hence that the needed reductions in plowland and livestock cannot be made. 

This question of land units if, of course, troublesome in most areas. 

Does the new mechanism of Soil Conservation Districts contain any provision for 

needed adjustments? 

What efforts have been made to interest bankers in the reduction of stock, 

the reduction of plowland, and the readjustment of land units? Unless the local 

economic mechanisms can be geared up to the 8011 conservation program, there 

seems to me small hope of accomplishing permanent reforms.



9/9- Clayton Ares, Dalhart Lake 

Coyote and Raptor Policy. The main wildlife problems seem to be the 

depredation of jackrabbits on grain, and damage to earth structures by kangaroo 

rats and gophers, This suggests that it would be good policy both for the &.¢.S. 

ana for local agricultural interests to maintain a reasonable coyote population 

and to protect raptors. 

The local force was not certain whether coyote poisoning campaigns are 

atill being carried on. If they are, I would suggest that such campaigns be 

protested as destructive of soil conservation interests. Local trapping for 

fur would probably regulate the coyote pooulation sufficiently to protest sheep 

and poultry. 

Hawke are very abundant during migration; we tallied 72 in 83 miles just 

east of the Texas line. Hawks, however, probably have little effect on nocturnal 

kangaroo rats. They are probably important in holding down rabbits. If whole- 

sale hawk killing is being done, I think it would be a good idea for the S.C.5S. 

vdiologists to go directly to the sportemen and explain to them, in specific local 

terms, why hawks are beneficial} set conservation. 

Owls are the best control for kangaroo rats, but are absent except in the 

vicinity of rimrocks which afford nesting cover. I suggest the inclusion of 

cedar clumps in fenced plantings to encourage horned owls. The transplantation 

of burrowing owls into the remaining prairie dog towns might be feasible. 

9/10. Amarillo Aren 

Lake. I question the wisdom of permitting motor boats on this 

small lake built for fishing, bathing ani birds. While the local sentiment is 

now for motor boats, I think the interference with other recreations will soon 

become apparent.



9/18. Gila Valley at Safford 
Nursery Hanch. It is proposed to give this property, now abandoned as 

a nursery, to the State Game Department as a "Game Farm," mainly for quail. 

To set up an artificial propagation plant here would, in my opinion, be 

fantastic. There is no need of artificial propagation, and costs would be 

excessive. While the responsibility for such a development would rest with the 

state, there would nevertheless be an unfavorable reflection on the 5.¢,5. 

To set up a management area for the production of wild=-trapped stock might, 

on the other hand, be thoroughly feasible. It would be unnecessary to make this 

the sole use of the lands. Trapping operations would have to extend far beyond 

the boundaries of the ranch to yield enough birds to cut down overhead to a 

reasonable figure. Why not extend public ownership to the whole watershed and 

use it as a research and demonstration area both for wildlife and for erosion 

control? I have in mind a set-up similar to the "College ranch" at Las Cruces, 

New Mexico. 

Design for Safford Valley. I was mch impressed by the excellence of the 

riverbank plantings as a reinforcement for bank controls. I fear, however, that 

the local jobs are proceeding piecemeal, without a matured master plan or design 

for the future valley. 

Thus we saw one spot where e county highway bounds a side-wash on one side, 

and a silting dyke approved by the 5.0.5. seems to “bottleneck” the wash from 

the other. The 5.0.8, hydrologists should be able to foresee something as to 

the future behavior of both the side-washes and the main river, and to lay out 

adequate flood channels for each. The silting dykes and plantings on forms 

should then conform to this master plan. A standard width for the Gila River 

flood channel has been set, but I am not sure that its location has been set. 

The location, it seems to me, is just as important as the width, for it involves 

prediction as to the future oxbowing of the river.
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I suggest that the bank plantings are insufficient in depth. There should, 

I think. be a wide zone between the silting dykes and river channel, in which 

the stiffest possible vegetation is maintained. On the other hand the channel 

zone should be devoid of stiff growths. I mggest that fuel wood cuttings in 

the channel zone might be a cheap way to keep it free of obstructions.



9/19. Mossiile Valley at Las Cruces 

Rodent Research. I heartily approve of the policy giving 5.0.5. aid to 

the State College in starting rodent and range research. The work under Mr. 

Bridges is conducted with energy and skill, and represents a wholesome departure 

from the usual federal attitude of distrust of local institutions. 

The rabbit plots are startling. ‘The only suggestion I can make is that 

census drives and pellet counts be made yearly on the surrounding area, with 

the object of getting at least a rough idea of what density of rabbits is pro- 

ducing the disparity of vegetation inside and outside the exclosures. 

There may be some confusion as to whether the rabbit fences exclude 

kangaroo and wood rats. If so, the confusion should be foreseen and eliminated. 

If there is any doubt about the complete exclusion of cattle both inside and 

outside, that too should be taken care of. ‘These experiments are too valuable 

to be beclouded by needless doubts. 

I had the thought that similar exclosures might be built on most S.C.S. 

Operations, even where no formal research project can be set up. 

U.S.B.S. Rabbit Research. Mr. Wm. Fair of the Denvor Laboratory of the 

U.S.B.S, is conducting research in rabbit control methods. He seems a very 

able man, mt it should be emphasized that hie mandate from the U.S.B.S. extends 

only to the effectiveness of various poisons, and does not include any study of 

rabbit populations or population behavior. It seems to me that any research 

program forused wholly on control methods, with no attention to popularion phenomena, 

is fundementally unbalanced.



9/23. Blagk Lands 

Him Creek Project. I was struck by the clearness and thoroughness 

with which this project was explained to visitors; also by the fact that more 

wildlife cover could be introduced into the farm layout without interfering 

with any other land use. ‘The use of grazing-resistant shrubs on field edges 

and roadsides could be much extended, aud would greatly improve the wildlife 

population,



9/27. Stoddand's Method for Gonstal Plein Pinewoods 
H. L. Stoddard, Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia, showed us his 

experiments, conducted since 1924, in methods of improving coastal plain pine 

woods for quail. 

His success in raising the level of quail populations is well known and 

requires no coument. 

It strikes me, however, that Stoddard has demonstrated not only a method 

of managing game, wat a method of improving soil, controlling erosion, and 

raising timber. His method has been overlooked by the 5.0.5. because it has been 

assumed that it dealt with game only. I urge that it be thoroughly examined by 

the $.¢.3. as a way to restore coastal plain lands for combined forest and wild- 

life crops. 

Summary of Characteristics. ‘The Stoddard method calls for periodic controlled 

light-burning. It has one principal limitation: grazing must be eliminated from 

the areas on which it is practiced. 

The alternative method calls for complete protection. It has one principal 

limitation: there is no way to reproduce the pine forest. It does not demand 

cessation of grazing, but there is nothing to grage, so this is no great advantage. 

There are several secondary characteristics which are worth mentioning. 

The Stoddard method probably increases soil permeability; the alternative furnishes 

merely surface pretection. The Stoddard method demands special skill in burning, 

which is not easily come by. 

Description of Stoddard Method. Most coastal plain pinewoods have a ground 

cover of broom sedge. when protected from fire this broom sedge grows very rank 

and dense, excludes game, and eventually is shaded out by tolerant hardwoods. 

Pine cannot reproduce under these hardwoods. ‘The stand is thus converted to 

“apland hammock". During the process of conversion the risk of killing fires is
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Severe. After the conversion the fire risk is low, but the forest is less 

valuable than pine. 

Stoddard takes the forest in the broom sedge stage, ani by excluding stock 

and burning skillfully he converts the mdge into what is ecologically a prairie. 

It is enalogous to the prairie under the “oak openings" of Wisconsin. This 

prairie ground cover is rich in perennial legumes. ‘The total mass of legumes 

resembles that in a hayfield. The composition of the legumes is roughly as 

follows: 

Desmodium 1 
Lespedeza 6 6 
Chomaeorista 2 20 
Wild deans (several genera) 10 25 
Crotellaria 2 ? 
Woody legumes 2 2 
Vetchos 9 ? 
Baptisia © ¥ 
Prairie clovers 0 

z z 
These legumes are all natives, ani the flora is that of the original 

longleaf pine forest. 

fhe periodic fires prevent all hardwood and most pine reproduction, but 

when cuttings are wade and pine reproduction isdesired, the ground is in such 

condition that the temporary omission of fire results in an immediate catch 

of pine. 

In longleaf stands, the use of fire can be resumed after three or four 

years. That skillful burning does not wound the pines can be seon in any 

stend on Stoddard's place. 

Research Needed. It seams highly probable that the nitrogen built up by 

the legumes more than offsets the loss of organic matter through the use of 

fire, just as 1t did on the prairie proper. The end result is probably richer 

soil, more permeable soil, and better tree growth. Certainly the rosult is
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more wildlife and less fire risk. 

All these probabilities need to be measured and analyzed, but no such 

research has been done because the Stoddard method has mistakenly been aseumed 

to deal only with game. Indeed the common assumption is that Stoddard sacrifices 

forestry and erosion control to game. It seems more likely that his opponents 

are seerificing game, forest safety, and forest value to their desire to apply 

the usual rules to an umsual ecological set-up. 

The Stoddard method is applicable to ungraged longleaf lands in the coastal 

plain. ‘Whether it 1s applicable to other pines, or other topographic regions, 

is an open question which can hardly be answered through a casual inspection such 

as I made.



9/28. Home Zrosion District 
Bxotic Weeds. The 8.0.5. is importing a large mumber of exotic plants 

for use in its program. There is always a danger that one of these may escape 

and assume weed-like behavior. 

The behavior of Japanese honeysuckle should be a warning. This plant is 

running the flora, and indirectly the fauna, of many spots in the Southeast, 

particularly the environs of Washington, DB. 6G. 

The use of exotics for erosion control is fully justified, tut their use 

earries the obligation to keep a sharp eye on their behavior. 

Much of the operations program presents opportunities to extinguish new 

spots of Japanese honeysuckle. A technique for extinguishing spots should be 

developed. ; 

It would alse be worth while to develop substitutes for honeysuckle in 

controlling erosion on highway embankments. 

Farm Units. It seems likely that the available techniques will actually 

whip erosion on the bottomlands and lower slopes, but it is hardly thinkeble 

that the poorer uplands can be stabilized while they continue to grow cotton 

and cows. Some way to retire marginal farm units is badly needed. 

| Can the new districts use governmental eredits to buy out marginal units 

and retire them to forestry? 

Can the government buy them out and incorporate them in national or state 

forests?



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

16 W, Gorham Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Fs August 31, 1939 

mee Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am attaching hereto the official noti- ; 
fication of your excepted appointment as Collabora- 
tor with the Soil Conservation Service. 

It would be appreciated if you would complete 
the attached forms end return them to this office 
at your earliest convenience. 

Yours very truly, 

M. F. Schweers 
State Coordinator 

Att. x



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL 
Washington, D.C. 

Personnel Notification 

h | CAUTION! This letter, while cence an appointment as of the date thereof, is not to be accepted as a credential for 
operating. Any person approached by the holder is entitled, on demand, to view his regular departmental credential in 

the form of a badge or a current identification card. 
DD Chat 
UU 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 4 Action No.: 
Soil Conservation Services 

This is to notify you of the following personnel action: 

NATURE OF ACTION: Exeepted Appointment 

Position, Grade & Salary: Golleborator, without compensation 

Appropriation: Regular Funds 

Official 

Headquarters: Madison, Wisconsin Legal Residence: Wisconsin 

Effective Date: august 14, 1939 Date of Birth: June 11, 1887 

C. S. Authority: par, 6, SD 1, Soh. A 

Remarks: 

This action is subject to the provisions of paragraphs e 

indicated below: 

(a) Under this appointment you are subject to the provisions (e-) Retention in the service after the expiration of ‘your * 

of dS nee on See 34, as lage ac- probationary period confers permanent Civil Service sta- 
ins wi we deducte from your baste satary 

Soe GePeLt io yous credit tw the Retirement Buna. HAS S0On Jee: 

@) (ie pL notamment is subset ie taking ie ail of (Ofice (f) This appointment is for the duration of the work. 

ee ne or Beetaa atough Wer Chae af (@) This appointment is for the duration of the work, but not 
your Bureau or Office. beyond December 31 of the calendar year in which the 

appointment is effective. 
(© This appointment is subject to completion of the Per- 

sonal History Statement (Standard Form No. 6), which (h) This appointment is for the duration of the emergency 
should be submitted to the Department Ofice of Person- work, but not beyond June 30 of the fiscal year in which 
nel through the Chief of your Bureau or Office. he appoinimmatd ss effective. 

y Ae Gen Neh Los Mn ehcid tee @) This appointment is for such time as your services may 

mitted to the Department Office of Personnel through the be required and funds are available for Civilian Conser- 

Chief of your Bureau or Ofice. vation Corps work. 

By direction of the Secretary of Agriculture: 

Respectfully, 

““Diréctor or Fetsorinel. 

This action void unless perforatéd.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL 
WASHINGTON, D, C, 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

In connection with the enclosed notice of your appoint- 

ment in this Departaient it will be of interest to you to 
know that employees may ‘obtain life insurance through member- 

ship in a mutual and non-profit, association of Department 

of Agriculture employees. The cost is only $1 per month, 

and the amount of the insurance granted ranges from $1,000 

to $200 according to the age of the applicant. 

It is not my purpose to attempt to give you any of 

the details. I merely want to bring the matter to your 

notice and to suggest that, if interested, you correspond 

with the Secretary-Treasurer, U. S. Department of Agricul- 

ture Beneficial and Relief Association, Room 2945 South 

Building, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

In the past certain appointees have complained that they 

were not advised concerning this matter, and for this 

reason this is brought to your attention. 

Correspondence with the Association should not be 

. mailed in an official penalty envelope. 

Very truly yours, 

co 7 Fhe Dice 

Roy F. Hendrickson, 

Director of Personnel,



1532 University Averme 
December 17, 1936 

Mr, Brnest G. Holt 
Conservation Service 
Washington, D. 6, 

Dear Ernest: 

Our group has not gotten around to compiling specific 
| yeconmendations for particular species in the Handbook, On looking 

it over more thoroughly, Iam really pleasently surprised at how 
complete the job is already, The only suggestions I have to offer 
are of a general character, 

Fae in Ane Plant Succession. Some species are con~ 
splenously rac stic of certain stages in the succession, 
and the brief mention of these in the text would seém feasible, 
Tor example, page 95, Red Oster Dogwood: it could be said in a 
few words that this shrub commonly precedes temarack in the suo 
cession on peats. Plenty of parallel cases will, of course, occur 
to you ané Yen Versal. 

jeopecetden Zechnicnea. In certain particular species, 
I think a lit more seid about methods of propagation. 
Thus under Salix the property of propagation by cuttings is men- 
tioned only incidentally, and the difference between the succering 
and non~suceering species is not mentioned at all, In game manage~ 
ment it is highly importent to know that pussy willow does not 
suecer, whereas sandbar willow does, 

Another example, under Grape, page 230; nothing is said 
about the (to me) new discovery that planted vines take quite a few 
years before they begin growing, whereas natural seedlings can 
ugually be counted upon immediately to cover whatever structure is 
erected over them, provided there is enough light. 

Under Osage, nothing is said about growing from cuttings 
as well as from seed. 

Bxotics. I of course donot favor stimiating the use of 
exotic species, but often a contrast between native and exotie forms 
of the same plant is useful to the wildlife manager, Would it 
unduly lengthen the book to insert in differential type brief 
reference to related exotic forms? I have in mind, for instance, 
the differential properties of native and Buropean highbush cranberry, 
mountain ash, ete,



2--E, G, Holt ; 

iuppoved Hut Tress. In such genera as Waluuts, would 
it not be suggest that selected seeds of extra-desirable 
types are usually obtainable from state horticultural societies 
or from tree seed dealers? The same would be true in hickory. 

Enrha. of Fant Balen. I would suggest a little more 
emphasis in spec particular part of the plant eaten and 
the season when eaten, especially in cases where clear demarcation 
exists, Thus, im black cherry, page 171, it might be well to 
differentiate the fruit from the germinated pits, the former 
being eaten mainly in fall and the latter mainly in spring. 

I am well aware that this is a heterogenorous and immature 
bunch of suggestions, meny of them possibly of slight value, Con- 
sidering the importance of your undertaking, I am sorry that I am 
not contributing more toward the revision, 

When the revision appears, would it be possible to 
obtain half a dozen copies for the use of my students in the field? 

With best rogerds, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES ( 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE (he mu) 
Washington, D. C. 
December 5, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
i College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Aldo: 

yt Van Dersal advises me that the revision of his "Handbook 
¢ of Native Woody Plants of the United States" is now nearly 

a complete, and this makes me wonder if you have any criticisms 
a ; ; or suggestions which, by this time, may heve occurred to you. 

In your last letter on the subject, you mentioned that you 
were asking Wade to keep track of amendments. 

I am sure that Van Dersal would greatly appreciate 
anything that you may have to offer on the subject. 

A 0 
are With best regards, I am 

2 we 
@ yw Sincerely yours, 
wi ol Gi 

a tas a 
Ernest G. Holt 

Head, Section of Wildlife Management 

eS 
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dagast 8, 1936 

Mr, Warren W, Chase 
Soil Conservation Service 
Pleasing Building 
Des Moines, Iowa ; 

Dear Warrent 

Since you were here I had another visit from 
Baver and it was agreed that he would submit the game 
Yesearch project for a Washington ruling, but without 

' assurance ag to outcome, 

I think the best line to hammer on is thist 
In no other line of activity would we spend so much money 
on management operations without some kind of insurance 
that we were spending it in the best possible way. If 
there are no new funds for this, then it would be good 
business to cut operations the necessary four or five per 
cent to buy such insurance, 

Starker is at the Yale Forest School camp and 
likes it very och, 

: With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Gane Management 

vh



UNITED STATES 

: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Fleming Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 
August 1, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for sending me reprints of 
your recent articles. Although I read some of them in the 
Journal of Forestry when they came out, I appreciate hav- 
ing separates and especially having the reprint from Bird- 

lore on Naturschutz in Germany. 

We are still working on the cost figures for the 
wildlife work in Wisconsin but have not been able so far 
to obtain enough information for a complete report. These 
figures will be sent to you as soon as we have them avail- 

able. 
If you have any additional word on the possibility 

of a research man at the Experiment Station I would like to 

know about it. With best wishes to Starker, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

faves Mlle 
arren W. Chase 

Regional Biologist



i June 9, 1936 

Mr, Noble Clark 

Agricultural Hall 

Dear Noble: 

Here is the outline of a wildlife project for 
~ the Erosion Station, drawn in accordance with the regular 

form which you furnished, ‘the previous outline of May 13 
was not drawn in accordance with the regular form, 

Should I submit this direct to somebody in the 
Soil Conservation Service, or will it be submitted as 
part of the recommendations of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
. enel



Wildlife Project 
LaCrosse Erosion Experiment Station 

(Proposed by Aldo Leopold - University of Wisconsin) 

. SUBJECT OF BXPRZRIMENT: Wildlife management on erosion control areas in Wisconsin, 
Minnesota, Jowa, and Illinois. 

OBJECTS: (1) To measure the result in terms of wildlife populations, of the 
food patches, feeding stations, cover plantings, fencings and other 
improvements installed on project areas, 

(2) % suggest improved techniques in the light of (1) above. 

(3) fo install demonstration food and cover developments on the 
experiment station farms near LaCrosse. 

(4) To study the effects of fertility lost through erosion on wildlife 
carrying capacity of soil, 

Status: (1) On the Coon Valley project alone probably $20,000 (estimated) has 
been spent for wildlife work, with no measurement of the result except an anmal 
census. ‘This is exactly like muilding soil-saving dams and then not observing 
them in operation. 

(2) In 1933 the Soil Conservation Service had stepped out shead of most 
other agencies in wildlife management. ‘The expenditures still continue, but 
methods (in Wisconsin at least) have tended to remain "frozen" due to lack of 
critical measurement of results. ‘he operations persomel hardly has time for 
this, any more than they have time to measure current silting of dams they have 

built, 

(3) Visitors to the station would receive uch valuable education if 
the area showed balanced land use (in so far as compatible with erosion experiments). 

(4) One of the basic weaknesses in the public position of the Soil 
Conservation Service is that sportsmen, inwardly, believe that a “let her wash" 
policy will produce a lot of waste land mitable for game. They fail to understand 
that game, like other crops, is an expression of fertility. No one has ever 
measured the deterioration of carrying capacity by erosion. It could be done, 

but only by a thoroughly skilled man. 

pega LaCrosse Station would be the site of (3) and the headquarters for (1), 
2), and (4), 

PERSONNEL: 1 Wildlife Manager, salary $3,000, travel $1,000.......,, $1,000 
4 Graduate Students, salary $700, travel 9500. eee eon ag 

. 

GOOPHRATORS: The students would be assigned to and operate under the state 
wildlife research directors:
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Ralph fT. King, Agricultural Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minn. 

Pml L, Errington, Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa 
R, E. Yeatter, Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois 
Aldo Leopold, Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. 
Operations Personnel - All projects in Region 

All wildlife overhead in Region 

ORGANIZATION: The relation between the manager and the operations personnel 
would be the same as in other activities. He would be the technical advisor 
of operations, Operations would furnish him a vast mass of data now gathered 
but waused. 

He would be the inspector of work allocated to the Agricultural Colleges, 

@s8 prescribed in the cooperative agreements, ‘ 

In addition, he would execute the demonstrations on the station, and such 
parte of other projects as he reserved for himself, 

Should it be desired to embark on this project on a smaller seale, the 
number of graduate students could be cut down, 

PROCEDURE: ‘This is an outline of an organization, rather than of an experiment, | 
The following very brief notes, however, may indicate the kind of work visualized 
under item 1 in Wisconsin, 

_ Cover Plantings: 1, Bstablish sample plots where cover plantings are installed 
f bat not yet effective. (Both quail and ruffed grouse plots.) 

2, Cenms each monthly for 5 years to trace the growth in carry- 
ing eapacity, and the manner in which mortality factors are 

modified, 

3. Compare square with convoluted peripheries as affecting ; 
carrying capacity of cover. 

Foods & Food 
Patches: 1, Make monthly censuses of wildlife using selected patches-- 

(a) of various grains 
(b) with and without supplementary hoppers 
(¢) shocked and unent 
(4) with and without special cover developments 

2. Compare eagh and labor costs of patches with hoppers. 

3. Compare rodent wastage in various grains and methods offeeding. 

4, Trace seasonal shifts in palatability of various erains (as 
sorghum) , 

5. Devise experiments to get consumption per bird per week from 
. (a) patches 

(») hoppers 
(¢) straw piles 
(a) pile feeding
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6. Study design of stations to exclude snowdrifts, 

7. Test effect of dog-proof fences around stations on 
inereased survival. 

TINS: This activity is not wrth setting up for a period of less than 5 years, 

SRST Ig there is a question of inter-burem policy in this pro- 
pogal, offer the Biological Survey the chance to direct this work,
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SUGGESTS OUTLINE OF POINTS 70 By COVERED IN 

PREPARING MEMOMARDA OF PROTECTS 

desthibniniintit ( 

SUBIROT OF BEPaaIvENT: (Mtle should give definite idea of nature of 

experiment te be performed). 

PROJROT WOMBER: (To be filled in at Executive Offies). 

OBTEOT OF BXPSRIMMIT: State clearly 

STATUS OF PROBLEM: (State specifically what tnvestigations have already 

been conductet, either here or elaewhere, on the particular 

line of work under consideration, giving references to the 

. published literature. Point out what facts heave been defin- 

itely esteblished in thess preceding Investigations), 

LOCATION: (Give place where experiment is undertaken--home station, sub- 

stations, or field experiments). , 

é 

STAPY PERSONAE: (Give nemes and location of person in charge of experiment 

an? others assisting or cooperating in the work). 

ORGANIZATION: (State orguniention of experiwents--whether iniepentently, 

sonjointly vith other merbers of same experiment, or in coopern- 

tion with other departments of home station, federal government, 

or otherwise. Zeference to formal contracts in case of cooperative 

work with outside parties should be recorded under thie head). 

DIVISION OF WORK: (Where cooperative work is undertsicen, the part assigned to 

each worker or department, should be stated ae far as possible), 

METHOD OF PROCEDURE: (State briefly the method outline? im attacking the 

problem, where practicable, project the plan for the entire
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period of time require? to complete the work). 

BATR OF INITIATION OF EXP aR ITs 

ROTIMATED DATE OF COMPLETION: 

BSTIMATER COST: 

PUBLICATIONS RULATIVE TO THY KiUPRRIMMTs 

(a) elready isauedt. 

(»} projeeted or in preparation, 

SUOGSSTIONS AS TO YUTUAR WORK: (Give if possible suggestions as to 

further experimantal work that might be 

done as an outgrowth of this work), 

Pate authorised: (To be filled fa by Seeautive Office)



: 1532 University Ave, 
May 15, 1936 

Dr. L. D. Baver 
Soil Conservation Service 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Dr. Baver: 

I enclose a write-up cf the wildlife project 

in ae@cordance with your request. During the meeting it 

was your judgment that this should be mbmitted to your 

Washington office for a ruling as to the participation 

of the Biological Survey and as to the propriety of 

spending erosion research funds for this work, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
encl 

Copies & 7H. Cink.



1532 University Avenue 
May 15, 1936 

EERSONAL 

Mr. Brnest G. Holt 
Soils Conservation Service 
Washington, D, 0. 

Dear Ernest: 

the question of projects for erosion research came up here 
rather suddenly, without my having realized in advance that I would have 
to make a recommendation, I submitted the attached wildlife project 
on the spur of the moment without a chance for advance consultation with 
you personally, and without «a chance to verify the various mippositions 
in respect of the status of work at Coon Valley and the other projects in 
this region, Dr. Baver said that the question of participation by the 
Biological Survey and the question of usability of erosion funds for 
wildlife research would have to be ruled on in Washington, eo I have sent 
him a copy of this for submission by him to your office, 

However, I did not want te be starting anything like this 
without at least letting you know about it. It will doubtless reach 
you through official channels in due time, tut this is just an advance 
personal notice of what has transpired, I hold no brief either for the 
plan suggested or the accuracy of the facts on which it is based, but 
I did not want to subject to go by default, I have, though, beet seme- 
what worried as to the progress of the wildlife work since you left. 
This paper may cross wires with plans which you are formating, In 
such event there may be a chance fer me to bend my suggestions to fit 
yours, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 

Enel, #
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Wisconsin Erosion Experiment Station 

Wild Life Project 

i Status 

1. The Soil Conservation Service has invested large sums in food 

and cover improvements incidental to control work, They are conducting 

the largest-scale tests ever made in this country of feeding, food patches, 

and food and cover plantings and fencings, The outcome of these tests is 

not being adequately measured, either in terms of plants or in terms of 

animal populations, It should be, both for the purpose of realizing on 

existing investment, and for the purpose of improving future technique. 

. &, The effects on wild life of the forestry work done, md to be 

done, are in like need of measurement. ' 

3. The existing wild life personnel in the operations branch is 

handicapped, in both selection and execution of work, by their isolation 

and consequent lack of technical advice and contacts, particularly current 

contacts of sufficient frequency to answer new problems which come up sud- 

denly end which should be critically analyzed before time or funds are spent 

on them, The overhead wild life personnel at the regional office is itself 

lacking in such contacts. 

4. The station properties should be developed as demonstrations in 

wild life management. i 

General Plans 

It is difficult to meet these four needs, either in whole or in 

part, by any one simple and inexpensive change in the set-up. : 

Plan A. ‘The most nearly complete solution would be to assign to 

the Station a mature experienced wild life manager, who would combine
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research with the function of advising the operations branch, Such a 

set-up would tend to offset the present wealmess: a lot of young and willing 

but isolated workers, pursuing a program which lacks focus and critical 

self-scrutiny. 

Such a solution, however, may be regarded, for the present, as ‘ 

an academic proposition, because there are few such mature experienced men 

of the requisite ability now obtainable in this country. Such as exist 

have good jobs, and are not to be had except by outbidding their present 

employers. 

The question of inter-bureau policy is involved in this plan. It 

may be that the Biological Survey has such a man, and could assign hin 

to this region under terms which could be mtually azreed upon. He would, 

however, have to be superior, in ability or experience or both, to the best 

of the excellent youngsters now in the operations branch, else he would 

not carry the weight requisite for Item 3, or have the analytical ability 

requisite for Item 1, 

A U.S.B.S. man, if of sufficient calibre, might divide his time 

as research director between the Station and the Upper Mississippi Refuge 

at Winona, but in such event he would need research assistants. 

Flan B. Failing Plan A, a less perfect but workable alternative 

would be to fall back upon the experienced men in the Agricultural Collezes. 

There happen to be such men in the Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin colleges, 

and in the Illinois Natural History Survey. 

The weakness in Plan B is that these men already have full schedules 

of teaching and research, and could hardly obligate a suitable fraction of 

their time to the Soil Conservation Service unless definite provision were 

made for asSistants and travel expense.
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They would doubtless prefer assistants in the form of graduate 

students, who might be employed under the fiscal device of "Cooperative 

Agents," 

Some sort of job on Items 1, 2 end 4 could be done by one such 

graduate student» in each state wishing to cooperate, This would cost per 

year: 

For stipend... 6.i0d. 05... 3 $800 
For travel and expense........ 300 
For travel of faculty meuber.. 400 

$2,000 

Such a set-up would, however, provide only such incidental help 

for Item 3 as would come automatically out of informal consultations and 

the systematic analysis and publication of results. (One of the evidences 

that the present situation needs mending is the lack of publication by §.C.S. 

wild life personnel.) 

Specific Plans for Wisconsin 

Under either Plan A or Plan B, the work on Items 1, 2 and 4 would 

be about as follows: 

Food Patches & Feeding, Excellent basic data have been kept by 

the operations branch, but these data need to be compiled, analyzed, and 

published, It is unlikely that the operations personnel will ever do this. 

Revision of present operations technique would probably be indicated, 

Census. Census data have been very conscientiously taken, but 

never compiled, analyzed, or interpreted. Of late there has also been a 

tendency to omit the current observations which are the only means of inter- 

pretation. 

Effect of Plantings. So far as I am aware, the detailed response 

of animal population to plantings and fencings remains entirely uncovered, 

Without doubt that response varies greatly with survival of plantings,
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attitude of farmer, skill in original layout, and relation of that layout 

to the surrounding landscape. This response mst be measured at various 

seasons and through a period of years to have value. These measurements 

offer a truly unique opportunity for the §.C.S, to pioneer in research. 

Demonstrations (Iten 4), ‘this is an easy but important job. 

It will certainly never be done unless especially provided for, It is 

illogical for the &.C.S, to spend large sums on initiating wild life manage~ 

ment on farms, but nothing in translating the results to the visiting public 

in the form of demonstrations or outdoor exhibits at the Station. 

; 

: “
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: 1532 University Ave, 
April 20, 1936 

Mr, Orville #, Hayes 
Director, Erosion Expt. Station 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hayes: } 

I promised to summarize for you my recommendation at our 
meeting, They aret 

(ete ts The Soil Con~ 
servation Service has done more experimental work in certain aspects of 

game management than any other agency, mt so far no report of this work 
has appeared in the literature, ‘This is bad both for the standing of the 
§.0,5, and for the progress of management technique. 

The reason is usually thet ammber of cowp foremen in coordinate 
positions have participated in doing the work, and they hesitate to assume 
authorship without an assignment from superior officers. In southwest 
Wisconsin, for instance, there has been valuable work in food patches, 
census counts, ond winter feeding, Half a dozen foremen are involved in 
each, Some one man best informed on each topic should be designated to 
compile and publish the findings of the whole group, I will be glad to 
serve in criticizing mamscripts and in securing submission to the proper 
technical journals. 

(2) Segenrch tn the Properties of “rosion dontre) Fieats. Many 
non-commercial trees, many non-agricul grasses, herbs, and shrubs 
are or could be used in erosion control, Propagating methods, soil require- 

ments, shade tolerance, and soil-holding properties of such plants are 
unknown, and have to be guessed at. Examples: propagating methods for 
various willows; soil-holding properties and propagating methods for 
native prairie grasses. 

The Forest xperiment Station and the universities should be 

interested in cooperating in such a study. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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Memorandum for Noble Clark: 

Ret $,0.5. Proposal for Brosion Research 3/5/76 
These coments are subject to the reservation thet it is often 

impossible, from a document alone, to tell just what the author hag in 
mind--also that I had only a day to study the material. 

faking the Lowlermilk documents at their apparent meaning, I 
would say they indicate a lack of understanding of how productive research 
is usually conceived and accomplished. 

The documents, including the agreement, assume that having set up 
a string of specialists across the field, each will proceed to outline what 
needs to be done in his field, and then pick himself a college or a series 
of colleges to execute each of the projects he has selected, 

This is all very logical, but I have never know mech productive 
work to originate in that way, 

The pee is all right up to the point of setting up the string of 
specialists (assuming they are good enough), ‘The plan is all wrong from 
that point onward, At this point the systematic unfolding of a complete 
coverage of the field mst be dropped--left hanging in mid-air as a thing 
of no further use except as a point of reference, From now on the search 
is solely for men with ideas (and in some cases areas of diagnostic impor- 
tance for much a man to work on), Having found a man with an idea, a. 
cooperative agreexent may be built around him to facilitate his work. Fit- 
ting men into pre-existing cooperative agreements and pre-existing research 
schemes or organization diagrams is logical perhaps in theory, bat usually 
sterile and wasteful in practice. 

Perhaps the 3.C.S, realizes this, but the documents give no clue 
that they do, In fact, paragraphs such as Bel (page 2) leave the very 
positive impression that research projects are to be selected by the §.0.5, 
chiefs, and then “assigned” first to a college and then to the individual 
therein who happens to occupy the indicated niche in the organization 
diagram. 

Paragraph B-4 (page 3) further indicates (to me) a complete mis- 
understanding of sound organization, ‘There are two alternative and entirely 

distinct schemes: 

(1) The college should be solely responsible for selecting the 
man to execute a project (though the $.¢,.35, might very 
properly reserve to itself an 0.K. of moh selection), the 
fanetion of the 5.6.5, is then to draw the purse-strings 
shut when a bad choice has been made. 

(2) The 8.¢,S, should assign one of its men to a college to do 
a given job. In euch event the college should reserve to 
iteelf the 0.K, of the 5.0.5, selection.
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These vital distinctions are left blurred, In any one project 
it must always be either scheme 1 or scheme 2, though both alternatives 
might be in simultaneous use, even at a single college as among its various 
projects. 

If the six subject-matter divisions indicated on the diagram be 
regarded es ordinates delimiting the research field, there arises the 
question of abscissas such as fundamental and applied research, Such 
paragraphs as the last on page 1 of the agreement leads me to wonder whether 
the 5.0.5, realizes what fundamental work is. ‘Take, for example, the sug- 
gestion of J, F, Hazel of this university that the physical chenistry of 
flocculation in soil is not understood, (An example, by the way, of what 
T mean by a “man with an idea,”) This idea, if sound, brackets all of the 
first four divisions, and (contrary to the paragraph on page 1) has no 
reference to either states or regions. 

I am, of course, not trying to split hairs on the use of terme-- 
I am simply asking whether the documents take into account the obvious 
fact that fundamental work mst keep pace with technique and "fact-finding," 
else the latter ends in a blind alley. I, for one, am convinced that 
erosion is already in a blind alley, in the sense that the fundamental 
factors so far recognized leave many observed phenomena quite unaccounted 
for. It has been my impression that Dr. Bemett has the same conviction, 

It may fairly ve asked how I suggest getting coordination and 
focus, if I propose to leave hanging in mid-air the "complete scheme" for 
coverage of the field, the answer lies in periodic inventories and check-ups, 
such as Clapp's "Copeland Report," Such inventories hark back to the 
"complete scheme" as a point of reference, and disclose any needed amendments 
in emphasis, 

In offering these criticisms, I am, of course, entirely aware that 
erosion research, and research personnel, hag not had the benefit of that 
long strugele with pemry which has led to the fruitful evolution in allied 
fields, It is a tremendously difficult thing to set up a research field 
2 nove. 

Aldo Leopold 

*,S, I see no harm in an advance cooperative agreement provided it is 
understood that the real agreement will be drawn when a man with an idea is 
found, This document, however, does not impress me as s0 intended, It 
sounds like a consti tution. 

A proper advance agreement should siwply say that if a man with an 
idea should be found, he may be equipped according to such and such routines 
of finance and organization (leaving as wide a range of alternatives as 
possible). ak :



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

‘ Madison 6, Wisconsin 
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Office of the President Jamaary 20, 1948- _~ Hy 
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Gentlemen: i 

I am asking the persons listed below to serve as members 
of the Arboretum Committee. ir. Gallistel will serve as 
Chairman of the Committee. 

I hope that you will find it possible to serve and that 
you will notify my office of your acceptance. 

Yours BRS, J 

Mr. A. F. Gallistel, Chairman 
Professor Charles Bunn hes 
Professor John T. Curtis fi A ith (L2. 

Professor James G. Dickson intl / ent 
Professor John T. Emlen | 4 ¢ ; igh on 
Professor Norman C. Fassett a lo f do aris 
Mr. H. GC. Greene \ 
Professor A. D. Hasler \ | poapkgrn 
Professor Aldo Leopold - le Ae iy 
Professor G. W. Longenecker “Lh ; hee 
Professor Wakelin licileel ek ; 
Professor Robert J. Muckenhirn peri Ve Re 
Professor Fred B, Trenk rt Aaa 8 

sahP ng? Meh A nP ‘ 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Office of the President October 23 2 1947 t 
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Gentlemen: 

I am asking the persons named below to serve on a University 
Committee on Lake and Stream Investigations, The purpose of 
this Committee will be to serve as the central agency for the 
University's lakes and streams research program, 

I am asking Professor Meloche to serve as chairman of the 
Committee and Professor Sarles to serve as secretary, 

I hope you will find it possible to serve on the Committee, 

iL af 

Professor 0, N. Allen 
Mr. Ernest F. Bean 
Professor R. A. Bryson 
Professor R. H. Burris 
Professor Richard Evans 
Professor N. C. Fassett 
Professor A. D. Hasler 
Professor C. A. Herrick 

tee Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor V. W. Meloche, Chairman 
Professor B, B. Morgan 
Professor M. Starr Nichols f 
Professor R, Rollefson 
Professor G, A. Rohlich 
Professor W. B, Sarles, Secretary 
Professor H. A, Schuette 
Professor F, H. Skoog 
Dr. W. D. Stovall 
Professor Emil Truog 
Professor J, G, Woodburn
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Zo Bre. Hasler, Fassett, Leopold, Bean, 
Muekenhien, 

I om eplling a meeting of the conservation anJjor com 

mittee for 11 AM Thureday, Octoder 23, at my office to briefly 

disguss some of the problems that have arisen during advising. 

We need to decide on some course changes and on » few se- 

? quences of individual students. 

fohn ¥. Thomeon, Jr. 
5)



October 17, 1947 

To the members of the Gonservation Major oAvisory committee, 

the following students have cheeked with me on advising ord so 
far as I know are those listed as following the conservation “jor, 
Their fields of concentration withia the major ere es Listed, 

John ¥, Thomeon, Jr. 

Fisheries - referred in all cases to Haeler, : 

Baier, Wm. W. (Seema also to be internsted in eile and referm 
ed to Muckenhien,) t 

Svindleson ~ indigated interest - do not kmow if definitely in 
major. 

Messer, Del 
Helin, tm. 7. © interested in fisheries wardenship. 
Kingsdht, Kenneth (not certain of fielé + fich or wildlife.) 
Pompel, Leonard, Fs 
Rasoh, Al. - Interviewed in dune, Ton't knew if here this fall. 

Is he sme os Alen Ruch? : 
Willieans, demes F, 

Wildlife « veferred te Hasler if in oak : ey, Teepold if in Agricaiture. : 

Anéerson, Leo 
Antonie, Celistine 
Sudd, John 6, 

Cruse, Merrill ¢. 
Guettinger, Ralph ¢. 
Rolgote, fim. BR, (Herricz advisor) 
Hunt, Mchard A, 
Myers, Righard M. 4 
Odell, Robart W, 

Bush, Alan John 
Schweitzer, Werren 4, 
Sholay Richard u 

Von Den Yymelevberg, Kenneth A. 
Wagner, Benjansn 
White, Keith L. (Gombination with soils) 

Game Verdenship - : 

Coyle, Kenneth 4, 
O'Gonnell, Robert John 

Renger Naturalist « Referred to Thomson 

Holeombe : 

Museum Work « 

Seguist, (John) Yeston
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Entomology « referred to Hasler. 

Lendeverk, Waiter R. 

Agronomy « referred to Muckenhien, 

Merind, Antonie 

Beteny « referred to Yassett. 

Nienmwph, Weliace Raw, 

Soils - referred to Muckonhien, : 
(Sa0 also eombinations shove for Baier, Garéif?, White.) 

te Ball (Maybe in major) 
Posberg, Maynard (With Biidlite?) 
Hewern, Karolé 

In School of Baucation « referred to Thomeon. 

Dormay, Mortin. : 
Sechslin, 3, Vietor. 

Not interviewed by me + 1 do not know where they belong ~ 

Brown, Robert 0, « hae sehool "possibly major", 
Germain, Clifford « in Civil Engineering ot preeent.



e OONSERVATION MAJOR > 

, Fret 8 ie ek Saale oe Bevan, Ht aeenian E 

Mais is the firet tine that » Gonservation major hos been Listed in our extullag, 
It differs somewhat from the traditional acadente major. Yor these reasons a brief 

general deseription seems to be in order ané is presented herewith. 
Conservation education is on organization of subject matter and learning ox 

periences that will bring teachers to o better understanding of eur environsent. 

It keeps in the foreground of thinking the need of conservotion of our natural 
resources (1) from the economi¢ importance, (2) from the biological relationship ond 
the ecologies] aspect of plant and animal Lifes and (3) the esthetic and recreational 

values in all of these natural resources. The physical, chemical and biological 

makeup of the carth and the earth's surface 1s 0 complex science picture that met 
be better understood for our future welfare. 

The courses of the major field of Coneervation and the supporting courses should 

develop in the student « better understanding of the sciences and their applicetion 

to the problems of every day Living. ‘the outcome of such » course should develop 

citizens with « greater respect for the right use of natural resources. He nocd 

to develop, also im the youth of America greater appreciation of public property, 

so thet the tremendous destruction and waste of facilities and secommodations in 

public buildings, parka, playgrounis and historic and scenic places might be brought 

' $0 o minten, 

America needs to bring Conservation Education to ite masses ond the echool is 

the best place where thie can be taught. the learner mist be brought in contact 

with real prebiigss both in ond out of school and appreciations and attitudes 

developed thet » good citizen should possess as a worthy member of society.
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(1) A major 4a conservation will ineluder 

(a) Conservation courses 102-108-204-205~207=208-209-210 

(%) Recommended ond supporting Courses: 

Biology 102-104 (adapted to conservation objective) 

Chemistry 105+106 - General Chemistry if student hes not had it in 
high school 

| Physdes 106-106 ~ General Physics 4f student has mot had At in high school 

(ec) Desirable courses 

Mathematies 105-106 

Industrial arts 101-102 

Sovlal Selenee 203 

Geography GOA ond 1003 
(2). Suggested Companion Minors: 

Generel Seience 

Soelal Setenes 

BMolegy
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GORSERVATION WAJOR 

Conservation 102 Generel Forestry ty. 3 hre. 

4n introductory course in forestry. fhie will include the identification of trees 
ond important wild shrubbery; stress the economic value of forests, ecological aspects of 
the forest; utilisation of forest products, probleme of reforestation anéd ¢onservation. 
Pield and Laboratory Probleme. 

Mr. Sehmeeckle 

Conservation 108 General Ceolegy Gr. 4 hes. 
Firet semester study of mineralogy and earth structures, surfaces of the earth, ond 

processes which produce chenges in materials, structures and surfaces. Lecture and Laboratory. 
Prerequisite: fnergante chemistry. Consent of instructor. 

‘Gonservation 107 Survey Course in Conservation Or. 3 hrs. 
4 study of natural resources of Wisconsin with exphasis upon the development of the 

proper public attitude toward the saving and renewing of our natural resources. Designed 
principally as an informational course for those who will need ond desire 4% for teaching 
preparations. 

Not required for major. 
Mr. Sahueeckle 

Conservation 204 Problems in Wild Life Mgt. and Recreation Or. 3 hre. 
this course will atress the importance of wild life as « erep ond type of lend use, 

pointing out the seed of maintaining our recreational resources, studying four useful birds 
end animals that contribute to our general welfare. laphasisze the sefeguerding of our seenic 
end recreations] rosourtes. 

Facts and practions worked in cooperation with the State Conservation Dept. Laboratory 
and Field Probleas. 

fo be assigned 

Conservation 206 Social Adjustment and Plenning or. 3 hre. 

reagent ager cede eager asd ar weer Beech pedal edie an 
economic, and cultwral life of our p: $ stressing the relation of conservation of human 
resources to the right use of our naturel resources. 

i fo be aseigned 

Conservation 207 General Survey of United Statess or. 3 hrs. 
& survey of the different naturel resources of the United States, their distribution 

and quantities, the enormous waste in their exploitetion and the urgent need of conserving 
them for the contimed prosperity of the nation. 

Mr. Wetson 

Conservation 208 Seil Conservation Gr. 3 hres. 
Studies in soil; its structure and composition; maintaining of fertility; orosion; 

types of erosion ond their control; water conservation and efficient leni use. Pield and 

Mr. Schmeeckle
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Conservation 209 Principles ef Public Health Gr, 3 kre, 
Relations of micro-orgeniems to disease; characteristics and methods of prevention of 

eommaicadle diseases. brief survey of orgonizeations and methods in public health, vitel 
statistics, and health edueation and publicity. 

ur. Svens, Mr. Plerson 

Gonservetion 210 Uoonemics of Land Utilization Cr. 4 hye. 
History of the public land policy of the U. &. as to: agriculture] 

Coress Landy aaatel Landy sn net poner pa te Ay ME loom yo yh 1 
tien of above Sent policies; present and future of justment; lend conservation of 
resources end land whilisation; lend utilisation ond taxes; land utilisation and economie 
policies of goveraucnt. 

Ur. Jonkcins, Mr. Reppen, ond others.
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THE UNIVERSITY CLUB 
MADISON,WISCONSIN 

August 15, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 Old Entomology Building 

Dear Aldo: 

I am asking that you serve on the Lecture 

and Forum Committee of the University Club for the 
coming year 1944-1945. Professor H. L. Ewhank is 
Chairman of the Committee. 

We attempt to assemble on this Committee, 

members of the faculty who are likely to know of 
interesting personages coming to the University 

during the year. The task of the Committee is not 
that of rounding up talent, but that of spotting 

talent before it arrives. 

Your activities in the field of Wildlife 

and Conservation will make you a valuable member 

of this Committee. I hope you will serve. 

Sincerely yours, 

Caks 

President



August 18, 1944 

Professor Asher Hobson 
Agricultural Hail 

Dear Asher; x iy 

_I fear I will be a poor member for your Forum 
Committee because I seldom get to the Club, 
but I will of course do my best if you nevertheless 
want me to serve on the Committee. I will await 
& call from Professor Hwbhank. 

. Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold



Nencellare cua Gmmtee , 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL BACTERIOLOGY . 

SERVICE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE October 14, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Old Entomology Building : 

Dear Aldo: 

You will remember that early in the history of the Wisconsin Alumni Research 

Foundation, several prominent scientists were brought here for a period of three 

to five days to give lectures and to consult, in regard to investigation, with 

various individuals and groups on the campus. This practice gradually died out, 

but was revived again last year by the Graduate Biological Division in the person 

of Michael Heidelberger, whose visit to our campus we all remember with pleasure. 

The Division, at its last meeting, voted to determine whether a suitable person 

could be obtained this year and, if so, whether the W.A.R.F. will support the 

project. Professor R. K. Meyer has agreed to act as chairman of this committee 

and we shall all appreciate it if you will be a member of the committee. Rela- 

tively — work will be involved, but your good judgment will be needed. 

\\6 ao Sinceraly yours nd 

Oe. ake . 

vy" Chairman of Graduate Biologic ision



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT April 17, 1941 

My dear Sir: 

At a meeting of the Committee on Limnology on March 7, 1941, it was 

recommended that the "President, in consultation with the deans con- 

cerned, appoint a General Committee on Limnology, representing all the 

University departments especially interested in limnology, and in- 

cluding also representatives of governmental or educational agencies 

outside the University of Wisconsin, which because of their con- 

nection with the work are invited to send delegates." According to 
this recommendation, this committee is to “review the general policies 

and activities of the Limnological Program and make recommendations 
to the Limnological Executive Committee or to the Dean of the Graduate 
School regarding the work. It is thought that this committee would 

meet on the average about once or twice a year, but would be subject 

to call at any time that a problem of sufficiently general import came 
up to demand its attention.” 

I am asking if you will kindly serve on this committee. Professor 

Lowell E. Noland is chairman of the Executive Committee and will 
inform you of the time of the meeting of this general committee, 

Yours very sincerely, 

CO Mlaba 
Ce Ae Dykstra 

President 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Building
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424 University Fara Piace 
April 15, 1941 

Dean I. l, Baldwin, Chairman 
lakes and Streams Program Committee 
Agricultural fall 

Dear Dean Baldwin: 

I heartily approve of the policy and mechanism outlined in your 
@ireular of April 11. 

I do not, at present, have any project to submit, but to complete 
the committee's view of the University aquatic ecology progtam, 
I'd like some time to tell it about the Delta Duck Station at 
Delta, “Manitoba, which I operate Jointly with Dr. Pirnie of the 
Michigen Stete College and Dr. Rowan of the University of Alberta. 
The director is Albert Hochbaum, who studied here. funds are from 
the American Wildlife Institute and James F. Bell of Minneapolis. 
Our first bulletin will be 4n press this sumer. 

Dr. BR. K, Meyer is starting physiological work at Delta this summer, 
and I hope his participation will expand in future years. 

If the cowittes wishes to hear of this venture, please call on ne 
at your convenisnes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
. Professor of Wildlife Management



GRADUATE SCHOOL 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

LAKES AND STREAMS PROGRAM 

April 11,1941 

To Faculty Members interested 
in research in hydrobiology 
and aquatic ecology: 

This letter is to bring to your attention certain modifications 

in the organizational set-up for research work on aquatic ecology in 

the university. To provide for a possible extension in the scope of 

the work and for the participation of as many interested departments 

and agencies as possible, the President of the University has appointed 

a committee representing some of the actively interested departments 

and this committee is attempting to organize and administer a broad 

Lakes and Streams Program. This program will include as a foundation 
and starting point the limnological work which has been so ably 
developed here under the leadership of Dr. BE. A. Birge and Prof. 
Chancey Juday. It is expected, however, that as the program develops 
projects in aquatic ecology, initiated and sponsored by other pro- 
fessors, departments or agencies, will be included in the program. 

We are accordingly taking this opportunity of informing you of 
the possibility of presenting proposals for research projects along 
this line through the Executive Committee of the Lakes and Streams 
Program. The organization is still new and the smount of available 
financial support for research projects submitted through it is yet 
to be determined, but we should like you to be aware of the new 
set-up, so that, in case you have a research problem of special 

interest touching on the hydrobiological field, you may get in touch 
with the committee and discuss the possibilities, or submit research 

projects to the committee for consideration. 

On the accompanying sheet we nave indicated the type of informa- 

tion we should like to have on projects offered for ovr consideration. 

Since the time is limited this year by the necessity of getting the 
research projects before the Research Committee for action in time 
to make arrangements for the required personnel for the summer and 
fall, we ask that those wishing to present projects for inclusion 
in the program for the coming year send in their proposals to the 
chairman of the Executive Committee of the Lakes and Streams Program 

by Saturday, April 19, 1941. 

It is hoped thet as the Lakes and Stresms Program tekes shape 
and its administrative and organizational functioning becomes 
regularized, the Program may become & valuable focal center for 
research activities emanating from many departments and state agencies, 
and will receive increasing support from both university and state . 
sources. 

The Executive Committee of the 
Lakes and Streams Program: 

I. L. Baldwin 
E. M. Gilbert 
L. H. Kessler 
VY. We Meloche 

L. & Noland, Chairman



Information Requested on Projects Submitted 

For Consideration by the Executive Committee 

of the Lakes and Streams Program. 

1. Title of the project. 

2. Professor sponsoring the project. 

3. Aims of the project: 

(a) General or ultimate aims of the whole project. 

(b) Specific aims for the coming year. 

4. Brief account of the history and present status of the project. 

(a) Is this a new project or continuation of a previous one? 

(b) How long have you been working on this project? 

(c) What are the main results so far? 

(d) What is the present status of the project? 

5. Proposed plan of attack on the problem during the coming year. 

6. Equipment, facilities and supplies needed for the work. 

(a) What apparetus is now available and who will supply it? 

(b) What repairs and servicing cf equipment will be needed? 

(c) What new apparatus do you propose to buy or construct? 

(d) What expendable supplies will be needed? 

(e) Is transportation provided for, if needed? 

7. Probable duration of the main project. 

(a) If more than next year, how long do you estimate? 

8. Cooperative relations with other projects, if any. 

9. Personnel, giving names and qualifications of candidates proposed. 

10. Funds requested. (List separately the amounts requested for 

apparatus, expendable supplies, transportation, and salaries for 

each research worker nominated).



UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON RECREATION CURRICULUM 

November 19, 1945 

To the Members of the Committee on Recreation Curriculum 

Since our meeting on November 12 in President 

Fred's office at which time the report of the committee 

was unanimously adopted two minor problems have arisen, 

First: The Psychology Department has pointed 

out that the alternetive requirement of The Psychology 

of Learning (Psych. 144) on page three under Professional 
Courses is too technical to be included in a recreation 

curriculum, The sub-working committee recommends that 

The Psychology of Learning (Psych, 144) and Human Abilities 
and Learning (Hd. 118) be dropped from the listing and 
thattAdubt Education (Bd. 155) be left with a footnote 
now to be numbered "1" and to read, "Education students 
may substitute Phe Nature and Direction of Learning (Ed. 75), 
3 crecits, Adult Education (Ed. 155) can also be listed 
as Sociology 155." Footnote numbers will be changed to 
comply with this modification. The sub-working committee 
believes that the varticular advanced psychology course 
selected by the student can be reserved for edvising, ; 

Second: The requirement of 21 credits for Founde- 
tion Courses (page 6) should be changed to read "20-21 
credits" in view of the fact that the introductory course 
in some departments is 4 and in others 3 credits. 

If you see any objections to these modifica- 
tions, may I ask you to call the acchelem office, Univer- 
sity 85 before Friday, November 23? If I do not hear 
from you by that date, I shall assume your acceptance of 

these changes and will have the modified report mimeographed 

for distribution to the faculties of the Colleges of Agri- 

culture, Education, and Letters and Science, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Mham. DS. ark, 

Helen I, Clarke 
HICG/bf
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11-12-45 

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTER ON A 

MAJOR IN RECREATION LEADERSHIP 

The President's Committee on a Recreation Curriculum 
presents to him and to the faculties of the Colleges of 
Agriculture, Education, and Letters and Science this report, 
which includes: 

(1) An introductory statement 
(2) Recommendations : 
18} Background of the Committee's activities 
(4) New courses, field work, staff 
(5) Opportunities for trained leadership 
(6) A proposed curriculum for community leadership in 

recreation, including both a major and a minor 
(7) Sample distributions of the provosed curriculum 

in the various colleges 

Working Committee Advisory Group 

Porter Butts George C. Allez 
Helen I, Clarke, Chairman Llewellyn Cole 
Katherine L. Cronin John Gaus : 
Paul Fulcher Aldo Leopold 
Leon Iltis T. C. McCormick 
Camilla Low Wakelin McNeel 
Ronald E, Mitchell John W. Thomson 
Robert Nohr Blanche Trilling 
A. F. Wileden Helen White 
Della F. Wilson 
Frances Zuill (appointed 6/14/45) Ex-officio: 

Deans of Colleges of 
Agriculture 
Education 

Letters and Science f
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I INTRODUCTION 

One of the traditional purposes of the University of 
Wisconsin 1s to provide leadership for ¢ommunity life. The 
State has long looked to the University for leaders in many 
branches of activity. It has responded by organizing a 
number of majors designed especially to prepare graduates 
to take an active role in serving the well-being of the State. 

In furtherance of this policy, President Dykstra on 
November 30, 1944 appointed a committee to study the possi~ 
bilities of a curriculum for Recreation Leadership. The 
Committee has developed the proposed course of study attached. 

II RECOMMENDATIONS 

The committee recommends: 

(1) that the accompanying proposals for a major and 
minor in community leadership in recreation be sub— 
mitted to the faculties of Agriculture, Education, 
and Letters and Science for their action, 

(2) that the administration of the Recreation major and 
minor be organized and supervised by an inter- 
departmental committee appointed annually by the : 
President in consultation with the Deans of the 
Colleges of co Education, and Letters and 
Séience. The Committee will be responsible to the 
Dean of each college for the administration of the 
program of students in that college. 

III BACKGROUND OF COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES 

Several departments of the University offer courses 
helpful to students interested in recreation leadership. For 
the last fifteen years, representatives of some of these 
departments have occasionally met to discuss the desirability 
of an integration of courses for students with either a 
primary or secondary interest in recreation leadership. 

In the summer of 1944, President Dykstra, at the 
request of the Wisconsin Recreation Association and the 
Wisconsin Recreation Leaders' Laboratory, issued invitations 
to thirty-five or more state-wide agencies to meet on the 
campus to consider the organization of a state recreation 
council. Such a council was organized. 

On October 9, 1944 the State Recreation Council 
petitioned the University to establish educational programs 
designed to provide trained leadership in recreation. Mr. 
Dykstra appointed this committee to make a study of the 
desirable content of such a curriculum. He set up the 
committee in two parts: a working and an advisory committee.
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The working committee reviewed offerings at other 
institutions and the recommendations of such national agencies 
as the Recreation Division of the Federal Security Agency and 
the National Recreation Association; studied the arrangements 
for such inter-departmental and divisional majors as Child 
Development, Occupational Therapy, American Institutions; 
canvassed the present courses on the campus; and discussed 
what new courses might be needed. It prepared a curriculum 
proposal which it submitted to the Deans of Agriculture, 
Education, and Letters and Science, to the National Recrea- 
tion Association, to the Wisconsin Recreation Council, to 
the University departments affected, and to the entire com- 
mittee. 

On May 17, 1945 the whole committee was called to- 
gether by President Fred. It unanimously approved the 
essential content of the proposed course and made the above 
recommendations. 

In the process of formulating a curriculum, the 
committee agreed that: 

(1) A dollege curriculum in recreation should not be 
conceived as a means of producing, in the limited 
sense, playground or activities leaders, or as 
merely preparing students for rewarding personal 
participation in leisure pursuits, though these 
may well be valuable results; but rather as a way 
of providing to the State a leadership group 
intelligently concerned with the well-being of 
people in their non-working time, and especially 
equipped to lead in the development of a satisfying 
healthy community life. This implies a curriculum 
concerned with broad understanding of fundamental 
fields, supplemented by tools to work with in terms 
of specific skills. 

(2) Course and field work resources at Wisconsin lie 
in several departments and colleges. To make such 
resources avallable to the student, it seemed desir- 
able to devise a course of instruction which cuts 
across college and department lines and which would 
be administered by representatives of the several 
departments concerned. A student electing this 

5; major should meet all University requirements for a 
BoA. s PhiBs, or Base 

(3) Both a major and a minor, or the equivalent of a 
minor, should be available since some students have 
a primary and others a secondary need for preparation 
in recreation leadership. 

(4) The first two years of a student's university course 
should be modified by the requirements of this major 
as little as possible.
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(5) Majors should complete 124 credits and 124 grade 
points. Further, they should have one summer of 
field experience with or without remuneration, or a 
re course (new) or both. (Neither should carry 
eredit. 

(6) The rule of the College of Letters and Science requir— 
ing 100 credits in that College should be maintained. 

(7) The core course should be composed of three main 
elements totaling 64 credits: 

(a) foundation courses with emphasis on the 
social sciences 

(bo) professional courses including field work, 
several of which already carry social 
BOtence credit 

(c) resource or skill courses 

IV NEW COURSES, FIELD WORK, STAFF 

Because the Wisconsin catalog is rich in course 
offerings for preparation for specific and general recreation 
leadership, only two new credit courses and a non-credit work- 
shop course seem at present to be required. One of these 
courses should introduce students to the implications of 
leisure and technological changes for our society and to 
the needs of various groups and types of communities; and 
survey common recreational resources and formsof activities. 
It is envisaged as an inter-departmental course. 

a The other should be an advanced course with emphasis 
on means and methods of planning and presenting a recreation 
program. There should be studies of effective procedure in 
the following administrative areas: surveying community 
recreation needs; initiating recreation programs; operating 
facilities; handling public relations; record-keeping, budget 
making, and financial policy; care of equipment; evolution of 
program services. Students should have the opportunity to 
observe the administration of recreation programs in the 
Madison area. 

There appear to be ample opportunities in the vicinity 
of Madison for supervised field experience with such agencies 
and resources as: the Madison Department of Health Education 
and Recreation, the Wisconsin Union, the Arboretum, rural 
schools, state and local institutions, private agencies, etc. 

The University is fortunate in having many staff 
members already available to participate in a recreation 
leadership curriculum. The biennium budget includes an item 
for a new staff member in the field of recreation,
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V OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINED LEADERSHIP 

Innumerable requests for competent leaders come to 
various University departments. Many phenomena are responsible 
for the growth of interest in trained leadership for recrea~ 
tional activities. Among these developments which provide 
employment opportunities for graduating students are the 
following: 

(1) The anticipated shorter work week with an accompanying 
need for increased leisure time resources 

(2) The adoption of recreation programs by management and 
labor 

(3) The employment of recreation leaders in large housing 
projects 

_ (4) The rapid growth of municipal recreation departments 

. (5) Military needs including the Red Cross and the USO 

(6) Wide-spread growth of youth centers and college unions 

(7) The general wave of planning for community centers : 
} as war memorials 

(8) Expanded employment of recreation leaders by private 
: agencies 

(9) Expansion of recreation in rural areas and by such 
governmental agencies as Agricultural Extension 

(10) The increasing demand by schools for teachers prepared 
to lead school recreation programs, and the extension 
of rural high school activities into community recreation. 

The committee anticipates, partly by reason of numer-— 
ous inquiries already received, that a considerable number of 
students will have a professional interest in recreation 
leadership and wish to major in this field. It believes, at 
least in the beginning, that the majority of students will 
have recreation leadership as a secondary interest and choose 
some other major. Probably a considerable number of students 
interested in obtaining a teacher's certificate will elect 
to minor in Recreation, since many schools wish a combination 
of primary proficiency in some specific subject and secondary 
competency in recreation leadership. 

The remaining pages of this report present the basic 
content of a proposed major and minor in Community Leadership 
for Recreation and sample distributions of courses in the 
Colleges of Agriculture, Education, and Letters and Science.
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Suggested Curriculum for a Major in 
Community Leadership in Recreation 

1. B.A. , PhoB. or B.S. Requivements 1.5.0.2... 2.6...: = 60 credits 

Os Weundation Courserm .. cn .vews ts css epee) oredite 
(Social Sciences: Economics, 
Political Science, Psychology, 
Sociology) 

The student will select courses from at lease three 
departments. After he has taken the required intro- 
ductory courses in these departments, he will select 
courses in the areas of his greatest interest. For 
example, if his interest is recreation in industry 
or in public housing, he will choose courses in 
Economics, etc. 

Students from the School of Education who choose this 
major may substitute 4 credits in Education for Social 
Science in order to complete: the required credits for 
a teacher's certificate in Wisconsin 

Students from the College of Agriculture who choose 
this major must take their Agricultural College major 
in Agricultural Economics or Rural Sociology. 

Students from the Department of Home Economics who 

choose this maior must take their resource concentra- 
tion to include courses accepted as credit in Home 

x Economics. 

3. Professional Courses (all required)..23 credits 

The Child: His Nature & His Needs 
(Eds. 73) Gwith field work) 2.13.3 

FPiret-Add (Phy.fa,.15 or 16) ...... 1 
Health Education (Phy.Ed. 198) .... 3 
The Psycholo of Learning 

(Psych. inky or 
luuman Abilities and Learning 

(Ea. 118) or 
2pault Education (Ed. 155) ....-.... 3 ' 
3Group Leadership (Soc. 130) 

(with Piel wank) = oe. 6 
YGommunity Organization (with field 

studies) (coc. 178) or 
Community Orgenization (with field 

piudies) San. 127) 42.5. ls 2 
Introduction to Recreation (new) 
Cotes eee eb ea ee 

Problems in Recreation Planning 
(new) > GSee0 0) ee ees 

We Resource. Courses Js. ssi .41 4 Sees 20 Ored its 

The student will select a minimum of 10 credits 
in one area of performance and at Least one 
course -inseach of two other dreas.~ Additional ? 
resource areas may be developed, and the offer- 
ings in the proposed areas modified. The areas 
now include: Art Education, Creative Writing, 
Group Discussion, Home Economics, Landscape 
Architecture, Library Science, Music, Nature 
Study, Physical Education, Speech and Drama. 

Each student will elect a summer of recreation 
experience or a non-credit workshop or both. 

Total .... 64 credits 

I/ For Education students substitute Nature and Direction of 
Leartiing (Ed. 75), 3 credits 

2/ Principles of Adult Education (Ed, 155) can also be listed 
as Soc. 155 

3/ For Education students use cross numbered course Educational ; 
Methods (Ed. 130) 

4/ For Education studente substitute The School and Society 
(Ea. 74+), 3 eredits
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Suggested Curriculum for a Minor in 
Community Leadership in Recreation* 

Required professional courses 2000... cea 2s LL epeditea 

Introduction to Recreation (Soc. 7) .... 2 
Recrea sion Planning (SoC. Ti. occ se eatin 5 
Group Leadership (Soc. 130) 
(With field work except for students ' 
in Phy. Ed. who will have had equiva-— 
lent field work and who will sub= 
stitute 4 cr. in First Aid and Health 
MANGE ENOR cect uu bea iy einen ier nS 

Redtiired resource courses -\a minimum ...)...).-... 6-8 

A minimum of 6 credits in two areas for 
Students maforing in Art Education, Home 
Economics, iMusic, Physical Education, or 
Speech and Prama. A minimum of & credits 
in’ two or uhree areas for all: other 
studenis. 

Toval 17-19 credits 

(*) Each student is advised to obtain 2 summer of recreation 
experience or to takc a non-credit workshop or both.
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Sample Distribution of Courses 
in a Major in Community Leadership in Recreation 

in the College of Letters and Science 

First Semester Freshman Year Second Semester 

Science (Biology and Science 5 
Physiology suggested) 5 English 3 

English 3 First Aid (Phy.Ed. 15 
University requirements or 16) si 

and University requirements 

Electives Hivos Forum " and 
suggested Electives ge = - 

Sophomore Year 

Intro. Psychology 4 The Child, His Nature 
Intro. Sociology 3 and His Needs (Ed. 
Intro. Pol. Science 3 73) 2 
Intro. to Recreation Intro. Economics 
(new) (Soc. 7) 2 Electives - 

Electives u u 
16 

Junior Year 

ee Learning Be eet 
Psych. 1 or Psych. 105 3 

Adult Education (Ed. 155) 2-3 Social Psychology 
eV Education (Phy.Ed. : oe 139) 3 
19 esource courses 5 

Resource courses 5 Electives = 
Electives ia 1 

Senior Year 

ae i | . Democracy een 
Phil. 150 or SoC L7 or 

Pat ee we i of Rural cena] ana 
U.S. deat. (113 5 zation (Soc. 127 S 

Group ey ees ie ae tae oe 4 
field work) (Soc. 130 5 new 00s 5 

Resource courses 5 Group Leadership (with 
Electives 2 field work) (Soc. 130) 3 

at Resource courses 5 
Electives = 

1



Sample Distribution of Courses 7 
in a Major in Community Leadership in Recreation 

in the School of Education, 

First Semester Freshman Year Second Semester 

*English 3 *English > 
*Science 5 *Scien ce 5 

: *History e *History 2 
*Language *Language 
Freshman Forum A. First Aid iL 

16 Io 

Sophomore Year 

*Intro. Philosophy 3 *Intro. Philosophy 2 
*Intro. Sociology 3 *Intro. Economics 
*Language s *Language 3 
Intro. to Recreation *The Child, His Nature 
(Soc. 7?) 2 and His Needs (Ed.73) 3 

Electives Resource courses re 1 
Junior Year 

Intro. Pol. Science Social Psychology 
(oirsce 7) 5) (Soc. 139) 3 

*S3chool & Society (Ed. 74) 3 Nature of Learning 
Safety & Health (Phy.Ed. (Ed. 75) 2 
198) Resource courses 

Resource courses Electives y 
Electives 3 i6 

L 

Senior Year 

*Group Leadership *Group Leadership 
(Soe. 130) 3 (Soc. 130) 3 

*Education Elective 2 Recreation Planning 
Social Sci. Elective (Soc. ?) 3 
Resource courses Resource courses 5 
Electives u Social Sci. Elective 3 

16 Electives 2 
16 

1/ This sample follows Pre-Education Sequence II 
* All starred courses meet Education requirements
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, Sample Distribution of Courses 
in a Major in Community Leadership in Recreation 

in Home Economics (Non-professional Course) 

First Semester Freshman Year Second Semester 

English é English 2 
Language Language 
Intro. Chemistry 5 Chem. 1b or Biochem. 3 U5 
Orientation (H. Ec. 1) i Intro. to Clothing 
Intro, to Related Arts (H.Ec. 5) 3 
(H, Ec. 2) 3 Physical Education 0 

Physical Education 0 14-15 
AN 

Sophomore Year 

Intro. to Foods (H.Ec. Textile Chemistry 
3) 3 (H. Ec. 50) 2 
Biochem. 3, Phys. l, Intro. Psychology 
Ag.Bact. 4, or Physics The Child (Ea. 73) 3 
61 or 65 4 Electives 4-6 

Biel eh 50, 132, 555) oF Physical Education 0 
4o (Literature) 3 14-16 

Intro. Sociology 4 
Intro. to Recreation 
(New) (Soc. ?) 2 

First Aid (Phy. Ed. 15 
or 16) 1 

Physical Education (e} ‘ 
: 16 

Junior Year 

Housing (H. Ed. 7) 2 Family Econ. (H. Ec. 
Intro. Economics y 110) 3 
Human Abilities and Learn- Home Ec, Elective ° a 
ing (Ed. 118) 3 Social Sci. Electives 7 

Resource courses (In Resource courses (in 
Rec.) 5 Rec. ) 

Health Education (Phy. Ed. { i 
198) 3 

17 

Senior Year 

Humanities (H. Eo. 109) 2 Dev. of Child (H,Ec. 
Home Manag. (H. Ec. 112) i 119) 2 
Group Leadership (Soc. 130) 3 Community Organization 
Weaving (H. Ec. 95) or (R. Soc. 127 or Soc. 
Costume (H, Ec. 104) 2 178) 2 
Social Sci. Electives 5 Group Leadership (Soc. 
Resource courses (in 130) 3 
Rec.) mt Recreation Planning : 

LT (New ) (Soc. ?) 3 
Berd ee Sa en ee ad Zine AIT Oe De Resource courses (in 
Summary: In Home Economics ..26 Rec.) ses 

In Recreation Major .. 64 is 
Social Sciences, 21 credits; Prof. Courses 23; Resource Courses 20.
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Sample Distribution of Courses 
in a Major in Community Leadership in Recreation 

in the College of Agriculture 

First Semester Freshman Year Second Semester 

English 3 English 3 
Intro, Chemistry 5 Intro. Chem. 5 
Agron, or An. Husb. 3 Agron. or An, Husb. 5 
Elective (a) 3-5 Elective (b) 3-5 
Freshman Lectures 1 Military Science 0 
Military Science 0 Physical Education 0 
Physical Education 0 1-16 

Te-17 

Sophomore Year 

Agr.) Bact.) 1 4 Ap Reon. 1: 2 
Intro. Economics 4 Agr. Electives 
Soils 1 or Biochem. 1 4 Elective(d) 3-5 
Elective (c) 3-5 The Child (Ed. 73) 3 
Military Science 0 First Aid (Phy. Ea.) 1: 
Physical Education 0 Military Science 0 

15-17 Physical Education 0 
15-16 

Junior Year 

Intro. to Recreation Rural Sociology (Soc. 
(Soc. ?) 2 126) 2 

Intro. to Sociology 3 Agr, Electives 9 
Rural Life (R. Soc. 25) 3 Resource courses (in . 
Social Sci. Elective 3 rec.) 7 
Safety & Health (Phy. Ed. ¥ 
198) 3 

Resource courses (in rec.) 3 
ay 

Senior Year 

Group Leadership (Soc. Group Leadership 
130) ) (Soc. 130) 3 

Rural Social Trends Community Organization 
(R. Soc. 125) 2 (Re Secs )127) 2 

Human Abilities and Learn- Reading Course (R. Soc. 
ing (Hd. 118). or 180) 1 

Psych. of Learning Recreation Planning 
(Psych. 14) 3 (new) (Soc. ?) 5 

Ag. Econ. Elective 3 Agr, Elective 2 
Resource courses (in rec.) _6 Resource courses (in 

Ly rec.) 26: 
Ly 

Summary: In College of Agr. 4s er. (exclusive of a,b,¢,d elect.) 
In College of Agr.Major 15 or. in Rural Sociology 
Outside College of Agr.67 cr. (exclusive of a,b,c,d elect.) 
In Recreation Major 64 er. 
BOG. SCL. el 
Prof. Courses eo 
Resource Cses. 20



Department of Sociolo ye 
Sterling Hall 7 \w lu 

June 7, 1945 ween 

Professor wontag Allez 
Dr. Llewellyn Cole 
Professor Katherine Cronin 
Professor Paul Fulcher 
Professor John Gaus 
Professor Leon Iltis 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor Camilla Low 
Professor Wekelin McNeel 
Professor Ronald Mitchell 
Professor John W. Thomson 
Professor Blance Trilling 
Professor Helen C, White 
Professor Delle Wilson 

You remember that on May 17th President Fred called a 
meeting of the University Committee on Heereation Curriculum in 
his office. At that meeting the members of the Committee accepted 
the report of the working committee with some reservations and 
additions, Dean Ingraham moved that the essentiel content of the 
report be presented to the various University feculties in the 

fall with the recommendation that an intercollegiate committee 
be created for the administration of such e major, The motion 

. was unanimously accepted. 

I am sure thet the several departments affected by and 
directly interested in such a major will wish to discuss the 
Suggested Curriculum. I em enclosing a copy. It may not be 
possible for you to present this material to your Department 

during the summer, but if not, I hope it can be done early in 
the fall. Any member of the small working committee comprising 

Porter Butts, Helen Clarke, Katherine Cronin, Camilla Low, Robert 
Nohr, and Arthur Wileden, will be glad to meet with you and help . 

explain the materiel. After the Suggested Curriculum has been 
discussed by the members of your Department, will you be so kind 

as to send me their suggestions and ection? 

: Thank you very much for your interest and cooperetion. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Helen I, Clarke, Cheirman 
Gommittee on Recreation 
Curriculum



MEMORANDUM TO MEMBERS OF UNI sRSITY COMMITTEE 
on 

RECREATION CURRICULUM 

Preliminary to preparing the attached ' curriculum for a Course in 

Community Leadership in Recreation your working committee: 

1. Reviewed curricula in other institutions and gave special 
attention to the recommendations of the National Recreation 
Association and Federal Security Aseney, Office of Con- 
munity Services, Recreation Division. 

ea, Sunnarized the rich offerings on the campus to determine 
what resources are available and what new courses might 

be needed. 

3. Listed the kinds of positions oven to students with an 
interest in the profession of Recreation Leadership, 

After a tentative curriculum was formulated, the working committee conferred 
with the Deans of Letters and Science, Agriculture, and Education. Later we 
net with a committee from the State Recreation Council; the members of that 

Connittee and the regional representative of the National Recreation Asso-~ 
ciation expressed hearty approval of the proposals, 

The working committee would like now to present the results of the several 
conferences to the advisory committee for further discussion and suggestions, 

We hope you will find time to review the attached description of a possible 
curriculum before the meeting called by President Fred for Thursday, May 17, 

at four o'clock in the President's office.



May 17, 1945 

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM FOR i COURSE 

IN COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP IN RECREATION 

IT, Introduction 

A student electing this major shall meet all the Univer- 
sity requirene:ts for a Bachelor of arts or a Bachelor 
of Science degree, The curriculum requirenent are the 
completion of 126 credits and at least 126 grade points, 

Students shall complete one swaner of field experience, 
the equivalent of at least six weeks of activity, Or 
students may take a work-shop course (new) for non- 
eredit, preferably in the Junior Year. Students are 

advised to plan for both experiences, 

The core course is conposed of three major elements 

totaling 66 credits: i 

1. Foundation Courses with emphasis on 
social sciences. 

2. Professional Courses including field 
work 

3. Resource Courses 

For each of these, elements a rinimum number of credits 
is required as follows:



II, Suggested Curriculun for a Major in 
Comaunity Leadership in Recreation 

Me Bede Om Be Se PAqUa PeMeN Ged pei ie sen oe, lise (me fe) ee eee ea gee eve -60 credits 

2, Foundation Courses - ---------- ee eee eee ee 83 

(Social Sciences; Economics, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology) 

The student will select courses from at lenst three departments. 
After he has taken the required introductory courses in these de- 
partments he will select courses in the areas of his greatest in- 
terest. For example, if his interest is recreation in industry 
or in public housing he will choose courses in Hconomics, etc, 

Students from the Sehool of Education who choose this major may 

substitute 4 credits in Education for Social Science courses in 
order to complete the required credits for a teachers! certificate 

in Wisconsin, 

Students from the College of Agriculture who choose this major must 

take their Agricultural College major in Agricultural Economics or 

+ Rural Sociology. 

Students from the Department of Home Economics who choose this major 

must take their repource concentration to include courses accepted 

as credit in Home Economics, 

3. Professional Gowses (all required) ------ ----- - > 7 4H 7 83 
Sei i5 - The Child; His Nature & His Needs 5 

(with field work) 
Phy.#d. l5orl6 - First Aid i 
Phy. Ed. 198 + Health Education 5 

Psych, 14 ~ The Psychology of Learning 
or ) 

td, (pee hers oe Maman ana ee es) add Leaatne 
; or it ‘ 

za. 155 (2) = Aault Zducation 3 
Soc. 130 (3) = Group Leadership (with fisla work) 6 
Soc, 178 (4) 

or 
Bog. dey. ~ Community Orzanization (with field 

: studies). 2 
Soop? - Introduction to Recreation (new) 2 
SOC mahi, - Problems in Recreation Planning (new) 3 

4, Resource Courses ~-- --- - ee ee ee er Hee = 20 
The student will select a minimum of 10 credits in one area of 

verformance and at least one course in each of two other areas. 
The resource areas are as follows: 

Art Zducation Music 
Groun Discussion Nature Study 

Home Economics Physical Education 

Landscape Architecture Speech and Drama 

Library Science 

(1) For Zducation students substitute Bd. 75 3 credits 

(2) Sd. 155 is cross. Listed-as Soc. 155 
(3) For. Education students use cross numbered course Educational Methods 130 

(4) For Education students substitute Ed. 7 - 3 credits



Bay 

III. Suggested Curriculun for a Minor in 
Community Leadership in Recreation 

Required Professional Courses — ein ia is ce sel sii tt a 

Soe. ft : = Introduction to Reereation : 
Theory and Skills 2 * 

600... 7 + Recreation Planning % 

Soc, 130 - Grow Leadershin 
(With Field Work except for 
students in Phy. ad, who 
will have had equivalent 
field work and who will 
substitute 4 er. in First 
Aid and Health Education) 2 or 6 

Required Resource Courses - A Minimum - - --------- 6-8 

A mininun of 6 credits in two areas for 
students majoring in Art Hducation, Home 

Heonomics, Music, Physical Education, or 
Speech and Drama, A minimum of 8 credits 
in two or three areas for all other 

: students. 

TOTAL CREDITS 17-19



4, 

Iv. Description of Suggested New Courses 

Introduction to Recreation, I: 2 cr, <A general introduction to 

The field of recreation, open te all diddante: 

Leisure in our society and its implications for the individual 

and the community; influence of social, economic, and technological 

changes. 

The recreation needs of various age <roups (children, teen age, 

adult, and aged) and of types of communities and groups (metropol- 

itan, village, neighborhood, rural, industrial, housing, labor, 

school, resort, military, etc.). 

Survey of common recreation resources and forms of recreation 

activity; the role of public, private, and commercial agencies, 

Relations of nedrention to education, Role of the volunteer and 

professional recreation leader, 

The introductory recreation course is envisioned as an inter- 

departmental course, with lectures and demonstrations in a cordinated 

sequence presented by specialists from existing university departnents 

and by leaders of local community recreation prograns,.



Ba 

Problems in Recreation Planning, II; 3 cr. An advanced’course 

especially for majors and minors in Community Leadership in Recreation, 

Prerequisite: junior standing and consent of instructor. 

Emphasis on the means and methods of vlanning and presenting a 

general recreation program, 

Special consideration of the contributions each form of recreation 

activity makes to the individual and his comnunity. 

Studies of effective procedures in the following administrative 

areas: surveying community recrention needs; initiating recreation 

prograris; overeating community centers, play areas, and other 

facilities; recruiting and training leader »wersonnel; handling 

public relations; record-keeping, budget-naking, and financial 

policy; care of equivnent; and evaluation of program services. 

students will have ovportunity to observe the administration of 

recreation programs in Madison and surrounding community.



be 

VY. Resource Courses 

1, Art Bducation 
Suggestions for students concentrating in this resource area! 

Minimum Credits ---------- ese ee ere ee eee eH 10 

Recommended Courses 

Art Ha, 59 Freshand Drawing (Section for ; 
Occ. Therapy and Recreation) 3 

Art Ea. 62 Creative Design 3. 

Art, ds. 115) Crafts for O.T. and Rec. 
Field Work in the Arts 3- 

Elective Courses 
Art Bd. 53 Art Digest -2-l 
Art Hd. BL Elementary Modeling 2 

Avt Hd, 70 Art Metal 3 
Art Za, 140 Stage Design en 
Art Hd, 71 Blementary Pottery 5 
Home Tic. 2 Introduction to Related Arts o 

; Hone He. 18 Interior Design 2 
Home Hc. 9)! Decorative Textiles 3 
Home Ec, 95 Weaving € 
Art 3d. 156° Museum Administration 2 
Apt BOs: 157, Museum Apprenticeship io 
Home Hc.194. Advanced Studies in Related Arts © a-4 

Suggestions for students concentrating in some other resource area: 

Total Credits in Art Bducation --- ------------- 3-6 

Recommended Course 

Art Ed. 53 Art Digest (First Semester) 3 

Elective Courses 

Any of the courses listed above,



ts 

2. Creative Writing 

Suggestions for students concentrating in this resource area: 

Minima Credits ----------5---------- -- -) 10 

Recommended Courses 

anglish 2 Intermediate Composition 2-3 
English 5 Advanced “omposition 23 
English & Advanced Camposition 2-3 
English 128 Advaneed Composition 

(For Ed, students only) a 
; Speech 120 Play Writing a 

Elective Courses 

Comp. L3¢.57 Drama from Ibsen to Present 3 
Comp, Lit.68 Contemporary Novel 3 
Haglish 32 Contemporary Litarcture 3 

4 English 127 Conteaporary Poetry ; 3 

Suggestions for students concentrating in some other resource areas 

Total Credits ------- 4 -- 5 eee ee eH BHH 

Recommended Courses SO OO nO Ur a Gas, 

any of the courses listed above, 

Elective Courses Cee ee 

Any of the courses listed above. 

: j ‘



Se 

3. Group Discussion 

Suggestions for students concentrating in this resource areat 

Mininum Oredits ---------- er eee ee eee ee 1 

Recommended Courses 

Speech 3 Argumentation ond Debate is 

Speech 136 Theory and Practive of Group 
Discussion 9 

Education 155 Principles of Adult Education 3 

Hlective Courses 

Speech 1 Fundanentals of Sneech 2-3 

Speech 7 Public Speaking 2 

Speech 110 Elements of Broadcasting 5 

Susgestions for students conceatreting’ in sone other -esaurce.areat 

Total Oredits ------7---- ee ee 56 

Becenmennsd (ures 

Speech 135 Thoery and Practice of Group 

Discussion iS 

Elective Courses 
any of the courses listed above.
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4, Home Hooncnics 

Sugcestions for students concentrating in this resource area: 

Minimun Credits --------4---- err terre (10 

Reconnended Courses 

For those interested in craft aspect 

Home He. 2 Intro. +O Related Arts % 

Hone Ee. 94 Decorative Textiles 3 
Home He. 95 Weaving a 

For those interested in dramatics 

Home Be. 5 Intro. to Clothing 3 
Hone Zc, 104 History of Costune 2 

For those interested in camping, outdoor cookery, 

party menus, ete. 

Home Ee. 35 Intro. to Foods 5 
Home Ec. 117 Survey of Nutrition Principles 2-3 

Elective Courses 

Home Ee, 8 Home Furnishing a 
Home Ze. 119 Child Development 3 

Suggestions for students concentrating in some other resource area} 

Total Credits --------e--- see - 5-6 

Recommended Courses 

Any of the courses listed above. 

Elective Courses 

Any of the courses listed above.
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5. Landscape Architecture 

Suggestions for students concentrating in this resource area: 

Minimum Credits -« =< = -/=- =< 6 = — 5 =e ae mie ee 10 

Recommended Courses 

Horticulture 6 Principles of Landscape Design 3 

Horticulture 14 uandscape Construction 
I Sem, 195-6 and alternate years 3 

Horticulture 02 Public Grounds 
II Sem, 1945-46 and alternate years 3 

Elective Courses 

Horticulture 7 Plant Propagation 
II Sen. 3 

; Horticulture 12 Hlementary Home Grounds Design 3 
Horticulture 13 Lawns 

I Sem. 1946-47 and alternate years 2 
Horticulture 14 Second Semester of Lnndscape 

Construction Probl.ens | 
II Som, 1945-46 and alternate years 3 

Horte 104 Landscape Plants 
I Sem, 1946-47 and alternate years 2 

Hort. 104 Second Semester of Londscape Plants 
1947 and wlternate years 2 

Hort. 180 Special Problens 

Econ, Ent, T 3 
Plant Path. 7 2 
Botany 160 Flora of Wisconsin and Its 

Conservation 3 
Soils 123 Forest Soils S 
Civil Engr. 117 Surveying 5 
Art History 131 American Architecture 3 
Wildlife 

Management 118 Wildlife Ecology 3 
Art. Ed, 50 Freehand Drawing 3 

Suggestions for students concentrating in some other resource areas: 

Total Credits --------------8 --- -- = + (mG 

Recommended Course 

Horticulture 6 Principles of Landscape Design 5 

Elective Courses 

Any of the courses listed above.
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6. Library Science 

Suggestions for students concentrating in this resource area; 

Minimun Credits -------- eee ee eee ee ree ee 10 

Recommended Courses 

Library Science 113 Book Solection 3 
Library Science 114 Book Selection 3 
Library Sefvice 115 Children's Reading é 
Library Service 116 «Library Service to 

Children and Adolescents 2 

Library Service 131 History of Books and Libraries 1 — 

Library Service 132 ‘The Library as 1 Social and 
Educational Institution iw 

Suggestions for students concentrating in some other resource area: 

Total Credits «----- oe eo ee re ee rH 5-6 

Recommended Courses 

Any of the courses listed above. 

i Zloctive Courses 

Any of the courses listed above.



les 

7. Music 

Suggestions for students concentrating in this resource areat 

; Minimim Credits ----7-----4-- ee rer er 10 

Recommended Courses 

Music 7? Community Music 2 
Music .51 Hlementary Pianoforte 

or 
Music 61 First Year Pianoforte 2 
Music 62 First Year Voice 2 
Music 75 _ Conducting eS 

Bective Courses 

Music: 20 History and Aporeciotion of Music 2-4 
Bands ny 

University Chorus q 
Orchestra af 
Advanced Performance Courses - 

Suggestions for students concentrating in some other resource area’ 

Total Credits ------ ee ee ee ee ee ee ee om = 5G 

Recommended Course 

Music 7? Community Music 2 

Blective Courses 

Any of the courses listed above.
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9. Physical Béuention 
Sugzestions for students concentrating in this resource areat 

Minimum Credits ------------s-s + se eee eee 10 

Reconnended Courses 

Asie el 50 Principles of Physical Education 2 

be. P.8.) 8, 9, Theory and Practice of Physical * 
10, 11, 31, Education Activities (team sports, 
ely) ae individual and dual sports, group 

ganes and contests.) 
Zach course le credits 

oc. PLB, YO, 41,Theory and Practice of Dance * 
60, 62 Activities (social, folk, 

square, modern) 
Each course 1 or 2 eredits 

a.) Pom. 60 Social Rewreation is 

Hlective Courses 

Phy. 3d. 59 Nature, Function and Organization 
of Play 1-3 

Poy, Hd,- 71 Scouteratt) & Campin; 2 
Phy. Ed. 81 Camp Leadershin 1-2 

Suggestions for students concententinz in some other resource areas 

Total Credits ----------- eee e ee ee ee 5G 

Recommended Courses Ft 

To be selected from sroups b, c, and d, above. 

Elective Qourses 

To be selected from groups b, c, and d, above. 

* A ninimun of 6 credits to be selected from 2 of groups bd, c, and d
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10, Speech and Drona 

Suggestions for students concentrating i:. this resource area: 

Miniman Oredits - -------- ce ree rere cree 10 

Recommended Courses 

Speech 5 or 6 Voice Training 2-3 
"Speech 19 Dramatic Production 2 

Speech '0 Introduction to Stase Production 2 : 
uo Spebek 1g Community Drama (New) 2 

Blective Courses 
Speech 16 Elements of Expressive Action e 

Speech ‘22 Dramatic Reading & Platform Art 5 
Speech 29 Play Acting 2 

Speech 39 History of the Theatre B 
Speech 110 Elements of Broadcasting 2-3 
Speech 119 Stage Direction i 

Speech 136 Theory & Practice of 
Group Discussion a 

Speech 140 Stage Design 2 
Home Bc. 104 History of Costume 2 
Art Hist. 107 History of the Theatre & 

Stage from Antiquity to Present € 

Speech & 
Art Ed. ? Puppetry 2 
Specch it Pageantry 2 

Suggestions for students concentrating in some other resource areat 

Total Credits in Speech end Drama - ~ ------ - - - - - - 3-6 

Recommended Course 

Speach  ? Community Draua (Mev) 

Elective Courses 

Any of the courses listed above.
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Sample Distribution of Uourses 
ina Major in Commmity Leadership in Recreation 

in. the College of Letters und Science 

First Senester Freshman Yoar Second Senester 

Science (Biology & 
Physiology Suggested) 5 Science 5 

English 3; Eoplieh i 

University requirements & Phy. Ed, 15 or 16 
, and Sirst Aid gh 

Blectives (Freshman Forun gy 
Suggested) 8 UJaiversity Requirements 

“ le & Electives 2 

Lo iE 

Sophomore Year 

Psychology 1 4u Education 73 The Child 
Sociology 1 a His Nature & His Needs 3 
Political Science 7 Economics la 4 

Anerican Goveranent 3 iP 
Soc. 7? Introduction to ; 

Recreation (New) 2 Blectives 9 
Tz To 

Electives \ — 
Lo 

Junior Year 
Psycholozy 144 Psychology of feycehology 105 Hunan 

Learning Adj. 5 
or Soc. 139 Social Psych, My 

Education 155 Adult 3d. 2—3 Resource Courses A) 
Phy. Hd. 198 Health Hd. . LE 
Resource Courses no 

ad Slectives i 
Zlectives 5 2 

3 , 

: Senior Year 

Phil, 150) Phil, of Democracy Soc. 178 Community Ore. 
or or 

Hist. 113 Intellectual History Soc, 12/ Rural) Con, Ore, 2 
of U.S, i! Soc, 7 Rec. Planning 

Soc. 139 Group Leadership (Mew) 3 
(with field wort) 3 Soc, 130 Group Leadership 

Resource Courses “ (with field work) 5 

16 Resource Courses aby 
Electives oe 15 

16 Slectives 2 
Ri



Samole Distribution of Courses 
in a Major in Community Leadership in Recreation 

in the School of Education 1. 

First Semester Freshnan Year Second Senester 

*English la 3 *Inglish 1b a 
*Science 5 *Scbence 5 
*History iS *History 3 
*Language 4 *Language 4 
Freshmin Forum x Tirst Aid ey 

16 Te 

Sophomore Year 

*Philosophy 1 3 *Philosophy 1 5 
*Sociology 1 5, *Sconomics la 4 
*Language 4 *Laaguage 3 

Soc.) % Intro... ho Rec. pe *gducation 73 The Child: 
ay His Nature & His Needs 3 

Hlectives et Resource Courses -2 
1 ZL 

Junior Year 

Pol, Science 7 Am. Govt. 3 Sociology 139 Sec. Psych 3 
“id. 74 School & Society & BZdueation 75 Nature of 
Phy. Ed. 198 Safety & Health 3 Learning 5 
Resource Courses 4 Resource Courses 4 

a ‘ 12 

Electives 2 Electives 4 
i 16 

; Senior Year 

*Sociology 130 *Sociology 130 
Group Leadership iB Group Leadership 5 

*iducation Blective 2 Soc? 
Social Sei, Zlective f a Recreation Planning 5 
Resource Coure.es a Resource Courses 5 

ieee §ccial Sc, Hlec, x 

Electives 4 1 
To Elective 2 

16 

1. This sample follows Pre#iducation Sequence II, 

All starred eourses meet Hdueation requirements,



Sample Distribution of Courses 
in a Major in Co:munity Leadership in Recreation 

in Home Beonomies (Non-professional Course) 

First Semester Second Semester 
Freshnan Year 

English la 5 English 1b 
Foreign banguage 4 Foreign Language 

Chemistry la 5 Chom. 1b or Biochen, 3 Sel 
Hone Economics 1 Orientation 1 Home Be. 5 Int. to Clothing 3 

Home Ee. 2 Int. to 
Related Arts 3 Physical Education 0 

Physical Education 0 Y=15 
To 

Sophomores Year 

H,me Ee. Intro to Foods 3 Hoiie Eee 50 Textile chen, 5 
Biochem, 3, Physe 1, Ae. - y Peychology 1 4 

Boch, 4, or Physics 61 Zducation 73- The Child 3 
or 65 : 4 Dlectives YnG 

Eng. 30, 32, 33, or 40 Physical Education 0 
(Literature) 3 Tsi6 

Sociology 3 
foc, ? Intro. to Rec. (New) 2 
Phy. Ea, 15 or 16 (First 

Aia) 1 
Physical Hdueation 0 

rG) 
Junior Year 

Home Ec, 7 Housing a Home Ee, 110 Family Econ, 3 
Zeon, la 4 Home Zc. Elective z 
Educ, 118 Human Abilities Soce Science Electives a. 

& Learning 3 Resource Courses (in Rec.) _§ 
Resource Courses (in Rec) 5 Lo 

Bhy, Hd, 198 Health Sduc, 3 

17 

Senior Year 

Home.Ec, 109 Humanities 2 Hone Ee. 119 Dev. of Child 2 

Home Ee, 112 Home Manag. 1 Rural Soe, Ley ox Soc, 178 
Soe, 130 Group Leadership 3 Go munity Organization 2 
Home He. 95 Weaving Soe. 130 Group headership 3 

or Rec. Planning (new) 3 
Hone Zc, 104 Costune 2 Recousce Courses (In Rec.) 2 
Bocial Science Elective 5 i 

Resource Courses (in Rec.) 3 
% 

Sunnary iS 

Tn Home Economics 26 credits 
In Recreation Major 66 credits 

Social Sciences 23 credits 
Prof. Courses 235 credits 
Resource Courses 20 credits
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Sanple Distrubution of Courses 
i in a Major in Community Leadership in Recreation 

in the College of Agriculture 

First Semester Freshman Year Second Semester 

English la 5 Enzlish 1b 3 
Chenistry la 5 Chenistry 1b 5 
Agron. or An. Husb, 3 Agron. or An, Husb. 3 
Elective (a) 345 Blective (b) 3m5 
Freshnan Lectures ay Military Science 0 
Military Science 0 Physical Education 0 
Physical Educatioa 0 1-16 

15-17 
Sophomore Year 

Mery Bach eh 5 4 Ag. Econ, 1 3 
Econ, la 4 Agr. Electives \ 
Soils 1 or Biochem. 1 4 Elective (d) 3-5 
Elective (c) 345 Educ. 73 - The Child 3 
Military Science 0 Phy. Ed, First Aid 2 
Physical Education eau ne Military Science 0 

> 15-17 Physical Education 0 

TU-I6 
Junior Year 

Soe.) 7) Intro. | to Rec, 2 *Rural Soe. 126 2 
Sociology 1 5 Ae. Electives 9 
Rural Yoe. 25 Rural Life 3 Resource Courses (In Rec.) 2 
Social Sciance Elective 3 e 
Phy, Educ. 198 Safety & 

Health ie) 
Resource Courses (in Rec. )3 

17 

Senior Year 

Sociology 130 Group Sociology 1390 Group 
Leadership 3 Leadership 5 

Rural Soc, 125 Rural $ Rural Soc, 127 
Social Trends 2 “Community Organization 2 

Hd. 118 Human Abilities Rural Soc, 180 Reading 
& Learning 3 Course ni 

or Soc. 2? Rec. Planning (New) 3 
Psych, luk Psych. of Ag. Blective 2 

Learning 5 Resource Courses (In Rec.) 06 
Ag. Econ. Elective 3 af 
Resource Courses (In Rec, )6 

17 

Summary 
In College of Agr. 45 credits (Exclusive of a,b,c,d, elective:. 

"In Col. of Agré Major 15 credits in Rural Sociology 

Outside Gollege of Agr. 67 credits (Exclusive of a,b,c,d, electives) 
In Rec. Major 66 credits 

Sociol Science 23 credits 

Prof. Courses 23 eredits 

Resource Courses 20 ersdits



sale arian a EE f Marler commit 

April 13, 1945 

Professor 4. F, Wileden, Chrmn. 
Committee on Recreation Major 

Dear Professor Wileden: 

The subcommittee on a conservation major of the Lakes and 

Streams Committee has met for a second time to consider the pro- 

posal of your committee that a major area of interest be set up 

within the Keerestion Major to trein for leadership in nature study 

or natural science. 

The subcommittee on a Conservetion Major is in the process 

of drewing up & curriculum which it deems satisfactory in treining 

for such leadership and when this is reedy would like to submit it 

to your committee for consideration. 

We wish to assure the committee on a Recreation Major that 

our action et this time is in no way due to an unwillingness to 

cooperate with this group; indeed we do hope that as our plans for 

the development of a conservation major maturé we may have the privi- 

lege of consulting with the committee on a Recreation Major with a 

view toward integrating the programs in the field of natural science. 

You recall from our discussion that we heave in mind pro- 

posing new training courses for Conservation Mejors or people in- 

tepested in conservation such es ornithology, mammalogy, conservation 

of biological resources, and training in nature study. Should these 

plans materisglize it would seem advisable for our committees to meet 

and reconsider the possibilities of adapting certain minimum require- 

ments to the personnel of the Recreation Major. 

4rthur D. Hasler, Chrmn. 
Lakes & Streams Sub-committee 
on the Conservation Major
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With Congentration in Dramatics Y' Cer” 

’ tt? 

Total credits required for graduation 126 credits 

Total credits required in recrestion major 66 credits 

Social Science 22 eredits 

Professional Courses in Recreation 14 credits 

Education 10 credits 

Resource Skills 20 credits 

The resource skills would include such fields as Physical Equcation, 

Art Education, Dramatics, Music, Nature Study, Group Discussion etc. 

A recreation major would be required to take courses in three fields 

of resource skills, with a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 14 credits 

in any one field. i en, 

For example, students chosing dramatics as a field of resource 

skills would take courses as follows: 

Dramatics as field of concentration 10-14 credits 

Required Courses 
Speech 5 or 6 Voice training 2 or 3 credits 

Speech 29 Play Acting 2 credits 

Speech 40 Intro to Stage Prod. 2 eredits 

Speech 119 Stage Direction 3 credits 

Speech ? Community Drama 2 eredits 

ae tn tent ft teat, 
Brology et Zeck 1 Ahh Ba" vial nae hilo 
k yanks toca laid o Gt” ents 
Qu ss we Geile yey 5 r Hy 
MA term nally ~~ aan ; f : ne 

Nila wy Mdbods



Elective Courses ) 

Speech 16 Elements of Expressive Action 2 eredits 

Speech 22 Dramatic Reading & Platform Art 3 credits 

Speech 39 History of the Theater 2 eredits 

Speech 107 Art History of the Theater 2 credits 

Speech 110 Elements of Broadcasting 3 credits 

Speech 140 Stage Design 2 oredits 

Home ke, 104 History of Costume 2 credits 

Dramatics for students concentrating in some other field 3-6 credits 

Reguized Jourse 

Speech f Community Drama 2 credits 

Elective Sourses 

Any of above listed required or elective courses
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Jemeory 10, 1945 

Professor W. We Wileox 
4 Ae We Hopkins 
° Re Ae Bei ~~ 
“ Alde Leopold 
« Re Bs Pallett 
s Re Ke Froker 

| There will be a mecting of the Policy Suh-Comittes 

of the Postwar Planning Committes on Triday, Jamary 12 

dm Boom 300 Ag. Hall. , at 3 Pou. 

Please bring your copy of the report with you 

t te this meeting, 

Ke He Parsone
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Sound consérvation propaganda must present land health, as well as land 

products, as the objective of "good" land-use. It must present good lend-use 

primarily as an obligation to the community. Many constituent parts of it are 

indeed prefitable, and where this is ni case, the fact can and should be em- 

ubeuised, But many constitudéat varts ¢ it are ‘not , and failure to assert ; 

this at once subverts legitimate education to the\intellectugal level of a 

cheap "sales" campaign. 

Summarized in terms of education, these isa deat Line of a unified conser- | 

vation program aad up rather simply to this: The farmer should know the ori- 

ginal as well as the introduced components of his land, and take gpride in * 

retaining at least a sample of all of tisk. In addition to healthy soil, 

crops, and livestock, he should know and feel a pride in a healthy sample of 

marsh, woodlot, pond, stream, bog, or roadside prairies. In addition to being 

a@ conscious citizen of his political, social, and economic community, he should 

be a conscious citizen of his watershed, his migratory bird flyway, his biotic 

zone. Wild crops as well as tame crops should be a part of his scheme of farm 

managements He should hate no native animal or plant, but only excess or ex- 

tinction in any one of theme — 

Cash outlays for unprofitable components of land are of course not to be 

expected, but outlays of thought, and to a reasonable extent of spare time, 

should be iv with pride, just as they are ined given to equivalent enter- 

prises in human health and civic welfare. 

c) Soil conservation districtse In Wisconsin 37 counties have been organized 

as Soil Conservation districts. Residence in these districts entitle land 

owners to the benefits offered through the United States Soil Conservation 

Service, and to certain powers of concerted actione At the present time 

technological advice is the principal assistance to farmers through the , 

districts. The Service, together with the State Soil Conservation Committee 

maintain Soil Conservation technicians in a considerable number of Wisconsin



counties. 

In eerlier years the Soil Conservation Service made CCC camp lebor avail- 

able to participating farmers for the construction of terraces, dana, ad sod- i 

ways. Although the arrangements were varied, the due Gesokiy contributed all 

or a major part of the cost of the materials used, his own labor, and agreed 

to follow a program of conservation farming. In recent years the program of 

the Soil Conservation Service has operated without grants of materials and 

labor. 

In reviewing the work of the Soil Conservation districts, your committee 

noted an increasing tendency for the Service to emphasize changes in land use 

praticew distinctly profiteble to the individual farmer. There is an increas- 

ing emphasis upon drainage and converting land to intensive agricultural use. 

ve Tetk Rensnevabinn districts are a ductal unit of government, with the 

County Agriculturel Committee as officers. Through them the members have 

certain powers, including the authority to devise and enforce compulsory 

land use regulations. Through such regulations, farmers may be prohibited 

from folloving land use practices deemed wasteful and harmful to the commn- 

ity.- So far, in Wisconsin, local Soil Conservation districts have issued yo 

regulations on land use practices. 

a) The conservation program of the AAA. The Agricultural Adjustment program 

has placed an increasing emphasis upon soil conservation and good farm man- 

agement practices i be 1936. In 1936 payments were made in Wisconsin for 

following five farming practices: liming, fertilizing, seeding, tree plant- 

ing, and the plowing down of green manure crops. By 1943, payments were 

made for the performance of 18 different ferm practices. See Table 2 for 

the measures of performance during recent yearse 

Most of these farm practices are intended to promote conservation. 

The practices and improvements are selected for payment by the State AAA 

Committee with the advice of representatives of other public organizations .
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interested in conservation. During the years 1936 to 1941 soil building payments 

to Wisconsin farmers by the AAA amounted to about two or three million dollars 

annually - about ten to fifteen dollars for each farm in Wisconsin. In 1942 

' and 1943 soil building payments were increased to about seven million dollars. 

This increase resulted largely from heavier payments for fertilizing and liming. 

The performance on practices supported by AAA paymerts is supervised by 

local committecemen and field supervisors. Conservation practices are approved 

for individual farms upon the basis of iedaedenk and general need only, since 

there is no provision for the development of a specific conservation plan for 

the individual farm. 

3. Toward a unified conservation program in Wisconsin. 

We shall never have a healthy land in Wisconsin unless we get a vision 

of what conservation means and then step by step convert these ideals into 

practices and programs. And we have a long way to go. So far we have only 

retarded the rate of increase of soil loss througherosion. On many of the 

aspects of conservation we are making no headway at all. 

1. We need better handiic dh unhing Sid conservation means. The first 

F requirement of a sound conservation program is the recognition that conserva- 

an enduring and self renewing 
tion is land health. And the health of the land requires/balance between soil, 

water, trees, plants and animals. For public action this requires a vision of 

the balance upon a grand scale and a conception of how private landowners can 

work together to promote public purposes. For the individual farmer it requires 

that he visualize a long term ideal of how these natural components of his farm 

can be kept in a healthy balance, for generations to come. 

2. The goal of Wisconsin should be a conservation plan for every farm; a 

plan which takes into account the distinctive and unique features of each farm, 

Much expert counsel and assistance would be required. But, the informed judgment 

and experience of farmers themselves should carry the main burden of this planning.
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This is the task of education and research. The conservation of our § cannot 

Dp be done fon farmers, only by\ farmers, but WP Ps DT e that strengthens 

. ‘he Wha be do ndeoh lind tous conservation brcblens. / ‘ 

3. The public programs for the promotion of soil conservation should be 

unified, both in operation and organization. We need to combine the assistance 

or inducement payments for conservation practices (now granted through the A.A.A.) 

with the technical assistance now offered through the soil conservation service, 

with the vowers of compulsory practices (the powers of county soil conservation 

districts) and our general educational programs (mostly Agricultural Extension).
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' NOTES ON ECONOMIC ANALYSIS IN THE FORMATION OF PURLIC POLICY 

Ke E Parsons 

This attempt to state the strategic issues of agricultural policy 

proceeds from different conceptions of social theory than most current 

statements. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that this is an 

attempt to formate the issues in a different context. Consequently, 

it may help in the understanding of the presentation to discuss briefly 

the basic differences between this attempt and the more usual statementes 

A quotation from Professor Hansen will illustrates the now dominant view 

on policy. 

"The central goal and aim of economic policy are the most effic- 
ient full utilization of economic resources. What ends this 
efficient utilization of economic resources should serve as a 
question partly of ethical values and partly of social and 
political power, and these have certainly varied from neriod 
to period". vy 

Note first that Hansen sets anart economic policy from ethical, 

political oy'soctal considerations, although this method of procedure, in 

theoretical discussions, has both the prestige of authority and the weight 

of common theoretical practise, we doubt that it is valid. Can there be 

economic policy, political policy, and ethical policy, each separate and 

distinct without leading to chaos in the field of social political action? 

We do not see how. Consequently the root of theiiifficulty should be faced. 

We suggest that there can be no strictly economic policy as such. Rather 

we have policies which when acted upon inevitably involve us through con- . 

sequences in many phases of social and political life. 

If this is true then the “allocation of resources" also ceases to be 

an adequate aim of policy. Instead we must find general aims in which this 

“economizi ng" function has a place. Furthermore, this general statement 

af Bastwne Rewnente | Problems. Bicris, Makiew cebew Liane 
Economy. 2 /
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must include a method of integrating the “ethical values" and "social and politi- 

cal power" which Hansen sets apart as being (implicitly) independent variables 

in unstable equilibrium with the economic goals and aimse 

fo achieve this integration we have tried in the report to which this 

note is appended, to give a broad organizational reference to policy issues 

Stated too simply to be accurate, This is the general idea 

Soul ic policies for economic adjustments in a democracy center upon 

the proportioning of opportunities rather than upon the allocation of resources. 

The latter is achieved as a consequence to the former, wherever there is any 

latitude of individuel choice or discretion. It is recognized that this is 

not a simple or superficial distinction. It may be confused and mistaken, 

but I cannot now do otherwise then to make the line of reasoning as clear as 

possible and hope that criticism will point out the errors. Perhaps the 

issues will be made reasonably clear if I point out the distinctions I have 

tried to make and the ressons for them. 

First of all, I have tried to view the economy as an organization, 

not a mechanism. It is a social organization in which great mechanical de- 

velopments have occurred. For certain purposes, the economy can be viewed 

wholly as a mechaniem, but not for policy considerations, it seems to mee 

Furthermore, the economy embraces, or must operate consonant with, the 

whole vast world of biology. 

I can find an adequate frame of reference only in a broad concep- 

tion of social orgenization. In these distinctions are necessary. Public 

mast be distinguished from the private, or the private will disanpear when 

actigng upon the basis of the analysis. Individual must be distinguish- 

able from the social, or allowance cannot be made for responsible indiei- 

dual action. The possibility of @ plurality of values mst be embraced 

or action cognizant of a single purpose and aware only of narrow consequences 

leads to tyranny. Finally the analysis met allow for the d&cisions and
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thinking of individuals or we shall be constructing a totaliterian model 

suitable for dictatcrs, but fundamentally inconsistent with democracy. 

These distinctions are difficult to make and honer in action under 

any conceivable approach to policy analysis, but some of the major contribu- 

tory reasons for past and present failures are not hard to find. Feonomists 

and other social scientists have imitYated the physical sciences too much 

under the view that science is quantitative; they have directed their atten- 

tion to the material or physical aspects of economic life. This leads ulti- 

mately to the conception of an economy which is mainly and simply a vast 

machine with raw materials poured in at one end and finished goods emerging 

at the other. The quest for private gain or profit is considered as the 

driving force, with the result that human behavior is assumed to have a 

single motive of self-interest, economic analysis the single purpose of 

promoting private gain, and pablic policy the sole purpose of promot ing 

efficiency in the use of "resources". 

Two further inferences are frequently drawn. Public and private 

veing confused, the promotion of private profit becomes identified with 

achieving efficiency; the term "resources" confaunds "wealth" and (private) 

“assets” through failure to distinguish things owned from ownership rights. 

i It then follows with rigorous logic that any attempt by anyone - farmers, 

laborers, investors - to do anything by collective action, can be judged 

as good or bed by the simple question of whether the acts promote effic- 

tency. Since the test is grentest output in terms of input, and the rel-~ 

evant facts of this case are mainly physical things, then industrial com- 

binations are in the public interest since we get more tons of output 

per unit of commodity input. But the collective action of laborers or 

farmers is contrary to public interest since they talk in terme of equal- 

ity, security, or other values. 

It should be understood that no eritteten is intended of the view- 

ing of the economy as a vast productive machine. It is wholly a question
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of purpose. It is patently valid and sometime necessary to inquire into the 

effectiveness of the economy in turning natural resources into finished pro- 

ducts. This may sleo give an over-all measure of physical performance. But 

it is the contention of this note that valiéd recommendations for public 

policy cannot be drawn directly from such an analysis. ‘The production or 

physical performance comes as consequences to social arrangements, which 

are themsekves the immediate objects of volicy action. 

The genius of policy snalysis or program making consists of finding, 

inventing, or generalizing social practices, or working rules, which will 

contribute toward the reconstruction of our social organization in such # 

ratoucdled) 
way that social conflicts may be mintmieed and capacities of our people de- 

veloped, and velues made more secure by modifying the nature or dimensions 

of opportunities. It is these working rules or social vractices that unite 

the “utilisation of economic resources", the "ethical values", and “social 

and political power" which Hansen separates ss variablese 

Clearly the problems of value or purvose are central for the analysis 

of public policy. But the relation between working rules snd values is in- 

trinsic. They cannot be considered as separate entitites. A number of cir- 

cumstances combine to turn economists! attention awsy from this integral 

relationship, Where we judge policies by the cenon of efficiency, or econ- 

omy, or effectiveness in allocating scarce means to attain given ends (and 

they are allessentially the same), we slip into an absolute theory of valu- 

ation. In effect we have a “criterion of thegood" which 1s applied at all 

times, places, and circumstances. The implicit absolutism of this common 

position then leads to the opposite extreme. Ends having been assumed as 

given, we then allow their selection by arbitrary means. The requirements 

of the theory may be met in either of two ways. Hach may be chosen by ah- 

thority, by dictetors, high priests, or even well intentioned intellectuals, 

or the given desires or preferences of individuals are posited, thus allow-
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ing for the "choice" of ends by subjective caprice. 

These two extremes are ‘Yound together by a common failure - the 

failure to recognize that values, ends, or purposes are satisfying and secure 

for the intividual only when they are made available to him by the adoption 

of working rules, or the selection of social practises, which make their 

realization pessible. A democratic people can not be satisfied by ends 

arbitraily imposed upon them by authority. Neither can ends or purposes be 

securely aveileble unless their realisation is promoted by the working rules 

which constitute the elements of social organisation. 

' The deficiencies in the value theory of orthodox economics are not 

glaringly evident until the problems of planning, social control, or polley 

are encountered. This means that there are major areas where the received 

Goctrine is tolerably effective: So long as economic analysis is confined 

to the problems of the private firm, the major questions of value may not 

arise. The sim of the entroreneur or management is assumed to be maximan 

gain, and whether or not this is true, the firm is the vehicle for the 

self-realization of the one in charge. Tims given ends may be assumed and 

the economic problems of making a living are so extensive and fundamental 

that the theory is reasonably satisfactory. 

Similarly where the problem is one of the whole economy, great 

achaliyements in economic analysis have been realised without making many of 

the distinctions argued for in this note. I am thinking especially of the 

recent developments of Keynesian ideas regarding employment, incomes, savings, 

and invectment. Were economic analysis has been especially influential on 

policy issues, and if one compares the work of Keynes and Mitchell on Busi- 

nese Cycle anslysis, the work of the former is clearly mch closer to or- 

thodox theory. The superiority of Keynes’ ahalysis in dealing with policy 

problems comes from the fect that verious alternative courses of action 

are compared, and the comparison worked inte a systematic and rigorous
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analysis . The first requirement, then, of a general value theory is met by 

Kemesian analysis, that it be relevant to gemine alternatives. Consequently, 

‘there has come to be goneral agreement, almost, that the level of employment 

is 2 fuaction of the several elements entering into the stream of general pur- 

chasing power and especially in the savings investment relationship. 

Bven here there are many suggestions of trouble to come. The use of 

fiscal policy as the stabilizer of the economy, generalized into “funetional- 

finance*® must eventually be integrated into a system of private exvectetions, 

and private economic action. Full employment has its own peculiar difficul- 

ties. Instead of @ millenium of harmonious functions, we find the social 

conflicts? elas struggles intensified. In short, the analysis of the rela- 

tion between the level of employment ani the stream of purchasing power is 

worked out without eny fundamental analysis of the genuine alternatives of 

persons and organizations within the economy. We know thet a high level of 

employment can be obtained if sufficient public borrowing and spending is 

done, tut it is yet to be seen how this public spending is to be reconciled 

with privete expectations and decisions in a permanently functioning economy. 

Again, it is a question of how to integrate and harmonize both public and 

private purposes. The “how” should be emphasized, for the search is for ways 

of doing things, for working rules, or practices that make possible the reali- 

vation of these purposes in a functioning economy. 

There are then two fundamental problems in the analysis of policy, 

values and organization and they must be worked out together. Whatever may 

vequire the formletion of economic policy in terms of efficiency alone, in- 

evitably leads to an absolutism in valuation, simply because oak beanies is 

set forth as the "great good". Gorrelatively, anything which thwarts the 

vealigetion of this absolute goal, or good, then becomes bad. In thie way 

economists easily fell into the predicament of condemning the whole social 

structure under some rubric about interference, or institutions! frections.
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fhe first task, then, in the analysis of policy, is to achieve a rele~ 

tivietic and pluralistic theory of values. Secondly, these values mst be in- 

herently related to, and be realised through, ways of working and living, sad 

working together. This integration mst occur at all levels. It requires 

the recognition that the range of choice open to an individual depends upon 

the nature of the available alternatives. In this choles the iniividual is 

limited by the kind, dimensions and structure of opportunites. ‘The values 

available to the individual are present as a pert of these opportunities, and 

they are available in the degree that public or social action provides for 

them. Gonsequently “what individuals want", or private values are not the 

data of public policy. ‘The relation is reversed, the range of choice in in- 

dividual or private values is derived from organized action - soeial or public. 

Our forefathers considered certain fundamentel values to the inalien- 

able and natural rights of individuals, but as Sommons analysis has shown, 

these were the rights achieved by the common law of individual liberty, and 

private property. These were the achieverents of deliberate policy. 

In the Twentieth century we are strugzling to build » stable and 

functioning social organization where groups of persons have great economic 

avd political power. furthermore, the many forms of collective action are 

simply the anture of social things, bat their growth and power in the Amer~ 

iean pal ttiee-cconents order makes imperetive that policy analysis should 

recognize them. Wor is this so difficult as Commons' work has shown so 

Glearly. In America we have developed the administretive commissions or 

action agencies, as s fourth branch of our government, to deal with the 

problems of adjustment and conciliation between the powerful interest 

groups. These action agencies, or administrative commissions are thorough- 

ly indigenous, as Aneriean/eorn on the cob. In their functioning, and in 

division of labor between them and the other three branches of government, 

oan be seen the great economic and political iseues arising from the 

struggle in America over making a living or acquiring wealth.
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tn terme of the issues of valuation and organization, the tro fundamen- 

tal problems in the analysis of policy, the analysis of collective action in 

this sphere, requires that we discover, invent, or generalize ways of working 

together which will create, stabilize, or exyand, the sphere of infividual 

action. Through collective action we adjust ourselves to the realities of 

{ Twentieth Century economics and politics and thereby make possible a higher 

order of individual action. %Steted differently, through collective action 

i. we mast creste the conditions which make possible the realization, by the in- 

f dividual, of the great social values of liberty, equality, security, effic- 

if ' feney, and se on. 

f The key idea in this whole aren 4s simply thist that the practices 

followed and the working rules adopted, influence the possible realization 

of » whole array of values. This may be difficult to comorshend by those 

brought up on orthodox equilibrium economic analysis. As noted before, the 

very methods of analysis have led to the separation of means and ends in 

i analysis, to the implicit adoption of efficiency as an absolute good, amd 

finally 1f followed out logically to the complete nefrality of “economic 

analysis" to the “ends" of society, however chosen. But life will not 

have it so, and either economists mast broaden their vision and methods of 

; enalysis or they will forfeit the grent trast of society which they have 

aseumed and become pure functionaries. 

The examples abound of the actual outworking of mibliec programe and 

policies which do promote # plurality of values. The A.AeA. was condemned 

at the outset and still, ae o thearting of efficiency, as a distortion in 

the “use of resources". Yet every analysis of the operation of the A.A.A. 

which has come to the writer's attention concludes that efficiency in pro~ 

duction ems actually increasd by these A.A.A. On logical grounds one should 

expect to find efficiency actually promoted by security of expectations. 

Qa experience substantiates this. ‘The really serious criticisms of the
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operation of the A.A.4. turn on other values. ‘The allotment of acreages and 

especially market quotas are rationing of economic opportunities. The allot- 

ments attech to property rather than to persons. Consequently, the program 

has greatly modified the opportunities, the liberty and freedom of non- 

property owning farmers. Consequently the challenge to economists is not 

that they forsake the attempt to promote efficiency, but that they broaden 

their analysis so thet it will be more relevant to, and relative to the ac- 

tual operations of the world of affairs. Efficiency in production is the 

great vehicle of social progress. The need for promoting efficient produc- 

tion in dairy farming in Wisconsin, for exemple, in the postwar era, will 

probably be greater than ever before. It is also a logical certainty, that 

if we measure all public efforts by the criterion of efficiency, we are in- 

viting the decline of rural civilisation. "Man does not live by bread alone”. 

A farm program designed solely to promote efficiency, whether measured vri- 

vately in terms of dollar returns to the firm, or generally in terms of out- 

put ver man hour, will eventually produce inefficiency. Wo one value, even 

equality, can be mede absolute without invoYking hide upon us: 

The problem is then how to devise ways to do things, that really pro- 

mote civilization. The essence of this finally comes down to the judgement 

of persons, in their own lives, or in their positions of responsibility in 

society generally; how to achieve a belance of values - how to do things 

that will promote this balance. When looked at in this way we see that the 

anclysis of policy is the intricate, step by step evaluation of purpose and 

means in terms of consequences. This evaluation requires a completely inte- 

grated social science. When this is achieved or) the degree thet it is achiev- 

ed, it seems reasonable to conclude that it will result in a social science 

cognizant of the greet social distinctions within social activity, of purnose, 

valuation, organization, and means-consequences, with the recognition that 

discretion, mind, and the humen will sre necessary ingredients of any
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genuinely social process. Feonomists at this late hour are still awed and even 

. overcome by 2 presumed pattern of the physical sciences, and dominated by a 

mechanistic conception of social organization which is virtually devoid of 

social characteristics. The challenge of the future is to work out a truly 

social science, and to put economics on & footing where it can make the con- 

tribution thereto which civilization requires. When this is done, we shall 

find that maximum output for war does not constitute full use of resources, 

Out © social calamity. Resources, however definfed, imply purpose and the 

purpose of civilised living must govern their use.
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y Rewrite of Conservation Section 

(p.3, Public Policy Relating to agriculture) 

Public policies for better farming are in the long run of no avail 

unless the land retains its productivity. 

The present concept of land-conservation needs broadening. Land is 

more than soil, it is an organized body in whith soil, water, plants, and 

animals are functioning parts or “organe"., When this organized body renew 

itself indefinitely it is healthy. When it fails of self-renewal, it is 

sick. 

It is improbable that any one component of land can remain healthy 

while another is sick. Thus erosion, or failure of soil to renew itself, 

is bound to affect the health of waterflow, plants, and animals, and vice 

versa, 

The present concept of conservation on farms fails to deal with land-as- 

aewhole. Thus the newly organized soil conservation districts have madé 

some progress in arresting erosion, but little in resting woodlots. 

Many items important to land+as-aewhole are receivi em attention at all. 

Some examples: the condition of underground waterflows and water tables, 

the retention on farms of a little marsh, a little bog, a sample of prairie, 

and the plants and animals that inhabit them. 

It 4s evident that some of these components of land are of economic 

importance to the farmer, while others clearly are not. Yet all of them 

are probably of ultimate importance to the welfare of the community. 

Education, then, mst, present conservation not only as self-interest but 

also as an obligation to the community. There are parts of conservation 

which are not profitable to the individual and never can be, but which 

are nevertheless profitable to the community in the long run.



The necessary division of conservation work among tureaus and depart- 

ments tends to perpetuate the notion that land consists of separate and 

independent parts, and also tends to subordinate those aspects of conserva= 

tion which are profitable only from the community viewpoint. It is probable, 

therefore, that the concept of land-as-a-whole mst be built up mainly by 

these agencies not divided into "bureaus", the farmers themselves, and the 

agricultural colleges.
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eo Jamary 4, 1945 

Go menbere of the Subcommittee on Public Policy: 

Professors Brink 
Proker 

™ paopold 
Pallett 
Wileox 

Ab’tached is a revised draft of four parta of the proposed 
eoumittes report on Public Policy. The seetiou on conservation 
iz not included; it will be sent as soon as vossible, 

I have tried to revise this statement in line with the h 
discussion of our last meeting. Alao, I have incorporated some 
suggestions made at the Postwar Planning Gonference, in line with 
the general policy of the College Pestwar Planning Committes, 

I hope that each of us can find the time to give the state- 
ment careful reading. Again, I have proposed a number of sugges- 
tions which the committee may or mey not consider advisable. 

I shell call you in arranging for a definite date of the 
committee, but could we plan on being ready to begin discussion 
of the statement sbout Jamary 107 

Profensor Froker is ameious that we complete this stage of 
our workt ag soon as possible. 

Yours truly, 

i K. He Parsons 

Ene.



PUBLIG POLIGIGS FOR WISCONSIN AGRIOULIUNR IN THE POSTWAR BRA; 
4 ROPORT BY TiS POLICY supcommITies or Tan 

POSTWAR PLAWHING GOMEITYRS OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Wisconsin public policies for postwar agriculture cannot a1] be 

ehosem in sdvance, Much of what we shall aged to de will depend upon the 

circumstances. But wa can md should think through different policy alter- 

matives so that we can aot both deliberately and decisively when the tise 

cones. 

Agricaltural policy is a balance of many parte. A plan is deviced 

te wlve some one problem: from this a policy may be developed te handle 

similar difficulties when they arise in the future. Statesmanship consiots 

in the sbility te visualise real public problema, devise adequate solutions 

aud eoordinate all the policies and programs inte a working whole. This is 

wach like rumming « farm. 4 former Dalances countless activities: agninst 

anth other in organising end operating hia form aa 9 going concern, fo 

with public policy and stateemanship. 

%@ con learn 6 great deal about how to proceed to build sound public 

policies for agricalture by observing the ways of a good farmer. It takes 

& long time for « farmer to work out a satisfactory plan of management and 

operation en his form. But gradually he finds a certain balenee in crops, 

in the kinds of Livestede kept, between crops grown, purchased food, and 

Livestock, very day some new problem comes up. Then some years there may 

be a Catastrophe of drought, flood, or livestock disease. The good farner 

vends every effort to overcoming that particalar difficulty; for this he 

tries something different, but he continues to fellew the tried and proven 

pratticss in other things. ‘The goed farmer doos not completely change his | 

farm organizetion every time some new variety ie introduced. Is
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9 with agricultural policy — new problems require aew policies, 

bat we should contime to use the proven policies wherever they are working» 

waccensfully. ‘The working out of new programs takes much time and attention, 

‘but later we can ait back md see how well the new jibee with the old, and 

judge the whole policy. 

Your committee has attempted to work in such fashion, Im whet 

follows we offer some euggestions ou what we Believe te be the urgent 

problems in public policy for Sisconsin agriculture. The policies need 

to be worked out so that we can better fit them into the tetal pattern of 

agriealtaral pelicy. We discuss some issues in policies relating to amploy- 

ment, farm ownership, oquality of opportunity, farm price supports, produc- 

tion control programe and 9011 conservation. These in our judgnente are 

Bow Limiting factors in agricultural policy. Some day we may solve most of 

these probleme satisfactorily, then the other problems will need attention, 

thea too policies devised from the problems of todey may be aecepted and 

used ag tried and proven. 

There is no need here to review all of the policies fer agriculture 

: whieh have proved their worth, and should be continued without question or 

ee hesitation, The contimed public support of agricultural research and 

|" giagahton 4 such & peLi@y, Ressarch Qecoveries on improved farm machines, (> 
varistios, and practices are the elements out of which farmers can select ye 
the ways to impreve their own farm orgeniestion, Similarly vith the policies 

of improving markets through inferwation and regulation, and the sponsorship 

of cooperative organizations in marketing, the ownership of farms by the 

operating form femily has alvays been encouraged av « public warpose in this 

country. ‘The continued suyport of such activities ia the very backbone of
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sound agricultural policy. Furthermore the encouragement to self-help and 

Yesponsible voluntary action through policies of honest information ond open 

discussion is of the very eauence of democracy iteelf, But no one policy con 

be adequate; agrigultural policy as a whole ia « amooth working tegether of 

many parts\and principles.) ¥e follow one until good Judguent indiostes that 
4% must de supplemented with a different kind of action. And in matters of 

Judgwent there will always be differences between persons. 

Perhaps 11 ¢sn agree, however, that the major policy deciaions which 

confront Wisconsin farmers grow out of these ganeral circumstances: 

(1) Feruors are living in = cohercialized world of industries, markets, cities, 

nase employment, dooms and depressions. (2) Increasingly, this isan ageof 
group sation -- in production, marketing and polities, (3) The world-wide / 
depressions, ware and revolutions of recent decades, and the insseurity ¢f the) |”) 
ness’ of the (comon people, have led tos great inerence in govermmental parti~ x 

Gipation in seonomic life all over the world, (4) We see, especially in this (et 

country that we heve teen extravagantly wasteful md even thoughtless in the =~ 

way we have used our resources, 9 2h ft": 

With thie common understanding, let us turn to « consideration of j 

sone of the current problems in publie policy of special concern to Yieconsin A 

formers. 

1. Radsing the level of Total Zeonentc Opportunities 

Farmers know that they cannot prosper in a world which has collapsed 

into depression and unemployment. fhia was proved between the two great world 

wars of this century. It will be even more true after the present war when we 

shall heve sowe thirty percent more farm products to sell, Glearly, nothing 

is more ieportant te farmers than an economy operating with a high level of Y
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eoployment, and a steady flow of adequate purchasing power. This ie true even 

(aagh vo vesegnise that 6 high Level of cuphegnenh dese not seessesrily Wing 

farm prosperity. 

Unemployment has been one of the curses of the world aince the last war, 

dnd the "recovery" measures in this country did not eucceed im bringing full 
employment -- only the war did this. It ie « sobering fect that the whole 

world ia now employed in making war. Furthormore, the very war effort has 

ineressed both the number of workers and their productivity, Consequently 

*foll" exployment after thie war will mesn many more jobs and a tremendously 

inereased total production, In this country wo had forty-five millien workera 

employed in 1999. after thia war we will need sixty million jobs te give full 

employment. 

Serious unemployment after thie war means depression. And a world-wide 

depression (nt Lisay oan thet denocratie-capitalion as we know 4t will be 

wiped out never to return in this age. the question before us is whether we 

Gen oliminate depression and unemployment by methods which preserve our yx 
livertios or whether circumetances and lock of social Lnventivenese will 

arive the world to sowe sort of totelitarianian. 

But we need courageous achion, not alara, In recent years, we have 

learned wach about the ways in chidh employment de created, We know, for 

@xnmple, that the total stream of purchasing power in our economy is determined 

by the wy in which we spend or eave our money incomes, Money saved by indi-~ 

viduals mist be invested if it is to contridute to the volume of jobs. tn 

shart we con eaintais « high level of employment only by investing eufficient 

money to bring our total apending up te the level required to maintain par 

chasing power. The greatest iseue in eupleyment policy is therefore the 

question of how we can achieve o auffieient volume of total investment -- beth
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private and public -- to keep our sconomy operating at full speed. 

We have all the materials for a great advance in health, comfort, 

and security 1f we are wise enough and courageous enough to use the re~ 

sources at our disposal, But central to this achievement ia the task of 

stabilizing our economy, to prevent depression and ereate the secure condi- 

tions for expansion of opportunities. In the effert the fiscal policies 

of the Federal goverment have a major part. 

Tt would take too long an analysis of investment and taxation problems 

to give these points adequate explanation here, But this mich can be made 

plain, The stabilization of the economy at @ high level of prosperity may 

require that the Federal government stand ready to undertake an extensive 

volume of public investments. If these investments are to be made wisely, 

they mst be well planned, fhe rural people of Wisconsin should examine 

the opportunities for public investments in their ow communities so that they 

will be able to participate in any possible future projeets, Gome public 

investments will be obviously needed ~~ schools, community centers, and roads 

for example, But it is sleo desirable that the rural people of Wiseonsin 

should consider how public expenditures may be made on private land, or for 

private interests which also serve the public interests. How far should we | om 

go in spending public money te invest in erosion control, er woodlet conser 

vation, or improved sentiiabion on private ferme or houses? 

Meany other important public issues are closely related to this central 

problem of maintaining a high level of employment. Ye merely mention three 

of thom: 

1, There is a need te train people for snd direet investment inte 

the "service" industries -- such as merchandising, tracking trans~- 

portation, repair shops, delivery services, professions, msie,
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" ote. feotories and ferme together omployed less than one-half the 

ut } American workers before tha present way, and for o long time the 

. proportions of the tetal employment provided by beth agriculture 

amd memfacturing has steadily declined. 

2. Taxation legislation will be bitterly fought in the years to come. 

We must have high tex revenues, perhaps sighteon billion dollars 

for the Federal gvernment alone, in comparison with eight billion 

before the present war. The interest slone on an expooted 300 

billie dollar debt will be eix billions of dollars a year, 

The handling of thie debt will require great atateemanship, it can 

be done only if we are willing to be taxed heavily ond use financial 

measures to help maintain « balance in the economy, These high taxes 

will require both a high degres of prosperity ma thet taxes be 

levied according to sound principles. In general, we need taxes that 

reise tremendous amounts of revenue which (#) do not so deplete mase 

purchasing power ag to bring on a depression, and (b) give incentive 

to private investuents, jobs, and production without allowing our big 

corporations to grow bigger and atill bigzer. 

3. A century ago we depended upon foreiga trade to take oway ourplus 

produgte to provide us with noaded investment funds ma goods. For 

many reasons the pootwar trade in agricultural products from this 

country do not soem Likely to bo very large. The prosperity of 

farmers of jmerida ig inevitably dependant upon a high level of 

aceanie deity Seile tnt yuvpttttags | et oN? 
The great national problems of employuont, taxation and trade way 

seow far avay from the farm homeg of Wisconain, Yot, ib is the oneration
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of the whole economy that actually provides the epportunities for #11 of us. 

the influence is indirect but real, between these yory broad problems and 

the price of milk, the level of farm income and rural welfare. Ye ean do 

the job, but only by hard work, clear thinking and earnest devotion to high 

purposes. But even if a high level of econemie opportunities be created by 

public action, this merely gives farm fonilies « fighting chance to mecoed 

in theiy own parposes. 

1%. Toward the Idea) of the Santly Zam 

Many public policies have aimed at the promotion of form ownership 

by the farm fomily, and to own their farm is also the goal of most fore 

femilies. But our experience tesches us that there are definite Limits 

deyond which public programs cannot go in furthering family fare ownership. 

Beyond these linits the destiny of the family farm ie in the hands of the 

family iteelf, 

The greatest contribution which public program could make te the 

attaionent of farm ownership by farm familios would be to stabilise our whole 

economy at a high level of prosperity, employment and production. fhis is 

the firet step in « public pelicy to make fouily farm ownership secure. 

The collapse of the whole economy during the poried between the ware 

wag the greatest blow ever struck against fomiiy farm ownership in this 

eoantry. The value of form property fell 44 billion dollars, a lose of 

wore than 50 percent, between 1919 and 1933. The realised net income to 

persons on farme from forming during this eaue 13 year period was only 

73 viliion dollare. In four of the years inventory leeses on farm property 

greatly omeeded net fara income.
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the depression in income and form property values wiped out the life 

savings of millions of farm families. In fact the whole of agriculture was 

virtually bankrupt during the deptha of the depression. although farmers 

have been more pradent in financial matters during this war than in the 

previous ona, a severe depression would again cause tremendous suffering and 

loss. A resaonably prosperous stabilised econowy would be s greet gain to 

form families by eliminating the conditions which heave frustrated and de~ 

feated the best efforts of many of the present generation of foruers. 

the attainment of a high volume of urban investments will give pro~ 

tection to future farmers by reducing the competition for lend, Anyone 

with sufficient money can tuy any farm in Wisconsin which the present owner 

de willing to sell to him. This means that land is available as an invest- 

wont, and as auch ia to be compared with investments in other fields. Yor 

this reason, the owmership, value and rate of return upon ferme in the fhture, 

will be determined in part by the investment alternatives of city people. 

the practi¢al significance of thie cones frow the fact thet something more 

than 100 billion dollars of individual «md corporate wartime savings will 

be in "Liquid" form ~ currency, deposits and J. 8, savings bonds by the ond 

of 1944.2 Perhaps 0 tonth of this amount is owned by farnors.2/ the longer 
the war lasts the larger this fund of liquid purchasing power becomes. 

fhe serious financial consequences of ware eppear to cone always from 

the sovings that accumulate, they can be used to sift greatly the balance of 

spending or ownership in the whole ecomomy. During this war unprecedently 

large savings have been accumulated. The size of current sccumulations of 

100 billions can perhaps be imagined when compared with a total value of 

34 billion dollers for all farm veal estate in 1940. 

L/ this ostinate from Schlictor, sumer, Present Savings and Postwar Merketa, 
1945, ve 

£/ From the spect of the tar on ats Finaneial Structure of Agriculture,
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This is not to say that any sttompt will be made to invest all the 

murplue funds in forme, Yet farm people should realise that unless good 

inveatsent outlets are crested in cities, by housing, plant exponeion, ete, 

that city investors in great mumber will try to tay forms, an indeed they 

have already done in the vielnity of large midwestern cities. Heavier tax- 

tion during thie war could have held down the volume of sevings. their use 

cam now de guided only by miblie price control or investment policies. This 

ie an added reason why formera ghould vigorously support » program for invest~ 

ment policies leading te high employment in urban industries. 

‘Thies digeuseion of idle urben funds may scom remote from farmeret 

problems to some, but history hes at lenat one significant parallel, At the 

outdroak of the Hapoleonie ware, the farmers of Bngland owned about one-half 

the lend they operated. Within 15 years efter the clone of the war, by 1830, 

virtually every former in England was a tenant, with elty investors buying 

the lend at prices beyond the reach of operating farmers - and they were un- 

doubtedly tought with city war profits. 

Tn many otetes farnera have urged thet some restrictions be plased upon 

the wardhase of farus by outside investors. Several atates have laws limiting 

or prohibiting the purchase of farms by now farm corporations. Such measures 

ave of doubtful value, however, in checking the purchase of Land by non-operators. 

The laws of real property insure so effectively the right to buy aid s01l land 

that restrictions effectively controlling lend trenefers are difficult to devise, 

whieh are not violetions of our constitutions, In view of this, form families 

must woly mostly on their ow efforte at savings and capitel accumulations if 

they would permanently own the farme they operate. Bat these efforts can be ‘ 

made more fruitful by policies which create feversble epportunities for farners,
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i Tho tine has cone, also, for the extension of mintéum labor standards 

fe Laer Aived on the Lange stale commercted turns, fray wosla proton the 

deably fuse tien tee wataky eampetition of leg gine tunes The principle 

wath should be fellowd in such Inder stsGarde would be one whteh placed oy) 

coupetition between all farms upoH the basis of techntaal efficiengy. over \\ 
the lang pull the fape-fantly will have to mateh the tecknieal operating effi- 
Jalus ghds adia But the requirement of miniwam hired farm labor 

otandarga Gould insure thet “factory” forms aid not get an advantage by hiring 

labor at unreasonably low wages, 

déncther important step in public pelicy is to create favorable credit 

alternatives for foruers. This part of the publie program has already beon 

pretty well achieved. ‘the credit progrems of the Farm Credit Administration 

axe degigaed to give formers credit on liberal business terms, Indeed the 

terms in long term loans which the Poderal Land Bank first introduced -- 

long tera uortgages, interest rates reflecting central credit market rates, 

and especially anortized payacnts -~ theese terme have now been accepted by 

the progressive lending agencies -- such as insurance companies, 

Although favorable credit terms can be a great help to farmers, they do 

not insure the achievement of ownership. They simply remove some more barriers, 

Direct public action can create opportunities favorable to the attainment of 

ownership, whether families actually do aequixe theiy own farms will finally 

depend on what they do for themselves. 

The final step in a public policy to encourage fare ownership, then, 

mast be one of supporting research to help farm families help themselves. 

im this way the power of ideas may be turned to the asuletance of farn 

families in the achievement of this goal of ownership. The farners of 

Wieeonsin have been thinking and working on these problems of ownerahip
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@ince the State was first settled. If we can all learn from the wisest and 

most miccesoful of these what practices they have followed, we should be 

able to pat family ownership on o more seoure footing. Thie requires meial 

Peseureh, both formal and informal. ‘Soeial research on ownership problems 

and practices con be just ag fruitful as any other kind of agricultural research. 

Gayiteal aceumlation is the limiting factor in the ownership of farms, 

fhe capital of form families ia the risk cushion in farm owmershin. The ups 

and dows of an unstable economy greatly influence the value of the eapital 

equities which farm fanilies own. But even if these general conditions ean 

be atabilized, there will s€111 romain the problem of individual savings and 

@apital acewmiation by the family. 

There are many reasons for believing that the farmere of the future 

who are able to acquire farms will bo mewbers of families whe wrk together. 

it is especially important thet fathers and sons workt out equitable arrange- 

mente for teaming up together. 4 young man vith only strong hands and no 

Gepitel cauno’ aacune the risks of 0 Wusinessy and if be could go in dav i 

for everything he could never pay off the mortgage in ordinary times. Compe 

tition keeps lator incomes of formera too low for that. An aging father with 

eepital but failing strength cannot keep « farm running at full eeparity. | 

Together father end sen con covhine atrength, Judguent ond aspitel -— te create 

a deeply satisfying wey of continuing the fauily on the home farm from 

generation to generation. 

III, quality of Oyportunity for Parners 

The belief in equality fe the mainepring of democracy. And it con- 

tinually goade all demeratic peoples on to see that none shall fall too far
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Dehind, Im America this qest for equality haz led ue on toward the ideal 

of equality of opportunity. this ie the means to the other great ends in 

public life declared in our Bill of Rights to be “Life, Liberty, and the 

Pursuit of Heppinags.* 

Unless we sence thie great paeeion for oquality, we cannot understand 

what fro? mon in America have tried te do. Im ite nome, farmers have fought 

ootly for free access to the land and lately for “parity.” Laborers have 

fought for the right to form unions, so they oan have some control ever job 

opportunities. Buginess mon heave fought for equality of texation, equal 

access to morkets, equality of freight cherges, m4 a0 on. Betwoon groupe, 

aad within groups, the struggle for equality ef opportunity has gone on and 

must go on as long as the democratic spirit lives. 

Ta the long view on public policy, farm people will de wine to ponder 

geome of the larger issues im the quest of equality. Sducation, inheritance, 

taxation, and am even chance for jobs,--these too are dimensions of the opper- 

tunities of farm youth. 

About one-half of our rural youth must find opportunities outside of 

forming. Consequently they need edueation that will so supplement their 

home training as to enable them te qualify and commete for the detter occupa 

tions elsewhere. This surplus of form youth also leads to keen competitions 

for opportunities in fareing; for this wort too our youth need the best of 

training. Consequently, our rural séhool system should help train the obilities 

of 521 mral youth for the ovoportunities which thay oan occupy. This ia the 

firet step beyond good health toward equality for farm youth. 

Through taxation, the state contimaliy rediatributes inceme and 

wealth. We need especially to be aler$ to the powers of taxation. I¢ has 

‘been said that “the power to tax is the powsr to destroy.” True enough,
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It ig aleo true thet the failure te tex wisely may lead to intelercbhie 

inequalities and seononi¢c inatability. Progressive taxation, with levies 

according to ability to pay, hes always been a cardinal part of demoeratic 

taxations. Sut perhaps of even greater importance in the long run would be 

the achievement of rough equality through rigorous inheritance taxes. 

Democracy would be served, snd opportunities made more equel, if no capable 

eiticens inherited more then enough wealth to give them a mere start in 

occupation, business or profession. Beyond that we should justify our lives 

by our own efforts. 

Bducation and equitable taxation are two great weapons in the campaign 

for equality of opvortunity bit beyond thia is the direct control of eprer~ 

tunities themselves. In farming, accesa to opportunity ie controlled by 

owmership. To occupy a farm you must come te terms with the owner. Similarly 

in business. In the last century in this country labor unions have likewise 

deen created to control access to job opportunities. 

It is especially important to farm people that ways be kept open for 

their children to seek occupations in meny directions. We cannot all form, 

and the choice of opportunities is the very essence of liberty. Consequently 

farm people should opvose restrictions of opportunities wherever found, But 

the opposition should be reasonable, not absolute. 

Ye cannot reduce modern industry to firms 00 amell that no one counts 

in the morket, Dat we con and should ospose sembinations in restraint of trade 

that are unproductive. We een and should enpose the use of patents to prevent 

both cometition and progress. Ye can support liberal public credit nolicies 

to help gmall businesses get wufficiont cwiteal. Tf can, finally, organise 

cooperatives which, if run efficiently, may break the monopoly grips of 

businesses there other zeasures fail, The list ia not exhaustive but it
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should indicate that there are many ways in which farmers can use their 

influence to keep opportunities relatively fluid in business. 

Similarly with labor unions, they too are a part of modern Auerica. 

They cannot be eliminated without a dictatorial government which would deny 

freedem to all. Again a "reasonable" course is the only practical way. 

Farmers cen help unions better serve the public interest by insisting that 

they be run democratically. Unions should have s public accounting of funds 

and gominely democratic election of officials. Furthermore, the unions 

should have reasonable rules for admission to a trade or union. Again, thie 

is simply a necessary part of denccrati¢c procedure, even though it ia impossible 

te define what 19 rensonshle exeept Wy investigntion of pertiouler elreenetanees. 

The sano problem of deworatic protection ef equality of opportunity is 

encountered wherever rationing ie used in the allotments of acreage or market 

quotas. This will be discussed below. The imortent point to note here is 

that equality of opportunity presents a perpetual challenge in an age of 

collective section. 

Finally, i¢ should be noted that the struggle to achieve equality of 

oppertunity has led in our day te a tremendous increage in legislation and 

governmental administration. Groupe are organized and represented into the 

imvisidle leglelatures and congresses which surround the duly elected assen- 

Dlies. This tee hes a place in the Ameriesn of the future. These pressure 

group representations cen make legislation more responsive te the meds of the 

people. However, such lobbying should be foresd out into the white light of 

publicity and open secounting for funds end influonce, 

Amid many uncertalaties, one fact stands out clearly -- the future 

opportunities of farmers will be greatly influenced by the way we work together 

within groupe and between groups. The challenge of achieving stable organi se-
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tions «dé workable procedures in group action is one of the genuine frontiers 

of the world today. — 

Re We pe 
1% done Sugreations on Possible Priee Qontro} Programe for Datmriag |. 

Im earlier sections of this report we have considered waye to make the 

whole economy work better. It will be fortunate for everyone if we are able 

te fully solve the riddle of unemployment in « democratic way, realise reasonable 

equality of opportunities among all classes of citizens, and steadily move closer 

to the goal of family ownership of farms. If realised thie will be « great 

achievenent -- end realisetion is net impossible. Hewever, to assume that this 

vlessed state of evente can be brought about readily ie not realistic planning. 

We whould work for the best but be prepared for something much vorse. 

Gar experience in the past 25 years auggesta that Wissonsin farners 

should, for their own protection, make a series of general plans which might 

be put inte effect if elreumstances require. Ye may visualise price supporting 

measures in three steps. The first step, the moet desirable certainly -- 

fall ewployment with vigorous demand and acceptable prices. But if this fails 

we should be prepared with a sevond step, temporary price supports te give a 

floor of security, operating without production control. Then, in the event of 

® geminely serious discrepancy between the demand for and the preduction of 

dairy products, we should hove ready thoroughly considered production control 

programs. It may be that the farmers of Wisconsin would agein conclude that 

production control programs were irpractical. But thorough discussion and 

understanding of such programs are a part of intelligent rejection. 

4. Present Programe for Dairy Farmers: 

There is no national farm program for dairying comparable to that 

for the "basic" crops: cotton, wheat, corn, rice and tobacco. And no
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major program is likely to be worked out unless the deiry farmers teke the 

initiative. 

Wineonsin forming has been a sort of stepehild in the previous farm 

programa, a8 operated through the A.A.A. Primarily, the programs have been 

donigned to stabilise (mostly inorease) farm prices of « few major erops, 

The techniques have been acreage allotments, storage loana, and market quotas, 

However wall they may work for the crops included, they obviously cannot 

do much for dairy prices} indeed if farm rides of grains are raised, 90 too 
are feed prices for Wisconsin farmers. 

Since 1937 the A.4.A. farm program hag emohasised soil conservation. 

Moat of the paynents made te Wiseonsin farmers have been supposed to support 

good conservation and management practices. Since your committer concludes 

that pris control and conservation programs should be separated, this effort 

will be discussed in the next section, on conservation policy. 

But there have been some price support programs. Since the depression 

of the thirties, we have had regulation of fluid milk markets under authority 

of both the State and Federal governments. This regulation hae been helpful 

to farmers especially where it resulted in improvenonts in the morkete. At 

present the market regulation of major interest to Wisconsin farmers is the 

Yederal Administration of the Chicago Market. This may be called an 

administered bargaining approach te the control of milk prices. 

Regulation occurs in interstate markets through licenses or market 

agreements, under authority of the original A.A,A. act, Market prices for 

fiudd milk are determined by the administrator, through negotiations, inves- 

tigation and findings of feet, with due regard to the supply and demand for 
milic im the market oren. The general purpose of such market regilations has 

boon to protect the farmers from the excessive bargaining power of mili
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dealers, Before the markets were placed under administration 1¢ was not 

unconmon for farmers to dear the major part of the burden of competition, 

Gempanies gained advantages for thamselves by diserimination sgainst formers. 

Many Wisconsin farmere sell fluid mile in the Federally administered Chicago 

market; about 5 percent of the gross farm income of Wisconsin is derived 

from sales in thig market alone. This program of market administration has 

a plage in any comprehensive national dairy program. ; 

Im 1938, eapecially, Federal loans were made to a dsiry marketing 

asso¢istion for the purchase of butter. In that year, loans were mate for 

the purchase of 124 million pounds ef butter. his was equal to 6 percent - 

of all creamery butter prodused during the year, 

Unlese the “surplus purchased in this way is worked off through 

velief channela, the supplies accumulated will eventually have to be sold 

through the reguler markets. Taig sort of withholding program cbviously has 

aome advantages, but the possibilities sre linited te eliminating temporary 

market disturbances. there the acowmlated stocks are given away, market 

leans ere simply enocther way of relief dispoasi. " 

In 1940, shout 27 million dellers were spent by Federal agencies 

im the purchase of dairy products for relief purposes. Purchases in 1941, 

and subsequently, have bean greatly reduced. In 1941, however, 13 million 

quarte of milk were distributed through sehool lunch programs. So far 

the purchases of "surplus* dairy products heave not been an important factor 

im the totel dairy markets. In 1940, for example, these purchases wore 

equal to only 1.5 percent of gross farm income from dairy products, 

The school lunch program, especially, hee real possibilities as a 

permanent public programy it serves the double purpose of improving nutri- 

tional standards «nd providing a market for dairy products. Sut we should
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mot expect too meh of it. It has been ealoulated that it wuld require 1.8 

billion pounds of milk te supply every school child in the United States 

with 9 half pint of milk per day at school. This volume is equal to 14 

percent of the present anmal production of milk; it is not known how much 

wach a program would redace the home consumption of milk. 

Be Production Prospects in Dairying: 

In 1943 we produced shout 118 billion pounds of milk, ustionally, in 

igh2 slightly more. Im 1943 production of milk was 863 pounds per person, 

including both our civilian population and persons in the armed services. 

Gone of these dairy products wont into lend-lease, wut we seek here » simple 

measure of the aixe of our milk production, Bight hundred sixty-eight pounds 

of milk per year is equal to about 1.11 quarts per person per day. fe should 

recognize too that most of the skim milk was not consumed as human food. But 

this single figure of slightly more than ono and one-tenths quarts of milk par 

person per day gives us a rough measure of our production, Yow let us ald two 

more figures. Yor the past 20 years, since 1924, which is as far back as esti- 

mates are obtainable, wo have been producing just a little more than a quart 

of milk per person per day, Both exports and imports have been relatively 

small, so this alse represents approximately the smount of milk used, 

Sone recent computations indicate that we should anticipate an annual 

U.S. production of 690 pounds of milk per person in 1950, if we have favorable 

prices, and continue te use and adopt good farm and dairy practices. This 

estinate i called a “bench mark" to help us keep our bearings as we work 

our way through this problem ef the postwar yours, There are a lot of “ife* 

back of this estiuates we can accept i¢ with considerable assurance, and we 

shall probably hove about thie production regardless of whether prices are
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very favorable. This production of 290 pounds per year will be equal to cbout 

114 quarts of milk par person per day if the population reaches Us) million 

by that tine. Thia is only slightly more milk per carita than we produced in 

1ghe and 19h3. In 1942, we consumed about #40 pounds of milk per cepite, Some 
estimates of total population, total snd per capita mili production are Listed 

in fable 1. 

me ae ee 
Selected Years 192% to 1950 

Year $$ Betimated Total Setimated Total Milk  etimated Total Milk Production 
Population Production U.8. Farms in Quarts of Milk per Parson per Day 

(000) (900,000 Lbs.) (Quarta) 

1924 113, 366 90,918 1.02 

19~ 122,497 99.998 1.04 

1935 126, 864 191, 355 1.02 

1940 132,456 109, 342 1,06 

gh 135, 604 117,689 1.3% 

1950 T4,000 130,000 1,24 

On the basis of these eatinates, ce osm soe that the per capite promotion 
of milk dees not, in prospect, acon veuy Gifterenh feen war yoenunh seeteation. 

When our boys come bad home, can we not consume oll the mili we are now predue- 

ingt One is tempted to answer yes, since only shout 5 to 10 percent of our dairy 

produetion is now being exported for consumption by persons other than our em 

axed forces. 

Yot to dismiss the postwar dairy demand so quickly would be a hasty snewer 

indeed. Auy one of you can think of many reasons why we cannot oy simply: since 

we wuld consume the mil equivalent, as butter, cheese, evaporated milk, cream, 

fluid mils, ete. and one and ome-eighths quarte per person per day now, if we could 

get it, wo cam ad will consumes as mach, or a little more, in 1950. Rationing, 

especially of meat, crestes a demand for dairy products. Also, people cannet tay
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cars, new houses, radios, and a thousand other things, which leaves nore money 

for food. Furthermore, we now have « tremendous yolume of employnant at high 

wages. Finally we are now using, oad will in the future use, a higher proportion 

of our total milk supply for buman food. 411 of these things together make the 

price cutlook much less optiatatic, 

Porhape we can put it this way. Should we expect that rersons in this 

euunbey <2. wee 4 total mile equivalent of dairy prodnets, 8 or 9 percent 

greater per person after the war than in the period 1935 te 1940, 

The total production of and demand for agricultural products met be 

considered before one can get o full view of the outlook for milk. his cannot 

be undertaken here, but a few pointe can be made. Food production in the United 

States is now shout one-third greater then before the war with total agricul- 

feral produetion up one-fourth. Givilians are now consuming bout 75 poreent 

of our total food production; our service mon another 10 percent. This indi- 

ates that we shall hove about » 15 percent aurplue of food after the war with 

vravent asles of produetion unless the ver esvita consumbion of food is 

increased. ; 

e 
in view of the large prospective production of milk ond the uncertainty 

of @ sufficiently high demand to ineure good prices, the committee suggests the 

following weagures as possible elements in = price control program for milk. 

It will be presented in two steps, secording to the supposed cireumatances 

under which the program might operate. 

(1) Sapposition I: The assumed cituation. It is aseumed: (a) that 

wil production will continue at « high level regardleas of orice; (b) that 

there will be genuine nutritional need for all milk offered for sale, and that
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the milk will be nesded te correct nutritional deficiencies of persons previously 

without sdequate milk; (¢) that the nation embarke upon a positive program of 

gorrecting nutritional deficiencies; (4) that the demand for non-farm uses will 

not be sufficient to avold temporarily depressed prices. 

It is proposed that; (a) the government should sither purchase efficient 

daiey products directly in the market and distribute to the poorest and nest 

‘moody families, or use a daizy atemp plem, to insure that a minimum auount of 

milk should be available for children in families without sufficient income to 

bay milk. ; 

It 4s recognized thet 1¢ would be better to have jobs and rossonable 

incomes for all, but when employment has been pushed to the feasible maximum 

there will still be some poverty and unemployment. 

[ (b) 2f the total production of mile is not axcegaive, im terns of autri-~ 

tional needs, the moxket price of dairy products should be allowed te drop te 

eit a level a¢ which the full production will sell, i 

waft (¢) tho Federal gvernnent should then make guch a payment direct te 

ae farmers as would bring theiy returns up te some reasonable minimum price. It 

| should be remambored that this prepesal is based upom the assumption that the 

| low prices ef milk «re due te a failure of demand rather tham a production 

beyond needs, Obviously wich a program could not be used for cotton which 

4@ sold extensively in the world markets. 

: (4) A new minimum “fleor* or “security” price ehould be worked out 

that sould replace the "parkty® price included in the present AAA. lowe 

This point requires considerable amplification. 

(2) Some suggestions on 9 substitute for wresent "parity” price. 

dug pablic orice stabilization program mast heve some standeré of a 

Feasonable pries. Basentially this stendard of reasonableness mast be defined
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by the legislative branch of government, in order to fall within the requirements 

of constitutional government, and avoid illegal delegation of power. A clearly 

defined standard of reasonableness also minimizes arbitrary acts of administre- 

ters and provides a measuring stick by which to Judge the effectiveness of admin- 

istration. The various "parity" concepts in present agricultural legislation 

meet this requirenent of a public standard, tut thoy have other deficiencies. 

Parity prices, in general, are intended te be fair prices — prices 

whieh give farm products a present purchasing power equal to the purchasing 

power whieh they had before Yorld War I, 1910-1914, Parity prices sre then an 

attempt te give farmers "equality" with other groups by direct public action. 

Many difficulties have arisen in the use of “parity prices." The base is a 

long way off from the present ~~ two wars away. Yor new or expanded crops it 

ig not possible to get good statistics for early perieds. Yor others the 

demand has changed groatly. The Congress has deen under recurrent pressure 

to change the forms so that a higher parity price would be computed. Beyond 

thie, parity prices do not aseure parity income, since income is price tines 

quantity. 

But the “parity” idea has been useful, along with its defects when 

one aske what has the “parity’ price actually done? The answer appears to be 

that 1¢ hes given formers « standard by which some security could be put in 

farm prices. 

In view of this we ask this question, why not work out a "security" 

price forma which would be aimed directly at putting a floor in realized 

milk prices. In short why not aim at a more modest goal ~~ not full equality 

either of prices or income, but « security income, This tee would be a part 

of equality, but 1% would be equalising epportunities by measures comparable 

to minimum wages or unemployment benefits. If deiry farmers head the assurance
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thatthe Rotten would not again fall out of milk prices, they could proceed 

with long time production plans, 

Ae long as ‘equality’ is the goal of parity prices, the parity price 

formia will be in the center of political contest. The seeking after 4 more | 

modest political goal should invelve the price in less volitical pressure, 

especially if the “security® price were used to pay farmera for the continued | 

service of producing « valuable food even during depression and low prices. 

In fact & deginning has already been made in public legislation for the | 
construction of o “security” price formila for milk. In 1937 « special forma 

for milk prices was introduced into the market agreement provisions of the 

original Agricultural Adjustment Act. 

the level of prices which it is declared to be the policy of = | 
sortie sents, Sia ower aes 

rines Seitans imsshen nant stir sont, 
milk or its products in the marketing area te which the con- 
templated marketing agreenent, order, or amondment relates. * 

This actually points to something very different from a fair share of 

the national income. The formula directs that the administrater shell take 

inte account the price of feeds and other major supply ond demand fectora. If 

the formula were expanded to include some of the other necessary costs including 

a minimum living stendard for a form family of average operating efficiency we 

might have a fairly workable conception of « winiwam security price. In addi~ 

tion, such a forms algo points in the direction of using resources efficiently 

by allowing the level of prices to be directly related to the setuel production 

and market alternatives of milk producers. I¢ should be emphasised, however, 

that the "seourtty" price so computed would not be equal to the expected market 

price, except in herd times, Rather it would be « floor prices below which prices 

would mot be allowed to go in times ef stress. The holding of such @ floor price 

might, however, become Lmpoesible under some extreme circumstances without
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produgtion control. This leads to the consideration of mesures for periods 

of severe price depression. 

(3) Suppesition 11. Circumstances which wight justify a production 

control program. (1) That milk prices are below or are in proapect of going 

below the reasonable *seourity" price floor because either (a) the country is 

in ouch @ serious depression that consumers generally have been forced to 

drastically curteil their purchase of dairy products and the congress has re- 

fused appropriations for adequate surplus purchase or continued government 

security price payment te farners as outlined sbeve, or (b) there ie setually 

a gurplus of wilk produced over o reasonsble minimum of physical mutritions! 

needs. In short, thet there is a sudden and great discrepancy between normal 

market demand and prospective production. Such « circumstance is likely te 

occur only with cataclysmic changes in the sconomic system, but each a chenge 

444 occur in the morket for cotton after the last war. 

Although it ia not possible to deseribe exactly and briefly such « 

state of depression, it is in some auch circamstances as ancumed above that 

dairy farmers might be seriously seeking the security of « production control 

Programe Sat regardless of how, when, or whether such a situation may occur, — 

dairy formers might well consider what a gemine production control would 

entail, 

a) Some general considerations: 

(2) Beiry farmera can do 9 great deal to control dairy production 

im the short run by « cut-back in cow numbers through atlling. 

: (2) Any production contrel program is intended to raise prices. 

Yet it is mot in the long run interest of Wisconsin formers 

to raise milk priees so high that farmers in other sections of 

the country are induced to shift te dairying when their 

greatest relative advantage is in some other line of production.
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(3) A production control program which actually raises prices Limits 

the discretion and freedom of a farmer to plan his own fam 

organisation. his may well be a lesser evil than ruinously 

low prices, but it dees suggest that a production contrel pre- 

gram that permits seme choice of alternatives is desirable, 

Always the controls should be the minimum necessary to achieve 

the purpose. Again, by using production control to attain some 

floor price rather than a full parity price, the controle may 

alae be minimized. 

b) Some positive suggestions for a production control program. The 

suggestions are made for the purpose of planning -- better proposals 

gan undoubtedly be discovered through wide diseucsion. 

(1) A production quote for mile should be granted in terns of total 

anmal milk produstion rether than by number of cows or acres 

in the fozmm. This would recognise that milk production involves 

a bed, equipment and ability (“know-how’) ag woll se land, fhe 

quota should be based upon the capacity and produce milk ag 

indicated by the combination of factors and ability. 

(1) Comments: ‘There is so much variation im the individual 

capacities of beth cows and acres that any rationing of 

quotas in terns of these simple units would completely 

diarupt established production patterns. To base the 

allotment on number of cows would encourage both the 

keeping of poor cows and intensive feeding of good cows. 

To base the allotment in acres would put » premium on 

both poor land management and poor aol, unless oxtrene 

Gare end complicated computations were made to allow . 

proper quality differentials.
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(2) The anal production quotas should therefore become personal 

getanieg ~» eithdttual va. en tien testi ellie Wins Ye Wein teh 

(1) Commente: If the quotes vys'mde to persons, they eocld 

not be enpitalized inte-Land values as have serenge allot 

nont sévanteges in séme of the erop control programs, If 

they vere nade non-transferable they eould not be oart- 

talized at ail, consequently the anmial milk production 
quotas be granted only by some allotment boerd, 

rodon = cane ih tin ae 
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of the death or retirement of the kmeband and father, 

(3) Annual production quotas ghowld be achieved by economic sanctions 

rather then by criminal penalties. Tho inducement to stay within 

an ontunl milk production quota should be the opportunity te 

receive some sort of dividends. 

- Comment: If a fareer had an ammal herd base of say 200,000 

pounds of milk, he could be offered a paywont equal to the 

differences Detween the market price and a miniman security or 

fleor price -- provided he stayed within his basa. or cases 

of over-run the paymenta could be gradually reduced, with de- 

ductions from payments made at probably 5 tines theearning 

rate per hundred-weight -- where production exeesded the quote 

by 10 pereent. Where the farmer vroduced sufficiently in excess 

of his base he would reecive the going market price for milk, 

nO more, no less.
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(4) Quotas for mon on now farms could be arrived at through an 

apprenticeship period. any former could be allowed to produce 

any amount of milic he so desired, bat a beginning former wuld 

have to establish a right to » "base" by firat producing and 

selling milk for some stipulated period of time. During this 

apprenticeship peried he would get only the market price; shen- 

ever he elected to come inte a production control program his 

previously established production could serve as the base from 

which hie base would be galeulated -— presumebly by applying 

the aeme ratios of reduction from previous production bases as 

established farmers. 

It is recognized that such control measures wuld not be easy te 

atuinister. but the task would not be impossible. Two general nointe should 

be kept in mind in evaluating any proposals for production control. (1) They 

should be considered only an a last resort, because they represent a rosetble 

course of action shers the economy, or » part of it, is in collapse. They are 

last diteh measures for an economy in the ditch. (2) Consequently the choice 

need not be made and cannot be made between production control and some "free 

economy operating at fall speed, Rather, the cholew will be made between « 

winimum of security through production control and the helplessness ef indivi~ 

daale to stave off bankruptey ond disaster in a prostrate economy.
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November 22, 1944 

Mr, W. W. Wileox 

wae We 

" eo Policy Sub-Committee 
" Aldo Leopo’ 
“ 8. B. Pallett 

Gentlemens 

Attached ig « rough draft of « possible report by our 
Planning Sub-Committee on Agricultural Policy, 

The present draft ia beth rough and long, but it may 
give us something to work on. I have tried to combine the 
various contributions from committees members and the results 
of our discussions inte something of an integrated statement. 
I have also suggested a mumber of possible programs to imple- 

ment our planning. In doing this, it has been necessary to 
take a more or less definite stand on controversial issues. 

T am sure the comittes will want to give any euch suggestions 
their mst careful attention. 3 

The Post-War Planning Committee, as 2 whole, recently 
met to discuss publication of the comittests work. Although 
no definite policy was agreed upon, it iv clear that committee 
reports may be mimeographed at least and published in the name 
of the sub-committee. We should keep this possibility in mind 
in constructing our report, 

The committee will mest to discuss revisions, ete. at 
2:30 pete, Monday, November 27 in room 300 Ag. Hall, I hope 
the whole committee can be present. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ke He Parsons 

ine.



SOMM PROBLINS If PUBLIC POLICY CONPRONPING WISCONSIN PARNERS 

A public policy is a plan of action adopted to achieve public purposes, 

to have clear cut policies we must have definite purposes and know how they 

ean be achieved, Folicies and purposes are public which take into secount, 

in an organized way, the consequences of our actions upon ell citizens, We 

take this account through some organized unit of government by agreeing 

upon working rules which protect basic rights yet guide our activities, 

Public policies, then, are policies which guide our activity as it is organized 

or directed by actions of government toward public purposes, Public purposes 

are those intended accomplishments which promote the great aime in social 

life, such as liberty, equality, security, efficiency and the development 

of capable citisens, 

| We see the workings of public policy all about us. We have a public 

policy for education which includes in Wisconsin, compulsory support of 

schools through taxes upon property owners and required attendance by children 

until the age of 14, We have a long~standing policy which provides for private 

ownership of land, through the working rules which we call property, Sut 

there are many public questions for which no satisfactory policy hae been 

worked out. Some are discussed in this statement, 

It may be helpful to understand these several problems if we get 

Clearly in mind two or three basic distinctions, First of all public policy 

must be concerned with general rules by which all of ue guide our actions, 

rather than vith the details of what ench of us do, Public policies and 

public action prepare the way for individuals to exercise their own abilities, 

Policies implemented by education are intended to strengthen the abilities 

of our people, Policies for direct governmental action are directed primarily 

toward the creation, utilization, or expansion of opportunities for individuals,
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The American people believe atrongly in equality of opportanity, ‘This purpose 

runs deep in many of our public policies, It should sleo serve ae a giiding 

etar for future action, but no single purpose can serve as an adequate guide 

for policy. 

: the subcdmuittee on policy hae not attempted to make an exhaustive and 

complete anmilysis of public policies of interest to Wisconsin farmers, Instead, 

we have chosen to discuss » fow policies which we consider strategic and primary, 

Consequently, thie statement on policy attempts an analyais of problems at 

three levelat (#) Some broad national policies for government action which 

affect farmers slong with all other citizens; (b) Policies for action by state 

or uational governments and implemented by their powers directly or specifically 

for farmers; and (¢) Some suggestion for action by individual farm families ) alee 

based solely upon education, 

A. Some vbrosd national policies for government action affecting the whole economy, 

but which are strategic in the future opportunities of farmers, 

i I, Policies intended to influence the level of employment, 

i Farner have many direct interests in the volume and conditions of 

employment off the fara, About 40 to 50 percent of their children will work at 

something other than farming, Zhie moans that about one-half of the job 

opportunities of the farm family ere in towns or cities, But beyond this there 

is the interdependence of town and country through the markets for goods ond 

services, he markets of dairy farmers are especinily dependent upon good urban 

incomes and © high level of non-farm employment, 

le Poll employment after the war, 

a, ‘he problem. In 1944 about 64% willion persons are either 

in the armed services or at viet in this country, In 1939 we employed about 

45 million persons, After the war many older persons and women will quit their 

jobs, dut we shall need about 60 million jobs te have “full employment* ~ a» third 

more than in 1939. This is the menmure of the task of re-employment when the war
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ends, During the war we have put 11 million men in the armed services, and 

have drawn almost oa many additional persons into other work, ‘Theee additional 

workers have come from the ranke of the previously unemployed, older or retired 

workers and women, 

Between October 1940 and September 194%, about 1,500,000 men have been 

drawn from American farms, ‘heir places have been filled mostly by women, if 

at all, This 4e equal to approximately 15 percent of the usual working force 

in agriculture, In Wisconsin, the farm population declined about 10 percent, 

between 1940 and 1943, (See report of Subcommittee on Postwar Trends.) ‘this 

magus that the loss of farm population iu Wieconsin has been relatively less 

than in the country ac a whole, “ven so there has been a drastic change in 

rural population in Wisconsin, with several counties in northern Wisconsin 

lesing sore than 20 percent of the tetel population between April 1940 and 

March 1943. If jobs are available many of these workers will undoubtedly stay 

in towns and cities after the war, 

f It 4 e question as to how much room there will be for returning soldiers 

/ and vorkers in farming after the wer, There will undoubtedly be many opror- 
tunities, since about 60,000 or e third of the farm operators in this state are 

past 55 years of age. Accurate information is not available on this point, 

although we may be sure that arrangements are already being onde on thousands 

of farms for the return of at least one som, ‘Sut farms can adsorh only ao snall 

part of the workers who will be released from war work or the militery when war / 

ende, Yor many decades a amaller and smaller proportion of our people have 

found work on farms, Between 1920 and 1940 there has boon « decrease of & 

percent in the actual numbers of persons on Yiecensin farms, This suggests 

Clearly that we shall have in the country actually fewer reel opportunities in 

farming softer the wer than before. Yet as noted above, thers may be as many 

as 15 million more workers seeking Jobe. Where and hew can these persons find
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jobs? It ie s challenge and a public opportunity, A very large proportion 

of these 15 million potential workers have been uprooted by the wer, They 

have come from everywhere ~ servicemen from every neighborhood and surplus 

workers from our farms, the hills, dying villages, and cities where their 

skills could not be used, Many of them have seen the world and real oppor 

tunities mist be theirs, 2nt where and how? 

On first thought, one may suppose that the Jobs will be in factories, ; 

«Af at all, But this ds not Likely, Manufacturing is going through an adjust- 

ment somewhat like farming. Fewer and fewer people can do more ond more work. - 

We maet think beyond factories, to housing, public improvements and especially 

to what are called the service industries, In fact, the service industries 

appear to grow relatively sore important as we become more efficient in farming 

and mamafecturing. “Service® is « ¢ateh-all phrase thet includes 411 sorts of 

i jods, in stores, transportation, communication, and teaching, on newspapers, 

as doctors, mechanies, and so on, ‘There are many now speciel service jobs coming 

' ‘wp in connection with farming ~ feed grinding and mixing, trucking, hatching of 

chickens, veternarion work in connection with disense control and artificial 

insemination, service in government programs for agriculture, growing of hybrid 

seeds, and so on, Anyone familiar with farming can compile a long list of jobs 

that directly touch and serve fara homes and busines, ; 

How these jobs may be found or created, and then filled by qualified 

persons, is the central task of postwar employment policy, It is a tremendous 

task, bot the way it is done will have more influence on the future welfare of 

farm people than anything else in the postwar era, A combination of policies 

will be needed, ‘Some of the more important are now discussed, 

b, Smining for the Jobs 
A program of rural education that will insure that the surplus 

fern population will have the ability to £111 the desirable jobs, Attention 

should be directed especially to job and business opportunities in the service
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industries, Here special skills and expertness count, Our educational rurel 

programe should insure that the abilities of rural youth are trained and 

developed equally as such as the abilities of their city cousins, 

C, Finding the job 
We need ways to help our farm boye who wish to, or aust, find 

jobs elsewhere, We already have a national employment service, now « part 

of the War Man Power Commiseion, If the local farm commmities and the schools 

which give special training had close cooperative ties with such an organization, 

it might help many rural youth to find jobe which are permanently satisfying 

and useful, 

a, Greating Jobs. 

| ‘Phere must be jobs, or training and placement cannot help much, 

Bow jobs that lest are crested is the great puzzle of the modern world, Much 

. thought and public experimentation have gone into the search for answers to 

this puzzle. Yeonomists are now generally agreed on much of the answer, but . 

to understand it we must lock behind the jobs at such things as the way we 

spend, save, or invest our money. ‘Taxes are also important, 

We all now receive most of our income in the form of money, This money 

ie simply a form of purchesing power, With it we can buy other things, Sach 

of us has our own plans for spending or saving our incomes, That is our own 

business, as ve sometimes say, As individual families we decide whether to 

buy clothes, something for the house, « new machine, pay something on the 

‘ mortgage, or perhaps we put the soney in the bank, All this is everyday stuff, 

But whet we all do, in our individuals affeire an4 in our business, makes a lot 

ef difference in the way jobe are created, 

We now see that the only way that all of us together can save anything 

ie to invest our money, and when we invest our money we put it inte something 

that will last a while and be useful to people, When so invested it is spent
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and again comes back to us as more income, that we spend on daily needs, for 

food, clothes, gasoline ant ao on, all goes back into our total stream of income, 

but the money that lays in the bank, or hidden around the house is idle, Vhen | 

it ie idle, the stream of income io reduced by that auch, which moons fewer jods 

ond lees money in the markets and so we siaply “save ourselves out of Jobe and 

markets, 

in brief, our total income can only equal what we consume plus what we 

invest, unless the government keeps pouring new money into the income stream, 

If monoy is idle, investmenta are lees, and in turn totel income is reduced, 

Thus the income stream 4s reduced to the point again where our total income 

subsequently is just equal te consumption plus investments, A pioneer people 

in s new country consume Little and pot their efforte into building railroads, 

factories and the like, but as e country gete equipped with these things it ean 

then afford comforte and vervicer not available to pioneer people, Amerioa is 

now Wealthy enough to be able to live well and have 211 sorts of service industries, 

if we can solve this riddle of yutting our money to work, 

4. Investment policy and employment. 

Three points at least, should be considered in o total investment policy, 

(1) If consumption pluc private investment is not great enough te keep the economy 

operating at fall capacity then the only way to avoid unemployment and depression 

is to spond public money, 

(2) If public spending is necessary, then a public investment policy must 

be worked out if money de mot to be wasted, This means that we should hove a program 

for genuinely public investment, Ye have such a program for highways and other 

public improvements, There ore mony public service needs such ac comunity 

hoepitals, which could be filled by ypablic investment, There are many who believe 

that a program of public housing must be undertaken, partly to stimulate employment 

anid partly to provide shelter for the millions of people who can neither afford to
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to own their homes or poy sufficient rent to make private building worth while, 

One of the difficulties of creating work by extensive public investment 

ie the uncertainty created in the plans of private investors, but this uncer- 

tainty can be avoided with clear-cut policies followed over the years; new 

divisions between public and private investment have been made before, Schools 

and main roads were wholly private property st one time, If it becomes necessary 

to choose between depression and public investuent, we should choose the latter 

courageously, Yurthermore, © real program for public investment would encourage 

and etimulate private investment over the long pull, 

(3) In our plane for a better and pormanent agriculture in the postwar 

yeoara, the rural people of Wisconsin should give serious thought in every 

community to worth while public projects that will be of genuine conmnity 

service, The public aspect must be kept clearly in mind, Yor example, there 

are great needa in virtually every rural Wisconsin commmnity for greater attention 

to #011 coneervation, However, there is a limit to the help that the public 

could afford to give to a private land owner, to improve his own land, 

A fow broad statements such ac these cannot adequately cover a large topic, 

euch ae the relation between jobs and investment, But it is important that all 

of us, as citizens, have some understending of the real nature of these connections, 

Yaploynent at a high level is necessary for « healthy agriculture, but you do not 

create jobs merely by talicing about them, 

2, Zamation and employment. 
Taxes will be heavy after the war but they need not impoverish us, 

In fact, taxes can be & means of helping maintain a well balanced economy, includ- 

ing high employment. ‘axes and public spending are two sides of the same thing, 

‘ hey are two of the principal balances in our economy, which depends upon 4 large 

stream of purchasing power, widely diffused, But fow people willingly pay taxea, 

they reduce the amount of our income that we ean spend ae we please, Also there 

will be endless contests in the legislatures and congress over who should pay
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and how mush, Farmers, especially through their organizations, should be 

on guard to see that taxes are levied in a reasonable manner, A good tax is 

one which produces good resulte or has good consequences, Any major tax will 

have sany different effects upon cur economic Life, We should, therefore, judge 

& tax by the wy it serves different public porposes, 

Our government must heve large revenues for & long time to come, 

especially the Pederal qvernment., We shell have a Federal public debt of sone~ 

| thing Like 300 billion dollars at the close of the war, ‘the payment of interest 
alone on this debt will require s minimus of 5 to 6 billion dollars » year, 

Beyond this there will be enormous charges for care of the disabled veterans and 

all the other services of government. “hese expenditures can be mot if we keep 

our economy working at anything like full eapacity. The wy these taxes are 

collected will greatly affect the way the economy operates, It will be even 

more inyortant, therefore, that taxes be levied secording to sound principles, 

and these principles will sometimes be in conflict with each other, Yor example, 

it is necessary that our total tax program shall not destroy mass purchasing 

power, Most economists now agree that the consumption expenditures of the great 

mass of our people are the largest single factor in keeping our economy operating. 

Thies requires that taxes be levied according to ability to pay, that consumption 

(sles) taxes should be discournged, As an offset to this, however, the tax 

policy aust not greatly discourage the incentive to do something, An adequate 

volume of investment ia dependent upon the willingness of investors to put their 

funds to work, ‘the way taxes influence incentives is very difficult to measure, 

and competent tax authorities disngree creatly over it, but it is an important 

consideration in current tax policy, 

Although we aay be sure that many of the major legislative battles will 

be fought over tax bills, it is not poseible to foresee the exect details of 

those struggles, But these contests will offer organized farmers an opportunity
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and a responsibility to use their grest influence on strategic public isoues, 

Already a campaign is underway to modify the Yeders] lew so as to remove the 

present preferential treatment of cooperatives in the Federal income tax and 

the co-ops are fighting the attempt, There will be eany more atrugeles of 

comparable significance where the advisable course of action for farmers will 

not be so easy to choose, This will be the case sapecially in legislation 

over the income tax on corporations, These contents my seem remote to farmers, 

but their consequences will have the deepest significance for a11 citizens, 

If the plea is made that the proposed change in taxes will increase the incentive 

for investment we should be sure thet the prospective benefits are demonstrated, 

Organized farmers should also be on guard to eee if any proposed corporate tax 

reform actually promotes now investwents, especially in the field of service 

industries where new businesses sre most urgently needed, and does not turn 

out to be a method of giving our large corporations & chance te grow still larger, 

Some of the corporations already have great economic power; they have 

enmend to huge financial resources, ‘he mamgers of corporations decide how to 

spend, or distribute billions upon billions of dollars of our national income, 

As a practical matter, the way these billions are handled greatly influences our 

whole economy, Thie fe not because of any purposes which the managers of 

corporations my have, nor does it mean thet these men are "bad" folks out to 

ruin the reat of us, It is simply thet the disposition of euch large funde 

aetually influences the delicate financial balance of our modern economy. These 

private concerns are becoming semi~public institutions, If, for example, the 

great corporations were to decide to put aside large reserves of cash and to 

defer plant repair, replacement, or expansion, until prices were lower, this in 

iteelf might actually hasten a depression through reducing total incones by 

reducing investments, It is the practical necessity for reducing the diseretion 

in the use of company funds by the managers of grent corporations thet led to
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the enactment of the Federal undivided profits tax, This same necessity sets 

the limit beyond which incentive taxmtion of corporations should not go. Wo would 

allow free discretion in the handling of earnings and surplus at the rick of 

Fe tet” Beats LEE Ge creating Harployment, 
Yor several years international trade hae been declining relative to total 

production. ‘his trend will likely continue, As the industrial techniques and 

the findings of science are put to work all over the world, the comparative 

advantage of one country over the others tends to disappear, Consequently, the 

trade between countries will likely come to deal more in strategic materials or 

in products wherein there remains marked differences in productive ability due 

to location or climate, 

the net outcome of these adjustments, to which only the barect mention 

can be made here, promises to be world economy in which the volume of international 

trade is the result rather than the cause of a high level of production and 

employment in domestic economies, 

®, Intermational trade in deiry products, 

American dairy farmers have produced for the home market, and their 

production has been about equal to the national consumption of dairy products, 

In 1938, for example, the total amount of dairy products exported was valued at 

6,4 million dollars, Dairy imports were valued at 12,1 million dollars, most 

of these imports being foreign cheeses, In this same year, the gross farm income 

from dairy produet« we 1,741 million dollars, ‘otal exporte of dairy products 

accounted for only about one-third of one percent of total dairy farm income, 

In this same year, by contrast, exports of cotton wore equal to more than one- 

third of the farm velue of cotton fibre, or slightly more than one-fourth of 

the combined farm value of cotton lint and cotton seed, Cotton farmers have 

long been greatly dependent upon foreign markets; so have the producers of wheat, 

and pork, but to a lesser degree.
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During the present wr the production of dairy products has been 

inereaged considerably, We produced 1,11 quarts of milk per person per day in 

1943, Prom 1924 to 1935 we produced just a little more than a quart of milk 

f per person daily, with 1,02 quarts being earerage daily production in each 

of these two years, Since 1935 we heve increased our production 9 percent, 

when messured on the per capita basis, This raises the question as te whether 

dairying in the United States may not also be confronted with an export surplus 

after the close of the war, 

two additional factors mey still further increase the amount of milk 

products available for markets, We aro now using mach more of the whole milk 

then before the war; solids other than fat (skim milk) are being utilised 

inereneingly as human food, Secondly, the prospects for exporte of agricultural 

staples, especially cotton and wheat, are 29 unfavorable that we may well expect 

a shift to more Livestock (including dairy) production in other areas, 

There will likely continue to be large demands for foods for exportation 

to the nations impoverished by war for as much as a year to two years after the 

Close of the war, Sut the long time outlook for exportation of American fern 

producte will be on a different tasiay the besie of the regular cperations of 

our world economy, In a word this outlook is for increased foreign demands | 

for our industrial products, especially machinery and manufacturing equipment, 

and o reduced demand for farw produete which we have previously exported in 

volume, especially cotton, In the broad outlook the prospects for dairying are 

much better then for many other lines of farming, but this outlook will contime 

to be dominated by domestic demand, with international trade an incidental part 

of the demand, 

II, Buble Policies for Agrioulture 
Our current public policies and progrems for agriculture are rooted in 

the past experience of our country, In» word the dominant policy for agricul- 

ture hag been to give the greatest freedom in the use and ownership of land
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and the production for market, ‘These have been the main foundations of our 

agricultural economy, But depressions, changes in export demands ani the 

awareness of soil losses have &11 been major influences bringing sbout govern- 

ment programs which directly influence the econowle opportunities of farmers, 

he 
The Agricultural Adjustment Act is the charter for the major attempt 

in this country to modify the economic opportunities of farmers by direct public 

action in Agriculture, It was designed for growers of a few basic erops, mt 

the operations of the program have influenced the whole livestock farm economy, 

Should the AAA program be continued, and should it be extended to include a 

national price and production control program for dairy forming? A review of 

some of the principel idea in the other adjustment programs should help anewer 

thie question. 

The present Agricultural Adjustment program is the outcome of a long 

period of study and experiment in attempting to solve adjustment problems. After 

World War I farmers dependent upon expert markets were confronted with drastically 

low prices for cotton, wheat, and pork products especially, ‘The war had brought 

about, or hastened, o fundamental shift in international trade relations, and our 

foreign markets for farm products became poor indeed, Organized formers and some 

of their friends, began to try to devise schemes that would somehow protect the 

American former from the hazards of the international markets, ‘the "two~price® 

plans of subsidizing exporte were the outcome, “hese were not adopted, but the 

discussion of them a44 sow the seeds of “parity” and "equality for agriculture,” 

Then came the depression, beginning in 1929, and the whole American 

economy went into a slump, Sermers were pulled into the pit of hardship, 

ineecurity, poverty and bankruptcy, The need to “adjust” agriculture was, by 

thie time, universal, ‘the Agricultural Adjustment Act was the result, created 

to achieve general adjustment and actually included, in one way or another, most 

of the farmers in this country,
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All thie is an old story, lat the real significance of femilinr history 

is not eney to grasp, Agricultural adjustment is ne exception, ‘the agricultural 

adjustuent programs were, first of all, attempts te achieve more security for 

farmers. Insecurity had become intolerable and formers were desperate for some 

sort of relief, In effect, they accepted the security of adjustment programe | 

in trade for a reduction in their freedom of action on their individual farms 

and in the market place, Yet the intended net effect was to make the economic 

opportunities more valuable, by the attainment of security. 

Also, when the early adjustment programs were figured out and later pat 

into operation, we had no experience in thie sort of concerted action in agri~ 

culture, But formers were aware that their troubles had on origin firet in the 

internation:1 markets end later in the domestic business economy of which 

American farmers are part and parcel, ‘The first proposale, those for a "two- 

price" plan, of selling for expert st less than on the domestic market, were 

evcentially merketing remedies for a marketing difficulty, Leter with the 

oncoming of the depreseion, remedies for agricultures’ troubles were patterned — 

after remedies that hed been used by labor and capitel in our domestic economy, 

memely the restriction of output in order to increase farmers! bargaining power 

and lift farm product prices, These two ideas were combined in the first AAA Act, 

Through the provisions for sllotting to each individual farm o production quota 

which represented the proportionate share of the domestic market for the "basic 

Commodities," the farmer wan then offered 1 payment to stay within this ellot- 

ment, Originally the government “rented® the acres of land taken out of the 

"basic" crops, 

After the adverse decision of the U.S, Supreme Court in 1936, in which 

production control contracts between the government and individual farmers were 

declared unconstitutioml the enphssis in the agriculture] adjustment program 

was ehifted away from the "bargaining" idea, taken from industry, toward the 

promotion of soil conservation practices, Since the decision, the AAA program
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has gone through three different phases; 1936 to 1937, the period of diversion 

from soil depleting erops; 1938 to the present war when production allotments 

were emphasized; and the war period, During al1 these years emphasio has been 

@iven to e041 building practices, In 1936 to 1937 production control was 

definitely subordinated to the concept of conservation. ‘The production of "soil 

depleting* crops was discouraged, This was done in the double theory of promoting 

conservation and discoursging the production of certain surplus crops which vere 

also “soil depleting." But the theory was inadequate and became increasingly 

fictitious, 

Consequently, in 1938 the present basic law was enacted, which provided 

for production contre] through acreage allotments and possibly marketing quotas, 

the acceptance of allotments is voluntary, though induced through allotment 

payments and the porsibility of loens, Marketing quotas are compulsory if 

secepted by a popular referendum with « two-thirds majority vote, 

During the present war, the incentive payments have been shifted away 

from discouraging the production of surplus crops to using peyments to encourage 

the expansion of farm products needed in the war effort. These incentive payments 

have included feed “subsidies to encourage the production of milk = a payment 

of 60 cents per hundredweight in the fall of 1944, 

whe AAA in Wisconsin 

Wo direct production control program was undertaken for dairying when the 

AAS wan sot up} partly becense dairy farmers refused te endorse such » progran, 

Wisconsin farmers, of course, were eligible for, and 41d participate in the 

general program of crop adjustments Insofar oe the program included ereps grown 

in Wisconsin, ‘Sinee 193%, especially, the peacetime emphecia in the AAA program 

Qe hae come to center more and more sm aged farming practices" te the promotion of, 

which may be celled loosely, conservation and good farm management practices, 

Some meneures of the overall AAA program in Wisconsin from 1936 to 1943
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are shown in Tables 1 and Pal The first table gives the measures of \ 

performance in terms of practices. ‘The sseond table shows the amount of pay- ‘ 

mente made to Wisconsin farmers during the sane period, ‘the payments vere made » \ 

principally for soil building and diversion of seres in 1936 and 1937, and on’ : ; 

the basis of allotments by crops end general soil wuilding payments since then, 

Tephenbe tir Che eeveusl ponetiaes Liubed ne Sabie 1 ave lunes tegether fa \ re 

the general class of soil building payments in Table 2, From 1936 to 1943 
poyments of about 2 million dollars « yor were made under the provision for yh 

ak dndeesabl witch Gh tunth inne, 0 peoviaten Aehentet to heniSi onan fareere, 

Sines 1939 payments of about 1 to 2) million were made annually to bring the 

farm value of corn, whext and tobacco: in line with their parity value, 

Total payments by the AAA in Wisconsin have been equal to about 3 or & 

percent of grose farm income during most of the period, 1936-43, Table 3, During 

the war years, 1942 and 1943, yeyments were equal to only 2 percent. Comparison 

with Fable 2 shows that about one-half of the AdA peymente in these two last years 

were made for following soil building practices, ‘Tims the payments for improved 

farm practices by the AAA recently, have been equal te ebout one percent of the 

gross farm income of the state. ‘these soil building payments were slightly less 

than one percent in earlier yeors, It should be noted that all of these comparisons 

sre made with the gross income figures, the proportion of net farm income would be 

approximately twice as great. 

A few general conclusions can be drawn from these general data and similar 

information and conclusions regarding the contribution which the AAA has made to 

Wisconsin nogitedininne eet be considered tentative, however, since no adequate 

study of these activities of the organization hes yet been made, 

graduate study renter in oxgricuitural ee at the Tabveréite of 
Wisconsin,



Table 1 - Major Practices Performed by Amounts of Performance, 
AAA Program in Wisconsin, 1936-1943, : 

Practice Unit 1936 1937 1938 1939 igho igh 1gh2 1943 

Liming materials fons bik, 45h 421,894 205.911 249,593 2,942 760,939 1,603,027 1,202,828 

Fertilizers Cwt. 20,308 32,632 21,746 17,120 220,161 212,851 1,015,851 2,695,510 

Seedings Acres 2051-938 201135,155 1,608,294 2,063,444 2,142,510 2,071,539 2.075.945 

Green manure Acres 1449 26. «864 .4s7 «014.282 023,89 019,136 = 2570-354, 79 

Winter cover crops Asres 35-783 

Tree planting Agres 315 266 6 1,183 8.483 72035 7.493 6.924 

Reseeding depleted pasture Pounds 187.950 525,650 40,202 4gi,285 412,841 391,878 

Mulehing materials Tone 1,072 1.307 30260 4,008 4,805 2,998 

Est. contour strip cropping Acres 587 = 4.327 «= 26,209 35.68% = 79-276 = 137.940 

Est. strip crop.-Het contour Acres 66,896 103,106 

See Set Asres 863 20.9% 0 «28,085 9=138.458 279.602 

Cont. Inter-tilled crops Acres 1 33 1s 2,908 8.465 

Contour seeding Agras 8 2,439 41,081 

Establish sod waterways 100 L.Ft. 37ST 16765 332290 126,097 

Mowing weeds Acres 17-958 13,003 

Clearing farmland Acres 5.552 4.962 9,066 

Rarveating hayseed. Acres 296,588 

Yarm Ditches : Gu. Yds. 475,405 

“a hotel Greg th hanes RP %



Table 2 - Types and Amounts of Payments Made by 
AAA in Wisconsin, 1936-1943 

Type of Payment 1936 1937 1938 1939 1gho igh 1gh2 1943 
Gorn - Allot. payment T30199 1,928,974 1,740,809 1.795092 1,232,526 906,000 

Wheat - Allot. payment 74.651 = -:167,291 87-208 91,494 110,883 81,200 

fobasco ~ Allet. payment 164,640 286,098 254,020 231,492 173,080 157.200 

Tobacco = diversion payment 226,752 143.879 

Potate - Allot. payment 191,382 260,498 235,982 175.921 109.762 

Potate - See. 32 payment 691,000 

Goum. vegetable - Allot. pay. 132053 11,798 72965 

Truck crop - See. 32 payment 8%, 650 

Gem. soil depleting = allet.pay. 5e331e372 52091,909 5,192,480 5,850,358 

General - diversion payment 7,896,669 2,938,339 

Sugar beet - A. Co Po 23,112 20,78 

Sugar beet - sugar act 145,932 320.270 302,494 397,672 338,612 423,404 

' Flex 5-536 

Conserving 1,502,972 

Soil building - earnings 3eT1704S3 3eB52,816 2,822,211 4,336,596 3,649,121 4,189,706 7,749,142 11,324,000 

Soil building - payment 20831, 3% 3.220,484 1,899,802 2,717,521 2,556,298 3.151.840 6,660,206 7,639,000 

Inerease for emall payment 1,604,355 12929.987 1,888,464 2,070,490 1,864,527 1,974,600 

otal gross paynent 12,035.031 7,826,284 9,857,892 10,465,344 10,078,542 13, 37%.652 10,150,984 11,733.650 

Gorn parity 1,302,282 954,749  990,50% 2,463,905 1,595,089 

theat parity 108,364 109,083 118,755 150,841 153,073 

Tebaece parity 200,429 200,585 286,560,
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fable 3 ~ Comparison of Gross ferns in Yisconsin Vith 
‘otal Payments to Farmers by AAA 

Yetimated AAA Percent 
Year grose farm payments of total 

incone 

1936 369, 412,000 11,035,031 i 
1937 aoe 70826, 28h ' 
1938 308, 746,000 eles é 
ie 295,186,000 11,876,990 
1 pZor 283-000 11,132, 334 ct 

1942 T+ 985,000 14,684, 339 3 
1942 615, on 12, 966, 318 2 : 
1943 766, 064, 000 13,771, 362 yet, 2. 

© vilect 
But e few things are clear, Increasingly the And hal $pobceeea 

“netter" fara practices, ‘This may be seem from Table 1, for example, in both 

the incresse in use of lime, over the years, ani the expanding list of practices 

; which qualify for payment, the AAA payments heve been @ minor, but not negligible 

part of farm income, and the program in Wisconsin hes been wholly voluntary, 

since no marketing quotas were invoked. ‘here can be little question aleo 

that the AAA has actually increased produstion. Allotments were made for corn 

alone, among: the major crops, with wide freedom to use the land for other. 

productive crops. Although we talk populerly ebout the restrictions of pro~ 

duction by the AAA, so far in Wisconsin the result has been quite the reverse, 
oddeet crate reve : 

Instead, the overmll result has been, nostiy to ilaprese farmers with the value 

of conservation or better farming practices, (There are many problems of 

; relating the AAA program to sound conservation policy, some of them will be 

discussed below), 

Frice supporting programs for dairy products 

Yet it cannot be maintained that nothing has been done to influence 

the price of dairy products, ‘the dairy programs for price control heve 

operated directly in the dairy markets, ‘There have beon three principal 

kinds of programs. Under authority of the original AAA Act marketing agree- 

mente have been worked out in the principal inter-state fluid markets. ‘these 

agreements now operate through the licensing of dealers and the general
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supervision of the market, by 4 market administrator, Market prices for fluid 

milk are determined by the administrator, after investigation and findings 

of fact, with due regard to the supply ond desund for milk in the market srea, 

The general purpose of such market regulations has been to protect the 

farmers from the excessive barguining power of milk dealers, Before the markete 

were placed undor administration it wes not uncommon for farmers to bear the 

major part of the burden of competition, Companies gained advantages for 

themselves by discrimination against farmers, Many Wisconsin farmers sell 

fluid milk in the federally adeinistered Chicago market; about 5 percent of 

the gross farm income of Wisconsin is derived from saler in this market alone, 

In 1938, especially, the government supported the price of butter through 

loans to a dairy marketing association, In that year, leans were made for the 

purchase of 114 million pounds of butter. ‘“his wae about 6 percent of all 

creamery butter produced during the yoar, 

In addition, government agencies bave purchased considerable amounts of 

dairy products for relief, In 1940, about 27 million dollars were spent for 

such purchases, ‘furchases in 1941 were greatly reduced, fowever, the school 

lunch program was expanded in the latter year, with total purchases of some 

13 million quarts of milk, Although these purchases of "surplus" dairy products 

were very significant, it is desirable that their economic importance not be 

overemphasized, ®urplus purchases even in 1940 were a minor factor in the 

totel dairy markets; these purchases were equal to only 1.5 percent of the 

gross farm income from dairy producte. 

During the present war government purchases for military and Lend-Lease 

purposes, together with rationing ond set-aside orders, have dominated the 

dairy markets, 

This brief review of government activities in the dairy farm economy, 

indicates how many different procedures have been used, virtually everything 

"in the book" except direct production control, ‘The two main elements in the
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peacetine program, however, have been = dairy farm program emphasizing conser- 

vation prectices plus purchases for storage or surplus (relief) dispesel to 

pat # floor in the market, 

The present war has hai three principal effects upon dairying: 1. 

production hae increased about 9 percent per capita; 2, a larger proportion of 

the milk prodused 4s used a whole milk, seareely 5 percent of the alk in 

Wisconsin is now marketed as separated cream; 3, the government purchase 

subsidy and control progrems have entered directly and influentially into the 

pricing of milk, All of these thinge sake the future uncertain and insecure, 

What the postwar program for dairying will be is not yet decided, but there is 

almost certainly going to be some sort of public effort to protect dairy farmers 

from market hazards, 

in view of these facts farm groups are now vigorously discussing the 

possibilities of an inclusive postwar progrem for price and production control 

in dairying, The programs eventually adopted will depend upon many things; the 

thoroughness with which the whole problem is unéerstood; the degree to which 

normal market demands effectively use the production; and finally to the kind of 

political support which a special deiry program receives, Thie report ie intended 

to prevent a basic analyeia of prospective postwar problems and to discuss and 

propose ways of meeting them, The decioions as to the exact programe to be 

followed will finally be sade in Congress where the volees of agriculture will, 

of course, be heard, 

48 & beginning there ie the previously adopted congressional policy of 

supporting farm prices at 90 percent of yerity for two years after the close of 

the war. ‘thie program depends upon appropriations for price supports, purchases 

or subsidies, ‘the larger questions for the postwar dairy pregram must be concerned 

with the longer outlook, %o stimulate thinking about the longer tiwe program, 

the committee makes the following suggestions,
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1. She market for American dairy products depends upon the level of 

employment and income in the rest of the economy, If there is 

depreseion and unemployment in the cities the natural result will be 

low prices, venkruptey, and overproduction of dairy products, 

Consequently, the firet plank in any deiry platform should be 

directed toward general investwent and saployment policies which will 

produce a vigorous dewand for dairy producte, 

2. the public has an interest in the adoption of wine conservation 

practices on farws, Should a national ferme program continue, or be 

pat in operation, which has as a mejor purpose the improvement of 

income distribution, then paynents should be made to farmers either 

in proportion to personal needs or their contributions to a sound 

type of conservation farming, (See conservation below), 

3. Should the prices of dairy products drop, or seem likely to drop, to 

unreasonably low levels, thorough analyses should be wade and given 

wide public discussion, which revealed the reasone, or causes, for the 

fo11 in prices; ie the dewand falling through lose of consuming power; 

is the price low because of unusually higher (temporary) production; 

is the long time production trend in exeess of reasonable miniaun 

health needs; is the demand for the product shifting in favor of 

competing products? 

It is recognized thet some meacure of a reasonable price, or of an 

unreasonably low price, is necessary for the acceptance of this proposal. It 

is not enough that farmore think the price too low; we need public and objective 

mensures that can be agreed upon and held to through long periods of time. ‘the 

‘parity" formalin serves this purpose, bet new mensures need te be worked out 

which are sore nearly adequate and contemporary for the dniry farmers,
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4, the possibilities of inyouring marketing procedures through 

svoperation need to be continually and repeatedly explored, 

Cooperative mrketing may be aimed either at improving the efficiency 

of the marketing system or to give farmers a better bargaining posi- 

tion with respect to their share in the ultimate consumer price, 

the prospect of mamufectured dairy markets being dominated by a few 

great corporations, with possibilities of collusive action, should 

spur farmers into a continued interest in the possibilities of 

cooperation, (The committee assures that this point of poliey will 

be developed by the marketing subcommittee), 

5. Should the prices of dairy products be driven down by « temporary, 

dislocation in transportation, = brief break in demand for any reason, 

or by some ummeunl circumstances Lending to temporerily excessive 

production, a reasonable minimum floor price in dairy products can 

be eatablished by surplus purchase and temporary storage, If done on 

business principles this method of ironing out of market “Lows" can 

be made self~liquidating, Mowerer, it should be recognized that 

storage holdings will depress the market when sold in the channels 

of trade. Nevertheless, if thie sort of surplus purchase and dispose) 

is understood and used with good judguont, it may help to stabilize 

the markets and consequently farm income, with produce returns far 

beyond the actual dollar cost of the program, 

6. If dairy prices are unreasonably low due to the failure of urban demand, 

through lees of wages or income, then it is reasonable thet public 

governmental action should either restore the demand through bringing 

employment to an adequate level or by direct action on the price of 

dairy products, eseuring the dairy farmer a minimum return, such as 90 

percent of the parity price, This minimum return can be achieved either
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through purchase of qurplus disposal in the markets or through direct 

supplemental grants to the farmer, ‘This suggestion aseumes that the 

government has both the power and the responsibility to either insure 

® reasomble minimum level of enployment and income in the economy 

ag a whole, or that the dairy farmers ae preducers of an essential 

product deserve the security of « price floor sufficiently high to 

avoid bankruptey, even if the economy functions poorly. 

7. Minelly, here are the possibilities of production contro] as a means 

of improving the dairy farmer's economic opportunities. Mo aspect of 

farm programs is more discussed and less understood than “production 

control." The dairy farmers of Visconein rejected a production control 

program in 1933 when such program wes widely adopted for other types 

of farming. 

Production control is quentity rationing, A quantity of production or a 

share in the market is allotted to each farmer, ‘this is a rationing of economic 

opportunities; it is partial or complete depending upon the number of unrationed 

altermtives that the fermer has left. Where allotments of only one or two crops 

are rationed the farmer may not have his total opportunity changed greatly, 

Thies was the case in the corn belt where farmers had so many available production 

alternatives that acreage control did not really limit production, But a control 

program in dairying would likely limit total production, partly because dairying 

is a combination of enterprises, but also because doirying is practised where 

other alternatives are at a disadvantage. 

As a contribution to the thinking about the possibilities of production 

control, the committees suggests that the rationing of production quotas be , 

considered only as a part of adjustments to fundamental changes in economic 

relations, By fundamental changes is meant maladjustments created by great 

strides in technology or permanent changes in trade relations, os after the last
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war, Any sudden change thet drasticnlly alters the nature of economic oppor- 

tunities for the persons effected, might be mat with less insecurity and 

@islocation vhere mtioning is resorted to during the adjustment period, 

Thies suggestion is intended, among other things, to help avoid one 

serious confusion in thinking about agricultural programs: namely, that every 

break in price should be countered by a restriction ef output. This confusion 

runs deep in the diseuseions of the AAA, perhaps because the farm problem of 

the 1930's was compounded of = loss of foreign markets and a great business 

depression, Yet in thinking about agricultural adjustments it may be equally 

illogical to rule out all consideration of the use of rationing of production 

quotas. 

Such rationing can be used most effectively to cushion the shock of 

great changes, If 20, it my be thet both the cotton and dairy faraere were right 

about production contro] in 1933, Cotton farmers favored 1t because the foreign 

market had collapsed due te international repercussione from war. ‘The dairy 

farmers wore right in opposing production quotas because there has been no drastic 

change in the dairy economy, 

Tf this suggestion is valid, then production rationing say heave a place 

in amoothing out great adjustments, By controlling entry into the market, and 

by dividing the existing market opportunities mecording to some deliberate 

design for o period of years, the adjustmente should be easier, It would be 

necessary, under such circumstances to gradually liquidate the rationing, but 

if it were the announced policy that cotton allotments were to be gradually 

reduced over » 20 year period, for example, the whole cotton economy could adjust 

to this expectation, ‘The central problems in such a major adjustment are twofold: 

Xe turning the human labor to other uses by re-training, removal, or directing 

youth inte other work, 2, depreciating specialised capital investments so that 

the whole ares may not go down in bankruptey, "os be mre, any such gradual
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program of tapering off the security of rationing would be difficult te 

aduinister, but we have no easy way out in this regerd. 

If this is the true ecovomie function of production mtioning, then 

the question of production contre] in dairying turns in one simple question, 

Will technology ond the stimulus of wartime production create such a great dis- 

erepency between production «nd markets that deiry farmers will be confronted 

with a long time surplus and low prices without « control program? 

Only time and circumstances can answer thie question, ‘There are many 

reagons to believe that a program less drastic than genuine production control 

programs will be sufficient to carry the dairy industry through the early postwar 

years, Yet, production control programs for dairying are going te be widely 

Giscuased, in anticipation of the possible urgent need for them, In view of this 

the committes suggests a few leading ideas, as powsible principles of action, 

in a program for rationing dairy production opportunitics. 

(a) Individual sllotmente or production quotas, if made, should probebly 

be on an annual production of market milk or cream basis, rather than on number 

of cows or number of neres in farm, ‘The annual bese would allow for seasonal 

adjustments in feeding, freshening and herd size, 

i (>) Simee milk production is such s complicated enterprise, and control 

of the output never poseible with precieion, any control program should probably 

be enforced by sanctions that were applied with graduated intensity as the 

production quote was exeseded, For example, the inducements to stay within a 

quota might well be some sort of parity payment, If the price of milk were below 

some reasonable minimum such as 90 percent of parity (however defined), then the 

control program could offer to participating farmers a parity poyment equal to 

the difference between market returns and 90 percent of the parity price; this 

payment would be made contingent upon the farmer staying within his production 

quota, In case production exceeded the quote the parity income could be gradually 

sealed down by deductions, Deductions might be made at a five times the earning
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rate for parity payments when production exeeeded the base by say 20 percent, 

(These percentages should be the subject of thorough investigation; they are 

mde here as offhand suggestions to help present an idea). ‘The penalties for 

overproduction might be graduated differently according to the quality of milk 

produced, so that the préduction of low grede, or dirty, wilk could be effectively 

discouraged, 

(e) If the production quota could be granted to persons rather than to the 

form many serious problems might be avoided. ‘the human factor, labor and mamage~ 

ment, is extremely important in dmiry farming, much more so than in crop forming. 

In the crop control programs the acreage allotments attach to the farm, and are 

Allocated on the basin of production history and use capabilities of the land, 

The suggestion here is that since dairy farming is very complex balence of 

livestock, labor, management, equipment, and land, that the allotment attach to 

the operator, or be shared between operator and owner on rented farms, 

Although rationing on this basis would be far from simple, it might avoid 

more serious complications, Yor example, a farmer would not be required to stay 

on any particular farm in order to have the right to sell milk, ‘this would permit 

the sort ot satan thea thet farmere now do, adjusting the scale of operations 

to their capital and labor supply. 

Bat even more important in attaching quotas and payments to persons rather 

than land is the possibility of avoiding the capitalization of these privileges 

into land values, It is well known that the value of a tobacco farm in some of 

the areas of intense tobacco production in the south is now largely o matter of 

valuing the acreage allotment and wutehing quote which belong with the farm, In 

such event the present owner of the farm is enriched at the expense of all future 

owners; and if the full capitalised market value of the advantages of the allot- 

ment and quote are paid by the purchaser he will be no better off than if there 

were no program at all, ‘urthernore, where the privileges accorded by public 

programs, which make lucrative payments for conformance to production or market
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quotas, become a part of the rights of property, the owners of property thereby 

gmin power, When farms are owned in sumber by a few persons in the community, 

as in sections of the south, programs really turn out te be the private gain of 

these few people. 

It should bo clear to anyone who contemplates the institution of a 

production control progras in dairying that it would be « very difficult and 

complicated task. ‘the remedy is severe ond consequently should be used only in 

ease of yeakly wget needs to bring « necessary minimum of security into dairy 

farming. ven then it would seem wise to work out # plan of administration 

that would gradually eliminate the program when the emergency could have been 

met by the readaptation of forme and equipment to new ueos and when farm persons 

are trained for other kinds of work. 

B, Conservation Policy 
The farmers of Wisconsin have long had « deep interest in conservation, 

Thay went into dairying partly in order to achieve « “permanent agriculture’ to 

replace the wheat farming of earlier days, ‘Then, especially of late, there has 

been a great deal of stirring over conservation of the soil, If we attempt to 

discuss thie aspect of conservation ve soon find that the problem is extremely 

complicated, Land 4e not something wholly separate from the plants and animals 

that live on the e041, Most of the land ie in farna end conservation must some- 

how be reconciled with farm uses, ‘The family income may be meagre, Too, we may 

not even be aware of the need for conservation on = lands¢ape as familiar as the 

home farm, ‘the destruction can be gradual ae to escape attention. All of these 

things and many more make for confusion and hesitancy in the thinking about 

conservation; it ie netessary, therefore, to see conservation in broad perspective 

if we ave to vork out any adequate plens for action in the postwar years, 

1, Sonservation is s state of henith in the land. 

he land consists of soil, water, plants, ond animels, wut health is more 

pte al
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than a sufficloney of these components, It is « state of vigorous self-renewal 

in each of them, and in all collectively. Such collective functioning of 

interdependent parts for the maintenance of the whole is characteristic of an 

organism, In this sense land ic an organiem, and conservation deals with ite 

functional integrity, or health. 

Conservation is usually thought of as dealing with the supply of resources, 

This “famine concept is inadequate, for a deficit in the supply in any given 

resource does not necessarily denote lack of health, while « failure of function 

alwaye does, no matter how ample the supply. ‘Thus erosion, a malfunction of soil 

and water, is more serious than “timber famine," because it deteriorates the entire 

land community permanently, rather than one resource temporarily. 

2. Attitudes townrd conservation. 
Mass man is unconscious of land-heslth for three reasons, 

Piret he was, until recently, unable to injure it. He Sashes the tools, 

| Secondly, Ruropean civilisation developed on» landscape extraordinarily 

resistant to disorganization, i.e, one which endures very rough usage and severe 

nodification without derangement of function, vhus the oak forests of ingland 

became closely grazed sheey downs without losing their soil, ‘the fauna and flora 

shifted, wut did not disintegrate (1). 

Thirdly, science could not, until recently, distinguish fact from fancy in 

the reaction of land to human use, ‘Thus the Meditersnean countries were permanently 

deteriorated by overgrazing and erosion before their inhabitants knew what was 

happening, or why, 

Ag @ result of these three historicel accidents, the Suropean races acquired 

machines for dominating the earth before they had evolved the social inhibitions 

requisite for their safe use, 

In short, the power to injure land~heelth grew faster than the consciousness 

that it can be injured, 

I] Yarrow, GP. 1925, Yiant Life on Tast Anglian lleaths, Cambridge University 
Press.
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land, to the average citizen, ig still something to be tamed, rather 

then something to be understood, loved, and lived with, esources are ef111 

regarded as separate entities, indeed, as commodities, rather than as our 

cohabitants in the land-commnity, 

3e 
The Wisconsin land wae steble, i.e, it retained ite health, for # long 

period before 18%, ‘The pollens imbedded in peat bogs show that the native 

plante comprising the preirie, the hardwood forest, and the coniferous forest 

are about the game now as they were at the end of the glacial period, 20,000 

years ago. Since that time these major plant coumunities were pushed alternately 

northward and southward several times by long climatic cycles, but their membership 

and organization remained intact. Thus, in one northward push the prairie once 

reached nearly to Lake Superior; in one southward push the Canadian forest reached 

to Indiam, — 

he bones of animals show that the fauna shifted with the flora, tut its 

composition or membership likewise remained intact, ‘he soils not only remained 

intact, but actunlly gained in depth and fertility with wind-deposits of loessinl 

soils, With this came a gain in the volume of plant ond animal life, 

the native “isconsin community which thus proved ite ability to renew itself 

for 200 centuries was very diverse. It included 350 species of birds, 90 mammals, 

174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, roughly 20,000 insects, about 1500 

higher plants, and an unknown but very great number of lower plants and lower 

animals, 

All these creatures were functional monbers of the land, and their 

collective activities constituted ite inner workings from the glacial epoch to 

1840, 

Theee “Inner workings" of the community included, as everyone knows, 6 

high proportion of tooth and clew competition, varying in degree from mere 

jootling to murder, It is hard for the layman, who sees plants and animals in
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perpetual conflict with each other, to conceive of them aa cooperating parts 

of an organism, Yet the fact remming that throughout geological time up to 

1840, the extinction of one species by another occurred more rarely then the 

creation of new species by evolution, and that oceurred very rarely indeed, for 

we have little evidence of new species appearing during the period of recorded 

history, ‘the net trend of the original community we thus toward more and more 

diversity of native forms, ani more and more complex relations between then, 

Stability or health wis associated with, and perhaps caused by, this diversity 

end complexity. 

4, Diversity and Stability Since 180, 
Since 1840 some members of the netive community have been removed, 

VYamiliar examples include the buffalo, wild turkey, passenger pigeon, Carolina 

paroquet, wolverdne, marten, and fisher, 

Othare have been added, These include not only imported birds and 

mammals like inglish sparrow, starling, pheasant, Norway rat, and house mouse, 

but also many wild plants (most weeds are Suropean or Anintic), many insects 

good and bad, and many diseases, Domesticated plants, mammals and birds have 

alee been added, and constitute the bulk of the new community, In one measured 

sample in Columbia Gounty the domestic plus imported wild birds and mammals uv 

constitute 99 percent of the weight of the total present bird and mammal community, 

Most of the native species which persist have undergone changes in 

numerical status or distribution, or both, since 1840, The prairie florea and 

feuna occupied the best soils, and hence were supplanted oarly, Later pressures 

severely curtailed and modified the marvh, bog, forest, and aquatic floras and 

faunas, 

5+ Symptons of T2iness, 
Coincident with this period of man-made change in the land community, 

I/ Prairie ta Sac Aron, Columbia Couty, umublished mamseript,
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many symptoms of impaired land-health have become apperent, Most of these are 

familiar individually, but they are seldom viewed collestived or as possibly 

related to each other and to the land as a whole, 

Of the various symptome of iliness, 9911 erosion and abnormal floods are 

by far the most importent, Most eriticnl observers agree that both are getting 

worse, Much is known of the superficial causes of both, but little of the 

underlying "physiology" of s0ii and water, 

Less familiar are sone of the qualitative deteriorations in land crops, 

; tn farm crops, kt appears that better varieties and better cultural methods have ; 

just about offact the decline in the productivity of the soil, ‘the reason seems 

to be plain loss of fertility, It has been discovered recently that decline in 

9011 fertility reduces not only the groas yields of crops, but the mtritional 

velue of the crops, and the welfare of animale which eat heat 

The qualitative deterioration of crops applies to trees as well as to 

agronomic plants. We used to grow 4~log pines; now we do well to grow 2<log 

pines on the same sites, What, besides fire, has happened to soil? Similar 

deteriorations have occurred in iii and are by no means understood, 

All too familiar are those symptoms of land~illness caused by the 

importation of exotic diseases and pests, ‘There is no mystery about such pains 

and ailments as the white pine blister rust, the corn borer, the Norway raty. the 

atarling, the house mouse, the Canada thistle, and the creeping jemy, Their 

ultimate effect on the lend, however, presents sany unsolved probleas, including 

the damage done by control methods, 

New plant and anime] diseases are now appearing 80 rapidly that we do not 

2/ lange Sido, gy Sogn EE ae 
XXXIV( My 5) 2366-375. 460-1166,
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yet know whether they represent some native organism “gone outlaw," or some 

newly imported pest, Thus the new pine disease, now obliterating plantations 

of Worway and Jack pine in Oconte and mearby counties, has an unclassified 

causative ageat of unknown origin. 

Mative members of the community sometimes simply disappear without 

visible cause, and often despite protective efforts, Preirio chickens, 

spruce grouse, and certain wildflowers probably belong in this class, Imported 

species may Likewise disappear; the Mungerien partridge cseema to be on the 

decline in Visconsin, after an initial success, without visible cause, 

“Finally we heve unexplained changes in the population behavior of plants 

ani animels; these behaviors are often of considerable economic importance, 

Thus there is nore than 6 presumption that populetion cycles have tended to 

become more violent in ell hares ond rabbits, in ell grouse, ond in foxes, 

Cyelic population behavior haw perhaps epread to pheasants and bebwhite quail, 

he conservationist who is interested in land as a whole is compelled 

to view these symptome collectively, «nd ae probable maledjustments of the land 

community. Some of them are understood superficially, but hardly any are under- 

eteod deeply enough to worrsnt the assertion that they are separate phenomena, 

unrelated to each other and to the whole, In point of time, nearly all of them 

are probably new, and fall within the poat-1840 period of violent change in the 

land community, Are they causally related to the period of change, or did the 

two coincide by accident? 

Yo assert a causal relation would imply that we understend the mechanion, 

As a matter of fact, the land mechanisn is too complex to be understood, and 

probebly always will be, We are forced te meke the best guess we can from 

cirounstantial evidence, ‘the circumstantial evidence is that stability and 

divereity in the native community were associated for 20,000 yeara, and presumably 

depended on each other, Seth are now partly lest, presumably because the original
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Coamunity hee been partly lost and greatly altered, Presumably the greater 

the losses and alterations, the greater the risk of impairments and diserganisa- 

tions, 

This Leads to the *pule of thumb" which ie the basic premise of ecological 

eoneervation: the lend should retain os ouch of its original menbership as is 

compatible with human land-use, %he land must of course be modified, but it should 

be modified as gently and as Little as possible, ' 

Thie general concept of land~health as on attribute of the original native 

conmanity ae a whole, and of land-iliness se probably related to violent changes 

and consequent disorgsnisation, may be called, for short, the “unity concept," 

6 Unity ond landmtise. 
If the components of land have a collective as well ae a seperate welfare, 

then conservation must deal with them collectively ae well as seperately, land- 

use cannot be good if it conserves ons component and injures another, Thus a 

‘farmer who conserves hig soil but dreins his marsh, graces his woodlot, and 

extinguishes the native fauna and flora is not practicing conservation in the 

@cologicn] sense. Me io merely conserving one component of land et the expense 

of another, 

The conservation department which seeks to build up game birds by 

extinguishing non-game predatore, or to retain excessive deer populations at the 

expense of the forect, is doing the same thing, 

®he englwer who constructs dame to conserve water, develop power, or 

control floods is not practicing conservation if the actual regimen of water which 

results, either above or below the dan). destroys more values than it creates, 

We know of no single impoundment of water in which a1] of the land velues affected 

were weighed in advance, (Unfortunately it must be stated in the same breath, 

that ecologists competent to weigh all of them do not yet exist.) 

Lop~sided conservation is encouraged by the fact that most Sureaue and
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Departments are charged with the custedy of a single resource, rather than with 

the custody of the land ss # whole, tven when their official titles denote a 

broader mindate, their actual interests and skille are commonly much nerrower, 

The term "land" now brackets  lerger span of knowledge than one human mind can 

compass, 

Tronically enough it is the farmer who ia, by implication et least, left 

to unify, os best he can, the conflicts and overlaps of burenudom, Separation in 

bureaus ia probably e necessary evil, but this is not the case in agricultural 

colleges, If thé arguments of this paper are valid, the agricultural colleges 

hove » far deeper responsibility for unification of land-use practice than they, 

or the public, have so far realized, 

We will sketeh leter some of the practical applications of the land-unit 

concept to land-use and land~users, 

1. Unity and itonomtes 
Some components of the land commmity are inherently of economic importance 

(e041, forests, water) while others cannot pousibly be, except in a very indirect 

sense (wildflowers, songbirds, scenery, wilderness areas), 

Some components are of economic importance to the community, bat of 

dubious profit to the individual owner (most marshes, most cover on streambanks 

and ateep slopes, most windbreaks), 

Some are profiteble for the individual te retain if they are still in a 

productive state, but of dubious profit if they have to be created de nove, or 

if they have to be rebuilt after being damged (woodlots). 

It follows that if coneervation on private lends ie to be sotivated solely : 

by profit, no unified conservation is even remotely possible, Community welfare, 

& sense of unity in the land, and o sense of personel pride in such unity, must 

in some degree move the private owner, a@ well as the public, Conservation cannot 

possibly "pay" exeept when the meaning is restricted to components that happen 

to be profitable, Conservation often pays in the sense that the profitable
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Somponents can Garry the umprofiteble ones, just ag in any industriel enter 

prise, a wiificd parpese involves carrying profitable nd unprofitable component 

enterprises, oath necessury to the functioning of the whole. 

the fallacious eseumption that cach asparate at of conservebion ean or 

mist be profitable before its practice ean be recommended to farmers is possibly 

responaible for the nesgre fruits of forty years of emeation, extension, and I 

public demonstration in the conservation field, It 1s undoubtedly responsible 
for many dubicus claims of profit which are couonly made, or implied, in pre- 

senting the wibjeat to the public. It is presumbly axiomatic thet any “progran' . 
saddled with over-claims will backfire in the long mm. 

Seumd conservation propagenda must present land health, as well ag land 

products, as the objective of “good” lond-use. It mast present good lond~use 

primerily as an obligation to the community, Many constituent parte of it are 

indeed prefiteble, and where this is the ease, the feet can ond ghould be 

emphasized. But mony constituent partes of 1¢ are not, and failure te aacert 

thig at once subverts legitimate emecation to the intellectual level of a cheap 

"acles* commatgne 

& Yor Preeties | : 

Some of the attitudes toward fom land implied in the unity concept 

have alrenty been sot forth in popular form ”/ gumarised in terms of etues 

tion, these implications add up rather simply to this: the farmer should know 

the original ag woll os the introduesd components of his land, and teke a pride 

in retaining at least a somple of ali of them, in ofdition to healthy soll, crops, 

end Livestodi, he should know and feel a pride in a healthy sample of marsh, 

woodlot, pond, stream, bog, oF rondaide prairie, In addition to deing a conseious 

“eRe, RESTS > omtnne
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Citizen of his political, sogiel, and economic commmity, he should be « conscious 

@itisen of his watershed, his migratory bird flyway, his biotic sone. 11d eropa 

a8 well as tome crops should be « part of his achams of farm manogenent, fe 

should hate ne native animal or plont, tat only exeeas or extinetion in any one 

of them, 

Gash outlays for unprofitable components of land are of course not te ae 

be expected, but outlays of thought, anf to a reasonable extent of spare tine, \ 

should be given with pride, just ac they ore now given to equivalent enter x 

prises in lumen health and civic welfare, vi 

ve
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Conservation meang land-health as well as resource-supply. land-health 

is the capacity for self-renewal in the soile, waters, plants, and animals that 

collectively comprise the land. 

i Stable health was associated geologically with the full native community 

which existed up to 1840. Impairments are coincident with subsequent changes 

in membership and distribution. The “inner workings” of lend are not under- 

stood, but * causel relation between impairments and degree of change is pro- 

beable. This leads to the rule-of-thumb thet chenges should be as gentle and 

ae restrained as compatible with human needs. 

Some Suggestions for a Unified Conservation Program 

The committee recognizes that thisideal of a comprehensive and unified 

conception of conservation will be extremely difficult to attein. It can be 

achieved, if at m11 only by, (1) The continued search for understanding of 

the fundementsl relations in a healthy unified lend complex, and (2) the 

airecting of particuler programs in conservation toward » broad unified goal 

of land health. 

Although the task is enormous, significant beginnings have already 

teen made. fhe decade just passed has brought forth » deepened awnrnness of 

the need for conservation. During this same time several public agencies 

and voluntary associations have been organized to promote conservation. It 

has also received grester attention in our educational orograme. 

| ‘Mdugation as 2 Means of Promoting Conservation 

Conservation prograns in Wisconsin at the present time are fostered 

mostly by means of education, and education should always be the foundation 

of a conservation program, however mech it is supplemented. Only by educa- 

tion, by thet continued effort to see the full meaning of evidence and 

events, can the public come to understand the nature ef conservation. In only 

this way, too, can the individual farmer see the relation of his own employ~
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meht of the land to the totel welfare of the human family. 

Research has demonstrated that farming preetices which promote soil con- ‘ 

servation are not costly to the individual farmer; many of them ere distinctly = | 

profitedle. However, we need educational programe that will emphasize the ‘ 4 

value of conservation programs which do not return a monetary profit to the ‘! i 

} individual, but do render ® genuine service to the canis ak COUT sn to \ 

the farmer. 

Inducing Conservation through Public Grants 

The AAA program in Yisconsin hes paid out from 2? to 7.5 million dollare 

a year recently for soil building practices (Tables 1 and 2). These practices ; 

although miscellaneous and varied, may all be called, loosely, conservation 

practices. We aleo have in Wisconsin an extensive program of the United 

States Soil Conservation Service, opersting with a State Soil Conservation 

Committee and through county soil conservation districts. The program of the 

Soil Conservation Service wes formerly implemented with grants of material and 

free labor from CCC Camps to individuel land owners. It now operates almost 

exclusively with education and some technical services to individuel farmers. 

Public grants to individual farmers can be fully effective only where 

the grants help the farmer to achieve his own conservation goal. oth the 

desire and the objective aust already be present. A conservetion objective 

or plen could be formleted for each individual fern, if sufficient techni- 

cal assistance were available. At present soil conservation tookntelens 

provide this help for a omell aumber of formers. Payments for conservation 

practices by the AAA could then be used most effectively by basing them upon 

the practices whiéh promoted conservation on this perticular ferm. The con- 

servation objective for each farm could be defdned’ as comprehensively as 

warranted by the needs of the land and the guiding philosophy of conservation. 

Shie ig a goal worth working for.
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All ths evidence aveilable to this comittes indicstes thet the losa of 

soil from Wisconsin farms through srosion becomes greater esch yorr. Our con- 

servation programs are making headway, but so far we have fought » losing 

Wattle. This raises the question as to whether voluntary measures can ever 

be adequate. The sresent county Soil Conservation districts have the power 

to invoke compulsory land use prectices, yet they are not being used. The 

gommittes is not prepared to suggest the extent to which compulsory practices 

should be used, but we are of the opinion that the possibilities of the use 

of these powers should be fully discussed in areas where soil erosion ia oc- 

curring most rapidly. Compulsory proctices should complement tut not supple~ 

ment greater educationsl and planning efforts. Beyond these specific steps, 

there is the greet need for a coursgeous vision of a unified conservation 

program end what a healthy lend can mean to the future of Visconsin. 

Cc. Policies to Promote the Ownership of Family Farns. 

The ownership of ferme by the operstors hae long been an ideal in the 

country for both farm families and public policy. ‘The homesterd law and 

other generous land policies, had this ideal as an avowed aim. Yo further 

this end, the Federal government orgenized the ayatem of Federel Lend Banks. 

Yet for decades the drift of farm ownership has been away from this iieal of 

the farm owned and operated by the farm family. It is proposed in this sec- 

tion to take stock of this situetion, to review recent public action, to 

promots farm ownership and to suggest aome posaible procedures thet may facil- 

itate the attsinment of farm ownership by the farm family. 

In 1940, 76 per cent of the farmers in Wisconsin owned 911 or some of 

the lend they operated. Thies percentage has been declining from 81 per cent 

in 1930, and 86 per cent in 1910. But this does not mean that these farm 

families owned their farms outright. Sixty per cent of the owner eperstors in 

1940 were in debt on their farms, with debt equsl to 55 per cent of the value 

of the f-rme. When allowance is made for both tenancy and debt, farm operators



in Wisconsin, taken ag a whole, had # 46 per cant equity in the land they ‘wae . 

ated in 1940. Ten years earlior operators’ equities wore equal to 50 per cent 

of the value of the farms. Tven 99, farmers in Tisconsin heve « relatively 

greater equity in their farms than in other middle-western states. 

During the war there has been « greet shift in the equities in fara, | 

although estimates are not available of the equities of operators aa distinct 

from owners. A few general comparisom mey be mode, however, which show the 

trends in principal items of ferm proverty- 

The financial position, during the war, of agriculture as a whole, has 

improved considerably. Debts have been reduced ani other savings have in- 

creased. From 1940 to 1944, total real estate debt on forms in the United 

: States decreased 14 per cent. Uuring the first World “ar ferm debta increased 

about one-third from 1915 to 1919. In Wisconsin, ferm mortgage reel estate debt 

has been reduced about 20 per coat from 1940 to 1944. These debt reductions 

are substantial. gains and should improve the postwar stability of the farm 

business. 

As prices have risen farm properties and inventories have risen in 

value. ‘Taking the whole of agriculture, the aetimeted incrense in "book" 

value of renl estate hes been about L2 billion dollars, 1940 to 1904. For 

personal property on farms, including livestock and machinery, the increase in 

value has been about 9 billion dollars. This increase of some 21 billion dol- 

lave in the velue of farm property is elmost wholly = “mark up" of prices. 

There has been little aggreg:te change in the amount of physical property in 

Americen farms during this four-year period. In addition, farmers have increased 

their holdings of currency, bank depositia, and U. S. savings bonds, a total of 

about S$ billion dollars, according to estimstes recently released by the vu. 8. 

Bureau of Agricultural %eonemics. All these factors combine to put American 

agriculture in» strong finenciel position in 1944. Yet the position hae ite 

dangers. 4 drop in the prices of farm products can cuickly wine cut the
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“marked up" increases in value of both land end inventories. 

Looking ahead to the postwar period, problems regarding the future of farm 

ownership center around four main iasues: The way farms are transferred from the 

present to the next generation; the adequacy of capital sccumlated by individuel 

( farmers, the availability of long-term credit; the extent of investment in farm 

land by non-farm people. "ach group of these oroblemsa is related differently 

to public policy. Various public progrems in the vast heve been pointed to 

one or another of these sepsrate issues. They will be discussed briefly below, 

in reverse of the order of mention above. 

(a) Investment in form land by non-farwers. 

Anyone with sufficient money can buy any farm in Wisconsin which the 

present owner is willing to sell to him. This means that lend is available as 

an investment, anf as such is to be compared with investments in other fields. 

For this reneon, the ownership, value and rate of return upon farms in the 

future, will be determined in part by the investment alternatives of city 

people. The practical significance of this comes from the fact thet something 

more than 100 billion dollers of individual and corporate wartime savings will 

be in “liquid” form - currency, deposits ani TY. 8. savings bonds by the ond of 

rons 2/ Perhaps a tenth of this amount is owned by nici The longer the 

war laste the larger this fund of Ytiquid* purchasing power becomes. 

The serious finencial consequences of wars eppear to come always from 

the savings that accumulate, they can be used to shift greatly the belance of 

spending or ownership in the whole economy. During this war unprecedently - 

lerge aevings have been accumloted. The size of current sccusmletions of 

100 billions cen perhaps be imagined when compnred with a total velue of 

34 billion dollers for all ferm real estate in 1940. 

This ie not to any that any attempt will be made to invest ell the 

<cithchcs Aehtiincinoliaraehiiatcdniteandaineiintasiielltseinbiitiisaubineinasnicaiepitinicintionnsiinaiaiithiniies uuu 

1/ This eetimate from Schlicter, Sumner, Present Savings and Fostwor Morkete, 
1943, »- 69. 

2/ From The Impact of the War on This Financial Structure of Agriculture, 
USDA. Gept. 1944, p. 22.
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surplus funds in farms, Yet farm people should realize that unless good 

investment outlets are created in cities, by housing, plent expansion, ete, 

that city investers in great munber will try to buy farme, ee indeed they 

have already done in the vicinity of large sidwestern cities, Heavier tamtion 

during thie war could heve held down the voluse of savings, But now that the 

savings have already been made they are beyond current taxes, Their use can 

now be guided only by public price control or investment policies, This is an 

added reaton why farmers should vigorously eupport a program for iavestment 

policies leading to high employnent in urban industries, 

This discussion of idle urban funie may seem remote from farners' 

problems to some, tut history hae at least one significant parallel, At the 

outbreak of the Napoleonic wars, the farmers of England owned about one-half the 

land they operated. Within 15 years after the close of the war, ly 1830, virtually 

every farmer in Ungland was @ tenant, with city investors buying the land at prices 

beyodd the reach of operating farmers ~ and they were undoubtedly bought with 

city war profits, 

In many states farmers have urged that some restrictions be placed upon 

the purchase of farms by outside investors. ‘Several states have laws Limiting 

or prohibiting the purchase of farms by non-farm corporations, Such measures 

are of doubtful value, however, in checking the purchase of land by non-operete s, 

the lews of real property insure se effectively the right to buy and sell lend 

that restrictions effectively controlling lend transfers are difficult to devise, 

which are not violations of our constitutions, It cannot be too strongly 

emphasized that the basic public policy with reference to the ownership of farn 

land hos long boon sstablished in this country, that land say be purchased and 
sold freely. And there is no prospect that it will be greatly changed, 

In view of this, farm families must rely mostly on their own efforts at 

savings and capitel acewmlations if they would permenently own the ferns they 

operate, the credit system can help, but it can searcely be enough,
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(>) Jong tem oredit. 

4 foym family usually goes in debt to buy a farm, The terms upon 

which thie debt is wuderteken moy determine whether or not it can be paid off. 

The farmer aa an individual purchaser needs the security of an oppor 

tunity to borrow money for a long poried of years, with » plan of graimal 

repaynent ~ some form of mortization ~ at interest reten commengurate with 

the volation between land values and returns, Although many farmers of Wiscon- 

sin have evidently boon sble to borrow from individual lenders om terms afford~ 

ing a reasonable degree of security, the above lending terms wore first made 

generally aveileble to farmera by public lending institutions only. Similer 

toms are now offered by several private lending agenciea. 

The Federal Land Bank, now a part of the Farm Credit Administration, 

pioneered in the use of long time amortized loang, Their loans are currently 

written for 34) yoora, with interest rates at 4 pereent, ond amortized at 

an annual peymont equal to 5.4 percent of the original lean, This institu . 

tion was orgenized by public action and hag been partially supported by 

public funds. It has demonstrated the feasibility of loan terms written to 

meet the needs of farmers; pricr to the establishment of this agency, farmers 

were handicapped by loan terme designed to serve the purposes of lenders, 

especially to moet the lenders requirements of Liquidity through frequent 

renewals, Now many major form lending institutions, especially the lending 

inmuranes companies, alse make long time amortized form losns, This public 

program ia a good example of the improvement of farmers’ opportunities, by 

eresting a more favorable alternative for them. The better lending practices 

Yet many of the original purposes of the sponsors of the Foderal Land 

Benks have not been realised, 16 was proposed through the aystem, for example, 

to help tenants become farm owners. But the realisation of thie purpose has
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been limited by one of the major business requirements of sound lending policy; 

namely, that the borrower have sufficient capital te assume the risks of ower 

ship, with the lender making loans only on a wide margin of safety. Yo this 

end the Federal Land Bank loans first mortgage loans are made not to exceed 

50 percent of the appraised value of the land ani 20 percent of the value of 

the buildings to the farm, This formule works out in Wiseoneia, where farm 

buildings constitute about JO percent of the total value of farm real estate 

#0 that a farmer can borrow only about 40 percent of the total value of the 

ferm. It is recognised, of courae, that valid appraisal policies are an 

essential part of any long timo mortgage program. 

fhis loan limit has been raised by the practice since 1935, of making 

second mortgage loans, known as Land Bank Commissioner loans, The two loans 

\ together, Land Bank ond Commissioner loans, may be made up te 75 percent of 

the total value of the farm, the total value including in extreme cases the 

farm personal property also. ‘The making of these second mortgage loans is not 

as well established in public policy as ave the regular Lend Bank loans, The 

| availability of the second mortgsge, commissioner loans, is a greater help to 

dairy farmers than to others ainee it removes the handicap imposed by the 

lower loan rate on buildings in the regelar Land Bank loons. 

The possible extension of loans based upon the combined value of the 

land, buildings, Livestock and equipment, points in the direction of sound 

policy, I¢ implies that the form as « whole, as an operating plant, is the 

real seaurity for a farm loan, @rte-orteciptener—beermore fathy recognize 

és-the—howr Bro gran—ot thee Seeurity sdainiotration; iimmiased 0SloTr, 

But under any conservative system of sound business loans to farmera, 

the purchaser of a farm mat have qufficient capital and ability to assume the 

vise of ownership. The accwmlabtion of capital by farmers has been the Limiting 

faster in the wider attainment of farm ownership under even liberal business loan 

policies.
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(c) the accumilation of capital; depression losses and public remedies, 

The capitel of farm families is the shock sbeorber of the farm econony. 

These investment funds are the equities of farmers in the Wusiness. In times 

of prouperity the value of these equities expand; in tines of depression, busi~ 

ness losses deplete the equity. There are, then, two very different problema 

in the accumilation of capital in farming, The ability to buy an equity in 
the business, from savings, inheritance or however, and the influence of the 

ups and downs of prosperity or depression upon the value of the equity. 

In our system of private owmership of fama, the omer ef the land has 

“title.” Thus the owner ig “entitled,” a9 we aay, to the increases in land 

values for thatever reason, similorly for personal property. During the past 

four years, 1940 to 1944, the value of farm property ineroased 21 billion 

dollars, with little change in physical things on farmee This increase in 

value “belongs to the owners of the property. Should values remain at 

present levels until the present omers digpose of their properties, then the 

gain ig permanent as far ag these owners are concerned, But the process is 

reversed when prices fall, and farmers once wealthy may find thenselves 

*yyokes” ‘This ocourred after the last war, from 1920 to 1924 the volue of 

faym property declined 21 diliijen in four years’ time; again with little change 

in the amount of physics] things on forma, although total livestock nambors 

actually inereased during this period, rom 1920 to 1933 the total value 

of farm property in tho United States declined from 80 billion to 36 billion 
dollars or more than 50 percent. 

Tae RRO oe ne ere meen eee ee ree WY OER 

eons with farm income. During four yours of fetid Yar fy 1915 te 1919 inclusive, 

Capitel gins wore almost am great a form income, Table 5, in a sense doubling 

iu income of farmers during this perfed. But during the next four years 1920-23 

(4nelusive) capital losses were almost as great as form income. The effect of 

this was, roughly, to completely cancel out farm inoome, leaving farmers, os a
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' Table 5 - Comparison of Capital Gains or Losses in American 
Agriculture With Net Farm Income te Farmers Prom Farming 

1915-1943 3/ 

Value of farn Capital Het income of persons 
a gain or loss Saar astee 

° during year farming 

$(900,000) $(000,.000) year 

5l, # 2 a) si Be 1 sa 
2917 3 # Telzd 8 

oe ser kee ; 
1920 ~ 72266 ase 
1922. 5 ~10,009 aa . 
1922 095 ~ 1.357 ee 
foo 2 ~ 2370 Se 
19 58> = 1,016 560 

RS re tal if be ae it a 1928 3,6 4 1,08 é 
190 320315 = 6,003 sia ist t308 = sige sthse 
1932 ave ~ To6 25285 
a 76618 # 1,340 2,982 

19. B 7% pot 
19 92 # 25 5e 
1936 42,708 # de 2" 

1937 43,075 # ! 
: 19 Mees + 4.996 

1 42, ~ Sel Te 
2, tin 59386 

Fg 4B i 158 e992 

1943 a 4 bre 

L/ Capital gains or lessee during the year, Colum 2,are the annual 
differences in total value of farm property in Colum 1. The estimates 
of total value are from the Agricultural Statistics. Value of Farm 
Property, pe 635 in 1942 edition; last two years computed from “The 
Impact of the War in the Financial Structure of Agriculture," BAB, 

Sapte Net income to persons on farma from farming, column 3 
are the usual BAZ estimates, p. 663. Agricultural Statistics 1942, 
There is a slight duplication in the eolumms 2 and 3, both of then 
inelude changes in inventory value due to changes in quantity of 
livestock and crops held for asle. These amounts are anuall, however, 
exceeding a half million dollars in only 2 years. ‘the table can be 
corrected for this duplication,
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whole, nothing for their work. Capital losses were taken in agriculture through 

SE VORRS-ET the 20's. ‘Then in 1930-31 and 32, came the catnclyam of the de- 

pression and capital losses dn agriculture were shout twiee aa great as farm 

income, It is a sobering thought that agriculture is again in the period of 

Capital giingsas well as high incomes, 

The government program of emergency rural credit, debt adjustment, rural 

rehabilitation and relief should be set againat this form capital ond income 

historys te be clearly understood, 

The toll in human ouffering, disappointuent and humiliation, cussed by 

the capital losses and low incomes from 1920 to 1933 is beyond caleulabion, 

But 1% was enormous. Families, persons, and commmities were wrecked, Thia is 

an old story but one which needs to be retold, especially in tims Like 194), 

: Out of our understanding of it too must come the basis for projecting future 

policies. Countless of thousanis of farm fumilies, especially perhaps those 

farm couples too old te start over salvaged what they could of thely family for 

tune, and quietly set about to make provision for their future eluewhere, Bub 

the total loss was so great that some positive public programs of rehabilitation 

relief were necessary. 

To meet thia need there finally evolved the Farm Security Administration, 

lke all other great social efforts, ite purposes ani consequences became com 

plex and rewifying. And os this agenoy turned to relieving rural poverty, it 

worked with families who have deen poor always, ag well as those impoverished 

by depressions. But in Wisconsin, « therougs study of the setivities of the 

Yorn Seeurity Administration would undoubtedly show that the principal effort 

hes gone into helping families who were unable to got started, or get ahead, 

necause of the groat financial toll of 1920 to 1933. 

Sho Yarm Security sdministration in Wisconsin. 

the Farm Security Administration program has had three prineipal porte, 

1, The granting of loans to formers with Little or no capital - high risk loans,
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in ususl mmeiness torma; and 2. supervision and counsel to atrengthen farm and 

home management ability, and 3. a few loane to help tenants purchase farms. 

4m analysis of loans outstanding in 1942 reveala thet the standard 

rehabilitation loans were in relatively greater proportions te fermera on 

middle sized faxms than on either very small or vory large farms. 

"aise Steere le ay a Teta oe 
Wiseonsing 1945. 

Te te te a ae ee 
Percent of All Farms in Class 

a a a 
isteecliehleciainieeileahniocicalt sie Meniinseebiinesieleaetsikdtabedihatisent 

% 4 % é $ $ 

¥.Se4. Borrowers y a 27 23 26 100 

All forma T 16 20 2 36 100 

& Prom atudy of 1942 loans by F.5.A. 
bd. From sample of 5,000 farme in farm labor survey. 

Tana were made to young farmora. Sixty-five percent of Farm Seourity 

Administration borrowers were between 26 and 45 years of age. Only 38 percent 

of Wisconsin farmers are in this age group. 

. the total muher of standard losna granted in an area ig a rough indi- 

Cation of the work done by the Farm Security Administration. This is given in 

Pigure 1, where the total munber of standard loons ig shown ag a percentage of 

the tote] number of forme in the county. In a third of the counties in Wisconsin 

11 percent, or more, of the farmers have been given Form Seeurity Administration 

adsietance, through rehabilitation loans, In eleven counties 15 to 20 percent 

of the formers were helped. 

looking to the future - the postwar years ~ the advisability ef contiming 

or extending rehabilitation work such ag undertaken by the Farm Security Adminis- 

tration, hinges primarily on whether or not the whole economy ie stabilized with 

W594 onan yurchace Lome wore nado An Woonein during the 5 yours, 1936 te
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reasonably good economic opportunities for all, If the present wartime prosperity 

is followed by a great drop in employment and incomes then form people will again 

‘ be impoveriahed by low incomes and capital losses. So far in this war, however, 

farm debts have been declining rather than increasing, There are also indiea- 

tions that the rise in land values will not be as extreme as in the first World 

War, Token altogether the prospects are that the formers are coming through 

this war in mich better shape finsnedally than in Yorld War I. If, however, the 

war continues long the outline of future trends if extremely uncertain, 

aiven though the great savings of prosperity ani depression can be avoided, 

by vigorous public policies supporting employment, trade and wide distrization 

of income, there atil1 remains the great problem for farm families of how they 

Gon aequire sufficient capital to engage in farming either os tenants or owner 

speratorae Ye know, for example, that a farm family with « low income hes 

virtually no margin for sevings. Hevever, it seoms extramoly unlikely that we 

ahall embark upon a public poliey of government grants or aubsidies to bring 

any large mumber of poor form families up to the level of capital holdings 

where they ean become owners of desirable forma. In the long time grand 

strategy of agricultural policy, we should direst public efforts te cresting 

the conditions whereby individael farm families can help themselves. stated 

somewhat differently, as one takes the long view om public policy, the future 

of faxm ouner-operatorship reste with the farm families themselves, if by public 

astion wo gan insure the general availability of reasonably goed economies 

(4) Passing farms from father to son. 

livery attempt to help farmers become owners must finally depend upon 

vhat farm families do for themselves. Gredit cannot be extended beyond a 

sortain point, or 1% ceases to be credit and becomes a gift. The owner of 

a farm aust have enough capital of hie own to ageume tho risks of business. 

Public action may be able to stabilize evonomie opportunities: beyond that
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the prospective form purchaser is own his own, except for the clrounstances 

of his fantly. 

Said all the uncertainties regarding the future of omership of form, 

oae thing stands out clearly, the farm youth who happens to have been born 

inte a successful form fomily hes thereby many resources not available to 

other boys. the form family can be a strong economic unit, with opportunities 

for both parents and childven. there the guecesding gonerations work 

together, there need be no break im the quality of farm operations, au the 

olésr workers grow in experience and wisdom, but decline in strength, the 

sons (including sons-in-law) can fill in the ranks supplying tho heavy 

lebor. This we cam eee. But 4% may not be wo obvious that the farm as a 

going concern can alao be greatly strengthened by the arrangeuents made 

between parents and gon regarding the methods of sharing inoome and gradually 

transferring the equity in the farm to the won. 

There are sluost countless ways in which these financial errangemonts 

can be worked out, with rental arrangomente, or with the eale of the farm, 

Bat one of the important and fundenental objectives should be the effective 
use of the fomily capital. Once a fomily has a substantial equity in a 

foym, and moat families eventually clear their farms of debt, this capital 

_ may be wade to serve both as an endowment for the parents in the declining 

years and as a source of help to the children as they undertake the resnonsi~ 

bilities of fama and home, 

Mats gubjeot camot de fully explored here”, bub we would mike this 

major points Tn the long tine view it seams reasonable to expect that most 
of the farners who are able to become owner-operntors will come from families 

that Rave learned to work together, A young man beginning as a leborer with 

only bare hends and a stvong badk will have o great handicap in the rove for 

ssicedjehdimeiniaecielphabceieiaincltseclabelidiineliteebinndhineehscartieibshieininiiconpisaonngwajusinpibneieii 

et eta
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fom omership, in competition with the young man who works with parents and 

is helped in turk. qually importont, young formers in both eirounstances 

will heve to compete with outside urban investors for the gond farms of this 

country. 3 

If the continuation and strengthening of the owmer-cperator type of 

fantly fara ie one of the major goals of public poliay, thon the command of 

adequate capital By the young farmer 49 an indispensable part of the whole, =, 
ais ig the Link thab joins the abilities of the farm family to the opportu. 8 * 

nities of the world about, We may create or stabilize the opportunttios by ; 

public programe, Sut the ability of farsora te use these opportunities 

mist finally rest with the offorte and endowments of thenselves and their 

aed WH ads Ba
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January 2h, 194, 

K. H, Parsons 
R, A, Brink 
A. W. Hopkins 
BB Pallets ; la: 

%, Me Slleex ne 

the above menbern of the staff of the College 
of Agriculture have been appointed ae a subcommittee on 

RPS Sa eee dias nee 
to prevail ani which will have significant bearing on 
Wisconsin agriculture. It will be the purpose of this 

: committees not only to describe such policies, but to 
recommend changes in policies where it seems desirable 
and te point out adjustments which can be made within the 
state in keeping with such policies, 

ee eee ete one oe 
serve in 6 Secor restores Yarra 3" ee 
amr in agriculture. I hope you will find i 

yd de gious lignin oleate tual eaatiaad 
the work of above committee. 

Purther arrangements will be made by Professor 
; Parsons, Chairman of your committee, 

Sincerely yours, 

a, K, Proker, Chairman 
Committee on Post-War Planning 
College of Agriculture
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, SOIL CONSERVATION POLLOY 

States 

There is general confusion as between the objeatives of soil 

: : conservation, and the ways and meant of obtaining it. 

The organization of Soil Conservation Districts and the various 

manifestations of fermer-interest are ways and means. These woye and 

means have developed markedly during the last decade. 

The reduation of topsoil tonnage delivered to the Mississippi is 

the end. No physical meagarements of this tepsell less are being mda, 

wut expert opinion trends toward the belief that it is increasing. 

‘This vaiges the question! Is erosion accelerating more rapidly then 

erosion control? The fact that it is accelerating less rapidly than it 

would have without contyol showld not mast the possibility that the present : 

program ia morely a "delaying setion". 

2rend_of Poliey 
Tha past decade has brought a decieive shitt from a policy of federal 

subsidy to a policy of loosl telf-governmant through Sei1 Senservation 

Districts. the only subsidy involved in the present 8.¢.5, procedure 

consiete of the services of technical personnel. 

the avowed cbjective of the Soil Conservation Dietrict lew is to enmble 

lees] fermers to write their own rules for safe lend-use, Hevertheless, after 

five years of operation and with 36 districts now in existence, no district 

hos enacted a single mle. The leaders of the movement exprese the hope 

that ne rules will be necessary. In offeet, then, the Soil Conservation 

Ristricts de act (so far) eubstitute leeal self-government for federal
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subsidy. Thoy gudstitute extension with limited subsidy for extension with 

wnlimited suseidy, The alleged auccess of this shift is a suecess in 

moving poopie, not a saccese in saving soll. We doubt whether this fact is 

Clearly recognized, I% seems essential to sound policy. 

Sriteria of Suecess 

We find general confusion as between the eriteria of success in 

conserving the interests of the individual farmer, and those of the public 

or commund ty. 

Ag long as the public eontritutes to the soil conservation program, 

its interests mst be recognized to the extent that they differ from those ; 

of the farmer, Thoy differ only in part, but that part neeie enreful 

definition. ‘The poliey situation may be best defined by 4 series of examples. 

the individuel farmer hae no direct pecuniary interest in the reginen 

of waterflow below his farm, but the public has, Thus it may be to the 

farmer's advantage, Wt the public's disadvantage, to straighten his stream. 

or te dein his wet meadow. The 5.C.5,, during the €.0,G. ern, recognized 

this facet, tut it does so no longer. It is now operating as a promoter 

of small drainage projects. 

Tt would be hard to prove that the rebuilding of a woodlet on steop 

slopes is profitable to the farmer owning that slope, but from the community 

view this my be essential for the conservation of wood, waterflow, wildlife, 

and esthetic values. The present program hardly makes 4 serious effort 

in this direstion. In short, the present program is a selective one; it 

promotes the preetices profitable to the farmer but passes up those profitable 

only to the public. Wake ke danguvens benenee the Intter ave the besis fer 

public participation in control costs.
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It is perheps debatable whether the planting of a windoreak on an 

avea subject to wind erosion is profitable to the individual farser, but 

a windbreak system on all farms ie clearly profitable to the conmunity. 

Guriovaly enough, the present program not only recongises this fact, but 

has made notable headway in inducing farmers to plant windbreaks. 

It ie clearly profitable both to the individual farmer and te the 

public to use lime, remevate pesturas, strip-erop or terrace sloping fields. 

Bat comervative rotations, without whieh these practices are of no avail, 

may sometines show 4 Gonflict between the public interest and immediate 

profit to the farmer. Terrace outlets, if on the farm boundary, my ruin 

& neighbor 1f improperly constructed, and this without injuring the owner 

of the terrace. It is clear, then, that in these matters where the mblie 

and profit interest are most nearly identical, degress of conflict my occur. 

In general, the public has an interest in maintaining a degree of 

diversity in the farm landseape, 1.6. in retaining some margh, somo woods, . 

sone natural streams, some ponde, and also features of purely esthetic value, 

The pull of economic forces, including those now used in promoting soil 

conservation, is often at variance with this public interest. ‘the present 3 

8011 conservation program shows no awareness of this fact, although the 

public ie gradually becoming aware of it. Wise policy should forestall 

this potential conflict. Mothing could injure the “cause” of soil conservation 

more seriously than to greate the impression that ite definition of conser~ 

vation is one thing, while the public's definition is another,
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Goordsnation , 
A% the present timo it is ponaible for four governmental agencies to 

write four more or lese conflicting land-use plans fer the same farm, 

These ave the 3.0.5.4 AvAcAsy ¥eS.d,, aud the Extension Service. The . 

firat and lest operate through Scil Conservation Districts, the others 

deal directly with the individual fermer, The A.A.A. and P.5.A. use what 

are in effect “economic senetions” to segure compliance. Tho 3.0.5., 

AcAchey and Uxtonsion Services deal with Soi] Conservation. 

it seems a truism that soll conservation objectives should be coordinated 

through « single agenoy. 

°
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core Conservation Policy: 

We are convinced that the aggregate of effort now called "conservation" 

contains grave defects: 

1. It is a piecemeal effort, devoid of cohesion or balance. 

2. It leans far too heavily on government, too lightly on private 

initiative. 

3. It looks on the land as a series of more or less independent parts 

or "resources," each of which can be "conserved" separately. All 

of modern science indicates the contrary. Land is an organic 

whole, and must be dealt with as such. 

Before present programs can become more effective, we must improve 

the basic picture of what they are intended to accomplish. In this section 

we try to sketch roughly e basic picture of conservation. 

Land Health: : 

Conservation is a state of health in the land. This means just what 

it does in an animal or plant: the capacity for self-renewal by cooperation 

of interdependent parts, or organs. The parts are soil, water, plants and 

animals (both tame and wild). 

One part cannot be healthy while another is sick, nor can the whole 

be healthy unless all the parts are present and functioning. Science knows 

very little about the functioning of land, but it is a sefe guess that the 

more complete the original assortment of parts, the better the chance for a 

healthy land. 

Si peace 

Lop-sided Conservation: 

At the present time, in the richer farming counties of Wisconsin, con~ 

servation consists largely of an attempt to save the topsoil. So far this
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effort is not very successful; we are still losing topsoil faster than it is 

being replaced by decay or rocks. On the same farm where we are trying 

hardest to conserve the topsoil, the woodlot may be in process of slow destruc- 

tion by pasturing, and the water flow and water table may be injured by stream- 

straightening or marsh drainage. The native plants and animals tend to dis- 

appear with the woodlot and the marsh. 

The woodlot, the stream bank, the underground water table, the marsh, 

and the native fauna and flora are all parts of the land, and presumably essen— 

tiel to land health. They do not happen to yield salable products es readily 

as does plowland; some indeed yield no salable products at all, but a conserva- 

tion policy which ignores them seems to us unsound, unscientific, lopsided, 

and perhaps doomed to ultimate failure.. 

The Community Concept: 

What is lacking in our mental picture of conservation is the concept 

of land, water, plants, and animals as a community. All] parts of the land 

community cannot make money. (Neither can all members of the human community 

receive wages.) The “unprofitable! members may nevertheless be essential -to 

the well-being of the whole. 

It follows that if conservation on farms is to be motivated solely by 

profit, then tiolanaliy sbelinn of the land as a whole is impossible. Community 

welfare, and a sense of pride in contributing to it, must in some degree move 

the private owner as well as the public. The profitable parts must carry the 

unprofitable ones, just as in any industriel enterprise a unified purpose 

involves carrying profitable and unprofitable component enterprises, each 

necessary to the functioning of the whole.
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Education: 

Summarized in terms of education, these implications of a unified con- 

servation program add up rather simply to this: The farmer should know the 

‘original as well as the introduced components of his land, and take a pride .- 

in retaining at least a sample of all of them. Inaddition to healthy soil, 

erops, and livestock, he should know and feel a pride in a healthy sample of 

marsh, woodlot, pond, stream, bog, or roadside prairie. In addition to being 

a conscious citizen of his political, social, and economic community, he should 

be a conscious citizen of his watershed, his migratory bird flyway, his biotic 

Zone. Wild crops as well as tame crops should be a part of his scheme of farm 

management. He should hate no native animal or plant, but only excess or ex- 

tinction in any one of them. 

Cash outlays for unprofitable components of land are of course not to 

| be expected, but outlays of thought, and to a reasonable extent of spare time, 
a ’ : 

should be given with pride, just as they are now given to equivalent enter- 

prises in human health and civic welfare. 

Soil Conservation Districts: ' 

In Wisconsin 37 counties have been organized as Soil Conservation 

districts. Residence in these districts entitle land owners to the benefits 

offered through the United States Soil Conservation Service, and to certain 

powers of concerted action. At the present time technological advice is the 

principal assistance to farmers through the districts. The Service, together 

with the State Soil Conservation Committee maintain Soil Conservation techni- 

cians in a considerable number of Wisconsin counties. 

In earlier years the Soil Conservation Service made CCC camp labor 

available to participating farmers for the construction of terraces, dams,
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and sodways. Although the arrangements were varied, the farmer usually com 

tributed all or a major part of the cost of the materials used, his own labor, 

and agreed to follow a program of conservation farming. In recent years the 

program of the Soil Conservation Service has operated without grants of 

materials and labor. 

In reviewing the work of the Soil Conservation districts, your committee 

noted an increasing tendency for the Service to emphasize ‘changes in land use 

‘ practices distinctly profitable to the individual farmer, There is an increas- 

ing emphasis upon drainage and converting land to intensive agricultural use. 

Soil Conservation districts are a special unit of government, with the 

County Agricultural Committee as officers. Through them the members have 

certain powers, including the authority to devise and enforce compulsory land 

use regulations. Through such regulations, farmers may be prohibited from 

following land use practices deemed wasteful and harmful to the community. 

So far, in Wisconsin, local Soil Conservation districts have issued no regula~ 

tions on land use practices. 

The Conservation Program of the AAA: 

The Agricultural Adjustment program has placed an increasing emphasis 

upon soil conservation and good farm management practices since 1936. In 

1936 payments were made in Wisconsin for following five farming practices: 

liming, fertilizing, seeding, tree planting, and the plowing dow of green 

manure crops. By 1943, payments were made for the performance of 18 different 

farm practices. See Table 2 for the measures of performance during recent 

years. 

/ Most of these farm practices are intended to promote conservation. 

The practices and improvements are selected for payment by the State AAA
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Committee with the advice of representatives of other public organizations 

interested in conservation. During the years 1936 to 1941 soil building pay- 

ments to Wisconsin farmers by the AAA amounted to about two or three million 

dollars annually - about ten to fifteen dollars for each farm in Wisconsin. 

i In 1942 and 1943 soil building payments were increased to about seven million 

dollars. This increase resulted largely from heavier payments for fertilizing 

and liming. 

The performance on practices supported by AAA payments is supervised by 

local committeemen and field supervisors. Conservation practices are approved 

for individual farms upon the besis of judgment and general need only, since 

; there is no provision for the development of a specific conservation plan for 

the individual farm. 

Toward a Unified Conservation Program in Wisconsin: 

We shall never have a healthy land in Wisconsin unless we get a vision 

of what conservation means and then step by step convert these ideals into 

practices and programs. And we have a long way to go. So far we have only 

retarded the rate of increase of soil loss through erosion. On many of the 

aspects of conservation we are making no headway at all. 

q 1. We need better understanding of what conservation means. The first 

requirement of a sound conservation program is the recognition that conservation 

is land health, And the health of the land requires an enduring and self 

renewing balance between soil, water, trees, plants and animals. For public 

action this requires a vision of the balance upon a grand scale and a concep~ 

tion of how private landowners can work together to promote public purposes. For the 

individual farmer it requires that he visualize a long term ideal of how these 

natural components of his farm can be kept in a healthy balance, for Baacosbioas 

to come.
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2. The goal of Wisconsin should be a conservation plan for every farm; a 

plan which takes into account the distinctive and unique features of each farm. 

Much expert counsel and assistance would be required. But, the informed judgment 

and experience of farmers themselves should carry the main burden of this 

planning. 

3. The public programs for the promotion of soil conservation should be 

unified, both in operation and organization. We need to combine the assistance 

or inducement payments for conservation practices (now granted through the AAA) 

with the technical assistance now offered through the soil conservation service, 

with the powers of compulsory practices (the powers of county soil conservation 

districts) and our general educational programs (mostly Agricultural Extension). 

All these governmental conservation programs, viewed collectively, have 

this defect: they select out profitable land-use practices and often reward 

them with subsidies of cash or services of one sort or another, but the receipt 

of aids from the community entails no obligations to the community beyond the 

immediate item for which the aid is given. Thus a farmer gets public help for 

good land-use on his field while his pasture, woodlot, or stream are being 

injured by bad land-use. The net effect is conserving one component of land at f 

the expense of another. The community concept of conservation simply does not 

exist in present lend practice. 

We are not sure that ss vibanant alone can remedy the situation. We are 

sure thet a large part of the remedial action must come from the only organized 

expression of farmer~opinion so far available: the soil conservation districts,
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Division of Archives, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
University Archives 608/262-3290 / Steenbock Archives 608/262-0428 / Oral History 608/262-2777 

B134 Memorial Library, 728 State Street, Madison 53706 

April 4, 1988 

Prof. Kenneth H. Parsons 
Room 321 Taylor Hall 
Henry Mall 

Dear Prof. Parsons: 

Thank you for your donation of the Aldo Leopold it will be added to the 
; file. _We will also attempt to call this report to the attention of those 

MM , using the Leopold collection, Again, thanks for remembering the Archives. ~ 

Sincerely, 

aft 
J. Frank Cook 
Director 

xc: Prof. Ed Jesse 
Linda Chase 

dim Liebig



University of Wisconsin-Madison College of Agricultural and Life Sciences 

Department of Agricultural Economics 

Taylor Hall 
427 Lorch Street : 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Date: March 29, 1988 

To: Frank Cook; Director 

University Archives 

From: Linda Chase J 

Department Administrator 

Re: Material for Aldo Leopold Archives 

Enclosed is material that may be of value as an addition to the 

University Archives’ Aldo Leopold collection. As explained in the cover 

letter from Professor Emeritus Parsons to Edward Jesse, Agricultural 

Economics Department Chairman, this draft report of an agricultural policy 

subcommittee on which Aldo Leopold served contains marginal notes in 

Professor Leopold’s handwriting.
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15 March 1988 

Professor Ed Jesse 2" 
Department of Agricultural Economics 

433 Taylor Hall 

Camous 

Dear Ed: . 

In sorting through some of my papers recently, I found the copy of a 

draft report dated May 2, 1945 on agricultural policy by the sub-committee of 

the Post-war Planning Committee of the College of Agriculture. The draft 

report is a copy of a summary statement I had prepared and distributed to the 

sub-committee. You may find it interesting. 

I send this copy to you (which is the only one in hand) because it is the 

copy which Aldo Leopold returned to me with his marginal comments. I would 

suggest that you send this manuscript to the Aldo Leopold Archives--which I 

assume are on the campus. Let me explain a bit. 

_ Within the last two years (as I recall) a lady writing a biography of 

Aldo Leopold (and I presume the author of the recently published Leopold 

biography) called me and inquired about Professor Leopold's contributions to 

this sub-committee. Inasmuch as it had been more than 40 years since this 

post-war planning project, I could remember virtually nothing about Professor 

Leopold's contributions, nor did I recall having this copy in my files. She | 

was obviously quite disappointed, for here, she said, was an occasion when 

Professor Leopold participated in a major policy statement by the College 

faculty. 

I have no doubt that Professor Leopold was virtually the sole contributor 

of Sec. VII Conservation Policy--although I probably had something to say on 

soil conservation districts. Our procedure in the sub-committee was that I 
take the contributions and suggestions of the different members of the 

’ committee and put them together. This particular edition seems to be a slight 

. modification of a previous draft which the committee had discussed. Professor 

Leopold's marginal notes suggest his questions and critical comments. 

It may be of some possible significance to people interested in Aldo 

Leopold--at least the lady who called me was anticipating something of value 

to her from this committee effort. I was sorry to disappoint her and remain a 

An institute for research and education on social structure, rural institutions, resource use and development
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; bit embarrassed by what I had forgotten. I do not know whether she ever 

looked at the papers and correspondence tranferred from my files to the 

archives when I retired. No doubt there is something there--for Dorothy 

Macguire was a careful, competent secretary. 

‘ wo yours, 

4 
Kénneth H. Parsons 

Professor Emeritus 

Enclosure = 

KHP: pag : 

’



304 Agricultural Hall 
May 2, 1945 

R. Ae Brink 
R, K, Froker W/ 
Aldo Leopold 
A. W. Hopkins 
R. B. Pallett 
W. W. Wilcox 

Gentlemen: ! 

I am sending you a copy of the proposed report by the Policy 
Subcommittee for one last look before it is submitted to the Over-all 
Committee. Since our last meeting in midwinter, I have made a few 
changes in the manuscript, and I would appreciate your reading it again. 
You will remember that we virtually agreed upon the report as it stood 
at our last meeting. ‘Since that time it has seemed to me necesaary that 
this report also include a statement upon cooperatives. This I have 
prepared and it is this that I am especially anxious that you should 
Tread, Also, in casting the report in what may be its final form, I 
have pulled together a number of ideas which we have discussed, and 
placed them in Section II as some basic distinctions and principles. 
Although this section was not in this form when we last met, I believe 
you will find the ideas familiar. 

Unless individual members of the committee take exception to 
the present statement, I do not anticipate calling the whole committee 
together again. Would it be asking too much of you to suggest that I 
might have your comments within a week or ten days? I think this matter 
should be finally disposed of by the Over-all Committee before the end 
of the current semester. 

; Kenneth H, Parsons 

Ence
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PUBLIC POLICIES FOR WISCONSIN AGRICULTURE IN THE POSTWAR ERA; 

i A REPORT BY THY POLICY SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE : 

POSTWAR PLANNING COMMITTED OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

In Wisconsin we are attempting to build a permanent family-farn 

type of agriculture. This goal is shared by most farm families in America. 

Yet the novelty of our quest may not be evident to us. We would combine 

Management, labor and capital in one family, that those who work the land may 

also own it, and own enough so that they can have a good income, security and 

calture. 

These are 014 aspiretions of farmers but throughout the ages and in 

most countries they have not been realised, The natural drift of social events 

has led to the separation of investment and labor, with the tillers of the soil i 

‘ becoming life-long tenants, peasants, laborers or peons. 

Our times have additional and peculiar @ifficulties. Yor almost a 

full generation, now, the economy has alternately lurched, dived and stalled, 

with booms and depressions. These gigzags in the operation of the economy 

; have first rewarded and then impoverished our whole people, farmers included. 

Also, this is increasingly an age of group action in business, labor, industry 

and politics. In such an age, the individualism of farm people is threatened 

unless ways can be found to add the strength of concerted and cooperative 

effort to those efforts of individual families. Technological efficiency 

multiplies produetive capacity and puts relentless pressure upon farmers to 

meet the competition of new methods and larger farms. 

The farmers of Wisconsin enter this new world of wars, revolutions, — 

technology and instability armed with the institutions and wisdom of the past. 

Zarlier problems persist - providing for the family, conservation of the land,
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and equality of opportunity - even as new developments complicate and intensify 

the old. While we "hold onto that which is good" from the past we must also 

realize that we are living in the twentieth century. This is the challenge 

te public policy, which thinking citizens mst face. 

I. The approach to public policies 

Public policies for Wisconsin agriculture in the postwar era cannot 

all be chosen in advance. Much of what we shall need to do will depend upon 

the circumstances. But we can and should think through different policy 

alternatives so that we can act both deliberately and decisively when the time 

comes. : 

Agricultural policy is a balance of many parts. A plan is devised 

to solve some one problem; from this a policy may be developed to handle 

similar difficulties when they arise in the future. Staroenmnshty consists 

in the ability to visualize real public problems, devise adequate solutions 

and coordinate all the policies and programs into a working whole. This is 

much like running a farm. A farmer balances countless activities against 

each other in organizing and operating his farm as a going concern. So with 

public policy and statesmanship. . 

We can learn a great deal about how to proceed to build sound public 

policies for agriculture by observing the ways of a good farmer. It takes a 

long time for a farmer to work out a satisfactory plan of management and opera- 

tion on his farm. But gradually he finds a certain balance in crops, in the 

kinds of livestock kept, between crops grown, purchased feed, and livestock. 

Every day some new problem comes up. Then some years there m&y be a catas- 

trophe of drought, flood, or livestock disease. The good farmer bends every 

effort to overcoming that particular difficulty; for this he tries something
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a@ifferent, but he continues to follow the tried and proven practices in other 

things. 

So with agricultural policy, new problems require new policies, but 

we should continue to use the proven policies wherever they are working suc- i 

cessfully. The working out of new programs takes: much time and attention, 

but later we can sit back and see how well the new jibes with the old, and 

judge the whole combination of policies. 

‘ Your committee has attempted to work in such fashion. In what 

follows we offer some suggestions on what we believe to be the more important ; 

problems in public policy for Wisconsin agriculture. The policies need to be 

worked out so that we can better fit them into the total pattern of sgricul- ; 

tural policy. We discuss some issues in policies relating to farm ownership, 

employment and the general level of economic opportunities, equality of 

opportunity, cooperation, farm price supports and production control, and 

conservation. These in our debininn are now limiting factors in agricultural 

policy. Some day we may solve some of these problems satisfactorily, then the 

other problems will need attention; then, too, policies devised from the 

problems of today may be accepted and used as tried and proven. 

There is no need here to review all of the policies for agriculture 

which have proved their worth, and should be continued without question or j 

hesitation. The continued public support of agricultural research and educa- 

tion is such policy. Research discoveries on improved farm machines, new , 

varieties, and sound management practices are the elements out of which farmers 

Gan select the ways to improve their own farm organigation. Similarly, the 

; policies should be extended which promote improved markets through information, 

regulation, and the sponsorship of cooperative organizations. The ownership 

of farms by the operating farm family has always been encouraged in this
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. Country through public purpose. Through agricultural extension we must 

' @ontinue to bring sound and pertinent information and counsel to farm people. 

Furthermore the encouragement to self-help and responsible voluntary action 

through policies of honest information and open discussion is of the very 

essence of democracy itself. ‘The continued support of such activities is the 

backbone of sound agricultural policy. The whole of agricultural policy is 

® smooth working together of many parts. We follow one part, or one phase 

of policy, until good judgment indicates that it must be supplemented with a 

Gifferent kind of action. 

Perhaps all can agree, however, that the major policy decisions which 

confront Wisconsin farmers grow out of these general circumstances: (1) Farmers 

are living in a commercialized world of industries, markets, cities, mass 

employment, dooms and depressions. (2) During the war, farm output has increased 

greatly, and the prospects are that a high level of farm production will contime. 

(3) Increasingly, thie is an age of group action ~ in production, marketing and 

politics. (4) the world-wide depressions, wars and revolutions of recent decades, 

and the insecurity of masses of people, have led to a great increase in govern- 

mental participation in economic life all over the world. (5) We see, especially 

in this country, that we have been extravagantly wasteful and even thoughtless _ 

in the way we have used our resources. ; 

II. Some basic distinctions and principles for the 

formation of agricultural policy 

The purpose of this report is to stimulate thinking by farm people 

- about questions of public policy. It may be helpful, therefore, to point out, 

in this section, a few basic distinctions which may serve as guides for analysis 

end discussion. : .
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1. Public policies are plans of action for people to use in govern=- 

mental programs. The general purpose of public attion is to prepare the way 

for individuals to exercise their own abilities. Consequently, public policies 

should be concerned with the general rules by which we guide individdal action 

rather than with the details of what each of us does in our private lives. 

. _ Abraham Lincoln once observed that the business of government was 

"to do for the people what needs to be done, but which they cannot by individual 

effort do at all, or do so well, for themselves." 

2. Public policies and programs in a democracy must honor and make 

secure the area of private action, Public and private need to be clearly 

distinguished and preserved. 

3. We should use social or group action to enrich and expand, but 

‘ not to smother, individual action. This means that we need working rules 

which protect the rights of individuals in all forms of group action; this 

applies to cooperatives, farm organizations, and farm programs, as well as to 

labor unions and corporations. 

Unless public policies recognize clearly the sphere of private 

individual action, persons will be made irresponsible by the operation of 

these policies. . 

j 4. Public policies and programs must recognize thet life embraces 

Many purposes and values. Stated in terms of what we need to avoid, we dare 

not build public policies around any one purpose, be that efficiency, security, 

or even equality. 

5. Sound publie policies for agriculture cannot be devised by the 

"government," by farm leaders or by university professors working alone. 

Agricultural policies should, in a democracy, grow from the felt needs and
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problems of the people; farmers may be suffering from low prices, insecurity, 

poverty, or lack of educational advantages - or city people may become dis- 

turbed over the food supply or the conservation of the land. These felt needs 

are expressed by the people perhaps through group or political leaders <- the 

people indicate what they "want." Through public discussions these "wants" | 

can be analyzed and shaped inte feasible proposals; here the knowledge of 

professional people, such as economists and politicians, is needed. Programs 

must be devised that will both solve the problems at hand, yet be politically. 

: feasible and capable of continued administration in the public interest. 

Always the need is for concrete programs that will serve the intended purposes 

without defeating other worth-while ends. 

6. Public policies in a democracy should therefore be directed 

primarily toward the discovery or the creation of ways of shaping up our 

general political, social, or economic arrangements. ‘The private ownership 

of farms is such an arrangement. Our forefathers decided that individual 

liberty and abundant farm production could both be achieved through private 

rather than public ownership of land. Consequently, this institution has been 

the foundation of agricultural policy throughout our history. 

In some phases of life, the public interest may require that private 

action be kept up to some minimum standard. We now require parents to send 

their children to school for several years; in a similar fashion the public 

may have to insure minimum heal th and nutrition standards. But here too the 

task is to find public ways of achieving these standards which will least 

disturb our private lives. The school lunch programs and public health 

clinics are illustrations of how we are tackling these problems. 

7. Public policies for agriculture which go beyond the presenta-
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tion of information to farmers usually result in the organization of some 

direct action program or agency. We now have many such action programs 

operating in the American economy. It is consequently important, even 

imperative, that these programs remain public. This means that they do not 

belong to, and should not be under the control of, any private organization, y 

be that a political party, farm organization, labor union, corporation or 

cooperative. ‘ 

In summary, and to state the case generally, the problem in agricul- 

tural policy is always to find the means, or ways, of public action that will 

have as natural consequences the resolving of the problems at hand. But the 

means must be consistent with the fundamental purposes and procedures of our 

democratic way of life. We cannot, in a democracy, consider goals alone; 

we must view means and ends together, for the means are the way we live and 

work together. The unending quest is for ways to do things that actually 

promote our deepest purposes. 

II, The family ownership of farms 

fo own the farm they operate is the goal of most farm families. 

, Many public programs also have had the avowed purpose of strengthening the 

femily-owned and family-operated farm. In this section we discuss some of the 

obstacles to the achievement of farm ownership by farm families and consider 

ways in which public programs can help farm families realize this ideal. 

The private ownership of farms has always been accepted as o basic 

public policy in this country. This means that private persons, not the 

government, must assume the risks of owmership. Consequently, policies which 

would promote the ownership of farms by the farm family must be directed toward 

improving either the general economic égpertent tion for farming or the abilities 

; of farm families to use the available opportunities.
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The collapse of the whole economy during the period between the wars ibe: 

was the greatest blow ever struck against family farm ownership in this country, 

It wiped out the equities of indebted owners and the life savings of millions 

of farm femilies. The value of farm property fell 4 billion dollars, a loss 

of more than 50 percent, between 1919 and 1933. ‘The realized net income to 

persons on farms from farming during this same 13 year period was only 73 

billion dollars. In four of the years inventory losses on farm property 

greatly exceeded net farm income. In fact the whole of agriculture was 

virtually bankrupt during the depths of the depression, Although farmers 

have been more prudent in financial matters during this war than in the 

previous one, a severe depression would again cause tremendous suffering and 

loss. A reasonably prosperous stabilized economy would be a great gain to 

farm families by eliminating the conditions which have frustrated and defeated 

the best efforts of many of the present generation of farmers. 

The attainment of a high volume of urban investments will give pro- 

tection to future farmers by reducing the competition for land. Anyone with 

sufficient money can buy any farm in Wisconsin which the present owner is 

willing to sell. This means that land is aveilable as an investment, and as 

such ie to be compared with investments in other fields. Yor this reason, the 

ownership, value and rate of return upon farns in the future, will be determined 

in part by the investment alternatives of city people. The practical signifi- 

cance of this comes from the fact that something more than 100 billion dollars : 

of individual and corporate wartime savings was in "liquid" form ~ currency, | 

deposits and U. S$. savings bonds by the end of 1944.1/ Perhaps a tenth of this 

amount was owmed by farners.2/. The longer the war lasts the larger this fund of 

1/ Mis eotigate fren Sumner Slichter, Present Savings end Postwar Markets, Bi 

2/ ote Te t of the Yar on This Financial Structure of Agriculture, 
U.S.D.A. Sept. 1944, p. 21. }
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liquid purchasing power becomes, 

: The serious financial consequences of wars appear te come always from 

the savings that accumlate; they can be used to shift greatly the balance of 

spending or owmership in the whole economy. During this war unprecedentedly 

large savings have been accumulated. The size of current accumulations of 100 

billions can perhaps be imagined when compared with » total value of 34 billion 

dollars for all farm real estate in 1940, 

This is not to say that any attempt will be made to invest all the 

surplus funds in farms. Yet farm people should realize that unless good in- 

- Wwestment outlets are created in cities, by housing, plant expansion, ete. that 

_ ity investors in great washes’ will be in the market for farms, as indeed they 

have already lee in the vicinity of large midwestern cities. Heavier taxa- 

tion during this war could have held down the volume of savings. Their use 

could now be guided only by public investment policies. This is an added 

i reason why farmers should vigorously support a program for investment policies 

leading to high employment in urban industries. 

This discussion of idle urban funds may seem remote from farmers! 

problems, but history has at least one significant parallel. At the outbreak 

of the Napoleonic wars, the farmers of England owned about one-half the land 

they operated. Within 15 years after the close of the war, by 1830, virtually 

every farmer in England was a tenant, with city investors buying the land at 

prices beyond the reach of operating farmers - and they were undoubtedly bought 

with city war profits. ; 

In many states farmers have urged that some restrictions be placed 

upon the purchase of farms by outside investors. Several states have laws 

limiting or prohibiting the marchase of farms by nonfarm corporations. Such
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measures are of doubtful value, however, in checking the purchase of land by 

nonoperstors. The laws of real property insure so effectively the right to 

buy and sell land that restrictions controlling land transfere are difficult 

to devise, which are not violations of our constitutions. In view of this, 

feme families must rely mostly on their own efforts at savings and capital 

accumulations if they would permanently own the farms they operate. But these 

efforts can be made more fruitful by policies which create favorable opportuni- 

ties for farmers. 

Another important step in public policy, ‘ enecuraging owmership of 

farms by the operators, is the creation of favorable credit policies, Hstab- 

lished credit institutions, banks, insurance companies, and the Farm Credit 

ie N . Administration now offer ample credit for well established farmers. The latter 

“i institution has pioneered in the use of well planned liberal business terms for 

credit: long term real estate mortgage loans, interest rates reflecting central 

credit market rates and amortized payments. Many other progressive lending 

institutions have since adopted these general principles. But there is still 

@ frontier to be explored in the liberalization of farm credit. Shortage of 

Capital limits the opportunities of farmers in many ways. For some years both 

\ the Farm Credit Administration and the Farm Security Administration have made 

loens beyoné the generally accepted limits of prudent lending. This experience 

suggests that it may be sound business practice to extend credit up toward 75 

percent of the long-time value of a farm plant where provision is made for the 

protection of the farm as an operating going concern. Other ways of using credit 

to reduce the barriers to farm owmership and efficient operation should also be 

explored. : 

Success in the attainment of farm ownership by the farm family may be 

viewed as overcoming a series of obstacles or limiting factors. Unless the whole
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economy operates at a fairly high level of employment and prosperity, opportuni- 

ties in farming are almost surely restricted, and farn prices low. Under these 

depressing conditions farmers face bankruptey, foreclosure and loss of equities. 

If the whole economy operates at a reasonably high level of activity, it is 

possible to maintain farn prices high enough either by normal demand or government 

programs to make economic security possible for farm families. Suecese in farm 

ownership then becomes possible for the more efficient farsers or those with 

considerable capital. Many of the farmers of Wisconsin are on farms so emall as 

to leave little margin above family living needs for saving. Perhaps 40 percent 

could operate more efficiently with larger farms. Better incomes for the poorer 

farmers through improved farm operations would greatly improve their chances of 

owning a good farn. But ultimately, farm omership hinges upon savings and the 

management of capital; the advantages of both good farm prices and operating 

efficiency can be quickly dissipated by poor investments or bad management of 

money. In this sense capital accumulation is the limiting factor in the ownere 

ship of farms. The capital of farm families is the risk cushion for owmership. 

There are many reasons for believing that the farmers of the future who 

are able to acquire farms will be members of families who work together. It is 

especially important that fathers and sons work out equitable arrangements for 

teaming up together. A young man with only strong hands and no capital cannot 

assume the risks of a business, and if he could go in debt for everything he 

coulé pay off the mortgage in ordinary times only with great difficulty. 

Competition keeps labor incomes of farmers too low for that. An aging father 

with capital but failing strength cannot keep a farm running at full capacity. 

Together father and son can combine strength, judgment and capital + to create a 

deeply satisfying way of continuing the family on the home farm from generation 

to generation,
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The farmers of Wisconsin have been thinking and working on these 

problems of owmership since the state was first settled. We can learn much 

from the wisest and most successful of these families by discovering the 

practices they have followed in passing the operation and omership of their 

farms from one generation to the next. This requires research. The final 

step, then, in public policies to encourage farm ownership, must be to support 

research, agricultural education and extension. In this way the power of 

ideas may be turned to the assistance of farm families-in the achievement of : 

their goal of ownership. 

IV. Bquality of opportunity for farn youth ae 

Bach year, in normal times, thousands of our farm youth leave the 

farms for other lines of work, This is desirable, since there is a natural 

increase in rural population beyond the needs of the farms for workers. This — 

movement is voluntary and natural, but the conditions under which it occurs 

present some of the most fundamental issues in public policy. 

; The interdependence of farm and city is revealed here, in dramatic 

form. When there is unemployment in the cities the movement from farms is 

retarded, or even reversed. In fact, the availability of jobs in cities is 

the dominant factor in the number of persons on farms. This is true both in 

terms of currently available farm labor (in peacetime) and of the number of 

farm operators. If all of the children reared on Wisconsin farms were to : 

stay there for a full generation (30 years), and become farm operators in 

the same proportions as their parents, we would have a 40 percent increase in 

the number of farms. This sort of pressure on the land would lead quickly to 

a division of farms and a reduction in size and efficiency of operation as 

i well as in farm income. It is the existence of cities, and the availability
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of nonfarm jobs that make possible the steadily increasing size and efficiency 

of our farms - without reducing our surplus rural population to peasants or a 

permanent labor class. This is one of the unique features of farming in 

America, and other new countries. In older lands, Asia and much of Turope, 

farm parents Were compelled, for centuries, Titeranty to divide up their lands 

and personal properties among the children (or sons) if they were to treat 

children (or sons) equally. In America we cherish equality, and we usually 

practice equality of inheritance by dividing up the estate (the velue of the 

property) rather than by dividing up the farm. We can do this because of the 

economic opportunities off the farm. 

In the long view (i.e. planning) on public policy, farm people will 

be wise to consider some of the larger issues in the ways of equalizing opportuni- 

ties for all people, rural and urban. Again there is no one single, simple, or 

even permanent way to achieve equality. It is a continuing and eternal quest ~ 

the very lifeblood of democracy. Through equalizing educational opportunities, 

by reducing the greatest differences in inheritance, by helping to maintain even 

access to jobs and business opportunities - in these ways rural youth may be 

asgured of a reasonably good chance to succeed by their own efforts. 

About one-half of our rural youth must find opportunities outside of 

farming. Consequently they need education that will so supplement their home 

training as to enable them to qualify ané compete for sta occupations 

elsewhere. This surplus of farm youth elso leads to keen competitions for 

opportunities in farming; for this work too our youth need the best of train- 

ing. Consequently, our rural school system should help train the abilities 

\ of all rural youth for the opportunities which they ¢an occupy. This is the 

first step beyond good health toward equality for farn youth.
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It is especially important to farm people that ways be kept open for ; 

their children to seek occupations in many directions. ‘The choice of opportuni- 

ties is the very essence of liberty. Consequently farm people should use their 

influence to keep the control and exclusive ownership of opportunities to that 

‘reasonable" minimum which is required to insure security of expectations to 

persons everywhere. Control of opportunities should be “reasonable,” not absolute. 

We cannot reduce modern industry to firms so small that no one counts 

in the market, but we can and should oppose combinations in restraint of trade. 

We can and should oppose the use of patents to prevent both competition and 

progress; large corporations should not be allowed to buy up patents and with- 

hold their use for long merely to protect their own profits. We can support 

: liberal public credit policies to help small businesses get sufficient capital. 

We can, finally, organise cooperatives which, if run efficiently, may break the 

monopoly grips of businesses where other measures fail. The list is not ex- 

haustive but it should indicate some of the ways in which farmers can use their 

influence to keep ansaveaiitvede relatively fluid in business. 

Similarly with labor unions, they too are a part of modern America. 

They cannot be eliminated without a dictatorial government which would deny 

freedom to all. Again a “reasonable” course is the only practical way. 

Farmers can help unions better serve the public interest by insisting that 

all be run democratically, as most of them now are. Unions should have a 

public accounting of funds and genuinely democratic election of officials. 

Furthermore, the unions should have reasonable rules for admission to a trade 

or union. Again, this is simply a necessary part of democratic procedure, 

even though it is impossible to define what is reasonable except by investiga- 

tion of particular circumstances. 

The same problem of democratic protection of equality of opportunity
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is encountered where acreage or market quotas are allotted to farmers by 

rationing. Indeed, wherever collective or group action is used to expand, or 

pretest, the economic opportunities of farmers, equality must be considered. 

The statement can be made more general; we are evidently moving into 

a Rew age of group action - at least in economic affairs. This does not mean 

that individual farms will disappear, but rather that farmers should expect to 

supplement their own efforts on their farms with participation in organized 

efforts, cooperatives, farm programs, soil conservation districts, and so on... 

If we are to preserve our fundamental rights and liberties in a meaningful 

sense, we shall have to work out new forms of economic government. ‘The central 

issues center around the procedures we use in controlling and distributing 

economic opportunities. 

To summarize, farm people have a great stake in keeping a wide 

variety of opportunities open for their children. Farming should attract and 

retain the best of our rural youth; tut it is equally important that young 

people going inte nonfarm work should be trained for their tasks, and have an 

equal chance with others to occupy the attractive opportunities. Equality of 

opportunity, within groups and between groups, leads all democratic peoples on 

and on toward a goal which is never reached, in a quest that is never ended. 

The struggle for equality comes in conflict with property rights wherever these 

rights are used to protect a vested interest which is privately valuable but not 

productive of public benefits. Private rights mst be kept serving public as 

well as private purposes. The natural drift of a "free" economy is toward 

inequality of wealth and income. Only positive social action can counter the 

deadening effect of these tendencies,
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Vv. The organization of cooperatives 

Cooperative effort by farm people can be a bulwark of security and 

equality in an age of group action. Individual farmers are no match for 

private corporations: farmers cooperating ean be. Wisconsin has long been a 

leader in the field of cooperatives, especially in dairy marketing; some 1100 

cooperatives market more than one-fourth of the farm products in the state, 

But cooperative marketing and purchasing associations need to be strengthened , 

and extended in the postwar era. 

Cooperative organisations are voluntary (private) associations; 

they have been sponsored and assisted by both state and federal governments 

in order to serve public interests. They offer farmers an opportunity to 

use the economic power of collective action in bargaining waa Goa performing 

certain services for themselves and consumers. Thereby farmers and consumers 

can both be served. Ho other form of organization promotes as well the 

production of quality products. 

Cooperatives must be efficient if they are to prosper in the years 

shead. The war has hastened technologics] progress. Plants have been built 

or re-equipped for the processing of whole milk and virtually all of the milk 

produced on Wisconsin farms is now used for human consumption, fat and nonfat 

solide alike. Progress in powdering and evaporating during the war and the 

need for improvements in the manufacturing of cheese indicate that a great 

transformation will be made in the postwar years in the dairy plants of this 

state. If dairy processing cooperatives are to be a power in the future they 

Will have to meet the competitive standard in plant efficiency. In order to 

do this meny small cooperatives will have to combine their operations. 

But the challenge to cooperatives is not all technical. Increasing- 

ly the processing and manufacturing of dairy products are being concentrated
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in the hands of a few great companies. In some products there is virtually no 

Open market transactions between the purchase of mille from the farmer and its 

sale over the counter to the ultimate consumer. This integration of operations 

may be very efficient in terme of technical operations, but if made general 

through private companies it will, over the years, mean that eventually the 

farmers and consumers at either end of the integration absorb nearly all the 

shocke of economic instability. This is one of the great challenges to dairy 

cooperatives - to build integrated cooperative manufacturing and marketing 

organizations that reach through to the consumer. 

The task is great, but only through cooperatives can the dairy 

farmers themselves achieve any appreciable control over their markets. Co- 

operatives offer farmers the chance to use efficient engineering practices and 

business methods in an age of big business. But suecese in cooperation requires 

competent managers, informed and active members, and adequate financing. Any 

one may be the limiting factor which prevents the realization of » successful 

cooperative. 

Adequate capital is indispensable for cooperatives: consequently, 

favorable credit terms are essential to the success of a farmer cooperative 

movement which requires a heavy investment in plant, equipment or inventories. 

Farm families do not have sufficiently large incomes for them to be able to 

accumulate large amounts of funds for investment in processing and distribution, 

To meet this need the federal government has set up and provided the initial 

Capital for a system of Banks for Gooperatives, designed to make credit avail- 

able to cooperatives on long-term loans especially designed to meet the 

requirements of cooperatives. Recently the Farm Security Administration has 

also loaned money to cooperatives. 

The whole program of government sponsored lending agencies has been
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challenged on the ground thet the agencies are “subsidized” by government, 

although most of the criticism has not been aimed at credit for cooperatives. 

However, in view of the strategic need for capital, the cooperative movement 

needs a friendly source of adequate credit. The publicly sponsored cooperative 

credit system should be preserved. : 

To the extent that farmer cooperatives succeed as business organisa- 

tions they ineur disfavor among their competitors; this is natural and under- 

Standable. However, the public advantages and possibilities of cooperatives 

are sufficiently great that a public policy favorable to their development is 

justified. To this end, the current campaign to tax patronage dividends as 

— Ancome under the federsl income tax should be defeated. 

VI. Some suggestions on possible price control programs for dairying 

In other sections of this report we consider ways to make the whole 

economy work better. It will be fortunate for everyone if we are able to 

solve fully the riddle of unemployment in a democratic way, realize reasonable 

equality of opportunities among all classes of citizens, and steadily move 

@loser to the goal of family ownership of farms. However, to aseume that this 

blessed state of events can be brought about readily is not realistic planning. 

We should work for the best but be prepared for something much worse, 

Our experience in the past 25 years suggests that Wisconsin farmers 

should, for their own protection, make a series of general plans for supporting 

milk prices which might be put into effect if circumstances require. We may 

visualize price engperting measures in three stens. The first step, the most 

desirable certainly - full employment with vigorous demand and acceptable 

prices. But if this fails a second step might be used, temporary price 

supports to give a floor of security, operating with subsidized consumption |
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bat without production control. Then, in the event of a genuinely serious 

discrepancy between the demand for and the production of dairy products, a 

third step might be desirable, actual production control programs. It may be 

that the farmers of Wisconsin would again conclude that production control 

es _ programs were impractical. But thorough discussion and understanding of such 

programs are e part of intelligent rejection. 

4. Present prograns for dairy farmers: ; . 

There is no national farm program for dairying comparable to that 

for the “basic" crops: cotton, wheat, corn, rice and tobacco. And no major 

program is likely to be worked out unless the dairy farmers take the initiative. 

Wisconsin farming has not fitted well into the price supporting ‘ 

measures of previous farm programs as operated through the A.A.A. Primarily, 

these programs have been designed to stabilize (mostly increase) farm prices 

of a few major crops. ‘The techniques have been acreage allotments, storage : 

loans, and market quotas. However well they may work for the crope included, 

they obviously cannot do much for dairy prices; indeed if farm prices of 

grains are raised, so too are feea prices for Wisconsin farmers. 

Since 1937 the A.A.A. farm program has emphasized soil conservation. 

Most of the payments made to Wisconsin farmers have been supposed to support 

, good conservation and management practices. Since your committee concludes 

that price control and conservation programs should be separated, this part 

of the A.A.A. program will be discussed in the next section, on conservation 

policy. : 

But there neve been some price support programs. ‘Since the depression 

of the thirties, we have had regulation of fluid milk markets under authority 

of both the state and federal governments. ‘This regulation has been helpful
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to farmers especially where it resulted in improvements in the markets. At 

present the market regulation of major interest to Wisconsin farmers is the 

Vederal Administration of the Chicago Market. This may be called an adminis- 

tered bargaining approach te the control of milk prices. 

Regulation occurs in interstate markets through licenses or market 

agreements, under authority of the original A.A.A. act. Market prices for 

fluid milk are determined through negotiations, investigation and findings of 

fact, with due regard to the supply and demand for milk in the market area. 

The general purpose of such market regulations has been to protect the farmers 

from the excessive bargaining power of milk dealers. Before the markets were 

placed under administration it was not uncomon for farmers to bear the major 

part of the burden of competition. Companies gained advantages for themselves 

by discrimination against farmers. Many Wisconsin farmers sell fluid milk in 

the federally administered Ghicago market; about 5 percent of the gross farm 

ineome of Wisconsin is derived from sales in this market alone. This program 

of market administration has a place in any comprehensive national dairy 

progran. 

In 1938, especially, federal loans were made to » dairy marketing 

association for the purchase of butter. In that year, loens were made for 

the purchase of 114 million pounds of butter. This was equal to 6 percent 

of all creamery butter produced during the year. 

Unless the “surplus" purchased in this way is worked off through , 

relief channels, the supplies accumulated will eventually have to be sold 

through the regular markets. This sort of withholding program ewraneits has 

some advantages, but the possibilities are limited to eliminating temporary ‘ 

_ market disturbences. Where the accumulated stocks are given away, market loans 

are simply another way of relief disposal.
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In 1940, about 27 million dollars were spent by federal agencies in 

the purchase of dairy products for relief purposes. Purchases in 1941, and 

subsequently, have been greatly reduced. In 1941, however, 13 million quarts 

of milk were distributed through school lunch programs. So far the purchases 

of "surplus" dairy products have not been an important factor in the total 

dairy markets. In 1940, for example, these purchases were equal to only 1.5 

percent of gross farm income from dairy products. 

The school lunch program, especially, has real possibilities as a 

permanent public program; it serves the double purpose of improving mutri- 

tional standards and providing a market for dairy products. But we should 

not expect too much of it. It has been calculated that it would require 1.8 

billion pounds of milk to supply every school child in the United States with 

a half pint of milk per day at school. This volume is equal to 14 percent of 

the present annual production of milk; it is not known how much such » program 

would reduce the home consumption of milk. 

B. Produetion prospects in dairying: 3 
In 1943, we produced about 118 billion pounds of milk, nationally; in 

1942 slightly more. In 1943 production of milk was 868 pounds per person, 

ineluding both our civilian population and persons in the armed services. 

Some of these dairy products went into lend-lease, but we seek here a simple 

measure of the size of our milk production. Sight hundred sixty-eight pounds 

’ of milk per year is equal to about 1.11 quarts per person per day. We should 

recognize too that most of the skim milk was not consumed as human food. But 

. this single figure of slightly more than one and one-tenth quarts of milk per 

person per day gives ue a rough measure of our production. Now let us add two. 

more items. For the past 20 years, since 1924, which is as far back as esti-
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mates are obtainable, we have been producing just a little more than a quart 

of milk per person per day. Also, beth exports and imports have been relatively 

small, #0 this also represents approximately the amount of milk used. 

Some recent computations indicate that we should anticipate an annual 

U. S. production of 890 pounds of milk per person in 1950, if we have favorable 

prices, and continue to use and adopt good farm and dairy practices. This 

estimate is called a “bench mark” to help us keep our bearings as we work 

our way through this problem of the postwar years. ‘There are a lot of "ifs" 

back of this estimate: we cen accept it with considerable assurance, and we 

shall probably have about this production regardless of whether prices are 

very favorable. This production of $90 pounds per year will be equal to about 

1.14 quarts of milk per person per day if the population reaches 144 million 

by that time. This is only slightly more milk per capita than we produced in | 

1942 and 1943. In 1942, we consumed about 840 pounds of milk per capita. Some 

estimates of total population, total and per capita milk production are listed 

in Table 1, : 

* fable 1 ; 

Estimates of Total U. S. Population, Total and Per Capite 

viene eEE. sie . 

Year Estimated Total Estimated Total Milk Estimated Total Milk 
Population Production U. &. Farms Production in Quarts 

(000) (000,000 1bs.) of Milk per Person 
per parte) ! 

igau 113, 366 90,918 1.02 

1930 122,497 99,998 1.04 

1935 126,864 _ 101,355 1.02 

1940 131,456 109, 34 : 1.06 

1943 135,604 117,689 1.11 

1950 144,000 130,000 1.2%
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On the basis of these estimates, we can see that the per capita . 

; production of milk does not, in prospect, seem very different from our present 

production. When our boys come back home, can we not consume all the milk we 

are now producing? One is tempted to answer yes, since only about § to 10 é 

percent of our dairy production is now being exported for consumption by 

persons other than our own armed forces. 

Yet to dismiss the postwar dairy demand so quickly would be a 

hasty answer indeed. Any one of you can think of many reasons why we cannot 

Say simply: since we would consume the milk equivalent as butter, cheese, 

evaporated milk, cream, and fluid milk now, if we could get it, we can and will 

consume one and one-eighth quarts per person per day in 1950. Rationing, 

especially of meat, creates a demand for dairy products. Also, people cannot 

buy cars, new houses, radios, and a thousand other things, which leaves more 

money for food. Furthermore, we now have a tremendous volume of employment at 

high wages. WVinally we are now using, and will in the future use, a higher 

proportion of our total milk supply for human food. All of these things 

together make the price outlook much less optimistic. 

Perhaps we can put it this way. Should we expect that persons in 

this country will use a total milk equivalent of dairy products, 8 or 9 percent 

greater per person after the war than in the period 1935 to 1940? 

The total production of and demand for agricultural products must be 

considered before one can get a full view of the outlook for milk. This cannot 

be undertaken here, but a few points can be made. Food production in the United 

States is now about one-third greater than before the war with total agricultural 

production up one-fourth. Civilians are now consuming about 75 percent of our 

total food production; our service men another 10 percent. This indicates that 

we shall have about « 15 percent surplus of food after the war with present rates
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ef production unless the per Capita consumption of food is increased. American 

agriculture is likely to be squeezed between the production power of technologi- 

cal advances in farming and the relatively inelastic demand for farm products. 

An increased national income does not increase the demand for foodstuffs pro- 

portionately. 

C. Some suggestions for a possible price control program for milk: 

In view of the large prospective production of mil and the un- 

certainty of a sufficiently high demand to insure good prices, Wisconsin 

farmers are naturally concerned about ways in which some security may be 

achieved in the price for milk. As a contribution to this current subject 

your committee has outlined the following measures as possible elements in a 

price control program for milk. The discussion will be presented in two steps, 

according to the supposed circunstances under which the program might operate. 

Public diseussion and the wind of events can decide the merits of these sug- 

; gestions. : 

Step I. The purpose of the discussion of this step is to outline the condi- 

tions under which prices may be maintained above some stipulated minimum, 

without production control. 

(a) The central question is, how can a freely operating market be used and 

supplemented so as to insure some minimum price? 

() If the farmers continue to produce milk according to their own individual 

judgments, a market mast be found for the sale of the milk. If prices 

drop to "distress" levels two possibilities are open: 

(i) enough of the price depressing surplus can be purchased to 

. bring the market price up to some stipulated minimum, or 

\ (44) payments may be made directly to farmers to make up the 

difference between the price received in the market and the
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minimam or floor price agreed upon. 

Comments: 

(1) Price maintenance by either general procedure requires some 

standard of "parity" price. This is discussed below in a f 

separate section. 

: (2) The purchase of surplus to put a floor in prices can be used 

either on a “business” basis or for "relief" purchases. 

(a) As a sound "business" proposition the surplus purchased 

at one time must simply be held in storage and later put 

back into the market. ‘he rise in price due to purchases : 

is at least partially offset by the depression of price at 

time of sale. 

(b) "Relief" purchases may be worked off by gifts to needy families 

in this country on the basis of size of family, low income 

status, or nutritional needs; or milk might be disposed of 

through an international lend-lease arrangement of some sort. 

The gifts to needy families can be given directly or to school 

lunch programs, or be distributed generally by some "stamp" 

plen. This program has the possibilities of lifting health and 

matrition levels. It has the limitation that someone has to 

decide who shall receive the milk. 

(3) Payments direct to farmers of the difference between the market price 

end some reasonable floor price have the disadvantage of being 

dependent upon a direct payment (subsidy) from public funds. 

Offsetting this would be the fact that farmers were continuing 

to produce a useful and necessary commodity in spite of low prices; 

the payment could be considered simply as a minimum payment for 

service rendered.
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Step Il. If the practical limit is reached of supporting milk prices: without 

production control, farmers will be confronted with the choice of accepting 

depression prices for milk or some production control program. 

The circumstances which would force the decision on a production 

control program might be either (a) that the country were in such a serious 

depression that consumers generally had been forced to curtail drastically 

their purchase of dairy products and the congress has refused appropriations 

for adequate surplus purchase or continued government security price payment to 

farmers as outlined above, or (b) that there was actuelly a surplus of milk 

produced over o reasonable minimum of physical nutritional needs. in short, 

that there was a sudden and great discrepancy between normal market demand and 

prospective production. Such circumstances are likely to occur only with 

Cataclysmic changes in the economic system, but such o change did occur in the 

market for cotton after the lest war. 

Although it is not possible to describe exactly and briefly such a 

etate of depression, it is in some such circumstances as assumed above that 

dairy farmers might be seriously seeking the security of a production control 

program. But regardless of how, when, or whether euch o situetion may oceur, 

dairy farmers might well consider what a genuine production control would 

entail. 

(1) General considerations. 

(a) Deiry farmers can do a great deal to control deiry production 

in the short run by a cutback in cow numbers through culling. 

(b) Any production control program is intended to raise prices. 

Yet it is not in the long-run interest of Wisconsin farners to 

raise milk prices so high that farmers in other sections of the 

; country are induced to shift to dairying when their usual greatest
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relative advantage is in some other line of production. 

(c) A production control program which actually raises prices limits 

the discretion and freedom of a farmer to plan his own farm : 

organization. This may well be a lesser evil than ruinously 

low prices, but it does suggest that a production control program 

that permits some choice of alternatives is desirable. Always 

. the controls should be the minimum necessary to achieve the 

purpose. Again, by using production control to attain some 

floor price rather than a full parity price, the controls may 

also be minimized. f 

1 (2) Possible elements of a production control progran. 

(a) A production quote for milk would have to be allotted, 

Comment (i) This might well be granted in terms of total 

anmal milk production rather than by number of cows 

or acres in the farm. This would recognize that milk 

production involves a herd, equipment and sbility 

("know-how") as well as land. The quota would be based 

Le upon the capacity to produce milk as indicated by the 

‘ . ei: “i combination of factors and ability. 

4. ot (41) Mere is so mech variation in the individual capacities 

us A of both cows and acres that any rationing of quotas in 

Kt terms of these simple units would completely disrupt 

established production patterns. To base the allotment ¢ 

; on number of cows would encourage both the keeping of 

; | SS poor cows and intensive feeding of good cows. ‘To base 4 

~ oe . the allotment in acres would put a premium on both poor
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land management and poor soil, unless extreme care and 

complicated computations were made to allow proper 

quality differentials, 

(b>) Annual production quotas could be enforced by economic sanctions 

rather than by criminal penalties. The inducement to stay within 

an annual milk production quote would then be the opportunity to 

receive some sort of dividends. ; 

Comment (i) If a farmer had an annual herd base of say 200,000 

pounds of milk, he could be offered = payment equel to the 

difference between the market price ond a minimum security 

or floor price - provided he stayed within his base. For 

: eases of overrun the payments could be gradually reduced, 

with deductions from payments made at probably 5 times 

the earning rate per hundredweight - where production 

exceeded the quota by 10 percent. Where the farmer 

- produced sufficiently in excess of his base he would 

receive the going market price for milk, no more, no less. 

(¢) Provision would need to be made for bringing farmers on new farms 

into the market. 

Comment (1) Quotas for men on new farms could be arrived at 

through an apprenticeship period. Any farmer could be 

allowed to produce any amount of milk he so desired, but 

& beginning farmer would have to establish a right to a : 

"base" by first producing and selling milk for some 

stipulated period of time. During this apprenticeship 

period he would get only the market price; whenever he 

elected to come into a production control program his
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i previously established production could serve as the base 

from which his base would be calculated - presumably by 

applying the same ratios of reduction from previous produce 

; tion bases as established fermers. 

(3) Some suggestions on a substitute for present "parity" price. 

Any public price stabilization program must have some standard of 

& reasonable price. Essentially this standard of reasonableness must . 

be defined by the legislative branch of government, in order to fall : 

within the requirements of constitutional government, and avoid illegal 

delegation of power. A clearly defined standard of reasonableness also 

minimizes arbitrary acts of administrators and provides a measuring 

stick by which to judge the effectiveness of administration. The 

various "parity" concepts in present agricultural legislation meet 

this requirement of a public standard, tt they have other deficien- 

cies. 
Parity prices, in general, are intended to be fair prices - 

prices which give farm products a present purchasing power equal to 

the purchasing power which they had before World War I, 1910-1914, 

Parity prices are then an attempt to give farmers "equality" with other 

groups by direct public action. Many difficulties have arisen in the 

use of "parity prices." ‘The base is a long way off from the present - 

two wars away. For new or expanded crops it is not possible to get good 

statistics for early periods. For others the demand has changed greatly. 

The Congress has been under recurrent pressure to change the formla so 

that a higher parity price would be computed. Beyond this, parity prices 

Go not assure parity income, since income is price times quantity. 

' But despite its defects, the "parity" idea has been useful. When
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. one asks what has the "parity" price actually done, the answer appears 

to be that it has given farmers a standard by which some security could 

be put in farm prices. : 

In view of this we ask this question, why not work out a "security" 

price formulas which would be aimed directly at putting a floor in 

realized milk potueet In short, why not aim at a more modest goal - not 

full equality either of prices or income, but a security income? This too 

would be a part of equality, but it would be equalizing opportunities by 

measures comparable to minimum wages or unemployment benefits. If dairy 

farmers had the assurance that the bottom would not again fall out of 

milk prices, they could proceed with long-time production plans. 

As long as "equality" is the goal of parity prices, the parity price 

formula will be in the center of political contest. The seeking after : 

a more modest political goal should involve the price in less political 

pressure, especially if the "security" price were used to pay farmers 

for the continued service of producing a veluable food even during 

depression and low prices. 

i In fact a beginning has already been made in public legislation 

for the construction of a "security" price formule for milk. In 1937 

_ ® special formule for milk prices was introduced into the market agree- 

ment provisions of the original Agricultural Adjustment Act. 

"The level of prices which it is declared to be the policy 
of Gongress to establish...shall for the purposes of such 
agreement, order, or amendment, be such level as will 
reflect the price of feeds, the available supplies of 
feeds and other economic conditions which affect market 
supply and demand, for milk or its products in the market- 
ing area to which the contemplated marketing agreement, 
order, or amendment relates." 

This actually points to something very different from a fair share
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of the national income. The formula directs that the administrator shall 

take inte account the price of feeds and other major supply and demand 

factors. If the formula were expanded to include some of the other 

necessary costs including a minimum living standard for a farm family 

of average operating efficiency we might have a fairly workable concep- 

tion of a minimum security price and consequently of a security farm 

income. In addition, such a forma also points in the @irection of 

using resources efficiently by allowing the level of prices to be 

directly related to the actual production and market alternatives of 

milk producers. It should be emphasized, however, that the “security 

price so computed would not be equal to the expected market price, 

except in hard times. Rather it would be a floor price below which 

prices would not be allowed to go in times of stress. ‘he holding of 

é such a floor price might, however, become impossible under some extreme 

circumstances without production control. 

In summary, during the war we have expanded the production on our 

farns to new high levels; we are producing about a third more food in 

this country than before the war. Total milk production per capita has 

: increased 9 percent; in addition, the solids not fat are now being used 

ueuinanibiadiier as human food. In view of these circumetances, and the 

apprehension of farmers about the future of milk prices, your committee 

hes outlined the general alternatives open to dairy farmers through price 

support and production control programs. It has also suggested that a 

floor or security price might be substituted for the present parity 

price concept. These are details but they are intended to show the 

sort of measures which met ‘ve considered if we are to work out price 

or production control program. : : 

, eA \
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Bat the larger issues should also be kept in mind. The purpose 

of price influencing programs in agriculture is to create a tolerable 

; degree of economic security. 

VII. Conservation policy 

Conservation requires that we take thought of a long future. YFarm 

people must be freed from the pressing anxieties of the day before they can give 

serious consideration to conservation of the land. eonomic security should 

prepare the wey for this thoughtfulness. ‘There must also be a long-time 

interest in the land, which may_be| best achieved by = continuity of the land 
in the family through succeeding generations. Finally, there must be some 

margin in the income of the family for investment in conservation. Smell, 

poor farms handicap conservation programs. These are sone of the material 

requirements of conservation policy, but beyond these, the meaning of conserva- 

tion itself mst be understood. 

We are convinced that the aggregate of effort now called “conservation 

contains grave defects: 

1. It is a piecemeal effort, devoid of cohesion or balance, 

2. It leans far too heavily on government, too lightly on private 

initiative. 

3. It looks on the land as a series of more or less independent parts 

or "resources," each of which can be "conserved" separately. All 

of modern science indicates the contrary. Land is an organic whole, 

and mast be dealt with as such. , 

Before present programs can become more effective, we must improve the 

basic pictures of what they are intended to accomplish. In this section we try 

to sketch roughly a basic picture of conservation. 

\ 5
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Land health: 
Conservation is a state of health in the land. This means just what it 

does in an animal or plant: the capacity for self-renewal by cooperation of 

interdependent parts, or organs. 

The parts of land are soil, water, plants and animals (both tame and : 

wild). One part cannot be healthy indefinitely while another is sick, nor can 

the whole be healthy unless all the parts are present and functioning. Science 

/ knows very little about the functioning of land, but it is a safe guess that * 

, the more complete the original assortment of parts, the better the chance for aX S 

healthy lend, he original pattern of the land can thus be used as a guide in st 
constructing = desirable goal for a future lend use pattern. 7~ > 

Lopsided conservation: 

At the present time, in the richer farming counties of Wisconsin, 

conservation consists largely of an attempt to save the topsoil. So far this 

effort is not very successful; we are still losing topsoil faster then it is 

. being replaced by natural processes of soil creation. On the same farm where mar, 

we ere trying hardest to conserve the topsoil, the woodlot may be in process 

of slow destruction by pasturing, ané the water flow and water table may be 

injured by stream-straightening or marsh drainage. The native plants end 

animals tend to @isappear with the woodlot ané the marsh. 

The woodlot, the stream bank, the underground water table, the marsh, 

and the native fauna and flore are all parte of the land, and presumably essential 

to land health. They do not happen to yield salable products as readily as : 

does plowland; some indeed yield no salable products at all, but a conservation 

policy which ignores them seems to us unsound, unscientific, lopsided, and per- 

haps doomed to ultimate failure. ; 

ges Nae lak L; “a Sy Wy
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The community concept: 

Whet is lacking in our mental picture of conservation is the concept 

of land, water, plants, and animals as a community. Not all parte of the land 

community can make money. (Neither can all members of the human community ; 

receive wages.) ‘The unprofitable" members may nevertheless be essential to 

the well-being of the whole. 

It follows that if conservation on farms is to be motivated solely ; 

by profit, then conservation of the land as a whole is impossible. Community 

welfare, and » sense of pride in contributing to it, must in some degree move 

the private ower as well as the public. The profitable parts met carry the 

unprofitable ones, just as in any industrial enterprise e unified purpose 

involves carrying profitable and unprofitable component enterprises, each 

necessary to the functioning of the whole. 

Education: 

Summarized in terms of education, these implications of a unified 

conservation program add up rather simply to this: The farmer should know the 

original as well as the introduced components of his land, and take a pride 

: in retaining at least a sample of all of them. In addition to healthy soil, 

crops, and livestock, he should know and feel « pride in a healthy sample of 

marsh, woodlot, pond, stream, bog, or roadside prairie. In addition to being 

@ conscious citizen of nis political, social, and economic community, he should 

be & conscious citizen of his watershed, his migratory bird flyway, his biotic 

zone. Wild crops as well as tame crops should ve a part of his scheme of farm 

Management. We should hate no native animal or plant, but only excess or 

j extinetion in any one of them, 

Cash outlays for unprofitable components of land are of course not to
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be expected, but outlays of thought, and to a reasonable extent of spare time, 

should be given with pride, just as they are now given to equivalent enter- 

prises in human health and civic welfare. 

Soil Conservation Districts: 

In Wisconsin 37 counties have been organized as Soil Conservation 

Districts. Residence in these districts entitles land owners to the benefits : 

offered through the United States Soil Conservation Service, and to certain 

powers of concerted action. At the present time technological advice is the 

principal assistance to farmers through the districts. The Service, together 

with the State Soil Conservation Committee, maintains Soil Conservation techni- 

eians in a considerable number of Wisconsin counties. 

In earlier years the Soil Conservation Service made COC labor available 

to participating farmers for the construction of terraces, dams, and sodways. 

Although the arrangements were varied, the farmer usually contributed all or a 

major part of the cost of the materials used, his own labor, and agreed to follow 

& program of conservation farming. In recent years the program of the Soil 

Conservation Service has operated without grants of materials and labor. 

In reviewing the work of the Soil Conservation districts, your coumittee 

noted an increasing tendency for the Service to emphasize changes in land use 

practices distinetly profitable to the individual fermer. There is an increasing 

emphasis upon drainage and converting land to intensive agricultural use. Conser- 

vation measures in the public interest but not of immediate profit to the individual 

appear to be receiving little attention. 

Soil Conservation districts are a special unit of government, with the 

County Agricultural Committee as officers. Through them the members have certain 

powers, including the authority to devise and enforce compulsory land use ; 

regulations. Through such regulations, farmers may be prohibited from following
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inereaeed total production. In this country we had forty-five million workers 

employed in 1939. After this war we will need sixty million jobs to give full 

employment. 

Serious unemployment after this war means depression. And another 

intense world-wide depression may mean that democratic capitalism as we know it 

will be wiped out never to return in this age. The question before us is whether 

we can eliminate depression and unemployment by methods which preserve our 

fundamental liberties or whether circumstances and lack of social inventiveness : 

will drive the world to some sort of totalitarianism. 

But we need courageous action, not alarm. In recent years, we have 

learned mach about the ways in which employment is created. We know, for example, 

that the total stream of purchasing power in our economy is determined w the 

way in which we dispose of our money incomes. It is the spending of incomes for 

conpeniphinn or the making of "new" investments that keeps a money economy 

operating. Money saved by individuals must be invested if it is to contribute 

i to the volume of jobs. In short we can maintain a high level of employment 

only by investing sufficient money to bring our total spending up to the level 

required to maintain purchasing power. 

We have all the materials fer a great advance in health, comfort, and 

security if we are wise enough and courageous enough to use the resources at 

our disposal. But central to this achievement is the task of stabilising our 

economy, to prevent depression and create the secure conditions for expansion 

of opportunities. In the effort, the fiseal policies of the federal government 

have a major part. ’ 

Piseal policies deal with the use of the financial powers of government - 

taxing, borrowing, spending and lending. The use of these great powers influences 

the operation of the whole economy; the problem is to use them constructively and
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deliberately, with a view to the probable consequences. In the brief space of 

this report, only a few of the Limits to good policy can be pointed out. 

In terms of employment, we need tax programs whieh raise large sums 

of money, without disrupting the continued operation of the economy. In the 

postwar era the federal government will need some 16 to 20 billions of dollars ‘ 

annually, to meet interest charges of approximately 6 billions of dollars and 

other prospective expenditures. But this revenue must be raised in ways which 

de not deplete mass consumption power or we shall bring on a depression. Sales 

taxes are deflationary. Yet this is not the whole story in taxation. 

Our fiscal policy must encourage private investment as well as consump 

tion. It is this need that makes the current discussions of the influence of 

taxation upon "incentives" so important. Taxes which penalize the taking of risk 

deter investments. But this is also a big and difficult question, and one which 

must be viewed reasonably. ‘The critical questions here turn upon the taxation 

of corporations. Two points can be established which may help understand the 

limits to tax adjustments to stimulate private investment: 

(a) Corporations are going concerns which are something more 

than merely a "sereen" for individual stockholders. They 

are real units and as such they should be taxed. 

(bo) Tax programs designed to ease the burden of corporate taxes 

should be so designed that they do not penalize small 

businesses while allowing the big corporations to grow 

bigger and still bigger. 

Taxation policy must be a balancing of many different kinds of taxes 

by the various units of government. And there can be no really simple tax 

program that is adequate. However, the general principles of taxation which 

have stood the test of time are still good, especially taxation according to
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income and ability to pay. But there are new problems; the heavy taxes of the 

future will greatly influence the operation of the whole economy. Over the 

long past many people have come to believe that taxes are just so much money 

wasted. Public waste is never advisable. But we do need to see that taxes 

are a part of the great balance wheel of the economy. High taxes in prosperous 

times and reduce’ taxes when depression threatens can help stabilize our 

economic opportunities. 

In the transition from war to peace we are almost certain to have 

unemployment in many sections of the economy. Unless these depressions are 

localized with prompt and vigorous public action we may be pulled into a 

terrible depression. In fact, for decades the threat of depression may not | 

be far away. For these reasons, it is desirable that we have both "stop-gap" 

and long range plans for direct public investments to supplement private | 

efforts. : 

The rural people of Wisconsin should examine the opportunities for 

public investments in their own communities so that they will be able to 

participate in any possible future projects. Some public investments obvicus- 

ly will be needed - schools, commnity centers, and roads, for example. But 

it is also desirable that the rural people of Wiseonsin consider how public 

expenditures may be made on private land, or for private interests which also ; 

serve the public interests. How far should we go in spending public money to 

invest in erosion control, or woodlot conservation, or improved sanitation on 

private farms or houses? It does not require much planning to spend money; 

but we need careful thought by citizens and public servants alike to carry out 

a public investment program that actually promotes both public puryotes and 

private welfare.
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